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and The Personal Collection of Martine Saunier
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Dear Client,

The peak of the Fall auction season is here: the massive three-day 
Birthday Auction on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, November 
16, 17, and 18!  Please celebrate with me my 52nd birthday in the 
finest fashion with the finest of wines and let us know if you are in 
New York City for events throughout the sale!  The sale showcases 
a tremendous 2,500+ lots with estimated sales of $12 million!  
Among the numerous features highlighting the world’s finest 
wines are special collections brought together to epitomize each 
of the three days.  Yes, there are so many tremendous collections 
that each session has its own headline: Thursday being all about 
The Four Horsemen, Friday The Burgundy Boys, and Saturday 
is A Saturday Special!

The first session of our three-day celebration is anchored by four 
special collections that we have dubbed “The Four Horsemen.”  
These consignments consist of seven hundred and fifty lots to 
pull this auction out of the gate with great vinous momentum!  The first of The Four Horsemen is The 
Comprehensive Collection of a Prominent Surgeon in lots 1-464, a larger than life collector and 
renowned West Coast sports medicine surgeon with an appropriately oversized cellar.  He has consigned 
sizable offerings of significant wines with us before, and we are delighted to have a selection of wines just 
hitting their primetime drinking.  Highlights include over one hundred lots of classified growth Bordeaux 
from the 1940s to the present in various formats, including benchmark vintages.  Our centerpiece is one 
hundred thirty lots of Red Burgundy featuring over forty selections of Domaine de la Romanee Conti, as 
well as significant offerings of Vogue and Leroy.  Highly-rated offerings pour in from the Rhone including 
Guigal and Chave, as well as Champagne from Dom Perignon and Cristal.  Masseto and other noble 
friends wave the flag for Italy, cult and Classic Cali Cabs are led by Harlan and Screaming Eagle, and 
sought-after Pinot Noirs and Chardonnays get their due from Kistler, Marcassin and Sine Qua Non!  We 
are delighted he dropped in with these all-star birthday selections!!! 

Lots 465-598 hail from our second of The Four Horsemen with Iconic Bordeaux and Burgundy of the 
Good Doctor.  An astute collector and distinguished physician who believes in buying the best of the best 
in quantity, his collection includes some of the greatest wines from the 20th century.  Wine is the best 
medicine for the soul with famous Bordeaux icons of yesteryear back to the 1920s highlighted by 1945s 
and 1961s.  Burgundy goes back to 1900 starring more than two dozen lots of Domaine de la Romanee 
Conti and ten lots of Domaine Leflaive!!!  We are extremely honored to have this great selection of mature 
wines from The Good Doctor!  The Art of Collection comes from The Third Horsemen in lots 599-698.  
This extremely successful New York based businessman has invested in several of the city’s most respected 
restaurants and is also very passionate about fine art, ranking among the world’s most important collectors.  
He sees wine as a vinous art, and accordingly you will find Bordeaux from the 1980s and 1990s as well 
as significant selections of Rousseau, Vogue, DRC, Leroy, and Ponsot.  Our fourth of The Four Horsemen 
displays Regal Rousseau from the Northern Star in lots 699-750.  We’ve had the pleasure of significant 
selections of Burgundy from this French gentleman before, and this time he focuses on regal Rousseau.  
His bottles are always purchased upon release and perfectly kept.  After an appetizer of Petrus, Armand 
Rousseau stars among these fifty fabulous lots with twenty-eight splendid selections!!  Supporting roles 
come from Dujac and Roumier before we detour to the Rhone featuring Rayas and Chave. 
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Unlike the boys of summer, The Burgundy Boys never fade and prefer the Fall season.  That makes 
them the perfect collectors to come together to make our second session grand and glorious with the 
best of the best Burgundies from all the names that make Burgundy connoisseurs’ hearts sing!  We 
kick if off with The Immaculate Collection in lots 883-1079. This New York City collector is fanatical 
about Burgundy and meticulous about provenance, keeping extensive records for every bottle bought 
over his two decades of collecting.  He has amassed more than 40,000 bottles with a profoundly simple 
strategy to buy the best producers in the best vintages from the best cellars, focusing on his favorite 
region of them all, Burgundy!!!  Although he made his way in finance, these were not investment 
pursuits.  Every bottle was selected with great love, care, and rigorous vetting as they were destined 
for his personal consumption and to generously share with great company.  He simply has too much 
wine and so we are treated to top Red Burgundy producers including sixteen selections of Rousseau, 
ten lots of Comte Liger-Belair, more than two dozen showstoppers from Domaine de la Romanee 
Conti, nine Leroy selections, thirteen from Dujac, and six Roumier.  Coche-Dury dominates White 
Burgundy with twenty-three lots, complemented by twenty-one from Roulot, a dozen Raveneau, and 
six Ramonet.  An All-Star assortment, indeed!!

The Burgundy Boys are just getting started and, in lots 1080 -1647, we continue the celebration 
with a stunning array of fourteen consignments from passionate collectors and friends of the house.  
Chefs, sommeliers, and industry insiders join bon vivants, shrewd businessmen, and entertainment 
executives to fete a happy Burgundy birthday!  In this spectacular second session, we proudly present 
more than one hundred selections from Domaine de la Romanee Conti spanning 1978 to 2020 from 
all the Red Grand Cru vineyards and including large formats!!!  There are nearly seventy selections 
from A. Rousseau, covering vintages from 1985 to the present including 2002 and 2019 Chambertin.  
Ponsot boasts nearly fifty lots spanning 2001 to 2015 with multiple vintages of Chapelle Chambertin, 
Clos de la Roche, and Griottes Chambertin, before Dujac takes the stage showcasing magnums of 1999 
Bonnes Mares and Clos St. Denis.  Adding to the Red Burgundy festivities are over thirty lots of Comte 
Liger-Belair, including parcel lots of 2015 La Romanee, and Mugneret-Gibourg, where Jeroboams 
of the 1999 Clos Vougeot, Echezeaux, and Ruchottes Chambertin are on the block.  Roumier offers 
an OWC case of 2002 Bonnes Mares, complemented by an array of other exceptional wines, including 
treasures from Arnaux-Lachaux, Leroy, Duroche, Faiveley, Jayer, Mugnier, R. Engel, and more!!!  
Meanwhile, the White Burgundy selection captivates with a dazzling array of more than fifty lots from 
Coche-Dury, nearly fifty from Roulot, and over forty selections from Raveneau, in addition to lovely 
lots from Ramonet, Dauvissat, La Romanee, Leflaive, A. Ente, and more.  It’s a Burgundy celebration 
like no other!

Day three parties on with more amazing collections of Burgundy and beyond; there is only one way 
to describe this grand finale and that is “A Special Saturday!”  We kick off another action-packed 
auction day with Just What The Doctor Ordered in lots 1648-1868.  This brilliant doctor and cancer 
researcher, who is also a bass chorister, fell in love with wine and began reading, tasting, and collecting 
on repeat.  Twenty-first Century Bordeaux leads the way for one hundred and fifty lots of Red 
Burgundy, featuring sixty plus lots of Dujac and fifteen from Mugnier as his preferred prescriptions!  
The remedies keep on coming with nearly two dozen selections of Leflaive complemented by Coche-
Dury and Raveneau!  Clape, Rayas and Chave romp in the Rhone and we conclude with Krug and a 
bit of Piedmont. A great start to our special Saturday!!! 
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A fitting follow-up is A Superlative Collection of DRC, exclusively in magnum and all purchased on 
release.  The only thing better than DRC is DRC in magnums 😊.  Lots 1869-1950 are courtesy of one 
of our favorite wine warriors who purchased all these magnums upon release and stored them in a 
custom-built, temperature-controlled home cellar.  There are seventeen spellbinding selections of La 
Tache, a dozen each Echezeaux, Grands Echezeaux and Richebourg, and a baker’s dozen of Romanee 
St. Vivant.  The icing on the cake is thirteen magnums of tremendous Romanee Conti, Romanee Conti!!  
This is a rare opportunity to buy DRC magnums in quantity with perfect provenance and condition!  
Big-Time Burgundy of a Successful Businessman in lots 1951-2062 offers an incredible collection 
from an incredible gentleman.  Always the life of the party, he is extremely generous sharing his 
collection and he shares with us more than one hundred lots from the esteemed 2009 Red Burgundy 
vintage!  There are dozens of lots from DRC, Leroy and Dujac, as well as Rousseau, Roumier, Coche-
Dury, Pierre-Yves Colin-Morey and Ramonet!

Lots 2102-2377 present A Breathtaking Selection of Iconic Wines courtesy of a New York collector, 
vinous scholar, bon vivant, and gentleman.  We are honored to welcome back this longtime collector 
and good friend with a breathtaking assortment of the world’s finest and rarest wines highlighted 
by decades of iconic Bordeaux back to 1930s, including legendary wines from 1945, 1959, 1961, 
and 1982.  Twenty selections of Armand Rousseau set the table properly for over sixty selections of 
Domaine de la Romanee Conti commencing with 1991 and 2001 Assortments, and that is just the 
tip of the iceberg!  There are twenty lots of Dujac, complemented by thirteen selections of Roumier.  
White Burgundy unfurls Arnaud Ente, Coche-Dury, Raveneau, and Roulot.  We have choice 
selections of Chave, Dom Perignon and Krug while Giacosa, Giacomo Conterno and Soldera wave 
the flag for Italy.  This is an offering of nothing but the best there is!!

Our thrilling third session proceeds with the legendary personal collection of Martine Saunier 
starring more than two dozen selections of Emmanuel Rouget, including twelve magnums of 2002 
Vosne Romanee Cros Parantoux, in lots 2063-2087!!!  Look out for 1982 Bordeaux classics, including 
twelve bottles of the 100-point Chateau Lafleur.  More beautiful Burgundy, Bordeaux, Rhone and 
Champagne take flight to bring a triumphant three-day sale to a fitting and fantastic end. 

Please join us for this three-day birthday extravaganza on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday,  
November 16, 17, and 18.  Let’s all party like it’s my birthday 😊 Cheers to your health and to great 
wine! 

In Vino Veritas, 

John Kapon 
Chairman, Acker Merrall & Condit Companies
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TO BID LIVE FOR EVERY SALE.

You will receive an email informing you once
you’ve been approved to bid at the auction

To login and bid live online, go to
www.AckerWines.com/BidLive and 

login with your email address and password.

Once you’re logged in, click the red ‘Enter Auction’ link for the sale,
which will be active 1 hour prior to the start of each auction.

Then, just accept the auction terms and happy bidding!

If you experience difficulties logging in on the day of the auction
please email auction@ackerwines.com
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All bids must be received by Acker DE prior to the start of the auction. Credit or 
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Acker DE does not charge for this confidential bidding service with the 
understanding that any failure to exercise bids or error in doing so shall not be the 
responsibility of Acker DE or its staff.

If your bid is successful, Acker DE will send you an invoice reflecting the total 
amount due within seven (7) days following the auction to the email provided above.  
The total amount due shall be the hammer price plus a buyer’s premiumn equal to 
twenty-five percent (25%) of the hammer price, in addition to any applicable taxes 
and fees.  Payments may be made by wire transfer, check, debit card, or credit 
card (Visa, Mastercard, or American Express).  By signing this form, you authorize 
Acker DE, without further notice to you, to charge the credit or debit card you 
provide above for the invoice amount due if you fail to pay the invoice in full within 
thirty (30) days following the date of auction.  If you revoke this authorization, your 
registration may be disabled.  Credit card payments greater than $15,000.00 per 
auction (in the aggregate) shall be subject to a 3% convenience fee to the extent 
permitted by applicable law. 

By bidding at auction, Buyer agrees that Buyer has read and agrees to the Buyer’s 
Conditions of Sale Agreement in this sale catalogue and the instruments captioned 
(i) Bottle Description, and (ii) Absentee Bids published by Acker DE and in effect 
from time to time, and which are incorporated herein by reference as part of this 
Agreement, and Buyer agrees that the above shall become the legal, valid, and 
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THE COMPREHENSIVE COLLECTION OF A PROMINENT SURGEON

DAY ONE

The first of our Four Horsemen on our auction racetrack is a larger than life collector who has an appropriately oversized cellar 
that is offering more than four hundred thoroughly delectable offerings!  These could easily be a session unto themselves and 
is the perfect way to commence the first day of our three-day triumphant birthday celebration.  Despite his cellar’s mammoth 
dimensions and previous consignments, he simply still has too much wine.  He has consigned with us sizable offerings of significant 
wines before, and we are delighted to have more benchmark wines just hitting their primetime drinking. 

There are four hundred and sixty sizzling selections on the block from Bordeaux, Burgundy, Rhone, Champagne, Italy and 
California.  We begin by dialing back the clock with over one hundred lots of classified growth Bordeaux from the 1940s to 
the present in different formats.  Our centerpiece is one hundred thirty lots of Red Burgundy featuring over forty selections of 
Domaine de la Romanee Conti, as well as significant offerings of Vogue and Leroy.  Highly-rated offerings pour into the Rhone 
from Guigal and Chave as well as Champagne from Dom Perignon and Cristal.  Masseto and other noble friends wave the flag 
for Italy.  Cult and Classic Cali Cabs are led by Harlan and Screaming Eagle and sought-after Pinot Noirs and Chardonnays get 
their due from Kistler, Marcassin and Sine Qua Non!

Our magnanimous consignor is a renowned West Coast sports medicine surgeon with many connections to the professional sports 
world.  His love for wine was developed enjoying the vibrant late 1980s NYC restaurant scene, and in particular appreciating 
the profound precocity of the 1982 Bordeaux vintage which he soon shared with his future wife.  In the mid-1990s, our consignor 
moved away from the city and began collecting heavily, but often returned to indulge in fine wine and cuisine, not to mention to 
take care of a few very important clients!  We are delighted he dropped in with these birthday selections.  Lots of early round 
draft picks here so that you don’t have to trade away to make your cellar bigger and better!

The first session of our special three-day Birthday Celebration is anchored by four special collections that we have called “The 
Four Horsemen.”  These Big Four consignments consist of seven hundred and fifty lots and will certainly pull this auction out of 
the gate with great vinous momentum consisting of Bordeaux back to 1920s, treasure troves of Domaine de La Romanee Conti, 
Rousseau, Domaine Leflaive among many other delectable wines!

_____________________________

LIVE ON THE WEB ~ BIDLIVE.ACKERWINES.COM

LOTS 1-882 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16TH, 2023 BEGINNING AT 9:00AM

LOTS 883-1647 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17TH, 2023 BEGINNING AT 9:00AM

LOTS 1648-2581 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 18TH, 2023 BEGINNING AT 9:00AM

All notes taken from the Wine Advocate unless otherwise indicated. 

IWC is Steve Tanzer, BH is the Burghound, WS is the Wine Spectator, MB is Michael Broadbent, CC is Clive Coates,  
JG is John Gilman, RJ is Richard Juhlin, VM is Vinous Media and JK is John Kapon. 
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Bordeaux takes the court with a dozen lots of Haut Brion spanning 1949 to 2010 highlighted by the 1959, 1961, 1982 and 1989 
vintages backed by eight lots of La Mission covering 1962 to 2009!  All-stars continue with fifteen fabulous selections of Lafite 
Rothschild arching over 1946 to 2010 including full cases of 1996 and 2003.  Chateau Margaux triumphs with fourteen lots 
from 1978 to 2003 centering around two cases and a double magnum of the benchmark 1996 vintage as well as the venerable 
1990 in bottle and halves.  Petrus has eight rings, I mean special selections, from 1966 to 1990 including the 1982 in bottle and 
magnum!  We get admirable support from the bench with parcels of 1989 Clinet and 1978 Ducru Beaucaillou as well as cases of 
1989 Palmer, 1982 Pichon Baron, 2009 Pontet Canet and 1982 Vieux Chateau Certan.  We go from strength to strength in the 
lineup with bottles of 1982 Ausone, 1990 Cheval Blanc, 1982 l’Evangile, and 1995, 2000 and 2005 Le Pin! 

Rousseau sets the floor for Red Burgundy with six lots led by 2001 and 2005 Chambertin.  A sweet sixteen selections of Vogue 
shine, led by full cases of 1996 Les Amoureuses and Musigny spanning 1991 to 2010.  Domaine de la Romanee Conti takes 
center court with forty-six selections (!!) commencing with six lots of Echezeaux and eight from Grands Echezeaux both back 
to 1993 including the seminal 1999 from both Grand Crus.  There are fifteen selections of La Tache starting with bottles and 
magnums of the 1996 vintage up to 2015, including brilliant bottles of 1999, 2002, 2009 and 2010.  Richebourg runs up the score 
with nine vintages spanning 1959 to 2015 crested by three bottles of 2005, and Romanee St. Vivant chips in eight vintages from 
1996 to 2015.  We have eleven selections of Domaine Leroy of single vineyard standout prospects from Nuits St. Georges and 
Vosne Romanee from the 1996, 1999 and 2002 vintages.  Drouhin has eight centering around three bottles each of 1996 and 
2001 Musigny while seven selections of Meo-Camuzet led by 1999 Echezeaux and Cros Parantoux keep up the full court press.  
The red carpet of exceptional Red Burgundy continues to unfold with 2002 Dujac Charmes Chambertin, 1993 Rouget Cros 
Parantoux, 2002 Richebourg Hudelot-Noellat and 1996 Arnoux Echezeaux.  White Burgundy is short and dry in a good way 
with a trio of Coche-Dury as well as mix of Raveneau!  

The depth and diversity of the collection continues to unfurl with six lots of Guigal led by 1990s from all three La Las while a 
trio of Chave play to the fine tune of 2000 Cathelin.  There are seventeen selections of Dom Perignon from 1990 to 2008 crested 
by two cases of 1996 Rose and 2002 Rose in bottle and magnum.  Not to be outdone, we have sixteen lots of Cristal starting with 
a full case of 1990 followed by 1999 in bottle and Jeroboam and parcels of 2002 in bottle and magnum!!  We spend some time in 
the Italian league with eleven selection of Masseto from 1995 to 2005 including several magnums backed by 1997s from Solaia 
and Sassicaia, followed by four vintages of Monfortino and two cases of 1990 Sandrone Cannubi.  We head home to tap top 
draft picks from Abreu, Araujo, Bryant, Colgin, Hundred Acre and Scarecrow.  Harlan is the franchise player here with twenty 
selections of Harlan from 1992 to 2014 including a vertical of magnums as well as 2007 in bottle and magnum!  Screaming Eagle 
flies over with nineteen tremendous lots thundering from 1995 to 2019 mostly in their original wood cases crowned by six bottles 
each of 2009, 2010 and 2012!!!  Classic Cali comes calling as well with choice selections from Chateau Montelena, Dominus, 
Phelps Insignia, Opus One and Shafer Hillside Select.  Six lots of Kistler set us up for Marcassin to hit blackjack with 21 lots of 
Pinot Noir and Chardonnay topped by eight lots of Sine Qua Non.  

All in all, this is an all-star collection that admirably repeats again and again its championship caliber!!!
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 6 Château Canon - Vintage 1945
 St. Emilion
 2vhs, 1hs, 1ltl, 1lstl, 3scc, 1cuc, 2nol, excellent color

“An opaque, deep ruby/garnet color had the look of ex-
traordinary concentration and density. The nose offered 
up compelling aromas of herbs, black cherries, and 
loamy, earthy notes, as well as coffee. In the mouth, this 
Canon exhibited a typically rustic, super-concentrated, 
hard, tannic, massive constitution. It is still capable of 
improvement - as hard as that may be to believe. The 
color reveals no signs of age, and there is enough tannin 
to suggest that this wine could last for at least another 
15-20 years.”(92pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 7 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1966
 St. Emilion
 4ts, 2vhs, 6gsl, 1hbsl, different importers, excellent color

“Following from a delicious half-bottle in February, the 
Château Cheval Blanc 1966 put in another impressive 
performance just a few months later. Served blind, it has 
a typical bouquet for the vintage: tobacco and cigar box, 
the fruit in the background, tertiary and classic in style. 
The palate is very well balanced and errs more towards 
the Left Bank than the Right Bank: structured, firm, aloof 
but compelling. This is a sublime expression of Chev-
al Blanc and it deserves to be drunk over the next 8-10 
years. Tasted September 2014.”(94pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 8 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1970
 St. Emilion
 1bn, 5vhs, 3lstl, 1ltl, 3gsl, different importers, 
 excellent color

“...the 1970 had a nice, pungent nose full of wintergreen, 
nut, roasted meat and cherry fruit pinches of pepper, an-
ise and caramel alcohol still firm gamy quality but in a 
red, ripe way good flavors of nut, caramel and older red 
fruits, mainly cherry good earth and mild dust on the fin-
ish a very good, delicious Cheval that is lighter-bodied, 
fine, but complex won’t get much better, probably, and 
light by Cheval standards, but thoroughly enjoyable got 
saucy in a reduction way.”(91pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1 Château Angelus
 St. Emilion
 - Vintage 1990 (99pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2000 (99pts) (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 2 Château Ausone - Vintage 1982
 St. Emilion
 2bn, 1ts, 1nl, 2lscl

“The bottle in the blind flight showed rather autumnal 
aromas and an element of old wood on the nose; modest 
volume and sweetness; and some unabsorbed acidity on 
the back end. Second bottle: Full healthy red with a hint 
of amber. Cool, laid-back aromas of”(94+ pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 3 Château Ausone - Vintage 2000
 St. Emilion
 1x6 bottle owc

“A saturated black/purple color is followed by sensation-
al aromas of ink, cherries, blackberries, blueberries, and 
that wet stones/liquid minerality characteristic. The wine 
has phenomenal presence on the palate as well as aston-
ishing richness and purity. Despite its extract, power, and 
richness, it is remarkably light, with a surreal delicacy. It 
is a tour de force in winemaking and a compelling expres-
sion of this magical terroir.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 4 Château Beausejour Duffau Lagarrosse  
  - Vintage 1990
 St. Emilion
 half-bottles: 1ll, 2hgsl, 2nc
 bottle: lgsl

“The color remains an opaque murky purple. The nose 
offers up fabulously intense aromas of black fruits (plums, 
cherries, and currants), along with smoke, a roasted 
herb/nut component, and a compelling minerality. The 
wine is fabulously concentrated, with outstanding puri-
ty, and a nearly unprecedented combination of richness, 
complexity, and overall balance and harmony.”(100pts)

 Above 5 half-bottles per lot $1800-2400
 and 1 bottle

 5 Château Beychevelle - Vintage 1982
 St. Julien
 bottles: 4vhs
 magnums: 1stl, 1lwl

“... remains unformed in its voluminous, chunky, rich, 
full-bodied, atypical style. The wine is loaded with black 
fruits, and the long, rich finish displays considerable soft 
tannin. Low acidity gives the wine plenty of upfront ap-
peal in that fleshy, flamboyant style of so many 1982s. 
The color remains a dense garnet/purple, and there is lit-
tle evolution in the wine’s bouquet.”(94pts)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 and 2 magnums
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Lot: 11, 12
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PARCEL LOTS 13-14

 13 Château Clinet - Vintage 1989
 Pomerol

“...offering up pure scents of flowers, black-raspberries, 
currants, vanillin, and truffles. Full-bodied, with a seam-
less texture, fabulous concentration, a massive degree of 
richness, but no heaviness or awkwardness, this remains 
one of the most profound young wines I have ever tasted. 
Its sweetness of fruit and layers of flavor, combined with 
its remarkable texture are the stuff of legends...”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 14 12 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 15 Château Clinet - Vintage 2000
 Pomerol

“Chocolate and berry, with mineral and cream. Full-bod-
ied, with a wonderful velvety, caressing texture and a 
long, long finish. Wonderfully balanced and generous. 
Best Clinet I have ever tasted.”(96pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

PARCEL LOTS 16-17

 16 Château Ducru Beaucaillou - Vintage 1978
 St. Julien
 12vhs, 1x12 bottle owc, excellent color and condition

“...offers a deep ruby color with only a touch of amber 
at the edge, and a bouquet of complex aromas of truffles, 
cassis, licorice, and minerals. Medium to full-bodied, 
with excellent concentration, soft tannins, and a nicely 
layered feel, this wine reveals vague hints of the weedy 
herbaceousness that has come to dominate so many of 
this vintage’s wines.”(91pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 17 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600
 7ts, 1x12 bottle owc, excellent color and condition

 9 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1982
 St. Emilion
 1bn, 2tl, 1wisl, 2hbsl

“Revealing considerable amber in its dark plum/garnet 
color, this intensely fragrant 1982 is somewhat of a par-
adox in that the front end suggests full maturity, but the 
mid-palate, finish, and overall texture denote a closed 
wine. A gorgeously sweet entry displays flavors of cara-
mel, roasted coffee, jammy red and black fruits, coconut, 
and smoke. It is fat and full-bodied, with considerable 
tannin, structure, and muscle in the finish. Flamboyantly 
rich and precocious early in life, it is going through an 
awkward stage where the tannin is present, but it is also 
sexy, juicy, and formidably-structured. When the 1982 
Cheval Blanc’s component parts become totally in sync, 
it will be capable of meriting a three-digit rating.”(99pts)

 5 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 10 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1983
 St. Emilion
 1bn, 1ts, 4nl, 1lstl, different importers

“Nose full of breed, real estate, and earth, with a nice 
autumn spice to it very wound up - great length and win-
try flavors a minty and earthy spice dominates the pal-
ate, with an accompanying, tasty, burnt edge to it gets 
sweeter and sweeter and puts on weight after a couple of 
hours bacon and menthol emerge and the wine almost got 
pulled over for impersonating a Côte-R tie!...”(96pts JK)

 4 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 11 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1990
 St. Emilion
 2bsl, 1nl, 2bn, 3gsl

“...a complex bouquet of tobacco leaf, Christmas fruit-
cake, sweet black fruits, bordering on fig and plum, but 
no hint of overripeness, and notions of new saddle leath-
er, mint, and incense. The gorgeously expressive aromat-
ics are followed by a full-bodied wine revealing abundant 
glycerin as well as elevated alcohol, but it is not hot, and 
nothing is out of place.”(98+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 12 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 2000
 St. Emilion
 1lscl

“...saturated purple color along with a reticent but strik-
ing bouquet of blackberries, blueberries, truffles, and 
mocha. In spite of its tightness, aeration reveals scents 
of licorice, menthol, and saddle leather. Opulent and 
full-bodied, with low acidity, sweet tannin, and a 60-sec-
ond finish, it is unquestionably as profound as the 1990 
and 1982. I still believe the 2000 has the potential to be 
the most compelling Cheval Blanc since the mythical 
1947 and 1949...”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000
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 23 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1989
 Graves

“This continues to be one of the immortal wines and one 
of the greatest young Bordeaux wines of the last half-cen-
tury. Consistently prodigious and almost a sure bet to 
top the scoring card of any blind tasting of this vintage 
as well as other years, the 1989 Haut-Brion is a seam-
less, majestic classic, and a tribute to this phenomenal 
terroir and its singular characteristics. The wine still 
has a very thick, viscous-looking ruby/purple color, a 
spectacular, young but awesome smorgasbord of aromas 
ranging from scorched earth, liquid minerals, graphite, 
blackberry and black currant jam to toast, licorice, and 
spice box. The levels of fruit, extract, and glycerin in this 
viscous, full-bodied, low-acid wine are awe-inspiring. 
The brilliant symmetry of the wine, extraordinary puri-
ty, and seamlessness are the hallmarks of a modern-day 
legend.”(100pts)

 6 half-bottles per lot $5000-7000

 24 1 magnum per lot $3500-5000
 sdc

 25 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1990
 Graves
 3bsl

“1990: In terms of the brilliant complexity and nobility 
of the aromatics, scorched earth, black currants, plums, 
charcoal, cedar, and spices, the 1990 offers an aromatic 
explosion that is unparalleled. It is always fascinating to 
taste this wine next to the 1989, which is a monumen-
tal effort, but much more backward and denser, without 
the aromatic complexity of the 1990. The 1990 put on 
weight after bottling, and is currently rich, full-bodied, 
opulent, even flamboyant by Haut Brion’s standards. It is 
an incredible expression of a noble terroir in a top vin-
tage.”(98pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 26 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1995
 Graves

“This wine has been brilliant on every occasion I have 
tasted it. More accessible and forward than the 1996, 
it possesses a saturated ruby/purple color, as well as a 
beautiful, knock-out set of aromatics, consisting of black 
fruits, vanillin, spice, and wood-fire smoke. Multidimen-
sional and rich, with layers of ripe fruit, and beautifully 
integrated tannin and acidity, this medium to full-bodied 
wine is a graceful, seamless, exceptional Haut-Brion that 
should drink surprisingly well young.”(96pts)

 4 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 18 Château Ducru Beaucaillou - Vintage 1982
 St. Julien
 1lbsl

“...it exhibits a dense ruby/plum/garnet color to the rim 
as well as a sweet perfume of forest floor, spice box, ce-
dar, and copious quantities of black fruits. Medium to 
full-bodied and beautifully pure with sweet tannins, this 
wine has aged more slowly than I initially expected. It is 
the finest Ducru Beaucaillou produced after the 1961 and 
before the 2003. With respect to the 1990, I do not own 
any of this wine, but it was the last of a series of vintages 
between 1986 and 1990 that were affected by the TCA-
like contamination in the estate’s chai, which was com-
pletely destroyed and then rebuilt, eliminating the source 
of these smells. Not every bottle is affected by this, but I 
do not have any source for this vintage.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 20 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1959
 Graves
 htms, gsl, lbsl, cuc, outstanding color

“First up was 1959 Château Haut Brion, which had a 
spectacular nose of chocolate and tobacco. There was 
plenty of zip left in it with some band-aid, charcoal and 
gravel aromas to add complexity. I could sense how long 
the palate was before I tasted it, and it was terrific and 
sensual, full of chocolatey, creamy and tasty greatness. 
There was lots of gravel on the finish, and Hamburger 
found a particular freshness to it.”(98pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1200-1600

 21 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1961
 Graves
 2ts, 1vhs, 3nl, 2bsl, 1hwisl, 1cuc, 
 1 bottle different importer, outstanding color

“It had toffee, caramel and peanut aromas with an egg 
cream kiss. It was rich and luscious on the palate with 
great, coffee and chocolate flavors alongside dark plum 
and cassis. This was a long and sexy wine; if flavors 
could be midnight, this wine was it. I wanted to take it 
back to my hotel room accordingly.”(98pts JK)

 3 half-bottles per lot $2200-3000

 22 2 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 2htms, 2bsl, 1nl, 2sdc, 1cc, 2cuc, different importers, 
 1 illegible pitted cork branding, outstanding color
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 32 Château L’Evangile - Vintage 1982
 Pomerol
 4ts, 1vhs, 1hs, 3lwrl, 1stl, 1 bottle different importer

“A blockbuster, dark plum/garnet-colored wine, the 1982 
L’Evangile reveals a decadent, extravagantly rich nose of 
caramelized fruit, plum, licorice, smoked meats, and tof-
fee. This opulent, full-bodied Pomerol caresses the palate 
with layers and layers of glycerin and fruit. The tannin is 
barely noticeable in this massive, rich, gorgeous effort. 
The complexity of the nose alone is worth a special ad-
mission price.”(98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 33 Château L’Evangile
 Pomerol
 - Vintage 1982 1ts, 2nl (98pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1985 1bn, 1hstl, 1ll (95+pts JK) (2)
 - Vintage 1990 (96pts JK) (2)
 - Vintage 2005 (96pts) (2)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 34 Château La Mission Haut Brion
 Graves
 - Vintage 1962 vhs, lbsl, excellent color (90pts WS)  (1)
 - Vintage 1964 ts, excellent color (91pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1966 hs, lgsl, ssos, excellent color  (1)
 (93pts WS)
 - Vintage 1970 bn, bsl, excellent color (90pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1975 ts, lbsl, nl, spc, excellent color  (1)
 (100pts)
 - Vintage 1979 bn, stl, excellent color (91pts) (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 35 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 1982
 Graves
 1hstl, 1tal, 1 bottle different importer

“A thick, unctuously-textured wine with massive richness 
as well as abundant notes of black fruits, truffles, cre-
osote, scorched earth, smoke, and camphor, a colossal 
mouthfeel, a layered texture, incredible depth of fruit 
and glycerin, and copious, but well-integrated tannins 
that are largely concealed by the incredible amount 
of fruit. An old school La Mission, it is a tour de force 
that should continue to age effortlessly for another 40+ 
years.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 27 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1999
 Graves
 1nl, 1lscl, 1scl

“Great nose - has an Italian quality of tar, leather, and 
saucy fruit...loads of cassis and dark undertones of leath-
er, earth, cherry, plum, yeast, chocolate...great balance 
and definition...long finish with nice spiciness...flavors 
of peanut oil, black fruits, chocolate and cedar...my 
wine of the night, nosing out the Margaux...wish I could 
have tasted them side by side, but it was not my tasting.” 
(94+pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 28 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 2000
 Graves
 2lbsl, 1lscl

“...I was not surprised to find the 2000 Château Haut-Bri-
on flirting with perfection. The nose is simply breathtak-
ing - quintessential Haut-Brion with ebullient red berry 
fruit, roasted herbs, gravel, terracotta tiles on a warm 
summer’s day...it is simply wave after wave of intoxicat-
ing scents that could bring even the most stoic person 
to tears of joy. The palate displays heavenly balance, 
pitch-perfect acidity, perhaps spicier than previous bot-
tles that I have tasted, and what depth and dimension in 
this outstanding wine. That hint of graphite on the finish 
is a cheeky nod to Pauillac, as if to thumb its nose at 
the First Growths, because alongside Château Latour, 
almost by stealth, the Haut-Brion is one of the greatest 
Bordeaux in this millennial year.”(99+pts)

 12 half-bottles per lot $3200-4200

 29 4 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 30 Château Haut Brion
 Graves
 - Vintage 2003 (95pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2005 1nl, 1tl (100pts WS) (6)
 - Vintage 2010 (100pts) (3)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 31 Château L’Eglise Clinet
 Pomerol
 - Vintage 1985 (95pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1995 2stl (93pts) (6)
 - Vintage 1998 2scl (96pts WS) (2)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $1600-2200
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Lot: 30
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 42 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1946
 Pauillac
 bn, stl, lwrl, rebouchee au chateau, outstanding color

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400

 43 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1962
 Pauillac
 2ts, 2stl, 2spc, different importers, excellent color

“Obviously an excellent year for Lafite, but overshad-
owed by ‘61 on vintage charts. Tastes firm, tannic, but 
fruity, lively and crisp, with great balance.”(93pts WS)

 2 bottles per lot $800-1100

 44 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1966
 Pauillac
 2ts, 2lbsl, 3scl, 1bn, 1vhs, 1stl, 1tl, 1cc, 
 excellent color and condition

“There were curds and whey here with sweet and sour 
fruit.”(90pts JK)

 4 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 45 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1970
 Pauillac
 bottles: 2ts, bsl, 2tal, 4bn, 1hs, 2nl, 1lstl, 1ltl, 1scl, 
 1hbsl, 3cc, 1nc, different importers, excellent color
 magnum:vhs, lbsl, nl, excellent color and condition

“The Lafite had a bit of volatile acidity to it, but some 
nice pencil, cedar and roasted fruit behind it. It was ten-
der and slightly rich in the mouth, with a leathery fin-
ish.”(93pts JK)

 Above 7 bottles per lot $2600-3500
 and 1 magnum

 46 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1982
 Pauillac
 rebouchee au chateau

“The 1982 Lafite possesses a dark, dense ruby/purple 
color with only a subtle lightening at the rim. Spectac-
ular aromatics offer jammy cherry and black fruits in-
tertwined with lead pencil, mineral, and smoky wood 
scents. Powerful for a Lafite, this wine unfolds to reveal 
extraordinary richness, purity, and overall symmetry in 
addition to stunning flavor depth and persistence. The 
finish lasts for nearly a minute. The modern day equiv-
alent of Lafite-Rothschild’s immortal 1959 An amazing 
achievement!...”(100pts)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 36 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 1989
 Graves

“I am certainly not going to argue with anyone who be-
lieves La Mission-Haut-Brion’s 1989 is every bit as pro-
found as the 1989 Haut-Brion. It is a spectacular wine, 
and as it ages in the bottle, it is quickly becoming one 
of my all-time favorite La Mission-Haut-Brions, rank-
ing alongside the 1982, 1975, 1961, 1959, and 1955. 
The 1989 boasts a dense, thick, purple color, followed 
by a sweet, roasted cassis, chocolatey-scented nose with 
whiffs of tobacco, tar, and minerals. The wine is extreme-
ly full-bodied, unctuously-textured, sweet, jammy, and 
rich. Although it is still a youthful, unformed wine, it is 
already delicious to drink.”(100pts)

 6 half-bottles per lot $2400-3200

 37 6 bottles per lot $5500-7500
 4lscl, different importers

 38 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 2000
 Graves
 3lstl, 1wisl, 2nc

“...possesses everything I could ever want from a terroir 
that has given me as much hedonistic and intellectual 
pleasure as any other wine in the world.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 39 4 magnums per lot $4500-6000

 40 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 2005
 Graves
 1nl

“The 2005 La Mission Haut-Brion is pure perfection. 
It has an absolutely extraordinary nose of sweet black-
berries, cassis and spring flowers with some underlying 
minerality, a full-bodied mouthfeel, gorgeously velvety 
tannins (which is unusual in this vintage) and a long, 
textured, multi-layered finish that must last 50+ seconds. 
This is a fabulous wine and a great effort from this hal-
lowed terroir. Drink this modern-day legend over the next 
30+ years. Only 5,500 cases were produced of this blend 
of 69% Merlot, 30% Cabernet Sauvignon and 1% Caber-
net Franc.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 41 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 2009
 Graves

“A remarkable effort from the Dillon family, this is an-
other large-scaled La Mission that tips the scales at 15% 
alcohol. A blend of equal parts Cabernet Sauvignon and 
Merlot (47% of each) and the rest Cabernet Franc, it ex-
hibits an opaque purple color as well as a magnificent 
bouquet of truffles, scorched earth, blackberry and blue-
berry liqueur, subtle smoke and spring flowers. The wine’s 
remarkable concentration offers up an unctuous/viscous 
texture, a skyscraper-like mouthfeel, sweet, sumptuous, 
nearly over-the-top flavors and massive density.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1300-1700
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Lot: 47
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 52 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 2005
 Pauillac

“...boasts a dark ruby/purple color in addition to that 
exceptional Lafite perfume of graphite, spring flowers, 
crushed rocks, and sweet black cherry and black cur-
rant fruit that exudes class and nobility. The wine is 
medium-bodied with extremely high levels of tannin in 
addition to sensational purity, length, and overall har-
mony.”(96+pts)

 6 half-bottles per lot $1800-2400

 53 5 bottles per lot $2800-3800
 2nl

 54 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 2010
 Pauillac

“...a big, rich, full-throttle Lafite-Rothschild meant to age 
a half century or more. Deep purple, with notes of white 
chocolate, mocha, cedar and charcoal as well as hints of 
vanillin and creme de cassis, the wine is full-bodied yet 
has that ethereal lightness that makes it a Lafite.”(98pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1400-1800

 55 Château Latour
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1959 hs, lstl, sdc,   (1)
 excellent color and condition (100pts VM)
 - Vintage 1964 vhs, excellent color (95pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1975 2ts, 1vhs, 3bsl, 3gsl,  (3)
 excellent color (94pts JK)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 56 Château Latour
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1982 2lbsl, different importers (100pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1990 1vhs, 1lbsl, 1hstl, 1tal  (2)
 (100pts WS)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 57 Château Latour - Vintage 1996
 Pauillac

“An opaque purple color is followed by phenomenally 
sweet, pure aromas of cassis infused with subtle minerals. 
This massive offering possesses unreal levels of extract, 
full body, intensely ripe, but abundant tannin, and a finish 
that lasts for nearly a minute...”(99pts)

 8 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 47 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1996
 Pauillac
 1nl

“Tasted three times since bottling, the 1996 Lafite-Roth-
schild is unquestionably this renowned estate’s great-
est wine. As I indicated last year, only 38% of the crop 
was deemed grand enough to be put into the final blend, 
which is atypically high in Cabernet Sauvignon (83%). 
This massive wine may be the biggest, largest-scaled 
Lafite I have ever tasted. It will require many years to 
come around...the wine exhibits a thick-looking, ruby/
purple color, and a knock-out nose of lead pencil, miner-
als, flowers, and black currant scents. Extremely power-
ful and full-bodied, with remarkable complexity for such 
a young wine, this huge Lafite is oozing with extract and 
richness, yet has managed to preserve its quintessentially 
elegant personality. This wine is even richer than it was 
prior to bottling. It should unquestionably last for 40-50 
years.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 48 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1999
 Pauillac
 1tal, 1lscl

“...both elegant and intensely flavored, and almost di-
aphanous in its layers that unfold with no heaviness. An 
opaque ruby/purple color is accompanied by a complex 
bouquet of lead pencil, graphite, cedar, creme de cassis, 
toast, and vanilla. It is medium-bodied, with extravagant 
layers of richness yet little weight, and a finish that is 
all sweetness, ripeness, and harmony. This extraordinary 
Lafite increasingly appears to be a modern day clone of 
the majestic 1953. A mere one-third of the crop made it 
into the grand vin!”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 49 5 magnums per lot $4500-6000
 5tl, 5gsl

 50 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac

“...has an opaque ruby/purple color, followed by an ex-
traordinary aromatic expression of liquid minerals/stones 
interwoven with the tell-tale graphite notes, mulberry, 
black currants, caramel, and tobacco. In the mouth, it is 
remarkably light on its feet, but somehow seems to pack 
intense flavors into layer upon layer of fruit and richness 
that cascade over the palate. A compelling wine, with 
extraordinary precision, great intensity, and a seamless-
ness...”(100pts)

 9 half-bottles per lot $3500-5000

 51 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 2003
 Pauillac

“Dense purple-colored, with classic notes of graphite in-
tertwined with melted licorice, Crème de cassis, smoke, 
and flowers, it reveals extraordinary richness, opulence, 
power, purity, intensity, and viscosity.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $7500-10000
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 63 Château Leoville Las Cases - Vintage 1996
 St. Julien

“...a spectacular nose of cassis, cherry liqueur, pain 
grille, and minerals. It is powerful and rich on the attack, 
with beautifully integrated tannin, massive concentra-
tion, yet no hint of heaviness or disjointedness It is a re-
markable, seamless, palate-staining, and extraordinarily 
elegant wine - the quintessential St.-Julien.”(98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 64 Château Lynch Bages
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1982 4bn, 1ts, 2scl, 2wasl,  half-bottle (6)
 1nl, 2sdc (96pts WS)
 - Vintage 1989 1bsl (99+pts) half-bottle (2)
 - Vintage 2000 (97pts) half-bottle (1)

 Above 9 half-bottles per lot $1000-1400

 65 Château Lynch Bages
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1982 2bn, 1ts, 1lscl, 1lwrl, 1lstl, (4)
 1nc, different importers (96pts WS)
 - Vintage 1989 2bsl, 2 different importers (3)
  (99+pts)
 - Vintage 1990 nl (99pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1999 (90pts) (1)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 66 Château Margaux - Vintage 1978
 Margaux
 1bn, 4ts, 1hs, 6bsl, outstanding color

“The 1978 Château Margaux is a significant wine for two 
reasons: that is was the first under the Mentzelopoulos 
family after acquiring the property and also, it was their 
best wine in many years. Today it is still going strong. 
Clear in color, it has quite a deep garnet core. The nose 
is very seductive with black fruit, leather, scorched earth, 
a hint of lavender all beautifully defined and quintessen-
tially Margaux. The medium-bodied palate has exquisite 
balance, the acidity nicely judged, still a little masculine 
and “solid” compared to the subsequent vintages under 
Paul Pontallier, yet fresh and vital. Sure, there is a gritti-
ness and a touch of rusticity towards the finish, but all in 
all, this represents a great 1978 Left Bank and a signpost 
that the First Growth was back on the right track after 
a dismal run of vintages during the 1970s. Tasted May 
2016.”(93pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 58 Château Le Pin - Vintage 1995
 Pomerol

“Milk chocolate, mint and tarragon. Fascinating nose. 
Full-bodied, with a silky texture and a long finish. Still 
holding back, but grand. Racy and full of class. Real deal 
for Le Pin.”(94pts WS)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 59 Château Le Pin - Vintage 2000
 Pomerol
 1bn, 5scl, 2 bottles different importer

“Exotic, opulent, extravagant, and impossible to resist, 
the 2000 Le Pin is an explosive, virtually perfect example 
of this estate. Dense purple-colored, with luxurious levels 
of extract and richness, this intense, unctuously-textured, 
black fruit-filled Pomerol is thick enough to drink with a 
spoon. Revealing abundant tannin and definition for such 
a young Le Pin, it is typical of many of the blockbuster, 
but backward and tannic 2000 Pomerols.”(98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $15000-20000

 60 Château Le Pin - Vintage 2005
 Pomerol

“The 2005 Le Pin lived up to the hype and ultimately 
was wine of the afternoon for me. It had a great nose, 
t  n a city yet still refined but also with so much stuffing. 
There was noticeable citrus with decadent fruit   cranber-
ry, blueberry, blackberry, cassis, boysenberry   everyone 
was invited! There was great spine and length, but the 
2005 was still so elegant. Jef called it  a lip smacker  and 
noted  kirsch and strawberry.  The 2005 was all that and 
then some.”(97pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 61 Château Leoville Las Cases - Vintage 1982
 St. Julien
 6bsl, 6scc, lscl, lbsl

“...with aromas of cassis and other dark fruits mingled 
with notions of pencil shavings and loamy soil. On the 
palate, it’s full-bodied, broad-shouldered and muscular, 
with an ample core of fruit framed by voluminous, pow-
dery tannins. “(97pts)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500
 and 1 magnum

 62 Château Leoville Las Cases - Vintage 1990
 St. Julien
 1ll, 1tl, 1lwisl, 1hgsl, 1nc

“The 1990 reveals a dense, dark purple color, followed 
by a sweet, pure nose of black fruits, minerals, lead pen-
cil, and vanillin. Broad, expansive flavors come across as 
rich, pure, and concentrated, but never heavy or coarse. 
Beautifully integrated tannin and acidity are barely no-
ticeable in this classic, full-bodied, velvety-textured, 
youthful yet exceptional St.-Julien.”(96pts)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000
 and 2 magnums
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 73 Château Margaux - Vintage 1995
 Margaux
 2wisl

“Dark color. Black licorice, coffee, currants and black 
olives. Complex nose. A full-bodied, chewy blockbuster 
of a wine that is not giving anything at all away. It is like 
buried treasure still; you have to search for the gold. And 
it’s there. Fabulous.”(100pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $5500-7500

PARCEL LOTS 74-75

 74 Château Margaux - Vintage 1996
 Margaux
 1x12 bottle owc no lid

“The 1996 Château Margaux, a blend of 82% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 12% Merlot, 4% Petit Verdot and 2% Caber-
net Franc, must be a strong contender for wine of the vin-
tage. It offers everything you desire from this First Growth. 
It is blessed with breathtaking delineation and freshness 
on the nose, understated at first and then blossoming with 
mineral-infused black fruit, hints of blueberry, crushed 
stone and violet. The palate is perfectly balanced with 
filigree tannin, perfect acidity, a wine where everything 
seems to be in its right place. Blackberry, crushed stone 
at the front of the mouth, just a touch of spice towards 
the finish that shows supreme control. This is a Margaux 
that seems to light up the senses. It was outstanding in its 
youth...something that has not changed one bit over the 
intervening two decades. This may well turn out to be the 
Left Bank pinnacle of the 1990s.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $7000-9500

 75 12 bottles per lot $7000-9500
 1x12 bottle owc

 76 1 double magnum per lot $2600-3500

 77 Château Margaux - Vintage 1999
 Margaux

“The 1999 Château Margaux has been the standout First 
Growth since I first tasted the wine from barrel. Now 
reaching its plateau of maturity, it has an understated 
nose at first, armed with impressive mineralité with a gor-
geous graphite seam. The definition and precision here 
is top class. The palate is medium-bodied and smooth in 
texture, very harmonious and assured, surprisingly with 
some new oak still to be fully assimilated into the wine. 
The signature Margaux traits of crushed black cherries 
and violets comes through towards the finish, suggestions 
of raspberry reserve and desiccated orange peel enhanc-
ing the long finish. Perhaps I might temper my initial en-
thusiasm for the 1999 Château Margaux...but only slight-
ly. It comes highly recommended.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 67 Château Margaux - Vintage 1982
 Margaux
 1ts, 1vhs, 3hs, 1ll, 2lgsl

“ ...bursting from the glass with aromas of blackcurrants, 
blackberries, burning embers, loamy soil, dried flowers 
and subtle hints of cedar. Medium to full-bodied, seam-
less and complete, it’s deep and concentrated...”(98pts)

 5 half-bottles per lot $1000-1400

 68 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 1ts, different importers

 69 Château Margaux - Vintage 1986
 Margaux
 lstl

“The 1986 Château Margaux is one of the dark horses 
of the vintage. It has an exquisite bouquet that is now 
fully mature, with a mixture of red and black fruit, vio-
lets, pastilles and hints of cold stone. It blossoms in the 
glass, gaining intensity all the time. The palate is medi-
um-bodied with fine tannin, a more robust Margaux as 
you would expect given the vintage, clearly with firm 
backbone, more straight-laced than the 1985 or 1989. Yet 
there is wonderful delineation and focus here. If you seek 
strictness and classicism in a wine, then this is the place 
to come, plus there is superb mineralité and tension on 
the ferrous finish. Perhaps a little overlooked in recent 
years, the 1986 Margaux comes highly recommended for 
those who love the property. This is a wine finally coming 
of age.”(97pts)

 Above 3 half-bottles per lot $1600-2200
 and 1 magnum

 70 Château Margaux - Vintage 1990
 Margaux
 1ts, 6lbsl, excellent color

“Its ethereal bouquet of sweet black fruits, cedar, spices, 
flowers, smoke, and vanilla is remarkably well-formed 
and intense. In the mouth, there is not a hard edge to this 
classic wine, which is super-concentrated, soft, silky-tex-
tured, and opulent. It displays an opaque ruby/purple 
color, a compelling bouquet, and exquisite layers of fla-
vors that cascade over the palate without any notion of 
toughness or coarseness.”(100pts)

 6 half-bottles per lot $2200-3000

 71 12 bottles per lot $9000-12000
 3lbsl, 5bn

 72 10 bottles per lot $7500-10000
 4bn
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 83 Château Mouton Rothschild
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1982 4ts, 2vhs, 1hs, 1ltl,  half-bottle (7)
 1gsl, 2stl, 2lbsl, 1nc (100pts)
 - Vintage 1986 4bn, 4bsl (100pts) half-bottle (4)

 Above 11 half-bottles per lot $4000-6000

 84 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 2003
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“Backward, powerful, and extremely tannic, the dense 
purple-colored 2003 Mouton-Rothschild, a blend of 76% 
Cabernet Sauvignon, 14% Merlot, 8% Cabernet Franc, 
and 2% Petit Verdot, fashioned from yields of 28 hec-
toliters per hectare, with a finished alcohol of 12.9%, 
improves dramatically with aeration. With full-bodied, 
meaty, powerful, dry flavors as well as a huge finish, 
this high class wine should be at its finest between 2012-
2040+. During its sojourn in barrel, it reminded me of a 
hypothetical blend of the 1982 and 1986 Moutons, but 
since bottling, it appears different, and even more tannic 
than those two vintages. I still believe the finest recent 
Mouton-Rothschild is the 2000.”(95pts)

 8 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 85 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 2005
 Pauillac
 6lscl

“The 2005 Château Mouton-Rothschild is a deeply im-
pressive First Growth. It has been blessed with a sen-
sational nose that comes racing out of the blocks with 
audacious scents of black fruit, cedar, smoke and pen-
cil box (Philippe Dhalluin mentioned that the signature 
smokiness/fireside hearth was tangible in around 80% of 
the vats during élevage). There is a sense of bravura here, 
of aristocracy. The palate is medium-bodied with sump-
tuous black fruit, perhaps beginning to soften in texture, 
one or two years off its plateau. There are layers and lay-
ers of black fruit intermingling with graphite and black 
pepper, and it wisely reins everything in on the finish that 
is more classic in style and in keeping with the vintage. If 
you are fortunate enough to have this wine in your cellar, 
even though those tannins are starting to be abraded by 
time, afford it another five or six years.”(98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 86 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 2009
 Pauillac
 1x6 bottle owc

“...has a remarkable nose of lead pencil shavings, violets, 
creme de cassis and subtle barrique smells. It is stunning-
ly opulent, fat, and super-concentrated, but the luxurious 
fruit tends to conceal some rather formidable tannins in 
the finish.”(99+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 78 Château Margaux - Vintage 2000
 Margaux
 different importers

“The 2000 possesses a saturated ruby/purple color to the 
rim as well as an extraordinarily promising nose of creme 
de cassis intermixed with white flowers, licorice, and 
hints of espresso and toasty oak. There is great intensi-
ty, compelling purity, a multi-layered, full-bodied palate, 
and a finish that goes on for nearly 70+ seconds. Bottled 
naturally, with no filtration, it is a monumental example 
of the elegance and power that symbolize this extraordi-
nary vineyard. A tour de force in winemaking, many of my 
colleagues predicted, far earlier than me, that it would be 
the wine of the vintage.”(100pts)

 4 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 79 Château Margaux - Vintage 2003
 Margaux
 1x12 bottle owc, excellent color

“A wine of extraordinary complexity and intensity, it 
reveals a deep purple color, a style not unlike the 1990 
Margaux (possibly even more concentrated), a velvety 
texture, and notes of spring flowers interwoven with cam-
phor, melted licorice, Crème de cassis, and pain grille. 
Not a blockbuster, it offers extraordinary intensity as well 
as a surreal delicacy/lightness.”(99pts)

 8 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 80 Château Montrose - Vintage 1990
 St. Estephe

“The wine is remarkably rich, with a distinctive nose of 
sweet, jammy fruit, liquefied minerals, new saddle leath-
er, and grilled steak. In the mouth, the enormous con-
centration, extract, high glycerin, and sweet tannin slide 
across the palate with considerable ease. It is a huge, 
corpulent, awesomely-endowed wine that is still relative-
ly approachable...”(100pts)

 6 half-bottles per lot $1500-2000

 81 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000
 1hstl, 1bottle different importer

 82 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 1961
 Pauillac
 2hs, 1ms, 3lgsl, outstanding color

“At its best the wine is a great Mouton. Huge, cedary, 
cassis, lead pencil, menthol-like aromas soared from 
the glass. The black/purple color revealed no signs of 
lightening or amber at the edge. Full-bodied, rich, and 
super-intense, this was an a profound bottle of 1961 
Mouton that would have stood up against the compelling 
1959.”(98pts)

 3 half-bottles per lot $1600-2200
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 92 Château Palmer - Vintage 1995
 Margaux
 8lscl

“...exhibits a dense, dark ruby/purple color, followed by 
an attractive sweet nose of jammy black fruits and van-
illin. This ripe, medium-bodied wine is richer, heavier, 
and more concentrated than the 1994, with extremely low 
acidity, an attractive opulence, and moderate tannin in 
the heady, easy-going finish.”(90pts)

 8 bottles per lot $1600-2200

PARCEL LOTS 93-94

 93 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1966
 Pomerol
 vhs, lwrl, nl, nc, scc, outstanding color

“Whilst I have tasted many vintages of Pétrus, the 1966 
Pétrus is one that has eluded me. Finally, it appeared in 
a series of 1966s served blind and frankly, it’s quality 
shone through long before its identity was revealed. You 
can consider this as the final great Pétrus from the orig-
inal vineyard, before absorbing part of Gazin in 1969. It 
revels in a stunning bouquet with graphite and bay leaf, 
as well as very intense black fruit that becomes almost 
Margaux-like with aeration. The palate is silky smooth 
with fine tannin, far more reserved and masculine than 
the 1964 Pétrus, yet disarmingly focused and precise, 
hints of orange peel and morello cherry towards the pix-
elated finish.”(95pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 94 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000
 hs, lwrl, outstanding color

PARCEL LOTS 94A-95

 94A Château Pétrus - Vintage 1970
 Pomerol
 1hs, 1htms, 2lbsl, 2scc, outstanding color

“...has now hit full stride. It is a profound Pétrus, and 
certainly one of the great Pétrus’ of the last half century. 
The wine has a huge nose of cedar, caramel, vanilla, to-
bacco, fruitcake, and licorice-infused black cherry jam. It 
is unctuously textured and very full-bodied, with extraor-
dinary sweetness and glycerin, and a layered, viscous 
finish.”(99pts)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 95 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000
 2hs, bsl, ltl, sdc, wisl, sos, scc, outstanding color

 87 Château Palmer - Vintage 1966
 Margaux
 1ts, 3hs, 4lbsl, 4lfl, 3sdc, 1cuc, excellent color

“Not only rich and full, it is also delicate and loaded 
with complexity and finesse. This wine gets my nod as 
one of the best of the vintage The haunting bouquet is 
similar to the 1961’s. It reveals a plummy, mulberry-like 
fruitiness, exotic spices, licorice, and a hint of truffles. 
Medium-bodied, with a velvety richness, it has a long, 
ripe, lush finish, and enough grip and focus to continue 
to drink well for another decade.”(96pts)

 4 half-bottles per lot $800-1100

 88 Château Palmer - Vintage 1970
 Margaux
 3ts, 2vhs, 1hs, excellent color

“...one of the great wines of the vintage. It exhibits a 
dark, opaque garnet color, and an emerging, fabulous-
ly complex, exotic nose of licorice, over-ripe plums and 
blackcurrants, soy, cedar, and minerals. Rich and con-
centrated, with medium to full body, a sweet inner-core 
of fruit, firm but silky tannin, and a long, rich finish, this 
remains a youthful, potentially superb Palmer.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 89 Château Palmer - Vintage 1983
 Margaux
 1bn, 2nl, 1lscl

“One of the superb wines of the vintage, the 1983 Palmer 
continues to display a saturated purple/garnet color, and 
an intense perfume of jammy black fruits, smoked meats, 
flowers, cedar, and Asian spices. Super-concentrated, 
powerful, and full-bodied, this huge, unctuously textured 
wine is approaching its plateau of maturity.”(98pts)

 4 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 90 Château Palmer - Vintage 1989
 Margaux
 9nl, 1scl

“It has a wonderful bouquet of degraded red berry fruit, 
singed leather and hints of game and mint, beautifully 
defined and still so fresh, yet undeniably old-school in 
style. The palate is medium-bodied with supple tan-
nin...”(97pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 91 Château Palmer
 Margaux
 - Vintage 1989 (97pts VM) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 1990 bn (95pts VM) magnum (1)

 Above 2 magnums per lot $1400-1800
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 101 Château Pichon Baron - Vintage 1982
 Pauillac
 1ts, 1ltl, 1sdc

“As this wine has evolved it has become much more delin-
eated as well as classically proportioned. In fact, it is an 
exceptional example of Pichon-Baron produced during a 
period when this estate was best known for the mediocrity 
of its wines. The 1982 reveals a dense, opaque ruby/pur-
ple/garnet color, and a huge nose of cedar, sweet cassis, 
and spice. The wine’s full body, marvelous concentration, 
that 1982-like opulence and unctuosity, and a thick, jam-
my, moderately tannic, superb finish, all combine to offer 
a splendid drinking experience.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 102 Château Pichon Baron - Vintage 1990
 Pauillac
 2bn, 1nl, 1stl, 1scl, 1x12 bottle owc

“The 1990 Pichon-Longueville Baron has always been 
one of my benchmark wines, one that never ceases to per-
form. Now at 27 years of age, it is clearly at its peak, and 
what a wondrous thing it is. Now showing some brick-
ing on the rim, the bouquet is utterly sublime, with red 
berries, cedar, touches of graphite, crushed rose petals 
and incense. You just want to become enveloped by these 
aromas. The palate is perfectly balanced, perhaps not as 
structured as it once showed since the tannins have mel-
lowed, but what you get is a Pauillac relishing its sec-
ondary phase, which is almost Burgundy-like in terms of 
mouthfeel. Suffused with tension, it gains weight in the 
mouth toward the slightly tart finish. It is a Pichon Baron 
that only knows how to give sophisticated drinking pleas-
ure. I once wrote that Pichon Baron is better than many 
1990 First Growth, and that is a statement I have no rea-
son to change. Tasted April 2017.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 103 Château Pichon Baron - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“A spectacular effort clearly my favorite vintage of this 
wine since the 1989 and 1990. An inky purple color offers 
up notes of barbecue spices intermixed with new saddle 
leather, creme de cassis, melted licorice, creosote, and 
a hint of vanilla. The wine is full-bodied, tremendously 
concentrated, with sweet tannin and a seamless finish 
that goes on for close to one minute. This wine has great 
purity, tremendous texture, and fabulous upside poten-
tial.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 96 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1978
 Pomerol
 2ts, 1vhs, 1lstl, 1ltl, 1sdc, 1nc, outstanding color

“It was almost bloody in its concentration and felt packed 
with fruit.”(90pts JK)

 4 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 97 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1982
 Pomerol
 1ll, 2nl, 1stl, 2lbsl, 1cuc, 2scc, 1tc

“The color reveals some amber at the edge. A sweet nose 
of caramel, roasted herbs, cherry jam, cedar, and smoke 
is followed by a thick, full-bodied, unctuously-textured, 
low acid a dazzling showing for this 1982 abundant tan-
nin remains, the wine is sweet, and smoky.”(98pts)

 3 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 98 1 magnum per lot $5000-7000
 bn, vlwisl, cuc

 99 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1989
 Pomerol

“Multi-millionaire collectors will have fun comparing 
the 1989 and 1990 Pétrus. The 1989 has a slightly more 
saturated color, and seems more tightly knit both aromat-
ically and on the palate. However, this is splitting hairs, 
as this is another stunningly opulent, rich, full-bodied, 
amazingly concentrated, exotic, flamboyant Pétrus that 
remains remarkably youthful, and in need of more years 
of bottle age. Additionally, the tannins are slightly more 
elevated, at least from a tactile impression. However... 
extraordinary equilibrium between all of its component 
parts. An amazing effort!”(100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2800-3800

 100 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1990
 Pomerol
 3tal

“The phenomenally rich, well-endowed 1990 P trus has 
been magical from the first time I tasted it in cask. The 
color is a dense, jammy plum/purple.The wine possesses 
a knock-out nose of black fruits intertwined with aromas 
of toasty new oak, caramel, and flowers. Massively rich 
and full-bodied the 1990 is an extraordinarily rich, seam-
less wine with layers of flavor, and a finish that lasts for 
nearly 45 seconds.”(100pts)

 4 bottles per lot $11000-15000
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 110 Château Pontet Canet - Vintage 2009
 Pauillac

“...offers up notes of incense, graphite, smoke, licorice, 
creme de cassis and blackberries. A wine of irrefutable 
purity, laser-like precision, colossal weight and rich-
ness, and sensational freshness, this is a tour de force 
in winemaking that is capable of lasting 50 or more 
years.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 111 Château Pontet Canet - Vintage 2010
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“An astounding, compelling wine with the classic Pauil-
lac nose more often associated with its cross-street neigh-
bor, Mouton-Rothschild, creme de cassis, there are also 
some violets and other assorted floral notes. The wine 
has off-the-charts massiveness and intensity but never 
comes across as heavy, overbearing or astringent. The 
freshness, laser-like precision, and full-bodied, massive 
richness and extract are simply remarkable to behold and 
experience. It is very easy, to become jaded tasting such 
great wines from a great vintage, but it is really a privi-
lege to taste something as amazing as this.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 112 Vieux Château Certan - Vintage 1982
 Pomerol
 9bn, 7lscl, 1nc, 1x12 bottle owc

“Again, olives in the house...good plum core with a 
meaty, rich nose...nice, mature earth in the nose with a 
hint of truffles...red and black fruits both make cameos...
the minerality of the 1982 vintage creeps out...very rich 
and fleshy, with excellent length and balance...very nice...
still tannic but not in a monster way...still on the way up 
- fruit and finish happily married, but many thought that 
it was at its apogee...Bipin commented that the past few 
wines seemed mature for their ages.”(93pts JK)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 113 Chambertin - Vintage 1996
 A. Rousseau

“As great as so many of the wines that we had already 
tasted on this magical evening, this next flight of reds ab-
solutely stole the show. It began with a spectacular bottle 
courtesy of Big Mike. The first thing I wrote was, WOW. 
The Rousseau was meaty, intense and DEEP; it was full 
of rose, iron, crushed red fruits, vitamins, tannins, alco-
hol, acidity, brick, iron, wildfire it was game over. As Eli 
decreed, that s it. The palate was rich, hearty and incred-
ible with its rose, oil, game and vitamin flavors. This was 
wine was flat out incredible.”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 104 Château Pichon Lalande - Vintage 1982
 Pauillac
 12vhs, 12bsl

“...retains all its glossy, rich, flamboyant cassis fruit, 
chocolaty, berry jam-like notes, and plenty of earthy, 
foresty flavors. This is a full-bodied, extravagantly rich 
Pichon Lalande seemingly devoid of acidity and tannin, 
but the wine is incredibly well-balanced and pure. It is an 
amazing effort!”(100pts)

 12 half-bottles per lot $2200-3000

 105 8 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 106 1 magnum per lot $1200-1600
 lscl, lstl, nc

 107 Château Pichon Lalande - Vintage 1986
 Pauillac
 8bn

“The 1986 Pichon-Longueville Comtesse de Lalande has 
long been one of the best wines from the estate alongside 
the 1982 (even if the first bottle was a little oxidized). The 
second bottle was representative. It has a classic pen-
cil-lead, cedar-infused nose that rockets from the glass, 
a subtle floral note developing with time. The palate is 
medium-bodied with supple red berry fruit, a pinch of 
white pepper and cedar, structured compared to coeval 
vintages and perhaps further along its drinking plateau 
than previous examples. Certainly à point, I would be 
reaching for bottles of this now if you cannot locate those 
1982s, or alternatively seek out the superlative 1996. This 
still remains a fine, rather regal Pichon-Lalande.”(95pts)

 8 half-bottles per lot $800-1100

 108 Château Pichon Lalande
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1989 1lscl, 1lstl,  magnum (2)
 different importers (94pts WS)
 - Vintage 1990 (94pts WS) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 1995 (96pts) magnum (2)
 - Vintage 1996 (96pts) magnum (1)

 Above 6 magnums per lot $2600-3500

 109 Château Pichon Lalande - Vintage 1995
 Pauillac
 9wisl, 3bsl, 3hstl

“It is an exquisite example of Pichon-Lalande with the 
Merlot component giving the wine a coffee/chocolatey/
cherry component to go along with the Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon’s and Cabernet Franc’s complex blackberry/cassis 
fruit. The wine possesses an opaque black/ruby/purple 
color, and sexy, flamboyant aromatics of pain grille, black 
fruits, and cedar. Exquisite on the palate, this full-bodied, 
layered, multidimensional one of the vintage’s most ex-
traordinary success stories.”(96pts)

 15 half-bottles per lot $1300-1700
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 118 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Les Cazetiers, A. Rousseau
 5nl

“The 2009 Gevrey-Chambertin Les Cazetiers presents an 
attractive core of dark fruit, considerable aromatic com-
plexity and plenty of structure to back things up. Fresh, 
vibrant notes are woven throughout, adding to an impres-
sion of reserved, tense coolness. The Cazetiers is one of 
the more inward wines at Rousseau in 2009. Anticipated 
maturity: 2019-2029.”(91-93pts)

 24 half-bottles per lot $2200-3000

 119 Richebourg
 A.F. Gros
 - Vintage 1990 lscl (97pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1999 2tl, 1wisvl, 1scl, 1ssos (93pts BH) (2)
 - Vintage 2010 (91-94pts BH) (1)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 120 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 1996
 Vieilles Vignes, B. Dugat-Py

 12 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 121 Chambertin
 Clos de Bèze, Bouchard, Pere et Fils
 - Vintage 1999 1ltl (92pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2005 (97pts IWC) (2)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 122 Volnay - Vintage 2005
 Les Caillerets, Ancienne cuvée Carnot, Bouchard,  
 Pere et Fils

“Distinctly purple aromas of blackberry, violet and men-
thol. Silky on entry, then considerably subtler and suaver 
than the Château des Ducs, with lovely finesse of texture 
and superb building fruit. Highly concentrated, young 
and impeccably balanced Volnay, finishing with sweet 
tannins and a whiplash of fruit.”(94+pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 124 Pommard - Vintage 2001
 Clos des Epeneaux, Comte Armand
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Wonderfully complex aromas of ripe, cool and now 
mostly secondary red and black fruit, crushed herbs and 
pungent warm earth aromas merge into medium-bodied, 
powerful, concentrated and vibrant flavors that have 
slowly mellowed to become relatively supple. The sup-
porting structure has largely if not completely been re-
solved which imparts a velvety character to the precise 
and admirably persistent finish.”(93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 114 Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 A. Rousseau

“I was frankly quite surprised to find the Chambertin al-
most as expressive and every bit as broad aromatically as 
the Bèze as the nose is equally kaleidoscopic if featuring 
a more deeply pitched set of fruit aromas and more earth. 
The flavors are bigger if not finer with serious power and 
weight on the rich, full and driving finish that possesses 
an exuberant underlying sense of energy, all wrapped in 
a core of rock solid but ripe and balanced tannins. Like 
the potential of the Bèze, this too has a chance to ascend 
as one of the top vintages ever typified by such years as 
‘34, ‘49, ‘52, ‘62, ‘66 and ‘91. Arguably the Chambertin 
of the vintage.”(99pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 115 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2002
 A. Rousseau

“Some cereal and celery aromas weaved their way 
through its roasted nose. There was some classic Bur-
gundy fruit on its palate, intense with its backside and 
bright with that signature 2002 acid, all in balance. 2002 
remains the forgotten great vintage between 1999 and 
2005.”(93pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 116 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2002
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau

“Tasted blind in Hong Kong, the Gevrey-Chambertin 
1er Cru Clos Saint Jacques 2002 from Rousseau is just 
a sublime expression of the vineyard and the style of the 
domaine. The bouquet offers startling delineation with 
red cherries, crushed strawberry, wet limestone and rose 
petals. The palate is elegant and refined in keeping with 
the more understated style of the vintage, the acidity fine-
ly tuned and with a gradual crescendo of red berry and 
mineral notes that fan out in consummate fashion on the 
finish. It’s just a beautiful wine that is now at a beautiful 
stage of its life. Irresistible!”(96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 117 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 1999
 Lavaux St. Jacques, A. Rousseau wrl, nc, cuc (1)
 Les Cazetiers, A. Rousseau  (1)
 Ruchottes Chambertin
 - Vintage 1999 Clos des Ruchottes, A. Rousseau (1)
 ll (94+pts)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400
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 131 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2000
 Les Amoureuses, Comte de Vogue
 2stl, 1ll

“Seductively spicy, black cherry fruit and harmonious, 
detailed, and beautifully balanced, almost lush flavors 
that are rich, long and wonderfully persistent and display 
definite notes of licorice and clove.”(89-91pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 132 Chambolle Musigny
 Les Amoureuses, Comte de Vogue
 - Vintage 2001 different importers (91-94pts BH) (2)
 - Vintage 2002 (93pts BH) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 133 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2005
 Les Amoureuses, Comte de Vogue
 1sdc

“...displays sweet aromas of peony, ripe black raspberry 
and cassis. A tender palate impression of subtle cream-
iness, ultra-refined tannins, insistent freshness of fruit, 
and spice and chalk nuances leads to a finish of startling 
clarity and purity, with evocative florality, sumptuous 
ripeness and ineffable mineral shadings.”(94-95pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 134 Musigny - Vintage 1991
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 different importers

“Ripe and generous, shaded with nicely integrated, spicy 
oak, this great wine reveals many extra dimensions and 
oozes with anise, currant and blackberry flavors that go 
on and on, seemingly forever.”(96pts WS)

 4 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 135 Musigny - Vintage 1996
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 2lscl, 1nl

“This bright, dark ruby-colored wine is exceptional. Its 
enticing nose reveals extraordinarily refined aromas 
of a myriad of flowers soaked in cherries, blueberries 
and traces of sweet mocha. This oily-textured, full-bod-
ied, perfectly harmonious, and compellingly delineated 
wine could not be any more elegant. It possesses awe-
some depth, concentration, and purity in its violet and 
cherry cream pie-flavored personality. Moreover, its 
formidably long finish displays a strong yet satiny back-
bone.”(94-97pts)

 4 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 125 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2002
 Comte de Vogue
 2stl, different importers

“A very expressive nose of pungent lavender, violet 
and a mix of jammy red and black fruit cut with subtle 
earth notes. As it should be, this is a big, muscular, ro-
bust and powerful wine that is impressively concentrated 
and hugely long with a mouth coating and chewy fin-
ish. This is a very ripe wine and finishes with a touch of 
warmth.”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 126 Chambolle Musigny
 Comte de Vogue
 - Vintage 1996 (91pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 1999 (91pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2000 2nl (90pts VM) (4)
 - Vintage 2001 lstl, lwl (90pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2004 (89-91pts BH) (2)
 - Vintage 2007 (90pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2009 (90pts BH) (2)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 127 Chambolle Musigny
 Les Amoureuses, Comte de Vogue
 - Vintage 1995 (90-92pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1996 1scl (93pts WS) (2)
 - Vintage 1997 (91-93pts) (2)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 128 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 1996
 Les Amoureuses, Comte de Vogue
 4nl, different importers

“Ripe and full-bodied, with a distinct Mars candy bar, 
mocha, vanilla, blackberry flavor. Impressively supple 
and ripe, with fat tannins that coat the palate in a near 
grand cru way. Best from 2005 through 2015. 230 cases 
made.”(93pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 129 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 1998
 Les Amoureuses, Comte de Vogue
 1x6 bottle owc

“Good deep red. Perfumed aromas of stony raspberry 
and red licorice. Very densely packed; has an aspect of 
austerity but also enticing sweetness of fruit and lovely 
inner-mouth perfume. Superbly structured for long life. 
Very long finish features firm but enrobed tannins. This 
has real grand cru persistence and class. Millet says it’s 
even more precise than it’s showing today, following the 
recent racking.”(91-5pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $2800-3800
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 140 Musigny - Vintage 2010
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue

“A highly spiced and intensely floral nose evidences hints 
of violet, lilac, wild rose and lavender along with notes 
of both red and black pinot fruit, kirsch, earth and stone 
hints that continue onto the pure and silky broad-shoul-
dered flavors that also possess a powerful yet almost del-
icate mouth feel. This is a very interesting wine as the 
dense tannins are so fine-grained that the palate impres-
sion is like the finest satin. The driving minerality adds 
another element and there is a palpable sense of energy 
to the balanced, focused and beautifully well-delineat-
ed finish that explodes with mouth coating dry extract. 
This is unapologetically built to age and indeed it will 
require plenty of it. Succinctly put, this is breathtakingly 
good.”(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $750-1000

 141 Musigny - Vintage 2000
 D. Laurent
 2lwl

“Deep red-ruby. Extravagant Moroccan spice bazaar of 
a nose, melding fraise des bois, aged prime steak, iron, 
gunflint, roasted nuts and deep oakiness. Hugely concen-
trated, powerful Musigny, with an intensity and near-
salty minerality verging on painful. A wine of superb so-
lidity, with outstanding chewy depth. Very long, intensely 
spicy finish. If a wine could be said to have pheromones, 
this is the one.”(94pts VM)

 5 bottles per lot $900-1200

 142 Richebourg - Vintage 1999
 D. Laurent
 1nl

“Ruby-red. Oaky aromas of bitter berries, violet, dark 
chocolate and mocha, plus a slight roasted aspect. Thick 
on entry, then extremely intense in the middle palate, with 
somewhat bound-up blue fruit and mint flavors. Finishes 
with some slightly tough oak tannins. This wine is a strong 
argument for Laurent own barrels, as here the wood ele-
ment is a bit rougher and more obvious.”(91-94pts VM)

 4 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 143 Corton - Vintage 2013
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 2nl

“A very fresh and expressive nose features notes of dried 
flowers, pungent earth, plum, dark berries and plen-
ty of the sauvage. I was impressed by the texture of the 
broad-shouldered and muscular flavors that possess very 
good volume and ample punch on the complex, balanced 
and impressively persistent finish.”(92pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 136 Musigny - Vintage 1999
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue

“...wonderfully complex aromas of a simply incredible 
array of black fruits, earth, spice, crushed herbs and 
notes of chocolate with flavors that are huge but fine, 
powerful but subtle and rich yet detailed with a stupen-
dously long finish that offers intense minerality. This is 
genuinely stunning juice and not to be missed if you have 
the chance.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 137 Musigny - Vintage 2000
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue

“Extravagent, very ripe spice aromas explode from the 
glass with remarkable complexity that frame superbly el-
egant, gorgeously textured flavors that are intense and 
vibrant. This is really quite powerful for the vintage and 
incedibly long yet remains classy and fine. It is not espe-
cially big or dense as de Vog Musigny goes but is tauty 
muscular and defined. Extremely impressive for the vin-
tage.”(93pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $1400-1800

 138 Musigny - Vintage 2004
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue

“...cool and even more reserved at present, revealing 
only reluctant glimpses of very ripe and ultra spicy red 
and black berry fruit notes The rich, full and powerful 
flavors are sweet, supple and utterly classy and the in-
tensity this wine displays is seriously impressive and the 
superbly long and strikingly precise finish is crystalline 
in its purity and exactness. Readers know that I am not 
given to undue hyperbole but I love this style of wine as 
it’s at once pure, understated, graceful and utterly com-
posed...”(96pts BH)

 5 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 139 Musigny - Vintage 2009
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue

“The 2009 Musigny Vieilles Vignes fleshes out beautifully 
with endless layers of fruit that caress the palate in stun-
ning style. Sweet floral notes meld into expressive dark 
red fruit in this mysterious, evocative Burgundy. There is 
a weightless intensity to the Musigny that is achingly gor-
geous. Waves of flavor continue to build towards the sexy, 
racy finish as the 2009 shows off its pedigree.”(97pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 149 Échézeaux - Vintage 2012
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Here the floral and spice characters are quite prominent 
on the sandalwood and spice suffused red and dark cur-
rant aromas. The suave yet well-detailed medium-bod-
ied flavors brim with dry extract before terminating in 
a very firm but not hard green tea-inflected finish that 
delivers excellent length and impressive depth. I very 
much like the balance and about the only nit is a hint of 
warmth.”(93pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 150 Échézeaux
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 - Vintage 2013 (92pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2014 (94pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2015 (93pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2017 (94pts) (1)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 151 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1993
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“...fuller, sweeter, and more concentrated than the 
Échézeaux. It reveals a healthy dark ruby color, an at-
tractive nose of red and black fruits and pain grillee, 
followed by a medium-bodied, concentrated style with 
a firm, well-delineated, focused personality, and moder-
ate tannin in the finish. It is a 15-year wine that requires 
another 5-6 years of patience. The DRC’s 1993s possess 
the vintage’s toughness, tannic structure, austerity, and 
aging potential.”(90pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 152 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1995
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 2lscl, 1lbsl

“...was rock solid.”(95pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 153 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1999
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lscl

“As young as it was, it was so great, with amazing red 
and black fruits to go with tomato and animal aromas 
and flavors. Its acid smacked that and then some. If 
I could only own one vintage of DRC for the last forty 
years, it would be 1999.”(96pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 144 Corton
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 - Vintage 2014 nl (93pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2016 (94pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2017 (93pts) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 145 Échézeaux - Vintage 1993
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 nl

“The once explosive black fruit nose has now begun to 
evolve and while still showing obvious class and breed, 
also displays the front edge of maturing fruit, spice and 
earth notes that leads to still firm but softening flavors 
that possess impressive concentration with excellent 
depth of extract and lovely persistence.”(91pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 146 Échézeaux - Vintage 1999
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lscl, nl

“Explosive fruit of blackberries, vanilla and oriental 
spice with extremely ripe, relatively supple black fruit, 
round, sexy flavors underpinned by good structure, ripe 
tannins and fine acid/fruit balance. This is still very tight 
but there is good vigor, indeed even force behind this 
wine. One of the better DRC Échézeaux in a long time, 
in fact as good as the terrific ‘88 though stylistically dif-
ferent.”(92pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 147 Échézeaux - Vintage 2005
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lstl, nl

“The soaring nose of spicy cassis, black cherry and vi-
olets this displayed from cask has now become very re-
served and brooding, merging into rich, full and utterly 
delicious flavors that possess a beguiling texture and 
unusually fine tannins compared to what I typically see 
with the Ech. This is a big wine by any measure with ex-
cellent mid-palate density and superb length. Really good 
stuff and as the “value” play in the DRC line-up, one to 
strongly consider because it surpasses its normal quality 
level by more than a fair margin in 2005.”(94pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 148 Échézeaux - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“A discreet touch of wood sets off the gorgeously floral, 
ripe and wonderfully spicy nose of red currant, menthol, 
black cherry and cassis aromas. There is impressive vol-
ume and richness to the naturally sweet, silky and mouth 
coating medium weight flavors that are shaped by fine-
grained tannins on the firm, complex, balanced and strik-
ingly persistent finale that really fans out as it lingers on 
the palate.”(93pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800
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 159 La Tâche - Vintage 1996
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1stl

“Incredible nose that reminded me of an 18-year old su-
permodel: way too young but everyone still has to stop 
and stare aromas of roses and crushed red fruits, burst-
ing with stones and minerals and rounded out by a little 
cinnamon/nutmeg spiciness aromas of brand new leather 
so fresh and new that it is worthy of a Gucci or Prada tag 
the palate, however, was greatly shut down the wine was 
in hiding it was like a 98-point nose and a 92 point palate 
at first. The wine did start to open up slowly but surely 
and define itself on the palate after a couple of hours, and 
the acids emerged from a dormant state to really express 
themselves and let you know they were in the room an 
earthquake of a La Tâche that shakes the room and stains 
the soul.”(96+pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 160 1 magnum per lot $9000-12000
 wol

 161 La Tâche - Vintage 1999
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 stvl, nvl, ll

“Tasted at the La Tâche vertical at The Square. Having 
not tasted the La Tâche 1999 since it had been bottled, I 
was intrigued to see how it was developing. Monumental-
ly, is the correct answer. First and foremost this is a se-
riously long-term La Tâche that is maturing at a glacial 
pace. Indeed, I left most in my glass and waited for it to 
open. An hour later and it was firing on all cylinders. It 
is blessed with an incredibly intense, powerful nose that 
loses its broodiness with aeration and eventually unveils 
a crystalline set of mineral-soaked aromatics that sport a 
decadent, almost exotic floral note wilted violets and pot-
pourri. The palate has a quite astonishing structure, but 
it is more the symmetry that makes this one of the greatest 
vintages of recent years. It unfolds with daring passion to 
reveal layers of plush but focused dark plum and cassis 
fruit that just seem to flow and flow on the never-ending 
finish. It is a multifaceted, multidimensional masterpiece 
that really needs another decade in bottle.”(100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $5000-7000

 162 La Tâche - Vintage 2000
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1scl, 1bsl, 1no monopole label

“Though the 2000 had a milky nose, it had freshness and 
was ready to go. There was some forest and cedar with 
open expression in the nose. There were nice rocky fla-
vors with touches of roses, tomato and strawberry before 
a very dry finish.”(95pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 155 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2005
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lscl

“...discreet aromas are decidedly more elegant with 
much more floral influence on the violet and rose petal 
infused aromas that are nuanced by soy, hoisin and clove 
notes that can also be found on the muscular, robust and 
powerful big-bodied flavors that exude dry extract on the 
detailed and hugely persistent finish. This is both stylish 
and classy with tautly wound flavors that have that great 
sense of underlying tension and cuts-like-a-knife preci-
sion...” (96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 156 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2006
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lbsl

“As it usually is relative to the Echézeaux, the restrained 
nose is distinctly more reserved but classier with a won-
derfully intense and layered nose that is more floral still 
while offering up a variety of spice notes, including an-
ise, clove and soy that can also be found on the pure and 
sleekly muscled flavors that possess real drive, indeed 
this does a slow but sure build from the mid-palate on 
through the explosive finish.”(94pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 157 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2007
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1lbsl

“The Domaine de La Romanée-Conti 2007 Grands-
Échézeaux exhibits a rich, roasted meat dimension to 
parallel its sweetness of ripe red raspberry and cherry, 
with hints of vanilla and caramel adding a confection-
ary hint, and a flatteringly plush, creamy texture. Carda-
mom, soy, and ginger add pungency and savor to a long, 
layered finishing melange. Follow it for at least 10-12 
years.”(92pts)

 2 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 158 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2013
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“... intensely floral and strikingly perfumed nose to reveal 
notes of elegant red berries, anise, exotiCôtea and soft 
wood hints. This is very Grands Ech in character with 
its sleekly muscular big-bodied flavors that display out-
standing intensity on the moderately austere, backward 
and notably more structured finale.”(93pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $4500-6000
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 167 La Tâche - Vintage 2006
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 hgsl, tl

“A 2006 DRC La Tâche made everyone stand up and take 
notice. This was a deep wine showing lots of skin, with 
that cedary goodness on top of fruit that smelled addic-
tively good. There was almost a drug-like euphoria to the 
La Tâche. This was a full and long wine, with a finish that 
was fine and polished despite lingering on and on. There 
was forest in the house, or this was a house made out of 
an entire forest, as its breadth and depth impressed us all. 
Spicy and sexy, La Tache is always special.”(96pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 168 La Tâche - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“A discreet but incredibly complex nose features notes 
of spicy, pure and relatively high-toned fruit that is laced 
with plenty of rose petal and violet hints. There is ex-
cellent energy and freshness to the lacy and stunningly 
precise broad-scaled flavors that build in intensity from 
the densely concentrated mid-palate to the explosive and 
mouth coating finish that seemingly goes on without end. 
This is a big LT with ample muscle and very firm but 
not aggressive structure along with superb depth of un-
derlying material and positively mind-blowing length.” 
(98pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $4500-6000

 169 La Tâche - Vintage 2010
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“This is perhaps even more floral than the Richebourg 
and every bit as spicy on the ultra-pure, cool and remark-
ably elegant mix of red and blue pinot fruit, red currant 
and wild red berries that are openly mineral-inflected. As 
with all of the DRC ‘10s, the equally stony flavors and 
supporting tannins are extremely fine and while there 
is ample power and vibrancy, the palate feel is all silk 
and satin. To be sure, this is a big wine with impressive 
concentration but this is definitely not cut from the same 
cloth as say the 2005 or 2009 versions are. I can admire 
both styles but this one is seriously lovely.”(98pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $5000-7000

 170 La Tâche - Vintage 2012
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Though this is by no means exuberant, it’s clear that 
there is good ripeness to the spiced green tea, hoisin, soy, 
anise, sandalwood and rose petal aromas. The cool, pure 
and seductively textured medium weight plus flavors brim 
with both minerality and plenty of dry extract that buffers 
the extremely firm but not hard shaping tannins on the 
overtly austere if seriously persistent finish.”(97pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 163 La Tâche - Vintage 2001
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Strikingly extravagant nose of rose petals, oriental spic-
es, pungent tea and leather notes plus ultra elegant pinot 
fruit. The powerful, chiseled, pure flavors are remarkably 
detailed, precise and fine with mind bending complexity 
yet for all the emotional drama of this wine, it remains 
understated and almost aloof at the moment. The finish 
is dense, structured and quite firm though there is nary 
a hard edge to be found and while this too cannot rival 
the other worldly 1999, 2001 will one day be thought of 
as a genuinely excellent vintage for La Tâche. In short, 
aristocratic in every sense.”(96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 164 La Tâche - Vintage 2002
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 nl

“The 2002 had a great, savory nose, with a touch of BBQ 
and a bit of garden goodness. It had that great spice and 
was what you truly expect from La Tâche with all of its 
superb balance. Its concentration and soupy goodness 
were admirable. I am a huge fan of this vintage for Red 
Burgundy in general.”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $4500-6000

 165 La Tâche - Vintage 2003
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The 2003 La Tâche reveals aromas of milk chocolate, 
violets, roses, and dark cherries. Suave, displaying mas-
sive amplitude and a full-bodied, velvety-textured char-
acter, this behemoth s flavor profile brings to mind choc-
olate-covered black cherries. Immensely powerful and 
noble, it offers an interminable finish that is packed with 
flawlessly ripe, sweet tannin.”(99pts)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 166 La Tâche - Vintage 2004
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“This too is sublime in its subtlety and grace with inef-
fably pure aromas and it strikes a balance between the 
opulence of the RSV and the restraint of the GE with an 
expressive yet ultra fine nose of rose petals, violets and 
seductive spice notes that introduce unbelievably refined 
flavors that seem crafted from silk and lace, culminat-
ing in a linear, mouth coating finish that detonates like a 
bomb and lasts and lasts.”(95pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $7000-9000
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 175 Richebourg - Vintage 1999
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 scl

“Oh yes. Oh yes, yes, yes. This 1999 Richebourg Grand 
Cru is a bit like a great athlete, one who really shows its 
class against stiff opposition, here in the form of 18 other 
Richebourg! It follows the same thread as the imperial 
1999 La Tâche. It has been blessed with a sensational 
nose that boasts quite astonishing delineation and pre-
cision, fabulous mineralité. The aromatics are far more 
detailed and enthralling than the 2007 tasted alongside. 
The palate is beautifully structured, virtually symmetrical 
with filigree tannin, with a gentle crescendo in the mouth 
towards an effervescent finish with hints of orange peel. 
Simply effortless.”(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 176 Richebourg - Vintage 2004
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1nl

“...surprisingly understated and subtle with an intense-
ly floral nose of red and black fruit aromas that are nu-
anced and beautifully elegant, merging seamlessly into 
linear, reserved, indeed almost brooding flavors that are 
as once supple yet precise and detailed, all wrapped in a 
powerful and muscular finish that delivers striking length 
there is a gorgeous combination of finesse and power and 
again, I really like the sense of drive and energy here as 
well as the first rate balance.”(94pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 177 Richebourg - Vintage 2005
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“...swirling coaxes superbly elegant and pure aromas 
that are wonderfully broad and include red, black, blue 
and violet aromas as well as seemingly a full cupboard of 
Asian spices that complement to perfection the extreme-
ly rich, full and sweet flavors that are quite floral in the 
mouth, all wrapped in a detailed and punchy finish where 
the tannic spine is completely buried. While it sounds 
moderately odd to describe it this way, there is a swagger 
to the ‘05 Riche and this will clearly be one very long 
distance runner...”(97pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 178 Richebourg - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The bottle that I tried displayed a hint of reduction 
though not enough to hide the intensely floral and no-
tably ripe nose that features fresh notes of plum, mocha 
and cassis that are sprinkled with exotic spice notes. The 
expansive and tautly muscular broad-shouldered flavors 
are, unusually, almost as fine as those of the RSV yet even 
slightly more complex with the same finely grained tan-
nins. The length is similar but at present, the extra dimen-
sion of depth gives this the barest of edges.”(97pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 171 La Tâche - Vintage 2013
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The 2013 La Tâche Grand Cru was picked from the af-
ternoon of October 7 and over the next two days at 18 
hectoliters per hectare. It has a heavenly nose with ex-
quisite mineral-rich red cherry, wild strawberry, blood 
orange and subtle woodland, damp autumn leaf and moss 
aromas that are extraordinarily complex. It seems to gain 
vigor and intensity with each swirl of the glass. The pal-
ate is medium-bodied with very fine tannin, a slightly 
suppler La Tâche compared to recent years, a wine with 
an athleticism. There is nothing wasted or superfluous 
here, a honed La Tâche that is all about tensile struc-
ture matched by perfect acidity and an incredibly com-
plex, kaleidoscopic finish that seems so mercurial in the 
glass, initially offering red fruit then changing its mind 
and revealing darker and more tertiary notes. In a word: 
awesome. “(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 172 La Tâche - Vintage 2014
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The 2014 La Tâche Grand Cru is a very refined nose, so 
much so that blind I might mistake it from Romanée-Con-
ti (as I opined to Bertrand de Villaine himself). Very pre-
cise, extremely pure and with wonderful mineralité, there 
is a lucidity embroidered into this wine. The palate is me-
dium-bodied, symmetrical, with a little edginess creeping 
in here that lends the finish a sense of animation. The 
fruit shades from red to more black as it opens, yet the 
aftertaste is extraordinarily long and persistent. There is 
a kind of magic in this La Tâche.”(96-98pts)

 3 bottles per lot $11000-15000

 173 La Tâche - Vintage 2015
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The 2015 had so much muscle up front. It was brimming 
with crushed rocks laced with rose petals rising from the 
glass. It was so rich and full-bodied with some goodie 
goodie woodsy edges. This was a monster of a wine with 
an endless finish, but a beautiful monster. The 2015 was 
decadent, with a hint of bouillon, but still very much pri-
mary.”(98pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $5000-7000

 174 Richebourg - Vintage 1959
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 5.5cm bc, cuc, lbsl, lscl, 
 partially faded vintage cork branding, outstanding color

“One heck of a nose - gorgeous...there was the 1996 
La Tâche, Richebourg, and Romanée-Conti as well, but 
somehow I forgot to take notes - those ‘59s left me dream-
ing of more, I guess.”(98pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-3000
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 183 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 1996
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lbsl

“had an unmatched level of nuance and complexity to the 
nose. It was deep, rich and thick as a brick both aromati-
cally and on the palate. Menthol emerged in a great way; 
this wine was impressive city.”(95+pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2200-3000

 184 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2000
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Full medium red. Pure, complex, perfumed aromas of 
violet, gunflint, minerals, spices and earth. Sweet but 
light on its feet, lifted by a note of menthol. Finishes with 
noteworthy persistence. Tannins are firm and dusty.” 
(91+pts IWC)

 2 bottles per lot $4800-6500

 185 Romanée St. Vivant
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 - Vintage 2001 lbsl, lscl (96pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2002 (95pts) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 186 Romanée St. Vivant
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 - Vintage 2007 (94pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2008 nl (95pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2010 nl (96pts BH) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 187 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2015
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2015 Ro-
manée-St-Vivant Grand Cru was showing superbly from 
bottle, bursting from the glass with a dramatic and ex-
pressive bouquet of rose petal, violet, raspberry and spicy 
red cherry that has already digested its framing of new 
oak. On the palate, the wine is full-bodied, expansive 
and supple, its frame of fine-grained tannins cloaked in a 
deep core of vibrant fruit and only asserting themselves 
on the long, penetrating finish.”(95pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 188 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2009
 cuvée Duvault Blochet, Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wisl

“...is pure silkiness and refinement from the first taste. 
Rose petals, red berries, licorice and mint radiate on 
the palate in this gracious, totally impeccable Burgun-
dy.”(92pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 179 Richebourg - Vintage 2010
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The restrained and markedly cool nose displays an im-
pressive variety of floral and spice hints that add a sense 
of elegance to the stunningly complex ripe dark berry 
fruit and plum aromas. While this is almost always a 
muscular and at times even robust wine young, in 2010 
it offers a truly remarkably sophisticated mouth feel 
because like the RSV, the tannins are refined and fine-
grained. Moreover, there is the same knockout complexity 
that the nose displays on the intensely mineral-driven fin-
ish and overall, this is a complete wine of simply fantastic 
length.”(96pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $6500-8500

 180 Richebourg - Vintage 2012
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The Richebourg 2012 was picked September 27-28 at 
just 19 hectoliters per hectare, one of the lowest yields 
in this vintage. This has a serious bouquet, reserved at 
first, more earth than air. Unusual for this cuvée, there is 
a sense of exoticism here, a Richebourg daring to show 
a bit of ankle. Blackberry pastille intermingle with wilted 
violets, and there is a touch of warmth that belies the pre-
cocity of the growing season. Leaving it aside for 10 min-
utes, there are hints of Provençal herbs, broom and even 
fennel. The palate is medium-bodied and the first thing 
that strikes you is its backbone. Well, this is Richebourg 
after all. But there is an arching structure to this wine 
that is disguised by the silkiness of its texture, plus an 
almost citrus freshness and brightness on the finish. This 
is a Richebourg that will make you giddy with pleasure. 
634 cases produced.”(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 181 Richebourg - Vintage 2014
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The palate is medium-bodied with a lively, spicy, white 
pepper-tinged entry, just a faint hint of black truffle tinc-
turing the dark berry fruit. There is superb backbone and 
density here, a Richebourg delivering on its promise from 
barrel, plus it comes armed with an extraordinarily long 
aftertaste that evokes marine-like images, something wild 
and estuarine.”(96pts)

 3 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 182 Richebourg - Vintage 2015
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The 2015 Richebourg Grand Cru is very good indeed, 
offering up a pure and surprisingly expressive nose of 
strawberry, dried rose, plum preserve, roast squab, raw 
cocoa and incipient rich soil tones, framed by some nutty 
new oak. On the palate, the wine is full-bodied, multidi-
mensional and rich, sweet fruit playing in counterpoint 
with sapid, savory nuance.”(96pts)

 2 bottles per lot $6000-8000
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 194 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 1996
 Aux Allots, Domaine Leroy
 5nl, 1nc

“This medium-to-dark ruby-colored wine exhibits scents 
of cassis bathed in mocha and chocolate. Its full-bod-
ied, velvety-textured, and bright character is awash in 
blueberries dusted with confectioners sugar, fresh herbs, 
candied red cherries, stones, and a myriad of oaky spic-
es. This gem also possesses a long, supple, and soft fin-
ish.”(93pts)

 5 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 195 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 1996
 Aux Boudots, Domaine Leroy
 nl, nc

“This light-colored wine is among the finest Nuits to 
have graced my palate. An amazingly elegant, floral, 
and blueberry, cherry, stone, chocolate, as well as rose-
filled nose warns the palate of the impending pleasures 
to follow. This full-bodied, velvety-textured, and sublime-
ly proportioned wine offers layer upon layer of candied 
blackberries, cherries, assorted dried fruits, as well as 
a seductively supple and lively personality. Even though 
it comes across as luscious and forward, it has a firm 
structure that is difficult to perceive through the loads of 
super-ripe fruit. It should be at its peak between 2004 and 
2012.”(96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1600-2200

 196 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 1996
 Aux Lavieres, Domaine Leroy

“Displaying a saturated, medium-to-dark ruby color 
and delightful aromas of fresh blueberries and violets, 
this wine is a silky-textured, thick, full-bodied, and mag-
nificently complex wine. This offering’s black cherries, 
cassis, and blackberries explode on the palate, coating it 
with sweet juices. Its extremely long finish offers miner-
als, stones, and tons of super-ripe, but well-focused dark 
fruits. Projected maturity: 2002-2008.”(93pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 197 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2000
 Les Boudots, Domaine Leroy
 4lstl, 8lscl, 1crc

“...deep, plummy, black fruit-filled aromatics lead to a 
concentrated, medium to full-bodied personality. Won-
derfully supple, it penetrates the palate, unleashing har-
monious waves of sweet blueberries, dark cherries, and 
black raspberries. This elegant, seamless, feminine wine 
possesses an exceptionally long, silky finish.”(94pts)

 8 bottles per lot $16000-22000

 189 Clos des Lambrays - Vintage 2000
 Domaine des Lambrays

“...is drinking beautifully, bursting with aromas of in-
cense, dark chocolate, raspberries, plums and grilled 
game bird. On the palate, it’s medium to full-bodied, sat-
iny and layered, with sweet tannins and a rich core of 
fruit.”(90pts)

 6 magnums per lot $2000-2800

 189A Pommard - Vintage 2012
 Grands Epenots, Domaine de Montille
 1x12 bottle ocb

“A deft application of wood sets off an agreeably fresh 
nose that features notes of black raspberry liqueur and 
just turned earth nuances. There is an appealing vibrancy 
to the velvet-textured medium-bodied flavors that possess 
very fine volume and mid-palate weight before terminat-
ing in a lingering finish.”(89-92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 190 Clos des Lambrays - Vintage 2002
 Domaine des Lambrays
 half-bottles: 4scl
 bottles: 1tl

“Aromas of wild berries, game and a subtle note of 
smoke lead to rich, intense, moderately fat flavors that 
are wonderfully well-balanced largely because of the 
racy, indeed bright acidity.”(92pts BH)

 Above 6 half-bottles per lot $1500-2000
 and 3 bottles

 191 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 1996
 Les Fremieres, Domaine Leroy

“This medium-to-dark blue/ruby-colored wine offers an 
intense nose of violets, sweet cherries, and minerals. On 
the palate, this succulent, thick, velvety-textured, medi-
um-to-full-bodied, and seductive wine is crammed with 
candied raspberries, sugar-coated cherries, and stones. 
Well-focused and pure, it hides its structured character 
under wave after wave of rich fruit.”(92pts)

 3 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 193 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2002
 Domaine Leroy

“Full red-ruby. Perfumed aromas of cherry, raspberry, 
minerals and licorice; purer than the Pommard. Sweeter 
and more aromatic in the mouth, with deeper red fruit 
flavors and more precision. Nicely fruit-driven wine, fin-
ishing with lovely lingering sweetness.”(90pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $1600-2200
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 203 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2000
 Dujac

“Mild secondary development is now in evidence on the 
moderately complex and lightly spiced nose that also 
displays notes of red and black berry fruit trimmed in 
warm earth that continues onto the nicely rich, round 
and accessible middle weight flavors that are supported 
by round tannins that are not yet completely resolved yet 
they’re by no means aggressive.”(90pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 204 Échézeaux - Vintage 1995
 Dujac
 6bsl

“Dujac’s light-colored wines are a testament to how 
much punch a deceptively shallow-looking Pinot Noir 
can deliver. The medium ruby-colored Échézeaux dis-
plays sweet, plummy fruits in the nose and an extremely 
refined, silky-textured, violet and cherry-filled, beautiful-
ly intense flavor profile.”(91pts)

 6 half-bottles per lot $1800-2400

 205 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 Aux Combottes, Dujac

“A wonderfully expressive and high-toned nose of cool 
red berry fruits and hints of spice, earth and minerals 
serve to introduce sweet and impeccably well-balanced 
flavors that are sweet, delicious, rich, detailed and al-
together serious, packing good punch and energy into a 
finish that is all grace and harmony. This is a really love-
ly effort that will age well yet be accessible early on.” 
(91-3pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 206 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1993
 Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget
 lstl

“Racy, sleek i premier cru n , showing digital definition 
in every aspect of its flavor components. Loaded with 
sweet-tasting red berry character, and just a touch of 
wood and spice for added complexity. Very long, focused 
finish.”(95pts WS)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 207 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1999
 Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget
 hwisl, spc

“Very ripe nose with a decadent fruit quality - sweet red 
ones with a spicy, black edge a little pepper, nice rich-
ness, and good flesh to the nose most open and ripe nose 
so far great jasmine/Asian spice and a caramel edge de-
velops...very rich and long a great wine the sexiest fruit 
and spice so far. It was after discussing this flight that I 
was officially labeled a “Cros Parantoux whore.” Well, 
the tasting was blind, I countered, and in the words of 
sweet Lou, It is what it is. One more thing, I added: Cros 
Parantoux rules!...”(94+pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1400-1800

 198 Pommard - Vintage 1996
 Les Vignots, Domaine Leroy

“...possesses feminine and refined aromas of violets inter-
twined with sweet red cherries. This seductive, silky-tex-
tured, powerful, and opulent wine enthralls with its dried 
and fresh red fruit flavors as well as its long, luscious, 
supple tannin-filled finish.”(92pts)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 199 Pommard - Vintage 2002
 Les Vignots, Domaine Leroy
 1lscl, 1crc, 1sos

“This lush, candied, satin-textured wine is medium to 
full-bodied and packed with concentrated layers of fruit. 
Its ripe tannin is present, providing outstanding structure 
to this opulent effort.”(92pts)

 2 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 200 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1997
 Les Genevrieres, Domaine Leroy
 3.5cm bc, scl, spc

“Silky-textured, medium-to-full-bodied, and intense, this 
concentrated wine saturates the palate with candied red 
cherries, blueberries, and Asian spices. Its outstanding 
depth of fruit and seamless structure portend a bright fu-
ture.”(91pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 201 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1999
 Les Genevrieres, Domaine Leroy

“Bright red-ruby. Cassis, raspberry and dark chocolate 
on the tangy nose. Intense dark berry flavors brightened 
by ripe, harmonious acidity. This has real verve. Finish-
es with big but ripe, chocolatey tannins and very good 
length.”(89-91pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 202 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2002
 Dujac
 3lscl

“...gorgeous aromatics reveal profound cherry scents 
intermingled with flowers and fresh herbs. Concentrat-
ed, seamless, and boasting a sublime satiny mouth-feel, 
it harmoniously bathes the taster s palate with waves of 
candied red fruits. Raspberries, strawberries, cherries, 
notes of vanilla, white pepper, and violets can be found 
in its delightfully seductive and complex medium-bodied 
personality.”(93pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000
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 214 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 1996
 Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin

“Tasted at the Chambolle Amoureuses vertical in London, 
the 1996 Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru les Amoureuses 
was one of the standouts of recent vintages. My predeces-
sor suggested this would be over the hill by 2008. Well, 
not by this showing. It has a very expressive, beautifully 
delineated bouquet with vibrant red cherries and mul-
berry fruit that become more floral as it aerates, even 
offering a hint of licorice with time. The palate is medi-
um-bodied with fine tannin, impressive body and struc-
tured with a gorgeous sappiness and salinity flourishing 
towards the finish. I am not a huge fan of the 1996 red 
Côte de Nuits, but this is certainly one of the finest that I 
have tasted in recent months. This is highly recommend-
ed. Tasted November 2015.”(94pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 215 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2002
 Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin

“Tasted at the Chambolle Amoureuses vertical in London, 
the 2002 Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru les Amoureuses is 
a stunning expression of the vineyard from the Drouhin 
team, perhaps the best vintage of the decade? It is no-
ticeably deep in color, more so than other 2002 recently 
tasted. The bouquet is wonderful with very fine delinea-
tion, pure and sensual red berry fruit laced with subtle 
sous-bois and wet limestone scents. The palate is crisp 
and precise with a fine bead of acidity. There is a sense 
of energy and vigor here that derives from the special 
terroir of Amoureuses, hints of oyster shell lining the 
mineral-rich finish that just leaves you begging for more 
once the wine has departed. This is quite fantastic. Tasted 
November 2015.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 216 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 J. Drouhin
 1wisl

“A pungent nose combines notes of menthol, moderately 
toasty wood, warm earth and bright crushed berry aro-
mas where the sweetness of the nose can also be found 
on the rich, generous and notably powerful big-boned 
flavors yet the finish is refined, pure and while not deli-
cate, it’s certainly built more along the lines of finesse...” 
(93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 208 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2002
 Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget

“The nose is classy, wonderfully elegant and utterly pure, 
revealing concentrated aromas of red and black pinot 
fruit aromas plus layers upon layers of spices, including 
sandalwood, anise, soy, hoisin and a strong note of min-
erality. The linear, almost severe flavors are concentrat-
ed as well with finer tannins than usual and decidedly 
higher acidity than the EÉchézeaux and the precision is 
almost painful. This is not a powerful wine, and certain-
ly less powerful than the Ech but it’s a good deal more 
elegant and this too possesses impeccable balance that 
should permit it to age for 2 decades, perhaps longer.” 
(94pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 209 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1996
 Les Beaux Monts, E. Rouget

“...with its dark color and deep spicy red cherry aro-
mas, is reminiscent of the village Vosne. However, it has 
even more depth, weight, and complexity. This medi-
um-to-full-bodied wine offers layer after layer of sweet 
cherries and jammy raspberries, in addition to a fine fin-
ish.”(90-92pts)

 5 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 211 Richebourg - Vintage 2000
 Hudelot-Noellat

“The hallmark of this wine is its superb balance as 
everything is in perfect harmony. This is fantastically 
spicy yet pure and is bigger and more powerful than the 
Romanée St. Vivant and for young Richebourg is really 
quite refined. This so fine that the volume of wine behind 
the flavors almost goes unnoticed. An extremely impres-
sive effort for the vintage.”(91-94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 212 Richebourg - Vintage 2002
 Hudelot-Noellat

“Brooding, reticent and completely backward, revealing 
only reluctant notes of crushed black cherries, ripe earth 
and a deft touch of wood spice followed by unctuously 
rich, robust, muscular flavors that display outstanding 
density and first rate balance. This intensity builds from 
the mid-palate and finally explodes on the finish with ab-
solutely perfect acid/fruit balance and the phenomenal 
length just doesn’t quit.”(92-5pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2600-3500
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 224 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2002
 Les Amoureuses, J.F. Mugnier
 1cuc

“Its elegance and style seduced, combining with gor-
geous purple flowers and an oh so tasty finish.” 
(96pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 225 Romanée St. Vivant
 J.J. Confuron
 - Vintage 1996 1scl, 1wrl, different importers (4)
  (94-6pts)
 - Vintage 1997 2lstl, 1lwl (91pts) (5)
 - Vintage 1999 (93pts IWC) (2)
 - Vintage 2002 (93pts BH) (1)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 226 Échézeaux - Vintage 2005
 Du Dessus, Jayer-Gilles
 1nl

“Gilles Jayer’s 2005 Échézeaux du Dessus is so- labeled 
(with “du Dessus” in smaller print) to call attention to 
the prime portion of this too-large grand cru in which it 
originates. After the virtual attack mounted on the sens-
es by this year’s Les Damodes, we now have something 
a bit more sedate and sorted-out. A flamboyant aroma 
of black raspberry confiture, creme de cassis, coconut, 
clove, nutmeg, star anise and roasted meats leads to a 
clear, sweetly-fruited, smoke-tinged palate and a finish 
that reverberates with low-toned stony mineral notes and 
pure peals of gloriously ripe yet brightly ringing fruit. 
Two thousand five has been a year to witness some amaz-
ing successes from those portions of Échézeaux that na-
ture designed for great Pinot potential, but the quality 
from Jayer-Gilles and his vines has seldom been less than 
outstanding year after year.”(94-95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 227 Chambolle Musigny
 Les Amoureuses, L. Jadot
 - Vintage 1993 1-3cm bc, 1wisvl, 2sos (90pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1995 (89-92pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1997 (90-93pts) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 228 Musigny
 L. Jadot
 - Vintage 1996 (93-95pts) (4)
 - Vintage 2000 (92-4pts IWC) (5)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 217 Musigny - Vintage 1996
 J. Drouhin
 1tl

“High-toned aromas of pinot and strawberry fruit that 
are still largely primary though there are now hints of sec-
ondary development that complement the medium weight 
flavors where the tannins are still buried. While this is 
not especially dense, particularly on the mid palate, it is 
stunningly elegant with exceptionally good length and in 
particular, simply beautiful balance.”(93pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 218 Musigny - Vintage 2001
 J. Drouhin

“A completely different expression with ripe, high-
er-toned, less earthy aromas that seem to be the essence 
of black pinot fruit. The silky flavors are fine, pure and 
exceptionally detailed and possess simply superb length. 
A distinguished wine that is the epitome of power and 
richness without weight and given the jaw dropping pre-
cision of the finish, you have something really special.” 
(94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 219 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 1993
 J. Drouhin

“Incredibly elegant and pure with refined and beautiful-
ly detailed spicy black fruit followed by medium weight, 
focused and moderately rich flavors that deliver a be-
guiling sweetness on the long, classy finish. There is real 
breed in evidence here and the wine is crafted in the clas-
sic understated Drouhin style.”(92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 220 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 1996
 J. Drouhin
 1nl

“This medium-to-dark ruby-colored wine exhibits lovely 
aromas of freshly cut flowers and perfumed red fruit. This 
full-bodied, powerful, fresh, highly-concentrated and ex-
tracted wine is packed with blackberries, cassis, and oak 
flavors that linger throughout its refined and admirably 
long finish.”(91-93pts)

 10 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 221 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 1985
 Les Boudots, J. Grivot

 8 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 222 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1996
 Les Beaux Monts, J. Grivot

“ Subtle yet very spicy black Vosne fruit with sappy, pure, 
still tight flavors that display brilliant balance and im-
pressive intensity on the long, very persistent and punchy 
finish. “(91pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $900-1200
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 234 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2002
 Aux Murgers, Méo-Camuzet
 4lbsl

“Full ruby-red. Roasted, somewhat reduced aromas of 
chocolate, game and fresh blood. Medicinal and closed, 
with a distinctly tannic finish. From a second barrel: Pur-
er aromas of kirsch and bitter chocolate. Juicy and in-
tense, with strong black fruit flavors slightly dried by new 
oak. Finishes with rather tough tannins. Today this wine 
boasts excellent intensity but does not yet communicate 
the sweetness of the vintage.”(88-91?pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 235 Vosne Romanée
 Aux Brulées, Méo-Camuzet
 - Vintage 1999 bsl, scl (94pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2001 (93pts BH) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 236 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1999
 Cros Parantoux, Méo-Camuzet
 spc

“Beautiful structure and purity of fruit - that violety, sap-
py, ‘99 edge to it dripping in a smothered purple syrup 
fresh minerals round out nose good flavors on hot n spicy 
side at first, fresh fruit flavors (grape, plum and cassis) 
and mild tannins.”(96pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 237 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2012
 Cros Parantoux, Méo-Camuzet

“A restrained, cool and superbly elegant nose features 
perfumed notes of Asian spices, red currant, plum and 
lavender along with the hallmark mineral nuances, all 
of which are trimmed in discreet wood. There is superb 
intensity to the refined, delineated and focused medi-
um-bodied flavors that are shaped by dense but excep-
tionally fine tannins that are impeccably well-integrated 
on the energetic and explosively long finish that is dis-
tinctly saline in character.”(96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 238 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2000
 Les Chaumes, Méo-Camuzet
 3nl

“This is notably ripe and still relatively primary though 
there are now secondary nuances adding depth to the oth-
erwise spicy, fresh and layered nose where this spiciness 
continues onto the rich, indeed almost opulent medium 
full flavors that possess ample dry extract on the sappy, 
mouth coating and persistent finish.”(90pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 229 Volnay - Vintage 1995
 Santenots, Maison Leroy
 5bsl

“Dark ruby-colored, the Volnay Santenots (50 cases) 
displays dark roasted berries, perfume and spices on the 
nose as well as a beautifully elegant, extremely well-bal-
anced, velvety-textured personality packed with black 
fruits. The finish in this full-bodied wine is impressively 
long. Drink 2004-2014. This note is the result of tastings I 
did in Burgundy between January 7 and January 29. The 
wine was tasted from cask, not bottle. Pinot Noir, a frag-
ile varietal, reacts poorly to fining, filtration, and care-
less bottling techniques, I recommend caution when con-
sidering buying a red burgundy based on cask samples. I 
called it as I tasted it, and hope the bottled wine reflects 
the quality of the samples I was provided.”(91-93pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 230 Volnay - Vintage 1996
 Santenots, Maison Leroy

 12 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 231 Volnay - Vintage 2008
 Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville
 1x12 bottle ocb

“A superbly fresh and beautifully layered nose of cool 
red berry fruit, floral notes and wet stone, the latter of 
which is present in abundance on the rich yet beautifully 
detailed middle weight flavors brimming with minerality 
and energy, all wrapped in a focused, linear and precise 
finish of huge length, which remains at present youthfully 
austere.”(94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 232 Échézeaux - Vintage 1999
 Les Rouges Du Bas, Méo-Camuzet

“The medium to dark ruby-colored 1999 Échézeaux has 
demure, sweet blackberry aromas. Medium to full-bod-
ied, broad, and expansive, it is packed with red and black 
cherries as well as blackberries. Its long finish possesses 
loads of soft, well-ripened tannins.”(90-91pts)

 4 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 233 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 1996
 Aux Boudots, Méo-Camuzet
 9lbsl, 3tl

“Excellent red-ruby color. Highly aromatic nose com-
bines cassis, redcurrant, licorice and flowers. Precise, 
intense dark berry flavors are framed and extended by a 
strong spine of acidity. Very long and bracing. The tan-
nins are firm but fine. This has more snap, not to mention 
backbone for aging, than the ‘97s.”(91+?pts IWC)

 9 bottles per lot $1500-2000
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 244 Charmes Chambertin
 Serafin
 - Vintage 1996 (93-95pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1999 3wisl (97pts) (8)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 245 Bourgogne Blanc - Vintage 2007
 Coche-Dury

 4 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 246 Meursault
 Coche-Dury
 - Vintage 2002 (93pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2015 (92pts) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 247 Meursault - Vintage 2012
 Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury

“This is very Meursault in style with plenty of roast-
ed hazelnut character adding breadth to the pretty and 
well-layered combination of freshly sliced citrus, apricot, 
nectarine and white peach aromas. The palate impres-
sion is one where the richness of the mid-palate buffers 
well the firm acid spine that shapes both the medium-bod-
ied flavors and finish.’”(91pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1200-1600

 248 Montrachet
 Marquis de Laguiche, J. Drouhin
 - Vintage 2003 (93pts VM) (2)
 - Vintage 2005 (96pts WS) (3)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 249 Chablis - Vintage 2000
 Butteaux, Raveneau 3bsl, 2crc (91pts IWC) (3)
 Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau  (92pts IWC)  (6)
 Montmains, Raveneau  (90pts IWC) (3)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 250 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2000
 Hommage a Jacques Perrin, Château de Beaucastel
 6x1 bottle owc’s, 2x1 magnum owc’s

“The 2000 Châteauneuf du Pape Hommage À Jacques 
Perrin (60% Mourvedre, 20% Grenache, 10% Counoise, 
and 10% Syrah) was singing! Open, upfront, sexy and 
seamless, with awesome notes of saddle leather, Proven-
cal herbs, barnyard, spice and licorice-soaked black 
cherry and sweet cassis, it hit the palate with full-bodied 
richness, no hard edges, and an unctuous, heavenly tex-
ture. Reminding me of the 1990, yet perhaps just slightly 
less intense, this is a profound effort that will drink nicely 
for another two decades or more.”(98pts)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 and 2 magnums

 239 Chapelle Chambertin - Vintage 2000
 Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“The now mostly mature nose displays intensely earth 
and game notes on the relatively elegant fruit aromas 
and continue onto the medium weight, beautifully com-
plex, mineral-laden and delicious flavors that are sup-
ported by supple, ripe and largely resolved tannins. This 
is drinking perfectly now though it will easily continue to 
hold.”(90pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 240 Chapelle Chambertin - Vintage 2002
 Ponsot
 1x12 bottle owc

“This is really quite pretty too but it can’t match the depth 
and explosive quality of the Griotte. Still, there is good 
complexity on the high-toned red fruit nose cut with an 
almost pungently earthy character followed by a very 
fresh, intense and precise palate impression and fine 
length. In short, this is an exceptionally refined wine that 
will also require plenty of time.”(91pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 241 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 1995
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2-3cm, bc 1-3.5cm bc, 4scl,  2nl

“Dark ruby-colored, the immensely powerful Clos 
St.-Denis bursts with aromas of sweet, dark fruits, 
prunes, minerals and an incredible spiciness. Intense, 
refined, complex layers of red and black berry fruit, the 
Clos St. Denis displays a candied prune/cherry flavor 
that is reminiscent of such profound wines as Château 
Lafleur and Château Rayas (wines that are also produced 
from extremely old vines).”(93-96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 242 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2005
 R. Arnoux

“Fairly strong reduction renders the nose difficult to read 
but the flavors are sweet and much finer, particularly with 
respect to the tactile qualities as there is excellent detail 
and a subtle shading of minerality on the complex and 
refined finish that offers impressive persistence. This is 
understated but really lovely.”(89-91pts BH

 8 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 243 Échézeaux - Vintage 1996
 R. Arnoux

“This wine displays rich, earthy, and mocha cream scents 
as well as a full-bodied, ample, lively, structured, juicy, 
and extremely well-balanced personality. Its complex fla-
vor profile is composed of red and black cherries, miner-
als, toast, and beef blood whose flavors linger throughout 
its long and refined finish...”(90-92pts)

 4 bottles per lot $1800-2400
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 255 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1990
 La Mouline, E. Guigal
 1lscl, 1scc

“The superconcentrated, opaque purple-colored 1990 La 
Mouline is closer in style to the otherworldly 1988 than I 
would have thought. Extremely rich, with a huge, bacon 
fat, toasty, cassis, and floral-scented nose, as well as phe-
nomenally rich flavors, it is a wine known for its voluptu-
ousness and extraordinary intensity.”(99pts)

 4 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 256 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1998
 La Mouline, E. Guigal

“The awesome 1998 Côte-R tie La Mouline is a seamless, 
full-bodied classic with many characteristics of the 1997 
La Landonne , but more structure, tannin, and muscle. It 
will need two years of cellaring, and will last for twen-
ty years. Stylistically, it is reminiscent of the 1988. This 
wine’s aromatic fireworks, sumptuous texture, and seam-
less personality represent perfection this remains one 
of the world’s most intensely perfumed and compelling 
wines.”(97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 257 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1999
 La Mouline, E. Guigal

“An extraordinary effort, it offers a smorgasbord of aro-
mas and flavors. Scents of violets, raspberries, blackber-
ries, roasted espresso, balsamic vinegar, and pepper tum-
ble out of the glass. It is unctuously-textured, full-bodied, 
and fabulously concentrated with a tremendous purity 
and seamlessness that must be tasted to be believed. 
What is so remarkable about this cuvée is its tremendous 
layers of flavor, awesome texture, and perfect balance. 
This is an astonishing offering from one of the world s 
greatest winemakers.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 258 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1990
 La Turque, E. Guigal
 1ltl, 1wrl, different importers

“...offers an overwhelming perfume of jammy black-cher-
ries, cassis, toast, and minerals. With its sweet, generous, 
incredibly harmonious personality, it is an unforgettable 
wine. With sweet tannin, low acidity, and one of the most 
velvety-textured, decadently rich palates I have encoun-
tered, this fabulous wine has a finish that lasts more than 
a minute.”(98pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 251 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2000
 cuvée da Capo, Domaine du Pegau

“The extraordinary nose reveals aromas of kirsch li-
queur, new saddle leather, animal fur, Provencal herbs, 
spice box, licorice, and a salty sea breeze character. On 
the palate, the wine is enormous, with an unctuosity, 
thickness, and purity that must be tasted to be believed 
it has very high levels of tannin, but the tannin is barely 
noticeable given the wine s exaggerated wealth of rich-
ness and power. This is a modern day legend in the mak-
ing...”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 252 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2003
 cuvée da Capo, Domaine du Pegau

“For the fourth time, the Châteauneuf du Pape cuvée 
da Capo has been produced, and for the fourth time, it 
has received a perfect score although I might back off 
the 2000’s perfect score based on the fact that it seems to 
be more of an upper-ninety point wine than pure perfec-
tion these days. The 2003 Châteauneuf du Pape cuvée da 
Capo has distanced itself ever so slightly from the 2003 
cuvée Reservee. Before bottling and immediately after 
bottling, these two wines’ differences were not as evident. 
At present the Capo reveals that extra level of flavor, 
power, complexity and richness. It is a big wine (16.1% 
alcohol   less than in the 1998, but more than in the 2000 
and 2007) boasting a dark plum/garnet color as well as 
a stunning bouquet of aged beef intermixed with pepper, 
herbes de Provence, and steak au poivre. This unctuous-
ly textured, full-bodied Châteauneuf possesses enormous 
body, huge flavors and sweet, velvety tannins. Still youth-
ful, it has not yet begun to close down, and I’m not sure 
it ever will given this unusual vintage. It is a modern day 
classic that should continue to provide provocative as 
well as compelling drinking for 20-30+ years.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 253 Côte Rôtie
 La Landonne, E. Guigal
 - Vintage 1989 1tc (99pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1998 (100pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1999 lscl (100pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2003 2lvl, different importers (100pts) (2)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 254 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1989
 La Mouline, E. Guigal

“The saturated purple-colored 1989 La Mouline is an 
explosively rich wine, with its profound perfume of vio-
lets, black raspberries, and creamy, toasty new oak. Very 
full-bodied, with a dreamy opulence, gobs of fruit, an 
unctuous texture, and powerful finish, this wine manages 
to balance intensity with great elegance.”(98pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400
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 265 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 1nc

“Notes of crushed rocks, honeysuckle, lemon oil, orange 
marmalade, and white pear provide a stunning aromatic 
display as well as palate impression. Great acidity and 
huge flavor intensity backed up by vibrant acidity make 
this an exquisite Champagne.”(98pts)

 8 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 266 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1998
 1nl, 1etched glass

“An enticing blend of red berries, butter and toast on the 
nose; this settled down to an earthy, smoky character that 
reminded me of B tard-Montrachet. Full and rich, with 
flavors of musky yellow plum and ripe pear accented by 
crisp mineral notes.”(93pts IWC)

 10 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 267 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1999
(92pts RJ)

 4 magnums per lot $1800-2400

 268 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2000
“...is a gorgeous, seductive wine that floats on the palate 
with remarkable grace. Toasty aromas meld into freshly 
cut flowers, apricots and pears, with sweet notes of mint 
and licorice that linger on the long finish. This perfumed, 
inviting Dom Perignon is elegance personified, and in this 
vintage the wine fully merits its lofty reputation.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 269 3 magnums per lot $1500-2000

PARCEL LOTS 270-270A

 270 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2002
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“The 2002 Dom Pérignon speaks to opulence and inten-
sity. Rich, layered and voluptuous in the glass, the 2002 
shows off its flamboyant personality with flair. Butter, 
cooked apple and tropically-leaning fruits mesh together 
effortlessly. Interestingly, with time in the glass the 2002 
gains in freshness and energy without losing its essen-
tial opulence. The elevated ripeness of the year gives the 
2002 Dom Pérignon distinctly Puligny-Montrachet lean-
ing inflections. Chef de Caves Richard Geoffroy adds that 
August that year was hot and very dry. Rain towards the 
end of the month and into early September freshened the 
vines and accelerated the final phase of ripening. This 
is yet another fabulous showing from the 2002, which 
continues to cement its reputation as a truly epic Dom 
Pérignon.”(98pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 270A 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 259 Ermitage - Vintage 2000
 cuvée Cathelin, J.L. Chave
 tl

“The cuvée Cathelin displays more new oak than the 
regular bottling as well as firmer tannin, yet also great 
length, palate presence, and structure. Boasting a choco-
latey, blackberry nose, huge intensity, and super elegance 
and finesse, it will require 5-6 years of cellaring.”(96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 260 Hermitage
 J.L. Chave
 - Vintage 1982 (95pts JK) (2)
 - Vintage 1989 (96pts) (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 261 Hermitage Blanc
 J.L. Chave
 - Vintage 1997 (95pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2000 (95pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2002 (90+pts IWC) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 262 Ermitage
 Le Pavillon, M. Chapoutier
 - Vintage 1990 1lstl, 1wisl (100pts) (4)
 - Vintage 1991 1-3cm bc, 1-4cm bc, 4bsl, 3nl (4)
 (100pts)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 263 Hermitage - Vintage 1990
 La Chapelle, P. Jaboulet
 12lbsl

“Spectacular aromatics offer up aromas of incense, 
smoke, blackberry fruit, cassis, barbecue spice, coffee, 
and a touch of chocolate. As it sits in the glass, addition-
al nuances of pepper and grilled steak emerge. There is 
extraordinary freshness for such a mammoth wine in ad-
dition to abundant tannin, an amazing 60-second finish, 
and a level of glycerin and thick, fleshy texture that have 
to be tasted to be believed.”(100pts)

 12 half-bottles per lot $2400-3200

 264 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1990
“...is a creamy-textured, full styled offering that loses 
none of its elegance in spite of its flavor authority.”(96pts)

 8 bottles per lot $2600-3500
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PARCEL LOTS 277-278

 277 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 Rose

“Dom Pérignon’s 1996 Rosé is one of my all-time fa-
vorite Champagnes, but I have never tasted it this way, 
nor has anyone else in the room. Three bottles of the 1996 
Rosé are lined up; a standard fifth, magnum and jerobo-
am. We are all quite curious to taste the three wines, as 
they were all released at different times. It is quite com-
mon for Champagne houses to vary the level of dosage 
according to the bottle size and release date, but DP is 
notoriously tight-lipped on such matters, so it is impos-
sible to know for sure. The jeroboam is opened first. It 
is tight as a drum. Over the course of several hours, the 
wine opens up beautifully and by the end of the dinner it 
is clearly the most intriguing and complete of the three. I 
wish I owned more of these, but this is the last. The mag-
num is great right out of the gate. I adore the magnum 
format for all wines, but Champagne in particular. This is 
a fabulous showing. The straight fifth is also surprisingly 
closed at the outset, but then blossoms quickly. At the first 
tasting, it is the most impressive of the three bottles but 
as time passes there is much less development here than 
in the big bottles. What a fascinating comparative tasting 
(Jeroboam Tasted).”(98+pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 278 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 279 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2002
 Rose
 1x3 magnum ocb

“...explodes from the glass with endless layers of huge, 
voluptuous fruit, A big, full-bodied wine, the 2002 is 
probably the most overly vinous, intense Rose ever made 
by long-time Chef de Caves Richard Geoffroy. Layers of 
cool, insistent minerality balance the fruit beautifully on 
the crystalline, vivid finish.”(98pts)

 6 magnums per lot $4000-6000

 280 10 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 281 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2003
 Rose

“...exhibits both richness and robustness reflecting its 
torrid vintage, yet manages to stint neither on primary 
juiciness nor transparency to nuance; nor does it come 
off as at all heavy. Lightly cooked ripe strawberry and fig 
infused with rose hip, licorice, Ceylon tea, heliotrope and 
leather inform a delightfully forward nose and lush, ef-
fusively fruity palate. A tart and seedy edge to the straw-
berry serves for invigoration; and lobster shell reduction 
serves for mouthwatering salinity and somehow down-
right sweet animal savor.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 271 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2003
“...packs serious energy to match its explosive personal-
ity. The combined effects of a spring frost that decimated 
yields and a unrelentingly hot summer combined to pro-
duce one of the most powerful young Dom Pérignons I 
have ever tasted.”(95pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 273 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2004
 1nl

“...is all about energy. Here the flavors are bright and 
delineated throughout, with veins of acidity and mineral-
ity that give the wine its sense of drive. Mint, rosemary 
and yellow-fleshed fruits linger on the finish with the 
classic DP reductive overtones that are such a signa-
ture.”(97+pts VM)

 8 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 274 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2008
“What I admire most about the 2008 is the way it shows 
all the focus, translucence and energy that is such a sig-
nature of the year, and yet it is also remarkably deep and 
vertical. In other words, the 2008 is a Champagne that 
plays in three dimensions.”(98+pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 275 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 Oenotheque

“The 1996 Dom Pérignon OEenotheque offers up layers 
of pastry, lemon, smoke and toastiness. At first deceptive-
ly understated, the wine turns positively explosive and 
layered on the palate, showing remarkable tension, ele-
gance and power, all wrapped around a seriously intense 
frame. The balance between fruit and acidity is awesome. 
This is a marvelous DP OEeno. The OEeno is the same 
juice as the regular Dom Perignon, except the OEeno is 
aged on the cork while the regular DP is aged in crown-
sealed bottles. Once disgorged, the OEenos gets a slight-
ly lower dosage than is typical for the original release 
DP.”(97pts)

 4 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 276 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 P2 Rose

“...utterly captivating from the very first taste. Scents of 
orange peel, rose petal and wild flowers all waft from 
the glass. In recent vintages, the Rosé is often decided-
ly vinous in style. The 1996 speaks to a high acid vin-
tage where freshness prevails over textural richness.” 
(97pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000
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PARCEL LOTS 290-292

 290 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2002
 Cristal

“Tasted from the original 2009 disgorgement, the 2002 
Cristal is a broad, vinous wine, bursting with aromas of 
honeyed yellow orchard fruit, warm butter, brioche and 
fresh peaches. On the palate, it’s full-bodied, textural and 
mouthfilling, rendering the fine-boned chalky structure 
and textural finesse that distinguish this quintessential-
ly elegant style of this cuvée in a broader-shouldered, 
more enveloping register. The 2002 is beginning to enter 
its plateau of maturity and is drinking beautifully today, 
though it still has many years ahead of it.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 291 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 292 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 6x1 bottle ocb’s

 293 4 magnums per lot $2600-3500

 294 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2004
 Cristal

“The 2004 Brut Cristal has put on quite a bit of weight 
since I first tasted it earlier this year. It is a powerful, 
structured Cristal layered with considerable fruit. Char-
donnay seems to play the leading role in 2004, at least to-
day. Cristal is often accessible young, but that is far from 
the case here. This is a serious, painfully young Cristal 
that will require considerable patience. Readers who are 
willing to spend some time with the wine today will find a 
super-impressive, complete Cristal.”(97pts)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $2000-2800
 and 2 magnums

 295 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne
 Cristal
 - Vintage 2005 1x1 magnum owc (93pts) magnum (3)
 - Vintage 2006 (97pts VM) magnum (3)

 Above 6 magnums per lot $2600-3500

 296 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2007
 Cristal
 1tl, 1x6 bottle ocb

“The aromatics alone are captivating, but then the wine 
opens on the palate, revealing layer after layer of fla-
vor to match a multi-dimensional, kaleidoscopic per-
sonality that will leave Champagne lovers weak at the 
knees.”(97+pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 297 6 magnums per lot $2600-3500

 282 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne
 Rose
 - Vintage 2005 (95pts VM) (3)
 - Vintage 2006 (97+ pts VM) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 283 Krug Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1995 (98pts WS) (2)
 - Vintage 1996 (99+pts IWC) (3)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 284 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1990
 Cristal
 2stl, 2scl, 1x6 bottle ocb

“The Louis Roederer 1990 Cristal is awesome! A classic 
of power and finesse, richness and delicacy, it may be the 
greatest Cristal I have ever tasted!...”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 285 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne
 Cristal
 - Vintage 1996 (97+Mpts JK) (3)
 - Vintage 1997 (95pts RJ) (6)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 286 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1999
 Cristal

“One of the finest Champagnes I have ever brought to my 
lips, the 1999 Cristal bursts from the glass with fresh ha-
zelnut and apple scents. Elegant, deep, and silky-textured, 
this medium to full-bodied beauty is immensely concen-
trated, pure, packed with apple flavors, and astoundingly 
long in the finish. Louis Roederer does not display a dis-
gorgement date or consumer friendly lot number on its 
non-vintage Brut. This is regrettable as it has consistently 
been one of the finer bottlings in this category.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 287 1 Jeroboam per lot $1500-2000
 1x1 Jeroboam owc

 288 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2000
 Cristal

“From a difficult vintage with destructive hailstorms 
and botrytis, the 2000 Cristal opens with an elegant 
and delicate bouquet with brioche, ripe apple, green 
olive and iodine aromas. Complex and very salty, with 
oyster and umami flavors, this is a generous and very 
long Cristal that is excellent with Japanese food, such as 
sashimi for example, as chef de cave Jean-Baptiste Lé-
caillon said during the tasting in New York in November 
2018.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 289 4 magnums per lot $2000-2800
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 304 Barolo - Vintage 2001
 Falletto di Serralunga, B. Giacosa

“The 2001 Barolo Falletto impresses for its layered, silky 
personality. Sweet roses, tar, licorice and menthol are all 
woven together in this deceptively medium-bodied Baro-
lo. There is plenty of muscle to back things up. Today the 
Falletto is quite a bit more delicate than it has been in the 
past. Anticipated maturity: 2012-2021.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 305 Amarone
 Dal Forno
 - Vintage 1993 nl (92+pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1994 (97pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1995 1spc (98pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1996 (99pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1999 (92pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 2000 (95pts IWC) (2)
 - Vintage 2001 1nl (97pts) (2)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 306 Barolo
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 - Vintage 1995 2wisl (94-5pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1997 (99pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 2000 (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2001 (99pts) (2)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $4000-5500

 307 Alzero - Vintage 1997
 G. Quintarelli

“...a masterpiece. Blessed with extraordinary, captivating 
aromatics, it reveals new layers of spice, licorice, coffee, 
chocolate, cassis, minerals and sweet dark fruit with each 
successive taste. What I find most remarkable about this 
wine is that, despite being packed with jammy, concen-
trated fruit, it is remarkably light on its feet. It is a wine I 
never tire of tasting and is not to be missed.”(97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 308 Amarone - Vintage 1995
 G. Quintarelli

“...is a towering, majestic wine of heroic proportions. 
This big, full-bodied wine flows across the palate with 
remarkable depth, expansiveness and purity. There are 
tons of ripe dark fruit here, along with nuances of leather, 
spices and sweet tobacco. This opulent wine builds on the 
finish, where it displays superb staying power.”(97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 298 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne
 Cristal Rose
 - Vintage 2002 (95+pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2005 (95pts RJ) (2)
 - Vintage 2007 (97pts VM) (2)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 299 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2002
 Cristal Rose

“The 2002 Brut Cristal Rose shows the classic Roeder-
er introspectiveness that can sometimes make the wines 
hard to grasp when they are young. It, too, is a relative-
ly lightly-colored rose. The bouquet is beautifully woven 
into a fabric of layered, ripe fruit. With some time in the 
glass, the wine’s textural beauty becomes more apparent, 
but this is a Champagne that needs bottle age. It should 
be spectacular in time.”(95+pts)

 2 magnums per lot $2000-2800

 300 Barolo - Vintage 2000
 Granbussia Riserva, A. Conterno

“...is long and powerful, with a generous quality to its 
ripe fruit and a sweet, opulent texture. It offers notable 
persistence on the palate and a pretty note of freshness 
on the finish that provides balance to the wine’s very ripe, 
forward style.”(93pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 301 Barolo - Vintage 2001
 Granbussia Riserva, A. Conterno

“Very ripe aromas of strawberry, licorice, minerals and 
truffle, with balsamic and dried floral nuances. Fat, 
sweet, rich and deep; at once succulent and seamless, 
with a wonderfully layered texture and great early ap-
peal. Very full without coming across as weighty. The 
slow-building finish features substantial sweet tannins. 
“Shows the magic side of 2001,” Franco offers. “It can 
keep for a long time but it’s great right now.”(95pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 302 Solaia - Vintage 1997
 Antinori
 bottles: 2bn, 1lstl 
 magnums: 1lstl

“Dark ruby in color, with extremely ripe raisin and spice 
aromas. Full-bodied and very chewy, with loads of pol-
ished tannins and a long, long finish that’s big and fruity. 
A solid, muscular red fromTuscany, this is the greatest 
Solaia ever made.”(98pts, Wine of the Year, WS)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $2200-3000
 and 2 magnums
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PARCEL LOTS 313-314

 313 Barolo - Vintage 1990
 Cannubi Boschis, L. Sandrone

“I was simply floored by the 1990, which announces itself 
with an unbelievably fresh nose of roses, spices and min-
erals belying its 15 years of age. Though medium-bodied, 
it offers tremendous opulence, concentration and length 
on the palate, with waves of ripe, sweet red and black 
fruit, menthol, and mineral flavors and a soft, generous 
texture. This youthful Barolo must be tasted to be be-
lieved, and well-stored bottles should drink well for at 
least another 10 years. A real privilege to drink this from 
an impeccably stored bottle.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 314 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 315 Masseto - Vintage 1995
 Ornellaia
 2bn, 2nl, 2taped labels

“A superb single-vineyard Merlot from a high-quality 
Tuscan producer, the 1995 Masseto vino da tavola ex-
hibits a saturated dark ruby/purple color, in addition to 
a sweet nose of jammy black cherries, chocolate, and 
smoky new oak. The vintage’s high tannin level is pres-
ent, but it is complemented by admirable concentration, 
glycerin, and spice.”(91pts)

 10 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 316 1 magnum per lot $1500-2000

 317 Masseto - Vintage 1996
 Ornellaia
 2nl, 1ssos

“Exotic nose ripe sugarplums, incense, almost lemony, 
mocha, cola, a touch of oak...ripe on the palate too with 
a nice balance liqueur-like and chocolaty...better than I 
expected! Serious juice that will ruin the smile that it will 
put on your face...Masseto is no longer a single vineyard 
but rather the best barrels of Merlot in the cellar...estate 
denies Cabernet in the mix...outstanding!”(95pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 318 3 magnums per lot $3500-5000
 1nl

 319 Masseto - Vintage 1997
 Ornellaia

“A big and powerful Tuscan Merlot, with loads of fruit 
and good concentration. Dark ruby color, with intense 
aromas of blackberries, spices and dried herbs. Full-bod-
ied, with big velvety tannins and a long, long finish. 
Greatest Masseto ever made.”(96pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 309 Amarone - Vintage 1997
 G. Quintarelli

“Deep ruby with a hint of garnet at the rim. Highly com-
plex aromas of raspberry, red cherries macerated in al-
cohol, violet, balsamic vinegar, rose, and milk and bitter 
chocolate. Amazingly rich, superconcentrated wine, with 
flavors of chocolate-covered raspberry, cherries macer-
ated in alcohol and fig jam. Refreshing acidity and very 
silky tannins make this an elegant blockbuster, a feat only 
the greatest wines manage to achieve.”(94pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 310 Barbaresco - Vintage 1990
 Sori Tildin, Gaja
 1scl

“The 1990 Barbaresco Sori Tildin opens with a wonder-
fully expressive, floral bouquet that leads to a finely-knit 
core of ripe red fruits, sweet tobacco and spices. Here 
the warmth and generosity of the vintage offer superb 
balance and fleshiness to the wine’s sculpted, well-ar-
ticulated aromas and flavors. The wine’s overall sense 
of harmony is spectacular. Anticipated maturity: 2009- 
2030.”(97pts)

 5 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 311 Barolo - Vintage 1985
 Cannubi Boschis, L. Sandrone
 6bsl

“Luciano Sandrone’s 1985 Barolo Cannubi Boschis blos-
soms on the palate with expressive aromatics and layers 
of fruit, both supported by silky tannins. An early master-
piece from Sandrone, the 1985 is peaking today. I don’t 
imagine it will improve much from here, but it is stunning 
right now.”(96pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 312 Barolo
 Cannubi Boschis, L. Sandrone
 - Vintage 1988 5lwrl, 1nl, 2 bottles different importer (6)
 (94pts)
 - Vintage 1989 (97pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3200-4200
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 325 Masseto - Vintage 2006
 Ornellaia
 2lwrl

“The wine that most delighted me at this historic tasting 
of Tuscany’s most iconic wines was the 2006 Masseto. 
This is a wine of sheer power, bliss, opulence, infinity 
and sublime seduction. This Merlot-based masterpiece 
hits all your senses with the grace of a ballerina and the 
power of a heavyweight. It is steady on its proverbial feet, 
but it also glides over the palate with a profound sense of 
elegance, harmony and rhythm. Among the prized vin-
tages of Masseto, including 2001, 2004 and 2007, this 
edition is my favorite. The wine delivers an extra sense 
of tightness or firmness at the back that serves to stitch 
together its fleshy richness and general sumptuousness. 
The personality is sunny, expansive, articulate and so-
phisticated. You’ll remember that the 2006 vintage is 
celebrated for the elegance of its wines. In the coastal 
Bolgheri appellation, it is also remembered for the pow-
er of its wines. You get the best of both worlds with this 
stunning creation: elegance and power. These traits are 
particularly well suited to the versatile grape variety at 
the heart of this Tuscan all-rounder. This is a true Renais-
sance wine.”(100pts)

 4 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 326 Ornellaia
 Ornellaia
 - Vintage 1990 wrl (96pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 1992 lwrl (93pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1993 2lscl (94pts VM) (2)
 - Vintage 1996 nl (95pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1997 (96pts WS) (5)
 - Vintage 2003 (93pts VM) (2)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 327 Sassicaia - Vintage 1997
 Tenuta San Guido
 2bn, 1lbsl, 1x12 bottle owc

“...pretty aromas of spices, black currant, cherries and 
blackberries, this Tuscan red is full-bodied on the palate, 
with intense velvety tannins.”(93pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 328 Dominio de Pingus
 - Vintage 1999 3scl (98pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2000 3bsl (96pts) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 329 Dominio de Pingus - Vintage 2001
 8bsl

“...great fruit on the attack along with huge body, and 
notes of grilled meats intermixed with Provencal herbs, 
pepper, spice box, cigar smoke, and copious quantities 
of barbecue smoke-infused blackberry and cassis fla-
vors.”(95pts)

 8 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 320 Masseto - Vintage 1998
 Ornellaia
 2nl, 1x1 magnum owc

“Dark color, with intense aromas of green and black 
olives and rich, ripe raspberries. Full-bodied, with big 
velvety tannins and a bold, exciting finish. This is very 
structured. Full throttle.”(96pts WS)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 and 1 magnum

 321 Masseto - Vintage 2000
 Ornellaia
 1tl, 1nl, 3lstl, 1nc

“The all-Merlot 2000 Masseto, warm, spicy, and very 
ripe in aroma, is broad and enveloping on the palate, 
lush, silky, and, again, rather ready, though the force and 
length on the finish suggest that there are easily a dozen 
years of life ahead of it.”(92pts)

 4 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 322 Masseto - Vintage 2001
 Ornellaia

“Wonderful aromas of blackberries, raspberries and 
fresh tobacco, with a hint of exotic fruit. Full-bodied, 
with loads of velvety tannins and a long, long finish. Very 
silky indeed. A gorgeous, seductive, classy red. A monu-
ment to Tuscany. Layers and layers of fruit and tannins. 
Perhaps the greatest Tuscan red ever.”(100pts WS)

 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 323 Masseto - Vintage 2002
 Ornellaia
 1x6 bottle owc

“Aromas of berries and fresh herbs such as basil. Turns 
to flowers. Medium- to full-bodied, with very silky tannins 
and a long caressing finish. Beautiful 2002. Better than I 
remember from barrel.”(90pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 324 Masseto - Vintage 2004
 Ornellaia
 2x3 bottle owc’s

“Shows wonderful aromas of flowers and berries, with 
hints of vanilla and Indian spices. Full-bodied and pow-
erful, with layers of chewy tannins and a long, flaw-
less finish. Compact and dense, yet racy and refined...” 
(98pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $7000-9000
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PARCEL LOTS 335-336

 335 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1994
 6nl

“... is one of those rare wines that possesses awesome 
aromatic, flavor, and texture dimensions. Totally dry, it 
comes across as sweet because of its highly extracted, 
ripe fruit. Opaque purple/black-colored, with a knock-
out nose of black fruit (cassis and black-raspberries), this 
wine hits the palate with phenomenal concentration that 
brilliantly manages to be neither heavy nor overbearing. 
Plenty of velvety tannin is concealed behind the fruit’s re-
markable intensity. The wine’s purity, presence, and finish 
are unbelievable. I predict this wine will turn out to be a 
legend!”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 336 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000
 1scl

 337 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1995
 9lscl, 1stl

“The full-bodied, opaque purple-colored 1995 Cabernet 
Sauvignon possesses a sweet fragrance of jammy cassis 
and wild blueberries, intertwined with floral and mineral 
scents. The effect of the 100% new Taransaud French oak 
barrels is minimal given the fact that only a background 
note of toast/pain grillee is noticeable. On the palate, the 
wine is extraordinarily dense and rich, but neither heavy 
nor flabby. With its remarkable purity, delineation, and 
layers of rich, concentrated fruit, this appears to be one 
of the superstars of the 1995 vintage.”(99pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 338 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1996
 1stl, 1scl

“It displays blackberry, blueberry, and cassis aro-
mas, along with those of smoke, licorice, and minerals. 
The wine is fabulously concentrated, deep, and long (I 
thought the finish lasted close to 60 seconds), with amaz-
ing ripeness, richness, and palate presence. All of this is 
accomplished without a sense of heaviness, weightiness, 
or palate fatigue. This is a thrilling, once-in-a-lifetime 
creation that must be tasted to be believed!...”(99pts)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $2000-2800
 and 1 magnum

 339 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1997
 1nl, 1ll

“One of the most awesome young reds I have ever tasted, 
it possesses a black/purple color, a seamless texture, and 
freakishly high levels of intensity (cassis, black and blue-
berries infused with espresso, chocolate, and licorice) 
that are flawlessly presented in a full-bodied, massive yet 
elegant wine. Nothing is out of balance in this explosively 
rich, thick, highly-extracted Cabernet.”(100pts)

 4 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 330 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1997
 Madrona Ranch

“... the finish lasts nearly a minute. The wine is opaque 
purple-colored, phenomenally concentrated, with that 
creme de cassis-like richness that only comes from strik-
ingly low yields.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4200-5500

 331 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon
 Thorevilos
 - Vintage 2000 2lstl, 2nl (92pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2001 4lscl (100pts) (4)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 332 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1995
 Eisele Vineyard
 4nl, 1stl

“The wine was outrageously rich and fabulous... Near-
ly black in color, bursting with smoky cassis fruit, Asian 
spices, and sweet vanillin scents, the 1995 might just pos-
sess more layers and greater length than its impressive 
predecessors.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 333 Beringer Private Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 1991 1tl, 2sdc (96pts) (10)
 - Vintage 1991 1vhs, 1hs, 1wisl (96pts) magnum (5)
 - Vintage 1994 (97pts) (1)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 and 5 magnums

 334 Beringer Private Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 1994 (97pts) (11)
 - Vintage 1997 (95pts) (12)

 Above 23 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 334A Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1993
 3bn, 3nl, 1scl

“... is extraordinary. It possesses an opaque black/purple 
color, and a huge bouquet of black-raspberries, cassis, 
vanillin, licorice, and spices. The wine is super-rich, with 
sweet tannin, an expansive mouthfeel, and an awesome 
finish.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
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 346 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1997
 Herb Lamb Vineyard
 4tl, 2nl

“Saturated black/purple-colored with a knock-out nose 
of blackberries, blueberries, lavender, licorice, and 
toast, this is a profound, full-bodied Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon.”(99pts)

 10 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 347 Colgin Red - Vintage 2002
 IX Estate

“Another perfect wine, which has turned out even better 
than I anticipated seven years ago, is the estate wine, the 
2002 IX Estate Cabernet Sauvignon. This is a blend of 
75% Cabernet Sauvignon and 14% Merlot, 9% Caber-
net Franc and 2% Petit Verdot from the hillsides above 
the winery (one of the most gorgeous vineyards I’ve ever 
seen in the world). Yields were a frightening one-half ton 
per acre. Like all of Colgin’s 2002s, as this wine sat in 
the glass it seemed to change and improve every 20 sec-
onds or so. Gorgeous black/plum/purple in color, much 
like the Tychson Hill, it offers up a completely different 
set of aromatics, ranging from Asian soy to damp forest 
floor to hints of mountain laurel, lavender, roasted meats, 
a touch of pepper, and wonderfully sweet blackberry and 
cassis fruit. Some charcoal and subtle barbecue smoke 
are also present in this extraordinary statement, which 
has also evolved at a relatively rapid pace. It seems fully 
mature by most standards yet should hold at this plateau 
for at least a decade. What is remarkable about all of 
these wines is that they were aged in 100% new French 
oak, but the oak has gone into total hiding.”(100pts)

 4 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 348 Dominus - Vintage 1991
“As for the 1991, 6,500 cases were produced of this 
potentially perfect wine. While this vintage of Dominus 
contains no Merlot in the blend, every time I taste it I 
am reminded of a great vintage of Pétrus such as 1982, 
1989 or 1990. Although different, the 1991 Dominus 
possesses extraordinary intensity, remarkable opulence, 
and amazing fruit extraction, all welded to a full-bodied 
structure. The wine’s sensational purity and inner-core 
of depth must be tasted to be believed. The 1991 will be 
approachable young because of its sweet tannin, yet it 
exhibits the potential to last for 25 years. Perhaps 1994 
will rival it, but for now, the 1991 is unquestionably the 
greatest Dominus, as well as a potential legend in the 
making.”(99pts)

 10 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 349 4 magnums per lot $2800-3800
 1lwrl

 340 Château Montelena Cabernet Sauvignon  
  - Vintage 1994

“The saturated black/purple color is followed by aromas 
of gorgeously pure blackberry and cassis scents. Toasty 
oak notes are barely discernable given the wine’s bom-
bastic display of black fruits, huge, chewy glycerin level, 
and sensational finish.”(95pts)

 Above 8 bottles, 1 magnum per lot $1400-1800
 and 1 double magnum

 341 Château Montelena Cabernet Sauvignon  
  - Vintage 1997
 1nl

“Opaque purple-colored with a dense, chewy, full-bod-
ied personality, it displays abundant cassis, mineral, and 
earth notes. This brilliantly made, super-concentrated, 
pure, blockbuster possesses sweet tannin as well as a ter-
rific finish.”(98pts)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 and 2 magnums

 342 Château Montelena Cabernet Sauvignon - 
   Vintage 1999
 5stl

“...boasts a saturated inky/purple color as well as ex-
traordinary density of fruit and cassis, and huge tannin, 
body, and extract.”(95pts)

 6 magnums per lot $1000-1400

 343 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon
 Herb Lamb Vineyard
 - Vintage 1992 3wisl (96pts) (4)
 - Vintage 1993 2lstl, 1lscl (95pts) (4)
 - Vintage 1994 1nl, 1lstl, 1wisl (96pts) (4)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 344 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1994
 Herb Lamb Vineyard

“Is a totally dry wine, but the sweetness and taste of this 
wine’s fruit is akin to a savory blend of a chocolate-cov-
ered, blueberry/cassis-filled candy bar and vanilla ice 
cream melting in the mouth. This full-bodied wine is silky, 
seductive, opulent, voluptuously-textured, and etraordi-
narily fragrant, expansive, and rich.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 345 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon
 Herb Lamb Vineyard
 - Vintage 1993 (95pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 1994 (96pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 1995 wol (98pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 1999 (95pts) magnum (1)

 Above 4 magnums per lot $2000-2800
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 358 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 1994
 1tl, 1tsl, 1htl

“I have tasted the wine for three consecutive years, and 
each time it satisfied all of my requirements for perfec-
tion. The opaque purple color is followed by spectacular 
aromatics that soar from the glass, offering up celestial 
levels of black currants, minerals, smoked herbs, cedar 
wood, coffee, and pain grille. In the mouth, this seamless 
legend reveals full body, and exquisite layers of phenom-
enally pure and rich fruit, followed by a 40+ second fin-
ish.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $7000-9500

 359 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 1995
“This opaque purple-colored Cabernet offers up a nose 
of smoke, coffee beans, black and blue fruits, minerals, 
and roasted herbs. It is extremely full-bodied, with spec-
tacular purity, exquisite equilibrium, and a seamless per-
sonality with everything in total harmony.”(99pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 360 1 magnum per lot $2000-2800
 1x1 magnum owc

 361 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 1996
 1scl, 1bsl

“The opaque purple-colored 1996 Harlan Estate reveals 
extraordinary intensity, a spicy, black currant, tobacco, 
cedar, and fruit cake-scented bouquet, full body, a texture 
oozing with glycerin and concentrated fruit, and moder-
ate tannin in the blockbuster finish. It is one of the most 
concentrated and complete red wines one could hope to 
taste.”(98pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 362 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 1998
“...one of the three or four most riveting wines of this 
irregular vintage it possesses a degree of sweetness, rich-
ness, and intensity not found in most 1998s. The color is 
opaque black/purple/plum. The bouquet offers scents of 
ripe blackberries, cedar, licorice, and smoke. Medium to 
full-bodied, with sweet tannin, low acidity, and stunning 
ripeness and length...”(95pts)

 5 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 363 4 magnums per lot $4800-6500

 364 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 1999
“Aromatic nose - a little more floral with a pinch of cola 
and the classic cassis and cedar a blackberry spike and 
a splash of fresh paint lots of minerals chunky coffee and 
chocolate on the palate great balance of fruit and finish 
picture perfect!”(96pts JK)

 5 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 350 Dominus - Vintage 1994
“...strikingly thick, compellingly rich wine with the tex-
ture of a great Pomerol, despite being made primarily 
from Cabernet Sauvignon. The wine exhibits a dense pur-
ple color, and an incredibly fragrant nose of jammy black 
fruits, spice, smoke, and loamy, truffle-like scents. In the 
mouth, it is full-bodied, with thrilling levels of extract and 
richness, but no sense of heaviness or harshness. This 
seamless Dominus possesses no hard edges, as its acidity, 
tannin, and alcohol are beautifully meshed with copious 
quantities of ripe fruit.”(99pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 351 10 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 352 2 magnums per lot $1600-2200

 353 1 double magnum per lot $1600-2200
 1x1 double magnum owc

 354 Dominus - Vintage 1995
“The color is a deep, thick-looking purple. The wine 
possesses a sweet, cassis-scented aroma that has not yet 
begun to take on additional nuances. Full-bodied, with 
low acidity, sweet tannin, and outstanding concentra-
tion...”(93pts)

 6 magnums per lot $2200-3000

 355 Dominus - Vintage 1996
“The wine exhibits an opaque dark purple color, as well 
as an extraordinary penetrating fragrance of black fruits, 
roasted nuts, fruit cake, and allspice. Viscous, rich, and 
full-bodied, with an unprecedented degree of opulence 
for a Cabernet Sauvignon-based wine, this dense, su-
perbly concentrated, low acid, lush wine reveals layers 
of glycerin, fruit, and extract.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 356 Dominus - Vintage 1997
“...tips the scales at 14% alcohol, it is well-hidden by the 
wine’s sweet, rich, concentrated style. The wine’s deep 
ruby/garnet color is accompanied by beautiful aromatics 
of licorice, Asian spices, black cherries, and cassis. An 
elegant, complex, medium to full-bodied wine, it has a 
long, silky-textured finish.”(94pts)

 10 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 357 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 1992
 bsl

“Offers a dense purple color, and a splendid sweet nose 
of minerals, blackcurrants, toast, and spice. Opulent and 
rich, with full body, and well-integrated sweet tannin, this 
expansive yet graceful wine possesses layers of flavor 
that caress the palate.”(96pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1500-2000
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 371 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2007
 1tl

“Dense plum/purple-colored with sweet aromas of bar-
becue smoke, blueberries, blackberries, cassis, licorice, 
hot rocks and subtle oak, it is a splendidly opulent, pure 
wine with a skyscraper-like texture as well as stunning-
ly deep fruit that expands gracefully across the palate. 
The finish lasts nearly a full minute. Because of its over-
whelming richness and sweet tannins, this brilliant wine 
seems to be approachable now, but I suspect further nu-
ances and complexity will emerge after 4-5 years in the 
bottle.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 372 2 magnums per lot $4000-6000

 373 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2009
“Cloves, dark plums, cherries, smoke and graphite add 
richness and resonance to this powerful, incisive wine. 
Juicy and exuberant, the 2009 has always had a certain 
raciness that is impossible to resist.”(97pts)

 4 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 374 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2013
 1nl, 1x6 bottle owc

“This great first-growth property, with aspirations to 
produce the finest Cabernet Sauvignon-based wine made 
in the New World, has given us a wine that has it all in 
2013. Dense purple to the rim, with notes of espresso, 
white chocolate, mocha, blackberry, cassis, and cedar 
wood, the wine is full-bodied, opulent, but also struc-
tured, pure and incredibly long (well past a minute after-
taste).”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 375 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2014
 1x6 bottle owc

“The deep garnet-purple colored 2014 Proprietary Red 
Wine offers up subtle cassis, black cherries and crushed 
blackberries notes with tons of savory and earthy layers: 
forest floor, black soil, charcoal and dried herbs, plus 
wafts of violets and rare beef. Full-bodied and built like a 
brick house in the mouth, it has loads of tense, muscular 
fruit with many layers of earth, savory and spice nuances 
emerging, finishing with epic length. Around 2,100 cases 
were bottled.”(98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 376 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 1997
 The Maiden
 1nl, 1lscl, 2x3 bottle owc’s

“Readers should not overlook the dense purple-colored 
1997 Maiden, a creamy-textured, full-bodied, unctuous-
ly thick, rich wine. Jammy cassis, new oak, smoke, and 
espresso notes explode from the glass of this blockbust-
er.”(94pts)

 11 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 365 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2000
“A tremendous wine. Dense, tight and chewy, with firm, 
mouthcoating tannins wrapped around a core of mo-
cha-laced currant and blackberry. Well-focused, precise-
ly balanced and full of concentrated flavors. A great cel-
lar candidate.”(94pts WS)

 10 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 366 3 magnums per lot $4000-6000
 1spc, 1x1 magnum owc

 366A Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2001
“...the 2001 Harlan Estate is a perfect wine... An inky/pur-
ple color is accompanied by a stupendous bouquet of lead 
pencil shavings interwoven with coffee, new saddle leath-
er, melted licorice, cedar wood, black currant liqueur, 
and violets. Explosive richness, a marvelous, full-bodied 
texture, and fabulous purity, concentration, complexity, 
and nobleness are the stuff of legends.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 367 6 bottles per lot $5000-7000
 1x6 bottle owc

 368 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2002
“...it is impossible to resist the flamboyant, extroverted 
2002 Harlan Estate s charm, richness, and overall se-
ductive personality. This profoundly complex wine exhib-
its notes of cedar, black currant liqueur, scorched earth, 
smoke, and graphite. Incredibly broad, sweet, full-bodied, 
opulent, and voluptuous, it literally has everything one 
could ever want in a great Cabernet Sauvignon-based 
wine This prodigious offering is worth mortgaging the 
farm!...”(100pts)

 10 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 369 Harlan Estate Red
 - Vintage 1998 (95pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 1999 (96pts JK) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2000 nl (94pts WS) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2002 (100pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2003 (98+pts) magnum (1)

 Above 5 magnums per lot $7000-9500

 370 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2006
 1x2 magnum owc

“Full medium ruby. Subdued but pure and vibrant nose 
offers black raspberry, minerals, licorice and truffle, all 
lifted by an ineffable perfume that carries through on the 
palate. Boasts terrific definition and energy...”(97pts VM)

 2 magnums per lot $2800-3800
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 381 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2002
 Kayli Morgan Vineyard
 1x6 bottle owc, 2x3 bottle owc’s

“This fabulous wine from the eastern hillsides of northern 
Napa Valley, not far from the Eisele Vineyard, boasts an 
inky/blue/purple color as well as an extraordinary per-
fume of mulberries, black cherries, cassis, graphite, for-
est floor and charcoal, an astonishing texture, a full-bod-
ied opulence and extraordinary richness and length. It 
is a modern-day legend that tastes even younger than it 
did 7-10 years ago. These wines have an amazing ability 
to firm up and become even richer and more complex, 
which is exactly what great winemaking and terroir can 
do. Kudos to Jason Woodbridge for another sensational 
wine. For those concerned about alcohol, the label shows 
15.9%, but there is not a trace of warmth in this beauty. It 
will last for at least another 20-25 years, perhaps longer. 
In each of my tastings of the 2002 Cabernet Sauvignon 
Kayli Morgan, the wine has gotten better and better, and 
that has been true of nearly every vintage of Hundred 
Acre I have tasted since the debut 2000. The 2002 was 
rated 94-96 from barrel, 98 in February 2005 from bottle, 
and now, the magic three-digit score.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 382 3 magnums per lot $2400-3200
 2x1 magnum owc’s

 383 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon
 Kayli Morgan Vineyard
 - Vintage 2005 1nl (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2006 1x3 bottle owc (99pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2010 1x3 bottle owc (97pts) (3)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 384 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon
 Precious
 - Vintage 2005 (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2007 1x2 bottle owc (98pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2008 2x2 bottle owc’s (94pts) (4)
 - Vintage 2009 2x2 bottle owc’s (94pts) (4)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 385 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon
 The Ark Vineyard
 - Vintage 2005 1x3 bottle owc (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2007 (100pts) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 377 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon
 Deep Time
 - Vintage 2005 1x2 bottle owc (99pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2006 1x2 bottle owc (97pts) (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 378 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2000
 Kayli Morgan Vineyard
 3hwisl, 4lstl

“Medium garnet colored, the 2000 Cabernet Sauvignon 
Kayli Morgan Vineyard opens with the most gorgeous 
floral notes of red roses, dried lavender and kirsch with 
a core of Crème de cassis, blackberry compote and red-
currant jelly plus wafts of cinnamon stick and fragrant 
earth. Full-bodied, rich and decadent, it completely coats 
the palate with seductively perfumed fruit with a velvety 
texture and a very long, spicy finish.”(97pts)

 10 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 379 3 magnums per lot $1800-2400
 1x1 magnum owc

 380 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2001
 Kayli Morgan Vineyard
 1x6 bottle owc, 1x3 bottle owc

“Having performed spectacularly well last year in the 
retrospective of ten-year old Napa Cabernets, this 2001 
remains incredibly young, with all of its potential waiting 
to burst forth. Its dense purple color is followed by notes 
of mulberries, creme de cassis, blackberries, licorice, 
graphite and subtle smoke. The wine reveals fabulous 
fruit along with full-bodied power and a seamless inte-
gration of acidity, tannin, alcohol and wood. Forget it for 
another 4-5 years and drink it over the following 25-30 
years.”(98pts)

 10 bottles per lot $3200-4200
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 391 Opus One
 - Vintage 1991 1bn, 1nl, 1dc, 1ssos (97pts WS) (3)
 - Vintage 1994 (92pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2000 (91pts VM) (3)
 - Vintage 2003 (94pts) (3)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 393 Opus One - Vintage 2009
“This bold, rich and assertive red is firm and concentrat-
ed, displaying a mix of dried currant, blackberry, wild 
berry and spice flavors, ending with loamy earth and 
melted black licorice notes.”(92pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 394 Opus One - Vintage 2018
“Very deep garnet-purple in color, the 2018 Opus One 
soars out of the glass with bright, bold boysenberries, 
warm cassis and ripe, juicy black plums notes, plus 
emerging nuances of lilacs, oolong tea, cinnamon stick, 
tilled soil and black truffles. Medium to full-bodied, the 
palate is packed with tightly wound layers of crunchy 
black fruits, supported by firm, grainy tannins and fan-
tastic freshness, finishing with lifted fruitiness and on a 
lingering mineral note.”(98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 395 Philip Togni Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1995
“Philip Togni is one of California’s most foresighted 
winemakers, holding back a small amount of wine and 
releasing it at age ten. This year, small quantities of the 
1995 Cabernet Sauvignon Estate were released, and, as I 
almost invariably do, I rated it higher than I did initially. 
It is a classic Cabernet Sauvignon that apparently turns 
to Bordeaux for elegance, structure, and complexity, yet 
retains Napa’s extraordinarily sweet, rich, concentrated 
fruit. This profound 1995 still tastes like an adolescent. 
For my palate, it will benefit from another 4-5 years of 
bottle age, and should last easily for another 20-25 years. 
It is unquestionably one of California’s as well as the 
world’s greatest Cabernet Sauvignons.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 396 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2003 (98pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2004 (99pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2006 (94+pts) (1)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 397 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2008
 1x3 bottle owc

“A hundred percent Cabernet Sauvignon (800 cases), 
this is still an outstanding wine, with classic graphite, 
creme de cassis, blueberry and floral notes all well-pre-
sented in the perfumed aromatics of this full-bodied, rich, 
concentrated wine.”(93+pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 386 Joseph Phelps Winery - Vintage 1994
 Insignia

“The 1994 boasts an inky/purple color along with a glo-
rious nose of black raspberries, blackberries and black 
currants that is still somewhat primary despite nearly 
18 years in bottle. The Phelps team kept this cuvée in 
100% new French oak for 28 months. Its magnificent 
structure, intensity and purity of fruit, ripeness, balance 
combined with authoritative power and the magnetic 
appeal of this full-bodied, Bordeaux-styled wine are ex-
traordinary. This amazing effort is just coming into its 
best years, and should drink well for at least another 15-
20 years.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 387 6 magnums per lot $2400-3200
 1wc

 387A Joseph Phelps Winery - Vintage 1997
 Insignia

“An inky/plum/purple color is accompanied by a stun-
ning bouquet of violets, charcoal, creme de cassis and 
a hint of toast. Prodigious when it hits the palate with a 
full-bodied expansiveness, there is not a hard edge to be 
found in the 1997, only velvety tannins, compelling depth 
and fruit intensity, and stunning purity. It is a perfect ex-
pression of Napa viticulture and wine that should contin-
ue to age effortlessly for two decades or more.”(100pts)

 6 magnums per lot $3000-4000

 388 Joseph Phelps Winery - Vintage 1999
 Insignia

“Dark, rich and intensely concentrated, with a firm, 
tightly wound core of currant, black cherry, mineral, an-
ise, sage and mocha-laced oak. Well-focused, with firm 
acidity and firm yet supple tannins.”(94pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 389 Joseph Phelps Winery - Vintage 2000
 Insignia

“Highly aromatic nose of cassis, crushed blackberry, 
violet, cola, cedar, mint chocolate and shoe polish, with 
enticing spicy high tones. Sweet and lush but penetrating, 
with lovely vinosity giving shape to the black fruit and 
mineral flavors.”(92+? IWC)

 6 magnums per lot $1800-2400

 390 Opus One - Vintage 1987
 1x1 double magnum owc

“Extra facets and dimensions abound in this deeplycom-
plex and flavorful wine. Impressive for its focus and fi-
nesse, though there’s an underlyingfirmness and author-
ity in the core of chewycurrant, herb and anise flavors. 
Delicious.”(96pts WS)

 1 double magnum per lot $1100-1500
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 404 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1995
“...opaque purple-colored wine exhibits a sensational 
purity of black currant fruit, intermixed with a notion of 
raspberries, violets, and well-disguised sweet vanillin. 
Full-bodied, with remarkable intensity, exquisite symme-
try, and a mid-palate and finish to die for unbelievable 
purity phenomenal concentration and richness, yet in no 
sense heavy, ponderous, or out of balance.”(99pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 405 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1996
“...reveals lots of structure, an opaque purple color, and 
the hallmark blackberry and cassis liqueur-like notes. 
Silky-textured, fabulously-concentrated, and gorgeous-
ly-balanced, it has every component part - acidity,alco-
hol, tannin, and extract - flawlessly presented.”(98pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 406 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1997
“The opaque purple/black color is followed by intense, 
soaring aromas of creme de cassis, in addition to blue-
berry and blackberry fruit. The wine’s extraordinary pu-
rity, great depth, and fabulously seamless, full-bodied, 
multi-layered texture are something to behold, particu-
larly in a wine so young. However, everything is in bal-
ance. This is another work of art from an extraordinary 
terroir.”(100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3200-4200

 407 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1998
 4nl

“...an outstanding effort...charming and open-knit, with 
sweet tannin and gobs of black currant fruit presented 
in a medium-bodied, soft, round, seductive style.”(94pts)

 4 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 408 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1999
“It boasts an opaque purple color along with a gor-
geously pure nose of Crème de cassis, charcoal, and flo-
ral characteristics. The wine is opulent, dense, and rich, 
with exceptional purity, a viscous texture, and impressive 
underlying tannin that frames its large but elegant per-
sonality. Not surprisingly, this is a candidate for the wine 
of the vintage”(97pts)

 3 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 399 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2015
“...leaps from the glass with gorgeous floral notes of red 
roses and lilacs over a core of black and red cherries, 
crushed black currants and baking spices plus hints of 
iron ore and dusty earth. The voluptuous, rounded, soft 
and sexy fruit slinks across the palate with incredible 
seamlessness and expression.”(99pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 400 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2016
 1x3 bottle owc

“...tantalizing notions of violets, lavender, Black Forest 
cake, mulberries, tobacco leaf and fragrant earth with a 
core of warm cassis, kirsch, Chinese five spice, rose hip 
tea and cedar chest. The palate is full-bodied and super 
concentrated yet possesses great energy with vibrant red 
and black fruits and loads of mineral accents, framed 
by very ripe, super fine-grained tannins and fantastic 
freshness, finishing very long with the most incredible 
perfume. Hedonistically, undeniably and deliciously per-
fect.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 401 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2018
 2x3 bottle owc’s

“Seemingly endless waves of fruit completely bury the 
tannins. A bit of coaxing releases an exotic melange of 
gravel, spice, smoke, grilled herb and licorice nuanc-
es that meld into the super-concentrated dark fruit.” 
(97pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 402 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2019
 1x3 bottle owc

“...bold expressions of Crème de cassis, wild blueberries 
and chocolate-covered cherries plus hints of dried herbs, 
tilled soil and crushed rocks with a fragrant undercur-
rent of Indian spices. Medium to full-bodied, the palate 
is laden with layer upon layer of tightly packed miner-
al-sparked black fruit flavors, framed by super plush tan-
nins and absolutely seamless freshness, finishing long, 
long, long.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 403 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2017 (97pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2018 1x1 magnum owc  magnum (1)
 (97pts VM)

 Above 2 magnums per lot $2200-3000
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 412 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2007
“The most profound Screaming Eagle since the 2002 and 
1997, the 2007 Cabernet Sauvignon (an 800-case blend 
of 77% Cabernet Sauvignon, 20% Merlot and 3% Cab-
ernet Franc) offers up a prodigiously pure, complex nose 
of cassis, spring flowers, licorice and black currants, the 
latter component being so intense and lingering that it 
makes this cuvée stand apart from other Napa Valley 
wines. Full-bodied in the mouth, like a ballerina on her 
toes, this wine glides gracefully across the palate with 
a cascade of purity, equilibrium and compelling com-
plexity. Extraordinary balance and elegance combined 
with power make for an utterly stunning wine that should 
drink well for two decades or more.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 413 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2009
 2x3 bottle owc’s

“...is insanely beautiful. It is a relatively open vintage 
that nevertheless possesses stunning intensity, depth and 
elegance. Dark red berries, flowers, mint and spices are 
all woven together beautifully. Layers of fruit build ef-
fortlessly to the long, seductive finish.”(98+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $15000-20000

 414 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2010
 2x3 bottle owc’s

“Utter perfection, the 2010 Screaming Eagle Cabernet 
Sauvignon (a 610-case blend of 75% Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon, 16% Merlot and 9% Cabernet Franc; 14.5% natu-
ral alcohol) boasts a dense ruby/purple color along with 
a staggering bouquet of spring flowers, graphite, creme 
de cassis, kirsch, licorice and subtle toast in the back-
ground. Opulent and full-bodied with a multidimension-
al personality, gorgeous purity and a stunning, flawless 
texture, this spectacular wine is among the wines of the 
vintage. “(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $16000-22000

 415 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2011
 1x3 bottle owc

“...is a sexy, upfront, precociously styled wine exhibit-
ing a dense ruby/purple color as well as lots of licorice, 
camphor, black currant jam, new oak and spice box 
characteristics. Dense, rich and impressive, the early 
drinking charm of the 2011 vintage gives it immediate 
appeal.”(91-94pts)

 3 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 409 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2001
“The last time I had this wine, it seemed much more de-
veloped, youthful and approachable. This particular bot-
tle, which was pulled from my cellar, was super-powerful, 
dense and concentrated, as well as structured and back-
ward. Aeration helped somewhat, but this looks like a 
very long-lived wine, and my initial suggestion of an an-
ticipated maturity date (2010-2025) should be changed 
to 2015-2035. Only 450 cases were made of this blend of 
88% Cabernet Sauvignon, 10% Merlot and 2% Cabernet 
Franc from former proprietor Jean Phillips’ vineyards 
just south of the Oakville crossroads. The spectacular 
dense blue/purple color remains opaque. The wine dis-
plays the hallmark creme de cassis, floral and licorice 
notes that are so pure, vivid and intense, and which have 
always been part of this vineyard’s classic trademark. 
With great purity, a full-bodied mouthfeel and even more 
thickness, power and density than I remember, this wine 
has put on weight, developed more structure, and looks 
like a candidate for 30 more years of aging potential. 
This is a brilliant wine, much in keeping with the legend-
ary status of this producer.”(99pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 410 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2002
“The 2002 is reminiscent of the 1992, exhibiting a pre-
cociousness out of the gate, but capable of lasting 20-25 
years. Deep purple-colored to the rim, with a gorgeously 
pure nose of Crème de cassis with a hint of sweet cherry, 
licorice, and smoke, this wine is beautifully voluptuous, 
full-bodied, yet incredibly elegant, with a finish that goes 
on for close to a minute.”(99pts)

 4 bottles per lot $11000-15000

 411 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2006
 1x3 bottle owc

“The 2006 Cabernet Sauvignon is stunning. A wine that 
is only now beginning to shed its tannin, the 2006 stands 
out for its vibrancy and energy. All of the classic Scream-
ing Eagle notes are in the glass, but with a little more edge 
and cut than in most vintages. Sweet red berries, crushed 
rocks, flowers and spice box are alive in the glass. Over 
time, hints of sage, mint rosemary and pencil shavings 
add complexity. The 2006 is a decidedly cool-weather 
wine with less opulence than either the 2007 or 2009, 
but it is absolutely singing today. Another few years will 
only help the wine come together even more fully, but it is 
impossible to miss the 2006’s utterly breathtaking beauty. 
Anticipated maturity: 2016-2026.”(98pts)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000
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 420 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2016
 1x3 bottle owc

“The 2016 Screaming Eagle is, as usual, mainly Cabernet 
Sauvignon with a little Merlot and Cabernet Franc. Deep 
garnet-purple colored, it leaps from the glass with bright, 
exuberant blackberries, kirsch and warm blackcurrants 
scents plus touches of lavender, roses, tilled black loam, 
wild sage and dark chocolate with wafts of yeast extract, 
underbrush and crushed rocks. Medium to full-bodied, 
firm and fine grained, with amazing freshness, it is lay-
ered with crunchy black and red fruits, sparked by floral 
and mineral notions and finishing with epic length and 
depth.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 421 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2018
 1x3 bottle owc

“Crème de cassis, lavender and spice open first, followed 
by sage, lavender, rose petal and a whole range of more 
floral and savory notes that convey freshness as well as 
energy. A wine of total class and sophistication, the 2018 
is a knock-out from the very first taste. There is an exoti-
cism that I find especially alluring.”(98+pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 422 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2019
 1x3 bottle owc

“...a wine of mind-blowing elegance and finesse that 
stand apart from the generally more potent style of so 
many wines in this vintage. Deep, sensual and beautifully 
layered, the 2019 is simply magnificent from the very first 
taste. A whole range of red/purplish fruit, spice, leather, 
dried herb and blood orange accents give the 2019 its 
vivid, wonderfully detailed personality.”(100pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 423 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1994
 Hillside Select
 1lscl

“...is a prodigious Cabernet. I had it at a tasting in Ja-
pan, and the Japanese were as enthusiastic about it as 
my rating suggested they should be. They were crestfallen 
when informed they probably would not be able to buy 
multiple cases of the wine!...”(99pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 424 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1995
 Hillside Select
 1lscl

“...possesses lots of fatness in the mid-palate. There is 
plenty of tannin in this full-bodied, rich effort. It is re-
markable how the finest California Cabernets combine 
extraordinary power and richness with balance and ele-
gance. A stupendous wine, it is worth a special effort to 
obtain.”(99pts)

 9 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 416 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2012
 2x3 bottle owc’s

“...is composed of 79% Cabernet Sauvignon, 17% Mer-
lot and 4% Cabernet Franc. Made in the classic, iconic 
Screaming Eagle style that the original proprietress, Jean 
Philipps, first showcased in the early 1990s, before the 
winery was sold to Stan Kroenke, the inky/purple-color-
ed, seamless 2012 possesses an extraordinary set of ar-
omatics consisting of pure blackcurrant liqueur, licorice, 
acacia flowers, graphite and a subtle hint of new oak. 
Full-bodied, opulent and voluptuous, this profound wine 
is as prodigious as I thought it would be last year when 
tasted from barrel.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $14000-18000

 417 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2013
 1x3 bottle owc

“Dark, brooding and quite potent, the 2013 possesses 
tremendous depth backed by equally serious tannins. 
Blackberry, graphite, lavender, mocha and dried herbs 
are some of the many nuances that gradually open in the 
glass.”(98+ pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 418 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2014
 1x3 bottle owc

“...sexy, up-front, opaque ruby/purple-colored wine is 
seamlessly constructed, full-bodied, and has a long fin-
ish with silky tannins. This seems to float across that pal-
ate with that great fruit purity that is a characteristic of 
Screaming Eagle.”(97pts)

 3 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 419 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2015
 1x3 bottle owc

“Composed of 76% Cabernet Sauvignon, 20% Merlot and 
4% Cabernet Franc, the very deep purple-black colored 
2015 Screaming Eagle leaps from the glass with notes of 
freshly crushed black currants, black cherries and black-
berries with suggestions of cigar box, black raspberries, 
red currants, chocolates, pencil lead and cast-iron pan 
plus a touch of potpourri. Medium to full-bodied with a 
rock-solid backbone of ripe, grainy tannins and oodles 
of freshness, it features the most incredible black and 
red fruit layers and finishes with incredible vibrancy and 
depth.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $8000-11000
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 430 Kistler Pinot Noir - Vintage 2004
 cuvée Catherine
 1lstl

“Aromas of crushed rocks, violets, raspberries, sweet 
cherries, and a distinctive terroir character are pres-
ent in this full-bodied effort. With oodles of vivacious 
fruit as well as wonderful freshness and palate penetra-
tion...”(94-95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 432 Kistler Pinot Noir - Vintage 2006
 cuvée Elizabeth
 1nl, 1wc

“The 2006 Pinot Noir cuvée Elizabeth is undeniably a 
grand cru effort. Black raspberry, spring flower (violets), 
and kirsch aromas soar from the glass of this dark ruby/
purple-tinged wine. Medium to full-bodied with zesty 
acidity, beautiful penetration, and a soaring mid-palate 
as well as length result in a prodigious example of Pi-
not Noir that should drink well for a decade or more.” 
(96-98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 433 Marcassin Pinot Noir - Vintage 1999
 Blue Slide Ridge Vineyard
 1lstl, 1lscl

“The 1999 Pinot Noir Blue Slide Ridge is composed of 
pure black fruits mixed with floral overtones. It is dense, 
opulent, and nearly viscous with extraordinary puri-
ty and concentration. It comes across as a New World 
version of perhaps Domaine de la Romanée-Conti’s La 
Tâche or Richebourg, or a Claude Dugat or Dugat-Py 
grand cru. It is an awesome effort that falls just short of 
perfection.”(98pts)

 7 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 434 Marcassin Pinot Noir - Vintage 2000
 Blue Slide Ridge Vineyard
 9nl

“...my candidate for a DRC Richebourg on steroids vote, 
possesses the extraordinary aromatics that this vineyard 
routinely produces. The blueberry, blackberry, forest 
floor, mushroom, and gamy notes are all offered in a pro-
vocative smorgasbord of aromas. There is tremendous 
fruit intensity, medium to full body, outstanding acid lev-
els, and a long, textured, spectacular finish.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 436 Marcassin Pinot Noir - Vintage 2002
 Blue Slide Ridge Vineyard
 1ltal, 1lscl

“...superb. It offers black raspberry, blueberry, violet, 
and subtle damp forest floor notes, beautiful acidity that 
buttresses its superb richness, intensity, and ripeness, 
medium to full body, and a stunning finish. This Pinot 
has done a complete turnabout in bottle and is showing 
fabulously well.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 425 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1997
 Hillside Select
 3tl

“Is the prodigious 1997 Cabernet Sauvignon Hillside Se-
lect a perfect wine? Bottled in June, 2000, this effort is 
about as spectacular as Cabernet Sauvignon can be. The 
soaring bouquet of sweet, lavishly rich black currants, 
plums, cherries, toast, minerals, and smoke cascades 
from the glass.”(99pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 426 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2002
 Hillside Select

“A dark purple color is accompanied by a gorgeously 
powerful nose of pure Crème de cassis, pain grill , flow-
ers, licorice, and spice box. Full-bodied with multiple di-
mensions, superb purity, layers of fruit, and a blockbuster 
finish, it is an amazing offering.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 427 Kistler Pinot Noir - Vintage 1999
 cuvée Catherine
 3nl, 1stl, 2lbsl

“...a selection of the best barrels from the Kistler Vine-
yard, displays a bouquet of roasted meats, earth, truffle, 
blackberry, raspberry, and smoky cherry fruit. Full body, 
an unctuous texture, and terrific acidity define this large-
scaled effort. A monumental Pinot Noir that has to be 
tasted to be believed...”(96-98pts)

 9 bottles per lot $900-1200

 428 Kistler Pinot Noir - Vintage 2000
 cuvée Catherine
 1nl, 1stl

“The profound 2000 Pinot Noir Kistler Vineyard cuvée 
Catherine is similar to the Kistler Vineyard offering, 
with additional ripeness, density, and richness. The cu-
vée Catherine is a wine of extraordinary ripeness and 
richness with intense violet aromas mixed with scents of 
blackberry and cherry liqueur.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 429 Kistler Pinot Noir - Vintage 2003
 cuvée Catherine
 1nl, 1lstl

(94-96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $900-1200
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 442 Marcassin Pinot Noir - Vintage 2005
 Marcassin Vineyard

“Notes of crushed rock, sweet cherries, raspberries and 
gamey autumnal forest floor notes as well as spring flow-
ers make for a reserved but burgeoning, enormously 
promising aromatic display. In the mouth, it is powerful 
and full-bodied, with superb texture, definition, purity, 
good acidity, and ripe tannin.”(98+pts)

 10 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 443 Marcassin Pinot Noir - Vintage 2012
 Marcassin Vineyard

“Dense ruby/plum, its sweet nose of strawberries, black 
cherry liqueur, fresh porcini mushrooms and forest floor 
is followed by a dark, full-bodied, rich and concentrat-
ed wine that is supple, dramatic, and even flamboy-
ant.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 444 Sine Qua Non Syrah - Vintage 1996
 Against the Wall
 1tl, 2lstl

“The color is opaque black/purple, and the nose offers a 
combination of cassis/blackberry jamminess intermixed 
with tar, pepper, and spice. Thick, massively full, yet won-
derfully rich and expansive, with admirable purity and 
mouth-staining levels of glycerin and extract...”(96pts)

 9 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 445 Sine Qua Non Syrah - Vintage 1998
 E-Raised
 1ltl

“In addition to these new releases, I was also able to 
taste through a number of older vintages, including the 
2001 Albino, 2006 Hoodoo Man, 2003 The Inaugural, 
2004 Ode to E, 1998 E Raised, 2001 On Your Toes, 2005 
Nail in My Cranium and 2007 Syrah Dangerous Birds. 
To say I came away impressed would be an understate-
ment. Anyone who claims this big, rich style can-t age 
needs to taste these wines. I opted to just list my scores 
for the older releases as I find Bob-s initial write-ups spot 
on.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 446 9 bottles per lot $3000-4000
 1ts, 2nl, 1lstl, 1crc, 3ssos, 1sos

 447 Sine Qua Non Syrah - Vintage 1997
 Imposter McCoy

“I have already wolfed down two bottles of the 1997 Im-
poster McCoy (529 cases) with equally voracious friends. 
A thick, juicy, massive Syrah, it gushes copious quantities 
of licorice-infused blackberry fruit offering smoke, coffee, 
and meaty notes. The wine is mouth-filling, teeth-stain-
ing, and loaded. Its high alcohol (15.3%), glycerin level, 
and low acidity make it easy to drink, but I suspect it will 
age easily for 10-20+ years.”(96pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 437 Marcassin Pinot Noir - Vintage 2004
 Blue Slide Ridge Vineyard
 10nl

“...displays extraordinary Vosne-Romanée-like notes of 
forest floor and blue and black fruits intermixed with 
some truffle, smoked meats, and root vegetables. Dark, 
round, and lush, this sumptuous Pinot Noir is a hedon-
istic/intellectual thrill ride that should be drunk over the 
next 6-8 years.”(95+pts)

 10 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 438 Marcassin Pinot Noir
 Marcassin Vineyard
 - Vintage 1997 (95pts) (4)
 - Vintage 1998 (98pts) (4)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 439 Marcassin Pinot Noir - Vintage 1999
 Marcassin Vineyard

“The 1999 Pinot Noir Marcassin Vineyard is less flam-
boyant than the ostentatious Blue Slide cuvée. It exhibits 
more animal, plum, raspberry, and earthy characteristics 
(meaty porchinis come to mind) in its broodingly back-
ward, mineral-dominated personality. Additionally, there 
is great structure and purity, as well as layers of fruit and 
intensity.”(95pts)

 9 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 440 Marcassin Pinot Noir - Vintage 2000
 Marcassin Vineyard

“...continues to develop even more complexity. Tru-
ly great stuff, this medium to full-bodied 2000 exhibits 
scents of rose petals intertwined with charcuterie, spring 
flowers, blue and black fruits, and hints of raspberries, 
cola, and mint oil. This profound, extremely nuanced, 
powerful, exuberant Pinot Noir boasts terrific definition 
and personality.”(97pts)

 9 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 441 Marcassin Pinot Noir - Vintage 2004
 Marcassin Vineyard

“Utterly profound, the 2004 Pinot Noir Marcassin Estate 
has a deep plum/ruby/purple-tinged color and a sweet 
nose of black raspberries, roasted meats, forest aromas, 
soy, and fresh mushrooms. Layered and multi-dimension-
al, with sweet but noticeable tannin, and broad, intense 
flavors, this is a stunning wine that should drink nicely 
for a decade or more.”(98+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
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 455 Marcassin Chardonnay - Vintage 2008
 Marcassin Vineyard

“...is a dead-ringer for the 2007, but slightly richer and 
longer, as hard as that may be to believe. This extraor-
dinary effort is unquestionably the “Chardonnay of the 
Vintage.” In fact, it may be the “Chardonnay of the 
Decade.” Brioche, nectarine, citrus and orange blos-
som notes intermixed with a liqueur of rocks, great acid, 
phenomenal concentration and staggering length result 
in a sublime Chardonnay that should drink well for 15+ 
years.”(100pts)

 9 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 456 Marcassin Chardonnay - Vintage 2012
 Marcassin Vineyard
 1x12 bottle ocb

“...displays great minerality, notes of honeysuckle, or-
ange marmalade, poached pear, and white flowers as 
well as a touch of quince. A wine of great intensity, yet in-
credibly ethereal elegance, this light greenish gold-color-
ed wine is full-bodied, stunningly rich, and altogether 
remarkable.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 458 Marcassin Chardonnay - Vintage 2013
 Marcassin Vineyard

“Notes of caramelized citrus, hazelnut, apple blossom, 
lemon oil and orange marmalade are all present in 
this wine of dazzling aromatic and flavor dimension. It 
is full-bodied, again shows some wet pebbles (which I 
equate with minerality), vibrant acidity, and no real evi-
dence of any oak. Much like the 2012, the finish goes on 
for 45+ seconds.”(100pts)

 10 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 459 Marcassin Chardonnay - Vintage 1999
 Three Sisters Vineyard
 1stl, 1nol, 2wc

“...is a brilliant effort that was given extensive lees stir-
ring until the spring following the vintage, and then not 
racked until it was absolutely essential. The result is a 
wine of extraordinary complexity, texture, and richness 
with striking buttery citrus and liquid mineral notes as 
well as a juicy, heady, lemon/pineapple, steely personal-
ity.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 460 NO LOT

 448 Sine Qua Non Syrah - Vintage 2000
 In Flagrante
 1bn, 1nl, 1lstl, 3wisl, 1crc

“A black color is followed by a seamless effort loaded 
with blackberry, honey, and flower aromas, and an ex-
traordinarily long, concentrated finish. As with all great 
wines, tasting notes/descriptors just can t do it justice it is 
a strikingly elegant and powerful wine that has a decid-
edly French flair to it.”(96pts)

 8 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 450 Sine Qua Non Syrah - Vintage 2002
 Just For The Love Of It
 10nl

“It boasts a provocative perfume of Crème de cassis, 
toast, blackberries, licorice, barbecue spice, and exotic 
floral scents. Extremely full-bodied, with fabulous inten-
sity, great purity, awesome length, and a finish that lasts 
over a minute, this classic is a must purchase. Already 
accessible...”(100pts)

 10 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 451 Sine Qua Non Syrah - Vintage 2001
 Midnight Oil

“...its aromas of violet/acacia flowers, melted licorice, 
camphor, blackberries, Crème de cassis, and subtle 
toasty new oak are accompanied by a wine boasting ter-
rifiCôtexture, good underlying acidity, ripe tannin, and a 
60-second plus finish.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 452 Marcassin Chardonnay
 Gauer Ranch, ‘Upper Barn’
 - Vintage 1992 2lbsl (97pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1993 2lbsl, 1cc (97pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1994 (96pts) (3)

 Above 7 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 454 Marcassin Chardonnay - Vintage 2006
 Marcassin Vineyard

“...is a more mineral-dominated wine displaying a li-
queur of crushed rocks/wet stones, pears, and subtle 
smoky, honeysuckle, quince, and citrus oil notes. It also 
possesses exceptional length and richness as well as a 
full-bodied mouthfeel.”(96+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 463 Henschke Shiraz - Vintage 1997
 Hill of Grace

“Explosively aromatic and extraordinarily long, this 
well-balanced wine doesn’t show its muscle as much as 
does its structure to propel the gorgeous flavors. Cher-
ries, berries, earth and mineral notes mingle enticingly, 
wrapped in a gentle buzz of tannins.”(95pts WS)

 3 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 464 Penfolds Grange
 - Vintage 1982 bn, bsl (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1995 1nl, 1lstl (97pts WS) (4)
 - Vintage 1996 (97pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1997 (94pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2001 (98pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2004 (99pts) (3)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
_____________________________

 461 Marcassin Chardonnay
 - Vintage 2001
 Three Sisters Vineyard 2scl, 2stl (95pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2002
 Three Sisters Vineyard 2tl, 1nl (96pts) (5)
 - Vintage 2004
 Three Sisters Vineyard  (95pts) (4)
 Zio Tony Ranch  (93pts) (2)

 Above 17 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 462 Peter Michael Chardonnay
 Point Rouge
 - Vintage 1997 (98pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1998 (96-99pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1999 (94pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2001 (94+?pts IWC) (2)
 - Vintage 2002 (96-98pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2003 (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2004 (95pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2005 (97pts) (2)

 Above 14 bottles per lot $1800-2400
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ICONIC BORDEAUX AND BURGUNDY OF THE GOOD DOCTOR

Over one hundred and thirty lots of legendary Bordeaux and Burgundy with flourishes of Rhone, Champagne and Italy come to 
us courtesy of another distinguished physician and his exceptional cellar.  The Doctor is definitely in for our November Birthday 
auction!  The Good Doctor comes through in a big-time way with a deep offering of some of the greatest wines from the 20th 
century.  Wine is the best medicine for the soul with famous Bordeaux icons of yesteryear back to the 1920s highlighted by 1945s 
and 1961s, and Burgundy goes back to 1900 starring more than two dozen lots of Domaine de la Romanee Conti and ten lots of 
Domaine Leflaive!!  We round things out with fabulous mature selections Rayas, Salon, Monfortino and Quinta do Noval.  Our 
astute collector has been chasing the finest wines from these two regions for more than two decades.  He believes in buying the 
best of best in quantity and continues to this day.  An active taster and sharer of wines from his cellar, he is extremely generous 
with his collection and is always up for a fine wine dinner.  

We get off on the right foot with several vintages each of the big guns from the Right banks with Ausone back to 1945 and Che-
val Blanc back to 1929 magnum!  The grand old Bordeaux of yesteryear still gleaming brightly throughout here with 1949 Gru-
aud Larose, 1928 Haut Brion, 1961 l’Evangile and 1953 La Mission to name a few.  Lafite Rothschild is mainstay here spanning 
1926 to 1961 crested by magnums and bottles of 1945, as well as eight lots of Latour from 1944 to 1959 including 1949 in bottle 
and magnum.  Pomerol flexes its power with 1961 Latour a Pomerol in bottle and magnum as well as five vintages of Petrus 
back to 1964!  The deep dive into legendary Bordeaux continues with three vintages of Margaux back to 1945, 1928 Montrose, 
1961 Palmer, 1947 Trotanoy and Vieux Chateau Certain!!  

The red curtain for star-studded Red Burgundy is raised by 1988 Rousseau Chambertin and 1962 Vogue Musigny, before our 
feature of twenty-six selections of Domaine de la Romanee Conti.  There are ten vintages of La Tache going back to bottles of 
1964 and 1966 topped by magnums of 1969 and 1971!! The DRC magic continues with ten lots of Richebourg spanning 1959 
to 1988 and reaches a crescendo with four vintages of Romanee Conti, Romanee Conti highlighted by 1937 and 1962!!  Four 
vintages of Clos des Lambrays go back to 1937 dial the clock way back to 1900 Arnoux Echezeaux.  We go almost back to the 
future with 1993 Dujac Clos de la Roche, 1988 Roumier Bonnes Mares and 1991 Ponsot Clos de la Roche.  Domaine Leflaive 
helps us dream of White Burgundy with ten lots highlighted by five vintages of Chevalier Montrachet from 1982 to 1996!  Rayas 
romps in the Rhone with five vintages from 1979 to 1989 joined by 1971 La Chapelle.  Salon shimmers with bottles of 1959 and 
a magnum of 1964.  We round things out with 1943 and 1961 Monfortino as well as 1931 Quinta do Noval.  We are extremely 
honored to have this a great selection of mature wines from The Good Doctor!  All wines removed from professional storage.
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 470 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1953
 St. Emilion
 2hs, 2lbsl, 1nl, 2sdc, 1tc, outstanding color

“Another fabulous nose (sending a trend?) great spice 
with aromas of honey, candle wax, and syrup...sweet, 
chewy aromas and flavors light grip and a nice mineral-
ity to the wine classic, roasted, Cheval flavors of winter 
spice and red fruits very thick on the palate, the most so 
far.”(97pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 471 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1955
 St. Emilion
 1vhs, 1hs, 2htms, 4lstl, 4cc, outstanding color

“The wine was incredibly kinky and exotic in the nose; 
Wendy immediately noted Pina Colada, and Ray found 
it more coconuts and cream, splitting a hair into two. It 
definitely had this amazing suntan lotion quality, and Rob 
was admiring how pure and laser-like the wine was. Wen-
dy noted some licorice, and Ray was being his usual self, 
calling it more anise. There was no doubting its exotic 
aromas that were bordering on tropical in a candle wax 
and Mounds (chocolate and coconut) way. Rob noted 
big banana 94 Colgin-ish, and while I saw what he was 
saying, the Cheval had more earth, barn and bread than 
the usual 1994 Colgin, although perhaps in forty years 
that Colgin will be the same! The flavors were choco-
laty, bready, earthy and slaty, and Mike noted marzipan 
and took my Mounds and Almond Joyed me back. Rob 
got slightly critical and found it dessert wine-like, a la 
Chambers Tokay. The wine was kinky, exotic and out-
standing.”(95pts JK)

 4 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 472 Château Gruaud Larose - Vintage 1949
 St. Julien
 ts, bsl, sdc, excellent color and condition

“The 1949 Gruaud Larose had aromas of chocolate, car-
amel, cedar, spice, cabinet and nutmeg. Its palate was 
soft, creamy and easy.”(92pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $700-900

 473 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1928
 Graves
 vhs, bsl, wisl, scc, outstanding color

“At its best, it is the most concentrated, port-like wine I 
have ever tasted from Haut-Brion. Its huge, meaty, tar, 
caramel, and jammy black fruit character is unctuous-
ly-textured. The wine oozes out of the glass and over the 
palate. In some tastings it has been over-ripe, yet healthy 
and intact, but nearly bizarre because of its exaggerated 
style. There is a timeless aspect to it.”(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 465 Château Ausone - Vintage 1945
 St. Emilion
 hs, bsl, ltl, cc, excellent color

“Big and black...fine, deep colour and powerful, idiosyn-
cratic dried leaves flavour...”(4 stars MB)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 466 Château Ausone - Vintage 1953
 St. Emilion
 vhs, lbsl, scc, cuc, outstanding color and condition

 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 467 Château Ausone - Vintage 1955
 St. Emilion
 htms, bsl, tl, cuc, partially faded cork branding,  
 outstanding color

“Clear in colour with a thin tawny rim, the bouquet 
springs from the glass with vivid red fruit laced with min-
eral, orange sorbet, rose petals and just a hint of cola. 
The palate is beautifully defined with unerring symmetry, 
a wine where you just feel that everything is right. It is 
not a powerful Ausone but it is blessed with captivating 
precision and poise, leading to a sappy finish with com-
mendable structure that begs you to come back for anoth-
er sip.”(96pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $600-800

 468 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1929
 St. Emilion
 lbsl, cuc, Nicolas, outstanding color and condition

“One of the great 29s A rich, rosy-hued tile red with 
globular tears or legs ; indescribably bouquet, perfect 
fragrance. A gentle, soft, glorious wine. Perfection.” 
(5 stars MB)

 1 magnum per lot $8000-11000

 469 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1945
 St. Emilion
 2htms, 2hbsl, 1sdc, 1cuc, illegibly faded cork branding,   
 excellent color

“The 1945 had gorgeous, tender red fruits. Dusty and 
sandy in its personality, it still had great sweetness in the 
nose and great flavors to match. Its flavors were more on 
the citric side of the flavor rainbow, but there was still 
sweet strawberry as well as flavors of actual straw giving 
this wine tremendous complexity. The wine possessed su-
perb acidity and was stunningly gorgeous, very fresh and 
danced in my mouth.”(96pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000
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 480 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1945
 Pauillac
 2bsl, 2nl, 1cuc, rebouchee au Chateau en 1992, 
 excellent color and condition

“... has a haunting bouquet, with vestiges of red fruit 
mixed with graphite, cold stone, crushed rose petals and 
briary. It gently builds in the glass and with aeration be-
comes ever more vivid and delineated. “(98pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

PARCEL LOTS 481-482

 481 1 magnum per lot $5000-7000
 ts, bsl, nl, cuc, outstanding color and condition

 482 1 magnum per lot $4000-5500
 hs, bsl, ltl, pc, cc, outstanding color

 483 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1961
 Pauillac
 vhs, nl, sdc, excellent color and condition

“A really good, suave example of Lafite from a vintage in 
which it often tastes harsh and unyielding with tannins. 
This bottle blends spicy, nutmeg like aromas with abun-
dant fruit flavors and meaty undertones. It is plenty firm 
and tannic, but not overly so. The finish is exceptionally 
long, too.”(94pts WS)

 1 bottle per lot $800-1100

 484 Château Lafleur - Vintage 1982
 Pomerol
 1ts, 1vhs, 4gsl, 1hbsl, 4sdc, 2cuc, 1sos, 
 different importers

“A spectacular nose of kirsch liqueur, minerals, flowers, 
and blackberries jumps from the glass of this thick, dark 
ruby-colored Lafleur. Over-ripeness, a characteristic 
of many 1982s (I say that in a positive, not pejorative 
sense), is apparent in this jammy, unctuously-textured, 
massive wine. Somewhat of a paradox to taste, it offers 
notes of maturity, richness, and succulence contrasted 
with massive structure, muscle, and density. Thrilling to 
drink, despite its youthful, tannic grip, the 1975 and 1979 
Lafleurs come closest to this wine’s massiveness and for-
midable intensity.”(100pts)

 4 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 485 Château Latour - Vintage 1944
 Pauillac
 1ts, 1hs, 2bsl, 2scc, outstanding color

 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 474 Château L’Evangile - Vintage 1961
 Pomerol
 hs, lbsl, nl, outstanding color

“The 1961 possesses a huge nose of coffee, sweet, jam-
my, black fruits, buttered nuts, and truffles. The syrupy 
texture, and fabulous concentration, viscosity, and rich-
ness were unbelievable. Given its port-like richness, this 
full-bodied, massively endowed, fully mature wine is rem-
iniscent of the great 1947.”(99-100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 475 Château La Conseillante - Vintage 1961
 Pomerol
 hs, bsl, wisl, sdc, cuc, excellent color

 1 bottle per lot $800-1100

 476 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 1916
 Graves
 bsl, sdc, cuc, rebouchee au Chateau, 
 outstanding color and condition

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 477 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 1953
 Graves
 htms, bsl, outstanding color

(95pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 478 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1926
 Pauillac
 ms, hbsl, excellent color

 1 bottle per lot $1200-1600

 479 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1928
 Pauillac
 1ts, 1vhs, 2lgsl, 2tc, chipped glass, 1ssos,  
 illegibly faded cork branding,  
 outstanding color and condition

“The 1928 Lafite Rothschild that followed was full of 
herbs, mahogany and cedar like a brand new cabinet 
filled with spices. This was beautiful, pretty, tender and 
soft. Zen found it  peppery,’ and I felt lots of tobacco. The  
28 improved in my glass, and the tannins of the vintage 
came through in the end, but it was still no match for the 
1911.”(95pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $6000-8000
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 492 Château Latour - Vintage 1959
 Pauillac
 1bn, 1ts, 3vhs, 6bsl, 2tal, 1ll, 6scc, outstanding color

“The palate is still unerringly youthful with vibrant black 
fruit, fabulous purity and multi-layered black fruit laced 
with sea salt and just a touch of liquorice towards the 
never-ending finish. “(100pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $12000-16000

PARCEL LOTS 493-494

 493 Château Latour a Pomerol - Vintage 1961
 Pomerol
 vhs, bsl, hcuc, sdc, outstanding color

“Giving points to a wine such as this makes one think of 
Shakespeare’s reflection that “comparisons are odious.” 
To put it mildly, this wine is “off the charts.” If I had only 
one Bordeaux to drink, the 1961 Latour a Pomerol would 
have to be at the top of my list. Given its phenomenal 
richness and amazing precision and balance, it can bring 
tears to one’s eyes. Still a saturated dark purple color 
with no signs of amber, orange, or rust, the nose offers 
extraordinarily rich, intense aromas of jammy plums, 
black currants, licorice, and truffles. Port-like, with re-
markable viscosity and thickness, as well as a finish that 
lasts for more than a minute, this wine is in a class by 
itself. Even greater than the 1961 Pétrus and 1961 Latour 
(two perfect wines), it is phenomenal. Given its youthful-
ness (it is the least evolved wine of the vintage), it has the 
potential to last for another 20-30 years.”(100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 494 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000
 relabelled, recapsuled, partially legible cork branding,   
 outstanding color and condition

 495 NO LOT

 496 Château Margaux - Vintage 1945
 Margaux
 hs, bsl, cuc, outstanding color

“...Its palate was simpler and easy, a bit woodsy yet 
pleasantly full-bodied...”(93pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 497 Château Margaux - Vintage 1953
 Margaux
 vhs, bsl, excellent color and condition

“...an impressively dark ruby/purple color with only 
slight lightening at the edge. Its huge nose possesses rich 
scents of violets, sweet cassis fruit, and spices. Round 
and opulent, with a velvety texture and gobs of sweet, 
jammy fruit, this is Château Margaux at its most seduc-
tive...”(98pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 486 Château Latour - Vintage 1945
 Pauillac
 hs, bsl, scc, outstanding color

“...bottles have exhibited a dense, impressive garnet 
color with hues of purple, and no trace of amber. The 
bouquet revealed penetratingly rich aromas of walnuts, 
cassis, cedar, and herbs. In the mouth, the wine has enor-
mous muscle and exceptional richness. While the hard, 
formidable tannins of the 1945 vintage were present, 
the lavish quantities of sweet fruit necessary for balance 
dominated. The best bottles of this classic wine can easily 
last for another 50 years.”(99pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 487 Château Latour - Vintage 1949
 Pauillac
 vhs, bsl, scl, cc, spc, outstanding color

“... is one of those wines that can take a taster’s breath 
away. It is a wine of extraordinary richness, yet it is per-
fectly balanced. It has extraordinary extraction of flavor, 
perfect balance, layers of flavor, and a finish that is both 
supple and authoritative.”(98pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 488 1 magnum per lot $4000-6000
 htms, bsl, fl, tl, spc, cc, partially legible cork branding,   
 outstanding color

 489 Château Latour - Vintage 1953
 Pauillac
 1vhs, 1htms, 2bsl, 1tal, outstanding color

“...an immediately forthcoming bouquet, mature, even 
aged, bricky, slightly medicinal (Pauillac again); a 
sweet, ripe entry, a touch of decay yet a rich drink and 
still tannic.”(4 stars MB)

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 490 Château Latour
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1954 vhs, bsl, tal, cc, cuc,  (1)
 outstanding color (91pts JK)
 - Vintage 1955 hs, bsl, cuc, outstanding color (94pts) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 491 Château Latour - Vintage 1955
 Pauillac
 2htms, 2bsl, 2tl, outstanding color

“A spectacular Latour, from a vintage that has provid-
ed many superb surprises (especially in the Medoc and 
Graves), the deep garnet-colored 1955 reveals some am-
ber at the edge. It remains tannic, but its extraordinary 
perfume of smoked meats, dried herbs, cedar, black fruits, 
underbrush, and leather is seductive. It is full-bodied, 
with a sweet, intense mid-palate, plenty of power, and 
decades of life remaining. This is an under-rated, stun-
ning Latour that may even improve. Anticipated maturity: 
now-2020.”(94pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1400-1800
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PARCEL LOTS 503-504A

 503 Château Palmer - Vintage 1945
 Margaux
 ts, bsl, nl, ssos, excellent color and condition

“There was more chocolate and cream here, and Bipin 
noted,  rhubarb and celery.’ I was feeling the red citrus 
thing as well, and this was clearly an older wine, smooth 
and satiny in the mouth. There were library and tree fla-
vors supporting its flesh, fruit and cream. It kept getting 
better and better in the glass, a tribute to the quality of 
the vintage, which happened to be arguably the greatest 
vintage of all-time.”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 504 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000
 ts, bsl, cuc, scc, excellent color and condition

 504A 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000
 vhs, bsl, scc, excellent color and condition

 505 Château Palmer - Vintage 1947
 Margaux
 2vhs, 2lbsl, 1nl, 2cc, 1sos, excellent color

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 506 Château Palmer - Vintage 1961
 Margaux
 1ts, 1vhs, 2lbsl, 2scc, excellent color and condition

“Tasted at the Château Palmer vertical in London, two 
bottles of 1961 Château Palmer were opened and com-
pared. The first was a great bottle of wine, beautifully 
balanced and complex, and yet not quite living up to its 
status as one of the legendary bottles of the 20th century. 
That said, I still scored it around the 96 or 97 point mark. 
The second lived up to the billing. Coming from the late 
great John Avery’s cellar, that is to say, purchased on re-
lease and never moved, the first difference is the slightly 
deeper color compared to the first bottle. The bouquet is 
difficult to capture in words. Heavenly, ethereal, moving 
and profound - they are all applicable here. It is still a 
wine in its prime, with dark berry fruit, hints of graphite 
and mineral, a touch of wilted violet petals. Its ineffable 
purity knocks you sideways. The palate is defined by its 
filigree framework of tannin - precise and lace-like, lend-
ing it the texture of a mature Richebourg. Yet it is unmis-
takably Margaux because there is stunning structure on 
the finish, astounding precision and a never-ending after-
taste that is borderline supernatural. This bottle reminds 
me of the first time I tasted the 1961 Palmer several years 
ago when I gave a perfect score without hesitation. This 
is exactly the same: a perfect wine and a bona fide leg-
end.”(100pts)

 2 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 498 Château Margaux - Vintage 1959
 Margaux
 2ts, 1vhs, 1nl, 3lbsl, 1cuc, 3scc, 1wc, 
 outstanding color and condition

“The 1959 Margaux had lots of black fruits, and more 
of that reference iron fist. There was more animal here, 
almost sweat. It was rich and round like the ‘82, with nice 
charcoal flavors on its finish. This was an outstanding 
wine, a fastball of a Margaux with equal status to the 
1982.”(95pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 499 Château Montrose - Vintage 1928
 St. Estephe
 ms, bsl, lwisl, nl, scc, Nicolas, outstanding color

“There is gorgeous extraction, as well as a rustic quali-
ty to the massive feel of this amazingly young wine. Pity 
those who bought it in the early 1930s expecting to drink 
it in their lifetimes!”(94pts)

 1 bottle per lot $500-700

 500 Château Montrose - Vintage 1934
 St. Estephe
 vhs, hbsl, cuc, outstanding color

“Tasted at the Montrose vertical in Stamford, the 1934 
Montrose was a quite brilliant wine from the best vin-
tage of that decade. Clear in color, it offered a beautifully 
defined, exquisite bouquet with vestiges of brambly red 
berry fruit, damp earth, wild heather and hawthorn, a 
complex and enticing bouquet that keeps drawing you in. 
The palate is medium-bodied and utterly refined, nigh on 
perfect acidity, perhaps not as detailed as the nose, but 
very focused and harmonious with cranberry and leath-
er towards the finish. Sure, it just tapers in slightly, but 
that should not detract from a quite fabulous 1934 Bor-
deau.“(94pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400

 501 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 1918
 Pauillac
 htms, bsl, sdc, excellent color

 1 bottle per lot $1200-1600

 502 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 1950
 Pauillac
 ts, bsl, tl, scc, outstanding color

 1 bottle per lot $1400-1800
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 511 Château Pétrus - Vintage 2001
 Pomerol
 lbsl

“Exhibits more depth and richness than any other 
Pomerol I tasted. Its deep saturated ruby/plum/purple 
color is accompanied by a tight but promising bouquet 
of vanilla, cherry liqueur, melted licorice, black currants, 
and notions of truffles and earth. Rich, full-bodied, and 
surprisingly thick as well as intense plenty of structure 
underlying the wealth of fruit and extract. Give it 3-6 
years of cellaring, and drink it over the following two de-
cades as it promises to be one of the longest-lived wines 
of the vintage, not to mention one of the most concentrat-
ed.”(95pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 512 Château Trotanoy - Vintage 1947
 Pomerol
 vhs, bsl, wisl, cuc, Nicolas, excellent color

“Tasted at the Trotanoy dinner at Sketch in London. Bot-
tled by the negociant company “A. Barsac,” this 1947 
Trotanoy is something to behold. The nose is fresher than 
the very few 1947 Right Bank wines that I have tasted, 
exhibiting an almost crystalline purity and delineation. 
There is an element of volatile acidity present, although 
not as much as I might have expected traces of pepper-
mint and molasses evolving with time. The palate is very 
well balanced with what you might call “degraded opu-
lence.” It must have been a decadent wine in its youth, 
but now it has been abraded by time and there is a nub of 
sweetness remaining. Yet the complexity is extant, hints of 
gingerbread infusing the red fruit, traces of maraschino 
cherries and quince, whilst there remains a little viscosity 
on the finish. There is a sense of encountering a wine that 
must have been truly scintillating in its prime, but still 
there is something wondrous within.”(95pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 513 Vieux Château Certan - Vintage 1945
 Pomerol
 ms, bsl, nl, scc, cuc, illegibly faded cork branding,  
 outstanding color

“...the 1945 is an exceptional winemaking effort in what 
can be a frightfully tannic vintage. It exhibits a dark, 
murky, plum color with little garnet at the edge. It also 
possesses a huge nose of smoked meats, black-raspber-
ries, plums, licorice, and tar. Dense, chewy, and pow-
erful, with gobs of tannin, and amazing fruit extraction, 
this full-throttle wine must be at its plateau of maturi-
ty, yet I see no reason it cannot last for two more de-
cades.”(98-100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 507 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1964
 Pomerol
 vhs, bsl, nl, scc, cuc, outstanding color and condition

“...high levels of tannin and equally impressive levels of 
richness. This wine has a dark, murky garnet color with 
some orange and rust at the edge. The spectacular ar-
omatics soar from the glass, offering up roasted herbs, 
espresso coffee, mocha, caramel, and plenty of jammy 
red and black fruits.”(99pts)

 1 magnum per lot $5000-7000

 508 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1966
 Pomerol
 hs, sdc, cuc, outstanding color

“Whilst I have tasted many vintages of Pétrus, the 1966 
Pétrus is one that has eluded me. Finally, it appeared in 
a series of 1966s served blind and frankly, it’s quality 
shone through long before its identity was revealed. You 
can consider this as the final great Pétrus from the orig-
inal vineyard, before absorbing part of Gazin in 1969. It 
revels in a stunning bouquet with graphite and bay leaf, 
as well as very intense black fruit that becomes almost 
Margaux-like with aeration. The palate is silky smooth 
with fine tannin, far more reserved and masculine than 
the 1964 Pétrus, yet disarmingly focused and precise, 
hints of orange peel and morello cherry towards the pix-
elated finish.”(95pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 509 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1994
 Pomerol
 lbsl, lscl

“...the color is a deep, dark ruby/purple. With coaxing, 
the closed nose offers up scents of coffee, herb-tinged, 
jammy black-cherries, and toasty new oak. The wine is 
superbly concentrated, with a high tannin level, and a 
long, structured, backward finish...”(93pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 510 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1995
 Pomerol
 2stl, 2lscl

“This is like a genie in the bottle. Fascinating yet subtle 
aromas of blackberry, minerals, fresh flowers and Span-
ish cedar. Full-bodied, with wonderful layers of ultrafine 
tannins. It coats your mouth and tantalizes your palate. A 
gorgeous thing all around.”(97pts WS)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000
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 518 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1964
 Comte de Vogue
 4cm bc, lbsl, cuc, excellent color and condition

“Stunningly complex nose of earth, subtle spice, crushed 
herbs and plenty of smoke and game notes followed by 
big, rich, still quite tannic flavors that display excellent 
power and plenty of breed if not necessarily great ele-
gance. While this is by no means rustic, it is robust and 
display first class length. This is still going strong and 
will live for a long time to come though it’s as good as it 
will ever be.”(91pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400

 519 2 magnums per lot $3000-4000
 2htms, 2lbsl, 2sdc, 2cuc, 1cc, 1sos, outstanding color

 520 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1969
 Comte de Vogue
 3.5cm bc, lscl, dc, cuc, excellent color and condition

“A fully mature and seriously pretty nose of spice, earth, 
underbrush and an interesting hint of the sauvage com-
bines with delicious, round and rich flavors that offer 
excellent depth and almost none of characteristic acid-
ity that punctuates the finish on many ‘69s today plus, 
here there is vibrancy and punch rather than fatigue.” 
(92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-5500

 521 Musigny - Vintage 1962
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 5cm bc, cuc, Nicolas, excellent color

“The 1962 Vog Musigny V.V. took no prisoners. It had an 
absolutely incredible nose that was singing in the spot-
light. Robert called it amazing, and it was about as WOW 
as wow can get. There were stupendous aromas; every-
thing you could want in your nose of mature Burgundy 
was there. Someone called it magical. Characteristics 
included fireplace, roses, brick, cedar and earth. The 
wine was so balanced, gorgeous and sensual, as well as 
smooth and beautiful. Everyone went gaga for this spec-
tacular wine.”(98pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 522 Musigny - Vintage 1966
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 3.75cm bc, lbsl, ltl, sdc, excellent color

“Its nice red fruits were  working’ per one of the guests.  
Delicious’ came from another. There was a floral, sensual 
quality to its great, red fruits. Its fruit went va va with 
the voom and even gave me a kiss of charcuterie. I think 
the French would say,  oh ho ho.’ More kisses of earth, a 
touch of tea and a smack of leather held my attention. Its 
acidity sealed the deal.”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 514 Vieux Château Certan - Vintage 1947
 Pomerol
 3vhs, 3scc, outstanding color and condition

“Incredible nose that is very decadent and rich...heaven-
ly cream, with a sexy m lange of fruits and nuts...plum, 
almond, walnut, cassis, chocolate...light cedar and light 
minerals (just-right pinch) and a nice kalamata splash...
so round, rich, balanced, smooth, ripe and still re-
served...great flavors to match nose plus caramel...huge, 
refined finish. Bipin called it “silky, seductive and satia-
ble.”(98pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 515 Chambertin - Vintage 1988
 A. Rousseau
 nl, sdc

“... opens with regal, soaring aromatics. Like the Bèze, 
the ‘88 Chambertin is dense and powerful to the core. 
The overall impression is of baritone-like darkness and 
depth. Smoke, licorice, menthol and dark spices wrap 
around the imposing finish. “(94pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 516 Chambertin - Vintage 1993
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 lbsl

“There was something extraordinary about this bottle of 
1993 Rousseau Chambertin Clos de Bèze, bordering on 
supernatural. Everything I could ask for in a great Bur-
gundy was there - ripe red fruits, forest floor and the com-
plexity of terroir, breed, style, length. The fruit had a cat-
nip-like quality that made me feel happy and silly, and its 
acidity and finish said, I know I’m good now, but just you 
wait and see.’ It was impossible to stop drinking, even 
in the context of a dozen plus other, fabulous Rousseau 
reds. This may prove to be one of those lightning bolts in 
a bottle; on this day, it didn’t get any better.”(99pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 517 Richebourg - Vintage 1966
 C. Noellat
 4.25cm bc, ssos, crc, excellent color

“The flavors are rich, full-bodied, beautifully delineated 
and quite long though the wine has not yet developed the 
velvety quality that many older examples of Richebourg 
display.”(92pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $600-800
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 527 La Tâche - Vintage 1971
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 ts, lbsl, lstl, cuc, outstanding color and condition

“It was the bottle of all bottles, and the 1971 DRC La 
Tâche quickly put Burgundy back at the center of the con-
versation. This bottle was the real deal in every sense of 
the phrase. Spicy, saucy and sexy, it smelled and tasted 
like wine heaven. The red fruits, roses, menthol, tomato, 
spices...everything was right there and then some. I have 
been adoring this wine for over two decades, and I am 
pleased to report that everything is still as it was. It just 
doesn’t get any better.”(99pts JK)

 1 magnum per lot $26000-35000

 528 La Tâche - Vintage 1976
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3.5cm bc, wisvl, good color and condition

“Aged burg nose of Asian spices and a hint of sous bois 
with pretty, nicely spicy flavors that have quite a bit of 
tannin poking through on the finish. However, there is 
good richness to more or less buffer the tannins and while 
this does not display classic La Tâche power and bal-
ance, it does offer plenty of spiciness.”(92pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

PARCEL LOTS 529-529B

 529 La Tâche - Vintage 1978
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3cm bc, scc, cuc, outstanding color and condition

“The 1978 DRC La Tâche was as good as it gets. It re-
sided in menthol city with any and every fruit readily 
apparent in an amazing, smorgasbord fashion. It was a 
kaleidoscope of colors: red, purple, blue and even more. 
There was great earth and leather, too, accompanying the 
spectacular mint notes. It was in the perfect spot at age 
42.”(99pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $8000-11000

 529A 1 bottle per lot $8000-11000
 scc, cuc, outstanding color and condition

 529B 1 bottle per lot $7000-9000
 4cm bc, bsl, wisvl, spc, excellent color

 523 Échézeaux - Vintage 1969
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 2-4.25cm bc, 1-5.5cm bc, 3lbsl, 1cuc, excellent color

“Spicy and surprisingly high-toned with mature aromas 
yet only hints of sous bois and that lovely earthy quality 
older EÉchézeaux acquires that are followed by rich, de-
licious, deep and sappy flavors that are completely ready 
yet holding well.”(90pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 524 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1959
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 4cm bc, outstanding color and condition

“The wine revealed a light to medium ruby color with 
considerable amber. A decadent, stunning perfume of 
smoked meats, herbs, oriental spices and sweet jammy 
fruit exhibited no signs of fatigue or oxidation. Expansive 
and sweet, this high alcohol, viscous wine offers extraor-
dinary pleasure.”(93pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 525 La Tâche - Vintage 1964
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3.75cm bc, hbsl, scc, cuc, excellent color

“Tasted at the La Tâche vertical at The Square. The La 
Tâche 1964 is one of those heaven-sent wines that you 
instantly know you might never drink again. This bot-
tle clearly attested to what was a vintage studded with 
great wines from the domaine. First, there is that almost 
refulgent color, beaming at you from the glass. It seems 
more youthful than many of the subpar wines from the 
1970s. The nose is divine: tart red fruit, briary, rose petal 
and Earl Grey tea all brilliantly defined. The palate is 
fresh and energetic a 50-year old wine that has retained 
incredible tension and animation, while the finish has a 
pastille-like purity and real sucrose intensity. This is a 
quite brilliant wine from Domaine de la Romanée-Con-
ti.”(98pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 526 La Tâche - Vintage 1966
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lbsl, cuc, excellent color and condition

“Tasted at the La Tâche vertical at The Square. The La 
Tâche 1966 is one of those wines were composing a tast-
ing note seems futile. How can you express such a wine 
in words? Well, I will try. It must be considered one of 
the greatest La Tâche of all time. Typically of this vine-
yard it is a mercurial Pinot Noir that is deceptively simple 
upon first acquaintance. Then you notice its unbelievable 
delineation as scents of dark fruit, sous bois, cigar box 
and an exotic hint of star anise gently unfold. The palate 
is medium-bodied with filigree tannins and nigh perfect 
acidity. There is such brightness and vigor in the 1966, 
allied with a sense of authority. Over time it gains precoc-
ity and there is a daring note of cough candy surfacing 
unexpectedly on the finish after ten minutes. This is an 
astonishing La Tâche that flirts with perfection.”(99pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000
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Lot: 527
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 535 Richebourg - Vintage 1966
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 4cm bc, bsl, cuc, excellent color and condition

“A bit musty at first, but blew off somewhat and if you 
got past it there was a divine nose behind it of ripe, sweet 
kirsch and mirabelle a floral and exotic creamy, red fruit 
aroma is there that is incredible good length - tannins 
still alive and kickin’ very saucy good mushroom, rose, 
and vitamin flavors round out its pure, sweet flavors.” 
(96+pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 536 Richebourg - Vintage 1969
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 4.5cm bc, lbsl, cuc, excellent color and condition

(92pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 537 Richebourg - Vintage 1976
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 2-3cm bc, 3bsl, 1wisl, 1ssos

“This was a tale of two wines, as it left different impres-
sions due to the timing factor. I had it early on and found 
it to be fabulous. It had a delicious nose of older red 
fruits, musk, wet leather, animal, truffles, roses, and faint 
caramel fully mature in a wonderful way on the fruit but 
t ‘n a totally integrated - fruit definitely in charge, here 
good flavors to match the nose and surprisingly firm still 
on the palate rich mouthfeel with brown and red, mature 
flavor profiles and a glazed sweetness absolutely deli-
cious now one hour later, after I returned to the scene 
of the crime after driving my guest home, Justin found it 
“dried out,” and he was right the wine has a shelf life of 
about an hour, before its redeeming qualities start to dis-
appear. I knocked it down a point for short shelf life, but 
if this wine charged by the hour, I would be one satisfied 
customer!”(94pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

PARCEL LOTS 538-539

 538 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 1-3.5cm, 1-4cm, 1wisl

 539 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 1-4.5cm bc, 1spc

 540 Richebourg - Vintage 1983
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 bsl

“The ‘83 Riche that snuck in before our Rhônes was a 
perfect ‘83. A little brown sugar, a little lemon, a little 
cherry, a little cedar, a little forest and a little margarita 
with the salt. It was hungry like the wolf, I mean Falcon 
lol.”(95pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 530 La Tâche - Vintage 1982
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3.75cm bc, lbsl, spc

(96pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 531 La Tâche - Vintage 1983
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 stl, novl, sdc, cuc

“The 1983 DRC La Tâche had a deeper, darker nose that 
was more intense. Its palate was rich, possessing thick, 
long yet fine tannins. It was more austere,  backwards’ 
per one guest, and its acid lingered in RC fashion. This 
has always been a spectacular vintage of La Tâche, be-
lieve it.”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 532 La Tâche - Vintage 1985
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 2stl, 1lbsl, 1lvl, 2cuc, 1sdc

“The 1985 DRC La Tâche was brighter with a lot more 
menthol. It felt fresher in every which way, and mint and 
menthol kept coming up in my notes. This was a  Bright 
Lights, Big City’ wine, and a great example of this some-
times maligned vintage of La Tâche.”(97pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 533 La Tâche - Vintage 1989
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 sdc

“The 1989 DRC La Tâche that followed had more vim 
and vigor, perhaps more discoverable as my palate recov-
ered. There were more rubber, leather and citrus aromas 
and flavors. Its palate was zippy with great citrus smack 
to its finish.”(95+pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 534 NO LOT
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Lot: 544
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 548 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1993
 Dujac
 2lbsl, 1cuc

“The wine of the night no small task when it was The 
Rev’s wedding night!”(98pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 549 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1988
 Dujac
 3cm bc, bsl, scc

“Concentrated, mellow, oaky, lovely. Real depth and 
complexity on both the nose and the palate. Quite marked 
by the oak. Full, firm, excellent, old-vine, creamy fruit. 
Quite lovely. Very fine.”(18.5/20 CC)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 550 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1921
 Faiveley
 lscl, noc, rebouchee en 2008, outstanding color

 1 bottle per lot $800-1100

 551 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1988
 G. Roumier
 1lwisvl, 2nl, 2lbsl, 2cuc, 1ssos

“...the 1988 was spectacular. The ‘88 was a deep, dark, 
foresty fantasy with outstanding bread, cigar and smoke-
house aromas. This was a creamy red with rock star vim 
and vigor.  So good,’ appeared in my notes.  Power, struc-
ture, fruit and austerity,’ came from the crowd. This was 
clearly the best wine so far.”(98pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 552 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 1919
 Clos de L’Arlot, J. Belin
 1-4cm bc, 1-4.5cm bc, excellent color and condition

 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 553 Musigny - Vintage 1949
 ETS Leroy
 6cm bc, bsl, wisvl, sos, excellent color

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 541 Richebourg - Vintage 1985
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 hstl

“This bottle was a great one, showing everything one 
could want from this vintage and wine. There were lots 
of rose hip and vitamin C in this minty wine. Menthol 
abounded amongst its tomato and Worcestershire flavors. 
This was as good as this wine gets.”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 542 Richebourg - Vintage 1988
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 bsl

“There were bright cherry and tomato aromas, along 
with that good dirt and lots of earth to go with it. There 
was also some wet fur, in a good way. This was a rich and 
flavorful red, with chalky flavors and red citrus twits in a 
limestone way. This was an impressive ‘88, and the best 
‘88 DRC I could remember having. I guess they are final-
ly hitting their stride! There was great tanning expression 
on its brighter finish.”(96pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 543 NO LOT

 544 Clos des Lambrays - Vintage 1937
 Domaine des Lambrays
 3-3.5cm bc, 1cuc, outstanding color and condition

“Well-stacked, crisp, aromatic.”(4 stars MB)

 5 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 545 NO LOT

 546 Clos des Lambrays - Vintage 1951
 H. Cosson
 2crc, 1x6 bottle owc, excellent color and condition

 5 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 547 Clos des Lambrays - Vintage 1955
 Domaine des Lambrays
 1-4.5cm bc, 1-5cm bc, 2bsl, 1wisl, 1tl, 1spc, 1sdc,  
 excellent color

“Rich, sweet, smoky and very spicy aromas with a slight-
ly roasted (though not stewed) quality to the nose. The 
flavors are equally rich and completely supple with 
marvelous complexity and a velvety, mouth coating fin-
ish.”(92pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $1000-1400
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 559 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet - Vintage 1995
 Domaine Leflaive
 1-3.5cm bc, 2bsl, 1sos

“Incredible blockbuster that comes in the silkiest package 
you can imagine. The sort of wine that will make you do 
a little dance on the table in sheer joy of having gotten to 
taste such treasure. Unctuous yet racy, it is seamless from 
start to finish, so opulent it balloons on the palate with 
thick, ripe fruit and minerally, pebbly flavors. Tempting 
now, but the fresh finish means it will last.”(98pts WS)

 2 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 560 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 1982
 Domaine Leflaive
 3.5cm bc

“While the color suggests an older wine, the nose is real-
ly still quite youthful for a 25 year old white with classi-
cally precise, pure and mineral-infused flavors where the 
finish really expands and becomes opulent and seductive, 
indeed almost creamy, which is rare for this wine. This 
has reached its peak and while it has been at this plateau 
for a while now, it should continue to hold well if you get 
a properly stored bottle. In a word, brilliant!”(95pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 561 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 1983
 Domaine Leflaive
 1-3.5cm bc, 2bsl, 1ltl, different importers

“I have always liked this vintage of Burgundy for both red 
and whites, and the top wines remain delightful. The Blue 
Jay found its mid-palate restrained’ and more Batard.’ I 
just found it delicious. I was impressed with its atypical 
acid and length for the vintage. This was a full, rich and 
regal Chardonnay.”(96+pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 562 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 1989
 Domaine Leflaive
 2lbsl, different importers

“Leflaive’s 1989 Chevalier-Montrachet Grand Cru is still 
a very youthful wine as it approaches its 30th birthday, 
blossoming in the glass with aromas of ripe citrus fruit, 
beeswax, fresh peach, white flowers and warm bread. On 
the palate, it’s full-bodied, muscular and concentrated, 
with a vibrant and tight-knit core that’s still quite firmly 
structured, concluding with a long and resonant finish. 
With a pH of 3.36 and fully 14.4% alcohol, this is analyt-
ically the ripest wine in this tasting, yet it is exquisitely 
balanced and can age for another two decades in a good 
cellar.”(97+pts)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 554 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1991
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 4lbsl, 1tl, 3lscl, 1cuc, 1 bottle different importer

“...is a mind-boggling wine that rivals virtually anything 
produced in Burgundy over the last several decades. It of-
fers an amazingly sweet bouquet redolent with aromas of 
crushed black-raspberries, black-cherries, and underly-
ing earthy, truffle-like notes. Awesomely rich, dense, and 
full-bodied, this spectacular low acid, multidimensional 
wine has a blockbuster finish.”(97pts)

 4 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 555 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 1900
 R. Arnoux
 1lwrl, 1nl, 1wc, excellent color and  condition

“Not surprisingly the nose is dominated by plenty of sous 
bois with undertones of warm earth and spice notes that 
can also be found on the delicious and still intact me-
dium full flavors that offer good richness and excellent 
length.” (91pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 556 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 1985
 Domaine Leflaive
 lbsl

“The 1985 Bâtard-Montrachet Grand Cru was poured 
from bottle whereas the 1985 Bienvenue-Bâtard-Montra-
chet served alongside came from magnum. However, the 
terroir showed through, and this was probably the bet-
ter of the two wines. It clearly possessed more intensity 
than the Bienvenue with scents of struck flint, granite and 
smoke. There is laser-like precision here. The palate does 
not disappoint: beautifully balanced with a keen line of 
acidity that effortlessly offsets the richness and the slight 
viscosity, especially towards the finish. This is a gorgeous 
Bâtard-Montrachet, yet another mature white Burgundy 
that perhaps served as a reminder of the cost of prema-
ture oxidation.”(96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 557 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 1990
 Domaine Leflaive
 1-3.5cm bc, 1nl, 1lbsl 

“A wine with laser-guided flavors. Intense pear, lem-
on, vanilla and coconut character. Great backbone 
and superb, fresh finish. Tasted twice, with consistent 
notes.”(95pts WS)

 2 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 558 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet - Vintage 1986
 Domaine Leflaive
 1-3.75cm bc, 1-4.5cm bc, 1lwisl, 1scc

“It had just the right amount of sweetness, not over 
top like many siblings from the vintage,  deelish’ came 
to mind. This was an impressive and lingering ‘86, still 
young and still tight, just how I like it.”(95pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $2400-3200
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 568 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 1985
 Château Rayas
 1-3.5cm bc, 2wisl, 1tl, 2sos

“The 1985 Rayas was awesome. My note read, Man, I 
love Rayas. That about sums it up, aside from the fact 
that I saw the 1985 as an older brother to the 1995.” 
(97pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 569-570 NO LOTS

 571 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1979
 La Landonne, E. Guigal
 4lbsl, 5stvl, 6hcc, outstanding color

“Also served blind at the end of the retrospective, the 
1979 Côte Rôtie la Landonne was fabulous. Concen-
trated, rich, textured and fully mature, I was shocked at 
its core of sweet, voluptuous fruit and texture. Certainly 
ready to go, the tannin is completely resolved, it has no 
hard edges and is an utter joy to drink today. There’s no 
need to hold off, but it will hold for at least another de-
cade.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 572 Ermitage - Vintage 1995
 cuvée Cathelin, J.L. Chave
 lbsl, nl

“Rich and powerful, with a formidable tannin level in the 
finish, it possesses a saturated purple color, great purity 
of fruit, and considerable mouthfeel and length...”(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $4500-6000

 573 Hermitage - Vintage 1982
 J.L. Chave
 1-3cm bc, 1-4cm bc, 2scc

“Next up was a superb wine that most were convinced 
was a Guigal La La wine. There was so much menthol, 
bacon and violety fruit it had to be! The palate was meaty, 
fine and long with great purity. It was the 1982 Chave 
Hermitage and a great showing.”(95pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 574 Hermitage - Vintage 1985
 J.L. Chave
 1stl, 2tl, 2wisvl

“...exhibits some lightening at the edge. The intense fra-
grance of smoked meat, cassis, and Provencal olives is 
followed by a rich, full-bodied, velvety-textured wine that 
is just beginning to reach its apogee.”(91pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1000-1400

PARCEL LOTS 563-564

 563 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 1992
 Domaine Leflaive
 2lbsl, 2nl, 2wisvl, 2sos

“...beautifully well-knit, expansively flavored, full-bod-
ied, super-concentrated white burgundies that display 
honeyed, orange, roasted nut, overripe apple-scented 
noses, buttery, creamy textures, super extraction of fla-
vor, and long finishes. The Batard exhibits more mineral 
scents in its nose and flavors, and is more upfront. The 
Chevalier-Montrachet appears to be holding more in re-
serve than the Batard. The Chevalier explodes on the back 
of the palate and looks to have greater longevity. Both are 
beautifully well-knit, expansively flavored, full-bodied, 
super-concentrated white burgundies that display hon-
eyed, orange, roasted nut, overripe apple-scented noses, 
buttery, creamy textures, super extraction of flavor, and 
long finishes.”(97pts)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 564 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000
 1-3.5cm bc, 2bsl, 1cc

 565 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 1996
 Domaine Leflaive
 3.25cm bc

“Next up was a rock star bottle of 1996 Leflaive Cheva-
lier Montrachet. When they are on, they are definitely on. 
It was full of rich, buttered popcorn and a light, tertiary 
caramel note. It was so tasty and in that perfect spot, the 
one where the plateau is just beginning,”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 566 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 1979
 Château Rayas
 1-3cm bc, 1-3.5cm bc, 3wisl, 2ssos, excellent color

“The wine of the tasting. Ready to drink, ripe, rich and 
exotic, it has a minty note along with black currant. Me-
dium-bodied, it’s immensely supple and very balanced, 
with sweet-tasting fruit, offering the texture of a great 
Burgundy grand cru like Romanée-St.-Vivant. Most im-
pressive.”(95pts WS)

 3 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 567 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 1983
 Château Rayas
 lbsl, nl

“The intoxicating aromatic profile of black pepper, red 
and black fruits, spices, herbs, and earth is especially ap-
pealing. Soft, velvety-textured, sweet, and round, with no 
hard edges, this has been a consistently delicious wine 
for nearly a decade.”(94pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400
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Lot: 579
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 579 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1964
 Le Mesnil
 bsl, nl, excellent color

“Not as sensual as the 1964 Comtes de Champagne, 
but just as good in a more restrained and younger style. 
Light, lime-green color and prolonged, minimal bub-
bles. A strict nose that needs airing for it to open up 
the inner depths of Salon’s typical aromas. Exquisitely 
balanced with an intense attack and acidity. Salon in a 
nutshell!”(96pts RJ)

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000

 580 Barolo - Vintage 1943
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 vhs, bsl, excellent color and condition

“...beautiful.”(92pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $800-1100

 581 Barolo - Vintage 1961
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 1ts, 4bsl, 1wisl, 1scc, outstanding color

“The 1961 is a known great vintage, and it was clearly in 
line with the other greats of ‘96, ‘90, and ‘71 so far. It was 
terrifically rich and beefy, a real wow wine. It doesn’t get 
much better for Italian wine.”(98pts JK)

 4 bottles per lot $5500-7500

582-598 NO LOTS
_____________________________

 575 Hermitage - Vintage 1971
 La Chapelle, P. Jaboulet
 2bsl, 2sdc, outstanding color

“I purchased the 1971 La Chapelle inexpensively, and 
consumed more than three cases over the last three de-
cades. It was delicious upon release, yet remarkably, 
it remains a thrilling wine. Resembling a Hermitage 
made in the image of Pomerol, this succulent, low acid, 
silky-textured La Chapelle continues to age effortlessly, 
with no loss of fat or fruit.”(93pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 576 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1995
 Clos du Mesnil

“Deep and complex, here’s a vinous style, laced with 
graphite, honey, citrus and woodsy aromas and flavors, 
with more citrus and floral notes emerging on the pal-
ate. Its firm structure is seamlessly integrated into the 
fine-grained texture, ending with a mouthwatering fin-
ish. Incredible combination of lightness and intensity.” 
(98pts WS)

 1 bottle per lot $1400-1800

 577 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1961
 Private cuvée
 2bsl, 2nl, 1wol, excellent color

“...the ‘61 is the grandest monument to the craft. The col-
or is still light, with touches of bronze and copper. The 
nose has one side with all the oaky, toasted aromas from 
the barrel, and another with fascinating tones from the 
sea and the forest. The superb taste is also on the dark, 
masculine side, with truffles, duck liver, mushroom, earth 
cellar, wood, and fish. The fruit is by no means ingrati-
ating, but the depth and breath of the wine are amazing. 
The aftertaste is actually one of the longest I’ve ever ex-
perienced! “(98pts RJ)

 2 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 578 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1959
 Le Mesnil
 2bsl, 2tal, outstanding color

“The Salon was also white chocolate and had musk, hon-
ey and a touch of orange which transformed into peach 
skin aromas. Its flavors were nutty and toasty, long and 
spiny with great long and balanced flavors. Although the 
Krug s first impression was better, I found the Salon sur-
passed it with time.”(97pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $6000-8000
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PARCEL LOTS 601-602

 601 Château Ducru Beaucaillou - Vintage 1985
 St. Julien
 1x12 bottle owc

“... offers a wonderful, rich, ripe, generous, curranty 
fruitiness, medium to full body, a creamy texture backed 
by ripe tannins, and a long, balanced, impressive fin-
ish.”(92pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 602 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 1x12 bottle owc

 599 Château Ausone - Vintage 1998
 St. Emilion

“Saturated deep ruby, much darker and brighter than 
the other vintages tasted. Sappy, fresh aromas of boy-
senberry, cassis, minerals, bitter chocolate and espres-
so, with complicating notes of underbrush and earth. 
Extremely pure and penetrating, with fruit of steel and 
a powerful mineral underpinning. Finishes with strong, 
firm tannins and great persistence. Essence of Ausone...” 
(95+pts IWC)

 3 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 600 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1989
 St. Emilion
 4lbsl

“Exotic. Fragrant spicy, roasted fruit and coffee aromas 
give way to very ripe fruit with toasty notes on the palate 
good depth...”(95pts WS)

 4 bottles per lot $1800-2400

THE ART OF COLLECTING
We go around the world fine wine in one hundred lots courtesy of an extremely successful New York based businessman who has 
invested in several of the city’s most respected restaurants.  Our consignor is also extremely passionate about fine art and ranks 
among the world’s most important collectors.  He ranks wine as a vinous art, and accordingly you will find here Bordeaux from 
the 1980s and 1990s as well as Rousseau, Vogue, DRC, Leroy and Ponsot.  There are treasures from Piedmont and Tuscany in 
addition to Harlan and other Cali friends.  

Bordeaux begins naturally with cases of 1985 Ducru Beaucaillou, 1998 La Mondotte, 1982 Mouton, 2005 Petrus Magnums, 
1983 Pichon Lalande, and 1975 and 1983 Yquem.  Burgundy unfurls six lots of Armand Rousseau starring three magnums each 
of both 2006 and 2007 Chambertin!  A quartet of Vogue is kept in tune by a magnums of 1990 Les Amoureuses, topped by a 
quartet of Domaine de la Romanee Conti soloing a six-pack of 2006 La Tache.  There are five lots of Leroy centering around 
1999 and 2001 Musigny, and the Musigny party continues strongly with four vintages of Mugnier back to 1999!  Eight lots of 
Ponsot are crowned by four cases of 2009 Clos de la Roche in bottle and magnum.  A Jeroboam of 1996 Krug freshens us up for 
a sojourn to Italy where we find two cases of 2004 Tignanello, four lots of 1986 Gajas, 1998 Masseto and 1990 Ornellaia.  We 
have a baker’s dozen of Harlan going back to magnums of 1997 through 2014 highlighted by six-packs of 2007 and 2010 with 
numerous magnums to boot!  

All wines carefully acquired from the best sources and stored in both professional and temperature-controlled home storage.
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 608 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 1982
 Pauillac
 8bn, 2ts, 12lbsl, 2scc

“...phenomenally dense and muscular It is immune to 
oxidation! Moreover, it has a level of concentration that 
represents the essence of the Mouton terroir as well as 
the high percentage of Cabernet Sauvignon it contains. 
Cassis, cedar, spice box, minerals, and vanillin are all 
present, but this opaque black/purple Pauillac has yet to 
reveal secondary nuances given its youthfulness. It exhib-
its huge tannin, unreal levels of glycerin and concentra-
tion, and spectacular sweetness and opulence. Neverthe-
less, it demands another decade of cellaring, and should 
age effortlessly for another seven or eight decades. I have 
always felt the 1982 Mouton was perfect, yet this immor-
tal effort might be capable of lasting for 100 years! The 
fact that it resists oxidation is a testament to just how 
youthful it remains, and how long it will last.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 609 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 1989
 Pauillac
 lbsl, fl, pc

“The 1989 Château Mouton-Rothschild might not reach 
the ethereal heights of the 1982 or 1986, but it is certainly 
a lovely Claret. It has an attractive, slightly leafy bou-
quet armed with cedar and pencil lead. There is less fruit 
concentration than I expected, resolutely classic, slightly 
austere Bordeaux. The palate follows suit. What it lacks 
in substance it compensates with in balance and person-
ality. This is an understated Mouton-Rothschild that is 
probably at its peak, although I envisage this offering 
another two decades of pleasure. Whilst this showing did 
not replicate some glorious bottles in the past, it remains 
a very fine Claret that may not be inclined to improve any 
further.”(93pts)

 1 Imperial per lot $3000-4000

 610 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 1998
 Pauillac

“Composed of 86% Cabernet Sauvignon, 12% Merlot 
and 2% Cabernet Franc, the 1998 Mouton Rothschild is 
deep garnet-brick in color with lovely Crème de cassis, 
dried roses, hoisin and baking spice notes with underly-
ing notions of dried cherries and mulberries plus touch-
es of wood smoke, incense and forest floor. Medium to 
full-bodied and packed with rich fruit framed by firm, 
chewy tannins, it is stacked with complex, evolving fla-
vors and finishes with incredibly long-lasting perfumed 
notes. According to winemaker Philippe Dhalluin, this 
needs about three hours of decanting at this stage. I sim-
ply love the place this wine is in right now, possessing 
plenty of mature, tertiary characters yet still sporting 
bags of fruit. It won’t be fading anytime soon either and 
should cellar nicely for 20-25+ more years.”(97pts)

 2 magnums per lot $2000-2800

 603 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1989
 Graves

“This continues to be one of the immortal wines and one 
of the greatest young Bordeaux wines of the last half-cen-
tury. Consistently prodigious and almost a sure bet to 
top the scoring card of any blind tasting of this vintage 
as well as other years, the 1989 Haut-Brion is a seam-
less, majestic classic, and a tribute to this phenomenal 
terroir and its singular characteristics. The wine still 
has a very thick, viscous-looking ruby/purple color, a 
spectacular, young but awesome smorgasbord of aromas 
ranging from scorched earth, liquid minerals, graphite, 
blackberry and black currant jam to toast, licorice, and 
spice box. The levels of fruit, extract, and glycerin in this 
viscous, full-bodied, low-acid wine are awe-inspiring. 
The brilliant symmetry of the wine, extraordinary puri-
ty, and seamlessness are the hallmarks of a modern-day 
legend.”(100pts)

 4 half-bottles per lot $3200-4200

 604 Château La Fleur Pétrus - Vintage 1985
 Pomerol
 ts, lbsl, nl

“Very ripe and rich but a little rustic, with berry, meaty 
and earthy character. Mouth-filling fruit; long fin-
ish.”(90pts WS)

 1 Imperial per lot $1400-1800

 605 Château La Mondotte - Vintage 1998
 St. Emilion
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“An amazing tour de force in winemaking, this massive, 
opaque black/purple-colored offering boasts an extraor-
dinarily pure nose of black fruits intermixed with cedar, 
vanillin, fudge, and espresso. It is unctuously-textured, 
with exhilarating levels of blackberry/cassis fruit and ex-
tract, as well as multiple dimensions that unfold on the 
palate. The 50-second finish reveals moderately high tan-
nin It is a colossal wine!”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 606 Château Latour - Vintage 1978
 Pauillac
 6bn, 2ts, 9sdc, excellent color and condition

“Huge nose (tannins and alcohol), yet still subtle (flavor 
profiles)...lots of cedar and walnut...big finish with very 
dry tannins...still enormous concentration, especially 
considering the vintage.”(94pts JK)

 9 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 607 Château Leoville Barton
 St. Julien
 - Vintage 1997 1x12 bottle owc (89-90pts VM) (12)
 - Vintage 1999 1x12 bottle owc (91pts WS) (12)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $1600-2200
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 617 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 1975
 Sauternes
 11ts, 1vhs, 12lbsl, 1wisl, 1ssos, 
 beautiful amber color, 1x12 bottle owc

“The nose has it all - a Marilyn of a wine the nose is so 
thick it exudes richness so many things going on, adjec-
tives would do it a disservice honey, baked something, 
Crème brulee, grilled almonds, orange peel/flowers 
loads of caramel and full of structure fabulous spice and 
alcohol on the finish honey flavors and hints of apricots 
outstanding, huge, lingering.”(99pts JK)

 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 618 10 bottles per lot $5000-7000
 10ts, 2wasl, 8lbsl, 2scc, 
 beautiful amber color, 1x12 bottle owc

 619 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 1983
 Sauternes
 11bn, 1ts, 2sdc, 1spc

“Super-intense and full-throttled, elegant and stylish. 
Dark amber in color and rich in complexity, this ‘83 
coats your mouth with butterscotch, dried apricot, fig and 
spice flavors. Made to age for decades.”(98pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 620 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 1988
 Sauternes
 bn, stl, lwrl

“...displays more richness and unctuosity than any young 
d’Yquem I have tasted. It should have 40-60 years of pos-
itive evolution, although one suspects that much of the 
production will be consumed within the next 4-5 years. 
If my instincts are correct, this is the most profound 
d’Yquem since the legendary 1959. It may not prove as 
timeless as the 1975, but I believe it to be even more con-
centrated.”(99pts)

 1 Imperial per lot $2600-3500

 621 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 1989
 Sauternes

“ Still limpid gold in color, it has an entrancing bouquet 
of orange blossom, quince and freshly sliced apricot, all 
delivered with stunning delineation. Ineffably pure and 
full of tension, this Yquem has an effortless nature that 
leaves the taster almost”(99pts VM)

 10 half-bottles per lot $1600-2200

 622 Château Doisy Daëne
 L’Extravagant, Sauternes
 - Vintage 1996 (90pts VM) half-bottle (10)
 - Vintage 1997 2bsl (98pts) half-bottle (12)

 Above 22 half-bottles per lot $1800-2400

 611 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1988
 Pomerol
 1bn, 3bsl, 2ll

“Very fine Pétrus. Gorgeous aromas of violet and berry 
and hints of new oak. Full-bodied, with racy, silky tan-
nins and a long, palate-caressing finish.”(94pts WS)

 4 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 612 Château Pétrus - Vintage 2005
 Pomerol

“A sleeping giant. Dark ruby in color, showing aromas of 
blackberry, cepe and green olive, with a hint of mineral. 
Full-bodied, with ultrafine tannins and a supercaressing 
mouthfeel. Turns to coffee, dark chocolate and berry. 
Chewy yet balanced. Very, very long in the mouth. The 
finish is absolutely breathtaking.”(100pts WS)

 6 magnums per lot $35000-50000

 613 Château Pichon Baron - Vintage 1989
 Pauillac
 8lbsl, different importers

“Gorgeous aromas of currants, berries and minerals. 
Full-bodied, with juicy tannins and a long, long fin-
insh. Same as ever. This will age for decades to come...” 
(98pts WS)

 8 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 614 Château Pichon Lalande - Vintage 1978
 Pauillac
 6lbsl, excellent color and condition

“...displays an aromatic profile consisting of roasted 
herbs, chocolate, cedar, tobacco, and ripe curranty fruit. 
Medium-bodied, with low acidity, some tannin, and a 
round, attractive personality...”(92pts)

 6 magnums per lot $1800-2400

 615 Château Pichon Lalande - Vintage 1983
 Pauillac
 3ts, 1vhs, 12bsl

“...one of the great wines of the vintage. The color is an 
impressive opaque dark ruby with only a hint of amber 
at the edge. The powerful nose of jammy blackcurrants, 
cedar, and roasted herbs is followed by a broad-shoul-
deredstyle of Pichon, with superb concentration, soft 
tannins, below average acidity, and a spectacularly rich, 
explosive finish.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 616 Château Trotanoy - Vintage 1988
 Pomerol
 1x12 bottle owc

“A classy, elegant wine with everything in the right place. 
Mineral, spice and berry aromas follow through to the 
palate. Full-bodied, with lovely, caressing, velvety tan-
nins and a long, sweet, ripe fruit finish.”(93pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 628 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2006
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau

“Here too there is a gentle touch of wood spice framing 
the more elegant and ultra refined high-toned red pinot 
fruit nose that also evidences ample minerality that con-
tinues onto the rich, sweet and sappy middle weight fla-
vors that are almost delicate yet focused, pure and sneaky 
long as the flavor impact is really impressive.”(93pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 629 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1988
 Comte de Vogue

 5 half-bottles per lot $2000-2800

 630 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1990
 Comte de Vogue
 3lbsl

“A classy, monumental wine, with an impressive deep 
color and spellbinding complexity. The concentration 
takes your breath away as the plum, blackberry, raspber-
ry and vanilla flavors coat your palate.”(99pts WS)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 631 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2005
 Comte de Vogue
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“An extract of dark berry fruit nuanced with intense flo-
ral aromas combines with rich, full and naturally sweet 
flavors that possess excellent concentration, volume and 
plenty of sap that renders the firm tannins to the back-
ground. This is one of those exuberantly delicious wines 
that you feel like drinking yet there is real depth and 
weight. An excellent villages that will age.”(90pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 632 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 1990
 Les Amoureuses, Comte de Vogue
 ts

“An ager; well crafted, showing great extract of berry 
and plum flavors and a lot of elegance despite masses of 
firm tannins.”(94pts WS)

 1 magnum per lot $1500-2000

 633 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2006
 Vieilles Vignes, D. Bachelet
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Hints of sealing wax and inner-mouth perfume of peony, 
heliotrope, and rose add intrigue and allure. Resin, io-
dine, and wet stone convey a sense of depth in the linger-
ing finish, and speaking of “lingering,” the empty glass 
smells so sweetly fruited and floral as well as intriguingly 
mineral that its perfume alone will seem worth the price 
of admission.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 623 Chambertin - Vintage 1998
 A. Rousseau
 1wc, 1 bottle different importer

“Deepest red of the Rousseau ‘98s. Sexy oak, mocha and 
smoked meat to go along with red fruit aromas. Concen-
trated, dense and sweet, with captivating black fruit fla-
vors. Not nearly as backward as it appeared from barrel, 
but this substantial wine has the balance to develop in 
bottle for many years. Finishes with chocolatey, mount-
ing tannins and excellent persistence.”(92pts IWC)

 3 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 624 Chambertin - Vintage 2006
 A. Rousseau
 1lwisl, 1sos

“It’s as though the Clos de Bèze and Chambertin have 
switched places in 2006 as here the nose is positively ka-
leidoscopic with a huge range of aromas and spice el-
ements leading to fresh, pure, round, rich and focused 
full-bodied flavors that carry obvious muscle and min-
erality on the deep, powerful and hugely long finish. An 
extremely impressive wine and one of the finest wines of 
the vintage.”(94pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $16000-22000

 625 Chambertin - Vintage 2007
 A. Rousseau
 1nl, 1scc

“...spicy, pure, elegant and restrained earthy red pinot 
fruit with animale hints and ample mineral notes to dis-
solve seamlessly into dusty, textured, precise and palate 
staining big-bodied flavors that are exceptionally tight on 
the linear but hugely long finish.”(94pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $16000-22000

 626 Chambertin - Vintage 2008
 A. Rousseau

“As it almost always is, this is not quite as elegant as the 
Bèze but it’s slightly more complex with dense and more 
deeply pitched yet extremely cool and restrained red and 
blue fruit aromas nuanced by a broad range of earth, 
game and underbrush hints, many of which carry over to 
the pure and relatively refined medium full-bodied flavors 
that are complex, vibrant and perfectly balanced on the 
gorgeously long finish.”(96pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 627 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 A. Rousseau
 1x6 bottle ocb

“...represents a union of fruit from many different parcels 
south and east of town for which the fruit was de-stemmed. 
Flatteringly sweetly-fruited, indeed subtly candified on 
the nose and palate, it offers a roasted underlying meati-
ness and subtle hints of caramelization continuing with a 
satisfyingly sweetly-rich, gentle finish/”(88-90pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200
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 638 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2004
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lscl

“A deft touch of wood frames exuberantly expressive and 
luxurious black fruit nose nuanced by a huge range of 
spices including anise, clove and cinnamon with notes 
of tea and hoisin as well. The moderately full flavors are 
sappy, rich and sweet with ample volume and a palate 
drenching finish that benefits from an underlying sense 
of vibrancy. There is real energy here, which seems to 
collect and focus the flavors.”(92pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 639 Chambertin - Vintage 1990
 Domaine Leroy
 2lscl, 1crc with no top, 1crc with re-waxed capsule

“The medium-to-dark ruby-colored 1990 Chambertin has 
a sweet blackcurrant and blackberry-scented nose. Medi-
um-to-full-bodied, it has a soft entry that expands and 
coats the palate with intense red and black fruits.”(94pts)

 2 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 640 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1990
 Domaine Leroy
 1lscl, 2 crc with no top, different importers

“...has a medium-to-dark ruby color and dense dark ber-
ry aromas. It possesses a youthful, almost impenetrable 
core of thick, lush blackberries, juniper berries, plums, 
cloves, and blueberries that coat the palate. This medi-
um-to-full-bodied wine has exquisite equilibrium and 
focus, as well as a seemingly unending luxurious fin-
ish.”(98pts)

 2 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 641 Musigny - Vintage 1999
 Domaine Leroy
 sdc

“The fruit just explodes from the glass with a mind-bend-
ing array of black fruits, spices and layer after layer of 
intensely wild yet at the same time refined flavors of earth 
and spice.”(94-96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $20000-28000

 642 Musigny - Vintage 2001
 Domaine Leroy
 scrc

“After ten years this is as stunning as it was when I first  
tried it and while the fantastically complex nose is  ac-
tually still on the restrained side, it conveys all of the  
majesty that it originally did. The rich and and classy  
but powerful and broad-shouldered flavors are just now  
beginning to blossom though they retain plenty of upside  
development potential due to the firm tannins that  re-
main on the gorgeously persistent finish. This is  simply 
stunning Musigny that could be drunk now with  pleas-
ure but will offer still more fireworks over the  years to 
come.”(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $20000-28000

 634 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2007
 Vieilles Vignes, D. Bachelet
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Wild, fully ripe nose combines black cherry, violet and 
game. Wonderfully sweet and lush in the mouth, convey-
ing an impression of lower acidity than the Corbeaux and 
village example. This is deceptively pliant, complex and 
open today but it’s hard to believe it won’t evolve posi-
tively in bottle for a decade or more. Finishes juicy, sweet 
and very long, with an intriguing savory, smoky mineral-
ity.”(93pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 635 La Tâche - Vintage 2004
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“This too is sublime in its subtlety and grace with inef-
fably pure aromas and it strikes a balance between the 
opulence of the RSV and the restraint of the GE with an 
expressive yet ultra fine nose of rose petals, violets and 
seductive spice notes that introduce unbelievably refined 
flavors that seem crafted from silk and lace, culminat-
ing in a linear, mouth coating finish that detonates like a 
bomb and lasts and lasts.”(95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 636 La Tâche - Vintage 2006
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 banded bottle owc

“A 2006 DRC La Tâche made everyone stand up and take 
notice. This was a deep wine showing lots of skin, with 
that cedary goodness on top of fruit that smelled addic-
tively good. There was almost a drug-like euphoria to the 
La Tâche. This was a full and long wine, with a finish that 
was fine and polished despite lingering on and on. There 
was forest in the house, or this was a house made out of 
an entire forest, as its breadth and depth impressed us all. 
Spicy and sexy, La Tache is always special.”(96pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $20000-28000

 637 Richebourg - Vintage 2004
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1lscl

“...surprisingly understated and subtle with an intense-
ly floral nose of red and black fruit aromas that are nu-
anced and beautifully elegant, merging seamlessly into 
linear, reserved, indeed almost brooding flavors that are 
as once supple yet precise and detailed, all wrapped in a 
powerful and muscular finish that delivers striking length 
there is a gorgeous combination of finesse and power and 
again, I really like the sense of drive and energy here as 
well as the first rate balance.”(94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $7000-9000
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 648 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2005
 J. Grivot
 2nl

“Here the nose is much more deeply pitched with attrac-
tively spiced aromas that include iron-infused warm earth 
notes as well as animale and underbrush hints that lead 
to delicious, powerful and youthfully austere big-bodied 
flavors blessed with ample dry extract and a linear, con-
centrated and driving finish. There is real energy here 
and while the tannins are a bit brut at the moment, this is 
actually fairly refined as young Clos de Vougeot typically 
presents itself. Worth a close look as there is real depth 
here.”(94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 649 Musigny - Vintage 1999
 J.F. Mugnier

“Mugnier’s 1999 Musigny Grand Cru is still a very 
youthful wine, but a few hours’ decant gives a more than 
adequate sense of its immense quality. A beautiful bou-
quet of raspberries, black cherry, cocoa powder, violets, 
peony and incipient notes of rich soil and cedar introduce 
a pure, full-bodied wine with pitch-perfect balance and 
a deep, spherical core of ripe tannin, juicy acidity and 
reserved concentration. This is not an especially flam-
boyant wine, but it’s incredibly authoritative and sophis-
ticated; and in another decade, it will be just irresisti-
ble.”(96+pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 650 Musigny - Vintage 2000
 J.F. Mugnier

“This explodes on the nose and palate with fabulously 
complex aromas of floral black, seductive fruit trimmed 
in earth, anise, dried herbs and a touch of smoke and 
medium -full flavors that offer exceptional focus and such 
richness that this too seems almost liqueur-like. But even 
more impressive is the finish which simply does not quit 
yet despite all the fireworks, this manages to remain dis-
creet, harmonious and perfectly balanced.”(92pts BH)

 8 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 651 Musigny - Vintage 2006
 J.F. Mugnier
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“A gorgeously elegant and kaleidoscopic nose of high-
toned red and black berry fruit aromas liberally laced 
with natural spices that offer impressive nuance and no-
table complexity introduces supple, finely detailed and 
beautifully textured flavors wrapped in a dusty, miner-
al-infused finish. This dances on the palate yet it is force-
ful with excellent finishing drive and intensity on the ex-
plosive and hugely long finale. This is one of those ‘wow’ 
wines. Don’t miss it.”(95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $18000-24000

 643 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 1999
 Domaine Leroy
 3sdc

“It’s quite curious but the strong oak toast that dominated 
the nose of the last bottle I tried was almost non-exist-
ent in this one, allowing the still discreet Vosne spice and 
dark fruit aromas free rein. The last bottle also displayed 
considerable wood influence on the round and rich fla-
vors yet again, here that element was muted if not invisi-
ble as the powerful and concentrated mid-palate does not 
lack for finesse or balance on the wonderfully long and 
very firmly structured finish.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $15000-20000

 644 Morey St. Denis - Vintage 2004
 Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 645 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 2004
 Georges Mugneret

“A gentle touch of wood spice frames a pungent nose of 
dark berry fruit aromas, particularly blueberry plus hint 
of warm earth, violets and truffles that merge seamlessly 
into textured and velvety full-bodied but not especially 
robust flavors that are sweet, mouth coating and display 
sneaky power and length on the subtly herb and miner-
al-infused finish.”(91pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 646 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2005
 Hudelot-Noellat
 1x12 bottle ocb

“As one would reasonably expect, this is much more ar-
omatically elegant and more expressive with a gorgeous 
range of black fruit aromas including plum and cassis as 
well as the classic Asian spice box nuances that introduce 
classy, pure and sleekly powerful flavors that are bal-
anced, textured and lacy on the hugely long and mouth 
coating finish. This is a sophisticated wine with refined 
tannins and the staying power to last for decades. This is 
one of those ‘wow’ wines!”(93-96pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 647 Musigny - Vintage 2007
 J. Drouhin
 1x6 magnum owc

“A superbly elegant and incredibly pure nose that is so 
fine that it’s not even necessary to drink the wine to enjoy 
it as it’s kaleidoscopically broad and deep with a brilliant 
range of spice elements adding subtlety and fascination 
to the red fruit and violet aromas that are the perfect com-
plement to rich, full and generous medium-bodied flavors 
that are a study in class and grace, all wrapped in a finish 
of impressive persistence. This is delicious and obvious-
ly very young but the perfumed nose is almost worth the 
price of admission by itself.”(93pts BH)

 6 magnums per lot $8000-11000
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PARCEL LOTS 657-658

 657 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2009
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“This impressively complete wine offers up very ripe aro-
mas of spice, earth and game that introduce strikingly 
rich, naturally sweet and mouth coating big-bodied fla-
vors that explode on the formidably long finish. This is a 
classy wine with absolutely superb complexity, impecca-
ble balance and almost uncanny presence, all delivered 
with grace and power. Be prepared to be patient however 
as this will need plenty of time.”(96pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 658 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

PARCEL LOTS 659-660

 659 6 magnums per lot $4500-6000
 2x3 magnum owc’s

 660 6 magnums per lot $4500-6000
 2x3 magnum owc’s

 661 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2005
 cuvée du Centenaire, Ponsot
 1x1 magnum owc

“As 2005 marks the hundredth birthday for these venera-
ble old vines in Clos St. Denis, Laurent Ponsot has decid-
ed to sell this wine in a commemorative etched bottle, and 
as always it will be in extremely limited production. The 
bouquet is very ripe and voluptuous, as it offers up notes 
of black cherries, red plums, black raspberries, chocolate 
and minerally soil tones. Again, this wine is pushing the 
envelope of ripeness and fans of the big, blockbuster past 
vintages chez Ponsot will be very happy. On the palate 
the wine is immense, with a tsunami of fruit on the attack, 
great mid-palate depth, and a big, opulent, very long and 
ripely tannic finish. Once again I am sure there is more 
structure and terroir that will emerge in this larger than 
life wine with sufficient bottle age, but for now it will have 
to take a backseat to the enormous well of super-ripe 
fruit.”(94pts VM)

 1 magnum per lot $2000-2800

 652 Musigny - Vintage 2008
 J.F. Mugnier

“The 2008 Musigny is an infant, but it captures the es-
sence of this important red Burgundy vintage to the full-
est. There is gorgeous subtlety and nuance to the fruit, 
along with magnificent aromatics and the most elegant 
of tannins. The 2008 needs time for the elements to har-
monize, but there is no mistaking the profoundness of 
what is developing in bottle. Today the Musigny shows 
a little more density and a touch better balance with its 
tannins than the Bonnes Mares, but both of Mugnier’s 
Grand Crus in 2008 are truly grand. Anticipated maturi-
ty: 2023-2048.”(97pts)

 1 magnum per lot $4500-6000

 653 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2009
 Clos de la Marechale, J.F. Mugnier
 1x1 Methuselah owc

“The 2009 Nuits St. Georges Clos de la Marechale shows 
the more virile side of Pinot. Black cherries smoke, tar 
and licorice all come to life in this intense, broad-shoul-
dered wine. Layers of fruit build to the muscular, virile 
finish. The wine’s masculine personality is quite a con-
trast to the seductiveness of Mugnier’s other 2009s. An-
ticipated maturity: 2019-2029.”(92pts)

 1 Methuselah per lot $1600-2200

 654 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1964
 Maison Leroy
 1-3.25cm bc, 1-4cm bc, 1-4.25cm bc, 
 1nl, 1sos, excellent color

“The best bottles are wonderfully spicy, sweet and 
rich with still vibrant and punchy robust and powerful 
full-bodied flavors that offer both excellent complexity 
and a velvety finish that goes on and on.”(91pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 655 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2005
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot

“...given how many reference standard vintages Domaine 
Ponsot has produced of the Clos de la Roche over the 
years, it would be presumptuous to anoint this as the best 
ever but if it isn’t, it will certainly take its rightful place 
among the very greatest. In sum, a ‘wow’ wine that makes 
you shake your head in sheer amazement.”(99pts BH)

 10 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 656 1 magnum per lot $1600-2200
 1x1 magnum owc
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 666 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 1x1 jeroboam ogb

“Remarkably perfumed nose projects an exotic bouquet 
of deep, leesy yellow fruit, minerals, honeycomb, smoked 
meat and flowers, with Asian spices building expanding 
in the glass. Almost painfully concentrated, offering a 
surreal parade of orchard and pit fruits, smoked meat, 
toasted brioche and marrow braced by intensely salty, 
stunningly incisive minerality. Imagine a Frankenstein’s 
monster of Chablis Le Clos and Clos Ste. Hune-but one 
with perfect balance, of course-and you get an idea of 
what I found in my bottle. The energetic, stony charac-
ter builds exponentially on the finish, which didn’t seem 
to, well, finish. The best analogy I can come up with for 
the intensity, focus and clarity of this Champagne is liq-
uefied barbed wire. Utterly hallucinatory and one of the 
most amazing wines I’ve ever been fortunate enough to 
drink.”(99+pts IWC)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $2400-3200

PARCEL LOTS 667-668

 667 Tignanello - Vintage 2004
 Antinori
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“Pale+ ruby colour. Subtle, slightly closed aromas of red 
cherry, raspberry, violets, mocha and cinnamon on the 
nose. The medium+ bodied palate provides a great inten-
sity of cherry, spice and tea flavours balanced by crisp 
acidity. Medium to firm, grainy, very fine tannins and a 
long, long finish.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 668 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

 669 Barbaresco - Vintage 1985
 Gaja
 1hbsl, 2x1 double magnum owc’s

“Stunning, almost buttery in its richness, smooth, rich 
and complex, has power and finesse, plus chocolatey 
richness that can only become greater. Has the fruit of 
Barbaresco, the finesse and elegance of Bordeaux and 
the power and intensity of California.”(95pts WS)

 2 double magnums per lot $1800-2400

 670 Barbaresco - Vintage 1985
 Costa Russi, Gaja
 1x6 magnum owc

“Remarkable in its concentration and elegance, with 
marvelously focused raspberry and cherry flavors and 
hints of chocolate and anise.”(96pts WS)

 6 magnums per lot $4500-6000

 662 Morey St. Denis - Vintage 2009
 cuvée des Alouettes, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“A very pretty nose of discreet spice notes, red currants 
and damp earth nuances that continue onto the rich, 
powerful and impressively concentrated medium-bod-
ied flavors blessed with an abundance of dry extract that 
buffers the notably firm, mineral-driven and wonderfully 
complex finish that seems to go on and on. This is terrific 
and one of the best vintages that I have ever seen for this 
wine.”(91-94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 663 Meursault - Vintage 1998
 Les Chevalieres, Coche-Dury
 1ltl, 2sdc, different importers

“Smoky oak and bacon fat on the nose, plus a hint of 
lime. Smooth and silky, with nicely integrated, ripe acidi-
ty that carries through to the finish. Good structure gives 
this firm grip.”(89-92pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 664 Chevalier Montrachet
 Les Demoiselles, L. Jadot
 - Vintage 1983 (1)
 - Vintage 1986 scl (95+pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1989 scl (96pts) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 665 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1973
 Oenotheque
 Commande spéciale, disgorged in 2010, 
 outstanding color and condition, 1x1 bottle ogb 

“I was in the mood for a refresher, and did those 1973s 
ever qualify and then some. It was one of the greatest 
Champagne experiences of my life. I don t know if it was 
just that point in time and space where bottles undress 
themselves right in front of your very own lips and show 
incredibly due to circumstance and the theory of relativi-
ty, wine-wise of course. This champagne was incredible, 
so delicious and incredibly balanced, racy, bready, nutty 
- it had it all.”(98pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000
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 676 Barolo - Vintage 2001
 Brunate, Vietti
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“Good medium-deep red. Ripe, expressive aromas of 
cherry, chocolate, cedar and rose petal. Intensely fla-
vored, juicy and del ineated, with enticing inner-mouth 
perfume and grip. “(93pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 677 Barolo - Vintage 1996
 Villero Riserva, Vietti
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“...needs quite a bit of air to start showing everything it 
has. With time, though, the aromatics show tremendous 
depth and intensity. Hints of smoke, tobacco, leather and 
the deep, balsamic nuances that are so typical of this site 
start appear over time. A wine of balance, freshness and 
intensity, the 1996 Barolo Riserva Villero is simply stel-
lar.”(96pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 678 Barolo - Vintage 2007
 Villero Riserva, Vietti

“ Dark red fruit, Villero spices, leather, tobacco, smoke 
and menthol come alive in a rich, sensual Barolo that 
captures the essence of this site. Rose petals, mint and 
sweet red berries flesh out on an inviting wine loaded 
with class and personality.”(96+ pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 679 Bond
 St. Eden
 - Vintage 2004 (98pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2006 1x6 bottle owc (94pts) (8)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 680 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 1997
 1x2 magnum owc

“The 1997 Harlan Estate is one of the greatest Caber-
net Sauvignon-based wines I have ever tasted. A blend 
of 80% Cabernet Sauvignon, with the rest Merlot and 
Cabernet Franc, this enormously-endowed, profoundly 
rich wine must be tasted to be believed. Opaque pur-
ple-colored, it boasts spectacular, soaring aromatics of 
vanilla, minerals, coffee, blackberries, licorice, and cas-
sis. In the mouth, layer after layer unfold powerfully yet 
gently. Acidity, tannin, and alcohol are well-balanced by 
the wine’s unreal richness and singular personality. The 
finish exceeds one minute.”(100pts)

 2 magnums per lot $4000-6000

 671 Barbaresco - Vintage 1985
 Sori San Lorenzo, Gaja
 1x12 bottle owc

“A majestic wine, beautifully harmonious, seamless and 
integrated, with magn ificent fruit, matchless complexity 
and stunning depth of flavor. Hints of violet, toast and 
nutmeg enrich the plummy raspberry fruit. Long and 
tight on the finish.”(97pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 672 Barbaresco - Vintage 1985
 Sori Tildin, Gaja
 1x12 bottle owc

“Leathery, big, sleek aromatic profile of smopke and tar...
great tannins, long finish, but a hair missing in the middle 
but not much...gritty, dusty, leathery wine.”(94pts JK)

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 673 Masseto - Vintage 1998
 Ornellaia
 1x6 bottle owc

“Dark color, with intense aromas of green and black 
olives and rich, ripe raspberries. Full-bodied, with big 
velvety tannins and a bold, exciting finish. This is very 
structured. Full throttle.”(96pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 674 Ornellaia - Vintage 1990
 Ornellaia
 1lbsl, 1lscl

“ Knockout nose combines black fruits, tar, mocha and 
humus. A hugely concentrated, sweet wine with great 
richness of fruit and extract. The first vintage of Ornel-
laia to reach 14% alcohol, and it shows in the wine’s 
compelling thickness. Far from the subtlest wine in the 
range, but ripe acidity and big, sweet tannins give it plen-
ty of verve and grip.”(96pts VM)

 10 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 675 Sassicaia - Vintage 2006
 Tenuta San Guido
 1x6 banded bottle owc, 1x3 magnum owc

“Bright red-ruby. Complex nose melds red cherry, black-
currant, minerals, dried herbs and a delicate oaky van-
illin nuance; the fruit aromas show an almost roasted 
quality without going over the top. Sweet, concentrated 
and nicely fresh, with an impression of strong extract and 
a hint of exotic fruits to the flavors of ripe red and dark 
berries, chocolate, plum and wild herbs. The candied fruit 
quality carries through on the long, smooth finish, where 
there’s a trace of heat and hints of menthol and minerals. 
A very successful Sassicaia but, in my notebook, just a 
little below the lofty heights of the 2001 or 2004. But giv-
en the quality of this wine, that’s quibbling.”(95pts VM)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3200-4200
 and 3 magnums
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 689 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2013
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“This great first-growth property, with aspirations to 
produce the finest Cabernet Sauvignon-based wine made 
in the New World, has given us a wine that has it all in 
2013. Dense purple to the rim, with notes of espresso, 
white chocolate, mocha, blackberry, cassis, and cedar 
wood, the wine is full-bodied, opulent, but also struc-
tured, pure and incredibly long (well past a minute after-
taste).”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 690 4 magnums per lot $8000-11000
 2x2 magnum owc’s

 691 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2014
 1x6 bottle owc

“The deep garnet-purple colored 2014 Proprietary Red 
Wine offers up subtle cassis, black cherries and crushed 
blackberries notes with tons of savory and earthy layers: 
forest floor, black soil, charcoal and dried herbs, plus 
wafts of violets and rare beef. Full-bodied and built like a 
brick house in the mouth, it has loads of tense, muscular 
fruit with many layers of earth, savory and spice nuances 
emerging, finishing with epic length. Around 2,100 cases 
were bottled.”(98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 692 2 magnums per lot $3000-4000
 1x2 magnum owc

 693 Mayacamas Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1987
 5bn, 1x12 bottle ocb

“The 1987 Cabernet Sauvignon impresses for its persis-
tence and exceptional balance. A focused, brilliant wine, 
the 1987 is floral, perfumed and quite pretty.”(95pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 694 Opus One - Vintage 1990
 2bn, 2vhs

“Dramatic, with its ripe, rich, plush core of exotic cur-
rant, anise, cedar, vanilla and berry notes that are enor-
mously complex on the finish. Delicious.”(96pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 681 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2007
 2x3 bottle owc’s

“Dense plum/purple-colored with sweet aromas of bar-
becue smoke, blueberries, blackberries, cassis, licorice, 
hot rocks and subtle oak, it is a splendidly opulent, pure 
wine with a skyscraper-like texture as well as stunning-
ly deep fruit that expands gracefully across the palate. 
The finish lasts nearly a full minute. Because of its over-
whelming richness and sweet tannins, this brilliant wine 
seems to be approachable now, but I suspect further nu-
ances and complexity will emerge after 4-5 years in the 
bottle.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 682 1 magnum per lot $2000-2800

 683 Harlan Estate Red
 - Vintage 2008 1x1 magnum owc (96pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2009 1x1 magnum owc (97pts) magnum (1)

 Above 2 magnums per lot $2600-3500

 684 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2009
 1x6 bottle owc

“Cloves, dark plums, cherries, smoke and graphite add 
richness and resonance to this powerful, incisive wine. 
Juicy and exuberant, the 2009 has always had a certain 
raciness that is impossible to resist.”(97pts)

 4 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 685 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2010
 1x6 bottle owc

“I wouldn’t be surprised to see the 2010 Harlan Estate 
inch closer to perfection over the next decade. Surpris-
ingly supple for this vintage, while this cuvée is not usu-
ally that flamboyant or exuberant in its youth, the 2010 is 
sensual and performing remarkably well. Its deep purple 
color is accompanied by notions of charcoal, graphite, 
camphor, creme de cassis, barbecue smoke and blackber-
ries.”(98+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 686 1 magnum per lot $1800-2400
 1x1 magnum owc

 687 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2012
 1x6 bottle owc

“Probably a candidate for perfection with another 4-5 
years of bottle age, the wine is inky plum/purple to the rim 
and offers a gorgeous nose of scorched earth, blackberry 
and cassis, forest floor, and a floral, lavender-like com-
ponent followed by deep, opulent, majestic flavors that 
caress the palate with high but sweet tannin.”(99+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 688 2 magnums per lot $3000-4000
 1x2 magnum owc
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 697 Taylor Fladgate Vintage Port
 - Vintage 1963 3bn, 1vhs, 1hs, 6hbsl, 6crc, 2ssos (6)
 (97pts WS)
 - Vintage 1977 (96pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1985 (90pts WS) (8)

 Above 16 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 698 Madeira
 - Vintage 1850
 Verdelho Reserva, D’Oliveiras crc (4 stars MB) (1)
 - Vintage 1880
 Terrantez Reserva, D’Oliveiras  (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1800-2400
_____________________________

 695 Ridge Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1985
 Monte Bello
 3lbsl

“Along with the Dunn Howell Mountain and Ch teau 
Montelena 1985s, Ridge’s Monte Bello is among the most 
backward wines of the vintage, but it is so promising. I 
do not intend to touch another bottle before 2005 - it is 
still that youthful and closed. It offers a good education 
in what great young wine is all about. The beautiful ruby/
purple color exhibits no signs of age. The sweet nose of 
cassis fruit, lead pencil, flowers, and minerals is followed 
by a full-bodied, opulent wine with a boatload of tannin. 
This huge, massive yet well-delineated and focused wine 
should prove to be uncommonly long-lived.”(94pts)

 3 magnums per lot $2200-3000

 696 Penfolds Grange
 - Vintage 1971 ts, excellent color and condition (1)
 (96pts)
 - Vintage 1986 bn (99pts) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1600-2200
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 702 Chambertin - Vintage 2011
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“A potently expressive nose blends both wood and natu-
ral spice together with distinctly cool, pure and ripe wild 
red berries, earth and underbrush. The palate impression 
is a gorgeous combination of power and refinement along 
with flat out superb complexity on the explosively long, 
focused and beautifully well-balanced finish. The sup-
porting structure is dense but fine and this should prove 
to be a moderately long-lived example.”(95ps BH)

 6 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 703 Chambertin - Vintage 2012
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“A highly spiced and exceptionally fresh, ripe and airy 
nose mixes a wide variety of mostly red berry fruit aro-
mas though there are background notes of plum, cassis, 
lavender and oak. The broad-shouldered flavors pos-
sess a seductive texture thanks to the copious amounts 
of dry extract that push the very firm tannic spine to the 
background. I very much like the concentration here as 
well as the vibrancy and this is very, very dry in the best 
sense of the term, indeed it is presently almost crisp yet 
the very dense supporting tannins are clearly quite ripe.” 
(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2200-3000

 704 Chambertin - Vintage 2013
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“There is knock-out intensity to the gorgeously textured 
and mineral-inflected flavors that are imposingly scaled 
yet there is not even a hint of heaviness on the restrained, 
delineated and explosively long and mouth coating fina-
le.”(95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 699 Château Pétrus - Vintage 2010
 Pomerol

“...reminds me somewhat of the pre-1975 vintages of 
Pétrus, a monster-in-the-making, with loads of mulberry, 
coffee, licorice and black cherry notes with an overlay of 
enormous amounts of glycerin and depth.”(100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 700 Château Pétrus - Vintage 2015
 Pomerol

“...crushed black cherries, warm plums, mulberries and 
cedar chest suggestions with touches of anise, lavender, 
beef drippings and wild thyme plus a waft of crushed 
rocks. Medium to full-bodied, it fills the palate with gen-
erous, exuberant, wonderfully layered red, black and per-
fumed blue fruits contrasted beautifully by very ripe, very 
fine-grained and very firm tannins plus an ethereal line 
of seamless acid, finishing long and minerally.”(100pts)

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000

 701 Chambertin - Vintage 2011
 A. Rousseau

“This is completely different from the Bèze aromatically 
speaking as here the nose is brooding and recalcitrant 
and only aggressive swirling liberates fresh scents of 
spice, wet stone, game and dark berry fruits. There is 
outstanding richness to the powerful and impressively 
scaled flavors that possess an abundance of dry extract 
that imparts a velvety quality to the mid-palate while 
also buffering the tightly wound core of firm tannins on 
the driving mineral-inflected and hugely persistent fin-
ish.”(96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $12000-16000

BURGUNDY FROM THE NORTHERN STAR

We’ve had the pleasure of significant selections of Burgundy from this French Gentleman, and this time he focuses on regal 
Rousseau.  His bottles are always purchased upon release and perfectly kept.  After an appetizer of Petrus, Armand Rousseau 
stars among these fifty fabulous lots, with supporting roles from Dujac and Roumier, before we detour to the Rhone featuring 
Rayas.  A bottle of 2010 Petrus topped by a magnum of 2015 before we sink our teeth into twenty-eight splendid selections of 
Rousseau highlighted by six bottles each of 2011 Chambertin and Clos de Beze, as well as six bottles of both 2016 and 2017 Clos 
de Beze.  The 2009 vintages shines with a magnum of Clos St. Jacques and three bottles of Clos des Ruchottes.  Complete your 
collection with mini-verticals of Charmes and Mazis Chambertin!  There are six lots of Dujac starting with 2005 Clos de la 
Roche, as well as five from Roumier including 2008 Bonnes Mares.  We have a full case of 2007 Rayas among three vintages of 
Chave Hermitage.  All wines purchased upon release and perfectly stored by this connected collector.  
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 710 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2017
 A. Rousseau

“This too reflects just enough wood to mention as it 
serves as a relatively neutral backdrop for the restrained 
and pure essence of red pinot fruit, earth and discreet 
spice whiffs. The backward if supple medium-bodied fla-
vors possess a beguiling sense of underlying tension that 
carries over to the detail but very firm, serious and youth-
fully austere finish that delivers sneaky good length.”(91-
93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 711 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2011
 A. Rousseau

“Bright, dark red. Knockout nose combines dark ber-
ries, licorice, spices, violet, game and pepper, plus a 
whiff of caramel. Sweet, sappy and concentrated, with 
excellent spicy lift to the flavors of blueberry and black 
cherry. Mounts impressively on the chewy, tactile back 
end.”(92+pts IWC)

 3 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 712 Clos de la Roche
 A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 2014 (94-96pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2015 (93+pts) (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 713 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2016
 A. Rousseau

“The 2016 Clos de la Roche Grand Cru was showing a 
touch of reduction on the nose, so I had to leave the ar-
omatics to one side. The palate is medium-bodied with a 
firm grip on the entry. This is a stricter, less opulent, more 
masculine Clos de la Roche with a saline note that be-
came more prominent toward the finish. This will deserve 
at least five years in bottle: broody, a little saturnine at 
the moment but one surely destined to repay cellaring. 
Keep your eye out for this one.”(93-95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 714 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2017
 A. Rousseau

“An overtly floral and markedly earthy nose is quite re-
strained if exceptionally pretty with its cool array of red 
and blue pinot fruit scents laced with hints of leather and 
herbal tea. There is terrific vibrancy to the slightly more 
muscular large-scaled flavors that culminate in a linear 
and beautifully delineated finish that really firms up as it 
sits on the palate.”(92-94pts BH)

 8 bottles per lot $4200-5500

 705 Chambertin - Vintage 2014
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“A brilliantly discreet spicy nose consists of sandalwood, 
essence of black cherry liqueur, violets and a hint of the 
sauvage. There is seriously good size, weight and pow-
er to the imposingly scaled flavors that display almost 
painful intensity on the driving, explosively long and 
very firmly structured finish where a pleasing bead of 
minerality appears which helps to add lift to the finish.” 
(97pts BH)

 5 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 706 Chambertin - Vintage 2016
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“Here too there is just enough wood in evidence to men-
tion on the gorgeously spiced and intricately layered aro-
mas of essence of red currant, floral, plum, earth and a 
whisper of the sauvage. Once again the mouthfeel of the 
notably more imposingly-scaled”(98pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $16000-22000

 707 Chambertin - Vintage 2017
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“The 2017 Chambertin-Clos de Bèze Grand Cru bursts 
from the glass with extroverted aromas of dark, plummy 
fruits that mingle with notes of chocolate, licorice, sweet 
oak spice, grilled meats and espresso. On the palate, it’s 
full-bodied, rich and ample with broad shoulders, a gen-
erous core of fruit and more mid-palate amplitude and 
tannic bite than the Chambertin.”(92-94 pts)

 6 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 708 Charmes Chambertin
 A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 2009 1wisvl (91-93pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2010 (92-94pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2012 (94-96pts) (2)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 709 Charmes Chambertin
 A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 2011 wc (90pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2014 1lscl (93pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2015 (91pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2016 (91-93pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2018 (91-94pts BH) (2)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $5500-7500
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 721 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau
 wc

“We had some Clos St. Jacques action next, starting with 
a rich and sweet 2009 Rousseau Gevrey Chambertin Clos 
St. Jacques. This was full of honey and sweet and ripe, 
showing the characteristic of the 2009 vintage in Bur-
gundy very clearly. There was still tension to it despite 
its succulence. It was clearly a great Rousseau with rich, 
decadent, saucy red and purple fruit flavors.”(96+pts JK)

 1 magnum per lot $3000-4000

 722 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2011
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau

“Discreet wood sets off ultra-fresh and airy aromas of 
red currant, blue berries and plum that are trimmed in 
hints of wet stone and earth. There is a wonderfully re-
fined mouth feel to the mineral-tinged middle weight fla-
vors that possess an appealing verve along with superb 
detail on the harmonious and exceptionally persistent 
finish. This very firm effort is textbook Clos St, Jacques.” 
(94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 723 Gevrey Chambertin
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 2014 (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2017 (94pts BH) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 724 Mazis Chambertin
 A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 2013 nl (91-94pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2014 (92-94pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2016 (95-97pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2017 (91-94pts BH) (2)
 - Vintage 2018 (94-96pts VM) (2)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 725 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Clos des Ruchottes, A. Rousseau

“Ripe and very floral aromas display pure red pinot fruit 
that is cut with minerality and crushed herb that intro-
duce earthy and stony middle weight flavors that possess 
a taut muscularity and excellent power on the beautifully 
well-balanced and lingering finish.”(92-95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 726 Ruchottes Chambertin
 Clos des Ruchottes, A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 2011 (94pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2013 (93pts BH) (4)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 715 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2010
 A. Rousseau

“A notably fresh and bright nose of distinctly earthy red 
and dark berries leads to attractively rich, supple and 
round middle weight flavors that possess good delinea-
tion on the delicious and balanced finish. A lovely villag-
es.”(88-91pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 716 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2014
 Clos du Château, A. Rousseau

“...offering up a pure and classy nose of red and black 
cherries, raw cocoa, dark soil tones, a touch of game-
bird and a smoky topnote. On the palate the wine is pure, 
full-bodied and quite sappy at the core, with lovely focus 
and grip, soft, silky tannins and fine length and complexi-
ty on the already quite delicious finish.”(90pts JG)

 4 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 717 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2016
 Clos du Château, A. Rousseau

“The 2016 Gevrey-Chambertin Clos du Château was not 
tasted at the domaine, but at a private La Paulée, where 
the owner Louis Ng poured this wine. I include it here 
for convenience. It has a bright red cherry and crushed 
strawberry nose laced with orange zest that leaps from 
the glass. The palate is very well balanced and harness-
es the succulence and intensity of the vintage. It might 
be a village cru, but that does not stop it from exhibit-
ing exuberance and vigor on the finish. Just delicious.” 
(90pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 718 Gevrey Chambertin
 Clos du Château, A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 2017 (95pts WS) (4)
 - Vintage 2018 1lbsl (88-91pts VM) (4)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 719 Gevrey Chambertin
 Clos du Château, A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 2017 1tl (95pts WS) magnum (2)
 - Vintage 2018 (88-91pts VM) magnum (2)

 Above 4 magnums per lot $3200-4200

 720 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2019
 Clos du Château, A. Rousseau

“A discreet application of wood can be found on the very, 
very fresh nose of various red berries and earth nuanc-
es. The lilting, refined and delicious lighter weight fla-
vors conclude in a saline-inflected, refreshing and lightly 
structured finale.”(88-91pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $5500-7500
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 733 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2008
 Dujac

“The 2008 Clos de la Roche is particularly refined in 
this vintage. The wine literally floats on the palate with 
weightless elegance in its intensely perfumed fruit. 
Crushed flowers and red berries linger on the silky, im-
possibly fine finish. This is a fabulous effort from Dujac. 
Anticipated maturity: 2018-2033.”(95pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 734 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2009
 Dujac

“The 2009 Clos de la Roche wafts from the glass with 
hints of tobacco, wild flowers and cherries. This is an 
elegant, refined Clos de la Roche long on finesse and pure 
sensuality. The gorgeous, finely-knit finish leaves a last-
ing impression. “(96pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 735 Clos de la Roche
 Dujac
 - Vintage 2014 (94pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2017 (92pts BH) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 736 Clos de la Roche
 Dujac
 - Vintage 2011 2lscl (95pts JG) (2)
 - Vintage 2018 (97pts VM) (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 737 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2009
 Aux Malconsorts, Dujac
 1scl

“A highly spiced nose speaks of anise, clove and violet 
nuances on the pretty mix of blue and black pinot fruit 
and plum aromas. The rich, full-bodied, concentrated 
and powerful medium weight plus flavors possess a se-
ductive and velvety mouth feel, all wrapped in a very firm 
and explosively long finish.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 738 Chambolle Musigny
 Les Cras, G. Barthod
 - Vintage 2009 (94pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2010 (92-94pts) (2)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $750-1000

 739 Bonnes Mares
 G. Roumier
 - Vintage 2008 (93pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 2011 (95pts) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 727 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 2014
 Clos des Ruchottes, A. Rousseau

“The stunningly pure and sappy nose jumps from the 
glass in a blaze of red plums, cherries, cocoa powder, a 
very complex base of dark soil tones, gamebird, a hint of 
cedar and a pungent topnote of violets. On the palate the 
wine is deep, full-bodied and very pure, with a marve-
lously reserved personality that is absolutely bursting at 
the seams with sappy fruit! The finish is very, very long, 
focused and suavely tannic, with stunning soil signature 
and boatloads of energy.”(96pts JG)

 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 728 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 2017
 Clos des Ruchottes, A. Rousseau

“A very pretty and ultra-fresh nose offers up airy, cool 
and elegant liqueur-like aromas of essence of red cherry 
that are cut with a plenitude of floral, spice and earth 
nuances that are trimmed in just enough wood to notice. 
The mouthfeel of the medium-bodied, tautly muscular 
and even more mineral-driven flavors is relatively refined 
while delivering superb length on the almost painfully 
intense and beautifully delineated finish.”(92-95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 729 Musigny
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 - Vintage 2009 (97pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2010 1lstl (97pts BH) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 730 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2017
 Comte Liger-Belair
 1nl

 5 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 731 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2009
 Aux Malconsorts, Christiane, Domaine de Montille

“Mild wood sets off a similar if perhaps not quite as fresh 
a nose though the sophisticated flavors are denser and 
more concentrated with more obvious dry extract that 
confers a velvety and seductive texture onto the serious, 
long and austere finish.”(93-95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 732 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2005
 Dujac
 1nl

“...for sheer intensity. Black cherry, kirsch distillate, ce-
dar, incense, iron filings, wet stone, and roasted meats 
and coffee represent a few of the immediate aromatic 
suggestions forced on this taster. In the mouth, it is simi-
larly compelling, with an eruption of clear black cherry, 
cassis, and meat juices, faintly bitter notes of fruit skin 
and pungent herbal and mineral notes adding complex-
ity.”(96pts)

 2 bottles per lot $2600-3500
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 746 Châteauneuf du Pape
 Château Rayas
 - Vintage 2003 (96pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 2005 (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2009 (98pts) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 747 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2007
 Château Rayas
 4ll

“...is a relatively dark ruby/purple-tinged wine, more 
intensely colored than most Rayas Châteauneufs tend to 
be, since they are made from 100% Grenache and color 
has never been one of their hallmarks. The extraordi-
narily youthful and still burgeoning aromatics of black 
raspberries, black cherries, truffles and licorice lead to a 
full-bodied, powerful Rayas with sweet tannin, adequate 
acidity, and an ethereal richness and unctuosity that del-
icately offers a sensual texture.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 748 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2007
 Pignan, Château Rayas
 1nl

“...100% Grenache from sandy soils. This offering, aged 
totally in old foudres and demi-muids, includes some 
of the declassified Rayas lots, and the 2007 is the finest 
Pignan since the 1990. A medium ruby color is followed 
by explosive aromas of sweet kirsch, lavender, licorice, 
and earth. The wine hits the palate with a blast of fruit 
and glycerin, full body, and an ethereal lightness and el-
egance that are remarkable for a wine of such intense 
fruit.”(93pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 749 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2007
 cuvée da Capo, Domaine du Pegau

“An inky/purple color is followed by aromas of smoked 
meats, Peking duck, licorice, lavender, aged beef, grilled 
steak blood, black currants, plums, sauteed cepes and soy. 
Enormously concentrated, broad, expansive and massive 
but not over the top, this is a tour de force in winemaking 
that is impossible to imagine unless one has a bottle to 
work through over the course of 4 to 5 hours.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 750 Hermitage
 J.L. Chave
 - Vintage 2006 (96pts) (4)
 - Vintage 2016 (96-98pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2017 (97pts VM) (2)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3200-4200
_____________________________

 740 Chambolle Musigny
 G. Roumier
 - Vintage 2011 (90pts JG) (4)
 - Vintage 2012 3lscl (90-92pts) (4)
 - Vintage 2015 (93-95pts) (3)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 741 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2017
 G. Roumier

“A more elegant and somewhat higher-toned nose re-
flects notes of various red berries, violet, lavender and 
once again a whiff of spice nuance. The wonderfully sleek 
and energetic medium weight flavors possess almost pal-
pable minerality on the saline, balanced and refreshing 
finale. This too is an excellent example of the genre and 
very Chambollesque.”(89-92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 742 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2018
 G. Roumier

“...positively bulging with black and red fruit on the nose 
of dense blackberry and bilberry; a light marine influ-
ence surfaces with time. The palate is well balanced with 
firm, grippy tannins that feel more robust and slightly 
drier than the 2019 compared alongside.”(90+ pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 743 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2019
 G. Roumier

“An exuberantly fresh nose of various dark berries that 
include cassis along with floral and soft spice wisps. There 
is very good mid-palate density to the finer and more in-
tense medium weight flavors that flash plenty of minerali-
ty on the bitter cherry pit-inflected finale.”(89-92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 744 Morey St. Denis
 Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier
 - Vintage 2013 (90pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 2014 (91pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2016 (94pts VM) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $900-1200

 745 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2007
 Hommage a Jacques Perrin, Château de Beaucastel

“Composed of 60% Mourvedre, 20% Syrah, and the rest 
Counoise and Grenache, this prodigious effort boasts an 
inky/blue/purple color to the rim in addition to an excep-
tional bouquet of camphor, roasted meats, blueberries, 
black cherries, black currants, truffles, beef blood, pep-
per, and incense. The sumptuous aromatics are followed 
by a wine of compelling intensity, full-bodied power, per-
fect balance, laser-like focus, and a finish that lasts more 
than a minute.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
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 754 Barbaresco
 - Vintage 1999
 Asili, B. Giacosa  (88-91? pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 2001
 Asili, B. Giacosa  (95+pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2011
 Asili Riserva, B. Giacosa  (96+pts VM) magnum (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 and 2 magnums

 755 Barolo
 Falletto di Serralunga, B. Giacosa
 - Vintage 1996 (95pts WS) (2)
 - Vintage 1997 (93pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2001 (94pts) (4)
 - Vintage 2003 (91pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2004 2nl (97pts VM) (2)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 756 Barolo - Vintage 2007
 Falletto di Serralunga, B. Giacosa

“The bouquet has a level of delineation, sweetness, inner 
perfume and nuance generally only found in Giacosa’s 
Red Label Riservas. The Falletto impressess for the in-
tensity of its dark fruit and superb overall balance. The 
extroverted personality of the vintage is quite evident, 
especially as the wine sits in the glass. Menthol, flowers 
and licorice add the final notes of complexity on the fin-
ish.”(94+pts VM)

 9 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 751 Clos Vougeot
 - Vintage 2015 Mongeard Mugneret  (3)
 1bsl, 1nl (90-93pts BH)
 Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2016 Mongeard Mugneret  (2)
 2lbsl (89-92pts BH)
 Grands Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2016 Mongeard Mugneret   (1)
 (90-93pts BH)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 752 Bonnes Mares
 R. Groffier
 - Vintage 2011 (93pts VM) (4)
 - Vintage 2013 (92-94pts VM) (2)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 753 Chambolle Musigny
 - Vintage 2005
 Les Hauts Doix, R. Groffier  (92pts) (2)
 Les Sentiers, R. Groffier sdc (91pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2008
 Les Sentiers, R. Groffier  (90pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2009
 Les Hauts Doix, R. Groffier  (92pts VM) (3)
 Les Sentiers, R. Groffier 1nl (92+pts) (3)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $1400-1800

WONDEROUS AUTUMNAL FINE WINE MIX

Every good Horsemen needs help with the stable, and a coterie of loyal consignors comes together here to offer sixty plus selec-
tions from their burgeoning cellars accordingly!  We start with a healthy mix of joyously youthful Burgundy mixed lots followed 
by 2007, 2012 and 2016 Giacosa Falletto.  A trio of Scarecrow from 2017, 2018 and 2019 take us to large formats of Bordeaux 
recent releases of 2018 and 2019 vintages from Ducru Beaucaillou, La Mission, Lafite, Mouton and Pichon Lalande.  We mix 
it up a bit with 2015 and 2016 Le Pergole Torte followed by three six-packs of 2020 Haut Brion Blanc as well as six-packs of 
2019 Rousseau Chambertin and 2020 La Tache before washing it all down with 1986 and 1990 Krug Clos du Mesnil.  All wines 
properly stored. 
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Lot: 764
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 764 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2019
 1x3 bottle owc

“...bold expressions of Crème de cassis, wild blueberries 
and chocolate-covered cherries plus hints of dried herbs, 
tilled soil and crushed rocks with a fragrant undercur-
rent of Indian spices. Medium to full-bodied, the palate 
is laden with layer upon layer of tightly packed miner-
al-sparked black fruit flavors, framed by super plush tan-
nins and absolutely seamless freshness, finishing long, 
long, long.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400
_____________________________

 765 Château Ducru Beaucaillou - Vintage 2018
 St. Julien
 1x6 magnum owc

“Aromas of blackberries, blackcurrants, new leather and 
bark follow through to a full body with a dense, deep 
palate that goes on and on, but is still shy and reserved. 
Large amount of ultra fine, cashmere-like tannins that 
are silky, sleek and wonderfully integrated. Extreme-
ly long and focused. Needs at least four to five years to 
start opening. A beautiful wine for the cellar. Try after 
2027.”(99pts JS)

 6 magnums per lot $1800-2400

PARCEL LOTS 766-767

 766 Château Ducru Beaucaillou - Vintage 2019
 St. Julien
 3x1 double magnum owc’s

“... has a glorious bouquet of cigar humidor, cedar, black 
fruit and a touch of black truffle, very complex and quite 
compelling. The palate is still very Pauillac-inspired in 
style, and finely proportioned, with chiseled tannins. Dis-
playing superb clarity and salinity on the finish, this feels 
very persistent and utterly charming.”(98pts VM)

 3 double magnums per lot $1600-2200

 767 3 double magnums per lot $1600-2200
 3x1 double magnum owc’s

 768 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 2018
 Graves

“The 2018 La Mission Haut-Brion is a blend of 53.5% 
Merlot, 42.9% Cabernet Sauvignon and 3.6% Cabernet 
Franc. Deep garnet-purple colored, it emerges from the 
glass with a first wave of stewed black and red plums, 
mulberries and black raspberries scents, followed by 
pronounced notions of warm cassis, clove oil, violets and 
chocolate box, with hints of cast-iron pan, pencil lead 
and forest floor coming through after a few minutes. The 
medium to full-bodied palate shimmers with energy, de-
livering layers of red and black fruits with earthy and 
mineral sparks and a texture so satiny you need to re-
member to look for it, finishing with amazing vibrancy. 
This is so wonderfully evocative and singular, and yet it 
feels like its holding something back.”(99pts)

 3 magnums per lot $1400-1800

 757 Barolo - Vintage 2012
 Falletto, B. Giacosa

“... shows impressive complexity and depth with dry-
ing mineral notes that frame a pretty core of cherry and 
blackberry fruit. Background notes of light spice and 
grilled herb complete this pretty picture. “(93+ pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 758 6 magnums per lot $1500-2000

 759 Barolo - Vintage 2016
 Falletto, B. Giacosa
 1x3 magnum owc

“The Barolo Falletto is seemingly weightless and ever 
so delicate as it warms smoothly over the senses. Crisp 
cherry and blackberry are followed by delicate tones of 
crushed stone and iron ore. Bright tones of grilled herb 
and blue flower lift gently from the bouquet and add to 
the balanced intensity of this collectors’ vintage.”(97pts)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1600-2200
 and 3 magnums

 760 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2017
 2x3 bottle owc’s

“Deep garnet-purple colored, the 2017 Scarecrow opens 
with notions of warm cassis, baked plums, black raspber-
ries and boysenberries with accents of dried mint, pencil 
shavings and fragrant soil plus a waft of cast iron pan. 
Full-bodied, firm and grainy, it has a solid backbone of 
fantastically ripe tannins and seamless freshness, finish-
ing long and mineral laced.”(97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 761 1 magnum per lot $1000-1400
 1x1 magnum owc

 762 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2018
 1x3 bottle owc

“Seemingly endless waves of fruit completely bury the 
tannins. A bit of coaxing releases an exotic melange of 
gravel, spice, smoke, grilled herb and licorice nuanc-
es that meld into the super-concentrated dark fruit.” 
(97pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 763 1 magnum per lot $1100-1500
 1x1 magnum owc
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 773 Château Margaux - Vintage 2019
 Margaux
 1x1 double magnum owc

“...it begins to motor, revealing enticing scents of black-
berry, briary, seaweed and crushed stone, perhaps less 
florality, less violet-inspired aromas compared to previ-
ous vintages. The palate is medium-bodied with very lithe 
tannins that disguise the considerable backbone of this 
First Growth. This is imbued with a sense of linearity and 
focus, a strictness that gradually gives way to more sen-
suality.”(96-98pts VM)

 1 double magnum per lot $1800-2400

 774 Château Palmer
 Margaux
 - Vintage 2018 1x3 magnum owc  magnum (3)
 (100pts VM)
 - Vintage 2019 1x3 magnum owc  magnum (3)
 (99pts VM)

 Above 6 magnums per lot $2600-3500

 775 Château Pichon Lalande - Vintage 2018
 Pauillac
 2x3 magnum owc’s

“The 2018 Pichon-Longueville Comtesse de Lalande 
dazzles from the very first taste. A heady concoction of 
inky dark fruit, graphite, new leather, licorice, lavender, 
spice and grilled herbs soars out of the glass. The 2018 
is rich and expansive yet retains a super-classic vertical 
feel. Plush, silky tannins add to its immeasurable pedi-
gree.”(97+pts VM)

 6 magnums per lot $1600-2200

 776 Château Pichon Lalande - Vintage 2019
 Pauillac
 3x1 double magnum owc’s

“...delivering intense black fruit, crushed stone and in-
cense with time in the glass. Yes, the nose does remind me 
of Latour! The medium-bodied palate is endowed with 
unerring symmetry and poise. This is a powerful, mul-
ti-dimensional Pichon-Lalande, extremely precise, very 
deep and long.”(99pts VM)

 3 double magnums per lot $1800-2400

 777 Château Trotanoy
 - Vintage 2018 Pomerol  magnum (3)
 1x3 magnum owc (99pts)
 Vieux Château Certan
 - Vintage 2018 Pomerol  (96pts VM) magnum (3)

 Above 6 magnums per lot $2000-2800

 769 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 2019
 Graves
 2x1 double magnum owc’s

“It is deep purple in colour. It has a very intense, what 
you might call quite”serious”bouquet with blackberry, 
wild hedgerow, crushed iris petals and a light estuarine 
influence. It shows exquisite delineation and focus. The 
palate is stunning with intense black fruit laced with 
crushed stone, sea salt, black pepper and cedar, almost 
Pauillac in style.”(98-100pts VM)

 2 double magnums per lot $1600-2200

 770 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 2018
 Pauillac
 1x1 double magnum owc

“In the glass, Lafite is rich and exotic, yet it also retains 
tremendous vibrancy. The interplay of Merlot picked 
early and Cabernet Sauvignon harvested late makes for 
wine of extraordinary dimension, complexity and class. 
Graphite, dark red fruit, spice and leather linger on the 
huge finish. Magnificent!”(98pts VM)

 1 double magnum per lot $2200-3000

 771 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 2019
 Pauillac
 1x1 double magnum owc

“The palate is medium-bodied with succulent, round-
ed tannins that lend this Lafite its creamy femme fatale 
texture and disguise its backbone. More powerful than 
expected, this builds in the mouth towards an atypical-
ly corpulent, dense finish that seems to”flow”across 
the senses. There is not a single hair out of place.” 
(96-98pts VM)

 1 double magnum per lot $2000-2800

 772 Château Leoville Las Cases - Vintage 2018
 St. Julien
 1x12 bottle owc

“...shows the exuberant floral bouquet that I remarked 
upon from barrel, featuring violets and (less so) laven-
der scents that complement the multilayered black fruit. 
On initial pouring, after a 60 minute decant, it blossoms 
and evolves greater delineation and poise. The palate is 
beautifully balanced with silky-smooth tannins that frame 
the plush, quite heady mixture of red and black fruit.” 
(96pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 783 Ornellaia
 Ornellaia
 - Vintage 2012 1 is L’encanto, 1x6 bottle owc (6)
 (94+pts VM)
 - Vintage 2015 1 is Il Charmisa, 1x6 bottle owc (6)
 (98pts VM)
 - Vintage 2016 1 is Tensione,   (6)
 1x6 bottle banded owc (96+pts VM)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 784 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2020
 1x3 bottle owc

“All the elements are so well balanced. Dark blue/pur-
plish fruit, lavender, menthol, spice, leather and a soft 
touch of all fill out the layers effortlessly.”(96pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 785 Sine Qua Non Grenache
 - Vintage 2017
 The Gorgeous Victim  (98pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2018
 Profuga  (95-97pts VM) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800
_____________________________

PARCEL LOTS 786-787

 786 Château La Fleur Pétrus - Vintage 2018
 Pomerol
 2x6 banded bottle owc’s

“The 2018 La Fleur-Pétrus has a wonderful bouquet that 
exceeds my expectations, featuring black-truffle-infused 
black fruit and those juniper berries I noticed out of bar-
rel, all beautifully defined and seeming to blossom in the 
glass. The palate is medium-bodied with fine-grained 
tannins. There is a slightly granular texture on the en-
try, matched with a fine bead of acidity. Very harmoni-
ous.”(94pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 787 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 2x6 banded bottle owc’s

 778 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 2015
 La Mouline, E. Guigal 1x6 bottle owc  (6)
 (98pts)
 La Turque, E. Guigal 3nl, 1x6 bottle owc  (6)
 (97pts VM)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 779 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2008
“What I admire most about the 2008 is the way it shows 
all the focus, translucence and energy that is such a sig-
nature of the year, and yet it is also remarkably deep and 
vertical. In other words, the 2008 is a Champagne that 
plays in three dimensions.”(98+pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 780 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2012
 Cristal

“Rich, vinous and beautifully textured, the 2012 has been 
nothing short of magnificent on the three occasions I have 
tasted it so far. In the glass, the 2012 is radiant and lus-
cious, yet it possesses remarkable transparency and strik-
ing aromatic depth.”(98pts VM)

 10 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 781 Le Pergole Torte - Vintage 2015
 Montevertine
 1x12 bottle owc

“...captures all the radiance and intensity of the vintage. 
Deep, powerful and resonant, the 2015 will be a racy 
wine once it emerges from its recent bottling. As always, 
the Pergole Torte is differentiated from the Montevertine 
by its greater textural richness and perfume. In 2015, 
Pergole Torte is exotically ripe and flamboyant, not to 
mention utterly captivating. Don’t miss it.”(97pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 782 Le Pergole Torte - Vintage 2016
 Montevertine
 1x12 bottle owc

“These lovely 2016 vintages from Montevertine impress 
and excite on all levels. The 2016 Le Pergole Torte takes 
top prize and represents a crowning achievement for 
Martino Manetti and his family. Fruit comes from vines 
that are between 20 and 50 years old, and the wine is 
carefully aged in oak casks, slowly incorporating com-
plexity and textural richness during this careful process. 
This classic vintage is chiseled and sharp, and the fruit is 
framed with exacting precision. It is softly layered in the 
mouth and just gorgeous on the long finish. Le Pergole 
Torte will give its best many years from now, so put this 
bottle way at the back of your cellar.”(98+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500
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Lot: 782
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Lot: 793-795
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Lot: 798
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PARCEL LOTS 793-795

 793 Château Haut Brion Blanc - Vintage 2020
 Graves
 1x6 bottle owc

“... is a wine of extraordinary precision and nuance. 
White flowers, mint, chalk, white pepper and citrus peel 
soar out of the glass. Weightless and nuanced, Haut-Bri-
on Blanc is so striking.”(94-96pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 794 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 1x6 bottle owc

 795 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 1x6 bottle owc

 796 Chambertin - Vintage 2019
 A. Rousseau
 1x6 bottle ocb

“There is excellent intensity to the full-bodied, concen-
trated and mineral-inflected flavors that coat the palate 
with sappy dry extract while delivering excellent depth 
and persistence on the beautifully balanced and impos-
ingly powerful if decidedly compact finale.”(98pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $18000-24000

 797 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2010
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau

“...flows across the palate with fabulous depth and rich-
ness. Dark red fruit, licorice, smoke and exotic spices all 
come together in the glass, while the intensity of the fruit 
covers every corner of the palate.”(95-97pts)

 1 magnum per lot $4000-6000

 798 La Tâche - Vintage 2020
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle banded owc

“...is overtly floral in character with a beautifully lay-
ered array of hoisin, soy, clove, anise, black cherry 
coulis, sandalwood and exotic jasmine and pekoe tea 
scents.”(99pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $30000-40000

 799 Nuits St. Georges
 Clos de la Marechale, J.F. Mugnier
 - Vintage 2018 1x6 bottle owc (89-92pts BH) (6)
 - Vintage 2020 1x6 bottle ocb (93pts BH) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

PARCEL LOTS 788-789

 788 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 2018
 Pauillac
 2x6 banded bottle owc’s

“Eventually it unfolds with the same aromatics that I 
observed out of barrel: extraordinarily pure blackberry, 
blueberry, pressed violet petals and potpourri. It still has 
the alluring Margaux-like florality. The palate is medi-
um-bodied with filigreed tannins, disarmingly satin-like 
texture and wonderful cohesion.”(97pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 789 12 bottles per lot $5500-7500
 2x6 banded bottle owc’s

 790 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 2019
 Pauillac
 2x6 banded bottle owc’s

“The palate is beautifully balanced with a lattice of fine, 
succulent tannins, pure black fruit laced with graphite, 
blood orange, a touch of black pepper and a hint of pitted 
black olives on the finish.”(98pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 791 Château Mouton Rothschild
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 2018 1x6 banded bottle owc  (6)
 (97pts VM)
 - Vintage 2019 1x6 banded bottle owc  (6)
 (98pts VM)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 792 Les Forts de Latour - Vintage 2016
 Pauillac
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“... has a gorgeous bouquet, extremely pure and floral, 
veins of blue fruit, cassis permeating the blackberry fruit. 
The palate is beautifully balanced, again, very saline and 
a little spicier than I expected. “(95pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 804 Pol Roger Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1988
 cuvée Sir Winston Churchill
 2x1 bottle ocb’s

“A very slow starter, with perfect balance and wonderful 
but understated aromas. Everything can be sensed under 
the blanket that covers this time bomb. Today a massive 
and multifaceted, youthful fruitiness dominates. In ten 
years’ time this fruitiness will combine with the high acid-
ity to carry Winston to unimaginable heights. Decanting 
is recommended for the impatient.”(95pts RJ)

 2 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 805 Brunello di Montalcino - Vintage 2009
 Greppo, Biondi Santi
 2x6 bottle banded owc’s

“Vivid full red. Red cherry, raspberry, violet, minerals 
and licorice on the pure, captivating nose. Penetrating, 
savory and sweet, with terrific energy and purity to the 
sappy red fruit and mineral flavors. “(92pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 806 Brunello di Montalcino - Vintage 2015
 Greppo, Riserva, Biondi Santi
 4x3 bottle owc’s

“...pulls you close to the glass with a deep and seductive 
display of black raspberry preserves complemented by 
sweet sage, dried roses and pipe tobacco. With further 
coaxing, it gains in volume and lift, taking on hints of 
mint and camphor. “(97pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

PARCEL LOTS 807-811

 807 Amarone - Vintage 2013
 Dal Forno
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“...its dramatic display of rich plums and cherries dipped 
in mocha-infused chocolate with a dusting of cinnamon 
sugar and sweet tobacco. This is black as night yet truly 
purple in color, with depths of concentrated wild berry 
fruits ...”(97pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 808 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 809 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 810 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 811 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 800 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2004
 Jeff Koons
 2x6 bottle ogb’s

“A Champagne of crystalline precision, the 2004 Dom 
Pérignon once again shows off its pedigree and to-
tal class. Everything about the 2004 speaks to nuance. 
The flavors are bright and lifted throughout, but it is the 
wine’s lithe, gracious shape that stands out most. Pear, 
slate, white flowers, sage and crushed rocks abound in 
a Dom Pérignon built on cool, brisk energy. Today, the 
2004 is simply dazzling, with plenty of upside for the fu-
ture.”(97+pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 801 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2008
 Legacy
 2x6 bottle ogb’s

“The finest release of this iconic cuvée since the 1996 
vintage, the 2008 Dom Pérignon wafts from the glass 
with an incipiently complex bouquet of Meyer lemon, 
green apple, dried white flowers and oyster shell, with 
only subtle hints of the smoky, autolytic aromas that have 
been such a prominent signature of recent releases. On 
the palate, the wine is medium to full-bodied, deep and 
complete, its notable flesh and amplitude controlled by 
incisive acids, with a youthfully exuberant but elegant 
mousse and a long, beautifully delineated finish. Con-
sidering the sheer size of this cuvée, it’s a remarkable 
achievement and a fitting release with which to conclude 
Richard Geoffroy’s tenure as chef de cave. Given the 
2008’s intensity and balance, I suspect purists will be 
anticipating later disgorgements with lower dosage and 
more time on the lees with particular enthusiasm. Tasted 
three times, with consistent results.”(96+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 802 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1986
 Clos du Mesnil
 2x1 bottle owc’s

“Stops you in your tracks. Fascinating-from the bar-
rel-fermented coconut, vanilla, pineapple and marma-
lade bouquet to the incredible richness and concentra-
tion, this is an original. The peach, vanilla, honey and 
tangerine flavors ride a crest of bracing acidity, dry and 
forceful, to a lingering aftertaste of spring blossoms and 
hazelnut.”(98pts WS)

 2 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 803 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1990
 Clos du Mesnil
 1x1 bottle owc

“It is a beautifully balanced, harmonious wine that deliv-
ers on so many levels. There is plenty here to satisfy both 
the intellectual and purely hedonistic senses.”(97pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400
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 813 Promontory Red - Vintage 2017
 2x3 bottle owc’s

“... is vibrant, focused and bristling with energy. Bright 
red-toned fruit, spice, crushed rocks and flowers convey 
energy, with floral notes that continue to open with aera-
tion. “(97+ pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500
_____________________________

 812 Barolo - Vintage 2010
 Brunate, G. Rinaldi

“...lifts from the glass with the most exquisite balsam-
ic-inflected nuances. Freshly cut roses, lavender, mint, 
violets, licorice and smoke hit the palate in a dark, brood-
ing wine that captures the purest essence of what Barolo 
is all about.”(99pts VM)

 5 bottles per lot $3000-4000
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Lot: 818, 819
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PARCEL LOTS 818-819

 818 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 2005
 St. Emilion
 1x12 bottle owc

“The 2005 from Cheval Blanc is a quintessentially el-
egant, beautiful, deep bluish/ruby-colored wine from 
St.-Emilion, with raspberry, blueberry, and floral notes, 
impressive density, great precision, freshness and purity. 
Full-bodied, but extremely light on its feet, I don’t mean 
to gush, but it is super-intense, rich and just so meticu-
lously crafted! This is another fabulous wine and a per-
fect expression for this vintage. It is difficult to forget the 
gorgeous blueberry and raspberry fruit, full body, sweet 
tannin, a multi-layered texture, and purity and palate 
presence of this stunning wine.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 819 12 bottles per lot $8000-11000
 1x12 bottle owc

 820 Château Clinet - Vintage 2005
 Pomerol
 1x12 bottle owc

“The opaque ruby/purple 2005 Clinet offers incredibly 
fragrant aromatics, an opaque ruby/purple color, and a 
wonderfully sweet nose of flowers, blackberries, licorice, 
truffle and caramel. Full-bodied, powerful and rich, it is 
not as nuanced or complex as the top four or five Po-
merols, but close. This is a broad, meaty, masculine, su-
per-rich and concentrated wine, with lavish plum, black-
currants and blackberries. Drink it five years from now, 
and over the following 30 or more years.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 814 Château Cos d’Estournel
 St. Estephe
 - Vintage 2000 (97pts) half-bottle (12)
 - Vintage 2003 (98pts) half-bottle (12)

 Above 24 half-bottles per lot $2000-2800

 815 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac

“...has an opaque ruby/purple color, followed by an ex-
traordinary aromatic expression of liquid minerals/stones 
interwoven with the tell-tale graphite notes, mulberry, 
black currants, caramel, and tobacco. In the mouth, it is 
remarkably light on its feet, but somehow seems to pack 
intense flavors into layer upon layer of fruit and richness 
that cascade over the palate. A compelling wine, with 
extraordinary precision, great intensity, and a seamless-
ness...”(100pts)

 12 half-bottles per lot $5000-7000

 816 2 magnums per lot $3500-5000
 1sdc

 817 Château Latour - Vintage 1995
 Pauillac

“A beauty, the opaque dense purple-colored 1995 exhib-
its jammy cassis, vanillin, and minerals in its fragrant 
but still youthful aromatics. Medium to full-bodied, with 
exceptional purity, superb concentration, and a long, in-
tense, ripe, 40-second finish, this is a magnificent exam-
ple of Latour.”(96pts)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $3200-4200
 and 1 magnum

_____________________________

BORDEAUX AND CULT CALI CAB FAVORITES

Favorites, indeed, as several of our favorite consignors come together to race with sixty plus lots to the conclusion of day one of 
our three-day affair with flair.  We start off going 2005 MPH with parcels of Cos d’Estournel, Cheval Blanc, Lafite Rothschild, 
Margaux, Montrose as well as cases of Clinet, Leoville Las Cases, Palmer and Pape Clement.  There are multiple bottles and 
magnums of the exclusive Napa Valley Reserve spanning 2006 to 2019, followed by seven selections of highly rated Colgins as 
well as six lots of Dalla Valle and its Maya.  All wines properly stored.
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PARCEL LOTS 828-829

 828 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 2005
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“...boasts a dark ruby/purple color in addition to that 
exceptional Lafite perfume of graphite, spring flowers, 
crushed rocks, and sweet black cherry and black cur-
rant fruit that exudes class and nobility. The wine is 
medium-bodied with extremely high levels of tannin in 
addition to sensational purity, length, and overall har-
mony.”(96+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 829 12 bottles per lot $7000-9000
 1x12 bottle owc

 830 Château Lascombes - Vintage 2005
 Margaux
 1x12 bottle owc

“A gorgeous example of Lascombes, the 2005, a blend of 
52% Cabernet Sauvignon, 45% Merlot, and the rest Petit 
Verdot, continues the remarkable turn-around in quali-
ty that began five years ago. A stunningly opulent wine 
with a dense purple color, the 2005 possesses a beautiful 
perfume of spring flowers, blueberries, blackberries, cre-
osote, and graphite, full body, silky but noticeable tan-
nins, a layered mouthfeel, and a stunning, 45+-second 
finish.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 831 Château Le Gay - Vintage 2005
 Pomerol
 1x12 bottle owc

“This inky/purple-hued effort reflects the commitment 
of proprietress Catherine Pere-Verge. An extraordinary 
perfume of blueberries, blackberries, flowers, truffles, 
and a touch of steely minerality is followed by a massive 
wine of exceptional concentration, a multilayered tex-
ture, phenomenal purity, and a finish that lasts for nearly 
a minute.”(95+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

PARCEL LOTS 821-824

 821 Château Cos d’Estournel - Vintage 2005
 St. Estephe
 1x12 bottle owc

“Black in color, with aromas of orange peel, new leather, 
currant, berry and Christmas pudding. Full-bodied, with 
layers of velvety tannins and a long, long finish of fruit 
and spices. The cashmere texture is all there. 2003 plus 
2000 equals 2005.”(98pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 822 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000
 1x12 bottle owc

 823 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000
 1x12 bottle owc

 824 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000
 1x12 bottle owc

 825 Château Cos d’Estournel - Vintage 2006
 St. Estephe
 1x12 bottle owc

“Revealing superb intensity for a 2006 as well as an inky/
blue/purple color, and a sweet bouquet of blue and black 
fruits, licorice, graphite, and charcoal, this full-bodied 
2006 possesses high levels of sweet tannin.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

PARCEL LOTS 826-827

 826 Château Ducru Beaucaillou - Vintage 2006
 St. Julien
 1x12 bottle owc

“...possesses a dense purple color along with a sweet 
perfume of graphite, black raspberries, cassis, licorice, 
and subtle toasty oak. Despite their prominent place in 
the wine s structure, the sweetness of the tannins and the 
full-bodied, muscular style suggest exceptional patience 
will be required. This is a big, substantial, meaty, mascu-
line wine built for considerable longevity.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 827 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800
 1x12 bottle owc
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PARCEL LOTS 836-837

 836 Château Montrose - Vintage 2005
 St. Estephe
 1x12 bottle owc

“...with notes of blackcurrant, red fruits, loamy soil, black 
truffles and cigar ash. Full-bodied, deep and concentrat-
ed, it’s still brooding and tannic, with lively acids and 
an imposing chassis of structuring and artery-cleansing 
extract. “(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 837 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 1x12 bottle owc

 838 Château Palmer - Vintage 2005
 Margaux
 1x12 bottle owc

“...should continue to improve, and may merit an even 
higher score after additional aging. Stunningly rich 
and powerful, the dark purple-tinged 2005 Palmer is a 
blend of 53% Cabernet Sauvignon, 40% Merlot, and 7% 
Petit Verdot. Aromas of incense, burning embers, black 
currants, plums, licorice, and flowers are followed by a 
full-bodied Margaux with more weight and power even 
than its nearby first-growth rival, Château Margaux. The 
abundant acidity and tannins are beautifully coated by 
the wine s exceptional fruit extract and overall harmo-
ny and richness. It is so concentrated that one is hard 
pressed to find even a hint of new oak.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 839 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 1x12 bottle owc

 840 Château Pape Clement - Vintage 2005
 Graves
 1x12 bottle owc

“Owned by Bernard Magrez, this great terroir a few 
miles from Haut Brion and La Mission Haut Brion has 
produced one of the superstars of the vintage. A blend of 
55% Merlot and 45% Cabernet Sauvignon, Pape Clem-
ent’s 2005 has an opaque purple color and smoky bar-
becue and chocolaty notes intermixed with cassis and 
blackberries. There is also some underlying minerality 
in this full-bodied, super-concentrated wine, which has 
wonderfully sweet, well-integrated tannins. This ma-
jestic, multidimensional wines is one of the great, great 
wines of the vintage. It should drink well for at least an-
other 25 years.”(99pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 832 Château Leoville Las Cases - Vintage 2005
 St. Julien
 1x12 bottle owc

“...is probably the greatest wine made at this estate 
since Jean-Hubert Delon s father produced the 1986 
and 1996. Only 37% of the production made it into the 
2005, a blend of primarily Cabernet Sauvignon with less 
than 13% Merlot and Cabernet Franc. An inky/ruby/
purple color is accompanied by reticent aromatics that, 
with considerable coaxing, offer up subtle notes of toasty 
vanillin intermixed with lead pencil shavings, wet rocks, 
and enormously ripe, intense black cherry and creme 
de cassis. The wine hits the palate with a full-bodied, 
layered mouthfeel as well as enormous extract, concen-
tration, and purity. This ageless, monumental claret re-
quires a minimum of 15-20 years to approach maturity, 
and should last for a half century. It is about as classic a 
Leoville Las Cases as one will find.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 833 Château Leoville Las Cases - Vintage 2006
 St. Julien
 1x12 bottle owc

“Tasted at Bordeaux Index’s annual 10-Year On tasting 
in London and then blind at Farr Vintners horizontal, 
the 2006 Château Léoville Las-Cases has a very com-
plex bouquet with heady scents of blackcurrant, kirsch, 
crushed violets, rock salt and just a hint of cassis. It is 
backward and can barely contain its energy. The palate 
is medium-bodied with fine tannin, very symmetrical 
and poised, a fine line of acidity interwoven through the 
black fruit, touches of citrus fruit developing towards the 
poised and tensile finish. This is a beautiful wine from 
Jean-Hubert Delon, but it needs several years in bottle. 
Tasted April 2016.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

PARCEL LOTS 834-835

 834 Château Margaux - Vintage 2005
 Margaux
 1x12 bottle owc

“Black in color, delivering extraordinary aromas of 
blackberry, raisin, spices and fresh mushroom. Full-bod-
ied, with an amazing core of ripe fruit, yet ultrabalanced 
and finely textured. Touches every taste bud. This incredi-
ble young red spent two years in new wood, but you can t 
tell. It’s all glorious fruit. A legendary wine.”(100pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 835 12 bottles per lot $7000-9000
 1x12 bottle owc
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PARCEL LOTS 841-842

 841 Château Valandraud - Vintage 2005
 St. Emilion
 1x12 bottle owc

“...boasting a sweet nose of melted chocolate, licorice, 
graphite, espresso roast, and copious quantities of black 
cherries and blackberries. Pure, layered, and full-bodied, 
with gorgeous integration of acidity, tannin, alcohol, and 
wood, this stunning effort will be drinkable in 7-8 years, 
and should keep for three decades. Slightly more than 
16,000 bottles were produced.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 842 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 1x12 bottle owc

_____________________________

PARCEL LOTS 843-844

 843 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2006

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 844 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

PARCEL LOTS 845-847

 845 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2008

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 846 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 847 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 848 6 magnums per lot $1600-2200

PARCEL LOTS 849-851

 849 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2009

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 850 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 851 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 852 6 magnums per lot $1500-2000

PARCEL LOTS 853-855

 853 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2010

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 854 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 855 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 856 6 magnums per lot $1800-2400

PARCEL LOTS 857-859

 857 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2011

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 858 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 859 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 860 6 magnums per lot $1200-1600

PARCEL LOTS 861-863

 861 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2012

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 862 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 863 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 864 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2013

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 865 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2015

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 866 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2016

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 867 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2017

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 868 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2018

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 869 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2019

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400
_____________________________
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 875 Colgin Red - Vintage 2019
 IX Estate
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“... is supremely elegant and polished. All the strong min-
eral and savory accents typical of this site are present, 
but they are nearly buried by the sheer intensity of the 
fruit. Bright and chiseled, the 2019 is focused and full 
of character right out of the gate. Dried herb, tobacco, 
chocolate and mineral accents lend nuance through-
out.”(98pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 876 Colgin Red - Vintage 2018
 Jubilation

 6 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 877 Dalla Valle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2018
“The energy and raw intensity are so pronounced. Inky 
dark fruit, spice, menthol, licorice and cedar add striking 
aromatic nuance, but it is the wine’s phenomenal balance 
that stands out most.”(97pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 878 Dalla Valle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2019
“...possesses striking resonance to match its elegant, re-
fined personality. A healthy dollop of Franc adds fresh-
ness to a core of dark red cherry, red plum, mocha, spice 
and new leather flavors. “(97pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 879 Dalla Valle Red - Vintage 2015
 Maya

“Deep garnet-purple colored, the 2015 Maya Propri-
etary Red Wine opens with sweet plums, spice box and 
kirsch notes with nuances of vanillin, cocoa powder, 
dried herbs and loam. Medium to full-bodied, soft, ap-
proachable and very sexy even at this youthful stage, it 
has a long, perfumed finish. This was tasted as a barrel 
sample.”(96-98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 880 Dalla Valle Red - Vintage 2016
 Maya

“The 2006 Maya reveals an exceptional bouquet of sweet 
blue and black fruits intermixed with notions of flowers, 
roasted herbs, and charcoal. Dense, full-bodied, and 
powerful, with superb richness, complexity, and poten-
tial.”(94+ pts)

 9 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 881 Dalla Valle Red - Vintage 2018
 Maya

“Inky, deep and wonderfully layered, Maya is off the 
charts. Inky red/purplish fruit, cedar, licorice, spice, to-
bacco and mocha...”(98pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 870 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon
 Tychson Hill
 - Vintage 2015 (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2018 1x3 bottle owc (98pts VM) (3)
 - Vintage 2019 (100pts) (3)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 871 Colgin Red
 Cariad Vineyard
 - Vintage 2015 (98+pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2018 1x6 bottle owc (100pts VM) (6)
 - Vintage 2019 (100pts VM) (3)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 872 Colgin Red - Vintage 2016
 IX Estate
 1lwrl

Deep garnet-purple, it comes strutting out of the glass 
with flamboyant Black Forest cake, blueberry compote 
and plum pudding notions plus hints of spice cake, un-
smoked cigars, menthol, licorice and dusty soil and 
accented by wafts of tar and black tea. The palate is 
full-bodied yet incredibly poised and vibrant with amaz-
ing freshness and very fine-grained, very firm tannins. It 
possesses the most provocative earthy sparks, providing 
arresting depth to the very long, beautifully perfumed fin-
ish. Stunning.(100pts)

 10 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 873 Colgin Red - Vintage 2017
 IX Estate

“Rich, ample and full-bodied, with tremendous miner-
al and savory intensity, the 2017 has so much to offer. 
Graphite, menthol, licorice, espresso, spice, black cherry 
and plum emerge with some reluctance, but it is the wine’s 
explosive energy that stands out most. “(96pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 874 Colgin Red - Vintage 2018
 IX Estate
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“... is a wine of extraordinary depth and intensity. The 
aromatics along are positively dazzling. Crushed herbs, 
lavender, spice, menthol, chocolate, licorice and gravel 
lend tremendous power and gravitas. “(99pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000
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Lot: 871
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 882 Dalla Valle Red - Vintage 2019
 Maya

“The purity of the flavors is just remarkable. Bright red/
purplish fruit, spice, blood orange, mocha and mint are 
some of notes that open over time. “(98pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
_____________________________
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LIVE ON THE WEB ~ BIDLIVE.ACKERWINES.COM

LOTS 883-1647 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17TH, 2023 BEGINNING AT 9:00AM ET

DAY 2  
THE BURGUNDY BOYS

THE IMMACULATE COLLECTION

Unlike the boys of summer, The Burgundy Boys never fade and prefer the Fall season.  That makes them the perfect collectors 
to come together to make our Friday session grand and glorious for the JK Birthday fete with the best of the best Burgundies 
from all the names that make Burgundy connoisseurs’ hearts sing.  This is a who’s who of both producers in Burgundy collec-
tors and fine wine collectors in the Ackerverse, representing a spectacular mix of incredible Burgundies for your drinking and 
collecting pleasure.  Welcome The Burgundy Boys! 

There is no better way to continue the magic on day two of the JK Birthday auction celebration than having nearly two 
hundred selections focusing on the world’s greatest Red and White Burgundies from the Immaculate Collection!!!  The first and 
foremost of our Burgundy Boys, this collector is fanatical about Burgundy and meticulous about provenance, keeping extensive 
records for every bottle bought over his two decades of collecting.  He has amassed more than 40,000 bottles!!!  Since he never 
wants to stop buying, he has come to terms that a little pruning here and there is in order.  And for The Immaculate Collection, 
a little can add up!  His collecting strategy was profoundly simple and immensely successful: to buy the best producers in the 
best vintages from the best cellars.  Oh, and of course to focus on his favorite region of them all, Burgundy!!!

Appropriately there are nearly two hundred selections comprising entirely all Red and White Burgundy.  Featured Red 
Burgundy producers include Rousseau, Comte Liger-Belair, Domaine de la Romanee Conti, Leroy and Roumier while Coche-
Dury dominates White Burgundy, complemented by Ramonet, Raveneau and Roulot.  An All-Star assortment, indeed!   

Our New York City collector made his way in finance after growing up in New England in a culturally Italian household around 
the table with family, food and wine, planting the seeds for his future vinous pursuits.  Wine quickly went from an interest 
to a passion and eventually the all-encompassing obsession that it is today.  His obsession for wine came from the pleasure of 
drinking and enjoying it.  Every bottle in his extensive cellar was meticulously chosen with the intention to enjoy it himself 
and with fellow wine adorers.  These were not investment pursuits, but rather bought and selected with great love, care, and 
rigorous vetting as they were destined for his personal consumption.  His famous generosity at dinners is a testament to his ethos 
of sharing great bottles with great company, but as he came to recently admit, he simply has way too much wine.  If he drank 
a bottle a day, he would have more than 100 years of drinking ahead of him.  We should all be so lucky!  All wines have been 
professionally stored in multiple locations on the East Coast.

A sweet sixteen selections of Rousseau spoil us with several vintages of Chambertin and Clos de Beze back to 1991 and 1985 
(!!), topped by magnums of 2012 Clos de Beze and 2014 Clos St. Jacques.  There are ten lots of Comte Liger-Belair soaring 
with six vintages of La Romanee spanning 2007 to 2018.  Domaine de la Romanee Conti seizes the mantle with more than two 
dozen selections, and Echezeaux kicks the DRC party off with a bang, bringing bottles of 1990 and 1991 as well as magnums of 
2005, 2009 and 2012.  A quartet of Grands Echezeaux back to 1978 sings strongly and we come back to the future with 2017 La 
Tache and Romanee Conti itself.  We go from strength to strength with three bottles each of 2005 and 2010 Richebourg followed 
by eight vintages of Romanee St. Vivant from 1978 to 2017 crowned by magnums of 2005 and 2008!  Domaine Leroy has nine 
lovely lots highlighted by 1990 Richebourg and 1991 Romanee St. Vivant.  A baker’s dozen of Duajc featuring magnums of 
2012 and 2013 Chambertin include bottles of 1976 Clos de la Roche and 1990 Echezeaux.  Roumier has six lots bookended by 
1995 Bonnes Mares and 2008 Musigny and we pay homage to 1980, 1990 and 1996 Jayer Cros Parantoux!!!  Six lots of Drouhin 
are highlighted by 2005 Clos de Beze and Musigny as well as six selections of Mugnier including 2001 and 2002 Musigny.  
Mugneret-Gibourg has six lots of centering around 1990 Ruchottes Chambertin and we channel the great 1985 vintage with 
Rouget Echezeaux and Roty Charmes Chambertin!  
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 886 Chambertin - Vintage 2015
 A. Rousseau

“Here too there is just enough oak to mention but once 
again it’s not really enough to impair the purity of the 
distinctly cool and ultra-spicy red currant, underbrush, 
sandalwood, lilac and plenty of earth aromas. The rich, 
intense and overtly muscular big-bodied flavors possess 
a similar level of minerality that is borderline pungent 
and it informs the explosively long, firm and very serious 
finish.”(98pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 887 Chambertin - Vintage 2016
 A. Rousseau

“...is more restrained than the Bèze and more deeply 
pitched as well with its cooler array of strikingly spicy 
red and dark currant aromas that are more heavily cut 
with freshly turned earth scents along with plenty of floral 
and sauvage influences...”(96-99pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 888 Chambertin - Vintage 1985
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 3.5cm bc, hbsl

“The energy here was practically existential, and while 
it was the oldest and wisest of the flight, it still had this 
baby fat goodness that made me want to make strange 
sounds and noises with my lips. Its fruits were darker and 
blacker, and while it had great development...”(99pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $6000-8000

A trio of Arnaud Ente takes us to twenty-two selections Coche-Dury, highlighted by Corton Charlemagne back to 2004 as well 
as Meursault Perrieres back to 1989!!   We have six lots of Ramonet crowned by magnums of 2010, 2013 and 2016 Montrachet, 
followed by a dozen selections of Raveneau including 1996s of Les Clos and Valmur!!  Roulot hits blackjack with twenty 
outstanding selections led by numerous magnums of Clos des Boucheres spanning 2011 to 2018, as well as six lots of Meursault 
Perrieres including magnums of 2005 and 2011!!  

Ladies and Gentlemen, we proudly present to you The Immaculate Collection!!!

 883 Chambertin - Vintage 1991
 A. Rousseau
 lstl

“...forest and animal edges and not quite the sweetness 
of the Dujac, but it had so much depth to its fruit. Its 
palate was rich, round and dusty, super deep and com-
plex, lingering seemingly forever after it went down the 
hatch.”(98+pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $6000-8000

 884 Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 A. Rousseau

“I was frankly quite surprised to find the Chambertin al-
most as expressive and every bit as broad aromatically as 
the Bèze as the nose is equally kaleidoscopic if featuring 
a more deeply pitched set of fruit aromas and more earth. 
The flavors are bigger if not finer with serious power and 
weight on the rich, full and driving finish that possesses 
an exuberant underlying sense of energy, all wrapped in 
a core of rock solid but ripe and balanced tannins. Like 
the potential of the Bèze, this too has a chance to ascend 
as one of the top vintages ever typified by such years as 
‘34, ‘49, ‘52, ‘62, ‘66 and ‘91. Arguably the Chambertin 
of the vintage.”(99pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 885 Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 A. Rousseau

“...is also ultra-pure and densely fruited with notes of an-
ise, mint, wet stone and a sauvage hint that introduces in-
tensely earthy and mineral-driven big-bodied flavors that 
are rich, powerful, serious and densely concentrated, all 
wrapped in a silky, pa”(98pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $7000-9000
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 893 Charmes Chambertin
 A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 2012 (94-96pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2014 (93pts BH) (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 894 Clos de la Roche
 A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 2013 (93-95pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2014 (94-96pts) (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 895 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2014
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau

“Tasted blind at the Burgfest 2014 tasting, Rousseau’s 
2014 Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru Clos Saint Jacques has 
a very refined and delineated bouquet with prudent use of 
new oak here that is seamlessly integrated and allows the 
vibrant red fruit to flourish. The palate is medium-bod-
ied with fine tannin, crisp acidity, very good tension and 
a welcome dash of spice toward the finish that conveys 
genuine substance and class. The aftertaste is incredibly 
long the mouth tingling with residual spiciness long after 
the wine has departed. This is stunning and, dare I sug-
gest, equal to Rousseau’s Chambertin and Clos de Bèze. 
Tasted September 2017.”(97pts)

 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 896 1 magnum per lot $2400-3200

 897 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 1999
 Clos des Ruchottes, A. Rousseau

“Lucid, almost iridescent in color, the bouquet explodes 
across the sky with voluptuous aromas of cassis, black 
cherries and vanilla pod. Brilliantly defined and focused, 
it is utterly beguiling. The palate is very well balanced 
with silky smooth tannins that just glide across the mouth. 
Cashmere!”(94+pts)

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 899 Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2014
 Les Rouges, Arnoux-Lachaux  (2)
 - Vintage 2018
 Arnoux-Lachaux  (91-94pts BH) (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 900 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2016
 Arnoux-Lachaux
 1hbsl, 1nl

“This is also quite reserved yet aggressive swirling helps 
to liberate the very spicy and floral nose that also reflects 
notes of cassis and raspberry liqueur. “(96pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 889 Chambertin - Vintage 1996
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 1tl

“Intoxicating aromas of raspberry, smoked meat, un-
derbrush and oak char, plus an almost exotic sweetness. 
Sweet, pure fruit began a bit reticent but exploded with 
aeration to show great thrust and pinot tang. Despite its 
substantial volume, this wine’s fresh berry flavors are 
sharply delineated. Sweetly oaky in the mouth and on the 
suavely tannic, very long finish. Finishing note of cinna-
mon.”(94pts IWC)

 3 bottles per lot $6500-8500

 890 Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 1nl

“A positively kaleidoscopic nose features a wonderful 
panoply of spice and fruit aromas that offer something 
new and different with every sniff. The rich, full and ut-
terly classic flavors are a study of the harmonious liaison 
of refinement and power that culminate in an explosive 
and driving finish that is even longer than that of the Clos 
St. Jacques yet it sacrifices nothing in terms of balance, 
harmony or transparency. A strikingly good wine packed 
with upside potential. While pronouncements of this sort 
are always fraught, it’s possible that the 2005 Bèze could 
one day rival the best Rousseau Bèze ever...”(98pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 891 Chambertin - Vintage 2008
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“Rousseau’s 2008 Chambertin-Clos de Bèze is off the 
charts. Textured and layered throughout, this exquisite, 
captivating wine graces the palate with endless fruit 
framed by silky, refined tannins. All of the elements build 
effortlessly to the dazzling, impeccably crafted finish. “ 
(96+pts)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 892 Chambertin - Vintage 2012
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“A highly spiced and exceptionally fresh, ripe and airy 
nose mixes a wide variety of mostly red berry fruit aro-
mas though there are background notes of plum, cassis, 
lavender and oak. The broad-shouldered flavors pos-
sess a seductive texture thanks to the copious amounts 
of dry extract that push the very firm tannic spine to the 
background. I very much like the concentration here as 
well as the vibrancy and this is very, very dry in the best 
sense of the term, indeed it is presently almost crisp yet 
the very dense supporting tannins are clearly quite ripe.” 
(97pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000
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 906 La Romanée - Vintage 2014
 Comte Liger-Belair

“In much the same fashion as the Reignots the restrained 
nose is relatively high-toned with its kaleidoscopically 
complex and broad-ranging array of rose petal, tea, red 
cherry, hoisin, soy and anise scents. There is excellent 
delineation and ample punch to the mineral-inflected and 
seductively textured middle weight flavors that possess 
controlled power and an inimitable sense of harmony on 
the hugely persistent finish. “(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 907 La Romanée - Vintage 2017
 Comte Liger-Belair

The 2017 La Romanée Grand Cru is characteristically 
impressive, unfurling in the glass with an extravagant 
bouquet of cassis, violets, dark chocolate, espresso roast, 
sweet spices, orange rind and rose hip that has integrated 
its lavish framing of new wood more completely than any 
other wine in the cellar. On the palate, it’s full-bodied, 
ample and satiny with a deep, sapid core of concentrated 
fruit that largely conceals its broad structural shoulders, 
concluding with a pungently intense but subtly wood-in-
flected finish. This has the makings of a comparatively 
precocious vintage of La Romanée that will offer a broad 
drinking window.(94-96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 908 La Romanée - Vintage 2018
 Comte Liger-Belair

“The 2018 La Romanée Grand Cru is the most reserved 
cuvée in the range, unwinding in the glass with notes of 
cherries, raspberries, dark chocolate, plums and spices 
that’s framed by a nicely integrated bouquet of creamy 
new oak. It’s full-bodied, velvety and enveloping, with a 
deep and multidimensional core that saturates the pal-
ate and largely conceals the wine’s powdery structuring 
tannins. Underpinned by a lively spine of acidity and 
concluding with a long and pungently perfumed fin-
ish.”(96-98pts)

 2 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 909 Nuits St. Georges Blanc - Vintage 2012
 Clos des Grandes Vignes, Comte Liger-Belair

“The 2012 Nuits Saint Georges Blancs Le Clos des 
Grandes Vignes emerges from a newly acquired parcel 
in Premeaux. Nectarine, peach, honey, mint, wild flow-
ers and pastry all meld together in a rich, oily white that 
impresses with its layered personality and impeccable 
balance. This is a stellar first effort. I would love to taste 
the 2012 next to Mugnier’s Clos de la Marechale and the 
Arlot’s Clos de l’Arlot Blanc. What a fascinating com-
parison that would be. The 2012 Blanc was vinified in 
the classic oxidative Burgundian style, with no baton-
nage. Sadly, there are just two barrels to go around.” 
(91-93pts VM)

 1 magnum per lot $1500-2000

 901 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2013
 Les Beaux Monts, C. Tremblay

“Good medium red. Pungent, vinous aromas of blackber-
ry, coffee, pepper and flowers; an initial note of reduction 
dissipated with air. Juicy and penetrating in the mouth, 
offering flavors similar to the aromas. “(92pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 902 La Romanée - Vintage 2007
 Comte Liger-Belair

“Louis-Michel Liger-Belair’s 2007 La Romanée is one of 
the wines of the vintage and is showing stunning aromatic 
and flavor complexity at age seven, but it is still emphati-
cally a young wine and more patience will be very richly 
rewarded! The absolutely brilliant bouquet delivers an 
celestial blend of raspberries, a touch of blood orange, 
red plums, cinnamon, incipient notes of duck, a kaleido-
scopic base of soil tones, woodsmoke and cedar. On the 
palate the wine is deep, full-bodied and very light on its 
feet, with exquisite intensity of flavor, great complexity, a 
sappy core of fruit, great soil signature and great focus 
and grip on the tangy and modestly tannic finish. This 
wine is already very accessible and hard not to drink, but 
it has not yet developed its secondary layers of complex-
ity and will be even better in another three or four years. 
A brilliant 2007!”(96pts JG)

 2 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 903 La Romanée - Vintage 2009
 Comte Liger-Belair

“The 2009 La Romanée is stunningly beautiful. It boasts 
the most sensual, sleek tannins imaginable. Sweet cher-
ries in liqueur, roses, spices and licorice are woven to-
gether in a fabric of indescribable elegance. Words are 
superfluous in describing this eternal, timeless beauty. 
Frankly, it was hard to spit the 2009, Anticipated maturi-
ty: 2019-2039.”(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 904 La Romanée - Vintage 2011
 Comte Liger-Belair

“...is gorgeous, with a bit more sense of reserve than the 
Echézeaux out of the blocks, as well as a more refined 
and precise impression on both the nose and palate. The 
stunning bouquet delivers a suave mix of black plums, red 
and black raspberries, duck, a gloriously complex base 
of soil, exotic spices, a touch of lead pencil, fresh herb 
tones and spicy new oak. On the palate the wine is deep, 
full-bodied and hauntingly pure on the attack, with a bot-
tomless core of sappy fruit, brilliant soil inflection, very 
fine-grained tannins and stunning length and grip on the 
tangy and youthful finish.”(98pts JG)

 2 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 905 1 magnum per lot $7000-9000
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 916 Échézeaux - Vintage 2005
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lbsl

“The soaring nose of spicy cassis, black cherry and vi-
olets this displayed from cask has now become very re-
served and brooding, merging into rich, full and utterly 
delicious flavors that possess a beguiling texture and 
unusually fine tannins compared to what I typically see 
with the Ech. This is a big wine by any measure with ex-
cellent mid-palate density and superb length. Really good 
stuff and as the “value” play in the DRC line-up, one to 
strongly consider because it surpasses its normal quality 
level by more than a fair margin in 2005.”(94pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $6500-8500

 917 Échézeaux - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“A ripe, elegant and densely fruited nose exudes notes of 
violets, sandalwood, anise and dried black berries that 
precede supple, rich and attractively voluminous fla-
vors that retain a fine sense of underlying detail on the 
wonderfully intense, persistent and quite firm finish.” 
(94pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000

 918 Échézeaux - Vintage 2012
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Here the floral and spice characters are quite prominent 
on the sandalwood and spice suffused red and dark cur-
rant aromas. The suave yet well-detailed medium-bod-
ied flavors brim with dry extract before terminating in 
a very firm but not hard green tea-inflected finish that 
delivers excellent length and impressive depth. I very 
much like the balance and about the only nit is a hint of 
warmth.”(93pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $5000-7000

 919 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 920 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1978
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 6.25 cm bc, scl, sdc, cc, excellent color

“Powerfully ripe and expressive aromas that display a 
wonderfully spicy mix of sous bois and very warm earth 
notes followed by quite ripe and intense flavors under-
pinned by noticeable finishing structure that has a slight-
ly rustic character to it. This is still quite vibrant and may 
very well outlive all of the DRC ‘78s with the possible 
exception of the Romanée-Conti. In short, this is a classic 
Grands-Échézeaux. Consistent notes.”(93pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 910 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2017
 Aux Reignots, Comte Liger-Belair

“The 2017 Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Aux Reignots is sec-
ond only to La Romanée in the Liger-Belair cellar this 
year, wafting from the glass with a striking bouquet of 
wild rose, spices, French roast, dark chocolate, smoked 
duck and ineffable savory nuances tha”(93-95pts)

 3 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 911 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2011
 Les Petits Monts, Comte Liger-Belair

(93+pts JG)

 1 bottle per lot $1200-1600

 912 Charmes Chambertin
 Vieilles Vignes, D. Bachelet
 - Vintage 1999 (93pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2011 (96pts) (2)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 913 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2016
 Domaine Bizot

“A pungent nose is partially reduced and about all that 
is discernible today are notes of spice and wood. Oth-
erwise there is excellent volume and mid-palate density 
to the velvet textured medium-bodied flavors that pos-
sess fine length and if this can add more depth with a few 
years of bottle age, it could even be outstanding in time.” 
(88-91pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1200-1600

 914 Échézeaux - Vintage 1990
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lscl, ssos

“The sort of fabulous Pinot Noir that quickens a wine 
lover’s pulse. Pretty amazing: Dark in color, it starts 
out reserved then hits high gear with loads of lush, ripe, 
sweet red- and blackberry flavor. Fine tannins and a long 
finish.”(97pts WS)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 915 Échézeaux - Vintage 1991
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1-3.75cm bc, 1sdc

“Smooth, ripe and opulent, layering the currant, black 
cherry and raspberry fruit with grace notes of spice and 
toast. Intense in flavor and refreshingly balanced with a 
thread of acidity, this is approachable now...”(93pts WS)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000
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 925 La Tâche - Vintage 2017
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The 2017 La Tâche Grand Cru soars from the glass with 
a captivating and beautifully integrated bouquet of exotic 
spices, rose petals, raspberries, cherries and blood or-
ange mingled with notions of cinnamon and coniferous 
forest floor. On the palate, the wine is full-bodied, deep 
and multidimensional, with a deep and tightly coiled core 
that marks it out as the most muscular wine in the cel-
lar, displaying considerable concentration and largely 
concealed structure. While this is a dramatic young La 
Tâche, there’s evidently plenty held in reserve, too, and 
it simply has appreciably more presence than any of the 
other wines that preceded it in this tasting.”(96+pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 926 Richebourg - Vintage 2005
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“...swirling coaxes superbly elegant and pure aromas 
that are wonderfully broad and include red, black, blue 
and violet aromas as well as seemingly a full cupboard of 
Asian spices that complement to perfection the extreme-
ly rich, full and sweet flavors that are quite floral in the 
mouth, all wrapped in a detailed and punchy finish where 
the tannic spine is completely buried. While it sounds 
moderately odd to describe it this way, there is a swagger 
to the ‘05 Riche and this will clearly be one very long 
distance runner...”(97pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 927 Richebourg - Vintage 2006
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Most impressive and this is a bit like the GE in that the 
natural elegance of the ‘06 vintage has tamed somewhat 
the inherent tendency for there to be a certain robustness 
in Richebourg to create a harmonious whole. Now that 
the wine is in bottle, it struck me as a block of stone from 
which only the vaguest outlines of the final form of the 
statue have yet to emerge. Superb potential.”(95pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 928 Richebourg - Vintage 2010
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3lscl

“The restrained and markedly cool nose displays an im-
pressive variety of floral and spice hints that add a sense 
of elegance to the stunningly complex ripe dark berry 
fruit and plum aromas. While this is almost always a 
muscular and at times even robust wine young, in 2010 
it offers a truly remarkably sophisticated mouth feel 
because like the RSV, the tannins are refined and fine-
grained. Moreover, there is the same knockout complexity 
that the nose displays on the intensely mineral-driven fin-
ish and overall, this is a complete wine of simply fantastic 
length.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 921 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2008
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The 2008 Grands-Échézeaux is a stunningly beautiful 
wine. Exotic notes of star anise, fennel, hard candy and 
orange peel meld into a deep core of expressive fruit. The 
2008 Grands-Échézeaux is powerful from start to finish, 
with endless layers of flavor that grow in the glass. It is a 
spherical, multi-dimensional Burgundy in need of at least 
a few years in the cellar, perhaps quite a few. Anticipated 
maturity: 2023-2038.”(95pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 922 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2012
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The 2012 Grands Echézeaux was picked on September 
22, 24 and 25, at 27 hectoliters per hectare. Compared 
to the Echézeaux the nose is more demure, perhaps more 
refined, does not feel the urge to “put it all out” as it 
were. Reticent is the word - yet the precision and delin-
eation is undeniable. The palate is medium-bodied with 
very supple tannin, here a mixture of red and black fruit, 
a little broodier and more introspective than its “cousin” 
but with greater persistence in the mouth. It unfurls on 
the finish: hints of dry tobacco and cedar, leaving you 
with the impression of a “masculine” Grands Echézeaux, 
one built for the long haul. 987 cases produced.”(95pts)

 1 magnum per lot $6500-8500

 923 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2017
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“More brooding and reserved than the Échézeaux that 
preceded it in the tasting, the 2017 Grands Échézeaux 
Grand Cru unwinds in the glass with an enticing bou-
quet of cassis, blackberries, blood orange, exotic spic-
es and musk. On the palate, it’s full-bodied, ample and 
fleshy, with a more introverted, structured profile than 
the Échézeaux, its considerable reserves of concentrat-
ed fruit framed by an abundance of powdery tannin and 
succulent acids. Long and penetrating, this will reward 
sustained bottle age. “(94+pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 924 La Tâche - Vintage 2005
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Many know the greatness that is 2005 DRC, and this 
bottle was no exception. It was the best by far. Yes, the 
wine was totally wound up in the glass, but it had the 
longest finish by a mile, and there was no doubt about its 
position at the top of the pyramid. It was full of rocks, di-
amonds, blackberries and smoke. This demonstrated how 
great the ‘05 vintage is and showed tremendous definition 
and decades of potential.”(99pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $10000-14000
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 933 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2002
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The 2002 Romanée Saint Vivant from Domaine de la 
Romanée-Conti has a heavenly bouquet. It was served 
blind but the tangible stem addition betrayed the grower, 
particularly when it was later compared next to an Hen-
ri Jayer. The bouquet is very complex with red berries, 
tree bark, a touch of dried blood and smoke, but what is 
striking is the delineation. The palate is medium-bodied 
and as you would expect, extremely well balanced. There 
is plenty of sappy red fruit here suffused with sage and 
rosemary, a touch of spice enlivening a finish that has 
impressive density (so much so that it could pass as a 
Richebourg.) I was not the only person to notice how it 
became more more savory and ferrous in the glass, after 
30 minutes suggesting a touch of Japanese tea (the prop-
er, thickly textured type). Just wondrous. “(95pts)

 2 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 934 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2005
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“This is also very primary and backward as hints of su-
premely elegant and seductive exceptionally ripe black 
fruit aromas replete with soy, hoisin, clove and anise nu-
ances mergeinto wonderfully fine and refined linear and 
firmly structured flavors that culminate in a precise, pure 
and driving finish that goes on and on. This is a really 
impressive effort that offers terrific potential but fans of 
this wine should note that it is arguably more masculine 
than it usually is yet at the same time utterly seamless. A 
‘wow’ wine that is perhaps the ripest of the DRC ‘05s. A 
true knockout that is sheer class.”(97pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $7000-9000

 935 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2008
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“As one would reasonably expect, this is notably more 
elegant with a pure, delicate and layered nose of floral 
notes, in particular rose and violet, along with clove, 
anise and sandalwood nuances that gracefully introduce 
rich, forward and generous flavors that retain a won-
derful sense of tension, detail and refinement on the pre-
cise, textured and focused finish that offers tremendous 
length.”(95pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000

 936 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2014
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“A deft but not invisible application of wood sets off the 
airy, cool and strikingly elegant nose that is composed by 
notes of both red and dark currant, a wide range of flo-
ral and spice elements as well as Asian-style tea scents. 
The refined and caressing middle weight flavors possess a 
sleek and cool mouth feel while retaining good definition 
on the firm but well-balanced and sneaky long finish that 
exhibits a bit less finesse than usual even if it is still quite 
fine.”(95pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $5500-7500

 929 Richebourg - Vintage 2017
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The 2017 Richebourg Grand Cru offers up generous 
aromas of ripe strawberries, raspberries, cinnamon and 
coniferous forest floor, framed by a lavish application of 
creamy new oak that’s less immediately integrated than 
in the Domaine’s other wines at this early stage. On the 
palate, the Richebourg is full-bodied, rich and multidi-
mensional, with a lavishly enveloping attack and supple 
structuring tannins that are almost entirely concealed by 
its deep core of fruit. Long and sapid, this is a spectacu-
lar wine in the making.”(95pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 930 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2017
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Wafting from the glass with a deep and complex bouquet 
of dark wild berries, cassis, wilted rose petals, blood or-
ange, exotic spices, licorice and coniferous forest floor, 
the 2017 Romanée-Conti Grand Cru is full-bodied, sat-
iny textured and multidimensional. It’s just as powerful as 
this year’s La Tâche but even more elegantly framed by 
filigree structure, concluding with an intensely sapid and 
penetratingly fragrant finish. Pristinely balanced, this 
young Romanée-Conti possesses huge reserves for the 
long haul despite its deceptively supple youthful appeal, 
and it will reward extended bottle age.”(98pts)

 1 bottle per lot $14000-18000

 931 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 1978
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 5.25cm bc, spc, excellent color

“Ripe, rich and spicy aromas of superb complexity with 
quite supple flavors and excellent richness. Very finely 
balance and exceptionally long. Genuinely amazing stuff 
and while this has definitely peaked and is sufficiently soft 
that it will probably slide down hill quickly when it starts 
though it is presently holding well.”(94pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 932 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2001
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 2wisl

“This displays a positively classic nose of soaring Asian 
spices, ripe plum and a gamut of ripe, pure and lacy red 
and black fruits with the latter predominating all wrapped 
together with a seductive kiss of sweetly scented, highly 
perfumed violets; the nose is, in a word, intoxicating. All 
of this aromatic intensity leads to remarkably powerful, 
linear, borderline robust flavors that show simply unbe-
lievable complexity and stunning length. This will very 
likely surpass every other RSV from the Domaine in re-
cent memory. A dazzling effort.”(96pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000
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 942 Richebourg - Vintage 1990
 Domaine Leroy
 bsl, nl, lvl, crc, sos

“The magnificent, healthy medium-to-dark ruby-colored 
1990 Richebourg has stupendous depth and complex-
ity to its dark fruit-dominated aromas. Soy and hoisin 
sauces, cherries, and raspberries can be discerned in its 
deep, medium-to-full-bodied character. This satin-tex-
tured wine remains youthfully vibrant and should bene-
fit from additional cellaring. Projected maturity: 2005-
2010+.”(96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 943 Richebourg - Vintage 2013
 Domaine Leroy
 ssos

“...is very complex: black fruit rather than red, with 
hints of wilted violet petals and damp moss aromas de-
veloping in the glass. The palate is medium-bodied with 
enormous structure and dimension. It is extremely com-
plex, to the point where I found it difficult to find the right 
words!”(96-98pts)

 1 bottle per lot $6000-8000

 944 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 1991
 Domaine Leroy

cuc (97pts JK) 

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 945 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2013
 Domaine Leroy

“... enthralling transparency and clarity on the nose with 
perfumed black cherry, bilberry and cold stone scents, 
perhaps almost like Richebourg in style! The palate is 
medium-bodied with saturated, silky smooth tannins, lus-
cious red cherry and pomegranate fruit with great purity 
on the long and tender finish. This is very tempting and 
sensual.”(94-96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $5500-7500

 946 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1991
 Les Beaux Monts, Domaine Leroy
 sos

“The gorgeous 1991 Vosne-Romanée-Les Beaumonts is 
deeper and more saturated in color than the Vosne-Ro-
manée-Les Genevrieres. The sweet fragrance of choco-
late, black fruits, herbs, and toasty vanillin is followed by 
a long, unctuously-textured, layered wine with magnifi-
cent concentration, soft acid, and moderate ripe tannin in 
the finish. Drink it between 1996-2010.”(93pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 937 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2016
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“A more restrained and cooler nose reflects super-fresh 
and floral-inflected aromas of exceptionally spicy red 
and dark currant, violet, plum and tea. There is a high-
ly refined mouthfeel to the almost lacy yet concentrated 
middle weight flavors that possess first-rate complexity 
on the balanced and wonderfully persistent if youthfully 
austere finish. This crunchy effort is class in a glass with 
its emphasis on finesse which is quite different from the 
evident power and punch of the Corton. Textbook built-
to-age RSV.”(95pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 938 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2017
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“A total stunner, the 2017 Romanée St. Vivant Grand 
Cru is the most expressive wine in the lineup today. Rich, 
creamy and so wonderfully textured, the RSV simply has 
it all. The tannins are present, but they are also matched 
by tremendous fruit density and pure power. Floral and 
savory overtones grace the lifted, saline finish. Leaving 
price aside, if I could only have one wine in this range, 
it would unquestionably be the RSV. The 2017 is a total 
knock-out. That’s all there is to it.”(98pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 939 Clos des Lambrays
 Domaine des Lambrays
 - Vintage 2011 (93pts BH) (4)
 - Vintage 2014 1x3 magnum owc  magnum (3)
 (94pts BH)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $2000-2800
 and 3 magnums

 940 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2005
 Domaine Leroy

“At this very early stage, this is unusually elegant and re-
fined with a mix of upper register red and dark berry fruit 
aromas redolent of warm earth, iron, anise and a hint of 
the sauvage that leads to rich, full and serious big-bodied 
flavors built like a body builder but it’s not rustic or crude 
as the very firm tannins are completely buffered by the 
buckets ofsève that lend a velvety quality to the stunning-
ly complex finish.”(94-97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 941 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2014
 Aux Combottes, Domaine Leroy

“ A wonderfully fresh, airy and expressive nose is com-
posed by notes of red cherry, anise, plum, underbrush and 
newly turned earth. The delicious, round, generous and 
naturally sweet medium-bodied flavors...”(95pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000
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 952 Chambertin - Vintage 2016
 Dujac
 1x1 magnum owc

“The 2016 Chambertin Grand Cru has a stunning bou-
quet with vibrant, effervescent red berry fruit suffused 
with minerals. This has wonderful delineation and focus. 
The palate is medium-bodied with filigree tannin, pure red 
and black fruit, slate-like notes with a touch of graphite 
on the pixelated finish. Considering this was nearly wiped 
out by by frost, this is an accomplished Chambertin that 
shrugs off the early season frost like “007” shrugging off 
a bullet wound. It’s the kind of wine he would order in a 
bar, but only after another decade.”(94-96pts)

 1 magnum per lot $4000-6000

 953 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 1990
 Dujac
 lbsl

“The 1990 Dujac Charmes Chambertin is the best Du-
jac Charmes I’ve ever had, which shouldn’t be a surprise 
because Dujac absolutely crushed the 1990 vintage. This 
had sweet perfume, purple fruit and wintry spice. The 
palate was full of more purple fruits, round with honey 
kisses and some terrific herbal tea flavors.”(94pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1400-1800

 954 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1976
 Dujac
 1-3.5cm bc, 1lstl, 1nl, 1ll, 2cuc, excellent color

“The 1976 Clos de la Roche Grand Cru is high-toned on 
the nose, more so than the Clos Saint-Denis tasted along-
side. Black plum, pressed flowers and sandalwood devel-
op on the nose, followed by a hint of dark chocolate later 
on. Perhaps there is more presence here than in the Clos 
Saint-Denis, if not the same noblesse. The palate is medi-
um-bodied with firm, grippy tannins and plenty of black 
fruit, and quite sinewy toward the persistent finish, which 
is infused with hints of tea leaf. This is a great Clos de la 
Roche that has lasted well, although side by side, I find 
that the Clos Saint-Denis is endowed with more precision 
and class. Tasted at the Clos Saint-Denis vertical at Hide 
restaurant.”(94pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 955 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2011
 Dujac

“The 2011 Clos de la Roche from Domaine Dujac is an-
other superb bottle in the making, wafting from the glass 
in a deep and youthful blend of plums, black cherries, 
beautifully complex soil tones, gamebirds, coffee, a touch 
of citrus, violets and vanillin oak. On the palate the wine 
is deep, full-bodied and still very young (this too was late 
finishing up its malo and shows still a touch of gas on the 
backend), with a very soil-driven personality, ripe tan-
nins and excellent length and grip on the youthful and 
very promising finish.”(95pts JG)

 2 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 947 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2001
 Les Beaux Monts, Domaine Leroy
 2lscl

“A maturing nose of pure, spicy and ripe black fruit aro-
mas complements mouth coating, beautifully textured, 
concentrated and velvety flavors that possess excellent 
depth and superb persistence.”(94pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 948 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2011
 Les Beaux Monts, Domaine Leroy

“The fruit is darker and broodier here than Aux Brulées 
with mulberry, raspberry, wild hedgerow and a touch of 
black olive compote. The palate is medium-bodied with 
firm, structured tannins lending this Vosne a firm back-
bone. It is beautifully balanced and extremely pure, not 
a hair out of place toward the delineated, feminine fin-
ish.”(96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 949 Chambertin - Vintage 2012
 Dujac
 1x1 magnum owc

“...will leave readers lucky enough to taste it weak at the 
knees. Unfortunately, very few people will ever taste the 
Dujac Chambertin, as the estate has decided to pull the 
wine from commercial release given the tiny production, 
even by Burgundy standards. With time in the glass a 
bevy of sweet rose petal, smoke, licorice, red cherry and 
plum notes flesh out, but it is the wine’s magical balance 
that is most remarkable of all.”(99pts VM)

 1 magnum per lot $4000-6000

 950 Chambertin - Vintage 2013
 Dujac
 1x1 magnum owc

“The 2013 Chambertin Grand Cru has a more backward 
bouquet than the Romanée-Saint-Vivant ‘13 from Dujac 
at the moment, the fruit a little darker with blackberry 
and raspberry intertwined with stony notes. The palate 
is medium-bodied with a masculine structure, real back-
bone here with great precision and freshness on the finish 
and a long saline aftertaste. Excellent.”(94-96pts)

 1 magnum per lot $3000-4000

 951 Chambertin - Vintage 2014
 Dujac

“Pungent cherry, crushed strawberry and brown spice 
aromas are lifted by a floral topnote; more red fruits than 
black. Tactile, chewy and improbably concentrated, con-
veying an impression of pure fruit sap. Still an infant but 
the wine’s big tannins are totally buffered by sheer ex-
tract.”(94-96pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000
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 961 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2017
 Dujac

“This too is quite aromatically broad-ranging with its 
elegant nose that displays notes of anise, violet, lilac, 
Asian-style tea, red berry fruit and plenty of spice nu-
ances. There is almost painful intensity to the beautifully 
precise, even chiseled medium weight flavors that possess 
a lacy and classy mouthfeel, all wrapped in a beautifully 
persistent finish that is also youthfully, serious and firm. I 
very much like the sense of harmony and this should age 
effortlessly.”(93-96pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 962 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2018
 Lavaux St. Jacques, Duroche

“The 2018 Gevrey-Chambertin Lavaut Saint-Jacques 
1er Cru, which comes from six parcels, delivers one of 
the purest and most mineral-driven of Duroché’s aromat-
ics this year, beautifully defined and resolutely classic 
in style. The palate is well balanced and rounded in the 
mouth, although I prefer the Champeaux this year, since 
this just feels a little smudged at present. “(90-92pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $600-800

 963 Échézeaux - Vintage 1985
 E. Rouget
 ltl, ssos

“...opening to beautiful richness and a seductive mouth 
coating finish. Beautiful juice and the velvety flavors dis-
play a deft winemaking touch.”(93pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1600-2200

 964 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2002
 Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget

“The nose is classy, wonderfully elegant and utterly pure, 
revealing concentrated aromas of red and black pinot 
fruit aromas plus layers upon layers of spices, including 
sandalwood, anise, soy, hoisin and a strong note of min-
erality. The linear, almost severe flavors are concentrat-
ed as well with finer tannins than usual and decidedly 
higher acidity than the EÉchézeaux and the precision is 
almost painful. This is not a powerful wine, and certain-
ly less powerful than the Ech but it’s a good deal more 
elegant and this too possesses impeccable balance that 
should permit it to age for 2 decades, perhaps longer.” 
(94pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 965 Gevrey Chambertin
 Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier
 - Vintage 2013 3lscl (94pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2014 (93pts) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 956 Échézeaux - Vintage 1990
 Dujac
 stl

“Elegant, toasty and complex. Kicks in with nice tea, 
strawberry and roasted nut flavors on the delicate fin-
ish.”(91pts WS)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 957 Échézeaux - Vintage 2011
 Dujac

“A discreet touch of wood sets off the spicy black cherry, 
cassis and floral aromas that slide gracefully into rich, 
generous and opulent large-scaled flavors that display 
both excellent volume and fine phenolic maturity of the 
structural items, all wrapped in a mouth coating and 
mildly austere finish.”(93pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 958 Échézeaux - Vintage 2014
 Dujac

“ An openly spicy and floral nose is more deeply pitched 
with its combination of black cherry, dark currant and 
sandalwood wisps. There is excellent power and punch to 
the middle weight plus flavors...”(94pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 959 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 1990
 Aux Combottes, Dujac
 2lbsl

“... is medium to dark ruby-colored, with a super-ripe, 
expansive bouquet of jammy fruit, cinnamon, and roasted 
nuts. In the mouth, it is voluptuously textured, with round, 
juicy, succulent fruit, and a spicy, velvety, full-bodied fin-
ish.”(90pts)

 2 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 960 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2014
 Dujac

gorgeously broad range of spice nuances add excel-
lent breadth to the ultra-elegant, cool and pure aromas 
of black cherry, plum, cassis, sandalwood and a lovely 
range of floral scents. There is good richness to the rel-
atively generous yet silky medium-bodied flavors that re-
tain lovely delineation on the superbly persistent finale. 
This is an exceptionally stylish and classy wine that is 
supported by ultra-fine tannins which contribute signif-
icantly to the overall sense of refinement.(93-96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1400-1800
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 970 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2012
 Les Cras, G. Roumier

“This is aromatically more elegant with its perfumed, 
spicy and quite floral nose that features mostly dark ber-
ry fruit liqueur-like scents. This is markedly more min-
eral-driven than the Combottes with terrific detail and 
tension to the ultra-refined medium weight flavors that 
brim with tannin-buffering dry extract on the saline, 
beautifully persistent and impeccably well-balanced fi-
nale.”(92pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 971 Musigny - Vintage 2008
 G. Roumier

“A floral, spicy and brilliantly layered nose offers up won-
derfully fine gradations of red pinot fruit, violet, lavender 
and rose petal plus warm earth aromas that complement 
to perfection the rich, full and powerful flavors that are 
generous yet precise on the tautly muscled, intense, linear 
and pure finish that explodes on the palate. The sense of 
vibrancy is almost palpable and this is wonderfully har-
monious, in fact the word Zen comes to mind.”(95pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $8000-11000

 972 Échézeaux - Vintage 1980
 H. Jayer
 4.5cm bc, ltl, scc

“Like all of the best 1980s the highly expressive sous-bois 
and spice-inflected nose is perfumed and wonderfully el-
egant though there is a hint of volatile acidity present. 
The strikingly energetic, intense and well-detailed middle 
weight flavors possess outstanding complexity on the bal-
anced and beautifully persistent finish.”(95pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-5500

 973 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1980
 Cros Parantoux, H. Jayer
 spc, cuc

“I initially thought that the 1989 Henri Jayer Cros 
Parantoux was a little off, but the Comte dissuaded me 
of that ridiculous notion. It did need some time to air 
out; this was a beast coming out of its cave, for sure. 
The CP was rusty and milky at first, and I could see all 
of its potential in the beginning, but little did I realize 
how much it would open up so quickly in my glass. The 
palate was rich and great with ultimately the best finish 
of the flight. The Comte found it  amazing,’ and bouillon 
flavors added some delicious complexity. The finish got 
insane.”(98+pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $10000-14000

 966 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1995
 G. Roumier

“This was the first time that I had tasted the 1995 Bonnes 
Mares Grand Cru from Christophe Roumier. It is said 
that he did nothing wrong in this vintage and this splen-
did bottle attests to that (though another bottle was 
slightly corked). It has a bouquet that clearly evinces 
Grand Cru quality: a complex, nuanced aromatic profile 
of red cherries, blueberry, cold stone and iris, all deliv-
ered with quite brilliant delineation. The palate does not 
disappoint. It has exquisite poise, supremely fine tannin 
and delivers that opulence and lusciousness you expect 
from Bonnes-Mares. The only fault is that you will fin-
ish your glass too quickly and the current market value. 
Those with bottles in their cellar ... I am jealous. Tasted 
September 2016.”(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 967 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2009
 G. Roumier
 1bsl

“This is also remarkably fresh with very ripe but not over 
ripe aromas of cassis, spice, stone and raspberry liqueur. 
There is a palpable sense of energy running through the 
rich, powerful and brooding broad-shouldered flavors 
that benefit from a huge dollop of dry extract that pushes 
the very firm tannic spine to the background on the explo-
sive and youthfully austere finish that possesses genuine-
ly outstanding length. I very much like the balance here 
and this should age effortlessly for decades.”(96pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 968 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2015
 G. Roumier

“The 2015 was so much tighter than most 2015s early 
on, a real iron fist. It was so primary at first yet screamed 
potential. Dr. Doom admired its  Chambolle flavors’ and 
Say It Ain’t Joe loved its  sexy spiciness.’ By the time I 
went back to it another two or three times, it started to 
talk to me. There was no doubting its palate, and it was 
clearly the greatest wine in the flight.”(97+pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 969 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2017
 G. Roumier

“Everything is here on the palate: fine-boned tannins, 
layers of dark cherry and cassis fruit with underlying 
raspberry notes. It feels finely chiseled with just the right 
amount of opulence on the finish.”(96pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $3500-5000
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 980 Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 Clos de Bèze, J. Drouhin

“The Drouhin 2005 Chambertin Clos de Bèze   which 
combines purchased fruit with a bit from their domaine   
displays a classic nose of black cherry, licorice, white 
pepper, and rose petal; stains the palate with its intensity 
of fruit, herb and flower while displaying fantastic ele-
gance, polish and silken refinement of texture; and grips 
for dear life in a finish marked by stunningly vivid floral 
perfume. This superb Pinot should not be revisited for at 
least 5-7 years and will doubtless be worth holding for 
twice that amount of time.”(96pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 981 Chambolle Musigny
 Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin
 - Vintage 2014 (95pts JG) magnum (2)
 - Vintage 2017 (92-94pts) magnum (1)

 Above 3 magnums per lot $2000-2800

 982 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2014
 J. Drouhin
 1x6 bottle owc

“Bright medium red. Reticent raspberry and menthol 
aromas are complicated by smoky minerality. Very dry 
and a bit awkward four months after the bottling, show-
ing a solid underpinning of minerality...”(90+ pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 983 Musigny - Vintage 2005
 J. Drouhin

“...easily possesses the most aromatic breadth of any 
wine in the range with an utterly kaleidoscopic nose 
ranging from Asian spice to rose and violet-infused floral 
notes that are at once delicate, pure and seductive while 
complementing to perfection the rich, subtle, reserved 
and relatively understated flavors that are superbly pre-
cise and intense, all wrapped in a mineral-infused finish 
that is nothing but sheer silk and velvet.”(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400

 984 Musigny - Vintage 2017
 J. Drouhin

“As is often the case chez Drouhin, this possesses the 
spiciest nose in the range with its aromas of red and dark 
currant, Asian tea, sandalwood and plenty of floral influ-
ence. There is very outstanding depth on the focused and 
sleekly muscular broad-shouldered flavors that exude a 
sense of focused power as well as ample minerality be-
fore culminating in a strikingly long and well-balanced 
finish.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 974 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1990
 Cros Parantoux, H. Jayer
 cc, cuc

“There was so much deep purple fruit, with a hint of 
benevolent mushroom. Its palate was satin city, wealthy 
and decadent, luscious ad honeyed. Blue fruits came and 
joined the purple party, and this was so sweet and so 
fleshy,  so pleasing’ per our host. “(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $10000-14000

 975 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1996
 Cros Parantoux, H. Jayer 
 cuc

“The 1996 H. Jayer Vosne Romanée Cros Parantoux was 
a rock star wine that will outlive everything else served so 
far. The Wine Daddy found some  umami’ and crowned it  
another animal.’ It was oh so rich with beefy satay notes, 
zipping and zinging its way to my heart via every sense 
possible. Wine of the vintage.”(98pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $9000-12000

 976 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2002
 cuvée Auguste, H. Lignier

“The estate s 2002 Clos de la Roche reveals a nose of 
candied red fruits, spices, earth, smoke, and blackberries. 
Satin-textured and fleshy in the attack, it offers powerful 
waves of fleshy red fruits. Its extensive finish displays 
copious tannin, providing a firm backbone to the wine s 
sappy fruit. This concentrated, complex effort should be 
drunk between 2007 and 2016.”(93-95pts)

 4 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 977 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2000
 cuvée Lucie, H. Lignier

“ Beautiful, and impressively fresh fruit for the vintage 
leads to rich and earthy flavors that are supported by 
sleek tannins and intense goût de terroir that combine to 
create a powerful effect of both harmony and excellent 
length. “(92pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 978 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2013
 Hudelot-Noellat

“...has an introspective bouquet at first, but allowing 
the wine a couple of minutes to open, it reveals intense 
red cherries, kirsch, strawberry and mineral scents that 
convey the femininity of the vineyard. The palate is me-
dium-bodied with layers of minerally red fruit, superb 
acidity and a showstopping peacock’s tail of flavors on 
the finish: strawberry, raspberry, white pepper, mineral 
and truffle.”(95-97pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 979 Bonnes Mares
 J. Drouhin
 - Vintage 2005 (96pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2014 1nl (94pts BH) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 989 Musigny - Vintage 2001
 J.F. Mugnier

“Aromatically reserved, even brooding though with 
coaxing reveals remarkably complex aromas of a simply 
incredible panoply of black fruits, earth, spice, crushed 
herbs and notes of red and black cherries. The understat-
ed, powerful, very concentrated, perfectly harmonious 
flavors are astonishingly rich yet finely detailed, culmi-
nating in a stupendously long finish that offers intense 
minerality superb elegance it possesses that extra dimen-
sion, that of the rare wow factor!”(94pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 990 Musigny - Vintage 2002
 J.F. Mugnier

“An explosive, beautifully layered and nuanced nose of 
black cherries, crushed red and black fruits followed by 
rounded, elegant, intense and penetrating flavors that 
show better precision and more obvious structure than 
the Amoureuses. I especially like the intensity and this 
builds from the mid-palate to a finish that completely 
coats the mouth and lasts for minutes. A superb wine that 
should age for years.”(94pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 991 Musigny - Vintage 2008
 J.F. Mugnier

“The 2008 Musigny is an infant, but it captures the es-
sence of this important red Burgundy vintage to the full-
est. There is gorgeous subtlety and nuance to the fruit, 
along with magnificent aromatics and the most elegant 
of tannins. The 2008 needs time for the elements to har-
monize, but there is no mistaking the profoundness of 
what is developing in bottle. Today the Musigny shows 
a little more density and a touch better balance with its 
tannins than the Bonnes Mares, but both of Mugnier’s 
Grand Crus in 2008 are truly grand. Anticipated maturi-
ty: 2023-2048.”(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 992 Musigny - Vintage 2009
 J.F. Mugnier

“As brilliant the nose of the Amoureuses might be, this 
ups the ante considerably as this offers fireworks in a 
glass with its positively kaleidoscopic array of spice, vio-
lets and ripe fruit elements that if anything are even fresh-
er. The rich, dense and overtly powerful broad-scaled 
flavors possess a tight muscularity yet remain elegant 
and refined with a linear, palate staining and explosive 
backend that delivers simply huge length. An incredible 
effort that should live for a very long time indeed. The 
word fabulous does not do this monument in the making 
complete justice.”(98pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 985 Richebourg - Vintage 2017
 J. Grivot

“The elegant, airy and beautifully perfumed nose offers 
up notes of sandalwood, anise, clove, herbal tea and 
plenty of floral influences. There is excellent delineation 
and minerality to the solidly concentrated, indeed even 
muscular, large-scaled flavors that culminate in an in-
credibly long if very, very backward, austere and compact 
finale. This Zen-like effort is going to require an extended 
snooze in a cool cellar and as such, it’s a wine to buy and 
forget that you own it for at least a decade.”(95pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 986 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 1985
 cuvée de Tres Vieilles Vignes, J. Roty
 1-3.5cm bc, 1lwisl, 2lwrl, 2cc, 1ssos

“...reveals no signs of losing its fruit, fat, or allure. The 
color remains a healthy dark ruby with purple nuances 
and only a bit of lightening at the edge. A spectacular 
nose of jammy black fruits infused with spice box, lic-
orice, dried herbs, and smoky aromas is followed by a 
sumptuously-textured, fleshy, concentrated wine with 
a lively personality as well as an exuberant, succulent 
mouth-feel.”(93pts)

 2 bottles per lot $900-1200

 987 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2008
 Les Amoureuses, J.F. Mugnier

“The 2008 Chambolle-Musigny Les Amoureuses is en-
dowed with an explosive bouquet and a multi-dimension-
al, textured core of dark fruit. The inner palate sweetness, 
richness and nuance here are all breathtaking. The finish 
seems to last into the next day. This is another spellbind-
ing effort from Mugnier. Anticipated maturity: 2018-
2038.”(95+pts)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 988 Musigny - Vintage 2000
 J.F. Mugnier

“This explodes on the nose and palate with fabulously 
complex aromas of floral black, seductive fruit trimmed 
in earth, anise, dried herbs and a touch of smoke and 
medium -full flavors that offer exceptional focus and such 
richness that this too seems almost liqueur-like. But even 
more impressive is the finish which simply does not quit 
yet despite all the fireworks, this manages to remain dis-
creet, harmonious and perfectly balanced.”(92pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000
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 998 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2011
 Mugneret-Gibourg

“A ripe yet discreet and restrained cool red berry fruit 
nose also displays notes of warm earth, spice, plum and 
floral hints. There is excellent richness and overt pow-
er to the relatively refined medium weight plus flavors 
thanks to the fine grained tannins that coat the mouth on 
the explosively long finish.”(94pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $1200-1600

 999 Échézeaux - Vintage 2011
 Mugneret-Gibourg

“...a powerful, incredibly inviting Burgundy loaded with 
class and personality. Layers of dark, deeply spiced fruit 
blossom in the glass as the 2011 shows off its pure vol-
ume. The Echézeaux boasts fabulous extract and serious 
concentration.”(96pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1000 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 1990
 Georges Mugneret
 lscl

“An impressive grand cru, with delicate, sweet berry and 
earth aromas and flavors and a finish that goes on and 
on. The tannin and fruit structure is truly beautiful, with 
great balance and harmony.”(93pts WS)

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400

 1001 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 2011
 Mugneret-Gibourg

“Tasted blind at the Burgundy 2011 horizontal tasting in 
Beaune. Despite some reduction, there is clearly plenty 
of attractive ripe red berry fruit on the nose of Mug-
neret-Gibourg’s Ruchottes-Chambertin 2011: cranberry, 
wild strawberry and touches of blueberry. The palate is 
less masculine and reserved compared to when I tasted 
it at the domaine at the end of 2013. Here it feels more 
velvety on the entry. It has a cashmere texture with well-
judged acidity and superb structure. The fruit is darker 
than Christophe Roumier’s Ruchottes, but there is very 
good weight and persistence on the finish that bodes well 
for the future.”(95pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1002 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 2018
 Mugneret-Gibourg

“The 2018 Ruchottes-Chambertin Grand Cru has an in-
tense bouquet of black fruit with veins of blueberry, in-
fused with crushed rock and rose petal. Full of tension, 
this is classic Ruchottes. The palate is medium-bodied 
with fine-boned tannins, and lightly spiced, displaying 
an unerring sense of symmetry toward the saline fin-
ish.”(96pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 993 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2015
 Lamarche
 1x1 Jeroboam owc

“A pungent if highly complex nose is comprised by notes 
of wood toast, menthol, spice, violet, plum and an inter-
esting smoky nuance.”(92-95pts BH)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $1000-1400

 994 La Grande Rue - Vintage 2005
 Lamarche

“A hint of menthol adds nuance to the mostly high-
ly-spiced red berry fruit nose that is quite reserved if 
beautifully complex while leading to sweet, delicious, 
generous and round medium full flavors that are classy 
and refined, all wrapped in a strikingly persistent and ex-
plosive finish. This offers excellent cellar potential and at 
this early stage the wood, which is normally fairly prom-
inent, is already well integrated but note that this will 
need every bit of 15 years, perhaps even slightly longer, 
to arrive at its prime as it’s very structured.”(95pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $1000-1400

 995 La Grande Rue - Vintage 2014
 cuvée 1959, Lamarche
 1x1 Jeroboam owc

“While compositionally similar to the regular cuvée, 
the wood treatment is a bit more subtle and the aromas 
are distinctly more reserved. The strikingly rich, intense 
and concentrated flavors possess not only a bit more 
underlying tension but also notably more minerality on 
the explosively long and sappy finish. Moreover this is 
markedly firmer yet the grain of the tannins is even finer.” 
(94-97ps BH)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $2600-3500

 996 Richebourg - Vintage 2014
 Méo-Camuzet

“An emphatically floral nose displays a panoply of Asian 
style spice elements as well as plum, violet, exotiCôtea 
and sandalwood. The superbly intense, powerful, focused 
and wonderfully rich imposingly-scaled flavors termi-
nate in a palate staining, austere and balanced finish that 
seems to go on and on.”(94-96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 997 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2009
 Les Feusselottes, Mugneret-Gibourg

“The 2009 Chambolle-Musigny Les Feusselottes is oddly 
enough much more typical of this wine than the 2010 tast-
ed alongside it. The Feusselottes is quite closed, though. 
With time in the glass some of the red fruit and flowers 
begin to emerge, but the 2009 remains somewhat shut 
down. It shows lovely textural richness and depth all the 
way through to the layered, sexy finish. Anticipated matu-
rity: 2014-2029.”(92+pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1400-1800
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 1009 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2001
 Vieilles Vignes, Truchot-Martin
 nl

“Light red. Delicate and precise aromas of raspberry, 
redcurrant and fresh floral scents energized by zesty min-
erality. Bright, pure strawberry and raspberry flavors 
are accented by cinnamon, mace and rose pastille, with 
bright mineral tones on the finish. The precision and del-
icacy here are quite impressive, particularly for such a 
suave, silky wine, as is the long strawberry- and Asian 
spice-dominated finish. Where else but Burgundy can one 
find this sort of elegance?”(93pts IWC)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 1010 Bourgogne Aligote
 - Vintage 2015 A. Ente 1x6 bottle ocb (6)
 Bourgogne Blanc
 - Vintage 2015 A. Ente 1tl, 1x6 bottle ocb  (6)
 (90pts JG)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1011 Meursault
 Clos des Ambres, A. Ente
 - Vintage 2010 nl (93pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2012 (91pts VM) (2)
 - Vintage 2015 (92pts JG) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1012 Meursault - Vintage 2018
 Clos des Ambres, A. Ente
 1x1 magnum owc

“This is aromatically similar to the straight Meursault 
villages but with more prominent floral nuances. The sol-
idly concentrated medium-bodied flavors brim with sap-
py dry extract and excellent richness to the palate coating 
and nicely powerful finish.”(90-92pts VM)

 1 magnum per lot $1200-1600

 1013 Bourgogne Blanc - Vintage 2013
 Coche-Dury

 4 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 1014 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2004
 Coche-Dury

“The 2004 Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru is a mon-
ument in the making, unwinding in the glass with a 
youthful bouquet of lemon oil, fresh apple, vanilla pod, 
struck match and a light touch of smoky reduction. On 
the palate, the wine is full-bodied, searingly intense and 
racy, built around a bright line of acidity and laden with 
chewy extract, still rock solid at the core, concluding with 
a long, chalky finish that captures the essence of Cor-
ton-Charlemagne. Impressively, this is still a few years 
away from truly entering its plateau.”(97+pts)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 1003 Griottes Chambertin - Vintage 2012
 Ponsot
 1x6 bottle owc

“Here too there is enough wood to notice though not 
enough to detract materially from the purity of the el-
egant and expressive red berry fruit liqueur, spice and 
earth suffused aromas. There is fine concentration to 
the mineral-driven, intense and well-delineated medium 
weight plus flavors that coat the palate with dry extract 
before culminating in an impeccably well-balanced and 
strikingly long finish.”(92-94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1004 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2001
 R. Engel

“Remarkably fine, elegant and pure black fruit aromas 
that now display a touch of secondary development con-
trast with big nicely focused and intense, earthy and 
round flavors that offer excellent length.”(92pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1005 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2001
 R. Engel

“This too offers terrific complexity with its dense black 
fruit and big, muscular, powerful flavors that are austere 
and backward but the sleek tannins and intense goût de-
terroir combine to create a powerful effect of both har-
mony and excellent length. A very impressive yet under-
stated wine with first rate potential.”(90-93pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1006 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1999
 Les Brulées, R. Engel

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 1007 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2014
 S. Cathiard

“The 2014 Romanée St Vivant Grand Cru, matured in 
two-thirds new oak, has an incredibly powerful and pure 
bouquet that already possesses dizzying, seductive in-
tensity. Wow. The palate has a satin-like texture, perfect 
acidity and filigree tannin. However, it is the purity of 
this wine and the shimmering tension on the finish that is 
totally entrancing. One of the wines of the vintage? Most 
certainly. Bravo Sebastien. “(96-98pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 1008 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2011
 Aux Malconsorts, S. Cathiard

(94pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $1200-1600
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 1019 Meursault - Vintage 2010
 Coche-Dury

“The 2010 Meursault from Jean-Francois is an absolute 
master class in winemaking and frankly, this “Village” 
would outshine many a Premier and Grand Cru. It pos-
sesses a crystalline bouquet with lime flower, apricot and 
that leitmotif of crushed stone. The palate is crisp and 
taut on the entry. This is a tightly wound, tensile Meur-
sault with real presence and weight in the mouth, fan-
ning out towards the sour lemon-tinged finish that feels 
so alive. How do they do it? You would be hard-pressed 
to find a Village cru better than this. Drink 2014-2020+ 
Tasted March 2013.”(94pts)

 4 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1020 Meursault - Vintage 2011
 Coche-Dury

“The 2011 Meursault (Les Vireuils) has an engaging bou-
quet of fresh apricot, passion fruit and flint, later a subtle 
hint of white chocolate that lends panache. The palate is 
very well-balanced with a fine line of acidity and grilled 
walnut, almond and fresh lemon all vying for attention. 
Long in the mouth with a persistent finish, this is a very 
fine Meursault Villages, as one has come to expect from 
this address. Drink 2015-2030.”(91pts)

 4 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1021 Meursault - Vintage 2012
 Coche-Dury

“...has a relatively austere bouquet at first, withhold-
ing its charm and then teasing with granitic, cold stone 
scents. The palate is very well balanced with a fine line 
of acidity and then it fans out in languid fashion with 
the delicately spicy finish. This is sophisticated and re-
fined.”(91pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 1022 Meursault - Vintage 2013
 Coche-Dury
 1 bottle different importer

“...has a straight-down-the-line, flinty/burnt match nose 
that we have all come know and love from this domaine. 
Frankly, nobody achieves the precision like this. The 
palate is very flattering with great volume married with 
fine acidity, hints of peach and tangerine, lively and viva-
cious with a long and tender finish that just goes on and 
on.”(92pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1023 Meursault - Vintage 2016
 Coche-Dury

“The 2016 Meursault Village wafts from the glass with 
notes of crisp apple, pear, almond paste and lemon oil, 
displaying a pure bouquet that isn’t marked by the reduc-
tive signatures of yesteryear. On the palate, it’s medium 
to full-bodied, intense and incisive, with excellent con-
centration and a tangy line of acidity that lends the wine 
enormous length. “(93pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1015 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2007
 Coche-Dury

“The 2007 Coche-Dury Corton Charlemagne was rich 
but young, definitely doing its suave Coche thing. It spar-
kled like diamonds and possessed outstanding richness, 
but it was still a bit shy. There were lots of white ice, min-
erals, white fruits and flowers in this “Spring”-y wine. 
The Paradox continued,  You can see the whole Coche 
family in this flight’.”(96pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 1016 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2014
 Coche-Dury

“The 2014 Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru is a wine 
that leaves you lost for words - never helpful in this 
profession. It begs the question: Why are not all Cor-
ton-Charlemagnes like this? It has a stunning bouquet 
with a profound mix of yellow plum, Mirabelle, Seville or-
ange marmalade, those liquid minerals and later, scents 
of cold wet limestone. The palate is incredibly powerful 
with stunning acidity. There are multiple layers of spice-
tinged citrus fruit, just a faint tinge of marzipan, won-
drous umami sensation in the mouth with grilled walnut 
and a hint of pralines towards the finish. This represents 
an astonishing Corton-Charlemagne that might end up 
touching the imperious 2005. Readers should note that 
Raphael told me that the release of this will be delayed, 
just like the 2005 and 2010. Put it on your wish list and 
wait.”(99pts)

 2 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 1017 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2015
 Coche-Dury

“Pale yellow. Profound aromas of lemon, lime and 
crushed rock. Ineffably silky on entry, then tightly coiled 
and pungently mineral in the middle palate, conveying 
an impression of great density without weight. No sign of 
hot-vintage character here! The endless crushed-rock fin-
ish conveys a powerful sense of solidity and the structure 
of a red wine.”(97+pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 1018 Meursault - Vintage 2008
 Coche-Dury
 different importers

“The 2008 Meursault Village is superb, unwinding in the 
glass with aromas of lemon oil, iodine, mandarin zest and 
hazelnut cream. On the palate, it’s medium to full-bod-
ied and searingly intense, built around a bright line of 
tangy acidity but with a beautifully textural attack and 
a deep core of fruit. The finish is tensile and stony, be-
coming chalkier after an hour or two. When I saw Coche 
a few days before ordering this bottle, he counseled de-
canting it, and I’m glad that I followed his advice, as it’s 
a wine that blossoms aromatically and texturally with 
air. At almost age ten, it’s beginning to show well, but it 
has the balance and energy to evolve for two more dec-
ades.”(93pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1600-2200
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 1030 Meursault - Vintage 1999
 Perrières, Coche-Dury

“’Its nose was full of toast and kernel, Coche city,’ ac-
cording to one, and ‘sick’ per another. There were lots of 
oohs and aahs for this big, masculine and buttery wine. 
This was a sunny yellow in the nose, and a creamy rich 
honey in the mouth. It played perfectly into the strength 
of the vintage. ‘Compact and intense’ summed it up.” 
(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 1031 NO LOT

 1032 Meursault - Vintage 2007
 Perrières, Coche-Dury 
 cuc

“The 2007 Coche-Dury Meursault Perrières had a fan-
tastic nose that was clean and fresh with great class and 
style. There was nice minerality and mintiness. Someone 
thought it was  so light aromatically,’ but I didn’t mind as 
I was wrapped up in the smooth and nutty palate. It was 
outstanding...”(95pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 1033 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2004
 Les Enseigneres, Coche-Dury

“Pale color. Very tight, high-pitched nose yields little 
today. Then juicy and penetrating on the palate, with 
peach and nectarine flavors that titillate the salivary 
glands. Boasts terrific acidity for a wine from this vine-
yard”(90pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1034 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2011
 Les Enseigneres, Coche-Dury

“...has a strict, mineral-rich bouquet that is tightly wound 
at the moment. It is very focused, its reticence giving way 
to reveal undergrowth and dewy meadow scents (indeed, 
this bouquet evokes something “pastoral”). The palate 
is well-balanced with a beautiful line of acidity.”(93pts)

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1035 Puligny Montrachet
 Les Enseigneres, Coche-Dury
 - Vintage 2015 (91pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 2016 (92pts JG) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1024 Meursault - Vintage 2015
 Caillerets, Coche-Dury

“ Sexy scents of orange oil and spicy oak, plus a floral 
touch that struck me as more Puligny than Meursault. 
Dense and silky but also precise and penetrating; more 
a wine of finesse and delicacy than size or power.” 
(93pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1025 Meursault - Vintage 2016
 Caillerets, Coche-Dury

“The 2016 Meursault 1er Cru Les Caillerets is excellent, 
unfurling in the glass with notes of lemon oil, sesame, 
dried white flowers and a subtle hint of orange blossom, 
subtly framed by new wood. On the palate, the wine is 
medium-bodied, racy and mineral, with tangy acids and 
an unmistakably chalky, saline finish.”(93pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1200-1600

 1026 Meursault - Vintage 1990
 Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury

(90pts)

 2 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1027 Meursault
 Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury
 - Vintage 2001 (93-95pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2002 (91pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2004 (92pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2007 (94pts IWC) (1)
 - Vintage 2013 (92pts VM) (1)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1028 Meursault - Vintage 2015
 Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury

“Subtle, restrained nose hints at orange, peach and lem-
on. Then bright and fine-grained but seriously backward, 
with a strong crushed-rock character giving this pene-
trating wine superb energy but a bit of early bitterness. 
Finishes very dry and long, with outstanding stony lift 
and limited give. This will need patience but offers stun-
ning quality potential for a village wine.”(93pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1029 Meursault - Vintage 1989
 Perrières, Coche-Dury

“Jean-Francois Coche-Dury’s 1989 Meursault-Perrières 
smells and tastes as if it were a Montrachet. If there is one 
premier cru vineyard in Burgundy that merits elevation to 
grand cru status, it must be Les Perrières in Meursault. 
The huge nose of minerals, lemons, apple blossoms, and 
buttered toast is followed by a wine with immense rich-
ness, massive structure, and layer upon layer of Char-
donnay fruit.”(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000
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 1043 Montrachet - Vintage 2014
 Ramonet
 lbsl, nl

“...is without doubt one of the wines of the vintage, and a 
real classic in the making. Aromas of tangerine oil, con-
fit citrus, pear, toasted nuts and subtle spice introduce a 
generous, powerful wine with breathtaking balance and 
precision.”(99pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 1044 Montrachet - Vintage 2016
 Ramonet

“...is stunning, unfurling in the glass with youthfully ret-
icent but already complex aromas of crisp green pear, 
mandarin, dried white flowers, honeycomb, toasted nuts 
and iodine. In the mouth, the wine is full-bodied, deep 
and powerful, with striking amplitude and volume, im-
mense concentration and chewy structuring extract, its 
satiny attack segueing into a tense, focused mid-palate 
and finish.”(98pts)

 1 magnum per lot $5000-7000

 1045 Chablis
 Blanchot, Raveneau
 - Vintage 2000 (94pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2001 (91pts BH) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1046 Chablis - Vintage 2016
 Butteaux, Raveneau

“...is excellent, offering up a youthfully reserved bouquet 
of apple, white peach, beeswax and dried flowers. On the 
palate, it’s medium to full-bodied, with lovely texture, 
considerable mid-palate amplitude and a bright line of 
acidity, concluding with a firm, salty finish that balances 
its somewhat gourmand attack.”(93pts)

 4 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1047 Chablis - Vintage 1996
 Les Clos, Raveneau
 1tl

“...is a blockbuster! Liquid mineral, spice, and honey-
suckle aromas are followed by a mouth-coating, hugely 
powerful, broad-shouldered, oily-textured, well-focused, 
and masculine wine. Layer upon layer of intense miner-
als, flowers, butterscotch, alluvial, and chalk flavors roll 
across the palate and are held in suspended animation 
in the finish for at least forty seconds. It is an awesome 
Chablis!”(94-96pts)

 2 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1036 Chevalier Montrachet
 Heitz-Lochardet
 - Vintage 2013 (93pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2014 (93pts BH) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1037 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2016
 Le Cailleret, J.M. Roulot
 1x3 magnum owc

 3 magnums per lot $1500-2000

 1038 Batard Montrachet
 - Vintage 2011 Ramonet  (94pts BH) (2)
 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet
 - Vintage 2011 Ramonet  (94pts BH) (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1039 Montrachet - Vintage 2010
 Ramonet

“A blast of pungently toasty aromas and gorgeously 
complex aromas of resin, petrol, spice, pear, white peach, 
apricot, honeysuckle and acacia blossom. There is ex-
cellent size, weight and punch to the imposingly scaled 
broad-shouldered flavors that drench the palate in dry 
extract yet the precision and detail are nothing short of 
remarkable. There is flat out superb depth of material, all 
wrapped in a tightly wound yet massively long finish that 
is borderline painful in its intensity.”(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 1040 1 magnum per lot $6500-8500
 tl

 1041 Montrachet - Vintage 2011
 Ramonet 
 1wc

“The 2011 Ramonet Montrachet was a rock star white, 
with loads of minerals, zip and amazing length. There 
was great minerality and white ice in this long, long, 
long, zippy, zippy glass of majestic white. It was clearly 
the best of the flight.”(97+pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1042 Montrachet - Vintage 2013
 Ramonet
 stl

“The complexity is already amazing as is the strikingly 
good persistence of the palate staining and beautifully 
well-balanced finish.”(97pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $5000-7000
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 1052 Chablis - Vintage 2007
 Les Clos, Raveneau
 2lbsl, 1crc

“...is less severe, intractably dense, or obdurately stony 
than most of the vintage’s representations of this great 
site, being at once electrically energized and practically 
ethereal in its high-toned expressions of bitter-sweet flo-
ral and pit fruit distillates, citrus zest, white truffle, quar-
ry dust, and ocean breezes. Luscious grapefruit and white 
peach seem to be mingled with a sea water reduction on 
the palate, leading to a finish that tugs relentlessly at the 
salivary glands and practically seems to suck blood from 
your gums, all the while displaying buoyancy that defies 
gravity.”(97-98pts)

 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1053 Chablis - Vintage 2016
 Les Clos, Raveneau

“The 2016 Chablis Grand Cru Clos is the most reserved 
wine in the cellar, slowly unfurling with notes of lemon 
oil, spring flowers and wet stones, without ever revealing 
the full expression of fruit that will come with some time 
in bottle. On the palate, it’s full-bodied, deep and pow-
erful, with the most concentration, texture and extract 
of any wine in the cellar, structured around a succulent 
but soft line of acidity, the finish lent lift by subtle but 
mouthwatering grip. This will age on its concentration 
more than its acids, but it should develop very well in 
bottle.”(95+ pts)

 4 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1054 Chablis - Vintage 1996
 Valmur, Raveneau
 1crc

“The stupendous 1996 Chablis Valmur is vibrant, bright, 
and exhibits a floral nose leads to a wine of crystalline 
precision. It has mind-boggling depth as well as pow-
erful quartz, lemon, chalk, and mineral flavors. This 
full-bodied and quintessentially elegant offering is as 
tightly-wound as a spring, seemingly holding back most 
of its character in reserve, yet Raveneau said it was more 
forward and expressive than he would have imagined. It 
is a grand vin, one that merits years of cellaring. Project-
ed maturity: 2004-2012. Bravo!”(94pts)

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1055 Chablis - Vintage 2016
 Valmur, Raveneau

“The 2016 Chablis Grand Cru Valmur is a rich, exot-
ic rendition of this great bottling, exhibiting aromas of 
honeyed peach, crisp apricot and sweet spices. On the 
palate, it’s full-bodied, powerful and layered, with a deep 
and ample mid-palate, concluding with a long, saline 
finish. It’s a textural, gourmand Valmur that I suspect 
may resemble the 2001 vintage when it reaches maturi-
ty.”(94+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1048 Chablis - Vintage 2000
 Les Clos, Raveneau
 2crc

“The purity of expression here is nothing short of riveting 
with the classic assertive mineral character that suffus-
es the character of this wine from the incredibly detailed 
nose to the wonderfully long, palate staining finish. Su-
perbly well balanced with rich, harmonious, complex, 
very firm flavors all framed and highlighted by the solid, 
ripe acid backbone that causes this to finish dry but not 
at all hard.”(95pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1049 Chablis - Vintage 2002
 Les Clos, Raveneau
 1wisl, 2crc

“Raveneau s 2002 Chablis Les Clos is off the charts. 
Limestone, chalk, spices, white peaches, and minerals 
can be made out in its aromatics (these are less expres-
sive than Raveneau s other 2002s, typical for a young 
Les Clos). A powerful, full-bodied effort, it reveals a per-
sonality of awe-inspiring intensity, depth, and concen-
tration. Pure, dense, muscular, exceptionally well-bal-
anced, this brilliant wine boats a complex flavor profile 
of salty pears, earth, flint, and hints of candied lemons. 
Wow!...”(98-100pts)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1050 Chablis - Vintage 2003
 Les Clos, Raveneau
 wrl, crc

“Musky aromas of gunflint, white pepper, lime, mint 
and quinine. Densely packed, ripe and supple; decep-
tively sweet and open today thanks to its fine-grained 
texture. But this extremely subtle, deep wine is still very 
young. Mounts inexorably on the back, dusting the pal-
ate with crushed stone and bracing citrus flavors.” 
(91-95pts IWC)

 1 magnum per lot $1200-1600

 1051 Chablis - Vintage 2005
 Les Clos, Raveneau

“The Raveneau was a classic Clos with its oyster shell 
and sea breeze aromas along with a flash of citrusy 
sweetness. It has a big nose that was broad-shouldered, 
and its palate was long and a bit smoother than the nose 
led me to believe. It was still young, even younger out of 
magnum, and just showing a touch of nutty goodness on 
its finish.”(95+Mpts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $3500-5000
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 1063 Meursault - Vintage 2016
 Clos des Boucheres, Roulot
 1x6 bottle ocb

“Elegant, airy and pure aromas are composed by notes 
of essence of apple, white flower, citrus and a whiff of 
matchstick character. There is a lovely sense of refine-
ment to the nicely energetic and beautifully well-detailed 
flavors that exude a subtle minerality on the sleek, fo-
cused and impressively long finish. This is a really lovely 
effort.”(91-93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1064 Meursault - Vintage 2017
 Clos des Boucheres, Roulot
 1x6 bottle ocb

“The 2017 Meursault 1er Cru Clos des Bouchères is 
showing superbly from bottle, bursting with aromas of 
crisp green orchard fruit, white currants, dried flowers, 
nutmeg and fresh pastry. On the palate, it’s medium to 
full-bodied, satiny and supple, with an enveloping but in-
cisive profile, underpinned by electric acids and chalky 
extract. Confirming its status as the pretender to the 
throne chez Roulot, this is worth a special effort to seek 
out.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1065 Meursault
 Clos des Boucheres, Roulot
 - Vintage 2017 (95pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2018 (93-95pts VM) magnum (1)

 Above 2 magnums per lot $1500-2000

 1066 Meursault
 Clos du Haut Tesson A mon Plasir, Roulot
 - Vintage 2014 (90-92pts BH) (4)
 - Vintage 2015 (91pts VM) (4)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1067 Meursault
 Les Luchets, Roulot
 - Vintage 2015 (92pts JG) (4)
 - Vintage 2016 (89-91pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2017 (90-93pts BH) (3)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1068 Meursault - Vintage 2014
 Les Meix Chavaux, Roulot
 1x6 bottle ocb

“Pale yellow. White peach and a hint of hazelnut on the 
nose. Dense, sappy and energetic, offering lovely texture 
and concentration to its citrus and saline flavors. Finish-
es with firm lemony grip but no hard edges.”(91+pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1056 Chablis - Vintage 2005
 Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau 1crc (94pts BH) (3)
 Valmur, Raveneau  (95pts BH) (2)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1057 Meursault
 Roulot
 - Vintage 2014 (91pts JG) (6)
 - Vintage 2015 (90pts) (3)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1058 Meursault
 Charmes, Roulot
 - Vintage 2011 (92pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2016 (93pts JG) (2)
 - Vintage 2017 1x3 bottle ocb (92-94pts BH) (3)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1059 Meursault
 Clos des Boucheres, Roulot
 - Vintage 2011 (95Mpts JK) magnum (2)
 - Vintage 2012 2scl (94pts) magnum (2)

 Above 4 magnums per lot $2600-3500

 1060 Meursault
 Clos des Boucheres, Roulot
 - Vintage 2012 (94pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2014 (92-94pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2015 (91-94pts BH) (3)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1061 Meursault - Vintage 2013
 Clos des Boucheres, Roulot

“...the Roulot was fresh and lively, with a smooth and 
satiny personality ...”(93ptsJK)

 3 magnums per lot $2000-2800

 1062 Meursault
 Clos des Boucheres, Roulot
 - Vintage 2014 (92-94pts BH) magnum (2)
 - Vintage 2015 (91-94pts BH) magnum (2)

 Above 4 magnums per lot $3200-4200
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 1076 Meursault - Vintage 2014
 Perrières, Roulot
 1x6 bottle ocb

“The 2014 Meursault 1er Cru Perrières looks set to rank 
as one of Jean-Marc Roulot’s all-time greats, and while 
it is still youthful, its incredible potential is already clear 
to see. A classic bouquet of citrus zest, white flowers, 
chalky soil tones and blanched almond introduce a sear-
ingly intense wine that marries striking cut and vertical 
tension with wonderful glossy amplitude and dimension, 
its tongue-tingling minerality persisting through the long, 
penetrating finish. A benchmark example of Roulot’s sin-
gular style.”(97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 1077 Meursault
 Perrières, Roulot
 - Vintage 2015 (95+pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2016 (97pts) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1078 Chablis - Vintage 2004
 Les Clos, V. Dauvissat

“This wine exhibits immense power and depth in its ex-
pressive medium to full-bodied character. Its salty min-
eral-laced personality is satin-textured, intense, and im-
mensely long in the finish.”(94pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1079 Chablis
 Les Clos, V. Dauvissat
 - Vintage 2007 (95-7pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2011 (94pts VM) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400
_____________________________

 1069 Meursault
 Les Poruzots, Roulot
 - Vintage 2011 (95pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2014 (90-93pts BH) (2)
 - Vintage 2015 (90-93pts BH) (3)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1070 Meursault - Vintage 2005
 Les Tessons, Clos de Mon Plaisir, Roulot
 1cuc

“Discreet though not invisible wood influence serves as 
a backdrop for the notably ripe peach, pear, hazelnut and 
spice notes that can also be found on the powerful and 
concentrated flavors blessed with ample amounts of dry 
extract and serious finishing drive.”(91pts BH)

 2 magnums per lot $1200-1600

 1071 Meursault
 Les Tessons, Clos de Mon Plaisir, Roulot
 - Vintage 2010 (93pts) (4)
 - Vintage 2012 (89-92pts BH) (4)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1072 Meursault - Vintage 2005
 Perrières, Roulot

“A strikingly pure nose of white flower and spice aro-
mas complements perfectly the delicious, intense and 
stony flavors that are wonderfully vibrant and gorgeously 
detailed on the transparent and equally pure finish that 
explodes with more minerality. This is beautifully bal-
anced and understated with a Zen-like sense of calm.” 
(94pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $2400-3200

 1074 Meursault - Vintage 2012
 Perrières, Roulot
 1x3 bottle ocb

“Moderate reduction is enough to suppress the fruit. 
By contrast there is excellent freshness and the same 
borderline painful intensity on the chiseled and strong-
ly mineral-driven medium weight flavors that culmi-
nate in an equally restrained and tightly coiled finish.” 
(92-95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1075 Meursault - Vintage 2013
 Perrières, Roulot

“Subtle aromas of orange oil, honey and vanillin oak. At 
once sweet, silky and energetic, with intense yellow fruit, 
saline and honey flavors supported by a strong mineral 
underpinning. Finishes with palate-saturating minerality 
and terrific length.”(93+?pts VM)

 4 bottles per lot $4000-6000
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 1082 Chambertin - Vintage 2008
 A. Rousseau
 3nl

“As it almost always is, this is not quite as elegant as the 
Bèze but it’s slightly more complex with dense and more 
deeply pitched yet extremely cool and restrained red and 
blue fruit aromas nuanced by a broad range of earth, 
game and underbrush hints, many of which carry over to 
the pure and relatively refined medium full-bodied flavors 
that are complex, vibrant and perfectly balanced on the 
gorgeously long finish.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1083 Chambertin - Vintage 1993
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 bsl, hscl, ssos

“There was something extraordinary about this bottle of 
1993 Rousseau Chambertin Clos de Bèze, bordering on 
supernatural. Everything I could ask for in a great Bur-
gundy was there - ripe red fruits, forest floor and the com-
plexity of terroir, breed, style, length. The fruit had a cat-
nip-like quality that made me feel happy and silly, and its 
acidity and finish said, I know I’m good now, but just you 
wait and see.’ It was impossible to stop drinking, even 
in the context of a dozen plus other, fabulous Rousseau 
reds. This may prove to be one of those lightning bolts in 
a bottle; on this day, it didn’t get any better.”(99pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 1080 Chambertin - Vintage 2002
 A. Rousseau

“The Rousseau had a great nose full of lots of earthy and 
tannin expression, showing off that t  n a and that va va 
voom. Its terroir was crackling in its nose, along with 
a full spice cabinet extraordinaire. Amazing red cherry 
tied the whole wine together, and leather snapped on its 
lengthy finish. “(98pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $18000-24000

 1081 Chambertin - Vintage 2006
 A. Rousseau

“It’s as though the Clos de Bèze and Chambertin have 
switched places in 2006 as here the nose is positively ka-
leidoscopic with a huge range of aromas and spice el-
ements leading to fresh, pure, round, rich and focused 
full-bodied flavors that carry obvious muscle and min-
erality on the deep, powerful and hugely long finish. An 
extremely impressive wine and one of the finest wines of 
the vintage.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $11000-15000

TOP TURN OF THE CENTURY RED AND WHITE BURGUNDY FROM A WORLD TRAVELER

These outstanding wines on the cusp of maturity come to us courtesy of a frequent consignor who has offered great Burgundy 
and noteworthy Italian selections in the past.  An avid traveler, he developed his love of wine living in France over thirty years 
ago and diversified his taste as he moved later onto the London and New York wine scenes.  He has bought the best of the best 
over the years in quantity and joins the JK Birthday festivities with another excellent consignment of more than sixty selections 
of outstanding Red and White Burgundy featuring Rousseau, Dujac, Roumier, Mugnier Raveneau and more!  

Rousseau starts off strongly with six lots of six bottles each of 2002 Chambertin and 1996 Clos de Beze followed by a trio of 
Comte Liger-Belair 2005s led by six bottles of Reignots!  There seven selections of both Dujac crowned by magnums of 1999 
Bonnes Mares and Clos St. Denis, as well as seven of Roumier led by six bottles of 1999 and a full case of 2002 Bonnes Mares!!  
Mugnier muscles six lots led by six bottles of 1999 Musigny.  Lots of lucky sixes!!  The rollcall of outstanding Red Burgundy 
continues with 1991 Leroy Beaux Monts, 1999 Rouget Cros Parantoux, 2002 Roty Charmes and 2001 Ponsot Clos de la Roche.  
White Burgundy flourishes with a full case of 2007 Chevalier Montrachet heading a trio of Domaine Leflaive, followed by five 
lots of Raveneau centering around six bottles of 2008 Les Clos!  A great selection from a great collector!  All wines removed 
from professional storage.
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 1089 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2005
 La Colombiere, Comte Liger-Belair
 1x12 bottle owc

“Vosne spice and very fresh red pinot and currant aro-
mas lead to racy, intense and precise flavors that possess 
solid definition on the linear, delicious and vibrant finish. 
Excellent quality for its level and recommended though 
note that this has already started to shut down so if you’re 
going to try one young just to see, be sure to give it plenty 
of air first.”(90pts BH)

 9 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 1090 Échézeaux - Vintage 1999
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1vlscl

“Explosive fruit of blackberries, vanilla and oriental 
spice with extremely ripe, relatively supple black fruit, 
round, sexy flavors underpinned by good structure, ripe 
tannins and fine acid/fruit balance. This is still very tight 
but there is good vigor, indeed even force behind this 
wine. One of the better DRC Échézeaux in a long time, 
in fact as good as the terrific ‘88 though stylistically dif-
ferent.”(92pts BH)

 5 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 1091 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2008
 Les Malconsorts, Christiane, Domaine de Montille
 2lbsl

(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1092 Clos des Lambrays - Vintage 2005
 Domaine des Lambrays
 1x6 bottle owc

“A much more deeply pitched nose of dark berry fruit, 
spice, earth, a hint of animale and an overlay of obvi-
ous minerality complements perfectly the rich, full and 
sweet broad-scaled yet elegant flavors that are solidly 
structured and firm on the detailed and wonderfully in-
tense finish. This powerful, long and serious vintage of 
Clos des Lambrays is built for the medium plus term...” 
(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1093 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1991
 Les Beaux Monts, Domaine Leroy
 2spc, 2sos, 1ssos

“The gorgeous 1991 Vosne-Romanée-Les Beaumonts is 
deeper and more saturated in color than the Vosne-Ro-
manée-Les Genevrieres. The sweet fragrance of choco-
late, black fruits, herbs, and toasty vanillin is followed by 
a long, unctuously-textured, layered wine with magnifi-
cent concentration, soft acid, and moderate ripe tannin in 
the finish. Drink it between 1996-2010.”(93pts)

 3 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 1084 Chambertin - Vintage 1996
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 6lstl, 1lvl, 1scc

“Intoxicating aromas of raspberry, smoked meat, un-
derbrush and oak char, plus an almost exotic sweetness. 
Sweet, pure fruit began a bit reticent but exploded with 
aeration to show great thrust and pinot tang. Despite its 
substantial volume, this wine’s fresh berry flavors are 
sharply delineated. Sweetly oaky in the mouth and on the 
suavely tannic, very long finish. Finishing note of cinna-
mon.”(94pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $13000-17000

 1085 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 2002
 C. Roumier
 1x6 bottle owc

“Good deep red. Brooding aromas of black fruits, pepper 
and licorice. Juicy, firm and penetrating, with impres-
sive inner-mouth energy. Tightly wound, firm and long, 
with excellent precision and strong spine. Finishing fruit 
and mineral flavors stain the palate on the aftertaste.”  
(91-94pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 1086 Musigny - Vintage 2006
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 1x3 magnum owc

“This is also extremely floral with a reserved nose that is 
an airy, spicy and ripe mélange of red and blue pinot fruit 
that displays really lovely violet and rose petal notes that 
are picked up by the minerally, intense and harmonious 
flavors that are beautifully proportioned and are blessed 
with ample amounts of dry extract on the essence of pinot 
and explosive, energetic and hugely long yet incredible 
precise finish that is also built on a base of firm mineral-
ity. This is almost exotic in character yet everything is in 
beautiful concordance. In a word, great.”(96pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $3200-4200

 1087 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2005
 Aux Reignots, Comte Liger-Belair
 1lstl

“I very much like this and while it’s less generous than 
the Chaumes, it’s classier and absolutely crystalline in its 
purity. A stunner.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 1088 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2005
 Clos du Château, Comte Liger-Belair
 1x12 bottle owc

“A floral nose resplendent with violets, Vosne spice, rasp-
berry liqueur and black currant that is both slightly riper 
and very pure combines with delicious, precise and sweet 
flavors that display ample minerality, all wrapped in an 
understated and beautifully balanced that possesses top 
1er length on the beautifully long finish. Again, terrific 
quality at this level and highly recommended.”(91pts BH)

 8 bottles per lot $5500-7500
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 1094 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1999
 Dujac
 spc, ssos

“Classic young Bonnes Mares with its austere, firm ex-
terior yet with a breathtakingly intense inner core of 
fiery fruit and extract of pinot. The sweet tannins are 
mouth coating and the texture almost liquorous yet there 
is a certain tension here that adds a note of mystery, as 
though the wine has much more to reveal than its pres-
ently hinting at. This may well have the best balance and 
overall material of any of these 99s and I have long be-
lieved that it is the most underrated wine in the Dujac 
portfolio. Captivating in every sense.”(92-94pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $4000-6000

 1095 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“The parade of Dujac grand crus begins with their 2005 
Charmes-Chambertin, assembled from several parcels 
in both Mazoyeres and “Ur-” Charmes. Especially com-
ing after the striking contrast of the two Vosne crus, this 
smells and tastes like the proverbial bowl of cherries. 
Polished and incipiently creamy, it’s like a pillow after 
the firm mattresses offered by the two Vosnes for long 
resting in the cellar. Licorice, chalk dust, and slight hints 
of game lend complexity to this wine’s forward fruit and 
inform a finish of refined structure and imposing length 
that should drink well early.”(92pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1096 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1995
 Dujac
 lscl, ssos

“...possesses powerful aromas of sweet black fruits. In 
the mouth, the wine explodes with dark berries, rocks, 
iron, and roasted spice, all embedded in this chewy, vel-
vety-textured, medium-bodied wine.”(92pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400

 1097 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1999
 Dujac
 1lbsl, 1scl

“Absolutely stunned on this evening. It was a throw-in 
after a flight of 1993s, including another Dujac, a Rous-
seau and a Roumier. And it was the best of them all. There 
was so much fruit, it felt almost like chewing gum. Sweet 
purple flavors cascaded over my palate. I could not stop 
drinking it. This catnip of a wine had me frolicking and 
feeling great.”(98pts JK)

 3 magnums per lot $14000-18000

 1098 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2001
 Dujac

“Powerful and dense aromas of earth, black and red fruit 
plus subtle notes of soy, coffee and hoisin explode from 
the glass that merge seamlessly into bigger, richer, round-
er and more muscular flavors. Authoritative, gorgeously 
textured and very stylish with pronounced tannic struc-
ture and plenty of buffering sap. Impressive and extreme-
ly long...”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1099 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2002
 Dujac

“This blew me away; after so many great and legendary 
wines, the ‘02 didn’t blink. It was absolutely delicious, 
deep and sweet with purply and edgy fruit. There was a 
sprinkle of milk chocolate to this delicious wine. This was 
2002 Burgundy at its best.”(95pts JK)

 2 magnums per lot $9000-12000

 1100 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 1999
 Dujac
 2bsl, 1wisl, 1sos

“Cool, vibrant aromas of blueberry, cassis, strawberry, 
espresso and bitter chocolate. Lush in texture but with 
excellent structure.”(91pts IWC)

 3 magnums per lot $13000-17000

 1101 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1999
 Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget

“Very ripe nose with a decadent fruit quality - sweet red 
ones with a spicy, black edge a little pepper, nice rich-
ness, and good flesh to the nose most open and ripe nose 
so far great jasmine/Asian spice and a caramel edge de-
velops...very rich and long a great wine the sexiest fruit 
and spice so far. It was after discussing this flight that I 
was officially labeled a “Cros Parantoux whore.” Well, 
the tasting was blind, I countered, and in the words of 
sweet Lou, It is what it is. One more thing, I added: Cros 
Parantoux rules!...”(94+pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1102 Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 Clos de Bèze, Faiveley
 1ltl, 1x6 bottle owc

“As aromatically complex as the Clos des Cortons is, the 
Clos de Bèze goes it one better with a dazzling array of 
spice, earth, mineral, fruit and subtle floral aromas that 
change every few seconds but continue onto the elegant, 
pure, transparent and vibrant flavors that possess superb 
power and striking depth of material on the unbelievably 
long finish. This is also quite firmly structured but com-
pletely balanced and the flavors are the perfect example 
of the term power without weight.”(95-97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 1107 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1999
 G. Roumier
 1vlscl

“1999 was a concentrated vintage with big yields. A more 
intriguing nose - deeper and darker more black fruits, 
with still some red in there with a reduction sauce qual-
ity truffles, earth, stone, nut and spice round out the ini-
tial aromas a very balanced and beautiful nose - full yet 
soft, stylish, and long nose gets better and better as well! 
Coiled and wound on the palate (‘doesn’t want to show 
you anything,’ observed Brian) with a touch of stems on 
the finish amongst its noticeable tannins - will be an in-
credible wine!...”(95+pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 1108 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2002
 G. Roumier
 6vlstl, 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Oh, 2002, how do I love thee? The forgotten great vin-
tage of the last twenty years once again reminded me 
why it should get more attention. Serious’ and so intense’ 
started my notes. There was great balance and consider-
able length in this great wine. ‘So fragrant,’ cooed one. 
M&M noted, ‘coiled, more Pinot fruit.’”(97+pts JK)

 12 bottles per lot $24000-32000

 1109 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2007
 G. Roumier

“The 2007 was very delicious and drinkable, despite a bit 
of vim and buzz still to its backside. I continue to make 
googly eyes with 2007 red Burgundy; it is tough to argue 
with the pure pleasure most deliver right now. The Roum-
ier had more vim than most 2007s but was still luscious 
and silky.”(95pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 1110 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2008
 Les Cras, G. Roumier

“Here there is no reduction and the cool, airy and pure 
red pinot fruit and stone notes dissolve seamlessly into 
the equally mineral-driven, detailed and precise medi-
um-bodied flavors that are at once seductive yet nervy 
with a silky mouth feel and really lovely focus on the ten-
sion-filled finish.”(89-92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 1111 Morey St. Denis - Vintage 2005
 Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier
 1x6 bottle ocb

“A very fresh and unusually bright but more deeply 
pitched red fruit nose inflected with iron suffused earth, 
hints of underbrush and subtle sauvage notes leads to 
rich, full and admirably intense flavors that are at once 
powerful yet supple, all wrapped in a punchy and more 
complex and minerally finish than what I usually find 
here. Good stuff with excellent acid/fruit/tannin balance 
and recommended.”(91pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1103 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2001
 Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier

“The 2001 Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Clos Saint-
Jacques from Jean-Marie Fourrier is lovely, wafting from 
the glass with aromas of wild berries, crushed cassis, 
dried flowers and sweet underbrush. On the palate, it’s 
medium to full-bodied, supple and bright, with a deep, 
layered mid-palate, framed by velvety tannins and suc-
culent acids and a compelling sense of purity and equi-
librium. The finish is tangy and subtly chalky. This is a 
superb Clos Saint-Jacques that’s drinking beautifully 
now.”(93pts)

 12 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 1104 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2002
 Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier

“Deep red. Explosively perfumed nose displays energetic 
raspberry and wild strawberry complemented by dried 
rose and iron. Expansive red berry flavors boast excellent 
depth and striking purity...”(93pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1105 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2008
 Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier
 1x6 bottle ocb

“The 2008 Gevrey-Chambertin Clos St. Jacques engages 
all of the senses with its cool, mineral-laced fruit and ex-
pressive bouquet. This shows marvelous tension and en-
ergy, not to mention fabulous overall balance. It could not 
be more different in style than the 2009 tasted alongside 
it. Both are fabulous, though. The 2008 is one of the more 
backward wines of the vintage and will require consider-
able patience. Anticipated maturity: 2023-2033.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1106 Griottes Chambertin - Vintage 2008
 Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier
 1x6 bottle ocb

“Interestingly, the 2008 Griotte-Chambertin is less 
marked by the vintage than the Clos St. Jacques; rath-
er here it is the signature of the vineyard that reigns 
supreme. Readers will find a wine of exquisite textural 
elegance and finesse. Silky tannins frame the fragrant, 
sweet fruit through to the generous, inviting finish. This 
is another superb wine from Jean-Marie Fourrier. Antic-
ipated maturity: 2018-2033.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000
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 1118 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2006
 Hudelot-Noellat
 1x6 bottle ocb

“This is also surprisingly reserved and if not inexpres-
sive, then reluctant though vigorous swirling coaxes a 
stunningly broad array of spice nuances as well as both 
blue and black fruit aromas that slide gracefully into 
rich, full, sweet and subtly mineral-infused flavors that 
are impressively powerful for the vintage and deliver 
simply huge length on the explosive and palate staining 
finish.”(92-5pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1119 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2008
 Aux Malconsorts, Hudelot-Noellat
 1x6 bottle ocb

“Bright, full red. Wonderfully expressive nose combines 
cherry liqueur, flowers, Oriental spices and sexy mineral-
ity. Impressively concentrated, pure and perfumed in the 
mouth, with rich but sharply delineated flavors of pun-
gent red berries, minerals and spices.”(92-95pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1120 Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 Clos de Bèze, J. Drouhin
 1spc

“The Drouhin 2005 Chambertin Clos de Bèze   which 
combines purchased fruit with a bit from their domaine   
displays a classic nose of black cherry, licorice, white 
pepper, and rose petal; stains the palate with its intensity 
of fruit, herb and flower while displaying fantastic ele-
gance, polish and silken refinement of texture; and grips 
for dear life in a finish marked by stunningly vivid floral 
perfume. This superb Pinot should not be revisited for at 
least 5-7 years and will doubtless be worth holding for 
twice that amount of time.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1121 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2002
 Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin

“Tasted at the Chambolle Amoureuses vertical in London, 
the 2002 Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru les Amoureuses is 
a stunning expression of the vineyard from the Drouhin 
team, perhaps the best vintage of the decade? It is no-
ticeably deep in color, more so than other 2002 recently 
tasted. The bouquet is wonderful with very fine delinea-
tion, pure and sensual red berry fruit laced with subtle 
sous-bois and wet limestone scents. The palate is crisp 
and precise with a fine bead of acidity. There is a sense 
of energy and vigor here that derives from the special 
terroir of Amoureuses, hints of oyster shell lining the 
mineral-rich finish that just leaves you begging for more 
once the wine has departed. This is quite fantastic. Tasted 
November 2015.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1112 Musigny - Vintage 2000
 G. Roumier

“Quite floral and plumy with round, rich, velvety, ex-
tremely ripe flavors and tannins that are completely 
coated in sap. This finishes with tremendous length and 
intensity. Quite structured but the sap tends to bury it. 
Extremely impressive...”(93pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $8000-11000

 1113 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 Geantet-Pansiot
 1lscl

“...delivers a lovely meld of bright cherry, beef marrow, 
cocoa powder, and chalk. A typically sleek, polished, 
long-lined performance for this appellation at its best, 
this isn’t a wine with lots of nooks and crannies.”(94pts)

 3 magnums per lot $1200-1600

 1114 Richebourg - Vintage 1993
 Gros Frere et Soeur
 1sdc

“Beautifully crafted, opulent red sporting fine tan-
nins, succulent plum flavors and a long, silky finish...” 
(94pts WS)

 2 magnums per lot $2400-3200

 1115 Richebourg - Vintage 1995
 Gros Frere et Soeur

“Remarkably dense and spicy for such young vines with 
real class and length if not necessarily lots of depth of 
extract. “(91pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1116 Richebourg - Vintage 2006
 Hudelot-Noellat
 1x6 bottle ocb

“There is excellent intensity to the tautly muscular, re-
strained but rich and mineral-inflected big-boned flavors 
that are supported by a firm tannic spine on the powerful-
ly long and driving finish. “(95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1117 Richebourg - Vintage 2008
 Hudelot-Noellat
 1x6 bottle ocb

“A distinctly floral suffused nose that speaks of a mix 
of wild red berry fruit aromas nuanced by exotic spice 
notes that continue onto the powerful, intense, focused 
and driving broad-shouldered flavors brimming with dry 
extract and outstanding length. There isn’t really much 
to separate this from the RSV except that the tannins of 
the Riche do not appear to be quite as well integrated, at 
least not yet.”(92-94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000
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 1127 Musigny - Vintage 1998
 J.F. Mugnier

“Violets and decadently opulent cherry pinot fruit of 
stunning elegance with incredibly precise medium full 
flavors of evident breed and class. This is presently quite 
compact and dense with superb complexity culminating 
in almost hard to believe persistence on the finish as it 
just lingers and lingers. Simply dazzling.”(95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 1128 Musigny - Vintage 1999
 J.F. Mugnier
 1nl

“Mugnier’s 1999 Musigny Grand Cru is still a very 
youthful wine, but a few hours’ decant gives a more than 
adequate sense of its immense quality. A beautiful bou-
quet of raspberries, black cherry, cocoa powder, violets, 
peony and incipient notes of rich soil and cedar introduce 
a pure, full-bodied wine with pitch-perfect balance and 
a deep, spherical core of ripe tannin, juicy acidity and 
reserved concentration. This is not an especially flam-
boyant wine, but it’s incredibly authoritative and sophis-
ticated; and in another decade, it will be just irresisti-
ble.”(96+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $11000-15000

 1129 Musigny - Vintage 2008
 J.F. Mugnier
 1x3 bottle owc

“The 2008 Musigny is an infant, but it captures the es-
sence of this important red Burgundy vintage to the full-
est. There is gorgeous subtlety and nuance to the fruit, 
along with magnificent aromatics and the most elegant 
of tannins. The 2008 needs time for the elements to har-
monize, but there is no mistaking the profoundness of 
what is developing in bottle. Today the Musigny shows 
a little more density and a touch better balance with its 
tannins than the Bonnes Mares, but both of Mugnier’s 
Grand Crus in 2008 are truly grand. Anticipated maturi-
ty: 2023-2048.”(97pts)

 3 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 1130 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2005
 Clos de la Marechale, J.F. Mugnier
 1x6 bottle ocb

“In contrast to the expressiveness of the first two ‘05s, 
here there is a completely different aromatic profile and 
one that is brooding with more deeply pitched and quite 
ripe blue and violet aromas combining with pungent earth 
and game hints that continue onto the sweet, rich and 
sappy flavors wrapped around a firm tannic spine. This is 
impressive as it is clearly Nuits in character yet with re-
fined and sophisticated structural elements.”(92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1122 Musigny - Vintage 2001
 J. Drouhin

“A completely different expression with ripe, high-
er-toned, less earthy aromas that seem to be the essence 
of black pinot fruit. The silky flavors are fine, pure and 
exceptionally detailed and possess simply superb length. 
A distinguished wine that is the epitome of power and 
richness without weight and given the jaw dropping pre-
cision of the finish, you have something really special.” 
(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1123 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2002
 Les Petits Monts, J. Drouhin

“Dark red. Precise redcurrant and strawberry aromas 
are  lifted by spicy minerality, with slowly unfolding flo-
ral notes  adding complexity. Silky red berry flavors show 
a building  sweetness, taking on raspberry and cherry 
preserve tones  with air. This gains weight on the long, 
sappy finish, which  offers outstanding length and leaves 
a lingering impression  of exotic Asian spices. Delicious 
now but should reward  another five to six years of age, 
at the minimum.”(93pts IWC)

 2 magnums per lot $1500-2000

 1124 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2002
 cuvée de Tres Vieilles Vignes, J. Roty

“The nose seems to be taken directly from extract of 
cassis as the aromas are so ripe yet incredibly fresh and 
possess an extraordinary panoply of secondary nuances, 
including earth, underbrush, leather, soy and spice. The 
powerful, indeed forceful flavors coat and stain the palate 
and completely buffer the solid tannic spine. In short, this 
is flat out incredible juice and worth a special search to 
find. In a word, wow!...”(95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1125 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 1993
 Les Amoureuses, J.F. Mugnier
 1stl, 1wrl, 1ll, 1cuc

“...finally blossomed to reveal spicy black fruit aromas 
nuanced by the beginnings of some secondary nuances 
followed by lovely and very pure middle weight flavors 
that are refined and defined, all culminating in serious 
length pretty effort of grace and class.”(91pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 1126 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2006
 Les Amoureuses, J.F. Mugnier

“A highly expressive and complete knockout of a nose is 
classic Amoureuses as it combines seductive spice and a 
ripe blend of red, black and blue fruit aromas trimmed 
in subtle floral notes that complement the rich, sweet, 
fresh and energetic medium full flavors that are supple 
and classy, supported by sophisticated tannins and sim-
ply gorgeous purity of expression on the terrifically long 
finish. Impressive in every respect.”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $8000-11000
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 1136 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2008
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot

“The 2008 Clos de la Roche cuvée Vieilles Vignes is a 
silky, elegant wine. Freshly cut roses, dark red fruit and 
minerals sit on a core of utterly refined tannins. This 
shows stunning balance in a weightless style that gains 
energy on the clean, focused finish. This is a fabulous ef-
fort from Ponsot.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1137 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2008
 Tres Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 1x3 magnum owc

“...highly expressive nose featuring both ripe and su-
perbly complex blue and red pinot fruit, plum, violets wet 
stone and touches of underbrush and warm earth that 
merge into full, rich, intense and as one would expect, 
distinctly powerful flavors that possess buckets of dry ex-
tract that render the firm tannins almost invisible though 
this will also need at least a decade to fully resolve the 
underlying structure. This is a powerful but utterly grace-
ful wine.”(93-96pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $1800-2400

 1138 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1999
 R. Groffier

“Medium ruby. Knockout grand cru aromas of macerat-
ed berries, licorice, jasmine, animal fur, tar and exotic 
baking spices; a great example of Bonnes-Mares, show-
ing both the floral and animal aspects of the cru. Fills 
the mouth with sappy sucrosity, lifted by a strong floral 
element. A wine of great energy, finishing with firm but 
sweet tannins. Makes a strong argument that great grand 
cru Burgundy can be made at a yield of 42 hectoliters per 
hectare.”(95pts IWC)

 2 magnums per lot $1500-2000

 1139 Montrachet - Vintage 2004
 Bouchard, Pere et Fils
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Deep aromas of clove and iodine. Extremely tight, dry 
and backward, giving up little today. Very intensely fla-
vored and steely; in comparison, the young 2005 is much 
fruitier and creamier today. This one is most impressive 
now on the subtle, stony, rising finish.”(94+pts IWC)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1131 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2004
 Aux Brulées, Méo-Camuzet
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Méo did particularly well in the challenging vintage 
that was 2004 and this wine is no exception with its spice 
and lightly herbal tea-inflected aromas that are just be-
ginning to reflect discreet secondary nuances. There is 
good vibrancy and precision to the stony middle weight 
flavors that terminate in a linear and impressively persis-
tent finale. This is a ripe wine in the context of the vintage 
and one that is drinking perfectly well now.”(91pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1132 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2006
 Aux Brulées, Méo-Camuzet

“Black fruits, licorice, dark chocolate and sweet oak on 
the very ripe nose. Large-scaled and compellingly sweet, 
with wonderfully ripe, sappy dark berry flavors convey-
ing a chewy impression of solidity.”(94pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1133 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2008
 Mugneret-Gibourg
 1x6 bottle ocb

“A deeply pitched nose displays attractive, if discreet, 
spiced aromas of primarily red berry fruits that include 
a broad array of warm earth notes as well as animale 
and underbrush hints that lead to delicious, powerful and 
intense big-bodied flavors blessed with ample dry extract 
and a linear, concentrated and driving finish that displays 
more than a little of the classic austerity of young Clos 
de Vougeot, indeed one could deservedly call this Cister-
cian.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1134 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1978
 Mugneret-Gibourg
 tl, excellent color

“...its mark as there is very little bricking in evidence. By 
contrast the pretty and perfumed nose has largely gone 
tertiary with plenty of spice, floral and soft earth charac-
ters on the sous-bois inflected aromas.”(91pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $1200-1600

 1135 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2001
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 1x12 bottle owc

“Ponsot’s 2001 Clos de la Roche is beginning to enter 
early maturity, opening in the glass with a classic bou-
quet of sweet strawberry preserve, roasted plums, rich 
soil tones, black tea and mustard seed. On the palate, the 
wine is rich, full-bodied and silky, with a fine-grained 
chassis of tannin, sappy acids and a saline, sapid finish. 
While Ponsot’s wines can be perplexing in their adoles-
cence, I suspect this is beginning to settle down and hit 
its stride.”(93pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000
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 1140 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 1999
 Domaine Leflaive
 1-3cm bc, 4wc, 4sos

“The 1999 Bâtard Montrachet Grand Cru from Domaine 
Leflaive is blessed with a stunning gunflint nose that 
soars from the glass. It is supremely well controlled and 
actually shows up the 1999 Chevalier-Montrachet tasted 
alongside. The palate is rich in the glass with light hon-
eyed tones intermingling with lime, marzipan and citrus 
lemon. As you would expect, there is superb mineralité 
locked into this wine, though it is expressed more aromat-
ically than on the palate. Still, it is a deeply impressive 
wine and it should continue to give pleasure over the next 
decade at least.”(94pts)

 6 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 1141 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet - Vintage 1999
 Domaine Leflaive
 1wc, 1ssos

“This was another great Leflaive BBM and a powerful, 
classic example of the 1999 vintage. It had terrific length 
and an earthy undertone that I was diggin’ (pun intended, 
waka waka). I was very impressed.”(97pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1142 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2007
 Domaine Leflaive

“A strikingly complex nose that is even more complex 
than that of the Bâtard as there is a great breadth of aro-
mas to the ripe, pure and airy nose of white flower, spice 
and subtle pear aromas that complement to perfection 
the rich and mouth coating flavors built on a base of fine 
minerality, all wrapped in a sappy and mouth coating 
finish that oozes dry extract. This is really a lovely ef-
fort that is almost as powerful as the Bâtard but as one 
would expect, finer and even a bit longer with an almost 
painfully intense backend. A very impressive effort that is 
positively Zen-like in its poise and quiet sense of harmo-
ny.”(96pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 1143 Chablis - Vintage 2004
 Blanchots, Raveneau

“Loads of spicy pears and minerals can be found in the 
aromatic profile of the 2004 Chablis Blanchots. Big, 
bold, and rich, this spicy wine is silky-textured and me-
dium to full-bodied. Bitter lemons (a positive), candied 
limes, spices, and flint compose its complex flavor profile. 
Projected maturity: now-2012.”(90-92pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1144 Chablis - Vintage 2008
 Les Clos, Raveneau
 1spc

“A taste of 2008 Raveneau Chablis Les Clos from the 
night before was also salty, but it was so rich, meaty and  
bracing.’ There was an ocean of sea breeze blowing in, 
settling in around a nice yellow core. This was a savory 
white wine that got richer in the glass despite it being 
kept overnight in the bottle. “(98pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 1145 Chablis - Vintage 2005
 Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau

“This is a mild step up in overall class and elegance with 
a gorgeously perfumed white flower fruit nose introduc-
ing linear, precise, intense and powerful medium full 
flavors that remain splendidly focused on the stunningly 
long finish that drenches the palate in dry extract. This is 
a striking 1er and one to buy as it easily delivers grand 
cru quality.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1146 Chablis - Vintage 2000
 Valmur, Raveneau

“Very ripe but quite reticent on the nose; more wet 
stone than oak influence here. At once precise and 
powerful, with a cool, minerally character and plenty 
of inner-mouth perfume. Round and chewy, supported 
by lovely mineral backbone. Very long, youthfully un-
evolved finish suggests that there even more to come.” 
(93+?pts IWC)

 8 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1147 Chablis - Vintage 2006
 Valmur, Raveneau
 1x6 bottle ocb

“According to Raveneau, the airy exposure of its site in-
herently lends more elegance to his 2006 Chablis Valmur 
and less weight or opulence than the Blanchots. (The Val-
mur, too, originates with a high average age of vine.) Di-
verse flowers and herbal high tones in the nose usher in 
a remarkably polished, refined palate, one no less tactile 
in its mineral dimensions than the Blanchots, but more 
transparent, and with a lift that matches its wafting floral 
perfume and a purity of yellow plum and grapefruit that 
are seductively succulent. This unforgettably persistent, 
truly grand cru should dazzle for 12-15 years.”(95-96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000
_____________________________
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 1148 Chambertin - Vintage 1993
 A. Rousseau

“The 1993 Rousseau is one of the greatest Burgs ever 
made, as a recent lunch in LA also confirmed. The red 
fruits, the Asian spices, it wasn’t too rich or too sweet and 
perfect in each of those regards. It was like an elegant 
jackhammer.”(99pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $5000-7000

 1149 Chambertin - Vintage 1996
 A. Rousseau

“As great as so many of the wines that we had already 
tasted on this magical evening, this next flight of reds ab-
solutely stole the show. It began with a spectacular bottle 
courtesy of Big Mike. The first thing I wrote was, WOW. 
The Rousseau was meaty, intense and DEEP; it was full 
of rose, iron, crushed red fruits, vitamins, tannins, alco-
hol, acidity, brick, iron, wildfire it was game over. As Eli 
decreed, that s it. The palate was rich, hearty and incred-
ible with its rose, oil, game and vitamin flavors. This was 
wine was flat out incredible.”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 1150 Chambertin - Vintage 1988
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 stl, nl

“The 1988 Rousseau Chambertin Clos de Bèze that fol-
lowed was just starting to sing, as many top 1988s are. 
After decades of tight fruit and hard finishes, the 1988s 
have finally arrived. There was great perfume to this 
Bèze. It was rich and sumptuous with autumnal tea leaves 
and game qualities. Sous bois was definitely there, as was 
rich and flavorful bouillon flavors.”(95pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 1151 Chambertin - Vintage 2002
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“There was nice duck sauce/plum sauce, great spice and 
foresty fruit. This was a solid classic.”(95pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 1152 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 1999
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau

“...it may very well have exceeded even its own lofty ac-
complishments. The color is remarkably black followed 
by a blast of intensely sappy pinot fruit, long, rich, pow-
erful and earthy flavors all held together by extraordi-
nary balance. This is just flat out reference standard CSJ. 
Though it does not often achieve this, in 1999, the CSJ is 
as good as the Bèze.”(92-93pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 1153 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1993
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lbsl, ssos

“...fuller, sweeter, and more concentrated than the 
Échézeaux. It reveals a healthy dark ruby color, an at-
tractive nose of red and black fruits and pain grillee, 
followed by a medium-bodied, concentrated style with 
a firm, well-delineated, focused personality, and moder-
ate tannin in the finish. It is a 15-year wine that requires 
another 5-6 years of patience. The DRC’s 1993s possess 
the vintage’s toughness, tannic structure, austerity, and 
aging potential.”(90pts)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $12000-16000

DAZZLING BURGUNDY AND MORE FROM A SERIOUS BON VIVANT
This fascinating selection comes to us courtesy of a conscientious collector that we have known for two decades!  He has been a 
very serious Burgundy collector for much longer than that, and he cultivated his amazing palate from generously sharing wines 
from his outstanding cellar with friends, and also cleaning out a few notable cellars of some fine wine restaurants in New York 
City, which makes him both lucky and good!  This time out he features Rousseau, DRC, Henri Jayer and Coche-Dury. 

Five lots of Rousseau are led by 1993 and 1996 Chambertin, which sets us up for eight lots of Domaine de la Romanee Conti, 
highlighted by a Jeroboam of 1993 Grands Echezeaux followed by 1985 and 1990 Richebourg.  The dean of Red Burgundy, 
Henri Jayer, gets his due with seven selections starting with a bottle of 1985 Echezeaux and a magnum of 1989 Cros Parantoux, 
as well as a magnums from his nephew, 1993 Rouget Cros Parantoux.  We conclude with the first and last name in White 
Burgundy with four vintages of Coche-Dury Corton Charlemagne back to 1999!  All wines removed from professional storage.
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 1158 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Discreet wood sets off a wonderfully elegant, airy and 
ultra-pure dark pinot fruit nose that is perhaps even more 
reticent and shut down than the La Tâche and only seri-
ously aggressive swirling can reveal stubborn notes of 
rose petal, spice and menthol influence. The ultra-silky 
but firm medium-scaled flavors are also blessed with 
an impressive abundance of dry extract that buffers the 
prominent but ripe supporting tannins on the moderately 
austere, deep and palate coating finish. The length here 
is genuinely amazing, indeed even at this early juncture 
this is already the longest wine in the range. As it virtu-
ally always is at this point in its development, this is an 
exercise in understatement, poise and controlled power 
with an unrivaled purity of expression. In sum, this is 
Zen-like. As to whether it will ultimately be better than 
the La Tâche in 2011 remains to be seen but for now the 
two seem to be neck and neck from a purely qualitative 
perspective.”(96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $15000-20000

 1159 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“This is certainly one of, if not the, most floral wine 
in the range in 2011 with the possible exception of the 
Richebourg. The extraordinarily elegant and airy nose 
is positively kaleidoscopic in its sheer breadth of spice 
elements that combine with the stunningly pure red and 
black raspberry fruit aromas that are liberally laced with 
rose petal nuances. The lacy, intense and beautifully pre-
cise middle weight flavors are harmonious and impecca-
bly well-balanced on the fabulously long and silky finish 
where a touch of youthful asperity is present. This should 
be terrific in time.”(94pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1160 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2012
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle owc

“The 2012 Romanée St Vivant, incidentally served be-
fore Richebourg rather than afterwards unlike previous 
years, was picked on September 28 and 29 at 24 hecto-
liters per hectare. There is a wondrous, ethereal purity 
to this 2012, a little more sumptuous than I recall it from 
barrel, with kirsch and freshly picked strawberries. As it 
opens, it gains more and more sensuality. The palate is 
rounded, almost curvaceous in the mouth, clearly more 
concentrated than the 2011 with a sense of authority and 
purpose, a bit of daring-do on the long finish. It leaves a 
slightly ferrous residue on the aftertaste, completing what 
is a marvelous and sensual Grand Cru. 1,148 cases pro-
duced.”(96pts)

 4 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 1154 La Tâche - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 stl

“As it was from cask this is more restrained than usual 
and it requires aggressive swirling to coax the pure and 
spicy essence of red berry fruit aromas to emerge from 
the glass where there is a slight hint of herbal tea present. 
There is a similar reserve to the distinctly focused and 
linear flavors that enjoy a seemingly unlimited reserve 
of dry extract that renders the fine-grained and silky tan-
nins almost invisible at present though I suspect that they 
will become much more apparent once the baby fat melts 
away.”(96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 1155 Richebourg - Vintage 1985
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lbsl, nl, spc, scc

“This bottle was a great one, showing everything one 
could want from this vintage and wine. There were lots 
of rose hip and vitamin C in this minty wine. Menthol 
abounded amongst its tomato and Worcestershire flavors. 
This was as good as this wine gets.”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $4500-6000

 1156 Richebourg - Vintage 1990
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Amazing nose - incredible t ‘n a that is somehow ripe 
as wll red fruits dominate with a hint of black here earth, 
truffle, leather, and game aromas are all divine singular-
ly and collectively huge yet silky with a fabulous finish, 
fabulous fruit yes, this is fabulous wine, absolutely if you 
will secondary aromas of soy and mocha, with a pinch of 
sawdust massive ripeness and finish.”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 1157 Richebourg - Vintage 2012
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The Richebourg 2012 was picked September 27-28 at 
just 19 hectoliters per hectare, one of the lowest yields 
in this vintage. This has a serious bouquet, reserved at 
first, more earth than air. Unusual for this cuvée, there is 
a sense of exoticism here, a Richebourg daring to show 
a bit of ankle. Blackberry pastille intermingle with wilted 
violets, and there is a touch of warmth that belies the pre-
cocity of the growing season. Leaving it aside for 10 min-
utes, there are hints of Provençal herbs, broom and even 
fennel. The palate is medium-bodied and the first thing 
that strikes you is its backbone. Well, this is Richebourg 
after all. But there is an arching structure to this wine 
that is disguised by the silkiness of its texture, plus an 
almost citrus freshness and brightness on the finish. This 
is a Richebourg that will make you giddy with pleasure. 
634 cases produced.”(97pts)

 2 bottles per lot $5500-7500
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 1165 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1989
 Cros Parantoux, H. Jayer
 nl, lvl

“I initially thought that the 1989 Henri Jayer Cros 
Parantoux was a little off, but the Comte dissuaded me 
of that ridiculous notion. It did need some time to air 
out; this was a beast coming out of its cave, for sure. 
The CP was rusty and milky at first, and I could see all 
of its potential in the beginning, but little did I realize 
how much it would open up so quickly in my glass. The 
palate was rich and great with ultimately the best finish 
of the flight. The Comte found it  amazing,’ and bouillon 
flavors added some delicious complexity. The finish got 
insane!”(98+pts JK)

 1 magnum per lot $18000-24000

 1166 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1993
 Cros Parantoux, H. Jayer
 lwisl, lscl, spc

“Someone thought that the 1993 H. Jayer Vosne Ro-
manée Cros Parantoux was ‘close to a perfect wine.’ It 
was so rich and perfectly spiced. Martine chimed in that 
she found more similarities amongst the multiple years 
in Cros Parantoux’ than the other Jayer parcels, which 
made sense. This was rich in a wow wow way, like mak-
ing the Forbes 400. Everything was in the perfect place, 
while still ascending.”(99pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $10000-14000

 1167 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1994
 Cros Parantoux, H. Jayer
 wc

“ ... very ripe flavors displaying hints of Vosne spice sup-
ported by ripe tannins and good acidity. The flavors have 
a reserved, almost brooding quality to them. The length 
is superior to that of the Beaux Monts and the additional 
ripeness suggests that this will age more gracefully too. 
The finishing tannins are firm but not green and the finish 
shows good if not exceptional richness.”(90pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $7000-9000

 1168 Échézeaux - Vintage 1991
 H. Jayer for Georges
 1-3cm bc

“It was stylistically different but tough to say it wasn’t 
qualitatively equal, but it didn’t keep up over time in 
the glass. It was high-toned but got sappy compared to 
the 1990. It was sweeter, with more dried fig and raisin 
emerging, and the wood was more noticeable in the end. “ 
(96pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 1161 Corton - Vintage 1993
 Renardes, Domaine Leroy
 bsl, ssos

“The 1993 Corton-Renardes has a slightly ambering robe 
and complex, lightly-evolved aromas of herbs and black 
pit fruits. Medium-to-full-bodied and hugely concentrat-
ed, it opens with spectacular, lushly-textured, intense 
fruit, then slams shut on hard tannins. Its color, aromat-
ics, and fruit seem to be evolving without much softening 
of the tannins, yet it has loads of fruit to spare.”(94pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 1162 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1993
 Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget
 lwisl, sos

“Racy, sleek i premier cru n , showing digital definition 
in every aspect of its flavor components. Loaded with 
sweet-tasting red berry character, and just a touch of 
wood and spice for added complexity. Very long, focused 
finish.”(95pts WS)

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000

 1163 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2007
 G. Roumier
 1sdc, different importers

“The 2007 was very delicious and drinkable, despite a bit 
of vim and buzz still to its backside. I continue to make 
googly eyes with 2007 red Burgundy; it is tough to argue 
with the pure pleasure most deliver right now. The Roum-
ier had more vim than most 2007s but was still luscious 
and silky.”(95pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 1164 Échézeaux - Vintage 1985
 H. Jayer
 lwisl, ltl, sdc

“...this bottle displayed a bright and still fresh if no longer 
youthful nose of earth, spice and plenty of game and un-
derbrush with no sous bois followed by sweet, delicious, 
rich and exuberantly expressive flavors of striking length, 
superb complexity and real breed. The hallmark Jayer 
character of a velvety finish is here in abundance and this 
is an extremely impressive effort.”(93pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $7500-10000
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 1173 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2008
 Coche-Dury

“The utterly profound 2008 Corton-Charlemagne Grand 
Cru is one of Jean-François Coche’s great achievements 
and though today its quality is obvious, it’s interesting 
that Jean-François and his son Raphaël recall 2008 in 
its infancy as “rude, closed, austere and cold.” The wine 
wafts from the glass with notes of green orchard fruit, 
white flowers, oatmeal, vanilla pod, iodine and a subtle 
framing of new oak. On the palate, it’s full-bodied, lay-
ered and multidimensional, its bright line of structuring 
acidity running through an ample but tense core of satiny 
texture and extract. The finish is bright, chalky and inter-
minable. For a wine that retains all the tension and cut of 
a cool vintage, this Corton-Charlemagne’s amplitude and 
power are striking. “Classic in the best sense” is Coche’s 
understated judgment; less temperate commentators 
might call it perfection.”(100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $5000-7000

 1174 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2011
 Coche-Dury

“The 2011 Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru has an ex-
quisite bouquet that truly deserves the phrase “liquid 
mineral.” Imagine a limestone quarry being melted down 
and then distilled multiple times until there is just enough 
to fill your wine glass. The palate has perfect acidity and 
subtle spicy notes on the entry: hints of lime flower, cit-
rus lemon and a subtle note of mandarin coming through 
with aeration. Is exhibits balletic poise on the finish a 
sensational Corton-Charlemagne that just may turn out 
to be just as good as the 2010. “(96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $4500-6000

 1175 Vega Sicilia Unico - Vintage 1998
 1x1 magnum owc

“...is purple-colored with a complex bouquet of wood 
smoke, violets, Asian spices, mineral, blueberry, and 
assorted black fruits. This is followed by a full-bodied, 
dense, loaded wine with gobs of sweet fruit, great concen-
tration, and layers of flavor.”(98pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1000-1400
_____________________________

 1169 Échézeaux - Vintage 1993
 H. Jayer for Georges
 3cm bc, ll

“The 1993 Georges/Henri Jayer Échézeaux had a touch 
of inviting herbal, in a spice cabinet way. Its spice was 
ticklishly good, and it had great, honeyed aromatics. The 
palate was rich, long and stylish in an outstandingly sexy 
way. This was 1993 at its finest.”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 1170 Échézeaux - Vintage 2000
 H. Jayer for Georges

“The 2000 Jayer had an explosive nose with great fresh-
ness and zip, full of garden and purple flowers with 
so much lilac. This was long, sexy and elegant. The 
2000 was truly in a great spot, with nice earth flavors, 
too.”(95pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 1171 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 1999
 Coche-Dury

“The 1999 Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru is a spec-
tacular white Burgundy that numbers among the greatest 
recent vintages of this legendary wine, wafting from the 
glass with notes of preserved citrus, toasted sesame, but-
tered popcorn and gingerbread, showing more and more 
complexity as it unwinds in the glass. On the palate, the 
wine is full-bodied, deep and concentrated, with wonder-
ful tension at the core, its glossy texture underpinned by 
a bright line of acidity that carries through the penetrat-
ing, searingly intense and unremitting finish. This Cor-
ton-Charlemagne’s sheer length marks it out as one of the 
high points of this tasting. Jean-François Coche observes 
that the 1999 vintage was tight-knit and rather unyielding 
in its youth but that he always had confidence in its ex-
traordinary potential.”(100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $5000-7000

 1172 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2005
 Coche-Dury

“Warning: this incredible white Burgundy can leave you 
speechless. Appraised blind, everyone fortunate enough 
to have a glass of this Corton-Charlemagne in front of 
them, recognized its greatness. The bouquet is imbued 
with spine-tingling mineralite and a shimmering tension 
that is impossible to encapsulate in words. It just leaves 
you with a huge smile on your face. The palate neatly 
interlocks with the aromatics, that mineral tension just 
leaving you breathless with admiration.”(98pts)

 1 bottle per lot $5500-7500
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 1180 La Romanée - Vintage 1985
 Bouchard, Pere et Fils
 1-3.5cm bc, 3stl, 3tal

“Bricking with a ruby core. A wonderfully elegant, ex-
pressively perfumed nose soars from the glass and this 
has real vibrancy to it that provides more lift to the 
nose...”(90pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1181 La Romanée - Vintage 1999
 Bouchard, Pere et Fils
 1wc, 1x6 bottle owc

“Very deep, almost black ruby color. There is a healthy 
dose of new wood but there is absolutely no doubt that 
this wine has sufficient density to absorb it The intensity 
of this wine is dialed way up with thick, super ripe aromas 
of black berries, oriental spices, tea, leather and a trace 
of underbrush coupled with extremely dense, extract of 
pinot noir flavors and fine, dusty tannins that create a 
massively structured wine...”(96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1182 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 C. Roumier

“The intensely floral nose is exceptionally fresh and dis-
plays additional notes of truffle, earth and high-toned red 
currant aromas that are followed by rich, intense and 
stony medium-bodied flavors that possess excellent com-
plexity and even better persistence.”(94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1176 Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 A. Rousseau

“I was frankly quite surprised to find the Chambertin al-
most as expressive and every bit as broad aromatically as 
the Bèze as the nose is equally kaleidoscopic if featuring 
a more deeply pitched set of fruit aromas and more earth. 
The flavors are bigger if not finer with serious power and 
weight on the rich, full and driving finish that possesses 
an exuberant underlying sense of energy, all wrapped in 
a core of rock solid but ripe and balanced tannins. Like 
the potential of the Bèze, this too has a chance to ascend 
as one of the top vintages ever typified by such years as 
‘34, ‘49, ‘52, ‘62, ‘66 and ‘91. Arguably the Chambertin 
of the vintage.”(99pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 1177 Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 A. Rousseau

“...is also ultra-pure and densely fruited with notes of an-
ise, mint, wet stone and a sauvage hint that introduces in-
tensely earthy and mineral-driven big-bodied flavors that 
are rich, powerful, serious and densely concentrated, all 
wrapped in a silky, pa”(98pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 1178 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau

“We had some Clos St. Jacques action next, starting with 
a rich and sweet 2009 Rousseau Gevrey Chambertin Clos 
St. Jacques. This was full of honey and sweet and ripe, 
showing the characteristic of the 2009 vintage in Bur-
gundy very clearly. There was still tension to it despite 
its succulence. It was clearly a great Rousseau with rich, 
decadent, saucy red and purple fruit flavors.”(96+pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1179 Chambolle Musigny
 Les Charmes, Bertheau
 - Vintage 2015 (92pts BH) (6)
 - Vintage 2016 (90-93pts BH) (12)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $2200-3000

CONNOISSEUR’S CHOICE: ROUSSEAU, LA ROMANEE AND DAUVISSAT

Youthful Red and White Burgundy come to the birthday auction courtesy of a noted connoisseur, member of wine societies and 
writer who travels often to Burgundy eager to embrace each new vintage necessitating a sale from time to time to make room 
in the cellar.  Three bottles each of 2005 and 2009 Rousseau Chambertin set the table for three vintages of La Romanee: 1985, 
1999 and 2012.  We have Musigny power from 2009 Drouhin and 2005 Mugnier, and Chablis shimmers with two cases of 2014 
Dauvissat Les Clos!!  All wines ideally stored.  
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 1183 Pommard - Vintage 2005
 Clos des Epeneaux, Comte Armand

“...Presently brooding and even more backward with only 
grudging and very ripe notes of plum, spice and earth in 
evidence where the earthy character can also be found 
on the textured, velvety and mouth coating full-bodied 
flavors blessed by superb depth of material and so much 
dry extract that the finish is borderline chewy but not at 
all aggressive.”(94pts BH)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 and 1 Jeroboam

 1184 La Romanée - Vintage 2012
 Comte Liger-Belair

“The 2012 La Romanée is a wine of effortless and utterly 
unforgettable beauty, soaring from the glass in an oth-
erworldly blend of black plums, black raspberries, fresh 
nutmeg, kaleidoscopic soil tones, duck, incipient Vosne 
spices, dark chocolate and a very discreet base of new 
oak. I know that this wine was raised in one hundred per-
cent new oak, but the depth of sappy fruit and the great 
signature of soil here have simply combined to devour the 
wood this year! On the palate the wine is deep, full-bod-
ied, breathtakingly pure and utterly seamless, with a sap-
py core of gorgeous fruit, stunning transparency, very 
suave, silken tannins and brilliant backend energy that 
gives this supremely elegant wine a sense of vibrancy 
and purity that simply takes one’s breath away! I simply 
cannot imagine a more profoundly refined and seamless 
example of this legendary vintage.”(100pts JG)

 3 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 1185 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2011
 Clos du Château, Comte Liger-Belair

“Louis-Michel’s monopole in the middle of the village, 
the 2011 Vosne-Romanée Clos du Château has a solid, 
confident bouquet with bright red and black berries that, 
compared to the Colombiere, are only too pleased to strut 
their stuff! The palate is fresh, crisp and taut on the entry 
and it builds gently toward a pure, caressing finish. This 
year, the Clos du Château represents a leap up from the 
other Vosne Village Crus. Drink 2014-2019.”(90pts)

 4 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1186 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2011
 La Colombiere, Comte Liger-Belair

“Typically savory, aromatic notes are delivered with su-
perb precision and cut in the 2011 Vosne-Romanée La 
Colombière. Smoke, tobacco, plum, orange peel and an-
ise are some of the many notes that inform the bright, 
high-toned finish.”(91pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1187 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2010
 Dujac

“An intensely floral nose features notes of rose petals and 
lavender along with cool red berry fruit liberally laced 
with wet stone nuances. The taut and muscular broad-
scaled and concentrated flavors are precise, intense and 
explosively long on the focused and stunningly persis-
tent finish that is youthfully austere and breathtakingly 
intense. This faultlessly well-balanced but very firm ef-
fort will require extended cellaring and 15 to 20 years 
is probably what the structure will require to completely 
resolve.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1188 Richebourg - Vintage 2005
 Hudelot-Noellat

“A deep and brooding nose of subtle wood spice, Asian 
spice and ripe black pinot and plum aromas merges into 
big, robust and powerful flavors that are at once silky yet 
punchy with even more dry extract than the RSV and, at 
least today, even more finishing persistence. This is well 
muscled but taut and refined, like a world class gymnast. 
One to buy and forget if you can as this wine will make 
you very popular amongst your friends!”(94-6pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1189 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2016
 Les Suchots, Hudelot-Noellat
 1x3 magnum ocb

“More inky and slightly higher-toned than the Beaumont, 
offering very dark, nuanced aromas and flavors of black 
cherry, dark raspberry, violet, cocoa powder and crushed 
rock. Rich, ripe, broad and sedate in the mouth, but with 
excellent energy and lift. Finishes saline, tactile and very 
long.”(91-94pts VM)

 3 magnums per lot $1400-1800

 1190 Chambertin
 - Vintage 2005 Clos de Bèze, J. Drouhin (96pts) (3)
 Griottes Chambertin
 - Vintage 2005 J. Drouhin  (95pts BH) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1191 Musigny - Vintage 2009
 J. Drouhin
 2x3 bottle owc’s

“A notably more complex nose of violets, red berries 
and spice notes, especially anise leads to full-bodied and 
generous broad-scaled flavors that possess a seductive 
mouth feel as there is superb dry extract which buffers the 
very firm tannins and coats the palate on the strikingly 
long finish.”(96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000
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 1192 Musigny - Vintage 2005
 J.F. Mugnier

“Candor forces me to admit that mere words won’t begin 
to do a wine like this justice so I will simply state that the 
Mugnier Musigny is a compelling candidate for wine of 
the vintage honors, which is saying something significant 
in such a gifted vintage like 2005. An incredibly com-
plex and kaleidoscopic nose features a dazzling array of 
aromas, particularly violet and rose petal nuanced with 
anise, clove and cinnamon that merges seamlessly into 
sweet, pure and ultra refined full-bodied flavors that are 
harmonious and deep, with a driving tension that forces 
everything into striking relief yet the palate impression 
is pure velvet on the immensely long finish. Moreover, 
it delivers one of my favorite aspects of great burgun-
dy, which is power without weight but in this case, the 
‘05 Musigny is an enormously powerful wine but not 
especially weighty. In short, this is flat out brilliant and 
is a wine that you will definitely want in your cellar.” 
(99pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 1193 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 2015
 Mugneret-Gibourg

“The wonderful 2015 Ruchottes-Chambertin Grand Cru 
opens in the glass with aromas of dark wild berries, spicy 
coniferous forest floor and a judicious framing of new 
oak. On the palate, the wine is full-bodied, tight-knit and 
reserved, with a large-scaled chassis of fine, chalky tan-
nins, a deep core of cool fruit and a stony, almost saline 
quality on the finish.”(96pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1194 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2017
 Les Folatieres, Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 banded bottle owc

“Ripe aromas of peach and orange juice complicated 
by a leesy nuance. Broad and suave in the mouth, with 
a peach flavor lifted and intensified by a floral compo-
nent. This sharply focused Folatières conveys a com-
pelling impression of sweetness, yet the residual sugar 
here is barely one gram per liter, according to winemaker 
Pierre Vincent. Finishes pure and very long, with a light 
touch.”(91-93pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

PARCEL LOTS 1195-1196

 1195 Chablis - Vintage 2012
 Les Clos, V. Dauvissat
 1x12 bottle ocb

“The 2012 Chablis Grand Cru Les Clos, which comes 
from 1.7 hectares of 50+-year-old vine, has a much sub-
tler bouquet compared to Les Preuses with hints of yel-
low flowers and damp autumnal undergrowth. The palate 
is extremely well-balanced with a touch of dried apricot 
and peach skin on the entry before being usurped by gen-
tle spicy notes that lead to the tense finish. This is a lovely 
Les Clos, although Les Preuses is more exciting this year. 
Drink now-2022.”(92pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1196 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000
 1x12 bottle ocb

 
_____________________________
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 1201 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2001
 Mugneret-Gibourg

“The initial hints of secondary development are now evi-
dent on the earthy dark berry fruit nose that merges into 
round, supple and admirably rich medium-bodied flavors 
that are now relatively approachable before culminat-
ing in a delicious, vibrant and mouth coating finish.” 
(93pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1202 1 magnum per lot $1000-1400

 1203 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2001
 Georges Mugneret 
 ll, hcrc

 1 Jeroboam per lot $2000-2800

 1204 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2009
 Mugneret-Gibourg
 1x1 Jeroboam owc

“The 2009 Clos de Vougeot is a huge, huge Burgundy. 
It will need considerable time to shed its baby fat and 
its considerable tannin. The 2009 boasts incredible depth 
and richness, with layers of dark red fruit that saturate 
the palate through to the finish. The 2009 is a super im-
pressive showing from the Mugneret sisters. This is an 
intense style of Clos de Vougeot that has also maintained 
considerable freshness. Anticipated maturity: 2019-
2039.”(94pts)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $3000-4000

 1205 Échézeaux - Vintage 1999
 Mugneret-Gibourg
 ltl, ssos

“Very dark, very dense smoky Vosne fruit laced through 
and through with Vosne spice, tar, leather and tea.” 
(91pts BH)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $3000-4000

 1197 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 1999
 Les Feusselottes, Mugneret-Gibourg

“While it’s no surprise, this continues to be one knock-
out Chambolle as it’s superbly elegant in every respect 
with its stylish pinot fruit, intense, sappy crushed red fruit 
flavors, medium weight yet very fine tannins and sneaky 
persistence. This is the essence of pinot finesse and is 
wonderfully seductive. While not especially dense or 
weighty, it is textbook Chambolle-Musigny in its remark-
able purity of expression, laser-like precision and lacy 
transparency and offers good finishing richness. In short, 
this is drop dead gorgeous and highly recommended.” 
(92pts BH)

 2 magnums per lot $1200-1600

 1198 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 1990
 Mugneret-Gibourg
 1lscl, 1 bottle different importer

“...fully secondary nose displays plenty of earth, spice 
and sauvage characters as well as excellent complexity. 
There is fine richness to the delicious, round and intense 
medium weight plus flavors that possess excellent con-
centration...”(94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1199 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 1999
 Mugneret-Gibourg

“A very gentle touch of wood frames some secondary de-
velopment on the complex, earthy and mildly spicy dark 
berry fruit nose that is very much in keeping with the 
round, delicious and gorgeously complex middle weight 
flavors that are underpinned by very sophisticated tan-
nins that provide focus and firmness on the mouth coating 
and wonderfully long and intense finish. “(93pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1200 1 magnum per lot $1200-1600

LARGE FORMAT MUGNERET-GIBOURG WITH DOM PERIGNON AND SALON

It is a pleasure to welcome back this consummate industry insider and twenty lots from his personal and professionally stored 
collection.  We go old school with Mugneret-Gibourg delving into a dozen selections featuring Jeroboams of 1999 Clos Vougeot, 
Echezeaux and Ruchottes Chambertin!!!  We get a sparkle in our step with four lots of Dom Perignon crested by a magnum of 
1971 Rose and six selections of Salon back to 1979 and 1982!!  Hot stuff! 
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Lot: 1203-1205, 1207
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 1211 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1988
 P3 Rose
 1x1 magnum owc

 1 magnum per lot $5000-7000

 1212 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1971
 Rose
 lscl, excellent color

“What can one say? Certain vintages of this precious 
commodity are simply fantastic. The color has the same 
deep red appearance. The mousse bubbles up in a sen-
sational way. The entire wine exudes seriousness and 
sumptuous vinosity. This has everything required of a re-
ally big red Burgundy. The spice, the coffee aromas, the 
smokiness, and the massive vegetal tones in the fruit call 
to mind red beets the aftertaste is reminiscent of the finest 
bitter chocolate. All of this is an unusually clear expres-
sion of first-class Pinot Noir. “(95pts RJ)

 1 magnum per lot $4000-6000

 1213 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1976
 Le Mesnil
 excellent color and condition

“A quite wonderful toasty Mesnil bouquet, with elements 
of coconut, coffee, and autumn leaves. Outstandingly rich  
almost fat. Hardly one of the most elegant Champagnes 
to have come from this house, but it is one of the best 
wines of this vintage. “(96pts RJ)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1214 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1979
 Le Mesnil
 outstanding color and condition

“...classically walnut-scented depth at the age of four-
teen. The flavor is still restrained, dry, and full of mal-
ic acid. The mineral-rich aftertaste is textbook stuff.” 
(95pts RJ)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1215 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1982
 Le Mesnil

“It took a few years before the ‘82 really found itself. 
Now it is wonderfully harmonious, if a little uneven from 
bottle to bottle. A classic Salon with brilliant acidity 
and an exceptionally dry aftertaste of lanolin and but-
ter.”(96pts RJ)

 6 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 1206 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 1990
 Mugneret-Gibourg

“It offers mainly black fruit on the nose laced with mul-
berry, liquorice and Clementines, though I would have 
liked more delineation. The palate is rounded and gen-
erous in terms of fruit, grippy in the mouth with a dense 
finish that just lacks the grace of more recent vintag-
es.”(91pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1207 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 1999
 Georges Mugneret

“It has an exquisite and intense bouquet with dark cher-
ries, crushed violets, iris, a touch of incense that both 
express the growing season and the terroir. Watch how 
it unfurls in the glass, gaining more and more precision. 
The palate is medium-bodied with red pastilles on the en-
try, perfectly judged acidity and an almost sorbet-fresh 
finish.”(95pts VM)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $3500-5000

 1208 Clos Vougeot
 - Vintage 1996 Mugneret-Gibourg  (91pts VM) (1)
 Échézeaux
 - Vintage 1996 Mugneret-Gibourg  (89-92pts) (1)
 Ruchottes Chambertin
 - Vintage 1996 Mugneret-Gibourg  (93+pts VM) (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1209 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1964
 Oenotheque
 commande spéciale, disgorged in 04/2012, 
 outstanding color and condition, 2x1 bottle owc’s

“As wonderful and complex as can be...(95pts RJ)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1210 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1973
 Oenotheque
 Commande spéciale, disgorged in 11/2013, 
 1x1 magnum owc, oustanding color and condition

“I was in the mood for a refresher, and did those 1973s 
ever qualify and then some. It was one of the greatest 
Champagne experiences of my life. I don t know if it was 
just that point in time and space where bottles undress 
themselves right in front of your very own lips and show 
incredibly due to circumstance and the theory of relativi-
ty, wine-wise of course. This champagne was incredible, 
so delicious and incredibly balanced, racy, bready, nutty 
- it had it all.”(98pts JK)

 1 magnum per lot $3000-4000
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Lot: 1213-1217
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 1218 Salon Vintage Champagne
 Le Mesnil
 - Vintage 1982 lscl (96pts RJ) (1)
 - Vintage 1985 1x1 bottle ogb (95+pts IWC) (1)
 - Vintage 1990 1x1 bottle ogb (97pts WS) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $3200-4200
_____________________________

 1216 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1985
 Le Mesnil
 2x1 bottle ogb’s

“Knockout aromas of lemon, lime, toffee, grilled nuts, 
nutmeg and minerals; conveys a strong impression of soil 
character. Great thickness and brightness in the mouth; 
offers a compelling combination of lemon and orange cit-
ricity and complex yeast autolysis notes, and near-perfect 
harmony of young and maturing elements.”(95+pts IWC)

 2 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1217 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1990
 Le Mesnil
 2x1 bottle ogb’s

“Brilliant stuff. Vinous, with a patina of nutty maturity 
offset by a citrus- and honeysuckle-tinged freshness, all 
embraced by a taut, silky structure. The best is the finish, 
a kaleidoscope of biscuit, fig and walnut that goes on and 
on.”(97pts WS)

 2 bottles per lot $2200-3000
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DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE CONTI AND COCHE-DURY OF A NEW YORK BUSINESSMAN

DRC and Coche are the first two names in Red and White Burgundy, and you can never drink or have too much of either one!  
Domaine de la Romanee Conti gets first crack with 1990 Grands Echezeaux, La Tache, Richebourg and Romanee St. Vivant 
among other strong vintages.  Coche-Dury counters with six vintages of Meursault Rougeots back to 1992, eight vintages of 
Meursault Perrieres from 1988 to 2015 as well as 1992, 1995 and 2010 Corton Charlemagne!  Property of a New York business-
man and his temperature-controlled storage.
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 1225 Richebourg - Vintage 1991
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lbsl, sdc

“The 1991 DRC Richebourg that followed had more cel-
ery soda action, along with cherry oil and  olive’ per Dr. 
Love. It was brothy and full of bouillon.”(95pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

PARCEL LOTS 1226-1227

 1226 Richebourg - Vintage 1997
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The ruby-colored 1997 Richebourg is big and flavorful. 
Its rose, violet, talcum powder, and crushed berry-scent-
ed nose leads to a boisterous, dense personality. Medi-
um-to-full-bodied and loaded with spices freshly ground 
black pepper, and blackberries, this is a deeply ripe, ex-
pressive wine.”(93pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 1227 1 bottle  per lot $2000-2800

 1228 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 1990
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 sdc

“It had a rich and leathery palate, both classy and clas-
sic. There were stir-fried beef edges to this round and 
thick wine. It needed time, as it held and expanded in 
the glass. This was a wine that could handle the gym, 
and more cedar and bamboo emerged on the palate.” 
(96pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 1229 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1993
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 4cm bc, ssos

“Beautiful nose with a hint of sweet kirsch to its gamey 
precociousness excellent spice, leather and nice length to 
the nose minerals, vitamins and iron - a complete, mul-
ti-dimensional wine lavender spice and flavor red, meaty, 
rich flavors.”(97+pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $10000-14000

PARCEL LOTS 1219-1221

 1219 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1990
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 stl, sdc

“Thicker, complex, equal.”(95pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2200-3000

 1220 1 bottle per lot $2200-3000
 3.25cm bc, stl, lscl, sdc

 1221 1 bottle per lot $2200-3000
 stl, sdc

 1222 La Tâche - Vintage 1990
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 2lbsl, 1lscl, 1ssos, 4sdc, 1cuc, 
 2 bottles different importer

“I cannot think of a more profound, young red Burgun-
dy tasted than DRC’s 1990 La Tâche. Although it still 
requires another 3-4 years of cellaring, it is incredibly 
endowed, with an extraordinary perfume of Asian spic-
es as well as jammy black raspberries, cherries, and 
blackberries infused with smoke, toast, and dried herbs. 
Full-bodied, but ethereal, with layers of flavor, as well as 
mind-boggling delicacy and complexity...”(100pts)

 4 bottles per lot $18000-24000

 1223 La Tâche - Vintage 1991
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1sdc

“This was a zippy and clearly better bottle next to the 
1990, and even though it had a bit of chocolate to go with 
its rosy red and berry black fruits, it was very comple-
mentary and subtle. A truly great wine”(98pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 1224 Richebourg - Vintage 1990
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1sdc, 1scc

“Amazing nose - incredible t ‘n a that is somehow ripe 
as wll red fruits dominate with a hint of black here earth, 
truffle, leather, and game aromas are all divine singular-
ly and collectively huge yet silky with a fabulous finish, 
fabulous fruit yes, this is fabulous wine, absolutely if you 
will secondary aromas of soy and mocha, with a pinch of 
sawdust massive ripeness and finish.”(97pts JK)

 4 bottles per lot $14000-18000
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 1236 Meursault - Vintage 1988
 Perrières, Coche-Dury
 1ll, 1tl, 1nl, 2lstl, 2cuc, 1sdc, 1spc, 1wc, 1tc

“Airy, cool and very reserved yet the aromas are mature 
and beautifully pure and lead to edgy, citrus-infused me-
dium-full flavors. But it’s on the finish where this wine 
really shines as it explodes on the backend with superb 
intensity...”(92pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1237 Meursault - Vintage 1992
 Perrières, Coche-Dury
 1nl, 1sdc, 2cuc, 1wc, 1 bottle different importer

“The 1992 Coche-Dury Meursault Les Perrières had a 
great, musky nose, more Coche than 1992 in that it didn’t 
have the overripeness that many 1992s have. It had the 
signature Coche aromas of kernel, minerals and healthy 
butter. The palate was oily, rich, yeasty and buttery with 
flavors of bread crust on its finish. The wine was not as 
focused in the center on its palate as I had hoped, but the 
acidity still lingered well in my belly. The wine got more 
buttery and 1992-ish in the glass and took on a caramel 
personality. The nose got more hedonistic...”(94pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1238 Meursault - Vintage 1993
 Perrières, Coche-Dury
 nl, sdc, tc

“Iron fist in a velvet glove, this powerful white caresses 
the palate despite its amazing fruit intensity. Silky and 
concentrated citrus, toasted bread and mineral com-
plexity. Full in body, the finish keeps pounding it on.” 
(95pts WS)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 1239 Meursault - Vintage 1999
 Perrières, Coche-Dury
 nl, sdc

“’Its nose was full of toast and kernel, Coche city,’ ac-
cording to one, and ‘sick’ per another. There were lots of 
oohs and aahs for this big, masculine and buttery wine. 
This was a sunny yellow in the nose, and a creamy rich 
honey in the mouth. It played perfectly into the strength 
of the vintage. ‘Compact and intense’ summed it up.” 
(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 1230 Meursault - Vintage 1993
 Coche-Dury
 1ltl, 1tvl, 2sdc

“Seductive white Burgundy, balanced, intense and 
full-bodied. Youthful-tasting, as tons of toasted oak, trop-
ical fruit and grapefruit flavors go on and on.”(93pts WS)

 2 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1231 Meursault
 Coche-Dury
 - Vintage 2003 lscl, wisvl (87-90pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 2006 2stl, 1ltl (89-91pts VM) (2)
 - Vintage 2007 (92pts IWC) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1232 Meursault - Vintage 1992
 Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury
 lstl, ll

“In 1992, Coche’s yields were higher than he would have 
liked. For the first time Coche will be offering some of his 
Meursaults with their vineyard name, rather than blend-
ing them together into a village Meursault. There are five 
separate single vineyard Meursault cuvées. The 1992 
Meursault-Les Rougeot is forceful, dramatic, flamboy-
ant wines loaded with honeyed, hazelnut-scented fruit, 
full body, unctuously thick, rich textures, low acidity, and 
plenty of power, alcohol, glycerin, and fruit. Rougeot is 
more expansive and longer than Les Chevalieres.”(91pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1200-1600

 1233 Meursault - Vintage 1999
 Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury

“Quintessential Meursault nose with the power of the 
Meursault Dessous and outstanding elegance and detail. 
Wonderfully nuanced and while this delivers wonderful 
intensity, there is no heaviness and the finish goes on and 
on. Hard to believe this is only a villages as it knocks on 
the door of grand cru quality.”(91pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1400-1800

 1234 Meursault - Vintage 2001
 Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury
 1tvl

“...bursts from the glass with vanilla-infused toast. An 
opulent, medium-bodied, exceedingly spicy wine of huge 
power, depth, as well as density, it is velvety-textured and 
crammed with pear-laced honeyed minerals.”(93-95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1235 Meursault
 Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury
 - Vintage 2006 (91pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2008 (92+pts IWC) (2)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $3500-5000
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 1245 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2010
 Coche-Dury

“The 2010 Coche-Dury Corton Charlemagne was so el-
egant and so long (I wrote: see previous note with The 
Rev and Bad Boy in LA, or did I not write that one up?). 
It was reminiscent of the 1996 vintage upon its release, 
another vintage that Coche released late, except I think 
that it was 1k a bottle at the time not five! It was still 
quite shy, but one sip had me once bitten. The wine was 
clean and pristine, clearly with the most potential gener-
osity.”(98pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $5000-7000

 1246 Chablis - Vintage 2002
 Les Clos, Raveneau

“Raveneau s 2002 Chablis Les Clos is off the charts. 
Limestone, chalk, spices, white peaches, and minerals 
can be made out in its aromatics (these are less expres-
sive than Raveneau s other 2002s, typical for a young 
Les Clos). A powerful, full-bodied effort, it reveals a per-
sonality of awe-inspiring intensity, depth, and concen-
tration. Pure, dense, muscular, exceptionally well-bal-
anced, this brilliant wine boats a complex flavor profile 
of salty pears, earth, flint, and hints of candied lemons. 
Wow!...”(98-100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 1247-1258 NO LOTS
_____________________________

 1240 Meursault - Vintage 2009
 Perrières, Coche-Dury

“Light and not really bothersome reduction is in any 
event not sufficient to hide the sublimely elegant aromas 
of white flower, citrus and wet stone. This refined intro-
duction is followed by stony and beautifully precise fla-
vors that possess a positively gorgeous mouth feel before 
terminating in a driving, citrusy and presently compact 
finish that delivers superb persistence. This is still very 
much of a baby and given that it’s blessed with both an 
abundance of dry extract and impeccable balance should 
augur for an excellent future.”(94pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 1241 Meursault - Vintage 2012
 Perrières, Coche-Dury
 sdc, cuc

“This MP was rich and long, displaying signature acacia 
and honeysuckle aromas.  So rich’ appeared in my notes 
again, but it was a touch oaky at first. With air, though, 
that resolved itself. This was still heavier than I expected, 
and Mr. Pink admired its  laser focus.’ I can’t remember 
who Mr. Pink is, but he has a name lol”(96+pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2200-3000

 1242 Meursault - Vintage 2015
 Perrières, Coche-Dury

 1 bottle per lot $2200-3000

 1243 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 1992
 Coche-Dury
 lbsl, ll, sdc

“An incredible nose, initially dominated by vanilla, but 
opening up to reveal aromas of sweet corn, butter, citrus, 
popcorn, caramel apple (light on the caramel and green 
on the apple)...toasty, nutty, and oaky without the oak be-
ing obtrusive as in you-know-what state...a thoroughbred 
of a nose...very ripe and oily wine, with a touch of an 
overbite but not too much...acids buried behind a wealth 
of fruit...bigger than the Lafon Montrachet but a hint of 
wild stubborness...more classiCôterroir in nose as well...
about as much oak as you can have in a white Burgundy 
and still have perfect integration...”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $5000-7000

 1244 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 1995
 Coche-Dury
 nl, cuc

“Brilliant and very intense. Wonderfully stony, minerally, 
very toasted from the grilled oak, showing thick weight 
on the midpalate. This is superimpressive, with a silky 
texture that’s to die for, and all that oakiness will die 
down given the tight concentration in this full-bodied 
white Burgundy.”(98pts WS)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000
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PARCEL LOTS 1261-1263

 1261 La Romanée - Vintage 2015
 Comte Liger-Belair
 1 different importer

“Tasted blind, Louis-Michel Liger-Belair’s 2015 La Ro-
manée Grand Cru is simply extraordinary, dominating a 
flight of great grands crus. The wine wafts from the glass 
with an extraordinarily complex bouquet in which notes 
of cherries, cassis and orange rind mingle with fragrant 
aromas of rose petal and Asian spices, complemented by 
deeper, more savory bass notes of grilled squab, espresso 
roast and smoked duck. On the palate, it’s full-bodied, 
multidimensional and complete, with amazing depth and 
dimension, juicy acids balancing a deep and concentrat-
ed core of fruit, and concluding with a long, reverbera-
tive finish. This is a powerful, even dramatic La Romanée 
that ranks as one of the pinnacles of this magical vin-
tage.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $14000-18000

 1262 3 bottles per lot $14000-18000

 1263 3 bottles per lot $14000-18000

 1259 La Romanée - Vintage 2001
 Bouchard, Pere et Fils
 2lscl

“Surprisingly forward and expressive for young La Ro-
manéewith incredibly concentrated, smoky, slightly oaky, 
spicy black fruit aromas that lead to velvety, dense, tight, 
understated, broad scaled flavors of stunning length. 
The depth here is nothing short of mind blowing...”  
(91-94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 1260 La Romanée - Vintage 2007
 Comte Liger-Belair
 wc, cuc

“Louis-Michel Liger-Belair’s 2007 La Romanée is one of 
the wines of the vintage and is showing stunning aromatic 
and flavor complexity at age seven, but it is still emphati-
cally a young wine and more patience will be very richly 
rewarded! The absolutely brilliant bouquet delivers an 
celestial blend of raspberries, a touch of blood orange, 
red plums, cinnamon, incipient notes of duck, a kaleido-
scopic base of soil tones, woodsmoke and cedar. On the 
palate the wine is deep, full-bodied and very light on its 
feet, with exquisite intensity of flavor, great complexity, a 
sappy core of fruit, great soil signature and great focus 
and grip on the tangy and modestly tannic finish. This 
wine is already very accessible and hard not to drink, but 
it has not yet developed its secondary layers of complex-
ity and will be even better in another three or four years. 
A brilliant 2007!”(96pts JG)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

OUT OF THIS WORLD WINES FEATURING LA ROMANEE AND ROMANEE CONTI

We are always happy to see this collector when his travels takes him to one of our auctions, especially when he comes back out 
of orbit for the big birthday bash!  We rocket into the upper Burgundy stratosphere with two epic monopoles:  La Romanee 
and Domaine de la Romanee Conti.  La Romanee gets first nod with nine bottles of 2015 backed by bottles of 2007 La Tache 
and 2009 Romanee Conti, Romanee Conti before concluding with 2010 Biondi Santi Riserva.  It’s a Happy Burgundy Birthday!  
All wines ideally stored.
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Lot: 1261-1263
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 1267 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle banded owc

“This is certainly one of, if not the, most floral wine 
in the range in 2011 with the possible exception of the 
Richebourg. The extraordinarily elegant and airy nose 
is positively kaleidoscopic in its sheer breadth of spice 
elements that combine with the stunningly pure red and 
black raspberry fruit aromas that are liberally laced with 
rose petal nuances. The lacy, intense and beautifully pre-
cise middle weight flavors are harmonious and impecca-
bly well-balanced on the fabulously long and silky finish 
where a touch of youthful asperity is present. This should 
be terrific in time.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $15000-20000

 1268 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2003
 Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier

“This is almost as complex and aromatically pure as 
the ‘04 with notes of game, crushed herb and minerals 
that introduce much more structured and intense medi-
um full flavors of obvious class and grace. This is quite 
an elegant wine with lovely harmony and strikingly good 
balance. This should age well yet the richness of the ma-
terial will permit it to drink well young too. A terrific 
‘03.”(90pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 1269 Volnay - Vintage 2015
 Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville
 1x3 magnum owc

“ Alluring, expressive aromas of black cherry, minerals, 
black pepper and spices. Enters with outstanding silky 
refinement, then shows uncommon saline energy in the 
mid-palate, with wonderfully tactile flavors of red and 
black fruits, spices, flowers and”(96pts VM)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800
 and 3 magnums

 1270 Échézeaux - Vintage 2011
 Les Rouges Du Bas, Méo-Camuzet

“This is a wine of contrast as the ripe and spicy nose is 
really quite cool and restrained with its aromas of black 
fruit, cassis, plum and plenty of earth influence. There is 
impressive richness and excellent volume to the quite fine-
ly detailed medium weight plus flavors that possess good 
power and notably more size and weight than the Clos de 
Vougeot on the marvelously long finish.”(92-95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 1264 La Tâche - Vintage 2007
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lbsl

“Hints of mocha, vanilla, maraschino, and almond paste 
lend a confectionary note to generously rich cassis and 
raspberry, while Latakia tobacco, peat, clove, black pep-
per, star anise, and cumin contribute commune-typical 
Vosne-Romanée personality in spades. The high-toned, 
sweet themes continue inner mouth, with intimation of he-
liotrope, rowan, and lily perfume, while the wine’s smoky, 
spicy elements seem to descend into a low-register under-
tone of roasted red meats and forest floor. As this opens 
to the air, a subtly sweet-saline suggestion of lobster 
shell reduction adds richness and succulence. Strikingly 
creamy in feel, this La Tâche nevertheless possessed a 
fresh berry edge that helps convey vibrancy to a finish 
that practically glows in your mouth, offering another of 
those Burgundian paradoxes of light and dark..”(96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 1265 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lscl

“It’s a fool’s errand to try and capture all of the vari-
ous nuances but a few of the major components would 
include dried rose petals, hoisin, clove, anise and cassis 
that merge seamlessly into regal, pure and gorgeous-
ly intense middle weight flavors that possess seemingly 
limitless reserves of dry extract that almost completely 
hide the perfectly integrated tannins on the firm, miner-
al-driven, overtly austere and linear finish. This possess-
es such a spectacular nose that you don’t even have to 
drink it to be thrilled and the flavors are perfectly spher-
ical.”(98+pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $16000-22000

 1266 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2007
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle banded owc

“An ultra elegant, pure and quite delicately fruited and 
spiced nose that is extremely fresh, floral and expansive 
that is more layered still as it introduces seductively tex-
tured, detailed and gorgeously delineated middle weight 
flavors that possess laser-like focus if less density than 
is usually seen with this wine. Indeed, this is rather like 
a ballerina with limited power and weight but the watch 
word here is purity, purity and purity. I quite like this but 
it will strike some as unduly light though I believe the 
underlying material is present such that it will add weight 
in bottle as it ages.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $15000-20000
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 1272 Brunello di Montalcino - Vintage 2010
 Greppo, Riserva, Biondi Santi
 1x6 bottle owc

“...is splendent and focused with a very direct and impact-
ful delivery of aromas. It also shows a specifically floral 
personality with dried rose petal or blue violet...”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400
_____________________________

 1271 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2005
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2tl

“...given how many reference standard vintages Domaine 
Ponsot has produced of the Clos de la Roche over the 
years, it would be presumptuous to anoint this as the best 
ever but if it isn’t, it will certainly take its rightful place 
among the very greatest. In sum, a ‘wow’ wine that makes 
you shake your head in sheer amazement.”(99pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $1300-1700
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PARCEL LOTS 1276-1277

 1276 Échézeaux - Vintage 1993
 H. Jayer for Georges
 3cm bc, bsl, cuc

“The 1993 Georges/Henri Jayer Échézeaux had a touch 
of inviting herbal, in a spice cabinet way. Its spice was 
ticklishly good, and it had great, honeyed aromatics. The 
palate was rich, long and stylish in an outstandingly sexy 
way. This was 1993 at its finest.”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-5500

 1277 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000
 4.75cm bc, bsl, nvl, sdc

 1278 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1985
 R. Engel

“Certainly no one will complain about the Grands 
Échézeaux, a wine that is rich, deep ruby in color, long, 
with a savory, lush fruitiness. “(90pts)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $12000-16000

 1279 Meursault - Vintage 1991
 Perrières, Maison Leroy
 2-4cm bc, 2lbsl, 2lbsvl, 1cc, 1ssos

 2 bottles per lot $800-1100

 1280 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon
 Eisele Vineyard
 - Vintage 1992   double magnum (1)
 1x1 double magnum owc (94-96pts) 
 - Vintage 1997   double magnum(1)
 1x1 double magnum owc (94pts WS) 
 Above 2 double magnums per lot $1600-2200

 1273 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1997
 Dujac
 bsl

“The first-rate 1997 Clos de la Roche has exuberant aro-
mas of red fruits and licorice. This is a wine that com-
bines Dujac’s trademark elegance with power, density, 
and jammy, super-ripe flavors. Candied berries, choco-
late-covered cherries, and red currant liqueur are found 
in this medium to full-bodied, complex, and mouth-coat-
ing offering.”(93pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400

 1274 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2005
 Dujac
 2lbsl

“An earthy yet elegant nose features notes of game, sub-
tle smoke, red, black and blue fruit and briar notes that 
sit atop concentrated, pure and detailed flavors wrapped 
in a wonderfully intense, balanced and strikingly long 
finish. This oozes class and refinement and interestingly, 
the mid-palate is almost tender yet there is a robust firm-
ness to the massively long finish that lets one know that 
this is built for the next several decades...”(96pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1275 Échézeaux - Vintage 1991
 H. Jayer for Georges
 1-3cm bc, 1-3.5cm bc, 3lbsl, 1wisl, 1-taped label, 
 3spc, 1cuc

“It was stylistically different but tough to say it wasn’t 
qualitatively equal, but it didn’t keep up over time in 
the glass. It was high-toned but got sappy compared to 
the 1990. It was sweeter, with more dried fig and raisin 
emerging, and the wood was more noticeable in the end. “ 
(96pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $9000-12000

OLD SCHOOL BURGUNDY FROM AN OLD SCHOOL COLLECTOR  
FEATURING JAYER AND ENGEL

This New York collector has been passionately pursuing Old School Burgundy for quite some time.  Red Burgundy unfurls the 
peacock’s tail with 1991 and 1993 Henri for Georges Jayer Echezeaux, topped by a Jeroboam of 1985 Grands Echezeaux!!!  All 
wines kept in temperature-controlled home storage.
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Lot: 1278
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 1281 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2008
 wol, ssos

“Espresso, mocha, dark red berries, rose petals and spic-
es are some of the many notes that emerge from the 2008 
Harlan Estate. The wine fleshes out beautifully in the 
glass as it shows off its class and true pedigree. This is a 
decidedly ripe, forward vintage, but in exchange the wine 
will drink well right out of the gate.”(96pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1300-1700

 1284-1295 NO LOTS
_____________________________
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PARCEL LOTS 1296-1297

 1296 Montrachet - Vintage 1978
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3cm bc, bsl, cc, excellent color and condition

“There was one great bottle of 1978 DRC Montrachet out 
of two served, and thankfully I got the great one. There 
was definitely some rumbling and grumbling, because 
one bottle was served to half the room and the other to 
the other half. Since most wines were one bottle each, 
everyone could have tasted the first bottle and then tried 
the second etc. Just trying to help all of your future dinner 
parties ; ) White cocoa jumped out of its nose. This was 
a rich, decadent and divine glass of wine.  Great great 
great,’ I wrote. The sun was just setting for the wine, but 
this sun was still full and blazing, lighting up the sky. 
There was some gamy goodness with white chocolate and 
great smoke flavors. Its finish was super smoky, in fact, 
and there was still great acid remaining here to go with 
tertiary coffee flavors. Wow.”(99pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $7000-9000

 1297 1 bottle per lot $7000-9000
 4cm bc, bsl, cc, good to excellent color

_____________________________

1978 DRC MONTRACHET
Precious bottles from an important collector.  All wines properly stored.
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 1302 Chambertin - Vintage 2017
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“The 2017 Chambertin-Clos de Bèze Grand Cru bursts 
from the glass with extroverted aromas of dark, plummy 
fruits that mingle with notes of chocolate, licorice, sweet 
oak spice, grilled meats and espresso. On the palate, it’s 
full-bodied, rich and ample with broad shoulders, a gen-
erous core of fruit and more mid-palate amplitude and 
tannic bite than the Chambertin.”(92-94 pts)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-5500

 1303 Chambertin - Vintage 2018
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“Slightly more evident, though still quite subtle, wood 
frames the even spicier aromas of liqueur-like red and 
dark berry fruit, plum, anise, earth and lilac nuances. 
Here too there is a relatively supple mid-palate mouthfeel 
to the slightly finer broad-shouldered flavors that possess 
a gorgeous texture, all wrapped in a classy, sophisticat-
ed, stony, powerful and hugely long finish.”(97pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1304 Chambertin - Vintage 2019
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“Equally subtle wood frames the even spicier if slightly 
riper nose that reflects a layered blend of red currant, 
violet, rose petal, earth and a whisper of exotiCôtea. 
The full-bodied if slightly less concentrated flavors also 
reflect an abundance of minerality on the firm, serious 
and equally well-balanced, youthfully austere and hugely 
long finale.”(98pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1305 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2019
 Arnoux-Lachaux

“ An ultra-floral and highly spiced nose reflects cool, 
pure and elegant aromas of mostly red pinot fruit. There 
is once again an attractively texture to the medium-bod-
ied flavors that exude a subtle salinity on the detailed and 
lightly austere finale.”(90-92pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1298 Chambertin - Vintage 2017
 A. Rousseau

“...is present on the ultra-fresh and incredibly spicy 
though even more restrained nose that reflects notes of 
red berries, the sauvage, earth, floral and exotiCôtea 
wisps.”(97pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 1299 Chambertin - Vintage 2018
 A. Rousseau

“There is barely enough wood to mention on the wonder-
fully fresh and airy aromas of red cherry, pomegranate, 
earth and a hint of the sauvage. The seductively textured 
yet well-delineated big-bodied flavors possess an abun-
dance of energy on the intensely mineral-inflected, sappy 
and impeccably well-balanced finale that reflects a touch 
of youthful austerity.”(97pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1300 Chambertin - Vintage 2019
 A. Rousseau

“There is excellent intensity to the full-bodied, concen-
trated and mineral-inflected flavors that coat the palate 
with sappy dry extract while delivering excellent depth 
and persistence on the beautifully balanced and impos-
ingly powerful if decidedly compact finale.”(98pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1301 Chambertin - Vintage 2020
 A. Rousseau

“ A distinctly cool and exuberantly fresh nose features 
reticent wonderfully spiced notes of various dark berries 
along with forest floor nuances that include humus and 
earth. “(99pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $12000-16000

BEAUTIFUL BURGUNDY FROM THE GALLOPING GOURMET
This wine loving chef loves his Burgundy, especially DRC and in particular La Tache.  He has consigned with us before and 
comes through again with youthful Rousseau, Arnoux and DRC.  We commence with seven selections of Armand Rousseau, 
comprising of multiple bottles of recent Chambertin and Clos de Beze.  A trio of 2019 Arnoux sets the table properly for our 
impressive main course of ten lots of Domaine de la Romanee Conti centering on 2015, 2017, and 2019 La Tache!!!  All wines 
professionally stored.
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Lot: 1306
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 1311 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2019
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“...is super-floral with ripe but airy and elegant aromas 
of various dark berries, star anise, dried tangerine peel, 
warm earth and a plethora of spice elements. As is vir-
tually always the case, there is better size, weight and 
muscle present on the broad-shouldered flavors that de-
livers stunningly good length on the equally compact and 
beautifully well-balanced finale.”(96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 1312 La Tâche - Vintage 2015
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1lscl

“The 2015 had so much muscle up front. It was brimming 
with crushed rocks laced with rose petals rising from the 
glass. It was so rich and full-bodied with some goodie 
goodie woodsy edges. This was a monster of a wine with 
an endless finish, but a beautiful monster. The 2015 was 
decadent, with a hint of bouillon, but still very much pri-
mary.”(98pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 1313 La Tâche - Vintage 2017
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The 2017 La Tâche Grand Cru soars from the glass with 
a captivating and beautifully integrated bouquet of exotic 
spices, rose petals, raspberries, cherries and blood or-
ange mingled with notions of cinnamon and coniferous 
forest floor. On the palate, the wine is full-bodied, deep 
and multidimensional, with a deep and tightly coiled core 
that marks it out as the most muscular wine in the cel-
lar, displaying considerable concentration and largely 
concealed structure. While this is a dramatic young La 
Tâche, there’s evidently plenty held in reserve, too, and 
it simply has appreciably more presence than any of the 
other wines that preceded it in this tasting.”(96+pts)

 2 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 1314 La Tâche - Vintage 2019
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“... is also quite restrained and only grudgingly offers up 
a kaleidoscopic range of spice elements that are laced 
with a wonderful array of floral nuances on the red and 
dark berry fruit scents. There is superb detail to the mus-
cular big-bodied flavors that brim with both minerali-
ty and dry extract before culminating in an explosively 
long, balanced, youthfully austere and harmonious fin-
ish.”(99pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 1314A Richebourg - Vintage 2019
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“As is usually the case, there is even better size, weight 
and mid-palate density to the big-bodied and very serious 
mineral-driven flavors that possess that wonderful inner 
mouth perfume along with a highly seductive texture that 
gradually gives way to a hugely long finish.”(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 1306 Échézeaux - Vintage 2019
 Les Rouges, Arnoux-Lachaux

“Once again there is an overt spiciness to the peppery 
and broad-ranging floral-suffused nose that includes 
notes of both red and dark raspberry. The rich and im-
pressively constituted middle weight plus flavors possess 
excellent volume...”(93-95pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1307 Latricieres Chambertin - Vintage 2019
 Arnoux-Lachaux

“...a beautifully-defined bouquet, crushed stone infusing 
the vivid red fruit, hints of pressed rose petals and a touch 
of blood orange. The palate is medium-bodied with fine 
delineation, a fine bead of acidity, quite structured and 
harmonious, a delicate touch of spice with a strict, linear, 
quintessentially Latricières finish.”(96pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $1600-2200

 1308 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2018
 Les Jachees, Domaine Bizot

“Here the expressive nose is even more floral with plenty 
of rose petal character on the cool essence of red pinot 
fruit, anise and once again sandalwood. There is fine in-
tensity to the gorgeously textured medium weight flavors 
that possess evident mid-palate density while exhibiting 
excellent depth and length for a villages level wine.” 
(91-92pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 1309 Corton - Vintage 2017
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The 2017 Corton Grand Cru is performing beautiful-
ly from bottle, bursting from the glass with a captivating 
bouquet of peonies, rose hips, sweet red berries, orange 
rind, spices and subtle soil tones. On the palate, the wine 
medium to full-bodied, supple and velvety, with succulent 
acids, good concentration and a long, exquisitely per-
fumed finish. Indeed, it’s only by comparison with the do-
maine’s utterly suave wines from Vosne-Romanée later in 
the tasting that this Corton’s tannins seem comparatively 
coarse-grained. Picked on September 4th, it is showing 
appreciably better than it did when I tasted it from tank 
before bottling last year.”(93pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 1310 Échézeaux - Vintage 2019
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“An overtly spicy and agreeably cool nose combines 
notes of soy, star anise, clove and sandalwood with those 
of plum, violet and a hint of jasmine tea. Here too there 
is excellent intensity to the attractively textured medi-
um-bodied flavors that flash seriously good length on the 
ever-so-mildly warm finale.”(95pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2200-3000
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 1318 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2019
 cuvée Duvault Blochet, Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Dark-fleshed fruit, lavender and menthol are some of 
the notes that grace the exquisite 2019.”(92pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 1319 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2000
 Dujac
 8lbsl

“Deep medium red. Cool, complex aromas of rasp-
berry, cherry, tar, minerals and roasted herbs; subtle 
hints of mulch and vegetables. Structured but youthful-
ly closed today. Best today on the tannic finish, which 
features a late explosion of fruits, minerals and herbs.” 
(91+?pts IWC)

 8 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 1320 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2000
 Dujac
 6lbsl

“Mild secondary development is now in evidence on the 
moderately complex and lightly spiced nose that also 
displays notes of red and black berry fruit trimmed in 
warm earth that continues onto the nicely rich, round 
and accessible middle weight flavors that are supported 
by round tannins that are not yet completely resolved yet 
they’re by no means aggressive.”(90pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $5000-7000
_____________________________

 1315 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2017
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“A total stunner, the 2017 Romanée St. Vivant Grand 
Cru is the most expressive wine in the lineup today. Rich, 
creamy and so wonderfully textured, the RSV simply has 
it all. The tannins are present, but they are also matched 
by tremendous fruit density and pure power. Floral and 
savory overtones grace the lifted, saline finish. Leaving 
price aside, if I could only have one wine in this range, 
it would unquestionably be the RSV. The 2017 is a total 
knock-out. That’s all there is to it.”(98pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 1316 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2018
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“...a detailed bouquet of dark cherries, blueberry and 
pressed iris, an undertow of sea spray and petrichor 
emerging with time. Less floral than previous vintages, it 
is nevertheless extremely well focused. The palate is me-
dium-bodied and you are immediately struck by the har-
mony of this wine. Elegant and discreetly spiced toward 
the finish.”(94-96pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 1317 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2019
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“ Subtle wood influence can be found on the equally ripe, 
airy and gorgeously elegant nose of black cherry, cas-
sis, exotiCôtea and an almost endless range of spice ele-
ments. There is unusually good volume and punch to the 
lavishly rich, even opulent, medium weight plus flavors 
that coat the palate with sappy dry extract on the highly 
energetic and very powerful finish.”(97pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $10000-14000
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 1323 Chambertin - Vintage 2018
 A. Rousseau

“There is barely enough wood to mention on the wonder-
fully fresh and airy aromas of red cherry, pomegranate, 
earth and a hint of the sauvage. The seductively textured 
yet well-delineated big-bodied flavors possess an abun-
dance of energy on the intensely mineral-inflected, sappy 
and impeccably well-balanced finale that reflects a touch 
of youthful austerity.”(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 1324 Échézeaux - Vintage 2006
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“I very much like the overall sense of balance and about 
the only nit is a trace of backend warmth.”(92pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 1325 Échézeaux - Vintage 2018
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle banded owc

“Subtle but perceptible wood toast frames the very ripe 
yet again quite fresh aromas of poached plum, dark cur-
rant and a broad array of spice elements. There is fine 
density to the bold medium weight plus flavors that brim 
with dry extract that buffers the beautifully long and 
youthfully austere finish that flashes a touch of sweet-
ness.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 1326 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 1321 Château Pétrus - Vintage 2014
 Pomerol
 1x3 bottle banded owc

“The 2014 Pétrus was tasted on the same morning as 
the 2014 Vieux-Château-Certan and though they are built 
from different blends, their personalities are quite simi-
lar. This is a succinct, not powerful, much more refined 
and discrete bouquet, gradually unfurling and revealing 
a subtle sea spray/marine element. The palate is again 
quite discrete at first and unfolds at a glacial pace. It is 
beautifully balanced with fine tannin, quite linear and 
structured, gently building towards a finish that has won-
derful salinity (continuing that marine theme). Note: I ac-
tually returned to taste this several hours later, because 
it was so closed earlier on and it did finally open, which 
is atypical for this Pomerol. It is a wonderful Pétrus, but 
one that will deserve bottle age and decanting.”(93pts)

 3 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 1322 Château Pétrus - Vintage 2015
 Pomerol
 1x3 bottle banded owc

“...crushed black cherries, warm plums, mulberries and 
cedar chest suggestions with touches of anise, lavender, 
beef drippings and wild thyme plus a waft of crushed 
rocks. Medium to full-bodied, it fills the palate with gen-
erous, exuberant, wonderfully layered red, black and per-
fumed blue fruits contrasted beautifully by very ripe, very 
fine-grained and very firm tannins plus an ethereal line 
of seamless acid, finishing long and minerally.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $9000-12000

HE’LL ALWAYS HAVE PARIS

This gregarious entertainment executive loves traveling cars, motorcycles and guitars and developed his taste for wine by living 
in Paris for several years.  Anticipating more traveling in the future, our consignor is thinning his cellar accordingly.  He comes 
to the JK Birthday party arms full of Petrus, DRC, Raveneau and Domaine de la Grange des Peres, a southern France star 
finally getting its due on the international fine wine scene.  

Three-packs of 2014 and 2015 Petrus whet our appetite for nine selections of Domaine de la Romanee Conti centering around 
magnums of 2004, 2006 and 2007 Grands Echezeaux!!!  Raveneau revels in Chablis with crowned by a magnum of 2005 Montee 
de Tonnerre before we head south to find seven lots of Domaine de la Grange des Peres back to 2007!  All wines removed from 
professional storage. 
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 1332 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2017
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“A total stunner, the 2017 Romanée St. Vivant Grand 
Cru is the most expressive wine in the lineup today. Rich, 
creamy and so wonderfully textured, the RSV simply has 
it all. The tannins are present, but they are also matched 
by tremendous fruit density and pure power. Floral and 
savory overtones grace the lifted, saline finish. Leaving 
price aside, if I could only have one wine in this range, 
it would unquestionably be the RSV. The 2017 is a total 
knock-out. That’s all there is to it.”(98pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 1333 Bourgogne Rouge
 - Vintage 2018 Mugneret-Gibourg  (89-91pts RP) (6)
 - Vintage 2019 Mugneret-Gibourg  (90pts) (3)
 Vosne Romanée
 - Vintage 2018 Mugneret-Gibourg  (89-91pts VM) (6)
 - Vintage 2019 Mugneret-Gibourg  (89-91pts BH) (3)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1334 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2020
 Domaine Leflaive

“A wonderfully floral-suffused nose reflects additional 
notes of petrol, citrus, white orchard and a hint of oak 
toast. The bigger and richer flavors also possess a gor-
geous mouthfeel that is almost delicate yet racy with ex-
cellent delineation on the youthfully austere and beau-
tifully balanced finish that just goes on and on. This is 
potentially a magnificent Bâtard and it’s going to be inter-
esting to compare this with the Bienvenues-Bâtard-Mon-
trachet in a decade’s or so time. In sum, I would offer the 
same advice - if you can find it, buy it.”(95-97pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $2000-2800

 1335 Chablis - Vintage 2016
 Blanchots, Raveneau

“...with its pure and airy aromas of very pretty floral, 
pear, oyster shell and plenty of citrus elements. The rich 
but silky, even caressing flavors exude evident minerality 
on the sappy bitter lemon-inflected finish...”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1336 Chablis - Vintage 2018
 Butteaux, Raveneau

“A very fresh and slightly riper is not quite as elegant and 
airy as the Montmains though there is excellent Chab-
lis character and plenty of mineral reduction. The sleek 
if more muscular medium-bodied flavors are definitely 
more tightly coiled while displaying very good power and 
punch on the chiseled, bone dry and impressively lengthy 
finish. Lovely stuff that is also built to reward a decade 
plus of keeping.”(93pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1327 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2004
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl

“The linear and ultra pure medium full flavors trade 
more on finesse and refinement than what is usually a 
relatively powerful and muscular wine. This isn’t a big 
wine but the superb detail and unmatched precision are 
stunning.”(91pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $5500-7500

 1328 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2006
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl

“As it usually is relative to the Echézeaux, the restrained 
nose is distinctly more reserved but classier with a won-
derfully intense and layered nose that is more floral still 
while offering up a variety of spice notes, including an-
ise, clove and soy that can also be found on the pure and 
sleekly muscled flavors that possess real drive, indeed 
this does a slow but sure build from the mid-palate on 
through the explosive finish.”(94pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000

 1329 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2007
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlstl

“The Domaine de La Romanée-Conti 2007 Grands-
Échézeaux exhibits a rich, roasted meat dimension to 
parallel its sweetness of ripe red raspberry and cherry, 
with hints of vanilla and caramel adding a confection-
ary hint, and a flatteringly plush, creamy texture. Carda-
mom, soy, and ginger add pungency and savor to a long, 
layered finishing melange. Follow it for at least 10-12 
years.”(92pts)

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000

 1330 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1vlscl

“...has a fragrant bouquet, perhaps the most refined since 
Aubert de Villaine and his team took guardianship of the 
vineyard. Leaving the wine to unfurl over ten minutes, 
there are subtle ferrous notes that surface with passing 
moments, hints of wild mushroom infusing the brambly 
red fruit. The palate is crisp on the entry with hints of 
bitter cherry and a touch of white pepper.”(94pts)

 2 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 1331 Grands Échézeaux
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 - Vintage 2012 (95pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2013 (93pts BH) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $4500-6000
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 1345 Vin de Pays de L’Herault Blanc
 Domaine de la Grange des Peres
 - Vintage 2014 magnum (2)
 - Vintage 2015 magnum (2)
 - Vintage 2016 magnum (2)

 Above 6 magnums per lot $2400-3200

 1346 Riesling Kabinett
 - Vintage 2013 Scharzhofberger, E. Muller   (5)
 3lscl, 1nl (92pts WS)
 - Vintage 2014 Scharzhofberger, E. Muller   (1)
 (92+pts)
 Riesling Spatlese
 - Vintage 2015 Scharzhofberger, E. Muller   (4)
 (96pts)
 - Vintage 2018 Scharzhofberger, E. Muller   (6)
 (94 pts JG)

 Above 16 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1347 Dominus - Vintage 2015
 1x6 bottle owc

“Bottled in July 2017 and composed of 86% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 9% Petit Verdot and 5% Cabernet Franc, the 
Dominus 2015 Proprietary Red Wine leaps from the glass 
with notes of fresh wild blueberries, crushed blackberries 
and black currant juice with touches of wild thyme, un-
derbrush, iron ore and aniseed with wafts of lavender and 
pencil lead. Medium to full-bodied, the palate has incred-
ible energy and vivacity, with the firm, pixelated tannins 
and lively backbone skillfully framing the muscular fruit, 
finishing with wonderful length and depth.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800
_____________________________

 1337 Chablis - Vintage 2005
 Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau
 ssos

“This is a mild step up in overall class and elegance with 
a gorgeously perfumed white flower fruit nose introduc-
ing linear, precise, intense and powerful medium full 
flavors that remain splendidly focused on the stunningly 
long finish that drenches the palate in dry extract. This is 
a striking 1er and one to buy as it easily delivers grand 
cru quality.”(94pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $1000-1400

 1338 Petit Chablis
 Raveneau
 - Vintage 2015 1ssos magnum (2)
 - Vintage 2018 (88-90pts VM) magnum (4)
 - Vintage 2019 lscl (88-91pts BH) magnum (1)

 Above 7 magnums per lot $1600-2200

 1339 Vin de Pays de l’Herault
 Domaine de la Grange des Peres
 - Vintage 2007 (4)
 - Vintage 2012 1fl (6)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1340 Vin de Pays de l’Herault
 Domaine de la Grange des Peres
 - Vintage 2013 (6)
 - Vintage 2015 (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1341 Vin de Pays de l’Herault - Vintage 2014
 Domaine de la Grange des Peres
 1lscl, 1-2.5cm bc, 1ssos, 1bottle different importer

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1342 Vin de Pays de l’Herault - Vintage 2016
 Domaine de la Grange des Peres

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1343 Vin de Pays de l’Herault
 Domaine de la Grange des Peres
 - Vintage 2015 magnum (3)
 - Vintage 2016 magnum (2)

 Above 5 magnums per lot $2000-2800

 1344 Vin de Pays de L’Herault Blanc
 Domaine de la Grange des Peres
 - Vintage 2014 (6)
 - Vintage 2015 (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
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 1352 Échézeaux - Vintage 2020
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lwisl

“An exuberantly spicy and wonderfully floral nose exhib-
its additional aromas of poached plum, mocha, jasmine 
tea and an interesting hint of tangerine peel. The rich, 
concentrated and powerful bigger-bodied flavors possess 
an absolutely gorgeous mouthfeel thanks to the abun-
dance of sappy dry extract...”(95pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 1353 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2019
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“ Subtle wood influence can be found on the equally ripe, 
airy and gorgeously elegant nose of black cherry, cas-
sis, exotiCôtea and an almost endless range of spice ele-
ments. There is unusually good volume and punch to the 
lavishly rich, even opulent, medium weight plus flavors 
that coat the palate with sappy dry extract on the highly 
energetic and very powerful finish.”(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 1354 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2020
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Sage, mint, blood orange, chalk and red-toned fruit 
are all lifted by bright saline notes that lend energy and 
drive from start to finish. A Burgundy of dynamic energy 
and precision, the 2020 RSV is quite simply dazzling. “ 
(97+ pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 1348 Chambertin - Vintage 2015
 D. Mortet

“Good dark red-ruby color. Very ripe, almost port-like 
aromas of black cherry, dark berries and sweet oak con-
vey a sexy balsamic quality. Wonderfully plush and large-
scaled but with its black cherry, mocha and spice flavors 
displaying little in the way of easy sweetness today.” 
(94+ pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $1200-1600

 1349 Corton - Vintage 2018
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“...an attractive bouquet of brambly red fruit, blueberry 
and scents of crushed stone, all nicely detailed. The pal-
ate is taut on the entry with an almost chalky texture and 
notes of bitter cherries and black currants. Fine symme-
try toward the finish.”(92-94pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 1350 Échézeaux - Vintage 2018
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Subtle but perceptible wood toast frames the very ripe 
yet again quite fresh aromas of poached plum, dark cur-
rant and a broad array of spice elements. There is fine 
density to the bold medium weight plus flavors that brim 
with dry extract that buffers the beautifully long and 
youthfully austere finish that flashes a touch of sweet-
ness.”(94pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 1351 Échézeaux - Vintage 2019
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“An overtly spicy and agreeably cool nose combines 
notes of soy, star anise, clove and sandalwood with those 
of plum, violet and a hint of jasmine tea. Here too there 
is excellent intensity to the attractively textured medi-
um-bodied flavors that flash seriously good length on the 
ever-so-mildly warm finale.”(95pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2200-3000

BRILLIANT BURGUNDY FUNDING
This longtime industry professional is selling to seed the kid’s college fund, and these are smart trades indeed thanks to DRC, 
Rouget and Rayas!  The stage shines brightly with six recent lots of Domaine de la Romanee Conti, five lots of Dujac including 
magnums, as well as five from Rouget including 2005 Echezeaux and Cros Parantoux!  We have a trio of Roumier led by 2005 
Bonnes Mares followed by 2005 Arnoux Clos Vougeot and Romanee St. Vivant before concluding on strong Rhone note with 
2005, 2006 and 2007 Rayas!!!  All wines kept in temperature-controlled home storage. 
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 1359 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2012
 Aux Malconsorts, Dujac

“The 2012 Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Aux Malconsorts has 
a sophisticated, mineral-driven bouquet with great clar-
ity, less fruite and more restrained than the Beaux Monts 
but with greater focus. The palate is medium-bodied with 
a real candied, bonbon element, a core a sweetness that 
lends this real personality and wonderful poise on the fin-
ish. Lovely.”(94-96pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1360 Échézeaux - Vintage 2005
 E. Rouget

“A ripe, expressive and airy nose that combines both 
upper and mid-level register fruit notes that include red 
pinot, black berry and violet notes trimmed in moderate 
wood spice as well as natural spice notes of clove and 
anise that can also be found on the round, rich and beau-
tifully balanced big-bodied flavors that are powerful, 
long and more stylish than usual. This is a terrific Ech 
that should be capable of at least a decade’s worth of 
improvement.”(91-94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1361 Échézeaux - Vintage 2009
 E. Rouget
 1vlscl

“...is rich, dark and beautifully layered. The intensity and 
depth of the fruit is nicely balanced by the impossibly 
fine, silky tannins. This sumptuous, textured wine is im-
pressive and totally compelling.”(93-95pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1362 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2005
 Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget
 sdc

“Deep ruby. This is a further step up in elegance, puri-
ty and transparency with cool and reserved black fruit, 
earth and subtle mineral notes that lead to more mineral-
ity on the precise, sweet, vibrant and harmonious flavors 
that are sleekly muscled on the powerful, long and classy 
finish. This is a dazzling effort and very “Cros” in style as 
it remains almost aloof in the fashion of a smaller-scaled 
Richebourg. A great wine and worth a special search to 
find but note that patience will be required.”(95pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 1363 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2009
 Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget
 1sdc

“...flows onto the palate with seamless fruit. This is a gor-
geous, expansive wine that shows off tons of pedigree and 
class. The fruit builds with notable intensity and depth 
towards a soft, caressing finish of nearly indescribable 
beauty.”(94-97pts)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1355 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2009
 Dujac
 lscl

“A remarkably fresh and expressive nose displays hight-
oned red berry fruit, earth and mineral aromas that give 
way to firm, serious and equally mineral-driven big-bod-
ied flavors that offer excellent verve on the wellmuscled 
and especially structured finish that seems to go on with-
out end. This positively dazzling effort is not quite old 
school in basic character though it knocks on the door of 
it and like several of these grands crus, will need 15 to 
20+ years to reach its full prime.”(96pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $2600-3500

 1356 Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Dujac

“...boasts gorgeous textural finesse and sheer energy 
from the very first taste. Blue and black fruit lead to spic-
es, mint, licorice and tar as the wine explodes from the 
glass. Next to some of the other grand crus in the Dujac 
lineup, the Chambertin often comes across as quite obvi-
ous. Some of the wine’s subtler qualities emerge, but only 
over time. Layers of fruit crescendo to the palate staining 
finish. The Chambertin combines power and finesse to a 
degree seldom seen, even in Burgundy. This is pure so-
phistication.”(98pts)

 3 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 1357 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2005
 Dujac
 vlbsl

“...for sheer intensity. Black cherry, kirsch distillate, ce-
dar, incense, iron filings, wet stone, and roasted meats 
and coffee represent a few of the immediate aromatic 
suggestions forced on this taster. In the mouth, it is simi-
larly compelling, with an eruption of clear black cherry, 
cassis, and meat juices, faintly bitter notes of fruit skin 
and pungent herbal and mineral notes adding complex-
ity.”(96pts)

 1 magnum per lot $3000-4000

 1358 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2013
 Dujac
 lbsl

“The 2013 Clos Saint Denis Grand Cru has a slight 
reduction on the nose, but underneath that there is a 
floral note and what appears to be fine minerality. The 
palate is medium-bodied and takes time to coalesce in 
the glass, but it eventually finds good structure and an 
intriguing coconut note on the finish. Quite dense in the 
mouth, there is an appealing salinity within this Grand 
Cru, but I would give it 4 or 5 years before broaching a 
bottle.”(93-95pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1000-1400
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 1369 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2006
 J.F. Mugnier

“Here the nose is spicy and ripe but brooding, serious 
and backward with aromas running toward dark berry 
fruit, earth, game and smoke that introduce intense, pow-
erful and sleekly muscled full-bodied flavors supported 
by equally firm tannins and a vibrant, intense and mouth 
coating finish. This is almost as serious as the Clos de 
Vougeot and will likely require just as much patience for 
it to arrive at its majority.”(94pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 1370 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2006
 Les Amoureuses, J.F. Mugnier

“A highly expressive and complete knockout of a nose is 
classic Amoureuses as it combines seductive spice and a 
ripe blend of red, black and blue fruit aromas trimmed 
in subtle floral notes that complement the rich, sweet, 
fresh and energetic medium full flavors that are supple 
and classy, supported by sophisticated tannins and sim-
ply gorgeous purity of expression on the terrifically long 
finish. Impressive in every respect.”(93pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1300-1700

 1371 Musigny - Vintage 2006
 J.F. Mugnier

“A gorgeously elegant and kaleidoscopic nose of high-
toned red and black berry fruit aromas liberally laced 
with natural spices that offer impressive nuance and no-
table complexity introduces supple, finely detailed and 
beautifully textured flavors wrapped in a dusty, miner-
al-infused finish. This dances on the palate yet it is force-
ful with excellent finishing drive and intensity on the ex-
plosive and hugely long finale. This is one of those ‘wow’ 
wines. Don’t miss it.”(95pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 1372 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2010
 Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot

“The stunningly complex nose is broadly similar to that of 
the Cazetiers except that here it’s noticeably more refined 
and perhaps a bit more mineral-inflected as well. There 
is dazzling precision and intensity to the mineral-driven, 
linear and gorgeously vibrant flavors that possess the 
same remarkably depth of the nose while culminating in 
an explosive, linear and poised finish that deliver huge 
length.”(92-95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1373 Musigny - Vintage 2010
 L. Jadot

“...has a compelling, exotic bouquet with potent menthol 
and licorice scents that Frederic put down to the veneer 
of oak that will be subsumed with time. The palate is 
packed to the rafters with sinewy, succulent red berry 
fruit that firmly grips but declines to overwhelm the pal-
ate.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1364 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2014
 Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget

“...has a beautifully defined bouquet, very pure and pre-
cise with wild strawberry, limestone, rose petal and a 
touch of blood orange. You miss a heartbeat just nosing 
this wine. The palate is precise, refined and very pure, a 
silver bead of acidity, so much energy on the finish as it 
fans out in graceful fashion. There is incredible persis-
tence here, a brilliant Cros Parantoux with which Uncle 
Henri would have been proud.”(95-97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 1365 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier

“Fourrier s 2005 Gevrey-Chambertin Clos St.-Jacques 
reveals a gorgeous aroma of black fruits, rose, truffle, tea 
and musk, a marrowy, creamy richness of texture, and a 
riveting finishing complexity of fruit, meat, flowers, pun-
gent spices and minerals. If this is not a case of progres-
sion into the territory of grand cru quality, I don t know 
what is. I would plan to start following this from ten years 
out and anticipate at least a second decade of improve-
ment.”(94-95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1366 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2005
 G. Roumier

“In contrast to the aromatic fireworks of the Amoureuses, 
here the nose is equally, indeed stunningly complex and 
deep but with a discreet and brooding character of mostly 
violets and blueberry notes against a backdrop of fresh 
earth that continues on the rich, intense and quite firm-
ly structured big-boned flavors that are hugely long and 
built to age for decades.”(96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 1367 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2007
 G. Roumier
 1vlscl

“The 2007 was very delicious and drinkable, despite a bit 
of vim and buzz still to its backside. I continue to make 
googly eyes with 2007 red Burgundy; it is tough to argue 
with the pure pleasure most deliver right now. The Roum-
ier had more vim than most 2007s but was still luscious 
and silky.”(95pts JK)

 4 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 1368 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2005
 G. Roumier

“Pure and concentrated, with spicy cherry, blackber-
ry and floral notes weaving through the dense texture. 
It’s monolithic now, with fine potential. Good length...” 
(91pts WS)

 4 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 1378 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2006
 Château Rayas

“The 2006 had the sweetest nose, but it showed a lit-
tle dryly on the palate. There was more strawberry to 
it, and it showed a lot like the ‘08 but with more acid.” 
(94pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400

 1379 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2007
 Château Rayas
 1ltl

“...is a relatively dark ruby/purple-tinged wine, more 
intensely colored than most Rayas Châteauneufs tend to 
be, since they are made from 100% Grenache and color 
has never been one of their hallmarks. The extraordi-
narily youthful and still burgeoning aromatics of black 
raspberries, black cherries, truffles and licorice lead to a 
full-bodied, powerful Rayas with sweet tannin, adequate 
acidity, and an ethereal richness and unctuosity that del-
icately offers a sensual texture.”(98pts)

 4 bottles per lot $4000-6000
_____________________________

 1374 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2005
 R. Arnoux

(91-94pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1375 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2005
 R. Arnoux

“Toasty oak notes and very ripe spicy black fruit aromas 
lead to lacy, indeed almost delicate middle weight flavors 
that are focused, supple, intense, ultra pure and transpar-
ent on the silky and stunningly long finish.”(96pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1376 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2006
 Les Amoureuses, R. Groffier
 2ltl

“Captivating nose offers redcurrant, raspberry, iron, to-
bacco, minerals and coffee. Lush, silky and sweet; youth-
fully reticent in the mouth but already offers an ineffably 
complex perfume.”(93pts IWC)

 9 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 1377 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2005
 Château Rayas
 1sdc

“...is clearly the greatest wine made at this estate since 
the 1995. Made from 100% Grenache, it boasts an unu-
sually (for Rayas) dark ruby/purple-tinged color as well 
as an exceptionally sweet bouquet of black cherry jam, 
truffles, incense, licorice, and raspberries. Full-bodied 
with a stunningly rich, concentrated mouthfeel, an explo-
sive mid-palate, and a finish that lasts more than a min-
ute, it is a wine of superb power and intensity admirably 
displaying the terroir s hallmark delicacy and ethereal 
nature.”(97pts)

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 1383 Chambertin - Vintage 2015
 A. Rousseau

“Here too there is just enough oak to mention but once 
again it’s not really enough to impair the purity of the 
distinctly cool and ultra-spicy red currant, underbrush, 
sandalwood, lilac and plenty of earth aromas. The rich, 
intense and overtly muscular big-bodied flavors possess 
a similar level of minerality that is borderline pungent 
and it informs the explosively long, firm and very serious 
finish.”(98pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 1384 1 magnum per lot $8000-11000

 1385 Chambertin - Vintage 2017
 A. Rousseau
 1 bottle different importer

“...is present on the ultra-fresh and incredibly spicy 
though even more restrained nose that reflects notes of 
red berries, the sauvage, earth, floral and exotiCôtea 
wisps.”(97pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 1380 Chambertin - Vintage 1999
 A. Rousseau

“The 1999 Rousseau Chambertin was so ample, yet still a 
teenager. There was more purple to its deep fruit. Jennie 
P. admired its awesome make up and complexity.’ Despite 
being so young, it opened up in the glass a bit, resulting 
in the best bottle of this that I can ever remember having. 
It was thick, long and spectacular. Gentleman Jim, who 
was starting to resemble One-Eyed Jack lol, hailed it ‘my 
favorite at some point.’ What a flight.”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 1381 Chambertin - Vintage 2014
 A. Rousseau

“Rousseau’s 2014 Chambertin Grand Cru has a 
fruit-driven bouquet laden with black cherries, crushed 
strawberry, ink and a touch of bay leaf. As it aerates, the 
fruit seems to take more of a back seat and the terroir 
comes through. The palate is medium-bodied with fine 
tannin, very pure and elegant, iron fist/velvety glove and 
so forth. This is what a grand cru should be. Utterly se-
ductive and captivating, its satin texture might lure you 
into opening a bottle too soon. Give it a decade to admire 
Rousseau at full flight. “(97pts)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1382 1 magnum per lot $5500-7500

ROUSSEAU, DRC, LAFON AND LEFLAIVE
The Four Horsemen are making a comeback, but this time it is the producers!  Forty plus lots come to JK birthday auction 
courtesy of an avid East Coast collector, who is a member of several wine societies.  He has been collecting for twenty years, 
and his true loves are Burgundy and Champagne.  He keeps his wine in a combination of professional and personal climate 
controlled storage. Armand Rousseau grabs the spotlight with fifteen selections highlighted by 2014-2019 Chambertin in bottle 
and magnum!!  We go from strength to strength with a trio of Comte Liger-Belair led by 2010 La Romanee as well as 2013 and 
2014 Bizot Echezeaux!  DRC chimes in with magnums of 2017 Grands Echezeaux and 2003 Richebourg.  White Burgundy pop-
ulates the landscape beautifully with choice selections of Coche-Dury, Comte Lafon, Domaine Leflaive, Hubert Lamy, Niellon 
and Roulot!!!  Perfect timing for a White Christmas!  We toast all these wonderful Burgundies with 2008 Clos des Goisses in 
magnum and Jeroboam.
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 1392 Charmes Chambertin
 - Vintage 2015 A. Rousseau  (91pts) (2)
 Clos de la Roche
 - Vintage 2015 A. Rousseau  (93+pts) (2)
 Gevrey Chambertin
 - Vintage 2015 Lavaux St. Jacques, A. Rousseau   (2)
 (90-92pts BH)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1393 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2015
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau

“...attractively fresh, cool, pretty and airy red berry, 
earth, humus, anise and rose petal-scented aromas. The 
refined yet quite powerful middle weight are almost pain-
fully intense and there is so much minerality the mouth-
feel is akin to rolling small stones around in your mouth 
particularly so on the sappy, palate coating and hugely 
long finish.”(96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1300-1700

 1394 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 2014
 Clos des Ruchottes, A. Rousseau

“The stunningly pure and sappy nose jumps from the 
glass in a blaze of red plums, cherries, cocoa powder, a 
very complex base of dark soil tones, gamebird, a hint of 
cedar and a pungent topnote of violets. On the palate the 
wine is deep, full-bodied and very pure, with a marve-
lously reserved personality that is absolutely bursting at 
the seams with sappy fruit! The finish is very, very long, 
focused and suavely tannic, with stunning soil signature 
and boatloads of energy.”(96pts JG)

 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1395 La Romanée - Vintage 2010
 Comte Liger-Belair

“The bouquet is at once closed, reserved and stunningly 
complex, offering up a magical blend of black raspber-
ries, black cherries, dark berries, duck, fresh nutmeg, a 
kaleidoscope of Vosne spices, a profound base of soil and 
a generous and stylish base of new oak. On the palate the 
wine is deep, full-bodied, very pure and nicely reserved, 
with a great core of sappy fruit, a hauntingly profound 
signature of soil, flawless focus and balance, suave, fine-
grained tannins and an utterly seamless, pure and tangy 
finish that goes on forever.”(100pts JG)

 1 bottle per lot $4500-6000

 1386 Chambertin - Vintage 2018
 A. Rousseau
 1x6 bottle ocb

“There is barely enough wood to mention on the wonder-
fully fresh and airy aromas of red cherry, pomegranate, 
earth and a hint of the sauvage. The seductively textured 
yet well-delineated big-bodied flavors possess an abun-
dance of energy on the intensely mineral-inflected, sappy 
and impeccably well-balanced finale that reflects a touch 
of youthful austerity.”(97pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 1387 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000
 sdc

 1388 Chambertin - Vintage 2019
 A. Rousseau
 1x6 bottle ocb

“There is excellent intensity to the full-bodied, concen-
trated and mineral-inflected flavors that coat the palate 
with sappy dry extract while delivering excellent depth 
and persistence on the beautifully balanced and impos-
ingly powerful if decidedly compact finale.”(98pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $18000-24000

 1389 1 magnum per lot $8000-11000
 sdc

 1390 Chambertin - Vintage 2014
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“A brilliantly discreet spicy nose consists of sandalwood, 
essence of black cherry liqueur, violets and a hint of the 
sauvage. There is seriously good size, weight and pow-
er to the imposingly scaled flavors that display almost 
painful intensity on the driving, explosively long and 
very firmly structured finish where a pleasing bead of 
minerality appears which helps to add lift to the finish.” 
(97pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1391 Chambertin - Vintage 2015
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“The 2015 Chambertin-Clos de Bèze Grand Cru is spec-
tacular, wafting from the glass with a dramatic bouquet 
of sweet grilled meat, red and black fruit, candied peel 
and rich soil. On the palate, the wine is full-bodied, am-
ple and powerful, with a lavishly gourmand attack that 
evokes the 2009 rendition, but this quickly segues into 
the mid-palate of an altogether more tautly structural, 
serious wine, its considerable dimension and concentra-
tion underwritten by racy acids. The finish is long and 
firm. This is a monumental Clos de Bèze built for the long 
haul.”(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500
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 1401 Richebourg - Vintage 2003
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 ssos

“Violets, roses, raspberries, and red cherries emanate 
from the 2003 Richebourg. Full-bodied, deep, and hugely 
concentrated, it is muscular, firm and displays the firmest 
structure of the Domaine de la Romanée-Conti s 2003s. 
Soy sauce, tar, chocolate, and dark fruits are found in its 
focused, audacious personality. Its impressively persis-
tent finish is studded with highly present tannin.”(97pts)

 1 magnum per lot $6500-8500

 1402 Chambertin
 - Vintage 2015 Clos de Bèze, J. Drouhin  magnum (1)
 (96-98pts)
 Clos de la Roche
 - Vintage 2015 J. Drouhin  magnum (1)
 Corton
 - Vintage 2015 J. Drouhin  magnum (1)
 Griottes Chambertin
 - Vintage 2015 J. Drouhin  (93-95pts) (3)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 and 3 magnums

 1403 Musigny - Vintage 2015
 J. Drouhin

“The 2015 Musigny from Joseph Drouhin is a stunning 
young wine in the making. The wine included about a 
third of whole clusters this year and offers brilliant ped-
igree on both the nose and palate. The bouquet soars 
from the glass in a sappy blend of black cherries, black 
plums, raw cocoa, gamebird, a beautifully complex base 
of soil, woodsmoke, violets and nutty new oak. On the 
palate the wine is deep, pure and already velvety on the 
attack, with its full-bodied format carrying great sappi-
ness at the core, marvelous soil inflection, bright acids 
and a very, very long, seamlessly tannic and utterly re-
fined finish.”(97+pts JG)

 1 magnum per lot $1800-2400

 1404 Volnay - Vintage 2008
 Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville
 1x6 magnum ocb

“A superbly fresh and beautifully layered nose of cool 
red berry fruit, floral notes and wet stone, the latter of 
which is present in abundance on the rich yet beautifully 
detailed middle weight flavors brimming with minerality 
and energy, all wrapped in a focused, linear and precise 
finish of huge length, which remains at present youthfully 
austere.”(94pts BH)

 6 magnums per lot $2600-3500

 1396 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2008
 Aux Reignots, Comte Liger-Belair

“...is flat out stunning and I am not sure I would not pre-
fer to have the ‘08 in my cellar rather than the more flam-
boyant ‘09 (though of course, it would be better to have 
both)! The bouquet is deep, pure and magically complex, 
as it offers up scents of black cherries, black raspber-
ries, a touch of bonfire, duck, wonderfully complex soil 
tones, a bit of citrus zest and a deft framing of new oak. 
On the palate the wine is deep, full-bodied, pure and ele-
gant, with great bounce and focus, a superb core of fruit, 
moderate tannins and outstanding length and grip on the 
dancing finish.”(95pts JG)

 1 bottle per lot $1400-1800

 1397 Vosne Romanée
 - Vintage 2008
 Les Suchots, Comte Liger-Belair  (93pts JG)  (1)
 - Vintage 2010
 Clos du Château, Comte Liger-Belair  (91-93pts) (1)
 La Colombiere, Comte Liger-Belair  (90-92pts) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1398 Échézeaux - Vintage 2013
 Domaine Bizot

“The perfumed, ultra-spicy and floral nose reflects aro-
mas of black cherry, rose petal, violet and sandalwood. 
There is excellent volume to the sappy and opulent me-
dium weight flavors that are not super concentrated but 
there is clearly plenty of dry extract buffering the moder-
ately firm tannic spine on the strikingly persistent fina-
le.”(93pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 1399 Échézeaux - Vintage 2014
 Domaine Bizot

“This isn’t quite as floral or elegant as the “1er” but it’s 
even spicier and more complex plus it has both more den-
sity and volume on the palate. The medium-bodied and 
muscular flavors exude a fine bead of minerality on the 
hugely long finish that exhibits a hint of bitter cherry but 
I doubt that it will persist for long. Overall, this offers 
excellent upside development potential.”(91-94pts JG)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 1400 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2017
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“More brooding and reserved than the Échézeaux that 
preceded it in the tasting, the 2017 Grands Échézeaux 
Grand Cru unwinds in the glass with an enticing bou-
quet of cassis, blackberries, blood orange, exotic spic-
es and musk. On the palate, it’s full-bodied, ample and 
fleshy, with a more introverted, structured profile than 
the Échézeaux, its considerable reserves of concentrat-
ed fruit framed by an abundance of powdery tannin and 
succulent acids. Long and penetrating, this will reward 
sustained bottle age. “(94+pts)

 1 magnum per lot $5500-7500
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 1411 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2010
 Domaine Leflaive

“The 2010 Batard-Montrachet covers every inch of the 
palate with fruit. In 2010, the Batard is towering, statu-
esque and simply impeccable. Today the aromas and fla-
vors are not at all developed, rather the wine is really all 
about textural elegance and finesse, and there is plenty 
of that here. A huge, explosive finish rounds things out 
in style. The Batard is a wine of contrasts. At times it is 
quite bold and extroverted, at others it possesses admi-
rable restraint. Either way, it is magnificent. Anticipated 
maturity: 2020+.”(97pts)

 1 magnum per lot $2000-2800

 1412 Criots Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2015
 Haute Densite, H. Lamy

“This too is aromatically quite firmly reduced and com-
pletely unreadable today. There is superb concentration 
to the highly seductive, palate coating and powerful fla-
vors that deliver strikingly good depth on the gorgeously 
long finish. This is an imposingly-scaled and opulently 
rich effort yet the delivery is such that there is no sense of 
undue weight or heaviness.”(92-95pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 1413 Criots Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2016
 Haute Densite, H. Lamy
 nl

“The rich, muscular and very concentrated big-bod-
ied flavors coat the palate with dry extract on the pow-
erful, serious and very clearly built-to-age finale. “ 
(93-95pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 1414 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2017
 J.M. Pillot

“ A discreet application of wood can be found on the in-
tensely floral-suffused aromas that exhibit additional nu-
ances of spice, white peach, jasmine tea and the barest 
hint of passion fruit. “(91-94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1415 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2018
 M. Niellon

“A deep and complex bouquet mingling notes of manda-
rin, apple, pear and peach with nuances of toasted nuts, 
fresh pastry and nutmeg introduces Niellon’s 2018 Chev-
alier-Montrachet Grand Cru, a full-bodied, rich and tex-
tural wine that’s ample and muscular, with lively acids 
and a long, spicy finish.”(95pts)

 9 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1416 Bourgogne Blanc - Vintage 2017
 Roulot
 3x6 bottle ocb’s

 18 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 1405 Vosne Romanée
 Cros Parantoux, Méo-Camuzet
 - Vintage 2015 (94-96pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2016 (95-97pts VM) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1406 Vosne Romanée
 Mugneret-Gibourg
 - Vintage 2015 (92pts) (4)
 - Vintage 2018 (89-91pts VM) (6)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1407 Bourgogne Blanc
 - Vintage 2016 A. Ente  (90pts JG) (3)
 Meursault - Vintage 2016
 A. Ente  (87-90pts BH) (6)
 Clos des Ambres, A. Ente  (92pts JG) (3)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 1408 Meursault - Vintage 2018
 Les Genevrieres, Chavy-Chouet
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Notes of petrol, citrus, acacia and whiffs of white peach 
and pear elegantly introduce attractively vibrant flavors 
that exude a subtle minerality on the appealingly dry but 
not austere finish. “(91pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 1409 Meursault - Vintage 2014
 Coche-Dury

“The 2014 Meursault Villages has a well defined bouquet 
with grapefruit, apple blossom and subtle chalky scents 
that needed a little encouragement from the glass. The 
palate is fresh with crisp acidity. It feels lively at first and 
then seems to mellow in the glass, offering a light twist of 
sour lemon on the pretty finish. It is a delightful village 
cru that should bestow several years of pleasure, possibly 
more.”(91pts)

 4 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1410 Meursault - Vintage 2019
 Clos de la Baronne, Comte Lafon

“A gentle touch of wood frames ripe white orchard fruit, 
citrus rind and petrol aromas. The rich and quite gener-
ously proportioned flavors are supported by lemon-tinged 
acidity on the sneaky long finish.”(88-91pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1100-1500
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 1420 Chablis - Vintage 2016
 Les Clos, V. Dauvissat
 1wxc

“From bottle, the 2016 Chablis Grand Cru Les Clos is 
more immediately expressive than the Preuses, revealing 
aromas of honeyed lemons, preserved citrus and quince. 
On the palate, it’s fuller-bodied, deep and ample, even 
rich, with a layered core, succulent acids and almost 
chewy levels of extract, concluding with a long finish. It’s 
a very serious Les Clos that could well be the wine of the 
vintage.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1421 Philipponnat Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2008
 Clos des Goisses
 2x3 magnum ocb’s

“Rich, dense and explosive, the 2008 exists in three di-
mensions, with remarkable textural depth and vertical 
intensity to burn. Clos des Goisses is notoriously slow to 
develop. Readers who can be patient will be treated to a 
spectacular Champagne.”(98pts VM)

 6 magnums per lot $2800-3800

 1422 1 Jeroboam per lot $1000-1400
 1x1 Jeroboam owc

_____________________________

 1417 Meursault - Vintage 2014
 Les Luchets, Roulot

“The 2014 Meursault les Luchets has a very reserved 
nose, moody and more primal than its peers. The palate is 
medium-bodied and very well balanced, but it has yet to 
develop or find its personality unlike the more expressive 
Les Virieuls. There is certainly nice salinity here, but I’d 
like to see something more down the line...a little more 
chutzpah perhaps.”(89-91pts)

 10 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1418 Meursault - Vintage 2016
 Perrières, Roulot
 lscl

“...is extraordinarily good, unfurling in the glass with 
a deep but youthfully reserved bouquet of green apple, 
wet stones, citrus oil, white flowers, beeswax and fresh 
pastry. On the palate, it’s medium to full-bodied, ample 
and satiny, with incisive acids, striking structural tension 
and a sense of elegance that renders this wine deceptively 
charming despite its tightly-coiled core and immense re-
serves of depth and concentration.”(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400

 1419 Chablis - Vintage 2014
 Les Clos, V. Dauvissat
 2crc, 2 bottles different importer

“Pale yellow-straw. A touch of lactic reduction to the 
classic aromas of grapefruit, lemon, crushed stone and 
mint; stands out for its treble tones. Almost painfully in-
tense in the mouth; a pure expression of calcaire with its 
penetrating lemony fruit cut by incisive iodiney shrimp 
and oyster shell minerality. Extremely tight-grained in 
the early going, with no way in. A real essence of Clos, 
and the most youthfully closed wine in the tasting. Finish-
es with outstanding palate-staining length and lift. This 
dense but weightless grand cru has all the elements for 
greatness. The finished acidity is above 4.5 grams per lit-
er, according to Dauvissat.”(97+pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 1426 Chambertin - Vintage 2013
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“There is knock-out intensity to the gorgeously textured 
and mineral-inflected flavors that are imposingly scaled 
yet there is not even a hint of heaviness on the restrained, 
delineated and explosively long and mouth coating fina-
le.”(95pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1427 Gevrey Chambertin
 - Vintage 2011
 A. Rousseau scl (88-91pts BH) (1)
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau  (94pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2012
 A. Rousseau  (87-90pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2014
 A. Rousseau  (89-91pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2015
 Clos du Château, A. Rousseau  (90+pts JG) (1)
 - Vintage 2016
 Lavaux St. Jacques, A. Rousseau  (92-94pts) (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1423 Chambertin - Vintage 2011
 A. Rousseau

“This is completely different from the Bèze aromatically 
speaking as here the nose is brooding and recalcitrant 
and only aggressive swirling liberates fresh scents of 
spice, wet stone, game and dark berry fruits. There is 
outstanding richness to the powerful and impressively 
scaled flavors that possess an abundance of dry extract 
that imparts a velvety quality to the mid-palate while 
also buffering the tightly wound core of firm tannins on 
the driving mineral-inflected and hugely persistent fin-
ish.”(96pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1424 Chambertin - Vintage 2013
 A. Rousseau

“There is even more size, weight and intensity to the vel-
vety, powerful and opulent big-bodied flavors that possess 
an abundance of palate soaking dry extract that pushes 
the otherwise tightly coiled tannins to the background on 
the massively long coffee-inflected finish that really fans 
out as it sits on the palate.”(96pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1425 Chambertin - Vintage 2011
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“A potently expressive nose blends both wood and natu-
ral spice together with distinctly cool, pure and ripe wild 
red berries, earth and underbrush. The palate impression 
is a gorgeous combination of power and refinement along 
with flat out superb complexity on the explosively long, 
focused and beautifully well-balanced finish. The sup-
porting structure is dense but fine and this should prove 
to be a moderately long-lived example.”(95ps BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

BURGUNDY JEWELS FROM A HIGH-FLYING SOMMELIER

This sommelier has flown around the world, admirably serving at several highly regarded restaurants and has even made his 
own wine!  Helping to celebrate the occasion are fifty selections from his personal cellar, comprising of Rousseau, Comte Liger-
Belair, Dujac, DRC, Roumier and Coche-Dury, with a flurry of fashionable Rhone, Champagne and more!  There are some 
great sampler lots on offer thanks to this ever-curious collector.  All wines kept in temperature-controlled storage from start to 
finish.  

Six lots of Rousseau start us off quickly with 2011 and 2013 Chambertin and its Clos de Beze followed by a quartet of Liger-
Belair led by magnums of 2013 and 2014 Reignots.  There are seven selections of Domaine de la Romanee Conti crowned by 
2009, 2011 and 2016 La Tache while Roumier has a half-dozen lots led by 2013 and 2017 Bonnes Mares.  White Burgundy 
spreads its wings with four lots of Coche-Dury topped 2014 by Meursault Perrieres as well as a trio of Roulot anchored by 2015 
Clos des Boucheres.  We round things out with Gonon St. Joseph magnums, Jacques Selosse and Keller G-Max!!!   
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 1433 Échézeaux - Vintage 2013
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lscl

“A beautifully spicy if distinctly reticent nose features 
notes of cassis, plum, violets, lilac, herbal tea and san-
dalwood. There is excellent richness to the generously 
proportioned and very suave medium-bodied flavors that 
deliver fine depth and length on the balanced, focused 
and attractively vibrant finale that displays just a hint of 
youthful edginess.”(92pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 1434 Échézeaux - Vintage 2014
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“A wonderfully complex nose features a broad array of 
spice elements with those of plum, violet, sandalwood 
and Asian-style tea that are also trimmed in soft wood 
nuances. There is good punch to the refined, cool and 
pure medium-bodied flavors that possess better concen-
tration on the balanced, persistent and youthfully austere 
finale where the only nit is a very subtle hint of warmth.” 
(94pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 1435 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2014
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lscl

“Here the expressive nose is even spicier and more flo-
ral with its lovely array of rose petal, lilac and lavender 
scents adding elegance to the mostly dark pinot and earth 
aromas that are also trimmed in a bit of wood but in this 
case it is even more subtle. As is virtually always the case 
this is bigger, richer, more powerful and more muscular 
with excellent volume to the rich and mouth coating fla-
vors that deliver superb length on the chiseled, robust 
and hugely long finale.”(95pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2200-3000

 1436 La Tâche - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“A discreet but incredibly complex nose features notes 
of spicy, pure and relatively high-toned fruit that is laced 
with plenty of rose petal and violet hints. There is ex-
cellent energy and freshness to the lacy and stunningly 
precise broad-scaled flavors that build in intensity from 
the densely concentrated mid-palate to the explosive and 
mouth coating finish that seemingly goes on without end. 
This is a big LT with ample muscle and very firm but 
not aggressive structure along with superb depth of un-
derlying material and positively mind-blowing length.” 
(98pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $4500-6000

 1428 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 2010
 Clos des Ruchottes, A. Rousseau

“A broad ranging nose displays notes of very ripe blue 
berry, cassis, plum and pungent wet stone notes. The ul-
tra-refined, pure and silky medium-bodied flavors possess 
outstanding delineation and this positively floats across 
the palate. Despite the beguiling mid-palate, this tight-
ens up considerably on the balanced, powerful and tautly 
muscular finish that explodes with mouth tannin-buffer-
ing sap.”(93-95pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1429 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2013
 Aux Reignots, Comte Liger-Belair
 scl, ltl

“Tasted at the Comte Liger-Belair vertical at the Châ-
teau de Vosne. The 2013 Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Aux 
Reignots, which was bottled in April 2015, already has 
plenty of primary red berry fruit on the nose that feels 
very pure - mulberry and maraschino cherry. The palate 
continues really where the 2012 left off: quite wondrous 
delineation and tension from start to finish, perhaps edg-
ier than the 2012, with a precise finish that has the per-
fect amount of sappy red berry fruit. One of the best Aux 
Reignots in recent years, one that has really elevated to 
another level since I tasted in from barrel. Tasted June 
2015.”(95pts)

 1 magnum per lot $3000-4000

 1430 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2014
 Aux Reignots, Comte Liger-Belair

(95pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $3000-4000

 1431 Vosne Romanée
 Clos du Château, Comte Liger-Belair
 - Vintage 2014 1wrl (91pts JG) (2)
 - Vintage 2015 2lbsl (90-92pts) (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 1432 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2014
 La Colombiere, Comte Liger-Belair
 1lstl

“A restrained, indeed almost mute nose only grudgingly 
offers up notes of various red berries along with hints 
of plum, lilac and spice. There is a beguiling mouth feel 
to the generous yet sleek middle weight flavors that are 
again shaped by refined tannins before culminating in a 
youthfully austere finish that is firm, balanced and solidly 
persistent.”(90pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 1441 Chambolle Musigny
 - Vintage 2014 Les Gruenchers, Dujac  (3)
 1nl (93pts JG)
 Charmes Chambertin
 - Vintage 2014 Dujac 1lscl (92-94pts) (3)
 Gevrey Chambertin
 - Vintage 2014 Aux Combottes, Dujac  (4)
 1lstl (91pts)
 Morey St. Denis - Vintage 2014
 Dujac lscl (89-91pts BH) magnum (1)
 Premier Cru, Dujac 1lscl (94pts) (2)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000
 and 1 magnum

 1442 Bonnes Mares
 - Vintage 2014 Dujac lscl (95-97pts) (1)
 Clos St. Denis
 - Vintage 2014 Dujac lscl (94pts BH) (1)
 Romanée St. Vivant
 - Vintage 2014 Dujac  (93-96pts BH) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1443 Vosne Romanée
 Aux Malconsorts, Dujac
 - Vintage 2011 (94pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2014 (93-95pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2015 (96+pts) magnum (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 and 1 magnum

 1444 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2013
 G. Roumier

“This is quite floral with plenty of earth and assorted 
spice elements adding interest to the very fresh mix of 
green tea and red and dark berry fruit scents. There is 
outstanding power and concentration to the broad-shoul-
dered flavors that possess a robust mouth feel and am-
ple minerality, all wrapped in a moderately austere and 
hugely long finish.”(95pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400

 1445 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2017
 G. Roumier
 1lscl, 1x3 bottle ocb

“Everything is here on the palate: fine-boned tannins, 
layers of dark cherry and cassis fruit with underlying 
raspberry notes. It feels finely chiseled with just the right 
amount of opulence on the finish.”(96pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1437 La Tâche - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lscl

“As it was from cask this is more restrained than usual 
and it requires aggressive swirling to coax the pure and 
spicy essence of red berry fruit aromas to emerge from 
the glass where there is a slight hint of herbal tea present. 
There is a similar reserve to the distinctly focused and 
linear flavors that enjoy a seemingly unlimited reserve 
of dry extract that renders the fine-grained and silky tan-
nins almost invisible at present though I suspect that they 
will become much more apparent once the baby fat melts 
away.”(96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 1438 La Tâche - Vintage 2016
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 scl

“As is often the case, the highly perfumed nose is the 
most floral-inflected of the range with its equally cool 
and restrained array of violet and rose petal scents that 
combine with an extraordinary group of spice elements 
on the essence of red currant aromas. The mouthfeel 
of the imposingly-scaled and powerful flavors is again 
robust yet refined with just as much minerality as the 
Richebourg adding even more lift to the almost painfully 
intense and extravagantly long finish that also just goes 
and goes.”(98pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 1439 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2013
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The bouquet is adorable, so pure and comely, with shim-
mering red cherries, raspberry and orange blossom, a 
suggestion of cold flint imparting an enigmatic element 
a Romanée-Saint-Vivant that is clearly going to bide its 
time. The palate is medium-bodied with filigree tannin, 
impressive weight and almost a surfeit of freshness. There 
is tension from start to finish that effortlessly disguises the 
weight, the penetration on the sustained finish.”(95pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 1440 Vosne Romanée
 - Vintage 2011
 Les Malconsorts, cuvée Christiane,  (1)
 Domaine de Montille lscl (93-96pts BH)
 - Vintage 2012
 Les Malconsorts, Domaine de Montille  magnum (1)
 lscl, nl (92-94pts BH)
 - Vintage 2014
 Les Malconsorts, cuvée Christiane,  magnum (1)
 Domaine de Montille  (92-95pts BH)

 Above 1 bottle per lot $1600-2200
 and 2 magnums
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 1451 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2014
 Les Amoureuses, J.F. Mugnier

“...has a wonderful bouquet that builds on the promise 
it showed from barrel 12 months ago. It is unequivocally 
beautifully defined with that rose petal signature infusing 
the shimmering red cherry and cranberry fruit. There is 
tangible energy being emitted from the glass. The palate 
is very suave with outstanding mineralité, defined by its 
supple ripe red berry fruit.”(95pts)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1452 Échézeaux
 Mugneret-Gibourg
 - Vintage 2014 (93-95pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2015 (95pts) (1)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1453 Vosne Romanée
 Mugneret-Gibourg
 - Vintage 2008 (88-91pts VM) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2009 (91pts IWC) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2014 (88-90pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2015 (92pts) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1200-1600
 and 2 magnums

 1454 Bourgogne Chardonnay
 Coche-Dury
 - Vintage 2012 (1)
 - Vintage 2013 (2)
 - Vintage 2014 (1)
 - Vintage 2017 (90pts JG) (1)
 - Vintage 2019 (90pts) (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1455 Meursault
 Coche-Dury
 - Vintage 2011 (91pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2012 (91pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2013 (92pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2014 (91pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2016 (93pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2017 (92pts) (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 1456 Meursault - Vintage 2014
 Caillerets, Coche-Dury

(95pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1400-1800

 1446 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2017
 G. Roumier
 1x6 bottle ocb

“A more elegant and somewhat higher-toned nose re-
flects notes of various red berries, violet, lavender and 
once again a whiff of spice nuance. The wonderfully sleek 
and energetic medium weight flavors possess almost pal-
pable minerality on the saline, balanced and refreshing 
finale. This too is an excellent example of the genre and 
very Chambollesque.”(89-92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1447 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2013
 Les Amoureuses, G. Roumier

“A gorgeously elegant, pure and overtly spicy nose fea-
tures notes of violet, lilac, exotiCôtea and sandalwood on 
the red and dark currant, plum and soft cassis nuances. 
There is outstanding delineation to the intensely miner-
al-inflected medium weight flavors that possess an ul-
tra-refined mouth feel even though the supporting tannic 
spine is quite firm on the strikingly long and impeccably 
well-balanced finish.”(95pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 1448 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2017
 Les Cras, G. Roumier

“A whiff of reduction detracts slightly from the appeal of 
the overtly floral-inflected nose that reflects notes of vio-
let, lilac, lavender and rose petal along with a fresh mix 
of red and dark cherries. The sleek, intense and almost 
pungent mineral-driven medium weight flavors possess 
terrific delineation on the dusty, firm and youthfully aus-
tere finish that goes on and on. This is decidedly back-
ward and compact at present and is going to require at 
least some patience first.”(92pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1449 Morey St. Denis
 Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier
 - Vintage 2014 1x6 bottle ocb (91pts BH) (6)
 - Vintage 2016 1x6 bottle ocb (94pts VM) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1450 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 1999
 Les Amoureuses, J.F. Mugnier

“Bright red-ruby. Ripe, deeply spicy red fruit and miner-
al aromas. Superconcentrated and ripe, but with sharply 
defined, penetrating red fruit and mineral flavors. Every 
bit as dense as the Bonnes-Mares but finer and more vi-
brant.”(93pts IWC)

 1 bottle per lot $1600-2200
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 1461 Meursault
 Roulot
 - Vintage 2015 (90pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2018 (90pts BH) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1462 Meursault - Vintage 2015
 Clos des Boucheres, Roulot

“A whiff of oak toast does not intrude on the cool and 
ultra-pure essence of green apple, pear, lavender and dis-
creet wisps of spice and citrus rind. There is terrific inten-
sity to the beautifully refined and precise middle weight 
flavors that deliver excellent persistence on the harmo-
nious finish. This doesn’t possess the volume or power 
of the Charmes or the Poruzots yet the lacy refinement is 
genuinely lovely.”(91-94pts BH)

 10 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1463 Meursault - Vintage 2014
 Roulot  (91pts JG) (4)
 Charmes, Roulot  (92-94pts) (1)
 Clos des Boucheres, Roulot  (92-94pts BH) (2)
 Les Luchets, Roulot  (89-91pts) (1)
 Les Tessons Clos de Mon Plaisir, Roulot  (1)
 Les Vireuils, Roulot  (92+pts VM) (1)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 1464 St. Joseph
 P. Gonon
 - Vintage 2012 (94pts JG) magnum (2)
 - Vintage 2013 (94pts VM) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2014 (93-94pts VM) magnum (2)
 - Vintage 2015 (95pts VM) (3)
 - Vintage 2015 (95pts VM) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2016 (94pts VM) magnum (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000
 and 7 magnums

 1465 St. Joseph
 Vieilles Vignes, P. Gonon
 - Vintage 2009 (95pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 2010 (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1466 Cornas - Vintage 2013
 Chaillots, T. Allemand  (94pts VM) (6)
 Reynard, T. Allemand  (95pts VM) (4)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1457 Meursault - Vintage 2014
 Les Perrières, Coche-Dury

“The 2014 Meursault 1er Cru les Perrières delivers a 
shimmering, tensile, wet limestone-scented aroma that 
evokes the essence of this propitious vineyard with dis-
arming assurance. It is a bouquet that momentarily 
whisks you to its birthplace like all great wines. The pal-
ate has wonderful salinity with delicate touches of ginger 
and grilled walnut delivering immense depth and power 
as it fans out in audacious fashion towards its saline fin-
ish.”(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 1458 Chassagne Montrachet
 Abbaye de Morgeot, cuvée Clement Emma,  
 Pierre-Yves Colin Morey
 - Vintage 2016 1x6 bottle ocb (6)
 - Vintage 2017 1x6 bottle ocb (91-93pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1459 St. Aubin
 En Remilly, cuvée Nicolas et Mathis, 
 Pierre-Yves Colin Morey
 - Vintage 2014 1lwasl (6)
 - Vintage 2016 1x6 bottle ocb (6)
 - Vintage 2018 (4)

 Above 16 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1460 Chablis
 - Vintage 2000
 Foret, Raveneau  (91pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 2001
 Valmur, Raveneau nl (92pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2002
 Vaillons, Raveneau  (91pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2005
 Foret, Raveneau  (1)
 - Vintage 2011
 Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau crc  magnum (1)
 (93pts BH)
 - Vintage 2012
 Butteaux, Raveneau  (91-93pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2014
 Butteaux, Raveneau lscl, crc (94pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2017
 Butteaux, Raveneau  (95pts) (2)
 Vaillons, Raveneau  (95pts VM) (2)
 - Vintage 2018
 Foret, Raveneau  (89-92pts BH) (1)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $4500-6000
 and 1 magnum
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 1470 Pouilly Fume - Vintage 2012
 Asteroide, D. Dagueneau

 1 bottle per lot $800-1100

 1471 Riesling Trocken
 G-Max, Keller
 - Vintage 2013 (95-96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2014 (95pts VM) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1472 Brunello di Montalcino - Vintage 2006
 Case Basse, Riserva, Soldera

“Bright, translucent and beautifully focused through-
out, the 2006 is all about energy and delineation. “ 
(96+ pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400
_____________________________

 1467 Cornas
 - Vintage 2011
 Reynard, T. Allemand  (93-94pts VM) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2012
 Chaillots, T. Allemand  (95pts VM) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2015
 Reynard, T. Allemand  (98pts VM) magnum (1)

 Above 3 magnums per lot $1500-2000

 1468 Jacques Selosse Champagne - Vintage NV
 Le Bout du Clos Ambonnay nl (97pts VM) (1)
 Rose  (96pts) (1)
 Jacques Selosse Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 2005 (97pts VM) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1469 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 2007
 cuvée spéciale, Les Chetillons  (94pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2008
 cuvée spéciale, Les Chetillons  (96pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2012
 L’Etonnant Monsieur Victor  (1)
 - Vintage 2014
 cuvée spéciale, Les Chetillons  (96pts) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 and 2 magnums
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 1475 Échézeaux - Vintage 2010
 Domaine Bizot

“A slightly riper and notably more complex nose of red 
currant, black cherry, cassis, spice and once again, an 
abundance of floral notes marries into rich, round and 
impressively concentrated big-bodied flavors that pos-
sess dry extract levels that buffer the firm yet ripe tan-
nins on the seductively textured and mouth coating fin-
ish.”(92-94pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1476 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2009
 Les Gruenchers, Dujac
 4hbsl, 2tl

“... all finesse and elegance. This shows superb intensity 
in its fruit, with tons of finesse, silky tannins and excep-
tional overall balance. it is a dazzling wine from Du-
jac.”(93pts VM)

 4 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1473 Chambertin - Vintage 2020
 A. Rousseau

“ A distinctly cool and exuberantly fresh nose features 
reticent wonderfully spiced notes of various dark berries 
along with forest floor nuances that include humus and 
earth. “(99pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 1474 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2014
 Les Cazetiers, A. Rousseau
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Tasted blind at the Burgfest 2014 tasting, I remember 
that the 2014 Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru les Cazetiers 
was perplexing from barrel. Here, it has a harmonious, 
elegant yet quite intense bouquet with red cherries, wild 
strawberry and white pepper scents gaining momentum 
all the time in the glass. The aromatics just seem to grow. 
The palate is medium-bodied with fine tannin, very fo-
cused and harmonious with pure, tensile red cherries, 
strawberry and light spice notes on the saturated finish. 
The oak is seamlessly integrated and it just loses some of 
its initial class with aeration in the glass. Good, but hey, 
this is Rousseau. Tasted September 2017.”(90pts)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

TOP BURGUNDY FEATURING DUROCHE FROM A SEASONED COLLECTOR
It is a great honor to continue to feature top Red and White Burgundy in this scintillating session while celebrating the return of 
this connected collector!  We have had the pleasure of knowing and sharing wine with this collector and lifelong wine lover for 
almost two decades.  His passion for Burgundy started after dining at many Michelin star restaurants in France and truly began 
when he drank a bottle of 1988 Henri Jayer Cros Parantoux twenty years ago.  Delicious Red and White Burgundy abound 
from Duroche, Lamarche, Hudelot-Noellat, Coche-Dury and Raveneau.  Jamet leads a Rhone charge while Pierre Peters spar-
kles amid further beautiful Champagne.  And don’t forget about the Clos Rougeard and Giacomo Conterno!!

Our friend is selling some of his wines in order to continue his favorite pursuit of travelling, eating and drinking his way 
through the best Michelin starred restaurants of Europe.  He is truly a Bon Vivant!  He also visits Burgundy every year and has 
become friends with many great growers.

Hot, recent releases from Rousseau, Bizot and Dujac set the table for eight selections of Duroche highlighted by very rare 1971 
and 1979 Clos de Beze!!  We have 2010 Roumier Bonnes Mares in magnum as well as bottles of 2008 Mugnier Musigny and 
three vintages of La Grande Rue Cuvee 1959.  Seven selections of Coche-Dury are spearheaded by three bottles of 2015 Corton 
Charlemagne.  A trio of Roulot led by a Jeroboam of 2014 Chevalier Montrachet take us to eight lots of Raveneau centering 
around 2002 Les Clos and Montee de Tonnerre.  Domaine de la Grange des Peres, a Michelin star staple, gets its due with six 
cases starting with the 2001 vintage.  We romp in the Rhone with eight exciting lots of Jamet Cote Rotie highlighted by nine 
bottles of 1999 backed by three cases of Allemand Cornas.  We freshen up with five lots of Pierre Peters Champagne starting 
with the rare Heritage bottling and continue our vinous journeys in Northern France with five lots of Clos Rougeard back to 
1995 Le Bourg.  Piedmont gets a shout out with five lots of Giacomo Conterno centering around 1985 Monfortino.  Sexy stuff!!!  
All wines removed from professional storage in Europe.
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 1482 Chambertin - Vintage 2020
 Clos de Bèze, Hommage a Philippe, Duroche
 1x1 magnum owc

“Soaring from the glass with an already complex bou-
quet of dark berries, licorice, elderberries, loamy soil, 
orange rind, black truffle and ineffable carnal nuances, 
it’s full-bodied, seamless and complete, with huge con-
centration without weight, lively acids and a long, reso-
nant finish.”(98-100pts)

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000

 1483 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2018
 Estournelles St. Jacques, Duroche
 1x6 bottle ocb

“Aromatic and precise, the 2018 Gevrey-Chambertin 1er 
Cru Estournelles Saint-Jacques reveals lovely aromas 
of peonies, rose petals, orange rind and red berries. On 
the palate, it’s medium to full-bodied, lively and succu-
lent, with melting tannins and a fragrant core of fruit.” 
(92-94pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1484 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2018
 Lavaux St. Jacques, Vieilles Vignes, Duroche
 1x6 bottle owc

“From a parcel planted in 1923 where most of the old 
vines remain intact, this cuvée always seems to possess 
an extra dimension, and the 2018 Gevrey-Chambertin 
1er Cru Lavaut Saint-Jacques Vieilles Vignes is no excep-
tion. Wafting from the glass with a deep bouquet of cassis, 
cherries, rose petals, grilled meats and sweet soil tones, 
it’s medium to full-bodied, deep and layered, framed by 
powdery tannins and lively acids. Integrated and harmo-
nious, this will be long-lived.”(93-95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1485 3 magnums per lot $1500-2000
 1x3 magnum owc

 1486 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2009
 E. Rouget
 1spc, 2sos, 1ssos, 1x6 magnum ocb

“The 2009 Vosne-Romanée shows gorgeous depth in its 
dark red fruit. This is another dazzling, overachieving 
wine in its category. The textured, multi-dimensional fin-
ish makes it impossible to resist a second taste. The Vosne 
was made from five different parcels and saw 70% new 
oak barrels. It is a wine I have had great luck with over 
the years.”(90-92pts VM)

 6 magnums per lot $3000-4000

 1477 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2015
 Dujac
 3lscl

“...more deeply pitched and gorgeously complex mélange 
of liqueur-like dark currant, newly turned earth, game, 
sandalwood and violet aromas. There is excellent 
mid-palate concentration present on the muscular and 
powerful big-bodied flavors that possess impressive focus 
and persistence on the hugely long, robust and very firm-
ly structured finale. This breathtakingly good effort will 
also require extended cellaring to resolve the prominent 
tannic spine.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1478 Chambertin - Vintage 2020
 Duroche
 1x1 magnum owc

“Mingling aromas of sweet berries with notes of peonies, 
orange rind, warm spices and rose petals, it’s full-bodied, 
layered and seamless, with an elegant, lively profile and a 
long, perfumed finish.”(94-96pts)

 1 magnum per lot $3000-4000

 1479 Chambertin - Vintage 1971
 Clos de Bèze, Duroche
 1-3cm bc, 1-3.5cm bc, 2hbsl, 
 excellent color and condition

 2 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1480 Chambertin - Vintage 1979
 Clos de Bèze, Duroche
 1-3.5cm bc, 3lbsl, 1nl, 2sdc, 1nc, 
 oustanding color and condition

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1481 Chambertin - Vintage 2018
 Clos de Bèze, Duroche
 1x3 bottle owc

“The 2018 Chambertin-Clos de Bèze Grand Cru opens in 
the glass with a deep and brooding bouquet of dark fruits, 
coniferous forest floor, baking chocolate, grilled meats 
and black truffles. On the palate, it’s full-bodied, layered 
and enveloping, with an ample chassis of rich structuring 
tannins, succulent acids and fine concentration, conclud-
ing with a long, resonant finish. From a parcel planted in 
1920, this is the source of the domaine’s sélection mas-
sale.”(94-96pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400
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 1493 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2020
 Hudelot-Noellat

“...is lovely freshness to the cool and airy aromas of red 
cherry, dark raspberry and spice. I very much like the 
texture of the mineral-driven, chiseled and vibrant me-
dium-bodied flavors that culminate in a dusty bitter pit 
fruit-inflected finish...”(89-92pts BH)

 24 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 1494 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2018
 Hudelot-Noellat
 1x3 magnum owc

“The 2018 Romanée-Saint-Vivant Grand Cru, matured 
in 50% new oak like all the domaine’s grand crus, has a 
tightly wound bouquet of black cherries, raspberry cou-
lis and touches of bergamot tea and briar. Lovely defini-
tion, but bashful at this early stage. The palate is medi-
um-bodied with supple tannins, a fine bead of acidity and 
a smooth texture. There is not enormous depth of grip to 
this RSV, though it has a spring in its step on the persis-
tent finish. “(93-95pts VM)

 3 magnums per lot $3500-5000

 1495 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2018
 Aux Malconsorts, Hudelot-Noellat
 2x1 magnum owc’s

“Noticeable but not dominant wood frames the restrained 
if spicy aromas of poached plum, black cherry, violet and 
Asian-style tea. There is excellent intensity to the mus-
cular middle weight plus-sized flavors that culminate in 
a balanced, complex and sneaky long mineral-inflected 
finish. “(91-94pts BH)

 2 magnums per lot $1200-1600

 1496 Musigny - Vintage 2008
 J.F. Mugnier

“The 2008 Musigny is an infant, but it captures the es-
sence of this important red Burgundy vintage to the full-
est. There is gorgeous subtlety and nuance to the fruit, 
along with magnificent aromatics and the most elegant 
of tannins. The 2008 needs time for the elements to har-
monize, but there is no mistaking the profoundness of 
what is developing in bottle. Today the Musigny shows 
a little more density and a touch better balance with its 
tannins than the Bonnes Mares, but both of Mugnier’s 
Grand Crus in 2008 are truly grand. Anticipated maturi-
ty: 2023-2048.”(97pts)

 3 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 1487 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2020
 E. Rouget

“...has a quintessential floral bouquet with pressed vio-
let infusing the red fruit, veins of blood orange emerging 
with time. The palate is medium-bodied with palpable 
energy.”(90-92pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1488 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2010
 G. Roumier

“The 2010 was full of bright red cherry aromas, inter-
twined with lots of minerality and a deep intensity. It was 
so long on the finish; this was classic ‘10 with its tightness 
and brightness. There were great strawberry elements 
along with citrus. It had such great pitch.  Spectacular 
with food, truffles in the glass,’ added Kass.”(97pts JK)

 1 magnum per lot $4500-6000

 1489 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2016
 H. Lignier

“The 2016 Clos de la Roche Grand Cru is matured in 
30% new oak with up to 30% whole cluster fruit, two-
thirds from Montluisants and one-third Fremiers. It has 
an intoxicating bouquet that is extraordinarily complex: 
shimmering red berry fruit, blood orange, incense and 
a touch of crushed violet. The palate is medium-bodied 
with fine grain tannin, wonderful depth and harmony, la-
ser-like focus toward the finish that lingers in the mouth. 
Stunning mineralité here the tongue feels as if it licked 
limestone 30 second after the wine has disappeared. If 
there is a better Clos de la Roche then I have not tasted 
it (yet).”(97-99pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1490 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2018
 cuvée MCMLV, H. Lignier
 3x1 bottle owc’s

“...a bit more volume and better mid-palate concentra-
tion to the rich and caressing but muscular flavors that 
coat the palate with dry extract as the old vines are in ev-
idence on the serious, very firm and built-to-age finish. “ 
(92-94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1400-1800

PARCEL LOTS 1491-1492

 1491 1 magnum per lot $1000-1400
 1x1 magnum owc

 1492 1 magnum per lot $1000-1400
 1x1 magnum owc
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 1501 Volnay - Vintage 1978
 Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville
 1-3cm bc, 2lbsl, oustanding color and condition

“(Volnay “Clos des Ducs”- Marquis d’Angerville) The 
1978 Clos des Ducs is a beautiful wine that is now nearly 
into its apogee of maturity, but is already drinking with 
great breed and complexity. As fans of Clos des Ducs 
are aware, during the era of Jacques d’Angerville at the 
helm of this great estate, the wines here were made in a 
very traditional and structured style that certainly takes 
its time to unfold, so it is not too surprising that a top 
vintage like 1978 is still not quite at its peak more than 
thirty years out from the vintage. The glorious nose here 
soars from the glass in a blaze of cherries, cocoa powder, 
orange zest, dried autumn leaves, a beautifully complex 
base of soil, gamebirds and a gently smoky topnote. On 
the palate the wine is deep, fullish and tangy, with superb 
purity on the attack, a rock solid core of fruit, outstand-
ing focus and balance, and a very, very long, complex 
finish that still shows a bit of backend tannin and good 
bounce from a bright spine of acidity. This is probably 
the greatest vintage of Clos des Ducs I have ever had the 
pleasure to taste, but I would be inclined to still give it 
just a few more years to allow the wine to fully blossom 
before drinking it in earnest.”(95pts JG)

 2 bottles per lot $1800-2400

PARCEL LOTS 1502-1504

 1502 Bourgogne Aligote - Vintage 2020
 Coche-Dury

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1503 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1504 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1505 Bourgogne Chardonnay - Vintage 2020
 Coche-Dury

“...a medium to full-bodied, ample and satiny wine that’s 
layered and concentrated, with racy acids and a precise, 
saline finish. “(90pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1506 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2015
 Coche-Dury

“Pale yellow. Profound aromas of lemon, lime and 
crushed rock. Ineffably silky on entry, then tightly coiled 
and pungently mineral in the middle palate, conveying 
an impression of great density without weight. No sign of 
hot-vintage character here! The endless crushed-rock fin-
ish conveys a powerful sense of solidity and the structure 
of a red wine.”(97+pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 1497 La Grande Rue - Vintage 2016
 cuvée 1959, Lamarche
 1x3 bottle owc

“The sleek, ultra-intense and beautifully delineated fla-
vors are notably more mineral-inflected while displaying 
an overt muscularity on the imposingly powerful finish. 
This is a borderline massive yet impeccably well-bal-
anced wine and I would strongly suggest that you not 
even think about opening a bottle before its 10th birthday 
and at least 20 will be necessary for this to reveal its full 
potential.”(92-95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1498 La Grande Rue - Vintage 2018
 cuvée 1959, Lamarche
 1x3 bottle owc

“A slightly more deeply pitched nose is comprised by 
aromas of plum, violet, lavender, sandalwood and spiced 
tea. The caressing and seductive yet intense big-bodied 
flavors possess more volume and just a bit more concen-
tration while flashing excellent power and drive on the 
beautifully long finish. This is definitely firmer and a bit 
more complex as well.”(92-95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1499 La Grande Rue - Vintage 2019
 cuvée 1959, Lamarche
 1x3 bottle owc

“...it’s more densely fruited and this sense of density car-
ries over to the bigger and richer flavors that flash more 
minerality as well on the beautifully detailed, powerful 
and serious finish. “(93-96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1500 Latricieres Chambertin - Vintage 2019
 Launay-Horiot
 1x12 bottle ocb

“ More interesting are the wonderfully refined yet almost 
painfully intense flavors that brim with both salinity and 
minerality while delivering strikingly good persistence 
on the youthfully austere, linear and hugely long finale.” 
(94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
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 1513 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2014
 J.M. Roulot

“...once again there is terrific intensity to the muscular 
and full-bodied flavors that display an abundance of 
minerality on the gorgeously persistent and explosive fin-
ish.”(92-94pts BH)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $2000-2800

 1514 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2020
 Ramonet
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

 12 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 1515 Chablis - Vintage 2018
 Butteaux, Raveneau

“A very fresh and slightly riper is not quite as elegant and 
airy as the Montmains though there is excellent Chab-
lis character and plenty of mineral reduction. The sleek 
if more muscular medium-bodied flavors are definitely 
more tightly coiled while displaying very good power and 
punch on the chiseled, bone dry and impressively lengthy 
finish. Lovely stuff that is also built to reward a decade 
plus of keeping.”(93pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $900-1200

 1516 Chablis - Vintage 2002
 Les Clos, Raveneau
 1lbsl

“Raveneau s 2002 Chablis Les Clos is off the charts. 
Limestone, chalk, spices, white peaches, and minerals 
can be made out in its aromatics (these are less expres-
sive than Raveneau s other 2002s, typical for a young 
Les Clos). A powerful, full-bodied effort, it reveals a per-
sonality of awe-inspiring intensity, depth, and concen-
tration. Pure, dense, muscular, exceptionally well-bal-
anced, this brilliant wine boats a complex flavor profile 
of salty pears, earth, flint, and hints of candied lemons. 
Wow!...”(98-100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $4500-5000

 1517 Chablis - Vintage 2002
 Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau
 1lscl, 6crc, 1ssos

“This too is very opulent with a richness and breadth of 
aromas that is dazzling in their sheer range. Big, pow-
erful, very masculine and exceptionally intense flavors 
blessed with huge extract but despite the size and weight, 
this also has the best acid/fruit balance of any of these 
1ers plus this absolutely coats and stains the palate. In 
fact, there is an interesting textural quality by virtue 
of all the sap yet the finish is quite dry. A great effort 
that explodes on the backend and lingers for minutes.” 
(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

PARCEL LOTS 1507-1508

 1507 Meursault - Vintage 2020
 Coche-Dury

“A more elegant and very Meursault nose combines notes 
of acacia and citrus confit with those of hazelnut and 
white orchard fruit, all of which is trimmed in a discreet 
application of wood.”(91pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 1508 12 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 1509 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2010
 Domaine Leflaive
 3lbsl, 1lnl

“An airy, cool and ultra-refined nose displays distinct 
lemon-lime and acacia blossom scents include back-
ground notes of stone and saline that complement to per-
fection the intensely mineral-driven middle weight fla-
vors that possess superb precision on the explosive and 
palate staining finish that seems to just go on and on. This 
is quite dry; in fact it’s arguably the driest wine in the 
range yet this is not forbiddingly austere. I very much like 
the contrast between the sense of focused power and the 
mouth feel which is almost delicate. This is sheer class 
and the balance is flawless.”(97pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1510 St. Aubin - Vintage 2018
 En Remilly, H. Lamy

“Unwinding in the glass with notes of orange oil, nut-
meg, pear and toasted bread, it’s medium to full-bodied, 
bright and incisive, with a coiled and concentrated core, 
tangy acids and a long, saline finish.”(94pts)

 6 magnums per lot $1500-2000

 1511 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2014
 J.M. Roulot

“...has a very intense bouquet with vibrant citrus fruit 
and a touch of licorice. The palate is very tensile with 
fabulous acidic drive matched with multi-layered fruit; it 
has a flinty finish that goes on and on. It is a great Chev-
alier-Montrachet, if not quite matching the very finest ex-
amples in 2014.”(93-95pts)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $3000-4000

 1512 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2017
 J.M. Roulot
 1x3 magnum ocb

“This too is intensely floral with its wafting aromas of 
various white orchard fruit, lemon rind, spice and dis-
creet wood wisps. The impressively refined if only moder-
ately concentrated middle weight flavors brim with min-
erality on the focused finish where the power arrives just 
as the length starts to die away.”(92-94pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $4500-6000
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 1523 Cornas - Vintage 2018
 A. Clape

“Spice- and mineral- accented dark berry, smoky bacon 
and floral pastille scents show excellent delineation and 
pick up deeper licorice and olive paste notes with air. 
Sappy and expansive in the mouth, offering juicy boysen-
berry, bitter cherry and spicecake flavors that show out-
standing depth and are lifted by a potent mineral flour-
ish.”(96-97pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1524 Vin de Pays de l’Herault - Vintage 2001
 Domaine de la Grange des Peres

“A more focused and structured effort than in some of 
this wine’s more successful vintages, it is medium-bodied, 
powerfully concentrated, and densely packed with black 
fruits”(90pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1525 Vin de Pays de l’Herault - Vintage 2010
 Domaine de la Grange des Peres
 1spc, 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1526 Vin de Pays de l’Herault - Vintage 2013
 Domaine de la Grange des Peres

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1527 Vin de Pays de l’Herault - Vintage 2014
 Domaine de la Grange des Peres

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

PARCEL LOTS 1528-1529

 1528 Vin de Pays de l’Herault - Vintage 2018
 Domaine de la Grange des Peres
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1529 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1530 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 1990
 Reserve des Celestins, H. Bonneau
 3sdc, 3wc

“Having consistently merited 100 points (if my scoring 
system went higher, it would be there), it continues to 
perform like a young wine, yet is accessible enough to 
be appreciated for its extraordinary combination of pow-
er, complexity, and majestic layers of flavor. The color is 
a dark plum/ruby to the edge. The monumental bouquet 
offers up aromas of liquified charcoaled beef intermixed 
with pepper, smoke, creme de cassis, kirsch liqueur, truf-
fles, and new saddle leather. This full-bodied, viscous, 
prodigious Châteauneuf du Pape must be tasted to be 
believed.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1518 Chablis - Vintage 2010
 Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau
 1crc

“Almost invisible wood frames the pretty and impres-
sively complex nose of dried flower, citrus zest, mineral 
reduction and tidal pool aromas. The well-concentrated 
mid-palate is quite round and supple though the focus is 
maintained as there is an underlying firm spine of acidity 
on the superbly intense and strikingly persistent finish. 
As it often is when young, this is really quite serious and 
it will require a few years to unwind and reveal all of its 
potential but make no mistake, this is going to be great in 
time.”(94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1519 Chablis - Vintage 2011
 Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau
 2lbsl, 1crc

“The expressive and ripe nose displays various floral nu-
ances, citrus, stone, oyster shell and ocean breeze scents 
that are trimmed in just a hint of wood. There is really 
beautiful detail to the stony, sappy and sleekly muscular 
middle weight flavors that display a lovely sense of har-
mony and vibrancy on the moderately dry and impres-
sively persistent finish. While this is very much still on the 
way up this is built for the medium-term and should be at 
or very near its peak in 4 to 6 years.”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1520 Chablis - Vintage 2014
 Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau
 1x12 bottle ocb

“...has a complex bouquet with hints of white chocolate 
and grilled almond interwoven between the citrus fruit. 
The palate is very well balanced with a fine line of acid-
ity, quite tensile from the beginning, with a compelling 
salinity on the finish that fans out with gusto.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1521 3 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 1522 Chablis - Vintage 2018
 Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau

“This is perhaps the most elegant and floral-infused wine 
in the range with its array of various white flower scents, 
especially acacia that are nuanced by wisps of ocean 
breeze, iodine and algae. The restrained and well-de-
tailed flavors possess a sophisticated and refined mouth-
feel while the stony and chiseled finish exhibiting excel-
lent persistence on the bone-dry finish. This is class in a 
glass and a stunning rendition of the appellation though 
note well that at least moderate patience is strongly ad-
vised.”(95pts VM)

 3 magnums per lot $1800-2400
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 1537 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1998
 Côte Brune, Jamet

 3 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1538 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 2000
 Côte Brune, Jamet

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1539 Côte Rôtie
 Côte Brune, Jamet
 - Vintage 2005 (3)
 - Vintage 2007 (93-95pts VM) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1540 St. Joseph
 P. Gonon
 - Vintage 2005 nl, wisl (92pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2007 (93pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 2009 (92-94pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 2011 lbsl (94pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2012 (94pts JG) (1)
 - Vintage 2013 lbsl, sdc (94pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 2015 sdc (95pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 2016 (94pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 2017 dc (94-96pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 2018 dc (95pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 2019 (95pts VM) (1)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1541 Cornas - Vintage 2012
 Chaillot, T. Allemand
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Inky ruby. Deeply pitched black and blue fruit aromas 
are complicated and enlivened by notes of white pepper, 
allspice and smoky minerals, with a suave floral nuance 
slowly emerging. Broad, seamless and alluringly sweet, 
offering palate-coating boysenberry and violet pastille 
flavors and suggestions of spicecake and cola. Clings 
with superb tenacity and focus on the floral finish, which 
is framed by silky, even tannins.”(95pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1542 Cornas - Vintage 2015
 Chaillot, T. Allemand
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Deep lurid ruby. Heady, smoke- and spice-accented 
boysenberry, cherry liqueur and violet aromas show ex-
cellent clarity and pick up a hint of olive with aeration. 
Sweet and broad on the palate, offering deeply concen-
trated yet energetic dark berry preserve, cola and flo-
ral pastille flavors, plus a suggestion of spicecake. The 
extremely long, velvety finish features an echo of juicy, 
sweet blue fruit and harmonious tannins that come in 
late.”(96pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1531 Hermitage - Vintage 1989
 J.L. Chave
 2-3cm bc, 1lbsl, 1sos

“...tannic, formidably endowed wine an enormously 
rich, backward Hermitage spectacularly concentrat-
ed...”(96pts)

 4 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 1532 Côte Rôtie
 Jamet
 - Vintage 1995 nl (92pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 1998 3lbsl, 1sdc, 1cuc (93pts) (3)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1600-2200
 and 1 magnum

 1533 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1999
 Jamet
 1lbsl, 1cuc, 2sdc

“One of the all-time greats from this estate is the still inky 
colored 1999 Côte Rôtie. From a hot year that had many 
vignerons struggling with vinification issues, Jean-Paul 
compared 1999 to 2009 more than once. Sensationally 
rich, concentrated and full-bodied, it reveals a classic 
bouquet of pepper, smoked herbs, black currants and li-
corice. One sexy Côte Rôtie that’s just hard to resist, it’s 
drinking perfectly today but will evolve nicely for another 
decade or more.”(97pts)

 9 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1534 Côte Rôtie
 Jamet
 - Vintage 2000 lbsl, cc (93pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2001 lbsl (95+pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2005 (91pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2010 cuc (94-96pts VM) magnum (1)

 Above 4 magnums per lot $2000-2800

 1535 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 2010
 Jamet

“...a wild array of dark fruit and floral qualities, with 
smoke, licorice and mace accents. Broad and pliant, with 
excellent finishing thrust and clarity.”(94-96pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 1536 Côte Rôtie
 Côte Brune, Jamet
 - Vintage 1995 bsl, nl, sdc, scc (1)
 - Vintage 1998 bsl, dc (1)
 - Vintage 1999 bsl, nl, sdc, scc, cuc (1)
 - Vintage 2000 dc (1)
 - Vintage 2009 (94pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 2015 (99pts) (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500
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 1548 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2013
 cuvée spéciale, Les Montjolys
 1x6 bottle ocb

“The 2013 Brut Blanc de Blancs Cuvée Spéciale Les 
Montjolys is lovely, unwinding in the glass with aromas 
of citrus oil, walnuts, green apple, crisp stone fruit and 
fresh bread. Full-bodied, layered and structured, it’s 
more gourmand and less austere than Les Chétillons but 
is still a taut, chiseled and notably structural wine that 
will really repay extended bottle age. As readers will re-
member, Les Montjolys is a lieu-dit that sits in a small 
depression where the soils are richer in clay than those of 
Les Chétillons.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1549 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2014
 Les Chetillons, cuvée spéciale
 1x6 bottle ocb

“...is showing very well, unwinding in the glass with 
scents of ripe citrus fruits, crisp green and yellow or-
chard fruit, white flowers and subtle hints of freshly 
baked bread. “(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1550 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2014
 cuvée spéciale, Les Montjolys  magnum (3)
 1x3 magnum ocb (96pts)
 Les Chetillons, cuvée spéciale  magnum (3)
 1x3 magnum ocb (96pts)

 Above 6 magnums per lot $2400-3200

 1551 Saumur Champigny - Vintage 1995
 Le Bourg, Clos Rougeard

“The 1995 vintage of le Bourg is a touch leaner than the 
1997 that was paired up with it at our vertical tasting, 
but it counters its slightly less plush personality with a bit 
more precision and soil specificity than the slightly more 
generously fruity 1997. The bouquet wafts from the glass 
in a complex and mature blend of red and black cher-
ries, cigar ash, complex soil tones that are just starting 
to hint at autumnal shadings, beautifully absorbed new 
wood and a topnote of bonfire. On the palate the wine 
is deep, complex and full-bodied, with a very soil-driven 
personality, suave, melting tannins and excellent length 
and grip on the poised and very nicely balanced finish. 
This is different in personality than the 1997 (as it should 
be, given the variations in vintage style), but every bit 
as high quality and enjoyable to drink today.”(93pts JG)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1543 Cornas - Vintage 2013
 Reynard, T. Allemand
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Saturated ruby. Candied black and blue fruits, potpour-
ri, cola and smoky minerals on the explosively perfumed, 
sharply focused nose. Stains the palate with intense, 
deeply concentrated blackberry, boysenberry and floral 
pastille flavors, gaining weight and spiciness with aera-
tion.”(95pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1544 Cedric Bouchard Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2010
 Côte de Val Vilaine

“... is so bright and focused, it’s hard to believe this is 
100% Pinot Noir. There is a purity, nuance and trans-
parency in the Val Vilaine that is utterly mesmerizing.” 
(93pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1545 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2008
“What I admire most about the 2008 is the way it shows 
all the focus, translucence and energy that is such a sig-
nature of the year, and yet it is also remarkably deep and 
vertical. In other words, the 2008 is a Champagne that 
plays in three dimensions.”(98+pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1546 Pierre Peters Champagne - Vintage NV
 cuvée Heritage
 1x3 bottle ocb

“A singular and positively riveting Champagne, the 
NV Pierre Péters Heritage is a special cuvée created 
to celebrate the first vintage made by Rodolphe Péters’ 
great-grandfather, Camille, in 1921. Rodolphe Péters 
dug deep into his family’s cellar for this Champagne. 
Essentially, Heritage is blended from three tiers of wine, 
more or less in equal proportion. These are: 1) a base 
of 2010 Chétillons, 2) a blend of Chétillons from 2002, 
2004, 2006 and 2008, and 3) a blend of the domaine’s 
Champagnes from 1996 all the way back to 1921, encom-
passing Chétillons, Special Club and Vintage bottlings, 
depending on what was available. The older vintages 
confer tremendous layers of nuance to a Champagne that 
stands out for its creamy resonance, depth and personal-
ity. Exhilarating in its beauty, the Heritage is distinctive 
and totally unforgettable. Production is just 1,500 bottles 
and 60 magnums,...”(98pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1547 Pierre Peters Champagne - Vintage NV
 L’Etonnant Monsieur Victor, MK. 13
 6x1 bottle ocb’s

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 1557 Barolo - Vintage 2018
 Monvigliero, Burlotto

“Rose petal, spice, orange peel, kirsch and raspberry un-
furl gradually in the glass. The 2018 is understated and 
mysterious...”(96pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1558 Barolo - Vintage 2009
 Cascina Francia, G. Conterno

“The bouquet peels back to reveal dark fruit, licorice, tar 
and dried rose. The vintage was warm, resulting in extra 
plumpness and roundness in terms of mouthfeel. The style 
is slightly more immediate, but this is a great aging wine 
nonetheless.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1559 Barolo - Vintage 2010
 Cerretta, G. Conterno

“...races across the palate with explosive fruit and tons 
of pure, unbridled energy. The Cerretta is an immediate, 
voluptuous wine with so much fruit that the tannins of 
the vintage are nearly buried. It will be fascinating to see 
how Conterno’s 2010s age. The Cerretta is shaping up to 
be magical. Bottled only in magnums.”(96+pts VM)

 3 magnums per lot $1200-1600

 1560 Barolo - Vintage 1985
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno

“The 1985 Giacomo Conterno Barolo Monfortino Ris-
erva was clearly the best of flight, and it was thick, rich 
and full of grit. There was all sorts of desert action on its 
finish. The Zen Master found it had  all the elements’ one 
could want in great Barolo and also noted  Chinese tea.’ 
This was so dry and so long, just awesome stuff and full 
of tobacco and leather flavors.”(97pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1561 Barolo - Vintage 2005
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno

“The fruit is incredibly pure, precise and brilliant, but the 
best is yet to come.”(97pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1562 Barolo - Vintage 2013
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno

“The 2013 Barolo Riserva Monfortino is a huge, tower-
ing wine marked by serious fruit intensity and a back-
bone of firm, classically austere tannins. Certainly next 
to the 2014 and 2015, the sheer tannic clout of the 2013 
is impossible to miss. Sage mint, tobacco and dried flow-
er notes add striking shades of aromatic nuance, but the 
2013 is ultimately distinguished by its huge, potent per-
sonality. It is sure to thrill those who own it for many 
decades to come.”(99pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1552 Saumur Champigny - Vintage 2002
 Le Bourg, Clos Rougeard

“The Foucaults’ 2002 Saumur-Champigny Le Bourg 
displays a complex aromatic melange of machine, black-
berry, smoked meat, resinous herbs, toasted nuts, sauteed 
mushrooms, flowers, and sweat. Sleek in texture, enor-
mously rich and expansive in the mouth, yet retaining an 
invigorating core of acidity, it spreads salt and wet stone 
mineral traces, bitter black fruits and pungent herbs in 
the wake of its long, penetrating, juicy finish. I imagine 
this evolving into something like the glorious 1988 I was 
served on my recent visit.”(92pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1553 Saumur Champigny - Vintage 2006
 Le Bourg, Clos Rougeard

“Game, sweat, and saddle leather greet the nose from the 
Clos Rougeard 2006 Saumur-Champigny Le Bourg allied 
to sweet ripeness of black fruits, blond tobacco, sage, 
black pepper, and ginger. Given its aromas near-savage 
spiciness and pungency, this wine’s seamless richness 
and tender fruit and texture offer a striking but compli-
mentary contrast. Crushed stone, nut paste, confitured 
blackberry, blond tobacco, and brown spices inform a 
memorably long finish.”(92pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1554 Saumur Champigny - Vintage 2007
 Le Bourg, Clos Rougeard

“The 2007 le Bourg is a beautiful and very transparent 
young vintage for this outstanding wine. The deep, com-
plex and very classy nose offers up scents of cassis, black 
cherries, cigar ash, coffee, fresh herbs, a lovely base of 
soil and a deft touch of nutty new wood. On the palate the 
wine is deep, fullish and very accessible out of the blocks 
(particularly for this sturdy cuvée), with moderate tan-
nins, outstanding focus, a sappy core of fruit and lovely 
length and grip on the pure and nascently complex fin-
ish. This is a simply stellar example of the 2007 vintage! 
“(93+pts JG)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1555 Saumur Champigny - Vintage 2009
 Le Bourg, Clos Rougeard  (94+pts) (6)
 Les Poyeux, Clos Rougeard  (93pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 1556 Riesling Trocken - Vintage 2018
 Piesporter Schubertslay, Alte Reben Grosses Gewachs, 
 Keller
 1x6 bottle ocb

 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000
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 1564 Vega Sicilia Unico - Vintage 2012
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“...The wine has a ripe nose, with intoxicating notes of 
black fruit, fresh meat and blood, a spicy touch from the 
American oak and an earthy twist.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3200-4200
_____________________________

 1563 Barolo - Vintage 2013
 La Pira, Vecchie Viti, Roagna
 1x6 bottle owc

 6 bottles per lot $900-1200
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 1569 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2011
 Clos St. Jacques, B. Clair
 1x12 bottle ocb

“...offers an engaging, fragrant bouquet that seems more 
harmonious than the Cazetiers, with pure fresh strawber-
ry, Morello cherry and orange peel - the essence of Pi-
note in a way. The palate is silky smooth on the entry with 
poised red cherries and fresh strawberry infused with 
life-affirming mineralite.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

PARCEL LOTS 1570-1571

 1570 Pommard - Vintage 2011
 Clos des Epeneaux, Comte Armand
 1x12 bottle ocb

“This is really quite expressive for a young Clos des Ep-
eneaux with its relatively refined and pure nose of red 
currant, dried flowers, iron-inflected earth and soft spice 
scents. There is good power and plenty of punch to the 
broad-shouldered and muscular medium-bodied flavors 
that are shaped by relatively fine-grained tannins on the 
perfectly balanced and highly persistent finish that dis-
plays moderate austerity.”(92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 1571 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400
 1x12 bottle ocb

 1565 Clos Vougeot
 Le Grand Maupertui, A. Gros
 - Vintage 1995 (92pts VM) (4)
 - Vintage 2001 (91pts IWC) (6)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1566 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 2011
 Clos des Ruchottes, A. Rousseau
 1x12 bottle ocb

“The 2011 Ruchottes-Chambertin Grand Cru was 
aged in a judicious 10% new oak. It has an entrancing 
bouquet that is a serious level up from the Mazy and 
Charmes-Chambertins with pure fresh strawberry, rasp-
berry and violet aromas. The palate is medium-bodied 
with supple, sensual tannins and a fine line of acidity. 
This is silky smooth in the mouth, that prudent oak just 
giving it lift and sensuality. If I were buying 2011 Rous-
seau, my money would be spent here.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $7000-9000

PARCEL LOTS 1567-1568

 1567 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2015
 B. Clair
 1x12 bottle ocb

“...another very pure, elegant bouquet, firmly in red rath-
er than black fruit territory and quite lush and sensual 
- one of the most seductive you will find this year. The pal-
ate is medium-bodied with very fine tannin and perfectly 
pitched acidity; it fee”(97pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1568 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 1x12 bottle ocb

PICTURE PERFECT BURGUNDY FEATURING PONSOT
Nothing paints a picture on a fine autumn day prettier than Red Burgundy, and there are more than eighty lots of perfectly 
preened Burgundy on the block here, focusing on Ponsot.  Our picture comes into focus framed by two cases each of both 2015 
Bruno Clair Bonnes Mares and 2001 Comte Armand Clos des Epeneaux.  A quartet of 2011 Comte Liger-Belairs is tuned by a 
full case of Reignots, while Faiveley spins a melody led by three cases of 2005 Clos des Cortons.  Our masterpiece is forty-nine 
lots of Ponsot highlighted by two cases each of 2009 Chapelle Chambertin, 2005-2015 Clos de la Roche, as well as 2009, 2014 and 
2015 Griottes Chambertin.  Many magnums flourish here throughout.  All wines stored professionally.  Picture perfect stock 
and a picture perfect ending to our Burgundy Boys session!!!
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 1577 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2001
 Les Mazoyeres, Domaine de la Vougeraie

“Sweet pinot fruit with the same reserved character as 
the Les Cras yet substantially bigger, richer and more 
structured flavors plus a hint of finishing rusticity on the 
austere finish. The tannins are dusty and chewy yet curi-
ously, the overall impression is one of elegance and pu-
rity. There is good volume here and a touch of finishing 
sweetness.”(90-2pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

PARCEL LOTS 1578-1579

 1578 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2005
 Domaine de la Vougeraie

“Moderate wood spice and a pretty if serious mix of red 
berry, black pinot and plenty of earth influence can be 
found on the round, rich and very suave full-bodied fla-
vors that possess ample volume and excellent underlying 
material though the finish is perhaps not quite as precise 
and delineated as the very best in the range. Still, this 
offers plenty of character and superb length plus it’s less 
youthfully austere than most examples at this very early 
stage.”(92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1579 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1580 Volnay - Vintage 1988
 Les Mitans, Domaine de Montille
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

PARCEL LOTS 1581-1583

 1581 Corton - Vintage 2005
 Clos des Cortons, Faiveley
 1x12 bottle owc

“Allow me to cut through everything else and bluntly 
state that the ‘05 Clos des Corton Faiveley is quite simply 
the best young example of this wine that I have ever had 
the privilege of evaluating. A richly and densely fruited 
nose that is at once earthy and quite animale along with 
breathtaking complexity complements to perfection the 
big, rich and sleekly muscled flavors that are very firmly 
structured but again, not at all aggressive and the sheer 
depth of material on the palate-drenching finish is noth-
ing short of phenomenal.”(94-96pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1582 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 1x12 bottle owc

 1583 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 1x12 bottle owc

 1572 Échézeaux - Vintage 2011
 Comte Liger-Belair
 1x12 bottle owc

“...is another superb example of the vintage. The glo-
rious bouquet offers up a blend of red and black rasp-
berries, a touch of blood orange, duck, great mineral-
ity, woodsmoke, Vosne spice and cedary wood. On the 
palate the wine is deep, full-bodied and utterly seamless, 
with a rock solid core of fruit, exceptional focus and bal-
ance, ripe tannins and a long, pure and youthful finish 
of magical promise. A great bottle of Echézeaux in the 
making.”(96pts JG)

 12 bottles per lot $16000-22000

 1573 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2011
 Aux Reignots, Comte Liger-Belair
 1x12 bottle owc

“...is pure magic and a wine of grand cru dimension and 
beauty this year, as the more classic side of the growing 
season has really allowed this beautiful terroir to shine 
front and center in the way a more fruit-driven vintage 
such as 2009 could never accomplish. The brilliant nose 
soars from the glass in a haunting mélange of black 
raspberries, dark plums, a stunningly complex base of 
soil, Vosne spices, some very elegant, savory herb tones, 
duck and a stylish base of spicy new wood. On the pal-
ate the wine is deep, full-bodied and utterly pure and re-
fined, with laser-like focus, fine-grained tannins and su-
perb length and grip on the tangy and stunning finish..” 
(95pts JG)

 12 bottles per lot $14000-18000

 1574 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2011
 Clos du Château, Comte Liger-Belair
 1x12 bottle owc

“Louis-Michel’s monopole in the middle of the village, 
the 2011 Vosne-Romanée Clos du Château has a solid, 
confident bouquet with bright red and black berries that, 
compared to the Colombiere, are only too pleased to strut 
their stuff! The palate is fresh, crisp and taut on the entry 
and it builds gently toward a pure, caressing finish. This 
year, the Clos du Château represents a leap up from the 
other Vosne Village Crus. Drink 2014-2019.”(90pts)

 12 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 1575 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2011
 La Colombiere, Comte Liger-Belair
 1x12 bottle owc

“Typically savory, aromatic notes are delivered with su-
perb precision and cut in the 2011 Vosne-Romanée La 
Colombière. Smoke, tobacco, plum, orange peel and an-
ise are some of the many notes that inform the bright, 
high-toned finish.”(91pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 1576 10 bottles per lot $6000-8000
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PARCEL LOTS 1588-1589

 1588 Mazis Chambertin - Vintage 2012
 Faiveley
 1x12 bottle owc

“Tasted blind at the annual “Burgfest” tasting in 
Beaune. The 2012 Mazis Chambertin Grand Cru from 
Faiveley has a beguiling nose with brambly red berry 
fruit, damp earth, cold flagstone and just a faint smear 
of marmalade. The palate is medium-bodied with fine, 
supple tannin matched with assiduous acidity that lends 
tension and poise. It is quite backward, even compared to 
other grand cru 2012s, but there is the substance and the 
breeding here to suggest a seriously long and pleasura-
ble evolution. This is one of the standouts of the Côte de 
Nuits.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1589 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800
 1x12 bottle owc

 1590 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 1996
 Les St. Georges, H. Gouges

“Revealed a dark ruby color as well as a blackberry and 
licorice-scented nose. Deep, profound, chewy, full-bod-
ied, it possesses flavors of road tar, leather, earth, and 
espresso beans. A great Nuits-St.-Georges, it will require 
cellaring patience. It is prodigiously well-balanced, and 
reveals an extraordinarily long, detailed, and flavorful 
finish.”(93pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1591 Chambertin - Vintage 1995
 L. Jadot

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1592 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2003
 Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot
 1x12 bottle owc

“Earthy, spicy black fruit scents are found in the 2003 
Gevrey-Chambertin Clos St.-Jacques. Highly structured 
and deep, this medium to full-bodied wine offers complex 
flavors of stony black fruits, fresh earth, blackberries, 
and dark cherries. Demanding patience, its tannic (yet 
ripe) character coats the palate, lingering for 45 seconds 
or more.”(92pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

PARCEL LOTS 1584-1585

 1584 Corton - Vintage 2012
 Clos des Cortons, Faiveley
 1x12 bottle owc

“The quality of this wine has skyrocketed over the past 
few vintages; while it was always very good, it has now 
become one of the most consistent performers in the 
Faiveley portfolio. There is quite a bit of wood influence 
at present and it fights a bit with the spicy dark berry 
fruit aromas that exhibit plenty of earth and game char-
acter.”(93-95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1585 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800
 1x12 bottle owc

 1586 Échézeaux - Vintage 2005
 Faiveley
 1x12 bottle owc

“An elegant and highly spiced black fruit nose nuanced 
by earth, anise and underbrush combines with supple, 
rich and full-bodied flavors that are sweet, mouth coat-
ing and textured, all wrapped in a powerful, detailed 
and impressively concentrated finish that is strikingly 
long.”(91-94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1587 Latricieres Chambertin - Vintage 2012
 Faiveley
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“A pure and manifestly earthy and sauvage nose offers 
up notes of red and dark currant, humus and under-
brush. There is excellent volume and mid-palate density 
to the beautifully delineated medium weight plus flavors 
that possess terrific focus and plenty of minerality on 
the strikingly long finish. As is usually the case this is 
markedly austere at present and will need plenty of cellar 
time before it’s ready for prime time but it should be well 
worth the wait.”(92-95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
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PARCEL LOTS 1599-1600

 1599 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2009
 Les Charmes, Ponsot

“ A wonderfully elegant nose of notably ripe red cherry 
liqueur cut with wet stone and warm earth notes that can 
also be found on the utterly delicious, concentrated and 
sappy middle weight flavors that possess excellent depth 
on the balanced and striking”(91-93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1600 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

PARCEL LOTS 1601-1602

 1601 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2010
 Les Charmes, Ponsot

“Strong reduction prevents an evaluation of the nose 
though there is excellent richness and concentration to 
the delicious and sappy flavors...”(90-92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1602 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

PARCEL LOTS 1603-1604

 1603 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2014
 Les Charmes, Ponsot

“This is all but aromatically mute though aggressive 
swirling succeeds in eventually revealing wisps of red 
currant, cherry, raspberry and discreet floral hints. 
There is once again a lacy mouth feel to the vibrant and 
delineated medium-bodied flavors that possess notably 
better depth and length on the wonderfully refined fin-
ish.”(91-93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1604 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

PARCEL LOTS 1605-1606

 1605 Chapelle Chambertin - Vintage 2003
 Ponsot
 1x6 magnum owc

“An imposingly elegant and ripe nose with lovely cas-
sis and spicy black fruit aromas that merge into supple, 
sappy and mouth coating flavors that are also quite ripe 
but offer outstanding finishing intensity and persistence. 
This isn’t as complex as the Griotte but it’s not far be-
hind and while the tannins are on the abrupt side at the 
moment, they should round out and integrate well over 
time.”(91pts BH)

 6 magnums per lot $2000-2800

 1606 6 magnums per lot $2000-2800
 1x6 magnum owc

PARCEL LOTS 1593-1594

 1593 Pommard - Vintage 2002
 Les Grands Epenots, M. Gaunoux
 1x12 bottle ocb

“This too evidences the barest hints of secondary devel-
opment on the otherwise pretty, fresh and perfumed red 
berry fruit nose that also signals hints of earth and iron. 
The cool, detailed and lightly mineral-inflected middle 
weight flavors possess excellent energy and focus on the 
lingering and mouth coating finish.”(93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1594 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600
 1x12 bottle ocb

 1595 Volnay - Vintage 2003
 Clos des Chenes, M. Lafarge
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Sporting a medium to dark ruby/purple color, the 2003 
Volnay Clos des Chenes (red) explodes from the glass 
with spices, rose petals, dark cherries, and blueberries. 
Seemingly the ripest of the Volnays, it expands on the pal-
ate with copious quantities of candied black fruits, cas-
sis liqueur, tar, and licorice. Medium-bodied, it displays 
outstanding depth and an extended finish that exhibits 
additional waves of fruit as well as loads of ripe tannin. 
Projected maturity: 2010-2020.”(90-92pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1596 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2014
 Les Petits Monts, Mongeard-Mugneret
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

PARCEL LOTS 1597-1598

 1597 Chambertin - Vintage 2007
 Clos de Bèze, N. Potel

“Vendange entier Good full red. Blueberry, red licorice, 
menthol, faded rose and oak on the rather reticent nose, 
plus a suggestion of candied fruits. Then almost shock-
ingly sweet and rich in the middle palate, but with a 
medicinal quality and firm minerality giving the finish a 
slightly tough quality. A bit disjointed today and tricky to 
taste.”(90-93pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1598 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800
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 1611 Chapelle Chambertin - Vintage 2013
 Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“The very spicy and exceptionally fresh, cool and airy 
earth-tinged nose features notes of red dark berry fruit 
aromas that are slightly riper than those of the Griotte. 
The supple, round and wonderfully rich medium weight 
plus flavors possess outstanding depth and length on the 
explosive finish where the supporting structure arrives 
quite suddenly. For years the Griotte has been the slight-
ly better wine compared to the Chapelle but things seem 
to have shifted in favor of the Chapelle recently, probably 
because it seems to possess just a bit more dry extract; in 
any event that is the case in 2013 and because of it I give 
a small qualitative edge to the Chapelle.”(93-95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1612 Chapelle Chambertin - Vintage 2014
 Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“The 2014 Chapelle Chambertin Grand Cru behaved 
like the Griotte-Chambertin in that it needed a prereq-
uisite two or three minutes to fire up its engines. When it 
did, it sprung a gorgeous floral bouquet with red roses, 
kirsch and blood orange, all struck through with wonder-
ful mineralité and tension. The palate is medium-bodied 
with fine, supple tannin. It resorts back to its broody na-
ture. There is appreciable density here, quite tangy and 
spicy in the mouth with layers of red berry fruit on the 
very saline finish. It will require 4-5 years in bottle, but 
the class is here.”(93-95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1613 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2001
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 1x12 bottle owc

“Ponsot’s 2001 Clos de la Roche is beginning to enter 
early maturity, opening in the glass with a classic bou-
quet of sweet strawberry preserve, roasted plums, rich 
soil tones, black tea and mustard seed. On the palate, the 
wine is rich, full-bodied and silky, with a fine-grained 
chassis of tannin, sappy acids and a saline, sapid finish. 
While Ponsot’s wines can be perplexing in their adoles-
cence, I suspect this is beginning to settle down and hit 
its stride.”(93pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1614 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2003
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 1x6 magnum owc

“The 2003 Clos de la Roche Vieilles Vignes is one of the 
greatest young Burgundies I have ever tasted. A magnif-
icent wine, it does not reveal any of the heat (although 
the alcohol must be pushing 15%) or over-ripeness that 
is often associated with this vintage. It is a nectar of the 
vines and true Pinot Noir elixir.”(99+pts, RP, Hedonists 
Gazette)

 6 magnums per lot $4000-6000

PARCEL LOTS 1607-1608

 1607 Chapelle Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“This is exceptionally ripe with dense aromas of cassis, 
plum and earth. There is excellent phenolic maturity to 
the equally ripe and very concentrated, even opulent fla-
vors that hint at an underlying minerality on the long but 
slightly flat finish. To be sure, this is very impressive in it 
sheer size and weight yet it is borderline too ripe for my 
taste and lacks a bit of energy. In fairness, it’s entirely 
possible that this is suffering a bit from the recent bottling 
as some wines do become fatigued. If so my score will 
seem unduly conservative in time.”(92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1608 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 1609 Chapelle Chambertin - Vintage 2010
 Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“There is by contrast super richness and a lovely min-
erality to the vibrant and tension-filled medium-bodied 
flavors that enjoy very ripe tannins that add to the mod-
erate sense of austerity on the impressive long finish. In 
contrast to the Griotte this is not likely to be nearly as 
accessible young.”(91-94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1610 Chapelle Chambertin - Vintage 2012
 Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Deep ruby color. A very ripe yet wonderfully fresh and 
expressive nose features notes of cassis, plum, black cher-
ry and a broad array of spice nuances. There is a highly 
seductive mouth feel to the velvet-textured, powerful and 
robust big-bodied flavors that display plenty of minerality 
and drive on the exceptionally persistent finish. It’s rela-
tively rare that Ponsot’s Chapelle surpasses his Griotte 
but in 2012 it appears to have just a bit more depth of 
material. We will of course see in time but this certainly 
appears very promising.”(92-95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
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PARCEL LOTS 1621-1624

 1621 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2008
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“The 2008 Clos de la Roche cuvée Vieilles Vignes is a 
silky, elegant wine. Freshly cut roses, dark red fruit and 
minerals sit on a core of utterly refined tannins. This 
shows stunning balance in a weightless style that gains 
energy on the clean, focused finish. This is a fabulous ef-
fort from Ponsot.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1622 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 1623 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2009
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“This impressively complete wine offers up very ripe aro-
mas of spice, earth and game that introduce strikingly 
rich, naturally sweet and mouth coating big-bodied fla-
vors that explode on the formidably long finish. This is a 
classy wine with absolutely superb complexity, impecca-
ble balance and almost uncanny presence, all delivered 
with grace and power. Be prepared to be patient however 
as this will need plenty of time.”(96pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-5500

 1624 12 bottles per lot $4000-5500
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 1625 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2010
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“In stark contrast to the expressiveness of the Clos St. 
Denis, this is almost mute and even aggressive swirling 
liberates only the briefest glimpses of wild red berries 
and earth notes. There is superb size and weight to the 
imposing and overtly muscular flavors that also enjoy 
an incredible amount of dry extract that confers a supple 
and seductively textured mouth feel to the highly concen-
trated mid-palate. The presently buried tannins are in-
tense and markedly firm though not hard on the explo-
sively long finish that seems to go on and on. This should 
be something very special if given sufficient time to reach 
its apogee.”(95-97pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 1626 6 magnums per lot $4500-6000
 2x3 magnum owc’s

PARCEL LOTS 1615-1616

 1615 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2005
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 1x12 bottle owc

“...given how many reference standard vintages Domaine 
Ponsot has produced of the Clos de la Roche over the 
years, it would be presumptuous to anoint this as the best 
ever but if it isn’t, it will certainly take its rightful place 
among the very greatest. In sum, a ‘wow’ wine that makes 
you shake your head in sheer amazement.”(99pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 1616 12 bottles per lot $7500-10000
 1x12 bottle owc

 1617 6 magnums per lot $8000-11000
 1x6 magnum owc

 1618 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2006
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 1x12 bottle owc

“Sweetly ripe black fruits in the nose of the Ponsot 2006 
Clos de La Roche cuvée Vieilles Vignes prepare the way 
for a more succulently, generously sweet fruit, plush tex-
ture, and generally sunny disposition than that presented 
by the corresponding Clos St.-Denis. Ripe cherry and red 
currant flood the creamy, silken palate with sweetness, 
while some of the same notes of citrus oil, floral perfume 
(here iris), and peat as exhibited in the Clos St.-Denis 
swirl about, too. Saline, chalky suggestions help offer 
contrast and a sounding board to the fruit, and this fin-
ishes with exhilarating lift, riveting interplay, and phe-
nomenal length. In an extreme instance of a phenomenon 
shared by many of the best 2006s, I find this irresistible 
now; find it hard to imagine its having ornery or sulk-
ing phases; yet expect it will be worth following for 20 
years.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1619 10 bottles per lot $2800-3800
 1x12 bottle owc

 1620 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2007
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“This was a superb showing for the 2007 Clos de la Ro-
che Grand Cru Cuvée Vieilles Vignes, a brilliant wine 
that bursts from the glass with a complex and maturing 
bouquet of red cherries, caramelized orange rind, cinna-
mon, potpourri and sweet soil tones. On the palate, the 
wine is full-bodied, textural and satiny, with a concen-
trated, layered core, tangy acids and a stunningly long, 
sapid finish. This has always been a brilliant wine that 
transcends the vintage, but new dimensions are becoming 
apparent as it enters its second decade. This was the last 
vintage bottled under natural cork chez Ponsot.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
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Lot: 1615-1617
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PARCEL LOTS 1632-1633

 1632 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2014
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“The 2014 Clos de la Roche Vieilles Vignes Grand Cru 
has a corker of a nose: here, a rush of raspberry and 
Morello cherry infused with limestone and flint aromas. 
The palate is stately, regal, with filigree tannin and a be-
guiling sense of symmetry. It bides its time in the mouth 
before fanning out with effortless ease. This is a fabulous, 
vivacious Clos de la Roche.”(95-97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1633 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

PARCEL LOTS 1634-1635

 1634 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2015
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“...continues to show very well, and as it settles down in 
bottle, the tangy acids that underpin its ripe, sun-kissed 
fruit are becoming more apparent. Aromas of red berry 
compote, plums, blackberries, dark chocolate and pe-
onies introduce a full-bodied, powerful wine with con-
siderable mid-palate amplitude, structured around fine-
grained tannins that are coming to the fore now that 
this Clos de la Roche it tightening up in bottle though 
they remain largely cloaked in the wine’s lavish core of 
fruit.”(96+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 1635 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 1636 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2006
 Tres Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 1x12 bottle owc

“Good deep red-ruby. Knockout nose combines cher-
ry, underbrush, chocolate, mocha and brown spices 
. The palate offers extraordinary creamy depth and 
sweetness, with its soil-driven fruits lifted by aromatic 
spices and minerals. Finishes with great spicy persis-
tence.”(92-95pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1637 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2011
 Tres Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“ An exuberantly spicy and phenomenally complex nose 
is quite broad with a dazzling variety of nuances to the 
red and black currant, cassis and violet suffused scents. 
The old vines are very much in evidence here as well with 
strikingly well-concentrated and seductive broad-scaled 
flavors. “(94-97pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1627 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2011
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“...repays the patient imbiber with lively floral scents 
that are entwined with strawberry pastilles and cran-
berry. The palate is medium-bodied with a fleshy and al-
most corpulent entry, at least for a 2011 Côte de Nuits. 
There is admirable depth here with fleshy strawberry and 
red cherry notes infused with fennel and sage. It lingers 
for a very long time, which is quite unusual for this vin-
tage.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1628 6 magnums per lot $3500-5000
 2x3 magnum owc’s

 1629 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2012
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Tasted blind at the annual “Burgfest” tasting in Beaune. 
The 2012 Clos de la Roche Vieilles Vignes Grand Cru 
from Laurent Ponsot has an extravagant, generous nose 
with hints of kirsch and raisin infusing the cranberry and 
blueberry fruit. Fortunately it does seem to calm down in 
the glass, rein in some of that nascent enthusiasm. The 
palate is sweet on the entry with red fruit, marmalade and 
dried orange peel. This is a grand cru that just wants to 
go out and please, a sexy Pinot Noir that does not hold 
back, which is what you want from this grand cru. This is 
a tempting offering, so much so that it is easy to overlook 
its pedigree.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1630 6 magnums per lot $4000-6000
 2x3 magnum owc’s

 1631 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2013
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“The 2013 Clos de la Roche Cuvée Vieilles Vignes, from 
vines planted in 1905, has an inviting, delineated bou-
quet with vibrant wild strawberry, raspberry preserve 
and mineral notes. The palate has great tension so suave 
and poised with superb symmetry and an effortless fin-
ish.”(95-97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000
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 1643 Griottes Chambertin - Vintage 2012
 Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Here too there is enough wood to notice though not 
enough to detract materially from the purity of the el-
egant and expressive red berry fruit liqueur, spice and 
earth suffused aromas. There is fine concentration to 
the mineral-driven, intense and well-delineated medium 
weight plus flavors that coat the palate with dry extract 
before culminating in an impeccably well-balanced and 
strikingly long finish.”(92-94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

PARCEL LOTS 1644-1645

 1644 Griottes Chambertin - Vintage 2014
 Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“The cool, pure and airy nose is consists of red currant, 
earth and spice nuances that display a top note of rose 
petal. There is terrific intensity to the sleek and miner-
al-driven medium-bodied flavors that possess fine size, 
weight and focused power on the saline finish where a 
touch of bitter cherry appears.”(92-95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1645 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500
 2x6 bottle owc’s

PARCEL LOTS 1646-1647

 1646 Griottes Chambertin - Vintage 2015
 Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“A wonderfully spicy, elegant and fresh nose blends notes 
of red and dark cherry with those of cassis, plum, violet 
and discreet earth nuances. The intense and tautly mus-
cular middle weight plus flavors are even more refined if 
perhaps not quite as mineral-driven while delivering su-
perb length on the balanced but markedly austere finish 
where a touch of cherry pit emerges.”(95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1647 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

_____________________________

PARCEL LOTS 1638-1639

 1638 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2014
 Tres Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Like the Clos de la Roche the ultra-fresh nose displays a 
curious hint of menthol on the spicy array of red currant, 
tea, lavender, violet and plenty of earth character. The 
dense, palate coating and once again sleekly muscular 
medium-bodied flavors are blessed with a seemingly end-
less reserve of tannin-buffering dry extract that imparts 
a sappy mouth feel to the massively long finish. The old 
vines are really in evidence and this regal effort should 
effortlessly age for years yet be approachable after only 
10.”(94-96pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1639 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

PARCEL LOTS 1640-1641

 1640 Griottes Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“This is notably fresher than the Chapelle with a strik-
ingly elegant and highly complex nose that displays per-
fumed and notably ripe red currant and cassis aromas 
that are liberally laced with warm earth and spice hints. 
There is good intensity and detail to the opulently tex-
tured medium weight plus flavors that are blessed with a 
seemingly endless reserve of sap on the gorgeously long 
finish.”(94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1641 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 1642 Griottes Chambertin - Vintage 2010
 Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“An ultra-elegant and exceptionally pure nose of wild 
raspberries and both red and black currants introduces 
seductively textured and silky middle weight flavors that 
are utterly delicious. As appealing as this appears at 
present there is a very firm lashing of supporting tannins 
that provide shape and detail to the gorgeously persistent 
finish. This should be great in time as it has everything 
that it needs.”(92-95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
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LIVE ON THE WEB ~ BIDLIVE.ACKERWINES.COM

LOTS 1648-2581 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 18TH, 2023 BEGINNING AT 9:00AM ET

JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDERED:  
DAZZLING DUJAC WITH MUGNIER AND DOMAINE LEFLAIVE

DAY THREE  
A SPECIAL SATURDAY

More outstanding wines is just what the doctor ordered to help us answer the call of another action-packed auction day!  Over 
two hundred and twenty lots come to us courtesy of a brilliant doctor and cancer researcher who sourced all these vinous 
remedies from three trusted retailers.  The doctor is definitely in with 21st Century Bordeaux leading the way for one hundred 
and fifty lots of Red Burgundy, featuring sixty plus lots of Dujac and fifteen from Mugnier as his preferred prescriptions!  The 
remedies keep on coming with nearly two dozen selections of Leflaive complemented by Coche-Dury and Raveneau!  Clape, 
Rayas and Chave romp in the Rhone and we conclude with Krug and a bit of Piedmont.

His interest in wine collecting began in the early 1990s when he acquired a case each of Margaux and Haut Brion due to a 
financial windfall.  He still has some of those bottles!  He fell in love with wine and began reading about fine wines, tasting and 
collecting and repeat!  He is also a bass chorister and has sung in a symphony chorus for over 20 years!  

Bordeaux begins with prescription cases of 2000 Cos d’Estournel, 2004 Lafite, 2008 Latour, 2005 Montrose and 2009 Pichon 
Lalande.  Our diet is deliciously heavy with top Red Burgundy, starting with a lucky eight lots of Rousseau led by 2006 
Chambertin and its Clos de Beze, as well as eight more lucky lots of DRC led by 2002 La Tache and Richebourg.  We keep 
up dialing up the eights with eight lots of Domaine Leroy focusing on the adored 2004s.  Dujac is knighted with sixty-four (!!) 
selections, and we are delighted to open with seven lots of Bonnes Mares back to the delicious 2002, followed by five vintages 
each of both Charmes Chambertin and Echezeaux.  There are a dozen lots of both Clos de la Roche and Clos St. Denis each 
spanning from 2001 to 2014 centering around six bottles each of every vintage from 2005 to 2009.  We get our Vosne Romanee 
on with seven lots of Malconsorts led by six bottles of 2005!  

Mugnier muscles in fifteen selections centering around a full, twelve-bottle case of 2005 Les Amoureuses as well as 2000 and 
2002 Musigny!  The rollcall of outstanding Red Burgundy continues with Mortet, Comte Armand, Clos des Lambrays, Gouges, 
Lafarge, Chevillon and Engel.  Seven lots of Coche-Dury including three vintages of Meursault Rougeots set us up for twenty-
three splendid selections of Leflaive highlighted by six bottles each of 2006 Batard, Bienvenue and Chevalier Montrachet as 
well as ten vintages of Puligny Montrachet Les Pucelles spanning 2002 to 2012!!  We conclude White Burgundy with seventeen 
lots of ravishing Raveneau highlighted by 2008s from Blanchot, Les Clos and Montee de Tonnerre.  Yum!  Clape gives Cornas 
its due with nine lots centering around three cases of 2005.  Six lots of Rayas are crowned by full cases of 2005, 2006 and 2007, 
while Chave offers nine lots of Hermitage spanning 2001 to 2010 including two cases of 2009.  Our palates our freshened up by 
five lots of Krug back to 1985!

We all need to listen to what doctors recommend, especially when it comes to their fine wine collections!  This is a superlative 
cellar filled with ebullient Burgundy and more that will help keep your cellar healthy, wealthy and wise for years to come!  A 
great start to our special Saturday!!!            

Day three of our JK Birthday celebration trilogy continues with more amazing collections of Burgundy and beyond into the 
world of fine wine with selections of exceptional and mature Bordeaux, Dujac, magnums of Domaine de La Romanee Conti, 
Leroy, Mugnier, Domaine Leflaive, Dom Perignon, Chave, and more, as well as Emmanuel Rouget direct from the legendary 
personal collection of Martine Saunier!!!  There is only one way to describe this grand finale and that is as “A Special Saturday!”
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 1648 Château Angelus - Vintage 2003
 St. Emilion

“I had this wine from my cellar, as well as at a tasting 
in Zurich in February of 2015. It is one of the handful of 
2003s I bought from the Right Bank of Bordeaux in this 
vintage. Angelus really nailed the vintage, and has pro-
duced a fully mature wine that’s truly strutting its stuff. 
Dense, bluish/purple, it offers gorgeous notes of espresso 
roast, blackberry and blueberry liqueur, acacia flowers 
and a touch of chocolate. It is full-bodied, opulent and 
seems close to full maturity, as it is evolving quickly. The 
wine is full-bodied, rich and should be drunk over the 
next decade.”(98pts)

 5 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1649 Château Cos d’Estournel
 St. Estephe
 - Vintage 2000 1x12 bottle owc (97pts) (12)
 - Vintage 2008 1x12 bottle owc (92+pts) (12)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1650 Château Grand Puy Ducasse
 - Vintage 2005 Pauillac 1x12 bottle owc (91pts) (12)
 Château Grand Puy Lacoste
 - Vintage 2005 Pauillac 1x12 bottle owc (95pts) (12)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1651 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 2004
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“This beautiful, stunningly dense purple-colored effort 
offers up precise notes of graphite, black cherries, cas-
sis, scorched earth, and minerals. Medium to full-bodied 
with fabulous fruit, impressive richness, refreshing acidi-
ty, and sweet tannin, this beauty should be approachable 
in 4-5 years, and last for three decades.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1652 Château Leoville Las Cases - Vintage 2000
 St. Julien

“Absolutely fantastic. This is one of the most exciting 
young reds I have tasted in a long, long time. It shows 
intense aromas of berries, currants and minerals, with 
hints of mint. Full-bodied and packed with fruit and tan-
nins, its long finish is refined and silky. A benchmark for 
the vintage.”(100pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1653 Château Leoville Las Cases - Vintage 2005
 St. Julien
 1x12 bottle owc

“...is probably the greatest wine made at this estate 
since Jean-Hubert Delon s father produced the 1986 
and 1996. Only 37% of the production made it into the 
2005, a blend of primarily Cabernet Sauvignon with less 
than 13% Merlot and Cabernet Franc. An inky/ruby/
purple color is accompanied by reticent aromatics that, 
with considerable coaxing, offer up subtle notes of toasty 
vanillin intermixed with lead pencil shavings, wet rocks, 
and enormously ripe, intense black cherry and creme 
de cassis. The wine hits the palate with a full-bodied, 
layered mouthfeel as well as enormous extract, concen-
tration, and purity. This ageless, monumental claret re-
quires a minimum of 15-20 years to approach maturity, 
and should last for a half century. It is about as classic a 
Leoville Las Cases as one will find.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1654 Château Leoville Las Cases - Vintage 2008
 St. Julien
 1x12 bottle owc

“Dense purple, the aromatics are closed, but with coax-
ing and aggressive swirling, notes of crushed rock, black 
currants and some forest floor notes emerge.”(93+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200
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 1661 Chambertin - Vintage 2006
 A. Rousseau

“It’s as though the Clos de Bèze and Chambertin have 
switched places in 2006 as here the nose is positively ka-
leidoscopic with a huge range of aromas and spice el-
ements leading to fresh, pure, round, rich and focused 
full-bodied flavors that carry obvious muscle and min-
erality on the deep, powerful and hugely long finish. An 
extremely impressive wine and one of the finest wines of 
the vintage.”(94pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1662 Chambertin - Vintage 2006
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“Tight and chewy in texture, sporting cherry, tobacco, 
leather and mineral aromas and flavors. Perhaps this 
doesn t have the density of its peers, but it s persistent 
from start to finish, with a long finish of sandalwood and 
licorice.”(95pts WS)

 3 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1663 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 A. Rousseau

“This too is quite ripe though by no means surmature, 
offering a mix of black cherry and blue berry accompa-
nied by ample earth and game hints that continue onto 
the rich, sweet, textured and fleshy flavors that are gen-
erous but not soft on the opulent and deep finish. Like 
the Gevrey, this is more expressive and accessible than 
usual at this stage though there is an underlying tannic 
spine that will enable to improve for up to a decade.” 
(89-92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $4200-5500

 1664 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2005
 A. Rousseau

“Rousseau’s 2005 Clos de la Roche offers a nose of ripe 
cherries, cedar and brown spices, a rich and expansive 
palate, and a sweet, pure, juicy finish of cherry, boysen-
berry, toasty, crusty pastry, hints of caramel, a whiff of 
wood smoke and a lick of salt. For purity of fruit and 
intensity allied to formidable extract and superb, lat-
tice-like structure, it’s hard to beat this wine as a candi-
date for at least a couple of decades in the cellar, one to 
check up on in eight or ten years.”(92-94pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 1665 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2006
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau

“Here too there is a gentle touch of wood spice framing 
the more elegant and ultra refined high-toned red pinot 
fruit nose that also evidences ample minerality that con-
tinues onto the rich, sweet and sappy middle weight fla-
vors that are almost delicate yet focused, pure and sneaky 
long as the flavor impact is really impressive.”(93pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1655 Château Montrose - Vintage 2005
 St. Estephe
 1x12 bottle owc

“...with notes of blackcurrant, red fruits, loamy soil, black 
truffles and cigar ash. Full-bodied, deep and concentrat-
ed, it’s still brooding and tannic, with lively acids and 
an imposing chassis of structuring and artery-cleansing 
extract. “(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1656 Château Pichon Baron - Vintage 2009
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“An amazing opaque blue/purple color is followed by 
scents of spring flowers, graphite, smoky charcoal, in-
cense, blackberries, blueberries and hints of coffee and 
chocolate. Incredibly intense, pure and flawlessly con-
structed with extravagant layers of fruit and richness, 
this offering has developed beautifully under the man-
agement of Christian Seeley.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1657 Château Pontet Canet
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 2005 1x12 bottle owc (97pts) (12)
 - Vintage 2007 (91-94pts) (12)
 Above 24 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1658 Château Pontet Canet - Vintage 2009
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“...offers up notes of incense, graphite, smoke, licorice, 
creme de cassis and blackberries. A wine of irrefutable 
purity, laser-like precision, colossal weight and rich-
ness, and sensational freshness, this is a tour de force 
in winemaking that is capable of lasting 50 or more 
years.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1659 Château Smith Haut Lafitte
 Graves
 - Vintage 2000 1x12 bottle owc (95pts) (12)
 - Vintage 2009 1x12 bottle owc (100pts) (12)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 1660 Les Forts de Latour - Vintage 2005
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“The 2005 Les Forts de Latour is another beautiful wine 
from this estate. Medium to full-bodied, with a dense 
ruby/purple color, loads of blackcurrant fruit, earth, and 
spice, the wine is extremely pure, broad, savory, and quite 
expensive. This is a fabulous second wine, but in essence, 
this is really of classified growth quality. Drink it over the 
next 20+ years.”(93pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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Lot: 1666, 1671
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 1671 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2002
 Lavaux St. Jacques, D. Mortet
 2hwisl

“This is clearly at another level in most every respect 
as there is more concentration, punchier flavors high-
lighted by a distinct minerality and a satin-textured fin-
ish.”(90-93pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 1672 Échézeaux - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“A ripe, elegant and densely fruited nose exudes notes of 
violets, sandalwood, anise and dried black berries that 
precede supple, rich and attractively voluminous fla-
vors that retain a fine sense of underlying detail on the 
wonderfully intense, persistent and quite firm finish.” 
(94pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 1673 La Tâche - Vintage 2000
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Though the 2000 had a milky nose, it had freshness and 
was ready to go. There was some forest and cedar with 
open expression in the nose. There were nice rocky fla-
vors with touches of roses, tomato and strawberry before 
a very dry finish.”(95pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 1674 La Tâche - Vintage 2002
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The 2002 had a great, savory nose, with a touch of BBQ 
and a bit of garden goodness. It had that great spice and 
was what you truly expect from La Tâche with all of its 
superb balance. Its concentration and soupy goodness 
were admirable. I am a huge fan of this vintage for Red 
Burgundy in general.”(97pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 1675 Richebourg - Vintage 2000
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Really quite regal but in more of a middle weight than 
its normal massive, well muscled and structured charac-
ter. This isn t at the usual level of excellence at the mo-
ment but there is so much sap that I believe it will come 
together.”(92pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 1666 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 Lavaux St. Jacques, A. Rousseau

“Rousseau’s 2005 Gevrey-Chambertin Lavaux St.-
Jacques (from vines in their forties, like so many in this 
estate) exhibits aromas and flavors of red currant and 
cherry pits, minty, high-toned herbal notes, and a love-
ly dynamic of fresh fruit and creaminess of texture. In-
vigorating juiciness, savory meatiness and salty, chalky 
mineral character mark a finish of clarity, depth and pol-
ish. (The spicy, stony, meaty 2004 rendition, incidentally, 
is scarcely less successful in its own distinctive way.)” 
(91-93pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1667 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2008
 Lavaux St. Jacques, A. Rousseau

“This is also very pretty, indeed even elegant with a ret-
icent nose of cool red berry fruit and subtle stone notes 
that can also be found on the detailed, supple and rela-
tively accessible middle weight flavors that culminate in a 
seductive and mouth coating finish.”(88-90pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1668 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 2006
 Clos des Ruchottes, A. Rousseau

“A deep sweetness of dark cherry fruit and of mar-
row-like as well as roasted game meatiness sets the Rous-
seau 2006 Ruchottes-Chambertin Clos des Ruchottes 
apart from the wines that preceded it in his collection, 
and while there is a stony undertone here, the sense of 
sweetness and rich meatiness dominates through the sus-
tained, savory finish. The refinement, invigoration, and 
minerality that distinguish the Clos de la Roche are here 
replaced by a more robustly-structured, overtly ripe, but 
by no means coarsely tannic personality. I suspect that 
more mineral dimensions will emerge after a few years 
in bottle, and this should be fascinating to follow for at 
least 6-8.”(90pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1669 Pommard
 Clos des Epeneaux, Comte Armand
 - Vintage 2010 (95pts BH) (12)
 - Vintage 2015 1x6 bottle ocb (95pts) (6)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1670 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2002
 Comte de Vogue  (90-91pts) (2)
 Premier Cru, Comte de Vogue  (92pts BH) (3)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $1500-2000
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Lot: 1683, 1687
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 1681 Clos des Lambrays - Vintage 2002
 Domaine des Lambrays
 1x12 bottle owc

“Aromas of wild berries, game and a subtle note of 
smoke lead to rich, intense, moderately fat flavors that 
are wonderfully well-balanced largely because of the 
racy, indeed bright acidity.”(92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1682 Bourgogne Rouge - Vintage 2004
 Domaine Leroy
 1nl, 2scrc, 3ssos, 1x12 bottle owc

“As one might reasonably expect, this is by far and away 
the most complex nose I have ever experienced with a 
so-called Bourgogne, revealing notes of red raspberry, 
spice, earth and violets that are followed by rich, classy 
and stylish flavors that possess a textured, pure and won-
derfully refined finish that goes on and on.”(92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $24000-32000

 1683 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2004
 Domaine Leroy
 1crc

“This is equally stylish and classy though completely 
different with a stunningly complex and ultra floral nose 
combining spice, earth and dark pinot fruit aromas that 
continue onto the detailed, powerful and fantastically 
long flavors that stain the palate with almost painful in-
tensity and sap. This may very well equal the Vosne one 
day as the qualitative difference between the two is subtle 
indeed. “(94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 1684 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2002
 Domaine Leroy
 2nl, 1ssos

“Full red-ruby. Perfumed aromas of cherry, raspberry, 
minerals and licorice; purer than the Pommard. Sweeter 
and more aromatic in the mouth, with deeper red fruit 
flavors and more precision. Nicely fruit-driven wine, fin-
ishing with lovely lingering sweetness.”(90pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $4800-6500

 1685 Pommard - Vintage 2002
 Les Vignots, Domaine Leroy

“This lush, candied, satin-textured wine is medium to 
full-bodied and packed with concentrated layers of fruit. 
Its ripe tannin is present, providing outstanding structure 
to this opulent effort.”(92pts)

 3 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1676 Richebourg - Vintage 2002
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“This is pungently floral with fresh rose notes nuanced 
by intense red fruits and a deep, wonderfully attractive 
plumy hint followed by powerfully spiced flavors that of-
fer impeccable balance and real muscle plus a sappy, pal-
ate staining finish. The tannins are extremely fine in this 
vintage and there is a lovely suppleness to the mid-palate 
without its usual robustness; in fact, there is a pretty tex-
tured quality to the structure.”(95pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1677 Richebourg - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 2lscl

“The bottle that I tried displayed a hint of reduction 
though not enough to hide the intensely floral and no-
tably ripe nose that features fresh notes of plum, mocha 
and cassis that are sprinkled with exotic spice notes. The 
expansive and tautly muscular broad-shouldered flavors 
are, unusually, almost as fine as those of the RSV yet even 
slightly more complex with the same finely grained tan-
nins. The length is similar but at present, the extra dimen-
sion of depth gives this the barest of edges.”(97pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1678 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3lscl

“The 2009 Romanée St.Vivant is wonderfully complete. 
The combination of power and elegance is breathtaking 
as layers of fruit flow across the palate in stunning style. 
Hard candy, flowers, mint and dark red berries build to 
the dramatic, explosive finish. In 2009 the Romanée St. 
Vivant is a wine of considerable volume and textural 
depth, but it will require a good many years for those 
qualities to come through fully.”(97pts)

 3 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 1679 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2009
 cuvée Duvault Blochet, Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“...is pure silkiness and refinement from the first taste. 
Rose petals, red berries, licorice and mint radiate on 
the palate in this gracious, totally impeccable Burgun-
dy.”(92pts)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1680 Clos des Lambrays - Vintage 2001
 Domaine des Lambrays
 1x12 bottle owc

“This is a clear step up with much tighter, more concen-
trated and reserved fruit and deep, rich, mineral-laden 
flavors that display superb acid/fruit/tannin balance plus 
an impressive, and beautifully focused, long finish. Pow-
erful, long and this is extremely pretty.”(92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
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Lot: 1692
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 1691 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2004
 Dujac

“...more deeply pitched nose of dark and blue berry fruits 
laced with earth and a lovely and distinct violet note that 
is followed by very rich, dense and serious flavors that 
finish with noticeable austerity. As it usually is, this is 
a powerful wine that possesses huge length and is suffi-
ciently well structured...”(92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1692 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2005
 Dujac

“A surprisingly expressive and high-toned nose of blue, 
black and violet aromas trimmed in touches of smoke, 
earth and wood precede the supple and exceptional-
ly fresh flavors that are detailed, textured, serious and 
powerful with huge underlying reserves of material and 
along with the RSV, the longest finale of the group. This 
displays the youthful, indeed almost cool austerity one 
would expect from a classically structured Bonnes Mares 
and should age effortlessly yet it is not so firmly struc-
tured that it will be unapproachable young. In a word, 
brilliant.”(96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 1693 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2006
 Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“Sweetly ripe black raspberry, pungently bitter-sweet 
herbal concentrate (bay, fennel, and horehound), bud-
dleia perfume, and wood smoke vie for attention in the 
aromatic display of Dujac’s 2006 Bonnes Mares. It ex-
hibits a sweetness and concentration of primary fruit 
one rarely encounters in this vintage, yet it tones down 
the savagery of the site in its textural refinement and the 
sense of harmoniously entwined threads of fruit, herb, 
floral, and carnal flavors in a long finish that still doesn’t 
lack for the “sizzle” of berry skin, citrus zest, and herbal 
bitter-sweetness.”(93pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1694 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2007
 Dujac

“A very high-toned, airy and layered nose of red berry 
fruit and distinct floral notes, particularly dried red and 
white rose petal with a touch of lavender, slides graceful-
ly into pure, intense, rich, full and focused middle weight 
flavors that possess excellent power and punch with am-
ple minerality on the wonderfully long and moderately 
austere finish. This is an outstanding effort in the context 
of the vintage.”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1686 Savigny les Beaune - Vintage 2002
 Les Narbantons, Domaine Leroy
 1nl

“Pungent earth, game, violets, smoke, iron and anise can 
be found in the richly fruited nose that introduces with a 
flourish the supple, delicious yet entirely serious and sap-
py flavors that offer a velvety, mouth coating and staining 
texture and wonderful length.”(92pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1687 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2004
 Domaine Leroy
 3sos

“Another step up in aromatic complexity with classic 
Vosne spice notes as well as the Asian spice cabinet notes 
associated with a fine RSV that add nuance to the potent 
mix of red and black pinot fruit aromas that merge into 
rich, mouth coating, concentrated and powerful flavors 
that put the attribute of class on parade. This is an excep-
tionally stylish wine with a richness and velvety quality 
that is incredibly seductive.”(95pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 1688 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2000
 Les Brulées, Domaine Leroy
 1nl

“... a fabulous bouquet with candied red fruit, hints of 
kirsch and pressed flowers. Starting off quite tight, you 
had to sit back and admire the manner in which this 
unfolds, gaining intensity and depth, the floral element 
becoming more conspicuous with time. The palate is 
medium-bodied with a fresh, delineated opening, tensile 
right from the get-go, with hints of maraschino cherries, 
boysenberry, orange rind, black berry and wild fennel 
towards the finish. This Aux Brûlées is extremely per-
sistent   a very impressive wine considering the growing 
season but hey, who’s the grande dame behind the wheel 
here?”(96pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1689 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2002
 Les Genaivrieres, Domaine Leroy
 1lwisl, 1wisvl, 1sos, 2scrc

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1690 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2002
 Dujac

“Sumptuous scents of candied black cherries, licorice, 
sweet earth, and mocha can be discerned in the nose 
of the exceptional, medium ruby-colored 2002 Bonnes 
Mares. Profound waves of red fruits, ranging from jammy 
cherries to candied raspberries, slather the palate and 
remain in evidence for 40 seconds or more. This seam-
less, medium-bodied wine admirably juxtaposes power 
with elegance as well as super-ripeness with freshness 
and balance.”(94pts)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000
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 1702 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2008
 Dujac

“Here the nose displays both upper and lower register 
aromas of elegant red berry fruit, floral notes and plen-
ty of Gevrey-style earth plus a hint of the sauvage that 
carries over to the intense yet supple and detailed me-
dium-bodied flavors that are balanced, complex, sappy 
and impressively persistent. A Charmes of refinement and 
purity with enough youthful austerity present to necessi-
tate waiting at least a few years before cracking one.” 
(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1703 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Dujac

“The 2009 Charmes-Chambertin is unbelievably sophis-
ticated and gracious. The warmth of the year has filled 
out the wine beautifully and also softened the tannins. 
This is a decidedly rich, expansive Charmes that impress-
es for its aristocratic personality. I hope to taste it again 
in another decade or so. I noted that the Charmes was 
quite a bit more complex from bottle than it was from 
barrel. Anticipated maturity: 2019-2039.”(95+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1704 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2011
 Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“A completely different aromatic profile presents itself 
here with a wild mix of red berries, especially sour cher-
ry and currant, along with lavender, rose petal and warm 
earth nuances. There is fine detail to the intense, cool 
and pure medium weight plus flavors that possess superb 
depth on the strikingly persistent finish.”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1705 Charmes Chambertin
 Dujac
 - Vintage 2010 (93pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2014 (92-94pts) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1706 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2001
 Dujac

“Powerful and dense aromas of earth, black and red fruit 
plus subtle notes of soy, coffee and hoisin explode from 
the glass that merge seamlessly into bigger, richer, round-
er and more muscular flavors. Authoritative, gorgeously 
textured and very stylish with pronounced tannic struc-
ture and plenty of buffering sap. Impressive and extreme-
ly long...”(93pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1695 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2008
 Dujac

“A cool, stony and reserved nose features spice, dark and 
red berry fruit, obvious earth and smoked game influenc-
es, all of which continue onto the intensely mineralin-
fused big-bodied flavors that for all the size and power 
remain beautifully detailed on the focused, powerful and 
moderately austere finish.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1696 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2010
 Dujac

“An intensely floral nose of violet and rose petals adds 
breadth to the notably ripe fruit aromas of cassis and 
black raspberry. There is fine richness, intensity and en-
ergy to the admirably concentrated medium-bodied fla-
vors that culminate in a balanced and serious finish that 
is shaped by refined tannins.”(89-92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1697 Chambolle Musigny
 Les Gruenchers, Dujac
 - Vintage 2002 (93pts JK) (3)
 - Vintage 2003 (89-92pts BH) (2)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1698 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2005
 Les Gruenchers, Dujac

“A trace of residual reduction doesn’t really detract from 
the otherwise bright red and black cherry and earth aro-
mas where the latter element can also be found on the 
rich, full and ripe flavors that are textured, sweet and 
firmly structured on the mineral-inflected finish.”(91pts 
BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1699 Chambolle Musigny
 Les Gruenchers, Dujac
 - Vintage 2007 (90+pts VM) (6)
 - Vintage 2009 (93pts VM) (3)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 1700 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2010
 Les Gruenchers, Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

(91-93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1701 Chambolle Musigny
 Les Gruenchers, Dujac
 - Vintage 2006 (90-3pts BH) (5)
 - Vintage 2011 (90+pts VM) (3)
 - Vintage 2014 (93pts JG) (2)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $2800-3800
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 1712 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2009
 Dujac

“The 2009 Clos de la Roche wafts from the glass with 
hints of tobacco, wild flowers and cherries. This is an 
elegant, refined Clos de la Roche long on finesse and pure 
sensuality. The gorgeous, finely-knit finish leaves a last-
ing impression. “(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 1713 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2010
 Dujac

“An intensely floral nose features notes of rose petals and 
lavender along with cool red berry fruit liberally laced 
with wet stone nuances. The taut and muscular broad-
scaled and concentrated flavors are precise, intense and 
explosively long on the focused and stunningly persis-
tent finish that is youthfully austere and breathtakingly 
intense. This faultlessly well-balanced but very firm ef-
fort will require extended cellaring and 15 to 20 years 
is probably what the structure will require to completely 
resolve.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1714 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2011
 Dujac

“The 2011 Clos de la Roche from Domaine Dujac is an-
other superb bottle in the making, wafting from the glass 
in a deep and youthful blend of plums, black cherries, 
beautifully complex soil tones, gamebirds, coffee, a touch 
of citrus, violets and vanillin oak. On the palate the wine 
is deep, full-bodied and still very young (this too was late 
finishing up its malo and shows still a touch of gas on the 
backend), with a very soil-driven personality, ripe tan-
nins and excellent length and grip on the youthful and 
very promising finish.”(95pts JG)

 4 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1715 Clos de la Roche
 Dujac
 - Vintage 2003 (93pts IWC) (3)
 - Vintage 2004 (91-94pts BH) (5)
 - Vintage 2011 (95pts JG) (1)
 - Vintage 2012 (96pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 2013 (94pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2014 (94pts BH) (3)

 Above 14 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 1716 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2001
 Dujac

“...a compelling mix of red and black fruits and a stun-
ningly precise and pure flavor profile of abundant miner-
al notes and a chalky, slightly dusty finish. There is a re-
ally lovely mouth feel as the flavors are velvety and mouth 
coating.”(93pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1707 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2002
 Dujac

“This blew me away; after so many great and legendary 
wines, the ‘02 didn’t blink. It was absolutely delicious, 
deep and sweet with purply and edgy fruit. There was a 
sprinkle of milk chocolate to this delicious wine. This was 
2002 Burgundy at its best.”(95pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1708 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2005
 Dujac

“...for sheer intensity. Black cherry, kirsch distillate, ce-
dar, incense, iron filings, wet stone, and roasted meats 
and coffee represent a few of the immediate aromatic 
suggestions forced on this taster. In the mouth, it is simi-
larly compelling, with an eruption of clear black cherry, 
cassis, and meat juices, faintly bitter notes of fruit skin 
and pungent herbal and mineral notes adding complex-
ity.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 1709 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2006
 Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“The Dujac 2006 Clos de la Roche is a dark, brooding 
Pinot no less complex or long than its Clos St.-Denis 
sibling. Here, the animal side is a gamey, faintly sweaty 
beast; the fruits dark and as bitter as they are sweet; and 
the sense of chocolate-like richness remarkable in the 
context of the vintage. And rather than an energetic sense 
of interplay, this conveys a layering of fruit, meat, and 
stony, saline mineral elements, supported by tactile vis-
cosity and a sappy sense of almost indelible cling. Lucky 
are those who can follow and compare both of these 
wines over the next dozen years.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1710 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2007
 Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“This is discreetly floral with an elegant, refined and 
dense nose of red berry fruit, earth and wisps of anise 
and clove that precede textured, fresh and mouth coating 
medium plus weight flavors that possess good richness 
and solid power, punch, depth and length.”(92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1711 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2008
 Dujac

“The 2008 Clos de la Roche is particularly refined in 
this vintage. The wine literally floats on the palate with 
weightless elegance in its intensely perfumed fruit. 
Crushed flowers and red berries linger on the silky, im-
possibly fine finish. This is a fabulous effort from Dujac. 
Anticipated maturity: 2018-2033.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000
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 1722 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2007
 Dujac

“An overtly floral and herbal nose is laced with earthy 
and solidly ripe red and spicy black pinot fruit that com-
plements rich, full and moderately concentrated flavors 
that are delicious, intense, palate staining and dusty on 
the admirably long finish. A wine of finesse, understate-
ment and class if not raw power and muscle.”(92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1723 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2008
 Dujac

“...emerges from the glass with layers of fruit. This is an 
especially round, generous wine for the vintage. The Clos 
St. Denis has plenty of underlying structure to support the 
fruit and also allow for significant aging. The finish lin-
gers on the palate for what seems like an eternity.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1724 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2009
 Dujac

“The 2009 Clos St. Denis initially comes across as big 
and powerful. The wine finds a more feminine side of its 
personality with time in the glass. Despite its deceptively 
mid-weight body, the 2009 has plenty of underlying struc-
ture and ideally needs to be cellared for at least a few 
years. The Clos St. Denis is the epitome of weightless el-
egance. Dark raspberries, flowers and sweet spices wrap 
around the eternal finish. “(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1725 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2010
 Dujac

“This was initially noticeably reduced but aggressive 
swirling coaxes out a nose that is even more floral still 
with a pungent violet and rose character to the very fresh 
spice and earth-inflected fresh berry fruit aromas. There 
is beautiful subtlety to the detailed, refined and admirably 
pure middle weight flavors that possess a velvety, even 
plush mouth feel, all wrapped in a perfectly balanced and 
harmonious finish where the supporting tannins are re-
markably fine-grained.”(95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1726 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2011
 Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“Here too an adroit application of wood serves as a dis-
creet foil for the more obvious floral aromas that enjoy 
added scope from the presence of pure, spicy and highly 
complex red and dark berry scents. There is an abun-
dance of mouth coating extract that imparts a suave, even 
lush character to the very rich medium-bodied flavors 
that are an exercise in finesse and refinement while offer-
ing controlled power and outstanding length.”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1717 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2002
 Dujac

“Very floral and high-toned nose combines with aromas 
of earth, underbrush and a certain animale quality fol-
lowed by rich, full-bodied, refined and notably elegant 
flavors that possess a subtle and understated complexi-
ty plus considerable grace. I very much like the balance 
here and this too is remarkably seductive yet sufficiently 
well structured to suggest up to a decade of potential im-
provement.”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 1718 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2003
 Dujac

“Enormous concentration and depth of fruit. Copious 
quantities of dark berries are intermingled with notes of 
herbs, licorice, and red cherries...”(92pts)

 4 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1719 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2004
 Dujac

“Fairly strong reduction makes this somewhat difficult 
to read aromatically though the flavors are exceptionally 
fresh and bright with a rich, sweet and punchy character 
and plenty of finishing energy and vibrancy. This is no-
tably well balanced, possesses outstanding raw material 
and should age well.”(91-93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 1720 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2005
 Dujac

“An earthy yet elegant nose features notes of game, sub-
tle smoke, red, black and blue fruit and briar notes that 
sit atop concentrated, pure and detailed flavors wrapped 
in a wonderfully intense, balanced and strikingly long 
finish. This oozes class and refinement and interestingly, 
the mid-palate is almost tender yet there is a robust firm-
ness to the massively long finish that lets one know that 
this is built for the next several decades...”(96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 1721 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2006
 Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“The 2006 Clos St Denis from Domaine Dujac, tasted 
blind, is developing into one of the best wines in the Côte 
de Nuits apropos this inconsistent vintage. It comes at you 
with its vibrant raspberry fruit - no holding back here. 
There is a touch of glossiness at first and then this makes 
way for subtle game and leather scents (in fact, one fel-
low taster commented that it was just a little sweaty, but 
in a good way). The palate is underpinned by plenty of 
sweet red berry fruit, that gaminess continuing from the 
aromatics, erring just slightly towards a Côte-Rôtie-like 
finish. There is an opulence here, but it is not garish or 
vulgar. It’s just a Clos Saint Denis self-aware of its quali-
ty and has nurtured a bit of...cockiness. This is well worth 
hunting down.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000
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 1732 Échézeaux - Vintage 2014
 Dujac

“ An openly spicy and floral nose is more deeply pitched 
with its combination of black cherry, dark currant and 
sandalwood wisps. There is excellent power and punch to 
the middle weight plus flavors...”(94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1733 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2001
 Aux Combottes, Dujac

“Remarkably elegant Gevrey with wonderfully elegant, 
precise, mineral-laden fruit and finely detailed, fresh, in-
deed lively flavors underpinned by moderate, ripe struc-
ture and excellent length. Stylish, classy, precise and 
brilliantly refined all highlighted by perfect balance.” 
(91pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1734 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 Aux Combottes, Dujac

“A wonderfully expressive and high-toned nose of cool 
red berry fruits and hints of spice, earth and minerals 
serve to introduce sweet and impeccably well-balanced 
flavors that are sweet, delicious, rich, detailed and al-
together serious, packing good punch and energy into a 
finish that is all grace and harmony. This is a really love-
ly effort that will age well yet be accessible early on.” 
(91-3pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1735 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Aux Combottes, Dujac

“ A very stylish and ultra fresh nose offers up classy if 
restrained red pinot fruit liberally laced with notes of 
stone and rose petal, both of which can be found on the 
detailed, pure and lacy middle weight flavors that are 
complex, focused, mouth coating, crisp and solidly per-
sistent.”(92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1736 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2005
 Aux Malconsorts, Dujac

“... offers smoky, tea-like, floral, and spicy aromas. 
It comes to the palate relatively firm though texturally 
refined and strikingly clear, full of deep, smoke-licked 
meaty flavors, ripe though slightly tart raspberry, flowers, 
tea and spices. Palpably dense, this nevertheless avoids 
any sense of heaviness or opacity, but instead displays 
lift and liveliness. The amazingly long finish really builds 
momentum, confirming how much is held in reserve for 
the long haul, and that this is about meats, stones, flow-
ers, herbs and spices   in short very much about Pinot s 
mysteries, but very little about fruits or berries.”(93pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1727 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2014
 Dujac

“A completely different aromatic profile is present here 
with its notably more elegant and expressive nose of var-
ious floral elements that include lavender and rose petal 
along with various spice and red berry fruit scents. There 
is a terrific sense of underlying tension to the precise, 
racy and focused middle weight flavors that are notably 
finer than those of the Clos de la Roche but at the cost of 
being notably less powerful.”(94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1728 Échézeaux - Vintage 2004
 Dujac

“Completely different nose of spicy black pinot and cher-
ry fruit aromas cut with underbrush and a subtle sauvage 
quality merges into velvety, smooth and round flavors 
that possess a certain lushness about them yet this fin-
ishes with a decided firmness. I quite like this as it’s un-
derstated, pure and very well balanced and while it’s not 
overly complex at the moment, this may come with time 
in bottle as the underlying material to do so is clearly 
here.”(90-92pts BH)

 5 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1729 Échézeaux - Vintage 2009
 Dujac

“The 2009 Échézeaux is another inward wine. With time 
in the glass, some of the layers of fruit begin to flesh out, 
showing the depth I sensed when I tasted the wine from 
barrel. There is plenty of elegance and finesse, although 
today the 2010 appears to be more promising by a touch. “ 
(94pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1730 Échézeaux - Vintage 2010
 Dujac

“The 2010 Échézeaux fleshes out beautifully on the pal-
ate with layers of seamless, totally integrated fruit. All 
of the elements meld together with supreme grace, mak-
ing it hard to pick out the specific components. A deep, 
implosive finish laced with dark fruit, cassis, spices and 
minerals stains the palate. This is a fabulous showing. 
Anticipated maturity: 2020-2040.”(94-96pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1731 Échézeaux - Vintage 2011
 Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“A discreet touch of wood sets off the spicy black cherry, 
cassis and floral aromas that slide gracefully into rich, 
generous and opulent large-scaled flavors that display 
both excellent volume and fine phenolic maturity of the 
structural items, all wrapped in a mouth coating and 
mildly austere finish.”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500
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 1742 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2010
 Les Beaux Monts, Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“Very mild reduction doesn’t completely hide the intrinsic 
Vosne spice notes that also suffuse the intense mineral 
and beautifully refined and vibrant medium-bodied fla-
vors that possess both lovely delineation as well as that 
beguiling sense of underlying tension on the classy, cool 
and impeccably well-balanced finish.”(91-94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1743 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2011
 Les Beaux Monts, Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“...An airy, cool and exceptionally pretty nose offers up 
notes of various spice elements, red currant, plum, violet 
and rose petal along with hints of hoisin and soy. The 
intensely mineral-driven medium weight flavors pos-
sess a lovely sense of energy along with terrific depth 
on the mildly austere, persistent and palate soaking fin-
ish.”(92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1744 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2002
 F. Magnien

“Distinctly oaky at the moment and the wood spice domi-
nates the nose. The flavors are rich, sappy, mouth coating 
with good power and a firmly tannic spine beneath the 
long but not especially precise finish.”(89-92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1745 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 F. Magnien

“This is quite expressive with a pretty if distinctly ani-
male mix of red berry fruit, warm earth, smoke, game and 
subtle spice hints that introduce rich, sweet and imposing 
mouth coating flavors that are delicious, deep, complex 
and vibrant while displaying notably good balance and 
strikingly good length. This is very Gevrey with a linear, 
focused and detailed finish that immediately says “seri-
ous”.”(93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1746 Échézeaux - Vintage 2006
 F. Magnien
 3lbsl, 1nl

“ A much more deeply pitched nose featuring a highly 
complex mélange of red, blue and black berry aromas 
that also evidence notes of violets, anise, clove and cin-
namon that slide gracefully into round, rich, intense and 
velvety flavors...”(91-94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1747 Richebourg - Vintage 2002
 F. Magnien

 10 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 1737 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2007
 Aux Malconsorts, Dujac

“Medium red. Oriental spices and pepper on the nose. At 
once lush and precise in the mouth, with showy flavors of 
raspberry and blood orange complicated by spices and 
rose petal.”(91pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 1738 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2008
 Aux Malconsorts, Dujac

“The 2008 Vosne-Romanée Aux Malconsorts blossoms 
with endless layers of dark fruit. This is a totally sensual, 
enveloping wine graced with finesse, class and elegance. 
The Malconsorts is a pretty open 2008, but it will be even 
better in another few years’ time. “(94pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1739 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2009
 Aux Malconsorts, Dujac

“A highly spiced nose speaks of anise, clove and violet 
nuances on the pretty mix of blue and black pinot fruit 
and plum aromas. The rich, full-bodied, concentrated 
and powerful medium weight plus flavors possess a se-
ductive and velvety mouth feel, all wrapped in a very firm 
and explosively long finish.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 1740 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2010
 Aux Malconsorts, Dujac

“An intensely floral nose of cool Asian style spice notes 
merges with dark berry fruit liqueur, kirsch, earth and 
stone nuances where the minerality is also reflected by 
the big, rich and sleekly muscular large-scaled flavors. 
There is excellent concentration to the mid-palate that 
oozes dry extract that imparts a textured mouth feel to 
the driving and wonderfully persistent finish.”(94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1741 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2011
 Aux Malconsorts, Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“An intensely spicy nose features notes of ripe black pi-
not fruit and plenty of floral influence in the form of violet 
and lavender scents. As would be expected this possesses 
plenty of size and weight with excellent mid-palate con-
centration, all wrapped in a powerful, palate coating and 
wonderfully long finish.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200
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 1754 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2007
 J.F. Mugnier

“The 2007 Chambolle AC is a lovely and classic mid-
dleweight that is already drinking quite well and which 
will provide a fine decade of stylish pleasure. The nose 
offers up fine blend of cherries, dusty rose, wild straw-
berries, soil tones, coffee and a nice topnote of mustard 
seed. On the palate the wine is medium-full, long and 
complex, with a juicy core of fruit, modest tannins and 
lovely length and grip. A fine bottle.”(90pts JG)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1755 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2008
 J.F. Mugnier
 1x6 bottle owc

“Medium red. High-pitched aromas of raspberry, rose 
petal, white pepper and orange peel. Juicy, precise and 
mineral-driven, with lovely purity to the blueberry and 
blackberry flavors. Finishes with noteworthy energy and 
mounting length.”(89-91pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1756 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2005
 Les Amoureuses, J.F. Mugnier

“An exuberantly spicy, pure and strikingly elegant nose 
that is at once airy and complex complements to perfec-
tion the layered, sweet and rich mouth coating flavors 
that are as stylish and pure as the nose is, all wrapped 
in a textured, refined and beautifully balanced finish that 
offers huge length. This is a serene and complete effort 
and again, as good as any vintage that I can remember. 
In short, this classy effort is pure silk and lace. In a word, 
magnificent.”(97pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $15000-20000

 1757 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2007
 Les Amoureuses, J.F. Mugnier

“Musky peony, brown spices, game, and ripe red berries 
on the nose of Château de Chambolle’s 2007 Chambolle-
Musigny Les Amoureuses presage a palate performance 
of sweet, sumptuous, yet freshly juicy fruit, tinged with 
rose hip and spices; abundant inner-mouth florality; and 
savory, lightly-salted meat stock reduction.”(92pts)

 3 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 1758 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2006
 Les Fuees, J.F. Mugnier

“This too is notably ripe yet airy with a mix of dark pi-
not fruit and violets that merge into fresh, racy and more 
mineral-infused medium weight flavors that culminate in 
a balanced, sweet and impressively deep finish sporting 
plenty of energy. This too is very Chambolle, light on its 
feet with fine tannins and beautiful transparency. Recom-
mended.”(91pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1748 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2005
 Les Pruliers, H. Gouges

“This is a bit finer with more emphasis on spice and min-
eral-infused earth notes that can also be found on the 
complex and classic Nuits flavors that are at once robust 
but not really rustic, all wrapped in a sappy, dense and 
equally serious finish that offers outstanding length. This 
too possess terrific aging potential and is recommend-
ed.”(90-2pts BH)

 24 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1749 Nuits St. Georges
 Les St. Georges, H. Gouges
 - Vintage 2007 (91-94pts VM) (12)
 - Vintage 2013 1x12 bottle ocb (92- (12)
 94pts BH)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 1750 Nuits St. Georges
 Les Vaucrains, H. Gouges
 - Vintage 2006 (93pts VM) (12)
 - Vintage 2013 1x12 bottle ocb (92-94pts BH) (12)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1751 Musigny - Vintage 2002
 J. Drouhin

“Stunningly pure, spicy and refined black fruit aromas 
lead to silky, velvety, concentrated and magnificently rich 
flavors that ooze class and breed. The intensity does a 
slowbuild from the richly textured mid-palate to an ex-
plosively long finish. In short, this is a classic example of 
the old adage of an iron fist in a velvet glove as the buried 
structure and perfect balance will permit this to age for 
a very long time indeed and if it adds additional com-
plexity over time, my score will seem quite conservative.” 
(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1752 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2001
 Les Beaux Monts, J. Grivot

“ A completely different expression from the Brulées as 
this is much finer and already displays fascinating aro-
matic complexity and classy, refined, utterly pure, harmo-
nious flavors and killer length.”(90-93pts BH)

 9 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 1753 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2005
 J.F. Mugnier
 1x12 bottle owc

“An elegant, ripe and seductive nose of red, blue and 
violet aromas that are pure and very fresh lead to re-
fined, rich and again, ultra pure flavors that are deli-
cious, vibrant and offer excellent volume at this level. A 
terrific villages of 1er quality and worth a close look.” 
(90pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000
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 1764 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2009
 Clos de la Marechale, J.F. Mugnier
 1x12 bottle owc

“The 2009 Nuits St. Georges Clos de la Marechale shows 
the more virile side of Pinot. Black cherries smoke, tar 
and licorice all come to life in this intense, broad-shoul-
dered wine. Layers of fruit build to the muscular, virile 
finish. The wine’s masculine personality is quite a con-
trast to the seductiveness of Mugnier’s other 2009s. An-
ticipated maturity: 2019-2029.”(92pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1765 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2010
 Clos de la Marechale, J.F. Mugnier
 1x12 bottle banded owc

“...shows marvelous depth and the richness to match its 
decidedly powerful, virile personality. This has tons of 
fruit and muscle, yet also possesses the fabulous inner 
perfume and mineral-driven energy that is such a signa-
ture of the vintage.”(91-93pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1766 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2011
 Clos de la Marechale, J.F. Mugnier
 1x12 bottle owc

“...has a wonderful bouquet with brambly black and red 
fruit, a touch of truffle and a scent of the sea. The palate 
is medium-bodied with fine tannins   unassuming at first, 
but building in the mouth toward a structured, focused, 
almost symmetrical finish that delivers a long, satisfying, 
lightly peppered aftertaste that is classic in style.”(91pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1767 Chambertin - Vintage 2002
 Clos de Bèze, L. Jadot
 1x6 bottle owc

“Black fruits are interspersed with licorice and earth in 
the nose of the medium to full-bodied 2002 Chambertin 
Clos de Bèze. This concentrated, deep, noble wine is 
crammed with perfectly ripe fruit and tannin. Loads of 
blackberries, licorice, plums, black cherries, stones, and 
flowers can be discerned in its complex flavor profile. Its 
finish, described in my notes as completely unreal, is ex-
ceedingly long, fruit-filled, and suave. If stored in a cold 
cellar, this wine would be an ideal selection for serving 
to a 2002 baby on his or her 21st birthday.”(95-98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1768 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2002
 Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot

“Full red. Raspberry and floral high notes with lower 
tones of earth and underbrush. Smooth and silky in the 
mouth, with the raspberry and floral flavors dominating. 
Less obviously sweet today than the Estournelles but this 
is wonderfully suave wine, with an exhilarating weight-
lessness on the back end. The very long finish is dominat-
ed by tangy raspberry.”(92+pts IWC)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1759 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2007
 Les Fuees, J.F. Mugnier

“Medium red Complex, slightly exotic aromas of rasp-
berry, cherry, red licorice, minerals and smoky under-
brush Saline and classically dry on the palate, with nicely 
integrated acidity giving the wine a rather suave texture 
Finishes with substantial dusty tannins and lingering 
notes of earth and dried herbs”(91pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1760 Musigny - Vintage 2000
 J.F. Mugnier
 1cuc

“This explodes on the nose and palate with fabulously 
complex aromas of floral black, seductive fruit trimmed 
in earth, anise, dried herbs and a touch of smoke and 
medium -full flavors that offer exceptional focus and such 
richness that this too seems almost liqueur-like. But even 
more impressive is the finish which simply does not quit 
yet despite all the fireworks, this manages to remain dis-
creet, harmonious and perfectly balanced.”(92pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 1761 Musigny - Vintage 2002
 J.F. Mugnier

“An explosive, beautifully layered and nuanced nose of 
black cherries, crushed red and black fruits followed by 
rounded, elegant, intense and penetrating flavors that 
show better precision and more obvious structure than 
the Amoureuses. I especially like the intensity and this 
builds from the mid-palate to a finish that completely 
coats the mouth and lasts for minutes. A superb wine that 
should age for years.”(94pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1762 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2007
 Clos de la Marechale, J.F. Mugnier
 1x12 bottle owc

“...elicits aromatic allusions to ripe black raspberry, ce-
dar, cardamom, burley tobacco, nut oils, and game, deliv-
ering a similar sense of complexity on a relatively rich if 
conspicuously tannin-girded palate.”(90pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1763 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2008
 Clos de la Marechale, J.F. Mugnier
 1x12 bottle owc

“...offers up black cherries, sweet spices, flowers and lic-
orice, all of which meld together beautifully in a weight-
less, impeccably elegant style. Floral, minty notes add 
complexity and nuance on the refined finish.”(92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 1774 Savigny les Beaune
 - Vintage 1982
 Les Vergelesses, Maison Leroy 4dc (4)
 - Vintage 1999
 Les Guettes, Maison Leroy 3lscl (4)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1775 Mazoyeres Chambertin - Vintage 2001
 Perrot-Minot

“... has an attractive, quite effervescent bouquet with 
perfumed red cherry and crushed strawberry fruit, or-
ange zest, hints of Vervain tea and sage. The palate is 
medium-bodied with fine grain tannin and well judged 
acidity.”(93pts VM)

 10 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1776 Corton - Vintage 2002
 Bressandes, Pousse d’Or

“Deep aromas of candied cherries, plums, and violets are 
found in the nose of the 2002 Corton Bressandes. Won-
derfully dense and concentrated, this beauty coats the 
taster’s palate with syrupy cherries, coffee, blackberries, 
and cassis. It is intensely flavored, medium to full-bodied, 
well-structured, and possesses an immensely long finish. 
Projected maturity: 2007-2019.”(91-94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1777 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2008
 Les St. Georges, R. Chevillon
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Dark, bright red. Tangy black cherry, raspberry, musky 
minerality, mint and graphite on the nose. Sweet, minty 
and intense but extremely young today, with slightly spiky 
acidity and minty and herbal nuances contributing to this 
taut wine’s imploded, primary quality. Firmly built and 
very long, with captivating peppery lift.”(92+pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1778 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2009
 Les St. Georges, R. Chevillon

“A deft application of wood still allows free reign to the 
earthy and spicy red berry fruit aromas that complement 
the rich, ripe, powerful and imposingly concentrated 
flavors that possess broad-scaled size and weight, all 
wrapped in a slightly finer and longer finish where a 
touch of minerality adds a touch of elegance to the mod-
erately austere backend. A knockout.”(92-95pts BH)

 8 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 1769 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot
 1x12 bottle owc

“Here the nose is decidedly fresher with ripe, expressive 
and dense red berry fruit nuanced with ample Gevrey 
earth that continues onto the rich, full and very vibrant 
flavors that are delicious and built to age, culminating 
in a hugely long finish that does a slow build from the 
mid-palate on back. This is as good a young Jadot Clos 
St. Jacques as I can remember in some time. In short, 
there is formidable potential here.”(92-95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1770 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2006
 Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot
 1x12 bottle owc

(91pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1771 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot
 1x12 bottle owc

“There is lovely ripeness and a clear sense of refinement 
to the ripe yet cool red berry liqueur and stone aromas. 
The delicious and mineral-inflected medium weight fla-
vors display ample verve and good mid-palate density 
that mostly buffers the firm but well-integrated tannic 
spine, all wrapped in a gorgeously persistent and ev-
er-so-mildly austere finish.”(93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1772 Volnay - Vintage 2005
 Clos des Chenes, M. Lafarge

“A beautifully elegant and highly complex nose of extract 
of dark berry fruit that is both elegant and complex serves 
as a dramatic introduction to the big-bodied, indeed even 
robust flavors that are firm, dense and incredibly concen-
trated, all wrapped in a palate drenching finish that just 
oozes dry extract and gives a velvety texture to the unbe-
lievably long finale.”(94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1773 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 1996
 Les Fontenys, Maison Leroy
 1nl

“A bright and elegantly spicy black fruit nose that is 
still almost completely primary complements the moder-
ately rich and nicely precise middle weight flavors that 
offer fine length a lovely overall balance and harmony 
of expression. This is not a particularly dense wine by 
the usual standards of Maison Leroy yet it is complex, 
punchy and classy with plenty of vibrancy and length.” 
(90pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $1600-2200
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 1785 Latricieres Chambertin - Vintage 2002
 V. Girardin

“Good deep red. Sexy aromas of raspberry, smoked meat, 
truffle and licorice, along with a pungent earthy perfume. 
Wild, dense, structured and gripping; at once vibrant and 
very smooth. Sweet flavors of strawberry, raspberry and 
earth carry nicely through the ripely tannic finish. This 
offers lovely early balance but should age well over the 
next decade.”(93pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1786 Mazis Chambertin - Vintage 2002
 V. Girardin

 6 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 1787 Meursault
 Coche-Dury
 - Vintage 2010 (94pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2011 (91pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2012 (91pts) (1)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1788 Meursault
 Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury
 - Vintage 2010 (92pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2011 (94pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2012 (91pts BH) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1789 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2000
 La Richarde, D’Auvenay (Leroy)

“... is currently more complex yet the flavors are la-
ser-like in their precision and this gives the impression of 
coming from liquefied rocks.”(93pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 1790 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2006
 Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“Deep, brooding aromas of apricot, minerals, menthol 
and clove, with a suggestion of superripeness and out-
standing complexity. Superconcentrated, sweet and pow-
erful, with harmonious ripe acidity buffering the wine’s 
alcohol and extending its finish. This really saturates the 
palate with flavor.”(95pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 1779 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2010
 Les St. Georges, R. Chevillon

“I chose Chevillon’s 2010 Nuits St. Georges Les St. 
Georges for our tasting because it is in my view one of the 
reference points from this site. Today, though, the 2010 
is almost impossibly refined, with less overt power than 
I expected and much more overall finesse. There is no 
question the St. Georges is exceptionally beautiful, vivid 
and expressive, but I have to say I am quite surprised 
by how accessible the wine is with some air. Far from a 
brute, Chevillon’s 2010 Les St. Georges speaks above all 
else to a total sense of harmony.”(96+pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1780 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2000
 R. Engel
 nl

“A ripe yet still fresh nose combines mostly secondary 
fruit with hints of sous-bois, earth and a whiff of spice. 
The rich, concentrated and broad-shouldered flavors 
possess solid power before culminating in beautifully 
complex and persistent finish.”(93pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $1400-1800

 1781 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2002
 R. Engel
 1lscl

“As was noted in the introduction, 2002 will long be re-
membered as a great vintage for Clos Vougeot and Engel 
s is no exception. Produced from 50-year-old vines and 
aged in 80% new oak, this medium to dark ruby-colored 
wine sports an earthy black cherry, intensely spicy nose. 
Concentrated, deep, and intense, it is crammed with loads 
of black cherries, spices, and blackberries whose flavors 
linger in its superbly soft and lengthy finish.”(93-95pts)

 5 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 1782 Échézeaux - Vintage 2000
 R. Engel

“Black cherry and licorice notes with spicy flavors un-
derpinned by dusty tannins.”(87-90pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1783 Chambertin - Vintage 2002
 V. Girardin

“Good medium ruby. Very ripe aromas of black raspber-
ry, smoked meat and spicy oak. Dense, sweet and large-
scaled, with very well integrated acidity giving shape 
to the flavors of black plum, cassis, licorice and bitter 
chocolate. This has superb energy in the mouth. Builds 
impressively on the long, strong finish.”(92-94pts IWC)

 5 bottles per lot $900-1200

 1784 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2003
 Vieilles Vignes, V. Girardin

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
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 1795 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2013
 Domaine Leflaive
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Here the nose plays right on the edge of exoticism with 
its notes of fresh white and yellow orchard fruit, in par-
ticular white peach, along with acacia blossom and jas-
mine hints. There is a really lovely texture to the bright, 
intense and delicious medium weight flavors that exudes 
a fine bead of minerality onto the sappy, balanced and 
lingering finale.”(89-91pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1796 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2004
 Clavoillon, Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“The reduction this displayed after bottling now domi-
nates the nose and has become, in my view, permanent. 
Thus, how much you will like this wine necessarily de-
pends on whether moderately strong reduction bothers 
you or not. By contrast, the highly energetic and vibrant 
rich, round and detailed medium-bodied flavors possess 
good extract for the vintage and plenty of punch and per-
sistence on the finish.”(90pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1797 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2007
 Clavoillon, Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“The Leflaive 2007 Puligny-Montrachet Clavoillon   a 
significant portion of which, like other crus here, is 
worked by horse  smells of fresh apple, melon, lemon zest, 
and hints of brown spices. Lush and lusciously fruited on 
the palate it combines apple, peach, and melon with a 
pungently bitter-sweet suggestion of orange marmalade. 
With less lift and refreshment and a touch of warmth vis 
a vis other wines in this group, it partly compensates by 
dint of sheer richness of flavor and texture. I would be 
inclined to plan on enjoying it within 5-6 years.”(90pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1798 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2009
 Clavoillon, Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“This is notably riper than the Blagny and the nose plays 
right on the edge of a certain exoticism as the mostly yel-
low orchard fruit aromas hint at the presence of mango 
and papaya. The very rich, round and mouth coating fla-
vors exude plenty of dry extract that buffers the moder-
ately firm acid spine on the lightly mineral-driven and 
persistent finish.”(91pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1791 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2006
 Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“Here the nose is quite similar to that of the Pucelles, 
particularly with its honeysuckle and citrus aromas that 
are perhaps ever so slightly less ripe while leading to 
rich, concentrated and slightly more focused and deline-
ated medium full flavors that explode on the palate stain-
ing finish. I like the energy here as well as the underlying 
sense of harmony of expression.”(91-94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $4200-5500

 1792 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2001
 Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“Incredibly fine, mineral-suffused fruit with a pronounced 
chalk and stone quality plus an intensity that is simply as-
tonishing. Dense, fine, rich, delineated, powerful, elegant 
and superbly focused and delivering outstanding com-
plexity on the stunningly long backend and all the while 
displaying dazzling purity, this wine has it all. Absolutely 
gorgeous.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1793 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2005
 Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“Elegant and creamy in texture, this exhibits citronella, 
peach, floral and mineral aromas and flavors, all nicely 
layered. Still a touch raw on the finish, yet all the ele-
ments are well-proportioned, so give this another few 
years to fully integrate.”(97pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1794 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2006
 Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“This is actually somewhat similar to the nose of the 
Folati res in the sense of having that mineral reduction 
character so often found in Chablis but as one would ex-
pect, the aromas are notably more elegant, refined and 
complex while being followed by textured, pure, detailed 
and delineated flavors that are quite reserved and cool at 
present while culminating in a focused, crystalline and 
driving finish. This does a slow build from the mid-pal-
ate before exploding onto the knockout finish. A Zen 
wine.”(93-96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $6000-8000
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 1803 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2007
 Les Combettes, Domaine Leflaive

“Honeysuckle, ripe white peach, and Persian melon 
mark the nose of Leflaive’s 2007 Puligny-Montrachet Les 
Combettes, which suggests the same sense of sweetness 
and heady inner-mouth perfume as the Les Folatieres, 
but with a pronounced set of what can only be called min-
eral flavors: salt, chalk, and crustacean-like savor, all of 
which set up a fine palate interplay with the wine’s rich 
fruit. There is a sultry suggestion here, but pleasing, and 
not the actual hint of heat that was noticed in the Clavoil-
lon. This too should be worth following for at least 6-8 
years.”(92pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1804 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2009
 Les Combettes, Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“A very ripe yellow fruit and floral infused nose com-
plements to perfection the rich, full-bodied and power-
ful flavors that also possess an opulent mid-palate, all 
wrapped in a palate staining and seductively textured 
finish.”(92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1805 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2007
 Les Folatieres, Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“Leflaive’s 2007 Puligny-Montrachet Les Folatieres rep-
resents a major step up in concentration over the wines 
that proceeded it in this year’s line-up. Ripe, faintly car-
amelized peach, quince preserves, citrus zest, and brown 
spices dominate the nose and succulent, creamily-tex-
tured palate. Musky notes of narcissus and heady lily-like 
perfume add allure and complexity, following all the way 
through the finish. At the same time, this is anything but 
heavy, evincing a sense of buoyancy that beautifully com-
pliments the wafting floral character of its long finish. 
This refined Puligny sublimates any overt mineral char-
acter in the interest of seduction, of which it should re-
main fully capable for at least the next 6-8 years.”(93pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1806 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2002
 Les Pucelles, Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“The superb 2002 Puligny-Montrachet Pucelles has an 
aromatic profile composed of baby powder and minerals. 
Medium-bodied, refined, and well-focused, it boasts loads 
of spiced apple flavors in its pure, concentrated core. This 
rich wine is admirably well-balanced, fresh, and impres-
sively long. Projected maturity: 2005-2014.”(93-95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1799 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2010
 Clavoillon, Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“...fleshes out beautifully in the glass with layers of ex-
pressive, textured fruit. This is one of the more open, 
forward wines in the lineup. It should drink nicely pretty 
much upon release. Yellow stone fruits, flowers and a hint 
of spice wraps around the soft, enveloping finish, where 
the minerality of the vintage emerges with pretty, fine-
ly-knit nuances.”(92pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 1800 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2011
 Clavoillon, Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“Tasted blind at the Burgundy 2011 horizontal tasting 
in Beaune. The Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Clavoillon 
2011 from Anne-Claude Laflaive has convincing pedigree 
on the nose: fine minerality here and impressive deline-
ation, touches of slate unfurling in the glass. The palate 
has a slightly honeyed entry and it is more exotic than 
the nose suggests with hints of orange rind and sour lem-
on dovetailing into lively chalky textured finish. This has 
great potential, so I would cellar for 2 or 3 years if you 
can resist.”(93pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 1801 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2012
 Clavoillon, Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“Orange juice, peach and a hint of spice on the nose. 
Pure and focused, with lovely acidity and calcaire-driv-
en minerality giving the middle palate a very taut qual-
ity. Finishes precise and long, with excellent cut and 
grip.”(92pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1802 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2014
 Clavoillon, Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“... rich, generously proportioned, fleshy and full-bodied 
flavors are solidly concentrated and a bit more miner-
al-driven than usual while ending in an intense, attrac-
tively textured and impressively lingering finish. This 
stylish effort displays lovely balance and a fine sense of 
underlying tension and overall, this is notably more com-
plex than it usually is at this early stage.”(90-93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400
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 1811 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2007
 Les Pucelles, Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“The Leflaive 2007 Puligny-Montrachet Les Pucelles 
offers minerality, finesse, and lift that leave behind its 
premier cru siblings. Seductive lily, heliotrope and iris 
along with high-toned herbal and pit fruit essences on the 
nose find their counterpart in wafting, bitter-sweet per-
fume and pure essence of peach and quince on a silken 
palate. There is a Chevalier-like sense of salt and stone 
shimmering through curtains of fruit in the finish. But the 
appropriateness of diaphanous metaphors here should 
not mislead one into suspecting a lack of concentration. 
In the end, this is implacably persistence, encompassing 
a tactile dimension to its sense of chalkiness. Hints of 
honey and toasted almond well up as this takes on air, 
suggesting an additional dimension of future richness. I 
expect this will reward revisiting for a decade.”(94pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1812 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2008
 Les Pucelles, Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“A textbook Pucelles nose of honeysuckle and citrus is 
trimmed in a discreet application of oak that does not 
continue over to the delicious, round and quite gen-
erous medium-bodied flavors that possess excellent 
depth on the focused and unusually powerful finish.” 
(91-93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

PARCEL LOTS 1813-1814

 1813 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2009
 Les Pucelles, Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“A notably ripe but still reasonably classic Pucelles nose 
of honeysuckle, citrus and white orchard fruit aromas, in 
particular pear, leads to rich, forward and wonderfully 
opulent medium-bodied flavors that brim with dry extract 
that coats the palate on the refined and impressively long 
finish.”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1814 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 1x6 bottle owc

PARCEL LOTS 1807-1808

 1807 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2004
 Les Pucelles, Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“A mildly reduced nose features honeysuckle and aca-
cia blossom notes introduces sweet, rich and beautifully 
complex flavors of impressive purity and vibrancy with 
brilliant length. A terrific effort that has the hallmark 
softness of Pucelles while retaining a firm and tangy, in-
deed almost linear finish that displays more minerality 
than usual.”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1808 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000
 1x6 bottle owc

 1809 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2005
 Les Pucelles, Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“A very discreet touch of brioche highlights the much 
more reserved honeysuckle, anise, honeysuckle and apri-
cot aromas that are elegant, pure and wonderfully refined 
and dissolve into sweet, intense and unusually precise 
flavors that also reflect more minerality than I typically 
find in this wine as well, culminating in superb punch and 
energy. A terrific vintage for Pucelles and one to consider 
closely.”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1810 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2006
 Les Pucelles, Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“A pure, elegant and refined nose of honeysuckle and 
spiced pear plus subtle lemon peel notes that can also 
be found on the rich, full, ripe and generous flavors that 
possess a silky mouth feel due to the impressive amount 
of dry extract present, all wrapped in a long, sappy and 
utterly classy finish. This is really lovely and trades less 
minerality for more refinement. A choice.”(90-2pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 1820 Chablis
 Blanchot, Raveneau
 - Vintage 2006 (94pts BH) (2)
 - Vintage 2007 (95pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2008 (93-94pts) (2)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1821 Chablis
 - Vintage 2009
 Blanchot, Raveneau  (94-95pts) (3)
 Butteaux, Raveneau  (92pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2010
 Blanchot, Raveneau 1crc (95pts BH) (3)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 1822 Chablis - Vintage 2010
 Butteaux, Raveneau

“I ordered a bottle of the 2010 Chablis 1er Cru les But-
teaux at the impeccable Au Fil du Zinc restaurant in 
Chablis and immediately grabbed my pen to scribble 
a tasting note. This is such a scintillating Chablis, one 
that encapsulates everything great about the 2010 vin-
tage. The nose is mineral through and through--imagine 
getting down on your hands and knees and just inhaling 
limestone after a shower. The palate continues that ten-
sile, mineral-driven theme. It is incredibly tense, perhaps 
benefiting from a slight, but pleasant reduction towards 
the finish, with awesome length and precision. What a 
fantastic Butteaux from Domaine Raveneau.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1823 Chablis
 Les Clos, Raveneau
 - Vintage 2006 (96-97pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2007 (97-98pts) (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1824 Chablis - Vintage 2008
 Les Clos, Raveneau
 1crc

“A taste of 2008 Raveneau Chablis Les Clos from the 
night before was also salty, but it was so rich, meaty and  
bracing.’ There was an ocean of sea breeze blowing in, 
settling in around a nice yellow core. This was a savory 
white wine that got richer in the glass despite it being 
kept overnight in the bottle. “(98pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1815 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2010
 Les Pucelles, Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“The 2010 Puligny-Montrachet Pucelles is a totally 
complete wine. It brings together the expressive bouquet 
and minerality of Combettes with some of the expressive 
fruit of the Folatieres. Vivid and multi-dimensional in the 
glass, the Pucelles wraps around the palate with serious 
intensity. Citrus, white flowers and green pears linger 
on the highly nuanced, refined finish. Today, though, 
the 2010 is incredibly tight. Its pedigree is impossible to 
miss. Leflaive’s Pucelles is easily one of the highlights of 
the vintage. Anticipated maturity: 2015+.”(95+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1816 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2011
 Les Pucelles, Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“Tasted blind at the Burgundy 2011 horizontal tasting in 
Beaune. The Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Pucelles 
2011 is rather muted on the nose and remains very reti-
cent. There are light dewy green-apple scents that begin 
to appear, but it is very stubborn. The palate is crisp and 
taut on the entry: quite grassy with green apple and kiwi 
fruit, segueing toward a balanced but tightly wound finish 
that needs another couple of years to unwind. This is very 
classy and should age with style.”(92pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1817 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2012
 Les Pucelles, Domaine Leflaive
 1x6 bottle owc

“Tasted blind at the Burgundy 2012 tasting in Beaune. 
The 2012 Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Pucelles from 
Anne-Claude Leflaive has an outstanding bouquet: very 
well defined, surfeit of mineralité with flinty, smoky notes 
developing after. There is real intensity and focus here. 
The palate is clean and fresh, almost clinical, with hints 
of lime cordial and citrus fruit, a dash of spice on the 
finish that is long and penetrating. This has a long future 
ahead - the best showing of Leflaive’s 2012s in this blind 
tasting.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1818 Meursault - Vintage 2002
 Blangy, Maison Leroy
 3lbsl

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1819 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2001
 Ramonet

“Incredibly beautiful and elegant aromas of white flower 
and citrus softly introduce steely, gorgeously pure and de-
lineated medium full flavors that seem as though they’re 
chiseled directly from solid rock.”(95pts BH)

 10 bottles per lot $5500-7500
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 1830 Chablis - Vintage 2010
 Monts Mains, Raveneau

“Subdued nose hints at flowers and spices. Bigger and 
rounder than the Foret, with ripe flavors of pear and spic-
es framed by an edge of saline minerality. Very ripe, sap-
py premier cru with excellent volume and early drinkabil-
ity. Finishes spicy and long, with lingering minerality. An 
excellent showing.”(92pts VM)

 9 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1831 Chablis
 - Vintage 2006
 Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau  (93-94pts) (4)
 - Vintage 2007
 Vaillons, Raveneau 1crc (92pts BH) (6)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1832 Chablis - Vintage 2009
 Les Clos, V. Dauvissat

“The 2009 Chablis Les Clos is inward, cool and impec-
cably precise. It presents a chiseled, sculpted expression 
of fruit, then blossoms on the mid-palate and finish as 
the voice of the year comes through. The 2009 is a rel-
atively open, radiant Les Clos that should offer reward-
ing drinking fairly early for this cuvée. It is drop-dead 
gorgeous from start to finish. Anticipated maturity: 2014-
2029.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1833 Chablis - Vintage 2011
 Les Clos, V. Dauvissat

“...i s especially massive in this vintage. Rich, voluptu-
ous and enveloping, the 2011 wraps around the palate 
with a crescendo of aromas and flavors supported by 
equally imposing structure. The style is quite powerful.” 
(94pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1834 Chablis - Vintage 2011
 Les Preuses, V. Dauvissat

“ A gorgeously perfumed nose is airy, cool and elegant 
with vivid aromas of dried citrus peel, acacia blossom, 
oyster shell and tidal pool hints. The remarkably ap-
proachable medium-bodied flavors are ultra-fine, indeed 
they evidence a silky mouth feel on”(92-94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1825 Chablis - Vintage 2010
 Les Clos, Raveneau
 2crc

“The aromatics alone are breathtaking, but then endless 
layers of fruit flow across the palate, captivating all the 
senses; intellectual, hedonistic and everything else. The 
Clos has elements of all the preceding wines in the same 
way Romanée-Conti encapsulates all the wines at DRC. 
The 2010 Clos shows great balance and class from start 
to finish.”(97+pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 1826 Chablis - Vintage 2007
 Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau
 2crc

“It was quintessential Chablis; the ultimate starter wine. 
It drank like silk embroidered with exotic sea shells and 
minerals. There was smack to its lemony, tangy pal-
ate, and enough length to get into the serious class.” 
(94pts JK)

 4 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1827 Chablis - Vintage 2008
 Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau

“A more elegant as well as more refined but also much 
more reserved nose of white flower and salt water aromas 
is very much in keeping with the equally refined, pure and 
silky middle weight flavors that possess excellent detail 
and precision on the textured and seductive finish that 
displays grand cru level persistence. This is not quite as 
rich as the Butteaux but it’s finer as the chiseled flavors 
are flat out gorgeous.”(94pts BH)

 5 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1828 Chablis - Vintage 2009
 Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau

“Subtle wood sets off aromas of flowers, oyster shell and 
tidal pool that complement perfectly the racy, pure and 
strikingly well-detailed medium plus weight flavors that 
brim with minerality on the delicious, mouth coating and 
impressively long finish.”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1829 Chablis - Vintage 2010
 Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau
 1crc

“Almost invisible wood frames the pretty and impres-
sively complex nose of dried flower, citrus zest, mineral 
reduction and tidal pool aromas. The well-concentrated 
mid-palate is quite round and supple though the focus is 
maintained as there is an underlying firm spine of acidity 
on the superbly intense and strikingly persistent finish. 
As it often is when young, this is really quite serious and 
it will require a few years to unwind and reveal all of its 
potential but make no mistake, this is going to be great in 
time.”(94pts BH)

 9 bottles per lot $3500-5000
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 1841 Cornas - Vintage 2008
 A. Clape

“Dense, with a impressive tannic coating to the chestnut, 
tobacco, pastis, mulled currant and blackberry fruit fla-
vors. There’s a smoldering charcoal note on the finish, 
with the grip nicely integrated.”(93pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1842 Cornas - Vintage 2009
 A. Clape

“As close to perfect as a Cornas can be, this is the single 
greatest Cornas I have ever tasted. Its black/purple color 
is accompanied by notes of blueberry liqueur, blackber-
ries, charcoal, incense, licorice and a subtle notion of 
smoke.”(99pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1843 Cornas - Vintage 2010
 A. Clape

“This complex, inky/purple-colored effort boasts abun-
dant notes of charcoal, licorice, blackberries and blue-
berries intermixed with a hint of scorched earth (or is it 
charcoal embers?), a full-bodied mouthfeel, a seamless 
personality and a crushed rock-like minerality.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1844 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2000
 Château Rayas

“The freshness in the 2000 was impressive. There was 
great spice, pepper, cedar and open red fruits. It was 
rich and tasty, and I loved its red fruits with a touch of 
brick. The 2000 was a great man cave of rich, red fruit 
flavors.”(95pts JK)

 5 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 1845 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2005
 Château Rayas
 1nl

“...is clearly the greatest wine made at this estate since 
the 1995. Made from 100% Grenache, it boasts an unu-
sually (for Rayas) dark ruby/purple-tinged color as well 
as an exceptionally sweet bouquet of black cherry jam, 
truffles, incense, licorice, and raspberries. Full-bodied 
with a stunningly rich, concentrated mouthfeel, an explo-
sive mid-palate, and a finish that lasts more than a min-
ute, it is a wine of superb power and intensity admirably 
displaying the terroir s hallmark delicacy and ethereal 
nature.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $14000-18000

 1846 7 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 1835 Cornas - Vintage 2001
 A. Clape

“A blockbuster, and potentially the finest wine produced 
at this estate in four or five years, the inky-colored 2001 
Cornas exhibits aromas of white flowers, melted licorice, 
sweet creme de cassis, blackberries, and blueberries. 
Profoundly concentrated and full-bodied, this jammy, 
thick Cornas possesses copious tannin, but it is largely 
obscured by the wealth of fruit and glycerin. It should 
turn out to be one of Clape’s greatest efforts.”(91-95pts)

 10 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1836 Cornas - Vintage 2003
 A. Clape

“On another level, the 2003 Cornas (which has a pH of 
4.1) offers gorgeous fruit and full-bodied richness, with 
a still lively and fresh profile. Bloody meat, blackberry 
liqueur, licorice and gamey notes all emerge from this 
knockout Cornas, and it’s drinking beautifully now. I’d 
enjoy bottles over the coming 5-7 years, but it will cer-
tainly evolve for longer.”(93pts)

 10 bottles per lot $2000-2800

PARCEL LOTS 1837-1838

 1837 Cornas - Vintage 2005
 A. Clape

“A dense, racy red, with a terrific beam of raspberry and 
red currant fruit laced with a taut, chalky spine. Tight-
ly drawn for now, with the structure dominant, but the 
core and balance are evident. A great tug of war between 
the minerality and the racy fruit plays out on the super-
lengthy finish.”(96pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1838 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800
 1x12 bottle ocb

PARCEL LOTS 1839-1840

 1839 Cornas - Vintage 2006
 A. Clape

“Clape’s 2006 Cornas continues to drink well, like so 
many 2006s. This bottle, ordered off the wine list at La 
Ruche in Saint-Péray, was a recent release from the win-
ery. It boasts a wonderful array of roasted meat, black 
olive and cassis flavors. Full-bodied, with a fabulously 
silky and rich texture, it finishes savory and long. Just a 
lovely bottle of mature Cornas.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1840 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800
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 1852 Hermitage - Vintage 2005
 J.L. Chave

“Really packed, but amazingly supple and velvety in tex-
ture, with layer upon layer of black mission fig, crushed 
plum, freshly brewed espresso, worn saddle leather and 
iron notes all driving through the long, long finish. The 
structure is well-integrated already, but this has a long 
life ahead of it.”(98pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1853 Hermitage - Vintage 2006
 J.L. Chave

“... reminds me of Chave s brilliant 1991. An incredibly 
subtle perfume of black raspberries, creme de cassis, 
camphor, and acacia flowers is followed by an elegant, 
concentrated wine with beautifully integrated acidity, 
tannin, wood, and alcohol. This seamless, gorgeous-
ly-proportioned, large-framed wine represents the defini-
tion of finesse, elegance, and terroir.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1854 Hermitage - Vintage 2007
 J.L. Chave

“The spectacular 2007 Hermitage boasts a dense pur-
ple color along with notes of creme de cassis, loamy soil, 
crushed rocks and acacia flowers, a rare opulence and a 
full-bodied style. Reminiscent of the 1991 Hermitage (a 
great vintage for Chave as well as most top producers in 
Hermitage), it should drink well for 20-25 years.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1855 Hermitage - Vintage 2008
 J.L. Chave

“Shows a lightly firm plum skin edge, with a briary feel to 
the pomegranate, black cherry pepper and tobacco notes. 
A tangy iron edge peeks through on the finish, with the 
briar note hanging on as well. Nice stuffing for the vin-
tage, though this relies more on acidity than tannins in 
the end.”(94pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

PARCEL LOTS 1856-1857

 1856 Hermitage - Vintage 2009
 J.L. Chave

“...exhibits a black/purple color along with a sumptuous 
nose of roasted meats, ground pepper, black currants, 
blackberry jam, and subtle smoke and licorice. The 
extraordinary bouquet is followed by a wine of extrav-
agant intensity as well as tremendous focus and preci-
sion.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1857 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1847 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2006
 Château Rayas

“The 2006 had the sweetest nose, but it showed a lit-
tle dryly on the palate. There was more strawberry to 
it, and it showed a lot like the ‘08 but with more acid.” 
(94pts JK)

 12 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 1848 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2007
 Château Rayas
 1tl

“...is a relatively dark ruby/purple-tinged wine, more 
intensely colored than most Rayas Châteauneufs tend to 
be, since they are made from 100% Grenache and color 
has never been one of their hallmarks. The extraordi-
narily youthful and still burgeoning aromatics of black 
raspberries, black cherries, truffles and licorice lead to a 
full-bodied, powerful Rayas with sweet tannin, adequate 
acidity, and an ethereal richness and unctuosity that del-
icately offers a sensual texture.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 1849 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2000
 Pignan, Château Rayas
 1lvl, 1wol

“Medium red, not especially dark for the vintage. Fresh, 
lively aromas of spicy redcurrant and red cherry, with 
a hint of strawberry jam. Sweet and spicy, with entic-
ing inner-mouth perfume; the roasted strawberry flavor 
is enlived by a peppery component. Very expressive fin-
ish features fine tannins and sneaky length of flavor.” 
(88-91pts VM)

 5 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1850 Hermitage - Vintage 2001
 J.L. Chave

“A brute right now, with a wall of bacony, coffee-tinged 
toast separating you from the core of blackberry and 
raspberry fruit. Great richness and texture here, with 
notes of tar, minerals, saddle leather and cocoa rippling 
through the finish.”(95pts WS)

 10 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1851 Hermitage - Vintage 2004
 J.L. Chave

“...Incredibly sweet and minerally, like a great Gri-
otte-Chambertin, with amazing purity of cherry and rasp-
berry fruit. A great ‘04 in the making.”(95-96pts IWC)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
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 1864 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 1x6 bottle ocb

“Remarkably perfumed nose projects an exotic bouquet 
of deep, leesy yellow fruit, minerals, honeycomb, smoked 
meat and flowers, with Asian spices building expanding 
in the glass. Almost painfully concentrated, offering a 
surreal parade of orchard and pit fruits, smoked meat, 
toasted brioche and marrow braced by intensely salty, 
stunningly incisive minerality. Imagine a Frankenstein’s 
monster of Chablis Le Clos and Clos Ste. Hune-but one 
with perfect balance, of course-and you get an idea of 
what I found in my bottle. The energetic, stony charac-
ter builds exponentially on the finish, which didn’t seem 
to, well, finish. The best analogy I can come up with for 
the intensity, focus and clarity of this Champagne is liq-
uefied barbed wire. Utterly hallucinatory and one of the 
most amazing wines I’ve ever been fortunate enough to 
drink.”(99+pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1865 Barolo - Vintage 2005
 Cascina Francia, G. Conterno

“With time in the glass hints of sweet roses, cherries, 
spices and tar emerge, all framed by impeccably silky 
tannins. As always, readers should taste this wine as soon 
as possible, as it will almost certainly head for a slumber 
during which it will be impossible to evaluate with any 
accuracy.”(95+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1866 Barolo - Vintage 2007
 Cascina Francia, G. Conterno

“...unusually dark, rich and powerful. The floral, herb-
al notes that are typical in young Cascina Francia have 
been replaced by deeper notes of tar, smoke and licorice 
to match the layers of intense dark fruit.”(96+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1867 Barolo
 Monprivato, G. Mascarello
 - Vintage 2006 (95+pts VM) (6)
 - Vintage 2007 1x12 bottle ocb (97pts) (12)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1868 Penfolds Grange - Vintage 1998
 1x6 bottle owc

“The inky/purple color is followed by an extraordinarily 
intense nose of Crème de cassis intermixed with blueber-
ry and floral notes. As the wine sits in the glass, aromas of 
meat, plums, and cola also emerge. It is a seamless effort 
with sweet tannin, well-integrated acidity, sensational 
extract, and layer upon layer of blackberry and cassis 
fruit that stain the palate and fill the mouth. Its harmony, 
freshness, and remarkable length (the finish lasts nearly 
a minute) suggest an all-time classic.”(99pts)

 5 bottles per lot $1800-2400
_____________________________

 1858 Hermitage - Vintage 2010
 J.L. Chave

“...exhibits an opaque purple color along with an ex-
traordinary bouquet of sweet blackberry fruit intermixed 
with creme de cassis, lead pencil shavings, acacia flow-
ers, bouquet garni, meat and crushed rocks. Full-bodied 
and stunningly rich with laser-like precision, this is a 
powerful, massive yet exceptionally well-balanced wine 
that should be forgotten for a decade and drunk over the 
following 30-40 years.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000

PARCEL LOTS 1859-1860

 1859 Krug Champagne - Vintage NV
 Grand cuvée

“Such a glorious expression of Champagne, combining 
depth over vintages and complexity of sites to create a 
profound, multifaceted cuvée. Rich biscuit, ginger, co-
conut and citrus aromas are followed by gingerbread, 
baked apple and grilled nut flavors, all supported by a 
firm yet harmonious structure. Endless finish. Superb.” 
(95pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1860 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

 1861 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1985
“We started innocently enough with a bottle of 1985 
Krug. As usual, the 1985 Krug delivered an outstanding 
experience. Full-bodied, tasty and with great balance to 
its brawn, the Krug had a sturdy finish and the right deli-
cacy to match. It will be a Champagne to enjoy for many 
years to come and is arguably the Champagne of the vin-
tage.”(96pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1862 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1988
“A superb Champagne and still youthful. Honey, gin-
ger, lemon confit, coffee and mineral aromas and flavors 
come to mind, all kept focused by a firm, tightly wound 
structure. The finish is where its pedigree shines through, 
lingering like warm gingerbread and coffee.”(98pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1863 Krug Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1988 (98pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1995 (98pts WS) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1200-1600
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 1871 Échézeaux - Vintage 1999
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“Explosive fruit of blackberries, vanilla and oriental 
spice with extremely ripe, relatively supple black fruit, 
round, sexy flavors underpinned by good structure, ripe 
tannins and fine acid/fruit balance. This is still very tight 
but there is good vigor, indeed even force behind this 
wine. One of the better DRC Échézeaux in a long time, 
in fact as good as the terrific ‘88 though stylistically dif-
ferent.”(92pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $6500-8500

 1872 Échézeaux - Vintage 2000
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“The Echézeaux 2000 from Domaine de la Ro-
manée-Conti won the hearts of everyone around the table 
one of those wines that you just cannot help falling for. 
It has a dark garnet core with thin bricking on the rim. 
The nose is actually reminiscent of a fine Musigny from 
de Vogüé, a little introverted at first but it’s just kidding 
with you and bursts open with infectious joie de vivre. 
The palate is medium-bodied, quite linear at first with 
superb tension and energy. No, it is not as complex as the 
Grands Echézeaux 2000 but that Loire-like, sappy finish 
is beguiling. Drink now and enjoy over the next 15 years. 
Given the growing season this performs way above ex-
pectations.”(92pts)

 1 magnum per lot $5500-7500

 1869 Corton - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl, wol

“The 2009 Corton is a showstopper. The huge, boister-
ous bouquet is the first sign the Corton is just as dazzling 
from bottle as it was from barrel. Layers of fruit satu-
rate the palate as this flashy, exuberant wine continues 
to put on weight as it sits in the glass. This is a decided-
ly opulent Burgundy that pushes the boundaries of what 
longtime DRC drinkers expect from the winery, but it is 
a gorgeous, striking wine in its own way. The 2009 is a 
great first vintage for the Corton. Anticipated maturity: 
2019-2039.”(95pts)

 1 magnum per lot $5000-7000

 1870 Corton - Vintage 2010
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“A very ripe yet fresh nose of dark berry fruit, violets 
and plum enjoy added breadth from the presence of spice, 
earth and distinct sauvage nuances. This sauvage aspect 
also characterizes the remarkably rich and full-bodied 
flavors that possess a velvety texture from the copious 
amounts of dry extract. The supporting structure possess-
es a high degree of phenolic maturity and outstanding 
length on the ever-so-slightly warm finish.”(93pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $5500-7500

A SUPERLATIVE COLLECTION OF DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE CONTI  
EXCLUSIVELY IN MAGNUM ALL PURCHASED ON RELEASE

Domaine de la Romanee Conti from the last twenty years exclusively in magnum come to us in a decadent treasure trove of 
more than eighty lots courtesy of one of our favorite wine warriors that we are honored to have back at our auction to fete JK’s 
birthday!  The only thing better than DRC is DRC in magnums😊.  It has long been speculated that the best barrels of DRC used 
to go into the large formats, and JK’s tasting notes have often supported the fact that the magnums of DRC tend to be “super 
juice.”  Here is a great way to find out, as we have exclusively magnums, all purchased upon release, and all stored in a cus-
tom-built, temperature-controlled home cellar.  Good things come in dozens with a dozen magnums each of Echezeaux, Grands 
Echezeaux and Richebourg from 1999 to 2011!!!  There are seventeen spellbinding magnums of La Tache starting with the out-
standing 2001 and 2002 vintages and concluding with three magnums each of 2010 and 2011!!!  A baker’s dozen of tremendous 
magnums of Romanee Conti, Romanee Conti are crowned by 1999, 2002, 2005, 2009 and 2010.  There’s also a baker’s dozen of 
Romanee St. Vivant – all in magnum, of course!!  All wines purchased upon release through an allocation, optimally stored and 
only moved for this sale.  This is a rare opportunity to buy DRC magnums in quantity that you do not want to miss!!!*
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 1878 Échézeaux - Vintage 2008
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“The 2008 Échézeaux is a noticeable step up in quality 
from the Vosne-Romanée. This is a decidedly rich, pow-
erful Échézeaux endowed with considerable muscle. The 
aromas and flavors build beautifully towards a dazzling, 
harmonious finish. The 2008 is a big Échézeaux that could 
use further time in the cellar. There is plenty of underly-
ing structure to support a long life in the cellar. The 2008 
is seriously impressive. If any wine can be said to repre-
sent  value’ among the Domaine’s 2008s, the Échézeaux 
is it. Anticipated maturity: 2018-2038.”(94pts)

 1 magnum per lot $5000-7000

 1879 Échézeaux - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“A ripe, elegant and densely fruited nose exudes notes of 
violets, sandalwood, anise and dried black berries that 
precede supple, rich and attractively voluminous flavors 
that retain a fine sense of underlying detail on the won-
derfully intense, persistent and quite firm finish.”(94pts 
BH)

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000

PARCEL LOTS 1880-1881

 1880 Échézeaux - Vintage 2010
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lstl, wol

“Exuberant and ripe spicy purple fruit also exhibits dis-
tinct floral and warm earth nuances that go on to suffuse 
the rich and finely detailed medium-bodied flavors that 
possess excellent underlying tension before terminating 
in a focused, intense and gorgeously long finish. This is 
pure silk and lace but the really impressive aspect of this 
wine is just how much depth it has.”(94pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000

 1881 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000
 wol

 1882 Échézeaux - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“A discreet touch of wood sets off the gorgeously floral, 
ripe and wonderfully spicy nose of red currant, menthol, 
black cherry and cassis aromas. There is impressive vol-
ume and richness to the naturally sweet, silky and mouth 
coating medium weight flavors that are shaped by fine-
grained tannins on the firm, complex, balanced and strik-
ingly persistent finale that really fans out as it lingers on 
the palate.”(93pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $5000-7000

 1873 Échézeaux - Vintage 2001
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lscl, wol

“Knockout sexy black fruit aromas trimmed in a deft 
touch of oak and distinct animale notes with expressive, 
full, pure, sweet and quite powerful flavors and a long, 
persistent, mouth coating finish A great vintage for this 
wine.”(92pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $5500-7500

 1874 Échézeaux - Vintage 2003
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“Unquestionably the finest Echzeaux I have encoun-
tered from this famed estate, the 2003 explodes from the 
glass with candied raspberries, violet, and red cherries. 
Stunningly marrying elegance with richness and density, 
this medium to full-bodied wine is ample, pure, and vel-
vety-textured. Loads of sweet red fruits are found in its 
persistent, sensual character.”(95pts)

 1 magnum per lot $5500-7500

 1875 Échézeaux - Vintage 2005
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“The soaring nose of spicy cassis, black cherry and vi-
olets this displayed from cask has now become very re-
served and brooding, merging into rich, full and utterly 
delicious flavors that possess a beguiling texture and 
unusually fine tannins compared to what I typically see 
with the Ech. This is a big wine by any measure with ex-
cellent mid-palate density and superb length. Really good 
stuff and as the “value” play in the DRC line-up, one to 
strongly consider because it surpasses its normal quality 
level by more than a fair margin in 2005.”(94pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $6500-8500

 1876 Échézeaux - Vintage 2006
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lscl, wol

“I very much like the overall sense of balance and about 
the only nit is a trace of backend warmth.”(92pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $5000-7000

 1877 Échézeaux - Vintage 2007
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“A spicy, expressive and expansive nose of red berry 
fruit, distinct vegetal nuances, freshly sliced fennel and 
obvious earth notes that transfer over to the detailed, bal-
anced and energetic flavors that possess excellent trans-
parency on the vibrant and mouth coating finish. There 
is a lingering inner mouth perfume here that makes this 
quite seductive.” (90pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $5000-7000
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 1886A Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2005
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“...discreet aromas are decidedly more elegant with 
much more floral influence on the violet and rose petal 
infused aromas that are nuanced by soy, hoisin and clove 
notes that can also be found on the muscular, robust and 
powerful big-bodied flavors that exude dry extract on the 
detailed and hugely persistent finish. This is both stylish 
and classy with tautly wound flavors that have that great 
sense of underlying tension and cuts-like-a-knife preci-
sion...” (96pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $7000-9000

 1887 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2006
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl, wol

“As it usually is relative to the Echézeaux, the restrained 
nose is distinctly more reserved but classier with a won-
derfully intense and layered nose that is more floral still 
while offering up a variety of spice notes, including an-
ise, clove and soy that can also be found on the pure and 
sleekly muscled flavors that possess real drive, indeed 
this does a slow but sure build from the mid-palate on 
through the explosive finish.”(94pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000

 1888 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2007
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“The Domaine de La Romanée-Conti 2007 Grands-
Échézeaux exhibits a rich, roasted meat dimension to 
parallel its sweetness of ripe red raspberry and cherry, 
with hints of vanilla and caramel adding a confection-
ary hint, and a flatteringly plush, creamy texture. Carda-
mom, soy, and ginger add pungency and savor to a long, 
layered finishing melange. Follow it for at least 10-12 
years.”(92pts)

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000

PARCEL LOTS 1889-1890

 1889 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“A gorgeously spicy nose features aromas of black cher-
ry, plum and soft mocha that complements well the ripe, 
supple and clearly very vibrant middle weight plus fla-
vors that are overtly muscular but not rustic and culmi-
nate in a superbly complex and palate staining finish. 
This is almost always a very substantial wine but it is 
huge in 2009 and I think that it’s safe to observe that the 
‘09 GE is impressive as hell, even relative to a wine that 
makes achieving reference standard quality look com-
monplace.”(95pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $7000-9000

 1890 1 magnum per lot $7000-9000
 wol

 1883 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2000
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl, wol

“The Grands Echézeaux 2000 is a cerebral Burgundy, 
not quite as convincing as it was three years ago, but 
still a great wine. Here it has a vibrant red berry, stony 
bouquet that is reserved at first, but opens nicely with 
limestone and sea-spray scents emerging with time. It 
has a quite brilliant balance on the palate not a powerful 
Grands Echézeaux but complex, with hints of black olive 
and chlorophyll emerging toward the finish that gently 
fans out and becomes a little spicier as it aerates. Su-
perb.”(92pts)

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000

 1884 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2001
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl, wol

“This is clearly longer than its junior partner and is an 
incredibly forceful wine, indeed even a forceful one but 
with no lack of class.”(93pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000

 1885 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2002
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“It is immediately evident that this is a deeper and finer 
wine than the Échézeaux as there is another dimension 
here with sweet, pure and classic pinot fruit aromas en-
hanced by subtle nuances of floral flower notes, damp 
earth, underbrush and even a hint of game. The big, 
muscular but utterly refined flavors are superbly intense, 
reserved and backward supported by remarkably sophis-
ticated tannins and stunning length. This is a very con-
centrated wine of real breed and impeccable balance that 
should age for 3 decades, perhaps longer.”(93pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000

 1886 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2003
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl, wol

“The 2003 Grands-EÉchézeaux, which bursts with aro-
mas of jammy blackberries as well as black cherries, is 
medium to full-bodied and fleshy. Sappy black fruits and 
distinctive notes of black chocolate are found in its ex-
pressive, bold personality. Refined, pure, and muscular 
huge amounts of firm yet ripe tannin.”(96pts)

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000
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 1896 La Tâche - Vintage 2002
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lstl, wol

“The 2002 had a great, savory nose, with a touch of BBQ 
and a bit of garden goodness. It had that great spice and 
was what you truly expect from La Tâche with all of its 
superb balance. Its concentration and soupy goodness 
were admirable. I am a huge fan of this vintage for Red 
Burgundy in general.”(97pts JK)

 1 magnum per lot $10000-14000

PARCEL LOTS 1897-1898

 1897 La Tâche - Vintage 2003
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl, wol

“The 2003 La Tâche reveals aromas of milk chocolate, 
violets, roses, and dark cherries. Suave, displaying mas-
sive amplitude and a full-bodied, velvety-textured char-
acter, this behemoth s flavor profile brings to mind choc-
olate-covered black cherries. Immensely powerful and 
noble, it offers an interminable finish that is packed with 
flawlessly ripe, sweet tannin.”(99pts)

 1 magnum per lot $9000-12000

 1898 1 magnum per lot $9000-12000
 wol

 1899 La Tâche - Vintage 2004
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“This too is sublime in its subtlety and grace with inef-
fably pure aromas and it strikes a balance between the 
opulence of the RSV and the restraint of the GE with an 
expressive yet ultra fine nose of rose petals, violets and 
seductive spice notes that introduce unbelievably refined 
flavors that seem crafted from silk and lace, culminat-
ing in a linear, mouth coating finish that detonates like a 
bomb and lasts and lasts.”(95pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $8000-11000

 1900 La Tâche - Vintage 2005
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlbsl

“Many know the greatness that is 2005 DRC, and this 
bottle was no exception. It was the best by far. Yes, the 
wine was totally wound up in the glass, but it had the 
longest finish by a mile, and there was no doubt about its 
position at the top of the pyramid. It was full of rocks, di-
amonds, blackberries and smoke. This demonstrated how 
great the ‘05 vintage is and showed tremendous definition 
and decades of potential.”(99pts JK)

 1 magnum per lot $13000-17000

PARCEL LOTS 1891-1892

 1891 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2010
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl, wol, wisl

“This is the second time that I have tasted the 2010 
Grands Echézeaux Grand Cru from bottle from Domaine 
de la Romanée-Conti, and it was a wine that prompted 
a table of mature Pinot aficionadoes to remark upon the 
joys of infanticide. This is just a fantastic wine from the 
domaine. The nose is heavenly with its exquisite deline-
ation, the fruit maybe a touch darker and earthier than 
a couple of years ago -- yet still with subtle woodland/
sous-bois aromas and a hint of morels. The palate is won-
derfully defined, so fresh and precise with filigree tannin. 
Yet there is great backbone to this wine, a framework that 
imparts a sense of symmetry that is totally disarming. 
Of course, readers should afford this magnificent wine a 
decade in the cellar...unless by complete accident a cork-
screw falls into the cork and twists around until the cork 
pops out. Then you will have to drink it.”(96pts)

 1 magnum per lot $7000-9000

 1892 1 magnum per lot $7000-9000
 wol

PARCEL LOTS 1893-1894

 1893 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“...has a fragrant bouquet, perhaps the most refined since 
Aubert de Villaine and his team took guardianship of the 
vineyard. Leaving the wine to unfurl over ten minutes, 
there are subtle ferrous notes that surface with passing 
moments, hints of wild mushroom infusing the brambly 
red fruit. The palate is crisp on the entry with hints of 
bitter cherry and a touch of white pepper.”(94pts)

 1 magnum per lot $5500-7500

 1894 1 magnum per lot $5500-7500
 wol

 1895 La Tâche - Vintage 2001
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“Strikingly extravagant nose of rose petals, oriental spic-
es, pungent tea and leather notes plus ultra elegant pinot 
fruit. The powerful, chiseled, pure flavors are remarkably 
detailed, precise and fine with mind bending complexity 
yet for all the emotional drama of this wine, it remains 
understated and almost aloof at the moment. The finish 
is dense, structured and quite firm though there is nary 
a hard edge to be found and while this too cannot rival 
the other worldly 1999, 2001 will one day be thought of 
as a genuinely excellent vintage for La Tâche. In short, 
aristocratic in every sense.”(96pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $9000-12000
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Lot: 1895-1898
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PARCEL LOTS 1904-1905

 1904 La Tâche - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lscl, wol

“A discreet but incredibly complex nose features notes 
of spicy, pure and relatively high-toned fruit that is laced 
with plenty of rose petal and violet hints. There is ex-
cellent energy and freshness to the lacy and stunningly 
precise broad-scaled flavors that build in intensity from 
the densely concentrated mid-palate to the explosive and 
mouth coating finish that seemingly goes on without end. 
This is a big LT with ample muscle and very firm but 
not aggressive structure along with superb depth of un-
derlying material and positively mind-blowing length.” 
(98pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $10000-14000

 1905 1 magnum per lot $10000-14000
 lscl, wol

PARCEL LOTS 1906-1908

 1906 La Tâche - Vintage 2010
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl, wol

“This is perhaps even more floral than the Richebourg 
and every bit as spicy on the ultra-pure, cool and remark-
ably elegant mix of red and blue pinot fruit, red currant 
and wild red berries that are openly mineral-inflected. As 
with all of the DRC ‘10s, the equally stony flavors and 
supporting tannins are extremely fine and while there 
is ample power and vibrancy, the palate feel is all silk 
and satin. To be sure, this is a big wine with impressive 
concentration but this is definitely not cut from the same 
cloth as say the 2005 or 2009 versions are. I can admire 
both styles but this one is seriously lovely.”(98pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $11000-15000

 1907 1 magnum per lot $11000-15000
 vlscl, wol

 1908 1 magnum per lot $11000-15000
 wol

 1901 La Tâche - Vintage 2006
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“A 2006 DRC La Tâche made everyone stand up and take 
notice. This was a deep wine showing lots of skin, with 
that cedary goodness on top of fruit that smelled addic-
tively good. There was almost a drug-like euphoria to the 
La Tâche. This was a full and long wine, with a finish that 
was fine and polished despite lingering on and on. There 
was forest in the house, or this was a house made out of 
an entire forest, as its breadth and depth impressed us all. 
Spicy and sexy, La Tache is always special.”(96pts JK)

 1 magnum per lot $9000-12000

 1902 La Tâche - Vintage 2007
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“Hints of mocha, vanilla, maraschino, and almond paste 
lend a confectionary note to generously rich cassis and 
raspberry, while Latakia tobacco, peat, clove, black pep-
per, star anise, and cumin contribute commune-typical 
Vosne-Romanée personality in spades. The high-toned, 
sweet themes continue inner mouth, with intimation of he-
liotrope, rowan, and lily perfume, while the wine’s smoky, 
spicy elements seem to descend into a low-register under-
tone of roasted red meats and forest floor. As this opens 
to the air, a subtly sweet-saline suggestion of lobster 
shell reduction adds richness and succulence. Strikingly 
creamy in feel, this La Tâche nevertheless possessed a 
fresh berry edge that helps convey vibrancy to a finish 
that practically glows in your mouth, offering another of 
those Burgundian paradoxes of light and dark..”(96pts)

 1 magnum per lot $8500-11000

 1903 La Tâche - Vintage 2008
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“The 2008 La Tâche is another huge, powerful wine. 
Deep layers of perfumed fruit flow from this gorgeous 
wine. Mint, crushed flowers, orange peel and spices are 
just some of the notes that emerge from the wonderfully 
textured fruit. Darker hints of earthiness, tar and min-
erals frame the sweeping, eternal finish. This is simply 
dazzling. Anticipated maturity: 2028-2048.”(97pts)

 1 magnum per lot $9000-12000
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 1915 Richebourg - Vintage 2005
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl, wol

“...swirling coaxes superbly elegant and pure aromas 
that are wonderfully broad and include red, black, blue 
and violet aromas as well as seemingly a full cupboard of 
Asian spices that complement to perfection the extreme-
ly rich, full and sweet flavors that are quite floral in the 
mouth, all wrapped in a detailed and punchy finish where 
the tannic spine is completely buried. While it sounds 
moderately odd to describe it this way, there is a swagger 
to the ‘05 Riche and this will clearly be one very long 
distance runner...”(97pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $8000-11000

 1916 Richebourg - Vintage 2008
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“The 2008 Richebourg sweeps across the palate with a 
breathtaking combination of elegance and power. It is 
a huge wine that boasts tons of mineral-driven, pointed 
fruit with more than enough depth to fill out its broad 
shoulders. All of the elements build gracefully towards 
the intense, taut finish. The Richebourg is likely to require 
considerable patience.”(96pts)

 1 magnum per lot $7000-9000

PARCEL LOTS 1917-1918

 1917 Richebourg - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl, wol

“The bottle that I tried displayed a hint of reduction 
though not enough to hide the intensely floral and no-
tably ripe nose that features fresh notes of plum, mocha 
and cassis that are sprinkled with exotic spice notes. The 
expansive and tautly muscular broad-shouldered flavors 
are, unusually, almost as fine as those of the RSV yet even 
slightly more complex with the same finely grained tan-
nins. The length is similar but at present, the extra dimen-
sion of depth gives this the barest of edges.”(97pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $7500-10000

 1918 1 magnum per lot $7500-10000
 vlscl, wol

PARCEL LOTS 1909-1911

 1909 La Tâche - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“As it was from cask this is more restrained than usual 
and it requires aggressive swirling to coax the pure and 
spicy essence of red berry fruit aromas to emerge from 
the glass where there is a slight hint of herbal tea present. 
There is a similar reserve to the distinctly focused and 
linear flavors that enjoy a seemingly unlimited reserve 
of dry extract that renders the fine-grained and silky tan-
nins almost invisible at present though I suspect that they 
will become much more apparent once the baby fat melts 
away.”(96pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $8000-11000

 1910 1 magnum per lot $8000-11000
 wol

 1911 1 magnum per lot $8000-11000
 wol

 1912 Richebourg - Vintage 2000
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“Really quite regal but in more of a middle weight than 
its normal massive, well muscled and structured charac-
ter. This isn t at the usual level of excellence at the mo-
ment but there is so much sap that I believe it will come 
together.”(92pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $7000-9000

 1913 Richebourg - Vintage 2001
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“There was great perfume and lots of red fruit to this 
rich and oily red. It was very concentrated with lots of 
rose and oil components. Rich, long and tasty, I noted 
it was even better than the ‘01 La Tâche I just had in 
Miami.”(96pts JK)

 1 magnum per lot $7000-9000

 1914 Richebourg - Vintage 2002
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“This is pungently floral with fresh rose notes nuanced 
by intense red fruits and a deep, wonderfully attractive 
plumy hint followed by powerfully spiced flavors that of-
fer impeccable balance and real muscle plus a sappy, pal-
ate staining finish. The tannins are extremely fine in this 
vintage and there is a lovely suppleness to the mid-palate 
without its usual robustness; in fact, there is a pretty tex-
tured quality to the structure.”(95pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $7500-10000
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Lot: 1919-1921
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Lot: 1925, 1928, 1931
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 1925 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1999
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl, wol

“The RC had ridiculous concentration and insane baby 
fat. Its richness, super freshness and super crushed berry 
core were the stuff of legends. It was still such a baby 
yet able to show an enormous amount of greatness. 
Broad-shouldered and flamboyant, the 1999 RC is up 
there with the greatest ever made. Aubert certainly thinks 
so...”(99pts JK)

 1 magnum per lot $40000-55000

 1926 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2000
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl, wol

“Brooding, backward and quite a bit more reserved 
and less expressive with subtly spicy black fruit aromas 
trimmed by a subtly spicy black fruit aromas trimmed by 
a subtle hint of oak and followed by restrained, pure, gor-
geously sappy and harmonious, completely seductive fla-
vors that offer the best delineation of any of these wines. 
This is extraordinarily fine and detailed with length that 
lasts and lasts. Though this will undoubtedly add weight 
and complexity, it will likely always be understated and 
refined rather than powerful. This is a simply sublime 
combination of spice, silk and velvet delivered in a per-
fect sphere of impeccable balance. Incredible by any 
standard but especially so far the vintage.”(95pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $30000-40000

 1927 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2001
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol, sdc, wc

“Brooding, reserved, somewhat austere yet classic, 
picture perfect aromas of red and black fruits cut with 
almost as much spice and aromatic nuances as the La 
Tâche plus a subtle touch of earth, soy and hoisin that 
combine to create a bouquet of simply stunning com-
plexity. The purity and detail are flat out incredible with 
nuanced, multilayered flavors wrapped in pinot sap and 
culminating in an awe-inspiring finish. Silk, velvet and 
mouth coating sap completely buffer the ripe structure 
and this RC possesses what all of the great ones do ab-
solutely perfect harmony; this is seamless and there are 
no edges. It is as it were a perfect sphere with a haunting 
finish that I could taste hours later. This is destined to be 
a great wine.”(97pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $30000-40000

 1928 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2002
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol, wc, ssos

“...superbly detailed nose of dried rose petals, kirsch and 
plenty of spice taut, focused, very backward, powerful 
and very punchy flavors are more discreet with seriously 
impressive detail and layer after layer of sappy extract 
and incredible depth impeccably balanced spiritual sense 
of harmony.”(97pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $30000-40000

PARCEL LOTS 1919-1921

 1919 Richebourg - Vintage 2010
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“The restrained and markedly cool nose displays an im-
pressive variety of floral and spice hints that add a sense 
of elegance to the stunningly complex ripe dark berry 
fruit and plum aromas. While this is almost always a 
muscular and at times even robust wine young, in 2010 
it offers a truly remarkably sophisticated mouth feel 
because like the RSV, the tannins are refined and fine-
grained. Moreover, there is the same knockout complexity 
that the nose displays on the intensely mineral-driven fin-
ish and overall, this is a complete wine of simply fantastic 
length.”(96pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $7500-10000

 1920 1 magnum per lot $7500-10000
 wol

 1921 1 magnum per lot $7500-10000
 wol

PARCEL LOTS 1922-1923

 1922 Richebourg - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lscl, wol

“Though it may not be quite as elegant as the Romanée 
St. Vivant it is arguably even more aromatically complex 
with a wonderfully fresh if restrained nose of hoisin, black 
fruit, soy and anise. There is remarkable concentration of 
dry extract that completely buffers the otherwise tightly 
wound tannic spine while pushing it to the background 
as the broad-shouldered flavors culminate in a balanced, 
long and velvety mineral-inflected finish that delivers as-
tonishing persistence.”(95pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $7000-9000

 1923 1 magnum per lot $7000-9000
 wol

 1924 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1997
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 bn, wol

“An intensely floral nose that is surprisingly reserved, 
particularly for a vintage that in many cases has already 
peaked, also evidence notes of spice and dried rose petal 
and significantly, there is no sign of surmaturit  or the 
obverse case of undue greenness. The firm structure un-
derpinning the ripe medium weight flavors remains well 
integrated and there is good volume if not the sheer depth 
of the finest vintages. In sum, a deceptively graceful 
wine that is still on its way up. Multiple, and consistent, 
notes.”(93pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $28000-38000
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 1932 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2006
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl, wol

“Here too is a very reserved yet ultra classy and refined, 
indeed even ethereal nose that is quite simply kaleido-
scopic in its breadth, combining red, blue and black fruits 
with spice, earth, minerality and a hint of underbrush that 
stands aside for the perfectly balanced, pure and stylish 
medium full flavors that are very firmly but not aggres-
sively structured while delivering flat out unbelievable 
length yet all the while remaining completely understated 
in personality. As are all the very best vintages of RC, this 
is spherical with nothing out of place and this will age ef-
fortlessly for decades. The La Tâche is truly spectacular 
but there is simply another dimension of depth present 
here. A wine of sheer class and the epitome of the phrase 
‘power without weight’.”(97pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $30000-40000

 1933 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2007
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“I have never been treated to such a profusion of floral 
perfume from this legendary site as rose over the glass 
of 2007 Romanée-Conti. Hyacinth, rose, gladiola, and 
iris are underlain by scents of moss-covered, damp stone, 
wild ginger, and diverse tiny red fruits. “Romanée-Conti 
c est le nez,” remarks de Villaine of this almost ethereal 
Pinot. The contrast with the more fleshly La Tache could 
not be more dramatic. But this doesn t pull back on its 
silken-textured palate, either   far from it: along with 
persistent inner-mouth profusion of floral perfume come 
savory, irresistibly juicy raspberry and pomegranate as 
well as an impression of marrow-rich, multi-boned meat 
stock. A wafting, wave-like finish harbors the sort of ex-
hilarating sheer refreshment one looks for in white wine, 
and a kaleidoscopic interchange of colorful floral, spice, 
fruit, carnal, and mineral elements such as few wines of 
any sort can deliver.”(96pts)

 1 magnum per lot $30000-40000

 1934 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2008
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl, wol

“This is the most backward wine in the range at present 
with extremely reticent aromas of ultra elegant and re-
fined red berry fruit, spice and floral notes plus earth and 
underbrush hints that complement perfectly the detailed, 
intense and palate etching middle weight flavors that for 
all the reserve of the nose, explode into a gorgeously pure 
and driving finish of truly stunning length that seems to 
have boundless energy.”(97pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $30000-40000

 1929 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2003
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl, wol

“Good red-ruby. Knockout nose of black raspberry, to-
bacco and flowers; vibrant for 2003. Then dense, creamy 
and seamless yet almost shockingly vibrant, with out-
standing balance and an impression of firm acids. The 
mounting finish goes on and on. Great wine, perhaps 
monumental.”(97+pts IWC)

 1 magnum per lot $30000-40000

 1930 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2004
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl, wol

“A supremely beautiful if very reserved nose with a stun-
ning melange of spice notes, floral notes, particularly vi-
olets, red and black berry fruit aromas plus nuances of 
earth, game and smoke combine to perfectly complement 
the equally reserved, pure and unbelievably precise and 
pure medium full flavors underpinned by sophisticated 
tannins and huge length while other wines have class, 
Romanée-Conti defines the term... the most remarkable of 
all is the wine s ability to aggregate attributes unlike any 
other... one of the very finest in terms of the delicacy and 
harmony of expression.”(94pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $30000-40000

 1931 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2005
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“An exceptionally floral yet restrained nose with aromas 
of both rose and violets that combine with a panoply of 
spice notes yet the overall impression is classic young 
RC as the nose is both cool and reserved yet aristocratic. 
The sweet, intense, focused, detailed and vibrant flavors 
offer superb drive and punch though there is not the sheer 
scale of the LT yet they’re finer and somehow even purer, 
indeed absolutely crystalline though I kept asking myself 
how this was possible as the purity of the La Tâche is itself 
mind blowing. The descriptor of ‘power without weight’ 
came to mind again and again as the flavors slide down 
the throat with no sense of heaviness yet the impact and 
precision of the presently somewhat austere finish is quite 
simply hard to believe. In a word, this is mind bending 
and in a visceral sense, this is a monumental wine that of 
real emotional impact. Genius in a glass.”(99+pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $40000-55000
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 1938 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 1999
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lbsl, wol

“The 1999 Romanée-St-Vivant initially has its nose put 
out of joint by the precocious 1999 Échézeaux, but allow-
ing the wine to unfold over 30 to 40 minutes, it shows its 
true breeding. Returning after ten minutes, the nose pos-
itively explodes from the glass with a sorbet-like purity   
hints of wild strawberry, cassis and a little blueberry   a 
piercing intensity that is wondrous to behold. The palate 
is medium-bodied and does not have the volume of the 
1999 Échézeaux, but there is superior clarity and focus, 
the tannins clearly fine and the finish shimmering with 
tension and femininity. This is just a beautiful wine that 
will only get better. Drink 2016-2030.”(96pts)

 1 magnum per lot $8000-11000

 1939 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2000
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“Full medium red. Pure, complex, perfumed aromas of 
violet, gunflint, minerals, spices and earth. Sweet but 
light on its feet, lifted by a note of menthol. Finishes with 
noteworthy persistence. Tannins are firm and dusty.” 
(91+pts IWC)

 1 magnum per lot $6500-8500

 1940 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2001
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 nl, wol

“This displays a positively classic nose of soaring Asian 
spices, ripe plum and a gamut of ripe, pure and lacy red 
and black fruits with the latter predominating all wrapped 
together with a seductive kiss of sweetly scented, highly 
perfumed violets; the nose is, in a word, intoxicating. All 
of this aromatic intensity leads to remarkably powerful, 
linear, borderline robust flavors that show simply unbe-
lievable complexity and stunning length. This will very 
likely surpass every other RSV from the Domaine in re-
cent memory. A dazzling effort.”(96pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $6500-8500

 1941 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2002
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“The 2002 Romanée Saint Vivant from Domaine de la 
Romanée-Conti has a heavenly bouquet. It was served 
blind but the tangible stem addition betrayed the grower, 
particularly when it was later compared next to an Hen-
ri Jayer. The bouquet is very complex with red berries, 
tree bark, a touch of dried blood and smoke, but what is 
striking is the delineation. The palate is medium-bodied 
and as you would expect, extremely well balanced. There 
is plenty of sappy red fruit here suffused with sage and 
rosemary, a touch of spice enlivening a finish that has 
impressive density (so much so that it could pass as a 
Richebourg.) I was not the only person to notice how it 
became more more savory and ferrous in the glass, after 
30 minutes suggesting a touch of Japanese tea (the prop-
er, thickly textured type). Just wondrous. “(95pts)

 1 magnum per lot $7000-9000

 1935 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl, wol

“It’s a fool’s errand to try and capture all of the vari-
ous nuances but a few of the major components would 
include dried rose petals, hoisin, clove, anise and cassis 
that merge seamlessly into regal, pure and gorgeous-
ly intense middle weight flavors that possess seemingly 
limitless reserves of dry extract that almost completely 
hide the perfectly integrated tannins on the firm, miner-
al-driven, overtly austere and linear finish. This possess-
es such a spectacular nose that you don’t even have to 
drink it to be thrilled and the flavors are perfectly spher-
ical.”(98+pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $35000-50000

 1936 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2010
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“This is also intensely spicy with a similar array of high-
ly restrained but exceptionally complex floral and cool 
red and black berry fruit aromas. There is a real sense 
of focused power to the beautifully well-delineated, pure 
and highly nuanced, multifaceted medium-bodied flavors 
wrapped in a deep reserve of dry extract before culmi-
nating in a breathtakingly persistent finish replete with 
the hallmark youthful austerity. Like all of the great vin-
tages of this most famous of burgundies, it is almost in-
conceivably spherical with a Zen-like sense of harmony.” 
(99pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $40000-55000

 1937 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“Discreet wood sets off a wonderfully elegant, airy and 
ultra-pure dark pinot fruit nose that is perhaps even more 
reticent and shut down than the La Tâche and only seri-
ously aggressive swirling can reveal stubborn notes of 
rose petal, spice and menthol influence. The ultra-silky 
but firm medium-scaled flavors are also blessed with 
an impressive abundance of dry extract that buffers the 
prominent but ripe supporting tannins on the moderately 
austere, deep and palate coating finish. The length here 
is genuinely amazing, indeed even at this early juncture 
this is already the longest wine in the range. As it virtu-
ally always is at this point in its development, this is an 
exercise in understatement, poise and controlled power 
with an unrivaled purity of expression. In sum, this is 
Zen-like. As to whether it will ultimately be better than 
the La Tâche in 2011 remains to be seen but for now the 
two seem to be neck and neck from a purely qualitative 
perspective.”(96pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $30000-40000
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PARCEL LOTS 1946-1947

 1946 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl, wol

“The 2009 Romanée St.Vivant is wonderfully complete. 
The combination of power and elegance is breathtaking 
as layers of fruit flow across the palate in stunning style. 
Hard candy, flowers, mint and dark red berries build to 
the dramatic, explosive finish. In 2009 the Romanée St. 
Vivant is a wine of considerable volume and textural 
depth, but it will require a good many years for those 
qualities to come through fully.”(97pts)

 1 magnum per lot $7000-9000

 1947 1 magnum per lot $7000-9000
 vlscl, wol

PARCEL LOTS 1948-1949

 1948 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2010
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“All that I could think when I first put my nose in the glass 
was “wow!” as the airy and very cool nose of ultra-ele-
gant spice, floral and herbal nuances greeted me. Add to 
this plenty of attractive nuances to the kaleidoscopically 
layered red currant and plum suffused aromas and you 
have something pretty special. This is, not surprisingly, 
much more refined than the GrandsEch as the supporting 
tannins on the silky middle weight flavors are extremely 
fine-grained yet notably dense as the explosive finish is 
quite firm. Despite the tightly wound structure the overall 
impression of the mouth feel is one of delicacy and ulti-
mate refinement.”(96pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $7500-10000

 1949 1 magnum per lot $7500-10000
 wol

 1950 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl

“This is certainly one of, if not the, most floral wine 
in the range in 2011 with the possible exception of the 
Richebourg. The extraordinarily elegant and airy nose 
is positively kaleidoscopic in its sheer breadth of spice 
elements that combine with the stunningly pure red and 
black raspberry fruit aromas that are liberally laced with 
rose petal nuances. The lacy, intense and beautifully pre-
cise middle weight flavors are harmonious and impecca-
bly well-balanced on the fabulously long and silky finish 
where a touch of youthful asperity is present. This should 
be terrific in time.”(94pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000
_____________________________

 1942 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2003
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“Perhaps the biggest Romanée-St.-Vivant produced at 
this domaine, the 2003 offers aromatics as well as flavors 
reminiscent of blackfruits drenched in dark chocolate. 
Full-bodied, velvety-textured, as well as concentrated, it 
is immensely ripe, crammed with tannin, and vaunts an 
amazingly long finish.”(95pts)

 1 magnum per lot $6500-8500

 1943 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2004
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“A deft touch of wood frames exuberantly expressive and 
luxurious black fruit nose nuanced by a huge range of 
spices including anise, clove and cinnamon with notes 
of tea and hoisin as well. The moderately full flavors are 
sappy, rich and sweet with ample volume and a palate 
drenching finish that benefits from an underlying sense 
of vibrancy. There is real energy here, which seems to 
collect and focus the flavors.”(92pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $5500-7500

 1944 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2007
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“An ultra elegant, pure and quite delicately fruited and 
spiced nose that is extremely fresh, floral and expansive 
that is more layered still as it introduces seductively tex-
tured, detailed and gorgeously delineated middle weight 
flavors that possess laser-like focus if less density than 
is usually seen with this wine. Indeed, this is rather like 
a ballerina with limited power and weight but the watch 
word here is purity, purity and purity. I quite like this but 
it will strike some as unduly light though I believe the 
underlying material is present such that it will add weight 
in bottle as it ages.”(94pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000

 1945 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2008
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wol

“As one would reasonably expect, this is notably more 
elegant with a pure, delicate and layered nose of floral 
notes, in particular rose and violet, along with clove, 
anise and sandalwood nuances that gracefully introduce 
rich, forward and generous flavors that retain a won-
derful sense of tension, detail and refinement on the pre-
cise, textured and focused finish that offers tremendous 
length.”(95pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000
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 1954 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 1975
 Sauternes
 1ts, 1vhs, 1lbsl, 1wisl, 1ssos

“The nose has it all - a Marilyn of a wine the nose is so 
thick it exudes richness so many things going on, adjec-
tives would do it a disservice honey, baked something, 
Crème brulee, grilled almonds, orange peel/flowers 
loads of caramel and full of structure fabulous spice and 
alcohol on the finish honey flavors and hints of apricots 
outstanding, huge, lingering.”(99pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $1000-1400

PARCEL LOTS 1955-1956

 1955 Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 A. Rousseau

“...is also ultra-pure and densely fruited with notes of an-
ise, mint, wet stone and a sauvage hint that introduces in-
tensely earthy and mineral-driven big-bodied flavors that 
are rich, powerful, serious and densely concentrated, all 
wrapped in a silky, pa”(98pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 1955A 3 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 1956 3 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 1957 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000
 1nl, 1vlscl

 1951 Château Margaux - Vintage 1986
 Margaux

“The 1986 Château Margaux is one of the dark horses 
of the vintage. It has an exquisite bouquet that is now 
fully mature, with a mixture of red and black fruit, vio-
lets, pastilles and hints of cold stone. It blossoms in the 
glass, gaining intensity all the time. The palate is medi-
um-bodied with fine tannin, a more robust Margaux as 
you would expect given the vintage, clearly with firm 
backbone, more straight-laced than the 1985 or 1989. Yet 
there is wonderful delineation and focus here. If you seek 
strictness and classicism in a wine, then this is the place 
to come, plus there is superb mineralité and tension on 
the ferrous finish. Perhaps a little overlooked in recent 
years, the 1986 Margaux comes highly recommended for 
those who love the property. This is a wine finally coming 
of age.”(97pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1000-1400

PARCEL LOTS 1952-1953

 1952 1 double magnum per lot $2000-2800
 bn, nl

 1953 1 double magnum per lot $1800-2400
 wisl, nl, spc, ssos

BIG-TIME BURGUNDY OF A SUCCESSFUL BUSINESSMAN FEATURING THE 2009 VINTAGE
This successful businessman loves boats personally and professionally, sailing around the world to see his many clients 
and friends.  An avid drinker, he is extremely generous sharing from his massive collection and is often the life of the party 
accordingly!  One hundred and ten lots are on offer here, featuring the esteemed 2009 Red Burgundy vintage and dozens of lots 
from DRC, Leroy and Dujac as well as Rousseau, Roumier, Coche-Dury, Pierre-Yves Colin-Morey and Ramonet!!!  

The outstanding 2009 Red Burgundy vintage struts its stuff with Rousseau having multiple lots of Chambertin, Clos de Beze 
and Clos St. Jacques.  There are sixteen selections of Domaine de la Romanee Conti centering around eight lots of La Tache 
highlighted by two original six-packs of the 2009 vintage, backed by three six-packs of 2009 Richebourg as well as bottle of 
Romanee Conti itself from the same vintage!  Nine lots of lovely Leroy including 1988 Richebourg and 2009 Romanee St. Vivant 
take us to a baker’s dozen of Dujac including multiple lots of 2009 Clos de la Roche and Clos St. Denis in bottle and magnum!!  
We have twenty-three bottles and five magnums of 2009 Roumier Bonnes Mares followed by nineteen bottles of 2009 Mugnier 
Musigny.  Now that is a serious allocation!

White Burgundy seizes the mantle with a plethora of mighty Montrachet led by 2002 and 2010 Comte Lafon as well as 2010 
and 2011 DRC Montrachet.  There are eleven lots of Pierre-Yves Colin-Morey anchored by 2010s from Batard, Bienvenue, 
Criots, Chevalier and Montrachet followed by nine lots of Ramonet crowned by magnums of 2010 and 2013 Montrachet.  This 
is an incredible collection from an incredible gentleman!  All wines removed from a custom-built, temperature-controlled home 
cellar.
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Lot: 1955, 1956
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 1965 Griottes Chambertin - Vintage 2001
 C. Dugat

“Knockout high-pitched nose combines blackberry, vi-
olet, bitter chocolate and mint. Superconcentrated and 
sweet, with superb density leavened by a strong miner-
al component. Wonderfully perfumed and elegant wine. 
The Charmes finishes with more obvious tannic struc-
ture and power, but this is classier and more aromatic.” 
(95pts IWC)

 4 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1966 Musigny - Vintage 2001
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 1ts, 1 magnum different importer

“One of the finest wines of the vintage, this is simply a 
spectacular effort that has captured every bit of the po-
tential it originally displayed in cask. Restrained and 
backward nose of a fantastically complex mix of black-
berries, spice, cedar, soy, anise and dried herbs followed 
by full-bodied, multi-layered flavors of amazing length. 
Opulent and lavish yet all remains exquisitely balanced 
and this is astonishingly precise. A real stunner of a wine 
that is as classy and graceful as they come. As good and 
classy as the ‘02 if not quite as structured.”(96pts BH)

 6 magnums per lot $7000-9000

 1967 Musigny - Vintage 2018
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue

“A ripe and super-fresh nose offers up notes of black 
raspberry, plum liqueur, Asian-style tea and a whiff of 
incense. The racy, intense and mineral-driven big-bodied 
flavors retain outstanding delineation as well as an abun-
dance of palate soaking dry extract before delivering 
stunningly good length. This incredibly powerful effort 
is both classy and highly complex and like the Bonnes 
Mares, is a wine that will live for decades.”(94-97pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $3000-4000

 1968 Échézeaux - Vintage 2009
 Comte Liger-Belair

“The 2009 Liger-Belair Échézeaux was even better, as 
it should be. Its dense, sweet fruit was balanced by its 
structure and finish. Fruit and acidity were all in harmo-
ny, and the signature style of the Domaine was on full dis-
play, with added depth from the terroir. There was great 
style to this great red.”(96pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000

PARCEL LOTS 1958-1960

 1958 Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“Reduction rendered the nose all but impossible to read 
save for a few pretty spice notes that could not be denied. 
Otherwise, the supple, round and marvelously well-de-
tailed broad-shouldered flavors possess a silky mid-pal-
ate brimming with dry extract on the almost painfully 
intense and massively long finish that seems to have no 
end.”(95-98pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $7000-9500

 1959 3 bottles per lot $7000-9500

 1960 3 bottles per lot $7000-9500

 1961 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau
 1x12 bottle ocb

“We had some Clos St. Jacques action next, starting with 
a rich and sweet 2009 Rousseau Gevrey Chambertin Clos 
St. Jacques. This was full of honey and sweet and ripe, 
showing the characteristic of the 2009 vintage in Bur-
gundy very clearly. There was still tension to it despite 
its succulence. It was clearly a great Rousseau with rich, 
decadent, saucy red and purple fruit flavors.”(96+pts JK)

 12 bottles per lot $14000-18000

 1962 2 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 1spc

 1963 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2011
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau
 2 bottles different importer

“Discreet wood sets off ultra-fresh and airy aromas of 
red currant, blue berries and plum that are trimmed in 
hints of wet stone and earth. There is a wonderfully re-
fined mouth feel to the mineral-tinged middle weight fla-
vors that possess an appealing verve along with superb 
detail on the harmonious and exceptionally persistent 
finish. This very firm effort is textbook Clos St, Jacques.” 
(94pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $4000-5500

 1964 Échézeaux - Vintage 2017
 Arnoux-Lachaux
 1vlscl

“...considerably more spice influence to the dark currant 
and cool cherry scents. The sleeker if less muscular fla-
vors also possess very good concentration where the co-
pious sap imparts a beguiling texture on the even firmer 
and more serious finale. “(93pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400
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Lot: 1975-1977
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 1974 La Tâche - Vintage 2007
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Hints of mocha, vanilla, maraschino, and almond paste 
lend a confectionary note to generously rich cassis and 
raspberry, while Latakia tobacco, peat, clove, black pep-
per, star anise, and cumin contribute commune-typical 
Vosne-Romanée personality in spades. The high-toned, 
sweet themes continue inner mouth, with intimation of he-
liotrope, rowan, and lily perfume, while the wine’s smoky, 
spicy elements seem to descend into a low-register under-
tone of roasted red meats and forest floor. As this opens 
to the air, a subtly sweet-saline suggestion of lobster 
shell reduction adds richness and succulence. Strikingly 
creamy in feel, this La Tâche nevertheless possessed a 
fresh berry edge that helps convey vibrancy to a finish 
that practically glows in your mouth, offering another of 
those Burgundian paradoxes of light and dark..”(96pts)

 1 magnum per lot $8500-11000

PARCEL LOTS 1975-1977

 1975 La Tâche - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle banded owc

“A discreet but incredibly complex nose features notes 
of spicy, pure and relatively high-toned fruit that is laced 
with plenty of rose petal and violet hints. There is ex-
cellent energy and freshness to the lacy and stunningly 
precise broad-scaled flavors that build in intensity from 
the densely concentrated mid-palate to the explosive and 
mouth coating finish that seemingly goes on without end. 
This is a big LT with ample muscle and very firm but 
not aggressive structure along with superb depth of un-
derlying material and positively mind-blowing length.” 
(98pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $26000-35000

 1976 6 bottles per lot $26000-35000
 1x6 bottle banded owc

 1977 6 bottles per lot $26000-35000
 1x6 bottle banded owc

PARCEL LOTS 1978-1979

 1978 2 bottles per lot $9000-12000
 2lscl

 1979 2 bottles per lot $9000-12000
 2lscl

 1969 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2009
 Aux Reignots, Comte Liger-Belair
 1lscl, 1 bottle different importer

“The 2009 Vosne-Romanée Les Reignots explodes onto 
the palate with dazzling richness and power. Black fruit 
tar, licorice and smoke are just some of the many aromas 
and flavors that stain the palate as this dark, brooding 
Burgundy shows off its pedigree. Layers of fruit build ef-
fortlessly to the huge, intense finish.”(96pts)

 3 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 1970 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1971 Mazis Chambertin - Vintage 1999
 D’Auvenay (Leroy)
 3.5cm bc, sdc, scc, ssos

“The dark ruby-colored 1999 Mazis-Chambertin has an 
awesome nose that reveals violets, intense blackberries, 
and sweet cherries. This deep, profound wine has admi-
rable focus, great purity, harmony, and a mind-boggling-
ly long finish. Loads of tangy griotte (morello) cherries 
can be found throughout this exceptional wine’s charac-
ter. It is powerful, elegant, and extroverted.”(95pts)

 1 bottle per lot $4500-6000

 1972 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2007
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The Domaine de La Romanée-Conti 2007 Grands-
Échézeaux exhibits a rich, roasted meat dimension to 
parallel its sweetness of ripe red raspberry and cherry, 
with hints of vanilla and caramel adding a confection-
ary hint, and a flatteringly plush, creamy texture. Carda-
mom, soy, and ginger add pungency and savor to a long, 
layered finishing melange. Follow it for at least 10-12 
years.”(92pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2200-3000

 1973 La Tâche - Vintage 1995
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lbsl

“There was sweet, raspberry oak on the 1995 with a 
touch of marzipan and a great citricity on the palate. 
It had excellent verve and vim with a long, spicy finish. 
While many have already given up on the ‘95 vintage for 
Red Burgs, this LT rewarded those who waited. There 
were nice tannins and it was excellently delicious, really 
rusty in a very good way.”(96pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000
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Lot: 1986, 1987
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 1986 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 4lscl, 1ssos

“The 2009 Romanée St.Vivant is wonderfully complete. 
The combination of power and elegance is breathtaking 
as layers of fruit flow across the palate in stunning style. 
Hard candy, flowers, mint and dark red berries build to 
the dramatic, explosive finish. In 2009 the Romanée St. 
Vivant is a wine of considerable volume and textural 
depth, but it will require a good many years for those 
qualities to come through fully.”(97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $15000-20000

 1987 4 bottles per lot $10000-14000
 3vlscl, 1ltl, different importers

 1988 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2009
 Les Fremieres, Domaine Leroy

“ An ultra-pure if very ripe nose offers up notes of black 
cherry, mocha, plum, wet stone and subtle spice aromas 
that give way to seductively textured and sappy medi-
um-bodied flavors ...”(93pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 1989 Latricieres Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Domaine Leroy
 lbsl, crc

“...explodes from the wine with layers of black fruit that 
totally saturate the palate. It is a rich, dazzling Burgundy 
endowed with tons of class and sheer personality. The 
fruit shows multiple dimensions of expression in a rich, 
textured style that is immensely appealing. All of the ele-
ments build effortlessly to the big finish.”(95pts)

 1 bottle per lot $6000-8000

 1990 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2009
 Aux Lavieres, Domaine Leroy
 3cm bc, ssos

“...comes across as a touch delicate and almost fleeting. 
Sweet dark fruit, licorice, menthol, leather and spices 
are nicely woven together in this precise Burgundy. This 
shows lovely precision on the understated finish.”(92pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2200-3000

 1991 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2009
 Les Boudots, Domaine Leroy
 ssos

“...is very spicy with a broad range of Vosne-like aromas 
that add plenty of nuance to the mostly very ripe mocha, 
black berry fruit and plum liqueur notes. There is excel-
lent size, weight and concentration to the velvet-textured 
flavors that enjoy copious amounts of dry extract that 
again render the very firm tannic spine almost invisible 
on the massively long finish.”(95pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 1980 La Tâche - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle banded owc

“As it was from cask this is more restrained than usual 
and it requires aggressive swirling to coax the pure and 
spicy essence of red berry fruit aromas to emerge from 
the glass where there is a slight hint of herbal tea present. 
There is a similar reserve to the distinctly focused and 
linear flavors that enjoy a seemingly unlimited reserve 
of dry extract that renders the fine-grained and silky tan-
nins almost invisible at present though I suspect that they 
will become much more apparent once the baby fat melts 
away.”(96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $20000-28000

 1981 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

PARCEL LOTS 1982-1984

 1982 Richebourg - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle banded owc

“The bottle that I tried displayed a hint of reduction 
though not enough to hide the intensely floral and no-
tably ripe nose that features fresh notes of plum, mocha 
and cassis that are sprinkled with exotic spice notes. The 
expansive and tautly muscular broad-shouldered flavors 
are, unusually, almost as fine as those of the RSV yet even 
slightly more complex with the same finely grained tan-
nins. The length is similar but at present, the extra dimen-
sion of depth gives this the barest of edges.”(97pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $18000-24000

 1983 6 bottles per lot $18000-24000
 5lscl

 1984 6 bottles per lot $18000-24000
 3lscl, 1ltl

 1985 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lscl

“It’s a fool’s errand to try and capture all of the vari-
ous nuances but a few of the major components would 
include dried rose petals, hoisin, clove, anise and cassis 
that merge seamlessly into regal, pure and gorgeous-
ly intense middle weight flavors that possess seemingly 
limitless reserves of dry extract that almost completely 
hide the perfectly integrated tannins on the firm, miner-
al-driven, overtly austere and linear finish. This possess-
es such a spectacular nose that you don’t even have to 
drink it to be thrilled and the flavors are perfectly spher-
ical.”(98+pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $16000-22000
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 1996 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2009
 Les Beaux Monts, Domaine Leroy
 4-3.5cm bc, 4lscl, 2crc w no top, 5ssos

“As is usually the case, this is slightly more elegant than 
the Brûlées with plenty of floral influence though here 
it’s more rose petal and lavender nuances than violets 
together with an abundance of stone and spice hints. The 
silky, pure and stunningly well-detailed flavors possess 
terrific verve on the extract-rich, balanced and superb-
ly persistent finish. While I would give the nod to the 
Brûlées, it’s only by a slim margin as this is magnificent 
in its own right plus it should age impeccably well for 
years to come.”(95pts BH)

 5 bottles per lot $12000-16000

PARCEL LOTS 1997-1998

 1997 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2009
 Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“A remarkably fresh and expressive nose displays hight-
oned red berry fruit, earth and mineral aromas that give 
way to firm, serious and equally mineral-driven big-bod-
ied flavors that offer excellent verve on the wellmuscled 
and especially structured finish that seems to go on with-
out end. This positively dazzling effort is not quite old 
school in basic character though it knocks on the door of 
it and like several of these grands crus, will need 15 to 
20+ years to reach its full prime.”(96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 1998 6 bottles per lot $5500-7500
 1x6 bottle ocb

 1999 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Dujac
 vlbsl

“The 2009 Charmes-Chambertin is unbelievably sophis-
ticated and gracious. The warmth of the year has filled 
out the wine beautifully and also softened the tannins. 
This is a decidedly rich, expansive Charmes that impress-
es for its aristocratic personality. I hope to taste it again 
in another decade or so. I noted that the Charmes was 
quite a bit more complex from bottle than it was from 
barrel. Anticipated maturity: 2019-2039.”(95+pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1200-1600

 1992 Richebourg - Vintage 1988
 Domaine Leroy

“The 1988 Richebourg has slightly less finesse and a 
less perfect bouquet than the Romanée St.-Vivant, but 
it is more muscular. fuller-framed, and a titan of a wine 
with its huge proportions and massive concentration and 
depth. This is a monumental old-style burgundy that is 
meant to last for ages, and I am envious of anyone who is 
fortunate enough to put it in their cellars. The 1988 vin-
tage attests to a remarkably auspicious start for the new 
Domaine Leroy in Vosne-Romanée.”(98pts)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 1993 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2009
 Domaine Leroy
 lscl

“Not surprisingly, this is completely different from the 
Renardes with significantly more aromatic refinement 
that presents itself in the form of spicy and ultra-pure flo-
ral and black fruit aromas. The equally polished flavors 
seem crafted from nothing other than gossamer-like pure 
silk that dances across the palate before terminating in a 
sophisticated and perfectly balanced finish.”(98pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $5500-7500

 1994 Savigny les Beaune - Vintage 2009
 Narbantons, Domaine Leroy
 1ssos

“ An admirably pure and almost airy nose of raspberry 
and wild red berry liqueur aromas marries into detailed, 
intense and energetic flavors that culminate in a dusty, 
firm and linear finish...”(93pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 1995 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2009
 Aux Brulées, Domaine Leroy

“A beguiling, exotic bouquet redolent of sweet baking 
spices, star anise, orange peel, iron and smoke. With time 
in the glass layers of dark fruit begin to emerge, melding 
seamlessly with the aromatics and tannin. The perception 
of structure is present, but buried under a wall of fruit. 
The Brulées starts to close in on itself rather quickly sug-
gesting it is headed for a period of dormancy, but it is 
breathtaking in every way.”(95pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $8000-11000
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 2007 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2009
 Dujac

“The 2009 Romanée St. Vivant has come together beauti-
fully since I tasted it last year. Sweet red cherries, roses, 
mint and orange peel float on the palate in this sensu-
al, utterly beguiling wine. This is an effortless, gracious 
Burgundy of the highest level. The 2009 character comes 
through in spades, but there is something about the Ro-
manée St. Vivant that transcends vintage. Call it the ut-
most in classicism. The Romanée St. Vivant can be slow 
out of the gate, but once it starts blossoming in bottle it is 
truly majestic. Readers lucky enough to find the 2009 are 
in for a treat. “(97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $11000-15000

 2008 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2011
 Dujac
 lscl

“There is both natural and oak spice present on the pure, 
fresh and dazzlingly elegant nose that displays plenty of 
lavender and violet nuances on the black cherry, cassis 
and plum scents. The rich, round and beguilingly se-
ductive flavors brim with mouth coating dry extract that 
gently pushes the otherwise firm but ripe tannins to the 
background before culminating in a breathtakingly per-
sistent finish. This is wonderfully classy juice where the 
balance between the structural elements is so fine that 
it’s almost hard to believe. A ‘wow’ wine in the making.” 
(95-97pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $3000-4000

 2009 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2017
 Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“This too is quite aromatically broad-ranging with its 
elegant nose that displays notes of anise, violet, lilac, 
Asian-style tea, red berry fruit and plenty of spice nu-
ances. There is almost painful intensity to the beautifully 
precise, even chiseled medium weight flavors that possess 
a lacy and classy mouthfeel, all wrapped in a beautifully 
persistent finish that is also youthfully, serious and firm. I 
very much like the sense of harmony and this should age 
effortlessly.”(93-96pts BH)

 10 bottles per lot $16000-22000

 2010 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1999
 Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget

“Very ripe nose with a decadent fruit quality - sweet red 
ones with a spicy, black edge a little pepper, nice rich-
ness, and good flesh to the nose most open and ripe nose 
so far great jasmine/Asian spice and a caramel edge de-
velops...very rich and long a great wine the sexiest fruit 
and spice so far. It was after discussing this flight that I 
was officially labeled a “Cros Parantoux whore.” Well, 
the tasting was blind, I countered, and in the words of 
sweet Lou, It is what it is. One more thing, I added: Cros 
Parantoux rules!...”(94+pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 2000 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2009
 Dujac
 1vlscl

“The 2009 Clos de la Roche wafts from the glass with 
hints of tobacco, wild flowers and cherries. This is an 
elegant, refined Clos de la Roche long on finesse and pure 
sensuality. The gorgeous, finely-knit finish leaves a last-
ing impression. “(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 2001 1 magnum per lot $2600-3500

 2002 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2011
 Dujac
 3lscl

“The 2011 Clos de la Roche from Domaine Dujac is an-
other superb bottle in the making, wafting from the glass 
in a deep and youthful blend of plums, black cherries, 
beautifully complex soil tones, gamebirds, coffee, a touch 
of citrus, violets and vanillin oak. On the palate the wine 
is deep, full-bodied and still very young (this too was late 
finishing up its malo and shows still a touch of gas on the 
backend), with a very soil-driven personality, ripe tan-
nins and excellent length and grip on the youthful and 
very promising finish.”(95pts JG)

 3 magnums per lot $3500-5000

PARCEL LOTS 2003-2004

 2003 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2009
 Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“The 2009 Clos St. Denis initially comes across as big 
and powerful. The wine finds a more feminine side of its 
personality with time in the glass. Despite its deceptively 
mid-weight body, the 2009 has plenty of underlying struc-
ture and ideally needs to be cellared for at least a few 
years. The Clos St. Denis is the epitome of weightless el-
egance. Dark raspberries, flowers and sweet spices wrap 
around the eternal finish. “(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 2004 6 bottles per lot $5000-7000
 1x6 bottle ocb

PARCEL LOTS 2005-2006

 2005 2 magnums per lot $4500-6000

 2006 2 magnums per lot $4500-6000
 1lbsl, 1nl
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Lot: 2005, 2006
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 2021 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2009
 Les Amoureuses, J.F. Mugnier
 1x6 bottle owc

“The 2009 Chambolle-Musigny Les Amoureses is sweet, 
layered and totally beautiful. At the same time, it is pret-
ty clear the wine has already begun to shut down. With 
time in the glass, some of the typical weightless energy of 
Amoureuses comes through, but despite its considerable 
appeal, the wine is showing only a fraction of its ultimate 
potential. I imagine the 2009 will enjoy a long drinking 
window once it awakens from its current slumber. Antici-
pated maturity: 2019-2039.”(96+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $12000-16000

PARCEL LOTS 2022-2024

 2022 Musigny - Vintage 2009
 J.F. Mugnier
 1x6 bottle owc

“As brilliant the nose of the Amoureuses might be, this 
ups the ante considerably as this offers fireworks in a 
glass with its positively kaleidoscopic array of spice, vio-
lets and ripe fruit elements that if anything are even fresh-
er. The rich, dense and overtly powerful broad-scaled 
flavors possess a tight muscularity yet remain elegant 
and refined with a linear, palate staining and explosive 
backend that delivers simply huge length. An incredible 
effort that should live for a very long time indeed. The 
word fabulous does not do this monument in the making 
complete justice.”(98pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $16000-22000

 2023 6 bottles per lot $16000-22000
 1x6 bottle owc

 2024 6 bottles per lot $16000-22000
 1x6 bottle owc

 2025 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500
 lwrl

 2026 Musigny - Vintage 2011
 J.F. Mugnier

“...has a fragrant, floral, understated bouquet that is 
beautifully defined and focused. With time in the glass it 
offers subtle forest floor and damp soil scents that merely 
add to its complexity. The palate is medium-bodied with 
filigree tannins and exquisite balance. It tiptoes across 
the senses rather than delivering a payload of flavors, 
while the finish offers extraordinary precision and nu-
ance.”(95pts)

 2 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 2027 NO LOT

PARCEL LOTS 2011-2013

 2011 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2009
 G. Roumier
 3vlscl, 1x6 bottle ocb

“This is also remarkably fresh with very ripe but not over 
ripe aromas of cassis, spice, stone and raspberry liqueur. 
There is a palpable sense of energy running through the 
rich, powerful and brooding broad-shouldered flavors 
that benefit from a huge dollop of dry extract that pushes 
the very firm tannic spine to the background on the explo-
sive and youthfully austere finish that possesses genuine-
ly outstanding length. I very much like the balance here 
and this should age effortlessly for decades.”(96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 2012 6 bottles per lot $10000-14000
 1x6 bottle ocb

 2013 6 bottles per lot $10000-14000
 1lscl

 2014 5 bottles per lot $8000-11000
 2vlscl, 1lbsl

PARCEL LOTS 2015-2016

 2015 1 magnum per lot $4000-6000

 2016 1 magnum per lot $4000-6000
 sdc

 2017-2019 NO LOTS

 2020 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2009
 Les Amoureuses, G. Roumier
 2vlscl

“Here the stem influence is less obvious though the flo-
ral component remains quite strong with a highly spiced 
nose of violet, rose petal and plum that introduces rich 
and highly seductive flavors that brim with a more than 
sufficient amount of dry extract to coat the palate.” 
(96pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $7000-9000
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 2032 Griottes Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Ponsot

“This is notably fresher than the Chapelle with a strik-
ingly elegant and highly complex nose that displays per-
fumed and notably ripe red currant and cassis aromas 
that are liberally laced with warm earth and spice hints. 
There is good intensity and detail to the opulently tex-
tured medium weight plus flavors that are blessed with a 
seemingly endless reserve of sap on the gorgeously long 
finish.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 2033 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2010
 Bonneau du Martray

“...is the epitome of elegance, finesse and refinement 
in white Burgundy. Readers will have a very, very hard 
time finding a wine with this much pure class and textur-
al finesse. Smoke, flint, crushed rocks and citrus all flow 
through to the vibrant, pointed finish.”(96pts)

 3 magnums per lot $1800-2400

 2034 Montrachet - Vintage 2002
 Comte Lafon
 scl

“Dominique Lafon is convinced that his 2002 Montra-
chet is the finest he has produced to date. This medi-
um-bodied gem has an awesome aromatic profile of resin, 
minerals, spices, poached pears, red currants, and oak. 
On the palate, this wine seemingly gains in strength, com-
ing at the taster with increasingly bold waves of white 
pepper-laced, sappy minerals, white fruits, and oak. Its 
45+-second finish regales the mouth with additional lay-
ers of candied apples, ginger, and buttered toast. Bra-
vo!”(98-100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 2035 Montrachet - Vintage 2010
 Comte Lafon

“A sublime, seamless wine, the 2010 Montrachet im-
presses for its fabulous balance and sense of harmony. 
All the elements are in the right place. Floral aromat-
ics meld effortlessly into highly nuanced fruit. Hints of 
smoke, slate and mint add complexity. Not surprisingly, 
the Montrachet has tightened up considerably since I 
tasted it from barrel last fall. The 2010 is going to require 
a measure of patience. Today, it is an infant, and also 
shows some of the effects of its recent bottling in June, 
2012. Lafon’s parcels lie on the Chassagne side, but the 
wine itself shows more of a Puligny-like finesse. Antici-
pated maturity: 2016+.”(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 2028 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2009
 L. Jadot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“The 2009 Bonnes-Mares is another wine that is showing 
very little of its potential today. Black cherries, cassis, 
licorice, graphite and spices are some of the many notes 
that emerge from this powerful, super-intense Burgundy. 
The finish turns implosive and incredibly mineral. This, 
too, should be a jewel when it awakens from its current 
state of dormancy. The 2009 is at once sensual yet pow-
erful. In other words, it captures the nuance, complexity 
and pedigree of this site to the maximum. Anticipated ma-
turity: 2019-2039.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 2029 Échézeaux - Vintage 2005
 Mugneret-Gibourg
 1nl

“A highly spiced yet slightly austere and reticent nose 
features a complex mixture of black and blue berry fruit 
aromas with lovely violet hints that introduce precise, 
pure and gorgeously intense full-bodied flavors that 
deliver serious punch and drive. This is a very serious 
EÉchézeaux with power, concentration and outstanding 
depth of material plus huge length. In a word, terrif-
ic.”(94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 2030 Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 N. Potel
 3bottles different importer

“Here is a 2005 Chambertin that rivals the rose petals of 
Clos de Bèze, along with licorice, a ripeness of red fruit, 
a suggestion of peach jam, and a pungency of cinnamon 
that turns tactile on the palate. A chocolate richness and 
liqueur-like fruit intensity in the mouth never lose sight 
of the rose petals, nor cover up the chalk, wet stone and 
roasted meat that underlie a sumptuous, sultry finish. 
“Round,” “rich” and “resonant” gain new meaning with 
this stunningly opulent Pinot.”(97-98pts)

 8 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 2031 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2009
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot

“This impressively complete wine offers up very ripe aro-
mas of spice, earth and game that introduce strikingly 
rich, naturally sweet and mouth coating big-bodied fla-
vors that explode on the formidably long finish. This is a 
classy wine with absolutely superb complexity, impecca-
ble balance and almost uncanny presence, all delivered 
with grace and power. Be prepared to be patient however 
as this will need plenty of time.”(96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 2041 Chevalier Montrachet
 Les Demoiselles, L. Jadot
 - Vintage 2000 (95pts BH) (2)
 - Vintage 2002 1bottle different importer (5)
 (96pts IWC)
 - Vintage 2005 (97pts WS) (4)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 2042 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2010
 Pierre-Yves Colin Morey
 1x6 bottle owc

“Brooding aromas of pineapple, mirabelle, clove, men-
thol and licorice. Conveys an impression of volume with-
out weight, thanks to a near-perfect sugar/acid balance. 
Began rather inexpressive in the mouth but gained in 
complexity with air. Most impressive today on the mount-
ing, palate-staining back end, which leaves behind notes 
of citrus fruit, wild herbs, menthol, wet stone and vanillin 
oak.”(95+pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 2043 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2010
 Pierre-Yves Colin Morey

“The expressive and solidly layered nose proffers a pretty 
combination of honeysuckle, white peach, pear and sub-
tle spice hints. There is a wonderfully seductive charac-
ter to the round and mouth coating flavors that possess 
a suave texture on the powerful, intense and impeccably 
well-balanced finish.”(93-95pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $1500-2000

 2044 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2005
 Pierre-Yves Colin Morey
 1vlscl

“An elegant and now maturing nose evidences white 
flower, spice and beautifully complex aromas that merge 
seamlessly into strikingly beautiful and textured medium 
weight plus flavors trimmed in discreet wood on the in-
tensely mineral finish that seems to go on and on. This is 
a really classy effort that glides like silk across the pal-
ate yet has the intensity and focus of a fine Chevalier.” 
(94pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 2045 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2010
 Pierre-Yves Colin Morey
 1ssos, 1x6 bottle owc

“Weightless and pure, the 2010 Chevalier-Montrachet is 
utterly impeccable. Layers of sublime, ethereal, perfumed 
fruit appear to literally float from the glass as this femi-
nine, gracious Burgundy seduces the heart, intellect and 
palate all at once.”(96+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 2046 1 magnum per lot $2000-2800
 1vlscl

 2036 Montrachet - Vintage 2010
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x3 bottle banded owc

“A strikingly fresh, ripe and airy nose displays moderate-
ly exotic white and yellow fruit aromas where additional 
notes of acacia blossom, citrus, pain grillé, citrus zest 
and fennel hints can be appreciated. There is superb size, 
weight and detail to the broad-shouldered and breathtak-
ingly concentrated flavors that completely coat the mouth 
with dry extract before culminating in a driving, precise, 
linear and impeccably well-balanced finish. There is so 
much volume that the underlying minerality seems almost 
lost but I suspect that it will become more apparent as 
this ages.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $24000-32000

 2037 1 bottle per lot $8000-11000
 bsl, nl, cuc

 2038 Montrachet - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 ltl

“The Montrachet was picked on 6 September at a respect-
able 37.1hl/ha. Lucid in colour, perhaps a little deeper 
than expected, it has a multi-faceted nose that you have to 
monitor over one hour. Hints of almond and butterscotch 
emerge at first, then salted caramel, pralines and peach 
skin. It is mercurial and utterly alluring. The palate is 
intense on the entry and immediately expresses a sense 
of vitality and tension. This Montrachet is suffused with 
great weight in the mouth with subtle touches of orange 
peel, almond and hazelnut that ebb with time. It mellows 
in the glass but never dispensing with one iota of tension, 
yet seeming if anything to gain in volume. This epitomizes 
great Montrachet. “(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $6500-8500

 2039 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2005
 Domaine Leflaive
 lwrl

“Elegant and creamy in texture, this exhibits citronella, 
peach, floral and mineral aromas and flavors, all nicely 
layered. Still a touch raw on the finish, yet all the ele-
ments are well-proportioned, so give this another few 
years to fully integrate.”(97pts WS)

 1 magnum per lot $2000-2800

 2040 Montrachet - Vintage 2010
 Marquis de Laguiche, J. Drouhin
 5lscl, 1 magnum different importer

“Vibrant layers of exotic fruit, smoke, spices, honey and 
licorice flesh out in the 2010 Montrachet Marquis de 
Laguiche. Simply put, the 2010 is rich, dense and strik-
ingly beautiful from the very first taste. There is a deep 
sensuality and allure about the 2010 that are simply com-
pelling.”(96pts)

 6 magnums per lot $7500-10000
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 2054 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2010
 Ramonet
 stl, lscl, cuc

“There’s a candied quality to the fruit in this white, with 
a lemon drop character augmented by hints of mint, ha-
zelnut, butterscotch and spice, balanced on a firm struc-
ture.”(95pts WS)

 1 magnum per lot $1800-2400

 2055 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2010
 Ramonet

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 2056 Montrachet - Vintage 1993
 Ramonet
 ts, bsl, stl, ltl, cuc

“A huge and powerful nose of stunning complexity leads 
to round, muscular and deep flavors that are massive in 
size and scope. There is serious volume to this wine and 
while there is still superb intensity, the flavors have final-
ly begun to mellow somewhat even though this will be 
capable of holding another 10 years. That said, this has 
reached its peak and is truly a stunning Monty. Multiple, 
and consistent, notes.”(94pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $6500-8500

 2057 Montrachet - Vintage 2005
 Ramonet

“Pale color. Compelling nose melds peach, nectarine, 
iodine, nutmeg and spicy, charry oak. Tactile and vibrant 
in the mouth, with superb intensity and density to its fla-
vors of citrus fruit, apple and crushed stone. The finishing 
flavors of dusty stone and citrus peel saturate the palate. 
This is more backward than the Batard today but its in-
herent flavor intensity is more obvious.”(94+?pts IWC)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 2058 Montrachet - Vintage 2006
 Ramonet

“An expansive and wonderfully elegant, even lacy nose 
of honeysuckle, pain grill , citrus blossom and green ap-
ple combines with understated, pure and refined medium 
plus bodied flavors that culminate in a stunningly intense 
finish that displays as much minerality, if not more, as 
the Chevalier. This is still very primary and will clearly 
require a few years in bottle before it’s really ready for 
prime time.”(95pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 2047 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2005
 Pierre-Yves Colin Morey

“...noticeable toast elements coupled with hints of vanilla 
that serve as background notes for the green fruit, white 
apple and pear aromas that merge into big, textured and 
notably ripe big-boned flavors that feel almost opulent as 
the texture and mid-palate fat render the acidity almost 
invisible. This is a big and very rich wine that is impres-
sive through sheer size and weight...”(93pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 2048 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2010
 Pierre-Yves Colin Morey
 5vlscl, 1crc, 1bottle different importer, 
 1x6 bottle ocb

“A statuesque, refined wine, the 2010 Corton-Charle-
magne stands out for its impeccable balance and under-
stated personality. A hint of vanillin in the bouquet leads 
to bright citrus, white flowers, crushed rocks and spice in 
a delicate, beautifully nuanced Corton-Charlemagne that 
emphasizes refinement over power. Anticipated maturity: 
2014+.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 2049 1 magnum per lot $1000-1400

 2050 Criots Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2010
 Pierre-Yves Colin Morey
 1crc

 5 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 2051 Meursault - Vintage 2005
 Les Genevrieres, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey

“A completely different nose is present here with seduc-
tive, spicy and slightly exotic fruit aromas marry into in-
tense, delineated and explosive medium plus weight fla-
vors, all wrapped in a vibrant and terrifically long finish 
that is picture-perfect Meursault in character. There is 
also a touch of wood on the backend but it’s subtle and 
will be absorbed in time.”(92pts BH)

 5 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 2052 Montrachet - Vintage 2010
 Pierre-Yves Colin Morey

“...possesses dazzling richness and power, with layers 
of intense fruit that saturate every corner of the palate. 
Tropical overtones resonate on the textured, vivid fin-
ish.”(95pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 2053 Batard Montrachet
 Ramonet
 - Vintage 2005 2scl, 1sdc (93pts IWC) (2)
 - Vintage 2007 sdc (93pts BH) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 2062 Meursault - Vintage 2004
 Les Charmes, Roulot

“...full of bright fruit and floral nuances. There is first 
class purity and vibrancy to the well-delineated mid-
dle weight flavors that exhibit a fine minerality on the 
delicious, well-balanced and strikingly long finish. “ 
(93pts BH)

 8 bottles per lot $3200-4200
_____________________________

 2059 Montrachet - Vintage 2010
 Ramonet
 vlbsl, swc, cuc

“A blast of pungently toasty aromas and gorgeously 
complex aromas of resin, petrol, spice, pear, white peach, 
apricot, honeysuckle and acacia blossom. There is ex-
cellent size, weight and punch to the imposingly scaled 
broad-shouldered flavors that drench the palate in dry 
extract yet the precision and detail are nothing short of 
remarkable. There is flat out superb depth of material, all 
wrapped in a tightly wound yet massively long finish that 
is borderline painful in its intensity.”(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

PARCEL LOTS 2060-2061

 2060 Montrachet - Vintage 2013
 Ramonet
 nl

“The complexity is already amazing as is the strikingly 
good persistence of the palate staining and beautifully 
well-balanced finish.”(97pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $5000-7000

 2061 1 magnum per lot $5000-7000
 nl
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 2066 Échézeaux - Vintage 2004
 E. Rouget
 1x12 bottle ocb

“A completely different aromatic profile as here the fruit 
aromas run toward dark and black berries with deep vi-
olet and warm earth nuances that lead to rounded, rich 
and notably sweet medium full flavors that are supple 
and also attractively textured as they are firm but not 
hard and underpinned by moderately ripe tannins.” 
(90-92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 2067 10 bottles per lot $5000-7000
 1wt

 2068 Échézeaux - Vintage 2004
 E. Rouget for G. Jayer
 1x12 bottle ocb

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 2063 Échézeaux - Vintage 2001
 E. Rouget
 1stl, 1x6 magnum ocb

“This closely resembles the style of the Beaux Monts 
with its lighter ruby color and ultra elegant pinot spice 
aromas followed by medium weight, pure, complex, quite 
refined flavors and a creamy, slightly toasty finish.” 
(89-91pts BH)

 6 magnums per lot $10000-14000

 2064 Échézeaux - Vintage 2002
 E. Rouget for G. Jayer
 1-3cm bc, 3lscl, 1x12 bottle ocb

“Very spicy and floral aromas mix with notes of under-
brush, smoked meat and warm earth that lead to deli-
cious, powerful and rather muscular flavors that are al-
most slightly rustic.”(89-92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 2065 Échézeaux - Vintage 2003
 E. Rouget
 6sos, 1x6 magnum ocb

“Very spicy and floral aromas mix with notes of under-
brush, smoked meat and warm earth that lead to deli-
cious, powerful and rather muscular flavors that are al-
most slightly rustic. “(89-92pts BH)

 6 magnums per lot $8000-11000

THE LEGENDARY PERSONAL COLLECTION OF MARTINE SAUNIER  
STARRING EMMANUEL ROUGET

It is a distinct honor to have further selections from the cellar of the legendary Martine Saunier for the JK Birthday auction, 
featuring more than two dozen selections of Emmanuel Rouget.  Martine Saunier is the most well-known and documented 
source of the tremendous wines of Henri Jayer for the past 50 years.  She started importing Jayer’s wines into the United States 
in 1974, with the first vintage being 1972, and it was just in the beginning of 1975 when the first shipment arrived.  Every wine 
that she imported was shipped under perfect conditions by refrigerated container after being consolidated and kept in Beaune 
in a temperature-controlled warehouse, and upon arrival in San Francisco.  While she was importing Henri Jayer’s wines to 
the United States, she met and began an incredible business relationship with Lalou Bize-Leroy in 1986.  Lalou trusted Martine 
with her impeccable wines, both from the family Négociant business of Maison Leroy and later from the amazing Domaine Le-
roy which she singlehandedly started in 1988, based off of the purchase of Domaine Charles Noellat, as well as the wines from 
her private family home of Domaine d’Auvenay.  After Jayer retired and gradually handed over responsibilities to his nephew 
Emmanuel Rouget, Martine continued to sell his wines as well.  The torch was passed, and this selection is all Rouget with ten 
lots of Echezeaux from 2001 to 2009 centering around thirty bottles and six magnums of 2005 topped by ten lots of Cros Paran-
toux including two cases of 2002 in magnum!!  

We are ecstatic to have yet another juicy slice from the personal collection of Martine Saunier!  All of the wines in this consign-
ment come directly from Martine Saunier’s private collection, where they have been resting in ideal temperature and humid-
ity-controlled conditions.  We are nothing short of humbled and incredibly proud to represent to you further wines from the 
personal collection of Martine Saunier.
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 2072A Échézeaux - Vintage 2009
 E. Rouget
 1x12 bottle ocb

“...is rich, dark and beautifully layered. The intensity and 
depth of the fruit is nicely balanced by the impossibly 
fine, silky tannins. This sumptuous, textured wine is im-
pressive and totally compelling.”(93-95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 2073 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2003
 E. Rouget
 1spc, 1sos, 1x12 bottle ocb

“Good full deep red. Blackberry, black cherry, licorice 
and violet on the nose, with a peppery lift. Juicy, spicy 
and pure; at once dense and precise, with notes of pepper 
and spice. “(87-90pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 2074 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2005
 E. Rouget
 1x12 bottle ocb

“A bit more wood frames sexy and very spicy black fruit 
aromas that dissolve into rich, elegant and pure violet-in-
fused flavors that possess excellent mid-palate density 
and a mouth coating finish of admirable length. This is a 
first rate and more structured villages and highly recom-
mended.”(89-91pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 2075 6 magnums per lot $4000-6000
 2ssos, 1x6 magnum ocb

 2076 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2000
 Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget
 1lbsl, 1ll, 2ssos, 1x6 magnum ocb

“Full, deep red. Expressive, ripe aromas of redcurrant, 
smoked meat, bitter chocolate and oak. Sweet, dense and 
suave, with complex flavors of dark berries, chocolate 
and minerals. A bit wilder than the EÉchézeaux, but the 
tannins are silkier. Finishes with fine tannins and linger-
ing dark fruit flavors.”(91+?pts IWC)

 6 magnums per lot $20000-28000

 2069 Échézeaux - Vintage 2005
 E. Rouget 
 1x12 bottle ocb

“A ripe, expressive and airy nose that combines both 
upper and mid-level register fruit notes that include red 
pinot, black berry and violet notes trimmed in moderate 
wood spice as well as natural spice notes of clove and 
anise that can also be found on the round, rich and beau-
tifully balanced big-bodied flavors that are powerful, 
long and more stylish than usual. This is a terrific Ech 
that should be capable of at least a decade’s worth of 
improvement.”(91-94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 2069A 6 bottles per lot $5000-7000 
  1x12 bottle ocb

 2069B Échézeaux - Vintage 2005
 E. Rouget for G. Jayer
 1x12 bottle ocb

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 2070 Échézeaux - Vintage 2005
 E. Rouget
 6sos, 1x6 magnum ocb

“A ripe, expressive and airy nose that combines both 
upper and mid-level register fruit notes that include red 
pinot, black berry and violet notes trimmed in moderate 
wood spice as well as natural spice notes of clove and 
anise that can also be found on the round, rich and beau-
tifully balanced big-bodied flavors that are powerful, 
long and more stylish than usual. This is a terrific Ech 
that should be capable of at least a decade’s worth of 
improvement.”(91-94pts BH)

 6 magnums per lot $12000-16000

 2070A Échézeaux - Vintage 2006
 E. Rouget

“A sweet, spicy profusion of cinnamon, ginger, cocoa 
powder, lily perfume, maraschino, and kirsch soars from 
the glass of Rouget 2006 Échézeaux, which comes to 
the palate with unexpected depth and richness of roast-
ed meats, chalk, and saline savor, though to be sure, the 
bright red fruits and spices never flag.”(93-94pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 2071 Échézeaux - Vintage 2007
 E. Rouget for G. Jayer
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 2072 Échézeaux - Vintage 2009
 E. Rouget for G. Jayer
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000
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 2082 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2004
 Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Moderately saturated medium red. Quite reduced on the 
nose. The sweetest, fattest and fullest of these wines but 
less pure than the Échézeaux and Beaumonts, with strong 
notes of smoked meat. In a stricter, more tannic style. 
Hard to assess today. A sample from a new barrel showed 
a more exotic fruit character accompanied by granular 
tannins. Rouget made just two barrels, vs. a normal sev-
en, owing to oidium.”(88-90pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $14000-18000

 2083 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2005
 Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Deep ruby. This is a further step up in elegance, puri-
ty and transparency with cool and reserved black fruit, 
earth and subtle mineral notes that lead to more mineral-
ity on the precise, sweet, vibrant and harmonious flavors 
that are sleekly muscled on the powerful, long and classy 
finish. This is a dazzling effort and very “Cros” in style as 
it remains almost aloof in the fashion of a smaller-scaled 
Richebourg. A great wine and worth a special search to 
find but note that patience will be required.”(95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $24000-32000

 2084 6 magnums per lot $26000-35000
 1spc, 2ssos, 1x6 magnum ocb

 2085 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2009
 Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget
 1x12 bottle ocb

“...flows onto the palate with seamless fruit. This is a gor-
geous, expansive wine that shows off tons of pedigree and 
class. The fruit builds with notable intensity and depth 
towards a soft, caressing finish of nearly indescribable 
beauty.”(94-97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $22000-30000

 2086 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2003
 Les Beaux Monts, E. Rouget
 2spc, 1x12 bottle ocb

“ Good bright, deep red. Vibrant aromas of bitter cherry 
and flowers; quite atypically bright for the vintage. Dense 
and sweet, with sappy flavors of red berries, minerals and 
spices. “(89-92pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

PARCEL LOTS 2077-2078

 2077 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2001
 Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget
 1x6 magnum ocb

“Explosive aromas of Vosne spice, fresh earth, soy and 
candied plum soar from the glass and the Cros does a 
better job of integrating the moderately toasty oak notes. 
It is also much more concentrated and one can literally 
smell the density as the powerful, complex, intense yet de-
fined flavors offer impressive depth and persistence. This 
is really lovely if not incredible juice by the standards of 
this wine.”(91pts BH)

 6 magnums per lot $22000-30000

 2078 6 magnums per lot $22000-30000
 2ssos, 1x6 magnum ocb

PARCEL LOTS 2079-2079A

 2079 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2002
 Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget
 1x6 magnum ocb

“The nose is classy, wonderfully elegant and utterly pure, 
revealing concentrated aromas of red and black pinot 
fruit aromas plus layers upon layers of spices, including 
sandalwood, anise, soy, hoisin and a strong note of min-
erality. The linear, almost severe flavors are concentrat-
ed as well with finer tannins than usual and decidedly 
higher acidity than the EÉchézeaux and the precision is 
almost painful. This is not a powerful wine, and certain-
ly less powerful than the Ech but it’s a good deal more 
elegant and this too possesses impeccable balance that 
should permit it to age for 2 decades, perhaps longer.” 
(94pts BH)

 6 magnums per lot $22000-30000

 2079A 6 magnums per lot $22000-30000
 1nl, 1ssos, 1x6 magnum ocb

 2080 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2003
 Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget
 1x12 bottle ocb

“There was one more Burgundy on our agenda, a 2003 
Rouget Vosne Romanée Cros Parantoux. The Rouget 
had a deep, saucy, concentrated nose, again this grilled 
endive thing around a core of plum, cassis, soda and li-
queur. It was a thick wine, and the second tasty 2003 Burg 
that I had had on this trip. It was really good, hedonis-
tic and rich, long and concentrated, sweet and hearty...” 
(93pts JK)

 12 bottles per lot $14000-18000

 2081 6 magnums per lot $14000-18000
 2lscl, 2ssos, 1x6 magnum ocb
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 2087 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2005
 Les Beaux Monts, E. Rouget
 1x12 bottle ocb

“This has become highly expressive with highly spiced 
and ripe red berry fruit aromas that introduce sublime 
flavors that are rich, full, vibrant and fresh where the 
minerality dominates the palate feel all the way to the 
linear and explosive finish.”(93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 2088-2101 NO LOTS
_____________________________
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A BREATHTAKING SELECTION OF ICONIC WINES  
COURTESY OF A NEW YORK COLLECTOR

We are honored to welcome back this longtime collector, whom we most importantly call a good friend. He is the ideal combination 
of a vinous scholar, bon vivant and gentleman.  He shares our true love for all things fine and rare and is the icing on the cake 
of JK’s birthday with two hundred and seventy-five magnificent selections from a combination of temperature-controlled home 
and professional storage.  This is, indeed, a breathtaking assortment of the world’s finest and rarest wines highlighted by 
decades of iconic Bordeaux back to 1930s, including legendary wines from 1945, 1959, 1961 and 1982.  Twenty selections of 
Armand Rousseau set the table properly for over sixty selections of Domaine de la Romanee Conti commencing with 1991 and 
2001 Assortments, and that is just the tip of the iceberg!  There are twenty lots of Dujac, complemented by thirteen selections 
of Roumier.  White Burgundy unfurls Arnaud Ente, Coche-Dury, Raveneau and Roulot.  We have choice selections of Chave, 
Dom Perignon and Krug while Giacosa, Giacomo Conterno and Soldera wave the flag for Italy.  This is an offering of nothing 
but the most iconic names in all of fine wine, a breathtaking selection of the best there is.

Cheval Blanc is first out of the gate with ten selections from 1934 to 1989 highlighted by two bottles of 1945 and three from 
1955, followed by five lots of Haut Brion back to 1961!  Perfectly mature Bordeaux goes from strength to strength with 1982 
Ausone, 1975 La Mission, 1982 Lafleur, 1961 Latour, 1959 Mouton and 1990 Petrus magnum.  Red Burgundy proudly unfurls 
eighteen selections of Armand Rousseau with Chambertin back to 1989 as well as Clos de Beze and Clos St. Jacques back to 
1985 crowned by a rare Jeroboam of 1996 Clos de Beze!  Over sixty spectacular selections of Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
commences auspiciously with 1991 and 2001 Assortments in original wood cases.  A full case of 2002 Echezeaux sets us up 
for a dozen selections of Grands Echezeaux from 1969 to 2020 crested by a Methuselah of 1985 and a magnum of 1990!  La 
Tache seizes the mantle with eighteen lots also going back to 1969 highlighted by bottles of 1971, 1985, 1990 and 1991 as well 
as Methuselah of 2000 and magnums of 2009 and 2017!!  Richebourg goes one more with nineteen lots crowned by magnums 
of 1971, 1983 and 1990 topped by a Jeroboam of 1996, while Romanee St. Vivant counters with ten lots from 1990 to 2010.  
The best bottles and the big bottles!!!  Twenty lots of Dujac are spearheaded by 2001 Jeroboams of Bonnes Mares and Clos de 
la Roche topped by a Methuselah of 1995 Clos de la Roche, followed by bottles of 1985 and 1990 from both Clos de la Roche 
and Echezeaux!!  I hope we have your attention by now 😊 There are thirteen selections of Roumier led by the glorious 1988, 
1991 and 1993 Bonnes Mares.  The red carpet ride of exceptional Red Burgundy continues with 1990 Henri for Georges Jayer 
Echezeaux, 1990 Drouhin Musigny, 1999 Mugnier Musigny and 1991 Ponsot Clos de la Roche!

A winter wonderland comes early this year as seven lots of Arnaud Ente get us White Burgundy dreaming of Coche-Dury back 
to 2005 Corton Charlemagne, six bottles of 2002 Domaine Leflaive Chevalier Montrachet and 1986 Ramonet Montrachet!!  A 
quartet of Raveneau led by 1992 Les Clos sets us up for seven selections of Roulot including 2017 and 2018 Clos des Boucheres 
in bottle and magnum.  We romp in the Rhone with 1990 Clape Cornas and 1995 Rayas, setting us up for ten lots of Chave 
spanning 1978 to 2016, highlighted by the legendary 1990 in bottle and magnum!!  Father Dom Perignon knows best with 
twenty-two selections going back to 1964 including 1971 and 1973 Oenotheque as well as magnums of 1982, 1985 and 1990 
Oenotheque Rose and further Rose magnums of 1988 and 1990 P3!!!  We continue to sparkle with seven lots of Krug centering 
around 1976 and 1982 Krug Collection as well as 1979 Cristal in bottle and magnum, a personal JK favorite, we know!  We 
are pretty in Piedmont as well as Tuscany with six lots of Giacosa highlighted by a bottle of 1982 Collina Rionda Riserva, 1961, 
1971 and 1978 Monfortino as well as 1988 and 1990 Soldera.  We wash it all down with six vintages of Penfolds Grange back to 
an impressive six bottles of 1976!!!!!! 

This is truly a breathtaking selection of the world’s finest wines from one of its finest cellars, one that has been going for three 
decades.  It is always a pleasure to share the dinner table with this collector, and an honor to represent his collection to you.  We 
could not think of a better Birthday celebration!!!
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 2107 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1948
 St. Emilion
 vhs, hbsl, tal, sdc, outstanding color

“This is the bottle that attests to numerous eulogies I 
have heard. The Château Cheval Blanc 1948 has a nose 
that duped me into thinking it was the 1982, and yet the 
bricking on the rim gives away its age. It is high-toned 
with kirsch, cedar, maraschino cherries and salted lic-
orices. Powerful and opulent, this kaleidoscope of aro-
mas leaves you intoxicated, even without imbibing the 
wine. The palate is supple and lithe, blessed with sat-
in-like tannins and an intense, effervescent finish that is 
brilliantly focused. Layers of vibrant red fruit seem to just 
wash over you, sensual and profound in equal measure. 
This is a sensational post-war Saint Emilion that finally 
delivers everything I expected. The 1948 Cheval Blanc is 
a masterpiece. “(99pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 2108 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1952
 St. Emilion
 hs, bsl, sdc, cuc, scc, outstanding color

“There was a great nose to the 1952 Château Cheval 
Blanc with its pencil dust, iron, gravel, charcoal and 
plummy fruit. The Bordeaux were served semi-blind, by 
the way, as in we knew what they were but not the order. 
There were great minerals here in this rich and decadent 
red with loads of deep dark chocolate and coconut. There 
was a creaminess and tenderness, but the finish hit with 
a bang zoom. I was convinced it was the  75 La Miss, but 
NO lol”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 2109 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1955
 St. Emilion
 1vhs, 1hs, 2bsl, 2spc, different importers,  
 outstanding color

“The wine was incredibly kinky and exotic in the nose; 
Wendy immediately noted Pina Colada, and Ray found 
it more coconuts and cream, splitting a hair into two. It 
definitely had this amazing suntan lotion quality, and Rob 
was admiring how pure and laser-like the wine was. Wen-
dy noted some licorice, and Ray was being his usual self, 
calling it more anise. There was no doubting its exotic 
aromas that were bordering on tropical in a candle wax 
and Mounds (chocolate and coconut) way. Rob noted 
big banana 94 Colgin-ish, and while I saw what he was 
saying, the Cheval had more earth, barn and bread than 
the usual 1994 Colgin, although perhaps in forty years 
that Colgin will be the same! The flavors were choco-
laty, bready, earthy and slaty, and Mike noted marzipan 
and took my Mounds and Almond Joyed me back. Rob 
got slightly critical and found it dessert wine-like, a la 
Chambers Tokay. The wine was kinky, exotic and out-
standing.”(95pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 2102 Château Ausone - Vintage 1982
 St. Emilion
 1bn, 3ts, 4bsl

“The bottle in the blind flight showed rather autumnal 
aromas and an element of old wood on the nose; modest 
volume and sweetness; and some unabsorbed acidity on 
the back end. Second bottle: Full healthy red with a hint 
of amber. Cool, laid-back aromas of”(94+ pts VM)

 4 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 2103 Château Ausone - Vintage 1990
 St. Emilion
 3lbsl

“With its excellent richness, an exotic, kinky, oriental 
spice component, and a rich, mineral character, as well 
as admirable concentration and length, I even prefer it 
to the impressive 1989, and have to believe that in 20-40 
years it will rival the great 1982 and 1983.”(92pts)

 3 magnums per lot $2200-3000

 2104 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1934
 St. Emilion
 htms, hbsl, nl, excellent color

“...is hypnotic; scents of cedar and mint infuse fruit that 
leans toward the Left Bank, implying that there was a 
good percentage of Cabernet in the blend. The palate is 
beautifully balanced, displaying a fine seam of acidity, 
veins of orange zest and a b”(99pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400

PARCEL LOTS 2105-2106

 2105 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1945
 St. Emilion
 htms, bsl, sdc, nl, Berry Bros & Rudd bottling,  
 outstanding color

“The 1945 had gorgeous, tender red fruits. Dusty and 
sandy in its personality, it still had great sweetness in the 
nose and great flavors to match. Its flavors were more on 
the citric side of the flavor rainbow, but there was still 
sweet strawberry as well as flavors of actual straw giving 
this wine tremendous complexity. The wine possessed su-
perb acidity and was stunningly gorgeous, very fresh and 
danced in my mouth.”(96pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 2106 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400
 htms, bsl, sdc, nl, NegociantBerry Bros & Rudd bottling, 
 outstanding color
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 2117 Château Haut Brion
 Graves
 - Vintage 1966 1ts, 1vhs, 2lstl,  (2)
 outstanding color (92pts WS)
 - Vintage 1975 1ts, 2lbsl, 2sdc,  (2)
 excellent color and condition (93pts)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 2118 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1982
 Graves
 lbsl

“We began with the 1982 Haut Brion, which had sexy 
aromas of nuts, caramel, pencil and gravel. The palate 
showed the gravelly Graves side of the wine big time, but 
it also had loads of cassis fruit. It was very spiny and dry 
and truly a classy wine, underrated by 1982 First Growth 
standards.”(96pts JK)

 1 double magnum per lot $3000-4000

 2119 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 2bn, 2ts, 6lbsl, 3 bottles different importer

 2120 NO LOT

 2121 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1989
 Graves
 wol

“This continues to be one of the immortal wines and one 
of the greatest young Bordeaux wines of the last half-cen-
tury. Consistently prodigious and almost a sure bet to 
top the scoring card of any blind tasting of this vintage 
as well as other years, the 1989 Haut-Brion is a seam-
less, majestic classic, and a tribute to this phenomenal 
terroir and its singular characteristics. The wine still 
has a very thick, viscous-looking ruby/purple color, a 
spectacular, young but awesome smorgasbord of aromas 
ranging from scorched earth, liquid minerals, graphite, 
blackberry and black currant jam to toast, licorice, and 
spice box. The levels of fruit, extract, and glycerin in this 
viscous, full-bodied, low-acid wine are awe-inspiring. 
The brilliant symmetry of the wine, extraordinary puri-
ty, and seamlessness are the hallmarks of a modern-day 
legend.”(100pts)

 1 double magnum per lot $7000-9000

 2110 Château Cheval Blanc
 St. Emilion
 - Vintage 1959 vhs, hbsl, cuc, outstanding color (1)
 (98pts JK)
 - Vintage 1961 vhs, stl, ll, sdc, cuc, outstanding color (1)
 (94pts JK)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 2111 Château Cheval Blanc
 St. Emilion
 - Vintage 1970 2ts, 1hs, 3hbsl,  (3)
 1 bottle different importer, excellent color (91pts JK)

 - Vintage 1971 1bn, 1ts, 2stl, 1tl,  (2)
 excellent color (92pts JK)
 - Vintage 1979 ts, lbsl,  (1)
 excellent color and condition (90pts JK)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 2112 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1975
 St. Emilion
 bsl

“There were more wheat, licorice and spinal tap aromas 
in this 1975 Cheval Blanc. It almost flashed me some Po-
merol skin before going in a Rhône pepper direction. Its 
mix of herbs were intriguing, and it finished cleanly and 
freshly.”(93pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $900-1200

 2113-2114 NO LOTS

 2115 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1989
 St. Emilion
 1bn, 1nl

“Exotic. Fragrant spicy, roasted fruit and coffee aromas 
give way to very ripe fruit with toasty notes on the palate 
good depth...”(95pts WS)

 2 bottles per lot $900-1200
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 2125 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 1975
 Graves
 2ts, 1scc, excellent color and condition

“The 1975 La Mission-Haut-Brion has been the most 
consistent wine of the vintage. Super-concentrated, and 
now beginning to shed enough tannin so that it can be 
fully appreciated, this enormously constituted La Mis-
sion-Haut-Brion has developed that fabulous Graves set 
of aromatics - tobacco, black fruits, minerals, roasted 
herbs, and cedar. Huge, massive, thick, and succulent, 
with moderate tannin, and some amber notes at the 
edge... it comes closest in style to resembling the 1945, 
with a hint of the sweet, ripe 1959.”(100pts)

 3 magnums per lot $4000-5500

 2126 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800
 2bn, 3lbsl, excellent color and condition

 2127 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 1982
 Graves
 ts, hcc, cuc

“A thick, unctuously-textured wine with massive richness 
as well as abundant notes of black fruits, truffles, cre-
osote, scorched earth, smoke, and camphor, a colossal 
mouthfeel, a layered texture, incredible depth of fruit 
and glycerin, and copious, but well-integrated tannins 
that are largely concealed by the incredible amount 
of fruit. An old school La Mission, it is a tour de force 
that should continue to age effortlessly for another 40+ 
years.”(100pts)

 1 Imperial per lot $8000-11000

 2128 Château Lafleur - Vintage 1975
 Pomerol
 ts, gsl, hcuc, sdc, excellent color

“Lafleur possesses a mind-boggling inner-core of  high-
ly-extracted fruit, something that was not achieved 
in such great Lafleurs as 1982, 1985, 1988, 1989, and  
1990. Still extremely tannic, with an opaque  purple/
black/garnet color, the wine exhibits a huge  nose of jam-
my black fruits, earth, minerals, and spice.  Massively 
proportioned, with a boat-load of tannin  to shed, this is 
a wine for the 21st century.”(100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 2129 Château Lafleur - Vintage 1985
 Pomerol
 gsl, wrl, spc, 1x1 Imperial owc

“It possesses a very special bouquet suggesting ripe 
plums, minerals, violets, and an intensity that comes only 
from old vines. Deep ruby/purple, with an exceptional 
richness and depth of fruit, full body, and a powerful, 
long finish, this wine ranks with the mammoth-sized vin-
tages of Lafleur.”(96pts)

 1 Imperial per lot $5000-7000

 2130 1 magnum per lot $1400-1800
 bn, cuc

 2122 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 2000
 Graves

“...I was not surprised to find the 2000 Château Haut-Bri-
on flirting with perfection. The nose is simply breathtak-
ing - quintessential Haut-Brion with ebullient red berry 
fruit, roasted herbs, gravel, terracotta tiles on a warm 
summer’s day...it is simply wave after wave of intoxicat-
ing scents that could bring even the most stoic person 
to tears of joy. The palate displays heavenly balance, 
pitch-perfect acidity, perhaps spicier than previous bot-
tles that I have tasted, and what depth and dimension in 
this outstanding wine. That hint of graphite on the finish 
is a cheeky nod to Pauillac, as if to thumb its nose at 
the First Growths, because alongside Château Latour, 
almost by stealth, the Haut-Brion is one of the greatest 
Bordeaux in this millennial year.”(99+pts)

 4 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 2123 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 1952
 Graves
 vhs, hbsl, tl, outstanding color

“A huge, powerful, Port-like wine. So thick you can cut 
it with a fork. Black-red colored; lemon, lime, ripe rai-
sin, vanilla and coffee aromas; full-bodied, with mas-
sive, thick fruit, plenty of tannins and a super-long fin-
ish.”(98pts WS)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 2124 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 1961
 Graves
 4ts, 1hs, 1ms, 6stl, 3sdc, 1tc, outstanding color

“One of the greatest 1961s, La Mission-Haut-Brion has 
been fabulous to drink for the last 5-10 years. Where 
well-stored, this wine will continue to drink well for 10-
20 years. It is more developed and drinkable than the 
1959, and it remains a thick, rich, super-aromatic wine 
with a textbook Graves bouquet of tobacco, barbecued 
meats, minerals, spices, and sweet red and black fruits. 
It is dense, full-bodied, alcoholic, and super-rich. This 
soft, opulently-textured wine makes for a fabulous drink. 
Absolutely stunning! Last tasted 10/94”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $16000-22000
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 2134 Château Latour - Vintage 2003
 Pauillac

“A prodigious effort, it boasts a saturated purple color 
as well as a gorgeous perfume of smoke, cedar, creme de 
cassis, flowers, crushed rocks, and blackberries. Massive 
and multi-layered, with huge richness and low acidity, it 
is about as unctuous as a young Latour can be. It could 
be compared to the 1982, but it may be even more pure, at 
least at this early stage, than that monumental wine. The 
level of intensity builds prodigiously in the mouth, and 
the finish lasts nearly a minute.”(100pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 2135 Château Margaux - Vintage 1990
 Margaux
 bn, bsl, 1x1 jerobaom owc

“Its ethereal bouquet of sweet black fruits, cedar, spices, 
flowers, smoke, and vanilla is remarkably well-formed 
and intense. In the mouth, there is not a hard edge to this 
classic wine, which is super-concentrated, soft, silky-tex-
tured, and opulent. It displays an opaque ruby/purple 
color, a compelling bouquet, and exquisite layers of fla-
vors that cascade over the palate without any notion of 
toughness or coarseness.”(100pts)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $6000-8000

 2136 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 1959
 Pauillac
 1bn, 1ts, 2lbsl, 2scc, 1cuc, rebouchee en 1985, 
 nicolas, outstanding color and condition

“I was blown away by this Mouton, which to me is one 
of the three greatest Moutons made in the last thirty-five 
years (1982 and 1986 being the others) This particular 
bottle was astonishingly young and unevolved, with a 
black/purple color, a huge, yet still youthful nose of cas-
sis, minerals, and new oak. Exceptionally powerful and 
super-extracted, with the fruit supported by high levels of 
tannin and some lusty quantities of It may well be a 100-
year wine!”(100pts)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 2137 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1990
 Pomerol
 cuc

“The phenomenally rich, well-endowed 1990 P trus has 
been magical from the first time I tasted it in cask. The 
color is a dense, jammy plum/purple.The wine possesses 
a knock-out nose of black fruits intertwined with aromas 
of toasty new oak, caramel, and flowers. Massively rich 
and full-bodied the 1990 is an extraordinarily rich, seam-
less wine with layers of flavor, and a finish that lasts for 
nearly 45 seconds.”(100pts)

 1 magnum per lot $7000-9000

 2131 Château Latour - Vintage 1959
 Pauillac
 vhs, bsl, nl, sdc, cuc, outstanding color

“The palate is still unerringly youthful with vibrant black 
fruit, fabulous purity and multi-layered black fruit laced 
with sea salt and just a touch of liquorice towards the 
never-ending finish. “(100pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

PARCEL LOTS 2132-2132C

 2132 Château Latour - Vintage 1961
 Pauillac
 ts, bsl, outstanding color and condition

“Port-like, with an unctuous texture, and a dark garnet 
color with considerable amber at the edge, the 1961 La-
tour possesses a viscosity and thickness. One of the three 
bottles served at the Château’s tasting revealed a surpris-
ingly aggressive, minty, herbaceous nose, but the other 
two bottles were liquid perfection, exhibiting fragrant, 
cedary, truffle, leather, mineral, and sweet, jammy aro-
matics, full-bodied, voluptuous textures, exquisite purity 
and concentration, and a layered, highly-nuanced finish 
that represents the essence of compellingly great wine. 
The 1961 has been fully mature for over 15 years, but it 
seems to get richer, holding onto its succulence and fat, 
and developing more aromatic nuances without losing 
any sweetness or concentration. An extraordinary wine, 
it is unquestionably one of the Bordeaux legends of the 
century!...”(100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 2132A 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000
 ts, bsl, cc, outstanding color and condition

 2132B 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000
 vhs, bsl, tl, taped label, outstanding color

 2132C 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500
 hs, bsl, tl, cuc, sdc, outstanding color

 2133 Château Latour - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac

“A young wine that electrifies every taste bud in your 
mouth. Compacted aromas of crushed currants and min-
erals, with roses and lilacs. Full-bodied, with masses of 
silky, refined tannins and a finish that lasts for minutes. 
Stunning. Best Latour since 1990.”(100pts WS)

 4 bottles per lot $3000-4000
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 2143 Chambertin - Vintage 1993
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 1lscl, 1wisvl, 2sos

“There was something extraordinary about this bottle of 
1993 Rousseau Chambertin Clos de Bèze, bordering on 
supernatural. Everything I could ask for in a great Bur-
gundy was there - ripe red fruits, forest floor and the com-
plexity of terroir, breed, style, length. The fruit had a cat-
nip-like quality that made me feel happy and silly, and its 
acidity and finish said, I know I’m good now, but just you 
wait and see.’ It was impossible to stop drinking, even 
in the context of a dozen plus other, fabulous Rousseau 
reds. This may prove to be one of those lightning bolts in 
a bottle; on this day, it didn’t get any better.”(99pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 2144 Chambertin - Vintage 2000
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 scl

“...offers unbelievably complex aromas and flavors with 
a dazzling array of spices, herb notes, earth and su-
perb clarity and more minerality than I usually get from 
this wine. Rich and vibrant with grand cru weight and 
size.”(91-93pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 2145 Charmes Chambertin
 A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 1989 lbsl (1)
 - Vintage 1996 (91-94pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 1999 (91pts VM) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 2146 NO LOT

 2147 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1996
 A. Rousseau

“This is one very pretty wine albeit a light one for Clos de 
la Roche.”(90pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 2148 Clos de la Roche
 A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 1989 lbsl (91pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 1999 (90pts) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 2149 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2002
 A. Rousseau

“Some cereal and celery aromas weaved their way 
through its roasted nose. There was some classic Bur-
gundy fruit on its palate, intense with its backside and 
bright with that signature 2002 acid, all in balance. 2002 
remains the forgotten great vintage between 1999 and 
2005.”(93pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 2138 Chambertin - Vintage 1989
 A. Rousseau

“Hint of alcohol on the nose together with fairly high-
toned, pure and incredibly complex and elegant raspber-
ry fruit. The medium weight flavors are sweet and quite 
intricate displaying grand cru richness and stupendous 
length.”(94pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 2139 NO LOT

 2140 Chambertin - Vintage 1993
 A. Rousseau
 nl

“The 1993 Rousseau is one of the greatest Burgs ever 
made, as a recent lunch in LA also confirmed. The red 
fruits, the Asian spices, it wasn’t too rich or too sweet and 
perfect in each of those regards. It was like an elegant 
jackhammer.”(99pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $4500-6000

 2141 Chambertin - Vintage 1996
 A. Rousseau
 crc, 1x1 jeroboam owc

“As great as so many of the wines that we had already 
tasted on this magical evening, this next flight of reds ab-
solutely stole the show. It began with a spectacular bottle 
courtesy of Big Mike. The first thing I wrote was, WOW. 
The Rousseau was meaty, intense and DEEP; it was full 
of rose, iron, crushed red fruits, vitamins, tannins, alco-
hol, acidity, brick, iron, wildfire it was game over. As Eli 
decreed, that s it. The palate was rich, hearty and incred-
ible with its rose, oil, game and vitamin flavors. This was 
wine was flat out incredible.”(97pts JK)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $18000-24000

 2142 Chambertin - Vintage 1985
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 lbsl, lscl

“The energy here was practically existential, and while 
it was the oldest and wisest of the flight, it still had this 
baby fat goodness that made me want to make strange 
sounds and noises with my lips. Its fruits were darker and 
blacker, and while it had great development...”(99pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $6000-8000
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 2154 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2002
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau

“Tasted blind in Hong Kong, the Gevrey-Chambertin 
1er Cru Clos Saint Jacques 2002 from Rousseau is just 
a sublime expression of the vineyard and the style of the 
domaine. The bouquet offers startling delineation with 
red cherries, crushed strawberry, wet limestone and rose 
petals. The palate is elegant and refined in keeping with 
the more understated style of the vintage, the acidity fine-
ly tuned and with a gradual crescendo of red berry and 
mineral notes that fan out in consummate fashion on the 
finish. It’s just a beautiful wine that is now at a beautiful 
stage of its life. Irresistible!”(96pts)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 2155 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 1996
 Les Cazetiers, A. Rousseau
 bsl, wisvl, ssos

 1 bottle per lot $400-600

 2156 Mazis Chambertin
 A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 1989 (1)
 - Vintage 1995 (1)
 - Vintage 1996 2bsl (92pts BH) (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 2157 Ruchottes Chambertin
 Clos des Ruchottes, A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 1990 ltl, sos (93pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 1995 (90pts IWC) (1)
 - Vintage 1996 (96pts) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 2158 La Romanée - Vintage 1978
 Bouchard, Pere et Fils
 lwrl, sdc, outstanding color and condition

“Still medium ruby with no bricking at all in evidence. 
Stunningly complex with perfumed, intense and superbly 
elegant spice and earth aromas blending seamlessly into 
marvelously sweet, round, velvety and pure flavors that 
offer impeccable balance and plenty of cassis-infused ex-
tract on the extraordinarily long finish. This continued to 
develop for some two hours in the glass and bottles in this 
condition will last another 20 years without difficulty. A 
real stunner of a wine.”(94pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1400-1800

 2159 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 1971
 Clos du Fonteny, Clair Dau
 2-3.5cm bc, 1-3.75cm bc, 4bsl, 1nl, 1tal, 
 1nol, 2scc, 1spc, excellent color

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 2150 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 1985
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau
 3.5cm bc

“The 1985 Rousseau Gevrey-Chambertin ‘Clos St. 
Jacques’ elicited a ‘welcome to the big leagues’ by none 
other than Big Boy himself. The CSJ had an amazing nose 
that was fresh and full of vitamins, rose and wound cit-
rusy fruit. There was also cherry, mint and Gorky found 
‘iodine;’ its nose had almost everything. The palate was 
outstanding to match, full of vitamin and citrus flavors. 
Its rich, creamy, taut, spiny and vigorous personality was 
great, and while it is probably at its peak (where it should 
rest for a few years), it was absolutely beautiful and a 
quintessential example of a great Burgundy shedding its 
adolescence.”(95pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 2151 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 1990
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau

“Rich, ripe but not roasted with elegant, full-bodied fla-
vors that display good density, power and outstanding 
length. Lovely, complex and still quite young.”(91pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 2152 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 1996
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau
 5ltl, different importers

“I have long considered the 1996 Gevrey-Chambertin 
1er Cru Clos Saint-Jacques from Armand Rousseau to 
be a brilliant wine, though it is a few years since we last 
met. Here, it had a broody and surprisingly youthful bou-
quet: dark berry fruit, juniper berries, briary and sous-
bois aromas. Captivating...but serious! The palate is 
medium-bodied with that impressive fruit concentration 
although it has clearly mellowed in recent years. There 
remains a firmness and an obduracy, yet also wondrous 
harmony and compose, almost effortless in nature as it 
gently fans out on the finish. As I said before, this has a 
long future. Tasted November 2016.”(96pts)

 10 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 2153 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2000
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau

“Medium red. Cherry, plum and mineral aromas, along 
with notes of pepper and spices. Juicy and penetrating, 
with the best depth of flavor thus far of these 2000s. This 
seems to be putting on weight in bottle. Smooth and fine 
on the back end.”(90+?pts IWC)

 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000
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 2165 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2005
 La Colombiere, Comte Liger-Belair
 1x6 bottle owc

“Vosne spice and very fresh red pinot and currant aro-
mas lead to racy, intense and precise flavors that possess 
solid definition on the linear, delicious and vibrant finish. 
Excellent quality for its level and recommended though 
note that this has already started to shut down so if you’re 
going to try one young just to see, be sure to give it plenty 
of air first.”(90pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 2166 DRC Assortment - Vintage 1991
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1-Romanée Conti, 3-Échézeaux 1-3cm bc, 
 1-Grands Échézeaux 3.25cm bc, 3-La Tâche, 
 1-Richebourg, 3-Romanée St. Vivant, 1x12 bottle owc

 12 bottles per lot $60000-80000

 2167 DRC Assortment - Vintage 2001
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1-Romanée Conti, 2-Échézeaux, 
 2-Grands Échézeaux, 3-La Tâche, 
 2-Richebourg, 2-Romanée St. Vivant, 
 1x12 bottle banded owc

 12 bottles per lot $50000-70000

 2168 Échézeaux - Vintage 1985
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 4.25cm bc, bsl, tl, scc, cuc

“Beautifully integrated wine with vivid, lively flavors of 
black cherry, van n to a long, firm finish. Delicious now, 
but give it 3-5 years.”(96pts WS)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 2169 Échézeaux - Vintage 2002
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle owc, 1x6 bottle banded owc

“Sweet, pure and completely classic mostly red pinot 
fruit aromas are enhanced by subtle nuances of floral 
notes, damp earth, underbrush and even a hint of game. 
The big, muscular but utterly refined flavors are superbly 
intense, reserved and backward supported by remark-
ably sophisticated tannins and stunning length. This is 
a very concentrated wine of real breed and impeccable 
balance that should age for 3 decades, perhaps longer.” 
(93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $26000-35000

 2160 La Romanée - Vintage 2005
 Comte Liger-Belair

“As good as the Reignots is, it’s immediately clear that 
this is at another level with its positively kaleidoscopic 
and utterly knockout nose featuring exuberant Vosne-
style spicy black fruit and a panoply of underlying nuanc-
es including anise, clove, minerals, underbrush, warm 
earth and smoke introduce much more reserved, even 
cool medium full flavors that are like silk on the palate 
though the hugely long finish tightens up in a real rush. 
This is really quite fine and less youthfully austere than 
it usually is at this early stage. This is also a stunner of a 
wine with that wonderful character of inner mouth per-
fume that the great wines always have plus it’s built for 
the long haul.”(97pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $13000-17000

 2161 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2009
 Aux Cras, Comte Liger-Belair

(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 2162 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2009
 Aux Reignots, Comte Liger-Belair
 3lbsl

“The 2009 Vosne-Romanée Les Reignots explodes onto 
the palate with dazzling richness and power. Black fruit 
tar, licorice and smoke are just some of the many aromas 
and flavors that stain the palate as this dark, brooding 
Burgundy shows off its pedigree. Layers of fruit build ef-
fortlessly to the huge, intense finish.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 2163 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2005
 Clos du Château, Comte Liger-Belair
 2lstl

“A floral nose resplendent with violets, Vosne spice, rasp-
berry liqueur and black currant that is both slightly riper 
and very pure combines with delicious, precise and sweet 
flavors that display ample minerality, all wrapped in an 
understated and beautifully balanced that possesses top 
1er length on the beautifully long finish. Again, terrific 
quality at this level and highly recommended.”(91pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 2164 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2009
 Clos du Château, Comte Liger-Belair

(94pts JG)

 6 bottles per lot $5000-7000
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 2175 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1991
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lbsl, nl, crc with no top

“My first encounter with the 1991 Grand Échézeaux was 
a very positive one. It has a heaven-sent bouquet with 
quite brilliant delineation that really shows off the quality 
of the terroir just pure unfettered Pinote. The palate is 
medium-bodied, supple at first but with admirable con-
centration: ebullient and vivacious red cherries inter-
mingling with raspberry and a slight ferrous note. Good 
structure, as usual, with a well-knit and very focused fin-
ish that lingers gloriously in the mouth. Bon vin! “(95pts)

 1 Methuselah per lot $26000-35000

 2176 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1985
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 gsl, tl, scc

“The reds began with a delicious 1985 DRC Grands 
Échézeaux. It bowled me over, literally. The GE is indu-
bitably the dark knight of the DRC portfolio, and it al-
ways delivers the best price to quality experience of them 
all IMO. It was one of the most concentrated ‘85 DRCs 
I could remember. It was heavy, with lots of depth and 
oily richness. The Wingman found  flowers, roses, white 
pepper and licorice.’ Well said.”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 2177 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1990
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 bn

“Thicker, complex, equal.”(95pts JK)

 1 magnum per lot $7000-9000

 2178 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1991
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lbsl, nl

“My first encounter with the 1991 Grand Échézeaux was 
a very positive one. It has a heaven-sent bouquet with 
quite brilliant delineation that really shows off the quality 
of the terroir just pure unfettered Pinote. The palate is 
medium-bodied, supple at first but with admirable con-
centration: ebullient and vivacious red cherries inter-
mingling with raspberry and a slight ferrous note. Good 
structure, as usual, with a well-knit and very focused fin-
ish that lingers gloriously in the mouth. Bon vin! “(95pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 2170 Échézeaux - Vintage 2010
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Exuberant and ripe spicy purple fruit also exhibits dis-
tinct floral and warm earth nuances that go on to suffuse 
the rich and finely detailed medium-bodied flavors that 
possess excellent underlying tension before terminating 
in a focused, intense and gorgeously long finish. This is 
pure silk and lace but the really impressive aspect of this 
wine is just how much depth it has.”(94pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 2171 Échézeaux - Vintage 2019
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“An overtly spicy and agreeably cool nose combines 
notes of soy, star anise, clove and sandalwood with those 
of plum, violet and a hint of jasmine tea. Here too there 
is excellent intensity to the attractively textured medi-
um-bodied flavors that flash seriously good length on the 
ever-so-mildly warm finale.”(95pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 2172 Échézeaux - Vintage 2020
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“An exuberantly spicy and wonderfully floral nose exhib-
its additional aromas of poached plum, mocha, jasmine 
tea and an interesting hint of tangerine peel. The rich, 
concentrated and powerful bigger-bodied flavors possess 
an absolutely gorgeous mouthfeel thanks to the abun-
dance of sappy dry extract...”(95pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 2173 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1969
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 4.5cm bc, hbsl, nl, scc, cuc, excellent color

“...a lovely varietal scented nose with a touch of meat-
iness; fairly sweet, medium-bodied, fragrant, dry fin-
ish.”(5 stars MB)

 3 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 2174 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1970
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 5.5cm bc, lbsl, wisl, excellent color

“The highly expressive nose is a pretty mix of spice, earth 
and secondary fruit aromas that evidence more than a 
trace of sous bois. The now lighter weight flavors are ful-
ly resolved but not without reasonably good power, par-
ticularly in the context of what was generally a higher 
yield vintage, all wrapped in a lingering and reasonably 
well-balanced finish.”(90pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400
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PARCEL LOTS 2186-2186A

 2186 La Tâche - Vintage 1971
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 bsl, tl, ll, cuc, excellent color

“It was the bottle of all bottles, and the 1971 DRC La 
Tâche quickly put Burgundy back at the center of the con-
versation. This bottle was the real deal in every sense of 
the phrase. Spicy, saucy and sexy, it smelled and tasted 
like wine heaven. The red fruits, roses, menthol, tomato, 
spices...everything was right there and then some. I have 
been adoring this wine for over two decades, and I am 
pleased to report that everything is still as it was. It just 
doesn’t get any better.”(99pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $8000-11000

 2186A 1 bottle per lot $7000-9000
 4.5cm, bsl, lvl, cuc, excellent color

 2187 La Tâche - Vintage 1985
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 bsl, wisl, sdc, scc, cuc

“The 1985 DRC La Tâche was brighter with a lot more 
menthol. It felt fresher in every which way, and mint and 
menthol kept coming up in my notes. This was a  Bright 
Lights, Big City’ wine, and a great example of this some-
times maligned vintage of La Tâche.”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 2188 La Tâche - Vintage 1989
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1-3.25cm bc, 2lbsl, 1sdc

“The 1989 DRC La Tâche that followed had more vim 
and vigor, perhaps more discoverable as my palate recov-
ered. There were more rubber, leather and citrus aromas 
and flavors. Its palate was zippy with great citrus smack 
to its finish.”(95+pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 2189 La Tâche - Vintage 1990
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1nl, 1cuc

“I cannot think of a more profound, young red Burgun-
dy tasted than DRC’s 1990 La Tâche. Although it still 
requires another 3-4 years of cellaring, it is incredibly 
endowed, with an extraordinary perfume of Asian spic-
es as well as jammy black raspberries, cherries, and 
blackberries infused with smoke, toast, and dried herbs. 
Full-bodied, but ethereal, with layers of flavor, as well as 
mind-boggling delicacy and complexity...”(100pts)

 2 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 2179 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle banded owc

“A gorgeously spicy nose features aromas of black cher-
ry, plum and soft mocha that complements well the ripe, 
supple and clearly very vibrant middle weight plus fla-
vors that are overtly muscular but not rustic and culmi-
nate in a superbly complex and palate staining finish. 
This is almost always a very substantial wine but it is 
huge in 2009 and I think that it’s safe to observe that the 
‘09 GE is impressive as hell, even relative to a wine that 
makes achieving reference standard quality look com-
monplace.”(95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $15000-20000

 2181 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2015
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“This is notably more floral as well as more restrained 
and what is interesting is that even though the violet-in-
flected fruit profile is just as ripe, it runs toward the red 
side of the spectrum while displaying a similar variety 
of spice components that includes a hint of sandalwood. 
This too is impressively constituted but despite the pow-
er and concentration the broad-shouldered flavors retain 
plenty of underlying tension as well as lovely precision 
before culminating in a massively long, balanced and 
harmonious if youthfully austere finale where the only nit 
is a hint of warmth.”(95pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 2183 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2019
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“...is super-floral with ripe but airy and elegant aromas 
of various dark berries, star anise, dried tangerine peel, 
warm earth and a plethora of spice elements. As is vir-
tually always the case, there is better size, weight and 
muscle present on the broad-shouldered flavors that de-
livers stunningly good length on the equally compact and 
beautifully well-balanced finale.”(96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 2184 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2020
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“More restrained, ripe and exceptionally fresh aromas 
are comprised by notes of beautifully spicy red and dark 
berry fruit, violet, sandalwood and exotiCôtea nuances. 
The succulent, round and incredibly intense large-scaled 
flavors are not denser, but they are patently more power-
ful...”(96pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 2185 La Tâche - Vintage 1969
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 bsl, remnants of label, lvl, cuc, excellent color

“A pungent, smoked duck, Asian spice, sweet, red and 
black fruit, caramel-like bouquet explodes from the glass. 
If there is ever a wine that can be said to reek of terroir, it 
is this 1969.”(94pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000
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 2198 La Tâche - Vintage 2010
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle banded owc

“This is perhaps even more floral than the Richebourg 
and every bit as spicy on the ultra-pure, cool and remark-
ably elegant mix of red and blue pinot fruit, red currant 
and wild red berries that are openly mineral-inflected. As 
with all of the DRC ‘10s, the equally stony flavors and 
supporting tannins are extremely fine and while there 
is ample power and vibrancy, the palate feel is all silk 
and satin. To be sure, this is a big wine with impressive 
concentration but this is definitely not cut from the same 
cloth as say the 2005 or 2009 versions are. I can admire 
both styles but this one is seriously lovely.”(98pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $30000-40000

 2199 1 bottle per lot $5000-7000

 2200 La Tâche - Vintage 2017
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The 2017 La Tâche Grand Cru soars from the glass with 
a captivating and beautifully integrated bouquet of exotic 
spices, rose petals, raspberries, cherries and blood or-
ange mingled with notions of cinnamon and coniferous 
forest floor. On the palate, the wine is full-bodied, deep 
and multidimensional, with a deep and tightly coiled core 
that marks it out as the most muscular wine in the cel-
lar, displaying considerable concentration and largely 
concealed structure. While this is a dramatic young La 
Tâche, there’s evidently plenty held in reserve, too, and 
it simply has appreciably more presence than any of the 
other wines that preceded it in this tasting.”(96+pts)

 1 magnum per lot $9000-12000

 2201 La Tâche - Vintage 2019
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“... is also quite restrained and only grudgingly offers up 
a kaleidoscopic range of spice elements that are laced 
with a wonderful array of floral nuances on the red and 
dark berry fruit scents. There is superb detail to the mus-
cular big-bodied flavors that brim with both minerali-
ty and dry extract before culminating in an explosively 
long, balanced, youthfully austere and harmonious fin-
ish.”(99pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $5000-7000

 2202 La Tâche - Vintage 2020
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“...is overtly floral in character with a beautifully lay-
ered array of hoisin, soy, clove, anise, black cherry 
coulis, sandalwood and exotic jasmine and pekoe tea 
scents.”(99pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $5000-7000

 2190 La Tâche - Vintage 1991
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3cm bc, lbsl

“This was a zippy and clearly better bottle next to the 
1990, and even though it had a bit of chocolate to go with 
its rosy red and berry black fruits, it was very comple-
mentary and subtle. A truly great wine”(98pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $4500-6000

 2191 La Tâche - Vintage 1996
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1lscl, 1 bottle different importer, 1x6 bottle owc

“Incredible nose that reminded me of an 18-year old su-
permodel: way too young but everyone still has to stop 
and stare aromas of roses and crushed red fruits, burst-
ing with stones and minerals and rounded out by a little 
cinnamon/nutmeg spiciness aromas of brand new leather 
so fresh and new that it is worthy of a Gucci or Prada tag 
the palate, however, was greatly shut down the wine was 
in hiding it was like a 98-point nose and a 92 point palate 
at first. The wine did start to open up slowly but surely 
and define itself on the palate after a couple of hours, and 
the acids emerged from a dormant state to really express 
themselves and let you know they were in the room an 
earthquake of a La Tâche that shakes the room and stains 
the soul.”(96+pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $20000-28000

 2192 NO LOT

 2193 La Tâche - Vintage 2002
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle banded owc

“The 2002 had a great, savory nose, with a touch of BBQ 
and a bit of garden goodness. It had that great spice and 
was what you truly expect from La Tâche with all of its 
superb balance. Its concentration and soupy goodness 
were admirable. I am a huge fan of this vintage for Red 
Burgundy in general.”(97pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $26000-35000

 2195 La Tâche - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“A discreet but incredibly complex nose features notes 
of spicy, pure and relatively high-toned fruit that is laced 
with plenty of rose petal and violet hints. There is ex-
cellent energy and freshness to the lacy and stunningly 
precise broad-scaled flavors that build in intensity from 
the densely concentrated mid-palate to the explosive and 
mouth coating finish that seemingly goes on without end. 
This is a big LT with ample muscle and very firm but 
not aggressive structure along with superb depth of un-
derlying material and positively mind-blowing length.” 
(98pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $10000-14000

 2196 4 bottles per lot $18000-24000
 2lscl

 2197 1 bottle per lot $4500-6000
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 2210 Richebourg - Vintage 1996
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 crc, 1x1 jeroboam owc

“The 96 was sensual and classic in the nose with a splash 
more perfume than usual. It was a lean, mean rose and 
rust machine with great acidity. It was wintry in a fresh, 
wet snow way. Minerals were crackling underneath. It 
was exquisite in the mouth, everything it is supposed to 
be, someone shared. It was a bit lean yet still somehow 
meaty, racy yet its finish slow and unwinding. Rose, cit-
rus, leather, vitamin, mineral and stem flavors were all 
there in this budding beauty.”(95pts JK)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $15000-20000

 2211 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000
 2lbsl

 2212 Richebourg - Vintage 2002
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“This is pungently floral with fresh rose notes nuanced 
by intense red fruits and a deep, wonderfully attractive 
plumy hint followed by powerfully spiced flavors that of-
fer impeccable balance and real muscle plus a sappy, pal-
ate staining finish. The tannins are extremely fine in this 
vintage and there is a lovely suppleness to the mid-palate 
without its usual robustness; in fact, there is a pretty tex-
tured quality to the structure.”(95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 2213 Richebourg - Vintage 2005
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“...swirling coaxes superbly elegant and pure aromas 
that are wonderfully broad and include red, black, blue 
and violet aromas as well as seemingly a full cupboard of 
Asian spices that complement to perfection the extreme-
ly rich, full and sweet flavors that are quite floral in the 
mouth, all wrapped in a detailed and punchy finish where 
the tannic spine is completely buried. While it sounds 
moderately odd to describe it this way, there is a swagger 
to the ‘05 Riche and this will clearly be one very long 
distance runner...”(97pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 2214 Richebourg - Vintage 2006
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lbsl

“Most impressive and this is a bit like the GE in that the 
natural elegance of the ‘06 vintage has tamed somewhat 
the inherent tendency for there to be a certain robustness 
in Richebourg to create a harmonious whole. Now that 
the wine is in bottle, it struck me as a block of stone from 
which only the vaguest outlines of the final form of the 
statue have yet to emerge. Superb potential.”(95pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 2203 Richebourg - Vintage 1969
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1-3cm bc, 1-3.75cm bc, 2bsl, 2cc, 2sdc, excellent color
 (92pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 2204 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400
 3.5cm bc, bsl, scc, spc, excellent color

 2205 Richebourg - Vintage 1971
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lbsl, spc, cuc, partially legible vintage branded cork,   
 outstanding color and condition

“The 1971 DRC Richebourg was  unreal great,’ per Bad 
Boy, and I couldn’t disagree. My affection for 1971 and 
DRC, and 1971 Burgundies in general, is well docu-
mented, and this was another fine exhibit. Wagyu flavors 
dripped from its bones, along with signature rose, men-
thol, and iron. Great stuff.”(98+pts JK)

 1 magnum per lot $20000-28000

 2207 Richebourg - Vintage 1988
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 scc

“There were bright cherry and tomato aromas, along 
with that good dirt and lots of earth to go with it. There 
was also some wet fur, in a good way. This was a rich and 
flavorful red, with chalky flavors and red citrus twits in a 
limestone way. This was an impressive ‘88, and the best 
‘88 DRC I could remember having. I guess they are final-
ly hitting their stride! There was great tanning expression 
on its brighter finish.”(96pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 2208 Richebourg - Vintage 1989
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“...hints of secondary aromas, game, leather and spice. 
The flavors though are big, rich and intense, underpinned 
by surprisingly rustic tannins and offering fine length a 
big wine for the vintage with plenty of character and am-
ple structure...”(91pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 2209 Richebourg - Vintage 1990
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 ts, lwisl

“Amazing nose - incredible t ‘n a that is somehow ripe 
as wll red fruits dominate with a hint of black here earth, 
truffle, leather, and game aromas are all divine singular-
ly and collectively huge yet silky with a fabulous finish, 
fabulous fruit yes, this is fabulous wine, absolutely if you 
will secondary aromas of soy and mocha, with a pinch of 
sawdust massive ripeness and finish.”(97pts JK)

 1 magnum per lot $8000-11000
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 2221 Richebourg - Vintage 2020
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Here the notably ripe mocha-inflected nose was re-
strained to the point that it required aggressive swirling 
for several minutes before it slowly revealed it cool and 
exuberantly spicy nose of pure cassis, black raspber-
ry and a plethora of floral and exotiCôtea elements.” 
(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 2222 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 1990
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1nl, 2sdc

“It had a rich and leathery palate, both classy and clas-
sic. There were stir-fried beef edges to this round and 
thick wine. It needed time, as it held and expanded in 
the glass. This was a wine that could handle the gym, 
and more cedar and bamboo emerged on the palate.” 
(96pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 2223 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 1991
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3cm bc

“Wonderful aromatics of Vosne spice, black fruit and 
hints of earth and violets followed by rich, velvety flavors 
of stunning complexity and exceptional length. This has 
finally started to open and shows even more promise now 
than it did before as the hardness of the tannins is melt-
ing, revealing classic RSV qualities. Drinkable now but 
this will undoubtedly be better with a few more years of 
bottle age.”(93pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 2224 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2002
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 2lwisl, 1x6 bottle owc

“The 2002 Romanée Saint Vivant from Domaine de la 
Romanée-Conti has a heavenly bouquet. It was served 
blind but the tangible stem addition betrayed the grower, 
particularly when it was later compared next to an Hen-
ri Jayer. The bouquet is very complex with red berries, 
tree bark, a touch of dried blood and smoke, but what is 
striking is the delineation. The palate is medium-bodied 
and as you would expect, extremely well balanced. There 
is plenty of sappy red fruit here suffused with sage and 
rosemary, a touch of spice enlivening a finish that has 
impressive density (so much so that it could pass as a 
Richebourg.) I was not the only person to notice how it 
became more more savory and ferrous in the glass, after 
30 minutes suggesting a touch of Japanese tea (the prop-
er, thickly textured type). Just wondrous. “(95pts)

 9 bottles per lot $24000-32000

 2215 Richebourg - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 2vlscl

“The bottle that I tried displayed a hint of reduction 
though not enough to hide the intensely floral and no-
tably ripe nose that features fresh notes of plum, mocha 
and cassis that are sprinkled with exotic spice notes. The 
expansive and tautly muscular broad-shouldered flavors 
are, unusually, almost as fine as those of the RSV yet even 
slightly more complex with the same finely grained tan-
nins. The length is similar but at present, the extra dimen-
sion of depth gives this the barest of edges.”(97pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $18000-24000

 2216 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 2217 Richebourg - Vintage 2010
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle banded owc

“The restrained and markedly cool nose displays an im-
pressive variety of floral and spice hints that add a sense 
of elegance to the stunningly complex ripe dark berry 
fruit and plum aromas. While this is almost always a 
muscular and at times even robust wine young, in 2010 
it offers a truly remarkably sophisticated mouth feel 
because like the RSV, the tannins are refined and fine-
grained. Moreover, there is the same knockout complexity 
that the nose displays on the intensely mineral-driven fin-
ish and overall, this is a complete wine of simply fantastic 
length.”(96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $20000-28000

 2218 2 bottles per lot $6500-8500

 2219 Richebourg - Vintage 2015
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The 2015 Richebourg Grand Cru is very good indeed, 
offering up a pure and surprisingly expressive nose of 
strawberry, dried rose, plum preserve, roast squab, raw 
cocoa and incipient rich soil tones, framed by some nutty 
new oak. On the palate, the wine is full-bodied, multidi-
mensional and rich, sweet fruit playing in counterpoint 
with sapid, savory nuance.”(96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 2220 Richebourg - Vintage 2019
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“As is usually the case, there is even better size, weight 
and mid-palate density to the big-bodied and very serious 
mineral-driven flavors that possess that wonderful inner 
mouth perfume along with a highly seductive texture that 
gradually gives way to a hugely long finish.”(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000
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 2230 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2010
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle banded owc

“All that I could think when I first put my nose in the glass 
was “wow!” as the airy and very cool nose of ultra-ele-
gant spice, floral and herbal nuances greeted me. Add to 
this plenty of attractive nuances to the kaleidoscopically 
layered red currant and plum suffused aromas and you 
have something pretty special. This is, not surprisingly, 
much more refined than the GrandsEch as the supporting 
tannins on the silky middle weight flavors are extremely 
fine-grained yet notably dense as the explosive finish is 
quite firm. Despite the tightly wound structure the overall 
impression of the mouth feel is one of delicacy and ulti-
mate refinement.”(96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $18000-24000

 2231 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 2232 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1990
 Dujac
 sdc, scc

“...enjoys the most saturated, deep ruby color, and a 
tightly knit, closed nose, which, with coaxing, offers up 
smells of meat, soy, sweet black fruits, and toasty vanillin 
oak. It is splendidly rich and well-delineated, with full 
body, exceptional extraction of flavor, impeccable bal-
ance, and a long, deep finish.”(94pts)

 1 bottle per lot $5000-7000

 2233 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1993
 Dujac

“The wine of the night no small task when it was The 
Rev’s wedding night!”(98pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 2234 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1996
 Dujac

“This medium-to-dark ruby-colored wine reveals dark  
cherries, perfume, and violets. Masculine yet  gorgeously 
elegant, this wine has outstanding breadth and concentra-
tion as well as a medium-to-full body  with floral, miner-
al, stone, blackberry, and red cherry  flavors.”(91-93pts)

 4 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 2235 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2001
 Dujac
 bn, crc, 1x1 jeroboam owc

“In a word, gorgeous.”(93pts BH)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $6000-8000

 2225 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2003
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 sdc

“Perhaps the biggest Romanée-St.-Vivant produced at 
this domaine, the 2003 offers aromatics as well as flavors 
reminiscent of blackfruits drenched in dark chocolate. 
Full-bodied, velvety-textured, as well as concentrated, it 
is immensely ripe, crammed with tannin, and vaunts an 
amazingly long finish.”(95pts)

 1 magnum per lot $6500-8500

 2226 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 2227 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2005
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“This is also very primary and backward as hints of su-
premely elegant and seductive exceptionally ripe black 
fruit aromas replete with soy, hoisin, clove and anise nu-
ances mergeinto wonderfully fine and refined linear and 
firmly structured flavors that culminate in a precise, pure 
and driving finish that goes on and on. This is a really 
impressive effort that offers terrific potential but fans of 
this wine should note that it is arguably more masculine 
than it usually is yet at the same time utterly seamless. A 
‘wow’ wine that is perhaps the ripest of the DRC ‘05s. A 
true knockout that is sheer class.”(97pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 2228 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle banded owc

“The 2009 Romanée St.Vivant is wonderfully complete. 
The combination of power and elegance is breathtaking 
as layers of fruit flow across the palate in stunning style. 
Hard candy, flowers, mint and dark red berries build to 
the dramatic, explosive finish. In 2009 the Romanée St. 
Vivant is a wine of considerable volume and textural 
depth, but it will require a good many years for those 
qualities to come through fully.”(97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $15000-20000

 2229 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500
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 2242 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1995
 Dujac
 lbsl, crc, 1x1 methuselah owc

“...possesses powerful aromas of sweet black fruits. In 
the mouth, the wine explodes with dark berries, rocks, 
iron, and roasted spice, all embedded in this chewy, vel-
vety-textured, medium-bodied wine.”(92pts)

 1 Methuselah per lot $10000-14000

 2243 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1996
 Dujac

“There was great musk here along with mint and leath-
er, and a lot of backside in this large and stylish red” 
(95+ pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1400-1800

 2244 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2001
 Dujac
 1x1 jeroboam owc

“Powerful and dense aromas of earth, black and red fruit 
plus subtle notes of soy, coffee and hoisin explode from 
the glass that merge seamlessly into bigger, richer, round-
er and more muscular flavors. Authoritative, gorgeously 
textured and very stylish with pronounced tannic struc-
ture and plenty of buffering sap. Impressive and extreme-
ly long...”(93pts BH)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $6000-8000

 2245 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 1995
 Dujac
 nl, crc, pc, 1x1 jeroboam owc

“We headed into red, red wine territory with a magnum 
of 1995 Dujac Clos Saint Denis. This was a fragrant Bur-
gundy with lots of complexity. Aromas of forest, citrus, 
red cherry and a sweet core of fruit penetrated my nos-
trils. It was a musky wine with a palate full of acid and 
a sappy finish. This had a touch of cedar and olive, but 
one thought it was a tiny bit  dry,’ a typical knock on 
1995.”(94pts JK)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $5000-7000

 2246 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 1996
 Dujac

(95+pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1200-1600

 2247 Échézeaux - Vintage 1980
 Dujac
 lstl, scc

“A fully mature and wonderfully seductive nose of rel-
atively strong sous bois and spice notes cut with a bit 
of warm earth that is also picked up by the nicely fresh, 
complex and delicious medium full flavors that are still 
quite serious in personality, all wrapped in a sappy, long 
and balanced finish.”(93pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 2236 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2002
 Dujac
 2lscl, 1 bottle different importer

“...gorgeous aromatics reveal profound cherry scents 
intermingled with flowers and fresh herbs. Concentrat-
ed, seamless, and boasting a sublime satiny mouth-feel, 
it harmoniously bathes the taster s palate with waves of 
candied red fruits. Raspberries, strawberries, cherries, 
notes of vanilla, white pepper, and violets can be found 
in its delightfully seductive and complex medium-bodied 
personality.”(93pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 2237 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2003
 Dujac
 3lscl, 1 bottle different importer

“This too is aromatically fresh and bright with an exu-
berant, slightly exotic and spicy nose that leads to opu-
lent yet firmly structured full-bodied flavors blessed with 
plenty of mid-palate concentration and a long, sweet, in-
tense and well-delineated finish. This is a big Charmes 
with plenty of power and while it stops just short of being 
robust, there is plenty of wine here.”(90-92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 2238 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Dujac

“The 2009 Charmes-Chambertin is unbelievably sophis-
ticated and gracious. The warmth of the year has filled 
out the wine beautifully and also softened the tannins. 
This is a decidedly rich, expansive Charmes that impress-
es for its aristocratic personality. I hope to taste it again 
in another decade or so. I noted that the Charmes was 
quite a bit more complex from bottle than it was from 
barrel. Anticipated maturity: 2019-2039.”(95+pts)

 1 bottle per lot $400-600

PARCEL LOTS 2240-2241

 2240 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1990
 Dujac
 3.25cm bc, sdc, cuc

“The hits from Dujac kept coming with a rockstar bottle 
of 1990 Dujac Clos de la Roche. There was even more 
amazing perfume here that was so sensual. It had gor-
geous purple hues, colors and flavors that danced deli-
cately and delivered in the form of fruits and flowers with 
kisses of leather and dust on it finish. It was so fine and el-
egant but still had so much substance with a long, creamy 
and happy ending.”(97+pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $4500-6000

 2241 1 bottle per lot $4500-6000
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 2254 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1991
 G. Roumier
 lscl, sdc

“The 1991 was my favorite of the flight, with the most 
stuffing. It was really good with edges of coffee and va-
nilla ice cream without that dessert-like sweetness. Mint 
and cherry brought it altogether on the palate. Yum.” 
(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 2255 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1993
 G. Roumier
 1cuc, 1ssos, 1 bottle different importer

“The 1993 had all that good rust, iron and earth, that dirt 
under the nails action. The ‘93 was strapped in leather 
from head to Tokyo, and its backside was especially pro-
nounced. There were lots of oat flavors with chocolate 
kisses. It was an intense wine...”(96+pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 2256 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200
 lwisl, cuc

 2257 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1995
 G. Roumier
 2lbsl, 1 bottle different importer

“This was the first time that I had tasted the 1995 Bonnes 
Mares Grand Cru from Christophe Roumier. It is said 
that he did nothing wrong in this vintage and this splen-
did bottle attests to that (though another bottle was 
slightly corked). It has a bouquet that clearly evinces 
Grand Cru quality: a complex, nuanced aromatic profile 
of red cherries, blueberry, cold stone and iris, all deliv-
ered with quite brilliant delineation. The palate does not 
disappoint. It has exquisite poise, supremely fine tannin 
and delivers that opulence and lusciousness you expect 
from Bonnes-Mares. The only fault is that you will fin-
ish your glass too quickly and the current market value. 
Those with bottles in their cellar ... I am jealous. Tasted 
September 2016.”(97pts)

 3 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 2258 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 2259 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2001
 G. Roumier

“Dark, forest, unyielding.”(94pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 2260 NO LOT

 2261 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 1990
 Les Amoureuses, G. Roumier
 3cm bc, cuc

“...stunning aromatic complexity and flavors that deliver 
superb richness, real depth of extract and simply knock-
out length.”(93pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 2248 Échézeaux - Vintage 1985
 Dujac
 lbsl, ltl, sdc

“Ascending the ladder of quality, one starts with the light 
and elegant Échézeaux. This is a great wine, particularly 
in view of the fact that the vines were only 5 years old at 
the time of this vintage. Ripe, rich aromas of strawberry 
and cherry fruit jump from the glass. It is medium bodied 
with super finesse. This is the earliest maturing wine of 
the Dujac stable.”(90pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 2249 Échézeaux - Vintage 1990
 Dujac
 lstl

“Elegant, toasty and complex. Kicks in with nice tea, 
strawberry and roasted nut flavors on the delicate fin-
ish.”(91pts WS)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 2250 Échézeaux - Vintage 1996
 Dujac

“Elegant, spicy, sexy and altogether gorgeous aromatics 
followed by sappy black fruit flavors of solid depth and 
length. This is most impressive in its harmony, density 
and classy delivery and this appears to be capable of 
considerably upside improvement.”(92pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1200-1600

 2251 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1959
 Faiveley
 1-3.5cm bc, 1-4cm bc, 2ssos, excellent color ,  
 Tasteduvin bottling

“Brick orange with elegant, still quite earthy aromas and 
obvious sous-bois notes followed by round, nicely intense 
and very rich flavors that display some heat on the long, 
velvety finish.”(90pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 2252 Gevrey Chambertin
 - Vintage 1999 Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles Vignes,  (1)
 Fourrier  (93pts IWC)
 Griottes Chambertin
 - Vintage 1999 Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier  (1)
 lbsl (93+?pts IWC)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 2253 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1988
 G. Roumier
 2lscl, 1cuc

“...the 1988 was spectacular. The ‘88 was a deep, dark, 
foresty fantasy with outstanding bread, cigar and smoke-
house aromas. This was a creamy red with rock star vim 
and vigor.  So good,’ appeared in my notes.  Power, struc-
ture, fruit and austerity,’ came from the crowd. This was 
clearly the best wine so far.”(98pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $6000-8000
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 2267 Échézeaux - Vintage 1999
 H. Jayer for Georges
 wc

“It had tremendous richness and density...”(93?pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 2268 Échézeaux - Vintage 2000
 H. Jayer for Georges
 sdc

“The 2000 Jayer had an explosive nose with great fresh-
ness and zip, full of garden and purple flowers with 
so much lilac. This was long, sexy and elegant. The 
2000 was truly in a great spot, with nice earth flavors, 
too.”(95pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-5500

 2269 Musigny - Vintage 1990
 J. Drouhin

“A magical wine that’s incredibly smooth for being so 
young. Has an abundance of plum, earth and chocolate 
aromas and flavors and a backbone of massive, velvety 
tannins...”(95pts WS)

 1 bottle per lot $1200-1600

 2270 Musigny - Vintage 1999
 J.F. Mugnier
 1cuc

“Mugnier’s 1999 Musigny Grand Cru is still a very 
youthful wine, but a few hours’ decant gives a more than 
adequate sense of its immense quality. A beautiful bou-
quet of raspberries, black cherry, cocoa powder, violets, 
peony and incipient notes of rich soil and cedar introduce 
a pure, full-bodied wine with pitch-perfect balance and 
a deep, spherical core of ripe tannin, juicy acidity and 
reserved concentration. This is not an especially flam-
boyant wine, but it’s incredibly authoritative and sophis-
ticated; and in another decade, it will be just irresisti-
ble.”(96+pts)

 3 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 2271 Musigny - Vintage 2002
 J.F. Mugnier

“An explosive, beautifully layered and nuanced nose of 
black cherries, crushed red and black fruits followed by 
rounded, elegant, intense and penetrating flavors that 
show better precision and more obvious structure than 
the Amoureuses. I especially like the intensity and this 
builds from the mid-palate to a finish that completely 
coats the mouth and lasts for minutes. A superb wine that 
should age for years.”(94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 2272-2273 NO LOTS

 2262 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2015
 Les Combottes, G. Roumier

“ A distinctly ripe yet still quite pretty nose displays 
notes of essence of black cherry, raspberry and violet. 
There is both good richness and volume to the seductive-
ly textured and satin-textured medium weight flavors...” 
(90-93pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 2263 Morey St. Denis - Vintage 2002
 Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier

“Good saturated red-ruby. Reduced aromas of dark ber-
ries and smoke. Youthful and densely packed, but comes 
across as less sweet today than the Chambolle villag-
es, with less early personality. A more medicinal, rustic 
style of wine, with the classic earthiness of the site.” 
(88-90pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 2264 Morey St. Denis - Vintage 2005
 Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier

“A very fresh and unusually bright but more deeply 
pitched red fruit nose inflected with iron suffused earth, 
hints of underbrush and subtle sauvage notes leads to 
rich, full and admirably intense flavors that are at once 
powerful yet supple, all wrapped in a punchy and more 
complex and minerally finish than what I usually find 
here. Good stuff with excellent acid/fruit/tannin balance 
and recommended.”(91pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $700-900

 2265 Morey St. Denis - Vintage 2009
 Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier
 3lbsl, 4tl

“A very ripe nose speaks of cassis and liqueur of black 
raspberries that introduce the rich, intense and solidly 
voluminous flavors that possess a seductive mouth feel 
as the sap completely buffers the firm and ever-so-mildly 
rustic tannins on the impressively persistent and moder-
ately robust finish.”(92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 2266 Échézeaux - Vintage 1990
 H. Jayer for Georges
 lscl, scc

“The 1990 Henri Jayer Échézeaux had a lot going on in 
its nose. It was heavy and thick, beefy, brothy and for-
esty, with that citrus pitch and spice. It was like a forest 
sledgehammer, so thick and sweet, displaying that purple 
signature style. The palate was rich with endless acidity 
that was still somehow reined in. The palate was so rich, 
so saucy, so concentrated, so spectacular. It also had that 
cedary, foresty edge to its flavors. If the 1991 was a girl-
friend, the 1990 was a bodyguard.”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $5000-7000
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 2280 Meursault - Vintage 2007
 Clos des Ambres, A. Ente
 1x6 bottle ocb

“...has a pale hue considering that it is now already ten 
years old. The nose is effervescent with Granny Smith 
apple and Japanese yuzu scents, lime and a light flinty 
note.”(90pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 2281 Meursault - Vintage 2019
 Clos des Ambres, A. Ente

“...has turned out beautifully, mingling aromas of Anjou 
pear, green apple and orange zest with notions of bread 
dough, beeswax and crisp stone fruits.”(93pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 2282 Meursault - Vintage 2019
 Goutte d’Or, A. Ente
 2x1 bottle ocb’s

“...is a remarkable wine. Unwinding in the glass with 
notes of pear, freshly baked bread, clear honey, white 
flowers and crisp stone fruit, it’s full-bodied, ample and 
satiny, with a deep and layered mid-palate, prodigious 
levels ...”(97pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 2283 Meursault - Vintage 2010
 La Seve du Clos, A. Ente
 2nl

“Arguably the finest wine in this lineup, the 2010 Meur-
sault La Seve du Clos is simply striking in its beauty. This 
is a more intense, piercing style than the Goutte d’Or. 
Bright flowers, pears, oyster shells, crushed rocks and 
slate are all layered into this tightly wound, focused 
Meursault. Vibrant saline notes frame the long finish. In 
2010, La Seve du Clos is pure class. The style is all about 
energy, tension and length. It is super-impressive. Antici-
pated maturity: 2014+.”(94pts)

 4 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 2284 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2005
 Coche-Dury

“Warning: this incredible white Burgundy can leave you 
speechless. Appraised blind, everyone fortunate enough 
to have a glass of this Corton-Charlemagne in front of 
them, recognized its greatness. The bouquet is imbued 
with spine-tingling mineralite and a shimmering tension 
that is impossible to encapsulate in words. It just leaves 
you with a huge smile on your face. The palate neatly 
interlocks with the aromatics, that mineral tension just 
leaving you breathless with admiration.”(98pts)

 2 bottles per lot $11000-15000

 2274 Richebourg - Vintage 1985
 Mongeard Mugneret
 2gsl, 1nl, 2scc

“An utterly magnificent wine...”(92pts WS)

 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 2275 Chambertin - Vintage 1947
 P. Ponnelle
 3.75cm bc, hbsl, ll, cc, outstanding color

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400

 2276 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1991
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 bsl, sdc

“...is a mind-boggling wine that rivals virtually anything 
produced in Burgundy over the last several decades. It of-
fers an amazingly sweet bouquet redolent with aromas of 
crushed black-raspberries, black-cherries, and underly-
ing earthy, truffle-like notes. Awesomely rich, dense, and 
full-bodied, this spectacular low acid, multidimensional 
wine has a blockbuster finish.”(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 2277 Meursault - Vintage 2017
 A. Ente
 3x1 magnum owc’s

“The 2017 Meursault villages from the Ente family is 
also lovely this year, and like the Bourgogne blanc, it is 
characterized by a bit more mid-palate amplitude in this 
vintage than is typical of this bottling. The nose wafts 
from the glass in a classic blend of apple, passion fruit, 
hazelnuts, iodine, chalky minerality and a nice touch of 
vanillin oak. On the palate the wine is crisp, full-bodied 
and nicely mineral in profile, with very good concentra-
tion at the core, bright acids and a very long, nascently 
complex and energetic finish. This is a fine bottle in the 
making, but it will need at least a couple of years in the 
cellar to properly blossom before starting to drink with 
generosity. “(91pts JG)

 3 magnums per lot $3000-4000

 2278 Meursault - Vintage 2018
 A. Ente

“Hints of smoke and matchstick character frames the 
ripe pear, apple, hazelnut and citrus zest-scented nose. 
There is a caressing mouthfeel to the attractively tex-
tured medium weight flavors that tighten up somewhat 
on the focused, delicious and lightly stony finish where 
a touch of refreshing bitter lemon adds a sense of lift.” 
(89-91pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 2279 3 bottles per lot $1400-1800
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 2291 NO LOT

 2292 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2002
 Domaine Leflaive

“(from 44 year old vines, which are the oldest vines of 
the Domaine) Classic Bienvenues aromas of honeysuckle 
and white flowers introduce wonderfully rich and con-
centrated flavors that are wonderfully punchy and the 
intensity here is incredible. A profound Bienvenues that 
possesses such impeccable balance that it should age ef-
fortlessly.”(93pts BH)

 2 magnums per lot $3000-4000

 2293 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2002
 Domaine Leflaive

“This is a Chevalier-Montrachet that really delivers. The 
2000 Chevalier Montrachet has a sensational walnut 
and smoke-tinged nose that is brilliantly focused and vi-
brant. This just shimmers with tension and develops hints 
of cockleshell with time. The palate follows through in 
style: taut and precise and barely showing its age, deep 
with great intensity and subtle notes of vanilla pod and 
coconut toward the finish, though they never obstruct 
the mineral core of this fantastic Chevalier-Montrachet. 
Drink now without guilt, cellar for another decade like-
wise.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 2285 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2011
 Coche-Dury
 2lscl, 1cuc

“The 2011 Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru has an ex-
quisite bouquet that truly deserves the phrase “liquid 
mineral.” Imagine a limestone quarry being melted down 
and then distilled multiple times until there is just enough 
to fill your wine glass. The palate has perfect acidity and 
subtle spicy notes on the entry: hints of lime flower, cit-
rus lemon and a subtle note of mandarin coming through 
with aeration. Is exhibits balletic poise on the finish a 
sensational Corton-Charlemagne that just may turn out 
to be just as good as the 2010. “(96pts)

 2 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 2286 Meursault - Vintage 2013
 Coche-Dury

“...has a straight-down-the-line, flinty/burnt match nose 
that we have all come know and love from this domaine. 
Frankly, nobody achieves the precision like this. The 
palate is very flattering with great volume married with 
fine acidity, hints of peach and tangerine, lively and viva-
cious with a long and tender finish that just goes on and 
on.”(92pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 2287 Meursault
 Coche-Dury
 - Vintage 2012 (91pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2015 (92pts) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 2288 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2012
 Les Enseigneres, Coche-Dury

(94pts)

 3 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 2289 Meursault - Vintage 2000
 Perrières, Comte Lafon
 2-3cm bc, 2-3.5cm bc, 4bsl

“’One of Meursault’s most beautiful vintages,’ Dominiq-
ue advised I loved this wine it had a very seductive nose 
full of caramel, cream, and spice a toasty nuttiness there 
as well, with vanilla that is not over the top as in other 
bottlings of his - still more present than other ‘classic’ 
profiles nice spice and great purity to the nose evern bet-
ter purity on the palate - delicous and delciate with a 
toned, muscular finish acids linger in the belly well out-
standing.”(95pts JK)

 4 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 2290 Meursault - Vintage 2018
 Porusots, Comte Lafon

“A restrained nose is reserved to the point of being al-
most mute though aggressive swirling eventually liber-
ates notes of green fruit, wood toast, lemon and spiced 
pear. “(92-94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000
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 2299 Chablis - Vintage 2002
 Les Clos, Raveneau
 crc

“Raveneau s 2002 Chablis Les Clos is off the charts. 
Limestone, chalk, spices, white peaches, and minerals 
can be made out in its aromatics (these are less expres-
sive than Raveneau s other 2002s, typical for a young 
Les Clos). A powerful, full-bodied effort, it reveals a per-
sonality of awe-inspiring intensity, depth, and concen-
tration. Pure, dense, muscular, exceptionally well-bal-
anced, this brilliant wine boats a complex flavor profile 
of salty pears, earth, flint, and hints of candied lemons. 
Wow!...”(98-100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 2300 Chablis
 Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau
 - Vintage 2002 (93pts BH) (2)
 - Vintage 2007 (94pts JK) (2)
 - Vintage 2011 (93pts BH) (1)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 2301 Chablis - Vintage 2007
 Valmur, Raveneau

“Here the nose is every bit as elegant if not more so 
but it’s distinctly cooler and somehow more distant yet 
the strong Chablis character is immediately evident as 
the nose is a classic combination of green fruit, warm 
stone, iodine and distilled extract of sea water and this 
intense saline quality continues onto the equally cool, 
brilliantly defined and stunningly well balanced flavors 
that are crystalline in their purity on the driving finish.” 
(94pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 2302 Meursault - Vintage 2018
 Premier Cru, J.M. Roulot
 1x6 bottle ocb

“Pretty if restrained aromas reluctantly offer up notes 
of roasted hazelnut, pear and acacia blossom that are 
trimmed in just enough wood to notice. The sleek, intense 
and almost racy medium-bodied flavors possess excellent 
delineation that continues onto the lingering, balanced 
and solidly complex finale.”(90pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 2303 Meursault - Vintage 2014
 Clos des Boucheres, Roulot

“A classic Meursault nose consists of pure and very fresh 
hazelnut, white orchard fruit and acacia blossom aro-
mas that are trimmed in subtle wood nuances. The bor-
derline painfully intense medium-bodied flavors possess 
excellent punch and very good mid-palate concentration 
before terminating in a taut and delineated finish that 
displays a distinct saline character along with hints of 
citrus. This beautifully understated wine of finesse is no-
tably finer than the Porusot if not possessing nearly the 
same degree of power.”(92-94pts BH)

 2 magnums per lot $2000-2800

 2294 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2017
 Pierre-Yves Colin Morey

“A soaring, cool and pretty nose features notes of green 
apple, floral, mineral reduction and plenty of citrus el-
ements. While the medium weight flavors are not su-
per-dense they still manage to convey evident power on 
the stony, bone dry and impressively complex, firm and 
persistent finish. Patience required.”(92-94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 2295 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2018
 Pierre-Yves Colin Morey

“A restrained, ultra-fresh and distinctly floral nose re-
flects notes of various white orchard fruit aromas, lemon 
zest and discreet wood toast. There is outstanding volume 
to the rich and succulent broad-shouldered flavors that 
possess focused power on the beautifully long and sap-
py mineral-infused finish that is shaped by citrus-tinged 
acidity.”(91-94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 2296 Montrachet - Vintage 2004
 Pierre-Yves Colin Morey

“This too is very tight and reserved, revealing little but 
glimpses of spice, white flowers and ripe peach and pear 
notes followed by backward, intense and firm medium 
full flavors that are powerful and equally focused on the 
hugely long finish. This is austere to the point of being 
severe and it will require ample patience to allow it time 
to flesh out and realize the huge potential the underlying 
material clearly has.”(94pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 2297 NO LOT

 2298 Chablis - Vintage 1992
 Les Clos, Raveneau
 bsl

“A 1992 Raveneau Chablis Les Clos popped out and had 
a sweet rainwater nose with lots of citrusy fruit and sweet 
corn kisses. Its palate was long, round and tender. It was 
in that perfect, mature spot with nice sunny hues and a 
touch of pineapple goodness. Banana crept in, and I was 
loving the exoticness of this Clos.”(96pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000
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 2310 Cornas - Vintage 1990
 A. Clape

“The 1990 Cornas is outstanding. The color is an opaque 
black/purple, and the nose offers up rich, ripe aromas 
of black fruits, licorice, and spices. Super-concentrated, 
with a full-bodied, highly extracted, mouthfilling taste, 
this example of Cornas possesses moderate tannins, ad-
equate acidity, and a smashingly long finish. It is also 
relatively refined for a Cornas, displaying no signs of the 
rustic tannins or funky, earthy smells many Cornas can 
possess. Although it can be drunk now, I would recom-
mend waiting at least 3-4 years. Enjoy it over the next 
12-15 years.”(91pts)

 4 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 2311 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 1995
 Château Rayas
 1ltl

“Decadent, ripe, saucy black cherry liqueur aromas, as 
well as high alcohol presence...sweet plum liqueur as 
well...huge length - great tight, stony, minerally fruit...
excellent breed, yet so young and tight now.”(97pts JK)

 12 bottles per lot $14000-18000

 2312 1 bottle per lot $1200-1600

 2313 Côte Rôtie
 La Landonne, E. Guigal
 - Vintage 1982 scl (95pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1991 (99-100pts) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 2315 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1998
 La Mouline, E. Guigal

“The awesome 1998 Côte-R tie La Mouline is a seamless, 
full-bodied classic with many characteristics of the 1997 
La Landonne , but more structure, tannin, and muscle. It 
will need two years of cellaring, and will last for twen-
ty years. Stylistically, it is reminiscent of the 1988. This 
wine’s aromatic fireworks, sumptuous texture, and seam-
less personality represent perfection this remains one 
of the world’s most intensely perfumed and compelling 
wines.”(97pts)

 3 bottles per lot $900-1200

 2316 Hermitage - Vintage 1978
 J.L. Chave
 wisl, sdc, scc, outstanding color and condition

“It had all the great violet fruit and white pepper that 
great Syrah should have. Small purple flowers breezed 
through its nose. Someone declared it  animal’ with a 
French accent for some dramatic flair, and Dapper Dave 
found it  very primary’ with some  savory bacon.’ Minty 
secondary edges developed, and the wine was so fresh, 
it was almost too young. Lord Byron Jr. thought it was  
open for business,’ going so far as to say it was the  best 
bottle (of this) he’d ever had’.”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 2304 Meursault - Vintage 2017
 Clos des Boucheres, Roulot

“The 2017 Meursault 1er Cru Clos des Bouchères is 
showing superbly from bottle, bursting with aromas of 
crisp green orchard fruit, white currants, dried flowers, 
nutmeg and fresh pastry. On the palate, it’s medium to 
full-bodied, satiny and supple, with an enveloping but in-
cisive profile, underpinned by electric acids and chalky 
extract. Confirming its status as the pretender to the 
throne chez Roulot, this is worth a special effort to seek 
out.”(95pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 2305 2 magnums per lot $1600-2200

 2306 Meursault - Vintage 2018
 Clos des Boucheres, Roulot

“Exuberantly fresh and elegant aromas combine notes 
of acacia blossom, rose petal, white peach, spiced pear 
and a whisper of just grated lemon zest. The strikingly 
fine middle weight flavors are almost delicate yet display 
excellent intensity on the focused and highly persistent 
finish that flashes superb complexity. As are all the best 
examples of Bouchères, this is a wine of finesse with 
knockout length.”(93-95pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 2307 2 magnums per lot $1300-1700

 2308 Meursault - Vintage 2019
 Clos des Boucheres, Roulot
 1x6 bottle ocb

“This possesses the most elegant nose in the range with 
its airy, even wafting, aromas of lemon-lime, spice, gar-
denia and acacia blossom. The succulent, understated 
and delineated flavors danse across the palate where 
the sappy dry extract coats mouth while a subtle min-
erality adds a sense of lift to the sneaky long finish.” 
(93-95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 2309 Montrachet - Vintage 2007
 Sauzet

“...a densely fruited nose offering lightly spiced pear, 
white peach, lemon-lime and a hint of honeysuckle plus a 
touch of clove and anise that merge seamlessly into con-
centrated, powerful and weighty flavors that are not mas-
sive but they are focused, well-muscled and impressively 
scaled all the same and culminate in a superbly complex 
and deep finish that reminds me a lot of the 2002 ver-
sion as it seems to come in wave after palate drenching 
wave.”(97pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $1200-1600
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 2323 Hermitage - Vintage 2014
 J.L. Chave
 1x6 bottle ocb

“...has a serious floral character as well as the classic 
minerality imparted from the Bessards lieu-dit (which 
makes up the bulk of the cuvée), gorgeous depth of fruit, 
medium to full-bodied richness and fine, polished tannin. 
Like most 2014s, it will be approachable at an early age, 
but this beauty has class and will evolve gracefully.” 
(94-96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 2324 Hermitage - Vintage 2015
 J.L. Chave
 1x6 bottle ocb

“After tasting several intermediate blends that will ul-
timately be combined in some proportion to create the 
2015 Hermitage, I would not be surprised to see the final 
result achieve perfection. Although massively ripe and 
concentrated, there is still a feeling of balance and ele-
gance in the wines that I fully expect to carry over into 
the final product. As the blending process isn’t complete, 
Jean-Louis warned that it was too early to say if there 
would be a Cuvée Cathelin, which is typically an out-
standing parcel that, for some reason, doesn’t work in the 
rest of the blend.”(98-100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 2325 Hermitage - Vintage 2016
 J.L. Chave
 1x6 bottle ocb

“Still mostly in separate components, the 2016 Hermit-
age nevertheless looks sensational. Les Beaumes was 
very pretty and red fruited, with silky tannins (94 - 96). 
Le Méal was putting itself forward as plush and velvety, 
with flowers, crushed stone and ripe fruit (95 - 97). A 
combined sample of les Bessards and l’Hermite showed 
great, granite-derived structure allied to licorice and 
cassis (96 - 98).”(96-98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 2317 Hermitage
 J.L. Chave
 - Vintage 1979 3.25cm bc, bsl, tvl,  (1)
 excellent color (94pts JK)
 - Vintage 1985 bsl, tl, tvl (91pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1988 (95pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1989 (96pts) (1)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 2318 Hermitage - Vintage 1990
 J.L. Chave
 cc

“...Big Boy deemed ‘somewhere between strong and ex-
tremely strong,’ which was quite accurate. It had great 
bacon and mint aromas, with the perfect ‘zippy zip’ I 
wanted at the end of the night. It wound up being one 
of the best bottles of 1990 Chave Hermitage that I have 
ever had, firing away on all cylinders in all its rich and 
decadent glory.”(98pts JK)

 1 magnum per lot $3000-4000

 2319 3 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 2bsl, 1lstl

 2320 Hermitage - Vintage 2003
 J.L. Chave

“Its inky/purple color is accompanied by glorious aro-
mas of Crème de cassis, black cherries, licorice, crushed 
rocks, and flowers. Prodigiously rich and full-bodied 
yet elegant and fresh, this is a tour de force in winemak-
ing.”(100pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1200-1600

 2321 Hermitage - Vintage 2012
 J.L. Chave
 1x6 bottle ocb

“...sports a mostly opaque purple color to go with classic 
creme de cassis and blackberry fruits intermixed with no-
tions of lead pencil shavings, violets and powdered rocks. 
Deep, full-bodied and sumptuously textured, with good 
freshness, this pure, elegant Hermitage shows more and 
more definition and cut with time in the glass, but never 
loses it’s more fruit forward, charming profile.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 2322 Hermitage - Vintage 2013
 J.L. Chave
 1x6 bottle ocb

“Solidly built, with a serious bolt of smoldering char-
coal through the core of dark cherry, plum and black-
berry preserves. Lots of bay, sage and leather fill in the 
background, though the dark fruit easily keeps the upper 
hand. Superior drive and a long sanguine echo define the 
finish.”(95pts, WS)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000
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 2329 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2008
 Legacy
 2x6 bottle ogb’s

“The finest release of this iconic cuvée since the 1996 
vintage, the 2008 Dom Pérignon wafts from the glass 
with an incipiently complex bouquet of Meyer lemon, 
green apple, dried white flowers and oyster shell, with 
only subtle hints of the smoky, autolytic aromas that have 
been such a prominent signature of recent releases. On 
the palate, the wine is medium to full-bodied, deep and 
complete, its notable flesh and amplitude controlled by 
incisive acids, with a youthfully exuberant but elegant 
mousse and a long, beautifully delineated finish. Con-
sidering the sheer size of this cuvée, it’s a remarkable 
achievement and a fitting release with which to conclude 
Richard Geoffroy’s tenure as chef de cave. Given the 
2008’s intensity and balance, I suspect purists will be 
anticipating later disgorgements with lower dosage and 
more time on the lees with particular enthusiasm. Tasted 
three times, with consistent results.”(96+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 2330 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1971
 Oenotheque
 Commande spéciale, disgorged in 2008, 
 outstanding color and condition

“One of the most elegant and sophisticated creations the 
world of wine has ever seen.”(97pts RJ)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 2331 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1973
 Oenotheque
 disgorged in 1999, outstanding color and condition,

“I was in the mood for a refresher, and did those 1973s 
ever qualify and then some. It was one of the greatest 
Champagne experiences of my life. I don t know if it was 
just that point in time and space where bottles undress 
themselves right in front of your very own lips and show 
incredibly due to circumstance and the theory of relativi-
ty, wine-wise of course. This champagne was incredible, 
so delicious and incredibly balanced, racy, bready, nutty 
- it had it all.”(98pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 2332 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne
 Oenotheque
 - Vintage 1982 Commande spéciale,  (1)
 1x1 bottle ogb, disgorged in 2006 (97pts VM)

 - Vintage 1990 disgorged in 2003 (96pts) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 2326 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1966
 RD lscl, outstanding color and condition (1)
 - Vintage 1973
 lbsl, nl, outstanding color and condition  (1)
 (96pts RJ)
 - Vintage 1975
 RD outstanding color and condition  (1)
 (94+pts JK)
 - Vintage 1976
 excellent color and condition (97pts RJ) (1)
 - Vintage 1978
 RD htc, outstanding color (1)
 - Vintage 1990
 (96pts) (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 2327 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2002
 1x6 bottle ogb

“The 2002 Dom Pérignon speaks to opulence and inten-
sity. Rich, layered and voluptuous in the glass, the 2002 
shows off its flamboyant personality with flair. Butter, 
cooked apple and tropically-leaning fruits mesh together 
effortlessly. Interestingly, with time in the glass the 2002 
gains in freshness and energy without losing its essen-
tial opulence. The elevated ripeness of the year gives the 
2002 Dom Pérignon distinctly Puligny-Montrachet lean-
ing inflections. Chef de Caves Richard Geoffroy adds that 
August that year was hot and very dry. Rain towards the 
end of the month and into early September freshened the 
vines and accelerated the final phase of ripening. This 
is yet another fabulous showing from the 2002, which 
continues to cement its reputation as a truly epic Dom 
Pérignon.”(98pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 2328 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2003
 Luminous

 3 magnums per lot $1400-1800
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PARCEL LOTS 2338-2339

 2338 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1973
 P3
 outstanding color and condition, 1x1 bottle ogb

“The last ultimate step reached on the journey of this 
magically elegant wine. Perfection in its style with the 
walnut left, the coffee roastery and the essence-like cara-
mel note that caresses the palate. A wine I have been with 
and followed in all phases. Now more beautiful than ever. 
The aromatic spectrum from dark truffle notes to crispy 
green apples passes through a field of lovely chocolate 
and nut notes. Near perfection last time.”(98pts RJ)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 2339 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000
 outstanding color and condition, 1x1 bottle ogb

 2340 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1982
 P3
 2x1 bottle ogb’s

 2 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 2341 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1985
 P3
 1x1 magnum ogb

“offering up a deep and complex nose of waxy lemon 
rind, oyster shell, mandarin, iodine and smoky autolysis. 
On the palate, the wine is medium to full-bodied, with a 
fine but ebullient mousse, exceptional concentration and 
intensity, brisk acids and a long, expansive finish.”(97pts)

 1 magnum per lot $7000-9000

 2342 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1990
 P3
 1x1 bottle ogb

“the 1990 Dom Pérignon P3 is showing superbly, burst-
ing from the glass with a thrilling bouquet of ripe yellow 
fruits, dried white flowers, honeycomb, brioche and and 
spruce smoke. On the palate, the wine is full-bodied, sat-
iny textured and deep at the core, with terrific concentra-
tion, ripe acids and structuring dry extract, concluding 
with a long, beautifully defined finish.”(96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 2343 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1988
 P3 Rose
 1x1 magnum ogb

 1 magnum per lot $5000-7000

 2344 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1990
 P3 Rose
 1x1 magnum ogb

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000

 2333 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 Oenotheque
 5disgorged in 2008, 6disgorged in 2013,  
 4x3 bottle ogb’s

“The 1996 Dom Pérignon OEenotheque offers up layers 
of pastry, lemon, smoke and toastiness. At first deceptive-
ly understated, the wine turns positively explosive and 
layered on the palate, showing remarkable tension, ele-
gance and power, all wrapped around a seriously intense 
frame. The balance between fruit and acidity is awesome. 
This is a marvelous DP OEeno. The OEeno is the same 
juice as the regular Dom Perignon, except the OEeno is 
aged on the cork while the regular DP is aged in crown-
sealed bottles. Once disgorged, the OEenos gets a slight-
ly lower dosage than is typical for the original release 
DP.”(97pts)

 11 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 2334 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1982
 Oenotheque, Rose
 Commande spéciale, 1x1 magnum ogb,  
 disgorged in 2012

“...remains one of the most spellbinding, moving Cham-
pagnes I have ever had the privilege of tasting. I can only 
hope another opportunity to drink this magical elixir will 
present itself in the future.”(98pts VM)

 1 magnum per lot $3500-5000

 2335 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1985
 Oenotheque, Rose
 tl, disgorged in 2006

“...Here the extended time on the cork and magnum for-
mat seem to confer an extra degree of crystalline purity 
and nuance. There is plenty of depth and power, but ac-
companied by a sense of weightlessness that is impossible 
to miss.”(97pts VM)

 1 magnum per lot $3500-5000

 2336 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1990
 Oenotheque, Rose
 disgorged in 2007, 1x1 bottle ogb

“A burnished, deep orange, the wine emerges from the 
glass with delicate layers of truffles, mushrooms, tea and 
autumn leaves that recall a great, mature Grand Cru 
red Burgundy. Candied orange peel, dried roses, spices, 
apricot jam and white pepper are some of the notes that 
develop with air. Despite its vivid, textured personality 
the wine hovers on the palate in a weightless, ethereal 
style.”(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400

 2337 1 magnum per lot $3000-4000
 disgorged in 2004
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 2351 Krug Collection Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1982
 1x1 bottle owc

“Completely mature with a fairytale, great, rounded, va-
nilla-creamy butterscotch aroma. Deep and chocolaty 
with a little dried fruit and figs before it accelerates again 
on the tongue and then fades away with pleasing nutti-
ness.”(97pts RJ)

 1 bottle per lot $1400-1800

 2352 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2002
 2x6 bottle ogb’s

“Krug’s 2002 Brut has an intense citrus color and opens 
with a generous, intense yet fine and precise bouquet that 
indicates great depth and elegance. Red fruit flavors on 
the nose lead to a generously rich yet pure, highly re-
fined and elegant palate, with lots of ripe cherry fruits 
and delicious yeasty flavors. This is a highly complex and 
tensioned but beautifully balanced 2002 with a charming 
dosage that gives perfect roundness. The finish, however, 
is clear, fresh and well-structured, if not taut, and very 
mineral. “(97+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

PARCEL LOTS 2353-2354

 2353 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1988
 Clos du Mesnil
 1x1 bottle owc

“Everything about the wine is sensational from start to 
finish. An endless array of crushed rocks, minerals and 
bright citrus emerges from this intensely pointed, chise-
led Champagne. “(100pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 2354 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800
 1x1 bottle owc

 2355 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1979
 Cristal
 bsl, scc, outstanding color and condition

“The 1979 Cristal was full of super butterscotch and a 
perfect magnum. There were buttery corn and lemony 
kisses, and the sunny Cristal core was intact with great 
length. The wine still felt young and the fruit was just 
starting to show secondary characteristics. The Aginator 
was impressed and called it  so fresh’ and  very young,’ 
while the Paradox noted  dry honey.’ I just kept wanting 
to drink this stunning magnum.”(98pts JK)

 1 magnum per lot $2400-3200

 2356 5 bottles per lot $4200-5500 
  2 bottles different importer,  
  outstanding color and condition

 2345 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1971
 Rose
 nc, excellent color and condition

“What can one say? Certain vintages of this precious 
commodity are simply fantastic. The color has the same 
deep red appearance. The mousse bubbles up in a sen-
sational way. The entire wine exudes seriousness and 
sumptuous vinosity. This has everything required of a re-
ally big red Burgundy. The spice, the coffee aromas, the 
smokiness, and the massive vegetal tones in the fruit call 
to mind red beets the aftertaste is reminiscent of the finest 
bitter chocolate. All of this is an unusually clear expres-
sion of first-class Pinot Noir. “(95pts RJ)

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400

 2346 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1990
 Rose
 1x1 magnum ogb

“Superbly euphoric nose, as languorous and silky as a 
guitar solo by Carlos Santana. As usual, Richard Geof-
froy like his predecessor has succeeded in creating a wine 
that has seductive suppleness, complexity, and concen-
tration in one and the same wine.”(96pts RJ)

 1 magnum per lot $1200-1600

 2347 3 bottles per lot $1400-1800
 3x1 bottle ogb’s

 2348 Krug Champagne - Vintage NV
 Rose, 20 eme Edition 1x1 magnum ogb magnum (1)
 Rose, 26 eme Edition  (96pts) (3)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1600-2200
 and 1 magnum

 2349 Krug Collection Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1976
 1x1 bottle owc, outstanding color and condition

“David Peppercorn and Serena Sutcliffe graciously 
treated me to this mammoth wine as an aperitif in their 
beautiful London home. After a brilliant and sophisticat-
edly elegant ‘81 from the same house, our senses were 
numbed by this bombshell. There is so much incredible 
taste packed into each gulp that you are dumbfounded 
many consider this to be the foremost Champagne they’ve 
ever tasted.”(96pts RJ)

 1 bottle per lot $1600-2200

 2350 NO LOT
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 2362 Barbaresco - Vintage 2000
 Asili Riserva, B. Giacosa

“Decadent. Starts with wonderfully fresh aromas of 
sliced plum, cedar, tobacco and meat, then evolves into 
floral and strawberry aromas. Full-bodied, with ultraf-
ine, silky tannins and gloriously fresh, bright fruit. The 
refined finish goes on and on. One of the greatest wines 
ever from Bruno Giacosa. Best after 2008. 1,165 cases 
made.”(98pts WS)

 1 magnum per lot $1000-1400

 2363 Barbaresco - Vintage 1978
 Santo Stefano Riserva, B. Giacosa
 ts, outstanding color and condition

“...showed why this wine is justly regarded by many 
as one of the world’s greatest wines. It too was deeply 
colored and revealed a massive core of dark fruit, with 
mentholated, balsamic nuances that gradually emerged 
from its towering frame. The 1978 remains a monumen-
tal achievement among Giacosa’s most legendary wines. 
This bottle was breathtaking.”(98pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 2364 Barbaresco - Vintage 1985
 Santo Stefano Riserva, B. Giacosa
 bn, scl

“...offers an irresistible mix of sweet prune and plum fruit 
with notes of spices and licorice in a soft, ethereal style, 
with notable sweetness and a warmly resonating alcohol-
ic finish.”(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $900-1200

 2365 Barolo - Vintage 1982
 Collina Rionda Riserva, B. Giacosa
 lbsl, sdc

“The color is breathtakingly red. Impossibly sweet, per-
fumed aromatics seem to magically lift out of the glass 
in a silky, finessed Collina Rionda that captivates all the 
sense with pure pleasure.”(100pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 2366 Barolo
 - Vintage 1985
 Falletto di Serralunga, Riserva, B. Giacosa  (96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1990
 Falletto di Serralunga, Riserva, B. Giacosa ltl (1)
 (98pts)
 - Vintage 1996
 Falletto di Serralunga, Riserva, B. Giacosa  (98pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1997
 Le Rocche del Falletto di Serralunga, B. Giacosa   (2)
 (96pts)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 2357 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1990
 Cristal
 1x1 magnum owc

“The Louis Roederer 1990 Cristal is awesome! A classic 
of power and finesse, richness and delicacy, it may be the 
greatest Cristal I have ever tasted!...”(97pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1200-1600

 2358 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne
 Cristal Rose
 - Vintage 1988 1x1 bottle ocb (97pts RJ) (1)
 - Vintage 1990 (97pts RJ) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 2359 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1969
 Le Mesnil
 lwrl, outstanding color and condition

“...light, clear, and bright, and all the flowers of the gar-
den were present in the almost narcotically seductive 
bouquet. The toasty tones were there already, albeit muf-
fled. The flavor is a fresh and life-enhancing experience. 
A well-balanced masterpiece from the very top draw-
er.”(97pts RJ)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 2360 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1971
 Le Mesnil
 excellent color and condition

“The 1971 Salon was staggering out of magnum. Bruce 
cooed over its old style, while Robert compared it to a 
great, old Krug. It had a toasty and nutty nose that oozed 
sexy qualities and hedonistic vanilla and caramel aro-
mas. In the mouth, it was rich with an incredible center 
of acidity, still vibrant yet starting to show a hint of gamy, 
mature flavors. Its flavor profile was as complex as the 
wheel itself, revealing vanilla wafer, wheat, desert, corn, 
oats and even pineapple. Its crazy complexity was sheer 
genius.”(98pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 2361 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2004
 Le Mesnil
 1x1 magnum owc

“...has been superb each time I have tasted it over the last 
year or so. Bright, tense and crystalline, with all of the 
energy that is typical of both Salon and the vintage in the 
Côte des Blancs, the 2004 bristles with superb precision 
and cool, pulsating mineral.”(97+pts VM)

 1 magnum per lot $2000-2800
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 2372 Brunello di Montalcino - Vintage 1988
 Case Basse, Soldera
 1ts

“This large-scaled, intensely fragrant Brunello offers up 
a lavishly exotic and decadent bouquet of grilled meats, 
hickory smoke, jammy peaches as well as red and black 
fruits, coffee, and spices. Full-bodied, with authorita-
tively rich, supple flavors oozing with glycerin and ex-
tract...”(93pts)

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 2373 Brunello di Montalcino - Vintage 1990
 Case Basse Riserva, Soldera
 ts

“...remains arguably Soldera’s greatest masterpiece. Still 
as captivating as it has always been, the 1990 Riserva 
saturates the palate with magnificent depth and pure in-
tensity.”(100pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 2374 Vino da Tavola Rosso - Vintage 1988
 Intistieti, Soldera
 3ts, 3lbsl, 1nl

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 2375 Penfolds Grange - Vintage 1976
 2ts, 2vhs, 2hs, 1wisl, 2sos, 
 1 bottle different importer, outstanding color

“Consistently one of the most awesome wines ever made 
at Grange, this blend of 89% Shiraz and 11% Caber-
net Sauvignon (13.9% alcohol) was the first Australi-
an wine to cost $20 upon release. I have had this wine 
six separate times, every time rating it between 96 and 
100. It had a phenomenal showing at Penfolds’ Magill 
estate. The color is an opaque purple, the wine massive, 
full-bodied, and to me, the quintessential Grange. Notes 
of blackberry liqueur intermixed with cassis, charcoal, 
new saddle leather, and underbrush resonate from the 
glass.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 2376 Penfolds Grange
 - Vintage 1982 bn, sdc (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1986 1bsl, different importer (99pts) (2)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 2377 Penfolds Grange - Vintage 1998
“The inky/purple color is followed by an extraordinarily 
intense nose of Crème de cassis intermixed with blueber-
ry and floral notes. As the wine sits in the glass, aromas of 
meat, plums, and cola also emerge. It is a seamless effort 
with sweet tannin, well-integrated acidity, sensational 
extract, and layer upon layer of blackberry and cassis 
fruit that stain the palate and fill the mouth. Its harmony, 
freshness, and remarkable length (the finish lasts nearly 
a minute) suggest an all-time classic.”(99pts)

 2 bottles per lot $700-900
_____________________________

 2367 Barolo - Vintage 1990
 Villero, B. Giacosa
 3bsl

“The 1990 Barolo Villero emerges from the glass with a 
seductive, exotic array of perfumed red fruits. The 1990 
offers a greater degree of ripeness and opulence than the 
more chiseled, delineated 1989, but it is very hard to pick 
a favorite among these two gorgeous Villeros. The level 
of density, length and volume here are simply remark-
able. With time in the glass, the wine’s signature floral 
bouquet takes on greater prominence adding to the sense 
of harmony and elegance. Anticipated maturity: 2010-
2030.”(95pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 2368 Barolo - Vintage 1961
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 lbsl, ll, excellent color

“The 1961 is a known great vintage, and it was clearly in 
line with the other greats of ‘96, ‘90, and ‘71 so far. It was 
terrifically rich and beefy, a real wow wine. It doesn’t get 
much better for Italian wine.”(98pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1400-1800

PARCEL LOTS 2369-2370

 2369 Barolo - Vintage 1971
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 bn, lstl, outstanding color and condition

“As good as the older wines are, the 1971 Barolo Riserva 
Monfortino is just insanely beautiful. Still deeply colored 
and intense to the core, the 1971 delivers a classic Mon-
fortino experience. Layers of dark, mineral-infused fruit 
flow across the palate in a deep, muscular Monfortino 
endowed with stunning depth. The 1971 shows why it is 
one of the all-time greats. This is a mind-blowing bot-
tle.”(99pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 2370 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000
 ts, lbsl, outstanding color and condition

 2371 NO LOT
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PARCEL LOTS 2380-2381

 2380 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 1990
 Château Rayas
 bn, lbsl, tl, ssos

“...represents the essence of black cherry and blackberry 
fruit intertwined with intensely spicy aromas, as well as 
those of roasted nuts massive richness, expansive, sweet, 
full-bodied, chewy texture, and spectacularly long finish 
make this one of the most decadently flavored wines I 
have ever encountered. I would suggest tasting a bottle 
just so you know what this eccentric genius is capable of 
producing.”(100pts)

 1 magnum per lot $5000-7000

 2381 1 magnum per lot $4000-6000
 hs, lbsl, htl, wisvl, sos

_____________________________

 2378 Château Lafleur - Vintage 1982
 Pomerol
 5bn, 2ts, 4vhs, 1hs, 7bsl, 12gsl, 1lwrl, 12sdc, 4nc, 3cuc,   
 2 different importers

“A spectacular nose of kirsch liqueur, minerals, flowers, 
and blackberries jumps from the glass of this thick, dark 
ruby-colored Lafleur. Over-ripeness, a characteristic 
of many 1982s (I say that in a positive, not pejorative 
sense), is apparent in this jammy, unctuously-textured, 
massive wine. Somewhat of a paradox to taste, it offers 
notes of maturity, richness, and succulence contrasted 
with massive structure, muscle, and density. Thrilling to 
drink, despite its youthful, tannic grip, the 1975 and 1979 
Lafleurs come closest to this wine’s massiveness and for-
midable intensity.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $35000-50000

 2379 Montrachet - Vintage 1998
 Domaine Leflaive
 no top capsule

“A very special wine. Powerful Chardonnay, full-bodied 
and oozing with complexity, this rich, thick-textured, op-
ulent white Burgundy explodes with refined toasted oak, 
nutmeg, spice and a combination of ripe yet elegant fruit. 
Long finish. Drink now through 2015.”(94pts WS)

 1 bottle per lot $5000-7000

REMNANTS OF A GREAT COLLECTION
Sometimes a couple of gems get missed here and there.  Here are four lots from a major consignment highlighted by a full case of 
1982 Lafleur and two magnums of 1990 Rayas – these are some big misses, oops!  All wines removed from professional storage.
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 2384 Château Latour - Vintage 1982
 Pauillac
 2ts, 1vhs, 1x12 bottle owc

“The dense, opaque garnet-colored 1982 Latour reveals 
slight amber at the edge. Sweet, smoky, roasted aromas 
in the nose combine with jammy levels of black currant, 
cherry, and prune-like fruit. It possesses extraordinary 
concentration and unctuosity, with a thick, fat texture 
oozing notes of cedar wood, tobacco, coffee, and over-
ripe fruit. Low acidity as well ashigh alcohol (for Bor-
deaux) give the wine even more glycerin and textural 
chewiness. The finishlasts forever.”(100pts)

 10 bottles per lot $14000-18000

 2385 Château Leoville Las Cases - Vintage 1982
 St. Julien
 1x12 bottle owc

“...with aromas of cassis and other dark fruits mingled 
with notions of pencil shavings and loamy soil. On the 
palate, it’s full-bodied, broad-shouldered and muscular, 
with an ample core of fruit framed by voluminous, pow-
dery tannins. “(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000
_____________________________

 2382 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1982
 St. Emilion
 4bn, 2ts, 1wisl, 1x12 bottle owc

“Revealing considerable amber in its dark plum/garnet 
color, this intensely fragrant 1982 is somewhat of a par-
adox in that the front end suggests full maturity, but the 
mid-palate, finish, and overall texture denote a closed 
wine. A gorgeously sweet entry displays flavors of cara-
mel, roasted coffee, jammy red and black fruits, coconut, 
and smoke. It is fat and full-bodied, with considerable 
tannin, structure, and muscle in the finish. Flamboyantly 
rich and precocious early in life, it is going through an 
awkward stage where the tannin is present, but it is also 
sexy, juicy, and formidably-structured. When the 1982 
Cheval Blanc’s component parts become totally in sync, 
it will be capable of meriting a three-digit rating.”(99pts)

 12 bottles per lot $8500-11000

 2383 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1982
 Graves
 1x12 bottle owc

“We began with the 1982 Haut Brion, which had sexy 
aromas of nuts, caramel, pencil and gravel. The palate 
showed the gravelly Graves side of the wine big time, but 
it also had loads of cassis fruit. It was very spiny and dry 
and truly a classy wine, underrated by 1982 First Growth 
standards.”(96pts JK)

 12 bottles per lot $7000-9500

1982 BORDEAUX FROM A LONGTIME COLLECTOR
The party keeps going with cases of 1982 Cheval Blanc, Haut Brion and Leoville Las Cases from a New York physician who has 
been collecting for more than thirty years.  All wines removed from his climate-controlled, custom home cellar. 
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 2389 Château Latour - Vintage 2005
 Pauillac
 3x1 double magnum owc’s

“Deep and sensual to the core, the 2005 is utterly cap-
tivating. All the elements are so seamlessly put together. 
Graphite, Crème de cassis, licorice, dark spice and lav-
ender infuse the 2005 with so much energy.”(100pts VM)

 3 double magnums per lot $7500-10000

 2390 Château Leoville Las Cases - Vintage 2000
 St. Julien
 1x12 bottle owc

“Absolutely fantastic. This is one of the most exciting 
young reds I have tasted in a long, long time. It shows 
intense aromas of berries, currants and minerals, with 
hints of mint. Full-bodied and packed with fruit and tan-
nins, its long finish is refined and silky. A benchmark for 
the vintage.”(100pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 2391 Château Margaux - Vintage 2005
 Margaux
 6x1 magnum owc’s

“Black in color, delivering extraordinary aromas of 
blackberry, raisin, spices and fresh mushroom. Full-bod-
ied, with an amazing core of ripe fruit, yet ultrabalanced 
and finely textured. Touches every taste bud. This incredi-
ble young red spent two years in new wood, but you can t 
tell. It’s all glorious fruit. A legendary wine.”(100pts WS)

 6 magnums per lot $7000-9500

 2386 Bahans Haut Brion - Vintage 2005
 Graves
 1x12 bottle owc

“An absolutely sensational second wine from Haut-Bri-
on, the 2005 Bahans Haut-Brion displays all the smoke, 
gravel and chocolate notes along with ripe black fruits. 
Broad, savory, rich and lush, this is a sensational wine 
(now called Le Clarence) with gorgeous texture and 
length. Drink it over the next 10-15 years.”(93pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 2387 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 2015
 Graves
 1x6 bottle owc

“...the medium to deep garnet-purple colored 2015 
Haut-Brion is reticent to begin, languidly revealing 
crushed black cherries, ripe black plums and wild blue-
berries with sparks of cinnamon stick, cloves, nutmeg, 
espresso, unsmoked cigars, tapenade, crushed rocks and 
lavender. The full-bodied palate possesses wonderfully 
complementary contrasts of bold black and blue fruit 
richness and delicately nuanced cherry fruit, baking 
spices and floral accents, strutting ripe, finely pixelated 
tannins and seamless acidity that is placed firmly in the 
background, finishing very long and with plenty of atti-
tude. This impeccably poised, exquisitely perfumed 2015 
Haut-Brion possesses the most alluring yet seemingly ef-
fortless beauty.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 2388 Château Latour - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“A young wine that electrifies every taste bud in your 
mouth. Compacted aromas of crushed currants and min-
erals, with roses and lilacs. Full-bodied, with masses of 
silky, refined tannins and a finish that lasts for minutes. 
Stunning. Best Latour since 1990.”(100pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $9000-12000

BORDEAUX AND BURGUNDY BLISS
Bordeaux and Red Burgundy come to us courtesy of a longtime friend and client from New England who is happy to join the 
Birthday auction with cases of 2000 Latour, Leoville Las Cases, Vieux Chateau Certan as well as 2005 Latour double magnums, 
Margaux magnums and a six-pack of 2005 Petrus!  A six pack of 2002 DRC Richbourg is backed by bottles of 1990 Leroy Clos 
Vougeot and Latricieres Chambertin.  This is just a small fraction of the plethora of wines kept in his temperature-controlled 
home cellar, but it adds up!
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 2395 Château Rauzan Segla - Vintage 2005
 Margaux
 1x12 bottle owc

“...this blend of 55% Cabernet Sauvignon and the rest 
primarily Merlot and tiny dollops of Cabernet Franc and 
Petit Verdot exhibits a gorgeous perfume of spring flow-
ers, subtle mint, black cherries, black currants, licorice, 
and a hint of new oak. It offers medium to full body, sweet 
tannins, and a layered mouthfeel that builds incremental-
ly to a sensational finish.”(94+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 2396 Vieux Château Certan - Vintage 2000
 Pomerol
 1x12 bottle owc

“The dense ruby/purple-colored, tight 2000 gradually 
reveals notes of oak, tapenade, blackberries, spice box, 
licorice, and vanilla. Deep, medium to full-bodied, and 
powerful, with superb purity, low acidity, and high tan-
nin, this backward, concentrated Vieux Château Certan 
falls just short of rivaling the sensational 1998.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 2397 La Tâche - Vintage 2014
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle banded owc

“The 2014 La Tâche Grand Cru is a very refined nose, so 
much so that blind I might mistake it from Romanée-Con-
ti (as I opined to Bertrand de Villaine himself). Very pre-
cise, extremely pure and with wonderful mineralité, there 
is a lucidity embroidered into this wine. The palate is me-
dium-bodied, symmetrical, with a little edginess creeping 
in here that lends the finish a sense of animation. The 
fruit shades from red to more black as it opens, yet the 
aftertaste is extraordinarily long and persistent. There is 
a kind of magic in this La Tâche.”(96-98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $22000-30000

 2398 Richebourg - Vintage 2002
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle owc

“This is pungently floral with fresh rose notes nuanced 
by intense red fruits and a deep, wonderfully attractive 
plumy hint followed by powerfully spiced flavors that of-
fer impeccable balance and real muscle plus a sappy, pal-
ate staining finish. The tannins are extremely fine in this 
vintage and there is a lovely suppleness to the mid-palate 
without its usual robustness; in fact, there is a pretty tex-
tured quality to the structure.”(95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $18000-24000

 2392 Château Pape Clement - Vintage 2005
 Graves
 1x1 Imperial owc

“Owned by Bernard Magrez, this great terroir a few 
miles from Haut Brion and La Mission Haut Brion has 
produced one of the superstars of the vintage. A blend of 
55% Merlot and 45% Cabernet Sauvignon, Pape Clem-
ent’s 2005 has an opaque purple color and smoky bar-
becue and chocolaty notes intermixed with cassis and 
blackberries. There is also some underlying minerality 
in this full-bodied, super-concentrated wine, which has 
wonderfully sweet, well-integrated tannins. This ma-
jestic, multidimensional wines is one of the great, great 
wines of the vintage. It should drink well for at least an-
other 25 years.”(99pts)

 1 Imperial per lot $1000-1400

 2393 Château Pétrus - Vintage 2009
 Pomerol
 1x6 bottle owc

“...has a dense plum/purple color and a sweet nose of 
mulberries, black cherries, some subtle toast and licorice 
as well as a floral element. A wine of great intensity, a 
multidimensional mouthfeel and full-bodied, stunning 
concentration, the 2009 Pétrus is everything one would 
expect of it.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $18000-24000

 2394 Château Pontet Canet - Vintage 2005
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“Tasted at the Pontet-Canet vertical in London, the 2005 
Château Pontet-Canet has long been one of the stars of 
the vintage and this might well be the best of over a dozen 
showings of this wine. However, do not expect ostenta-
tion on the nose. This is 2005 and like many wines of this 
vintage, even with considerable decanting, it remained 
broody and introspective on the nose, as if it is checking 
you out and seeing if you are worthy. Once you have been 
accepted, then it swings the doors open to reveal gorgeous 
scents of blackberry, briary and cassis fruit, perhaps a 
little more sous-bois than I have noticed compared to 
previous bottles. The palate is medium-bodied, but dense 
and structured certainly a more masculine Pontet-Canet 
built for long-term ageing. Yet it retains marvelous fresh-
ness and vitality all the way through to the pencil-lead, 
quite saline finish. I suspect that the 2009 Pontet-Canet 
is more approachable than the 2005, so heeding Robert 
Parker’s sage advice, afford this up to ten years in your 
cellar and then reap the rewards of patience.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800
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 2402 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2005
 Les Amoureuses, G. Roumier
 2lbsl

“... possesses one of the most brilliant noses of the vin-
tage with its superbly expressive, densely fruited and 
intensely floral aromas that feature a striking range of 
spice nuances and sexy black fruit. “(98pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 2403 Charmes Chambertin
 - Vintage 2015 Perrot-Minot 3x1 bottle ocb’s (3)
 (93-95 pts)
 Mazoyeres Chambertin
 - Vintage 2015 Perrot-Minot 3x1 bottle ocb’s (3)
 (92-94pts BH)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800
_____________________________

 2399 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 1990
 Domaine Leroy
 lbsl, hcrc

“...is medium-to-dark ruby-colored and offers a nose of 
waxy red cherries. Big, broad, and medium-to-full-bod-
ied, it has satin-textured black cherries and spices that 
seemingly last forever in its interminable finish. This wine 
has great harmony, equilibrium, and balance.”(96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 2400 Latricieres Chambertin - Vintage 1990
 Domaine Leroy
 lbsl, crc with no top

“...has gorgeous aromatic depth. Its aromas of dark, 
overripe fruits gives way to an intense, hugely fash-
ioned character crammed with earth, beets, dark cher-
ries, licorice, and touches of oak. This is a deep, medi-
um-to-full-bodied, satin-textured, and well-structured 
wine.”(95pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 2401 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2005
 G. Roumier
 2vlscl

“In contrast to the aromatic fireworks of the Amoureuses, 
here the nose is equally, indeed stunningly complex and 
deep but with a discreet and brooding character of mostly 
violets and blueberry notes against a backdrop of fresh 
earth that continues on the rich, intense and quite firm-
ly structured big-boned flavors that are hugely long and 
built to age for decades.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $5500-7500
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 2406 Clos de Tart - Vintage 1999
 Domaine du Clos de Tart
 1x6 bottle owc

“The 1999 Clos de Tart is certainly outstanding and po-
tentially exceptional. It displays a gorgeous nose of rich 
plums, sweet black cherries, candied blueberries, and 
loads of spices. Medium to full-bodied and opulent, this 
is a lush, deep, and fresh wine. Its velvety-textured flavor 
profile is crammed with blueberries, red cherries, and 
blackberries that seem to burst in the mouth, revealing 
their sweet, refreshing juices, in a way not dissimilar to 
the finest 1996s. It also displays complex nuances of spic-
es, oak, and hints of orange zest. This marvelous wine 
should be at its peak of maturity between 2005 and 2012. 
Bravo!”(93-95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 2407 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2011
 J.F. Mugnier
 1x6 bottle banded owc

“ A distinctly floral nose combines with ripe red pinot 
fruit and plum scents before merging into fresh and at-
tractively energetic flavors that possess good detail on 
the saline-infused finish.”(89-91pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

PARCEL LOTS 2404-2405

 2404 Château Margaux - Vintage 1996
 Margaux
 1x12 bottle owc

“The 1996 Château Margaux, a blend of 82% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 12% Merlot, 4% Petit Verdot and 2% Caber-
net Franc, must be a strong contender for wine of the vin-
tage. It offers everything you desire from this First Growth. 
It is blessed with breathtaking delineation and freshness 
on the nose, understated at first and then blossoming with 
mineral-infused black fruit, hints of blueberry, crushed 
stone and violet. The palate is perfectly balanced with 
filigree tannin, perfect acidity, a wine where everything 
seems to be in its right place. Blackberry, crushed stone 
at the front of the mouth, just a touch of spice towards 
the finish that shows supreme control. This is a Margaux 
that seems to light up the senses. It was outstanding in its 
youth...something that has not changed one bit over the 
intervening two decades. This may well turn out to be the 
Left Bank pinnacle of the 1990s.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 2405 12 bottles per lot $7000-9000
 1x12 bottle owc

BORDEAUX, BURGUNDY AND CHAMPAGNE  
FROM AN INFLUENTIAL NEW YORK COLLECTOR

This influential New York collector is truly part of wine royalty.  He is a bon vivant, gourmand and world traveler who has the 
vinous appetite and cellar to rise up for any fine wine dinner!  Having immensely enjoyed hundreds of bottles from his collection 
over the years, I can attest that any occasion with him will be filled with impeccable conversation, great company and incredible 
wines!  Two cases of 1996 Margaux set the table for 1999 Clos de Tart, 1996 Mugnier Musigny and 2014 JN Gagnard Batard 
Montrachet.  There is a special selection of Champagne here with full cases of 1975 and 1990 Dom Perignon Oenotheque, fol-
lowed by further full cases of 1979 Winston Churchill and 1982 Salon!!  All wines removed from a combination of professional 
storage and a large underground custom-built home cellar, maintaining a constant 55 degrees at all times. 
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 2414 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1975
 Oenotheque
 12x1 bottle ogb’s

“I have been privileged to drink the 1975 Dom Perignon 
OEenotheque on several occasions and it has never been 
anything less than breathtaking, as it is again today. This 
surreal, beautiful Champagne reveals striking purity and 
clarity in its suggestions of honey, roasted nuts and sweet 
fruit in a style that recalls a mature grand cru Burgundy 
at its finest. The aromas and flavors are at once mature 
yet fresh, very much on the “grey” side of the spectrum 
Chef de Caves Richard Geoffroy likes to talk about.  Sim-
ply put, readers who can find and afford this sensual wine 
should not hesitate. It is a masterpiece.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $18000-24000

 2415 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1990
 Oenotheque
 12x1 bottle ogb’s

“It seems obvious that the quality of the 1990 Cham-
pagne vintage is going to be remarkable, and the world-
wide demand will be unprecedented.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 2416 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1995
 Oenotheque
 2x3 bottle ocb’s

“This silky-textured Champagne reveals breathtaking fi-
nesse, elegance and clarity in its perfumed bouquet, with 
delicate notes of pears and roasted nuts that add further 
complexity. The finish goes on and on. This mind-bending, 
kaleidoscopic Champagne possesses all of the qualities 
of profoundness, most importantly the ability to develop 
beautifully in the glass and the potential to acquire even 
more depth in bottle over the coming years. 1995 was a 
hot vintage, but this wine remains remarkably fresh. Sim-
ply put, the 1995 OEenotheque is a stunner.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 2417 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 Oenotheque
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“The 1996 Dom Pérignon OEenotheque offers up layers 
of pastry, lemon, smoke and toastiness. At first deceptive-
ly understated, the wine turns positively explosive and 
layered on the palate, showing remarkable tension, ele-
gance and power, all wrapped around a seriously intense 
frame. The balance between fruit and acidity is awesome. 
This is a marvelous DP OEeno. The OEeno is the same 
juice as the regular Dom Perignon, except the OEeno is 
aged on the cork while the regular DP is aged in crown-
sealed bottles. Once disgorged, the OEenos gets a slight-
ly lower dosage than is typical for the original release 
DP.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000

PARCEL LOTS 2408-2409

 2408 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2011
 Les Fuees, J.F. Mugnier

“The 2011 Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Fuees feels 
like a step up from the Village Cru with more precision 
and intensity: raspberry, rose petals, a hint of wild mush-
room and damp undergrowth. The palate is very harmo-
nious and feminine with fine tannins encasing the light, 
almost tart red fruit. It feels very fresh and lively on the 
finish, but the aftertaste is long and satisfying.”(91pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 2409 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000
 1x6 bottle banded owc

 2410 Musigny - Vintage 1996
 J.F. Mugnier
 1nl, 1cuc

“Sappy, highly perfumed aromas of raspberry, spice, red 
berries and bing cherry; shows an almost medicinal aus-
terity that suggests it will require long aging. Thick, sap-
py and pungently oaky, with terrific intensity. An uncanny 
combination of power and finesse.”(93+pts IWC)

 3 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 2411 Musigny - Vintage 2011
 J.F. Mugnier

“...has a fragrant, floral, understated bouquet that is 
beautifully defined and focused. With time in the glass it 
offers subtle forest floor and damp soil scents that merely 
add to its complexity. The palate is medium-bodied with 
filigree tannins and exquisite balance. It tiptoes across 
the senses rather than delivering a payload of flavors, 
while the finish offers extraordinary precision and nu-
ance.”(95pts)

 1 magnum per lot $3500-5000

 2412 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2014
 J.N. Gagnard
 1x12 bottle owc

“This is easily the most backward and reserved wine in 
the range and not just because the nose is very firmly 
reduced but also because the concentrated, muscular and 
broad-shouldered flavors are extremely tight. There is so 
much dry extract that it imparts a chewy texture that is 
juxtaposed against the firm acid spine that shapes the 
overtly powerful and hugely long finish.”(93-95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 2413 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1995
 La Landonne, E. Guigal 1scl, 1nl, 5sdc (99+pts) (5)
 La Mouline, E. Guigal  (99pts) (3)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $3200-4200
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 2421 Pol Roger Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1979
 cuvée Sir Winston Churchill
 12lscl

“A magnum of 1979 Pol Roger Sir Winston Churchill 
had decadent vanilla aromas. It was peachy and slaty’ 
per Todd, aka the Hillbilly, and also had great white musk 
and light toast aromas, more like bread soaked in oil. The 
palate was still young, very young, with nice bread, toast 
and white chocolate flavors.”(94+Mpts JK)

 12 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 2422 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1982
 Le Mesnil
 12lscl

“It took a few years before the ‘82 really found itself. 
Now it is wonderfully harmonious, if a little uneven from 
bottle to bottle. A classic Salon with brilliant acidity 
and an exceptionally dry aftertaste of lanolin and but-
ter.”(96pts RJ)

 12 bottles per lot $15000-20000

 2423 Veuve Clicquot Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1999
 Rose
 4lscl

“The big-styled, surprisingly deep pink/copper-colored 
1999 Rose Reserve displays a Pinot Noir-like perfume of 
pomegranate, bay leaf, earth, and spice. Bold, rich, ex-
pansive, and dense, it is an atypically, almost shockingly 
powerful, rich Champagne.”(93pts)

 18 bottles per lot $1500-2000
_____________________________

 2418 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 2x3 magnum ocb’s

“Remarkably perfumed nose projects an exotic bouquet 
of deep, leesy yellow fruit, minerals, honeycomb, smoked 
meat and flowers, with Asian spices building expanding 
in the glass. Almost painfully concentrated, offering a 
surreal parade of orchard and pit fruits, smoked meat, 
toasted brioche and marrow braced by intensely salty, 
stunningly incisive minerality. Imagine a Frankenstein’s 
monster of Chablis Le Clos and Clos Ste. Hune-but one 
with perfect balance, of course-and you get an idea of 
what I found in my bottle. The energetic, stony charac-
ter builds exponentially on the finish, which didn’t seem 
to, well, finish. The best analogy I can come up with for 
the intensity, focus and clarity of this Champagne is liq-
uefied barbed wire. Utterly hallucinatory and one of the 
most amazing wines I’ve ever been fortunate enough to 
drink.”(99+pts IWC)

 5 magnums per lot $6000-8000

PARCEL LOTS 2419-2420

 2419 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

 2420 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000
 2x6 bottle ocb’s
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 2428 Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 A. Rousseau

“I was frankly quite surprised to find the Chambertin al-
most as expressive and every bit as broad aromatically as 
the Bèze as the nose is equally kaleidoscopic if featuring 
a more deeply pitched set of fruit aromas and more earth. 
The flavors are bigger if not finer with serious power and 
weight on the rich, full and driving finish that possesses 
an exuberant underlying sense of energy, all wrapped in 
a core of rock solid but ripe and balanced tannins. Like 
the potential of the Bèze, this too has a chance to ascend 
as one of the top vintages ever typified by such years as 
‘34, ‘49, ‘52, ‘62, ‘66 and ‘91. Arguably the Chambertin 
of the vintage.”(99pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 2429 Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“A positively kaleidoscopic nose features a wonderful 
panoply of spice and fruit aromas that offer something 
new and different with every sniff. The rich, full and ut-
terly classic flavors are a study of the harmonious liaison 
of refinement and power that culminate in an explosive 
and driving finish that is even longer than that of the Clos 
St. Jacques yet it sacrifices nothing in terms of balance, 
harmony or transparency. A strikingly good wine packed 
with upside potential. While pronouncements of this sort 
are always fraught, it’s possible that the 2005 Bèze could 
one day rival the best Rousseau Bèze ever...”(98pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 2430 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2002
 Arnoux-Lachaux

“This explodes on the nose with fabulously complex flo-
ral aromas of violets, red and black fruit aromas trimmed 
in anise and earth plus a touch of smoke. The medium-full 
flavors exceptionally well focused, seductively spicy and 
wonderfully rich and posses”(92-95pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 2424 Château Cos d’Estournel - Vintage 1982
 St. Estephe
 5bn, 5bsl, different importers

“Cos d’Estournel’s 1982 exhibits a dark ruby/purple 
color with light pink at the rim. Sweet aromas of jammy 
black fruits intermixed with roasted espresso and vanillin 
jump from the glass of this young, concentrated, full-bod-
ied, succulent effort.”(96pts)

 5 bottles per lot $1500-2000

PARCEL LOTS 2425-2426

 2425 Chambertin - Vintage 1989
 A. Rousseau
 2bsl, 1vltl, 1cuc

“Hint of alcohol on the nose together with fairly high-
toned, pure and incredibly complex and elegant raspber-
ry fruit. The medium weight flavors are sweet and quite 
intricate displaying grand cru richness and stupendous 
length.”(94pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 2426 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000
 2bsl, 1cuc

 2427 Chambertin - Vintage 1993
 A. Rousseau

“The 1993 Rousseau is one of the greatest Burgs ever 
made, as a recent lunch in LA also confirmed. The red 
fruits, the Asian spices, it wasn’t too rich or too sweet and 
perfect in each of those regards. It was like an elegant 
jackhammer.”(99pts JK)

 4 bottles per lot $18000-24000

BEAUTIFUL BURGUNDY OF A PASSIONATE WEST COAST COLLECTOR
Sought-after Burgundies from Comte Liger-Belair, Rousseau, Dujac and Mugnier come to us courtesy of an ardent Westcoast 
who is supremely meticulous about the provenance of his collection.  Everything was bought upon release and never moved 
from professional storage until this sale!  On offer are five lots of Rousseau starting with 1989 and 1993 Chambertin, followed 
by a trio of Arnoux led by 2002 Romanee St. Vivant.  Our main act is nine lots of Comte Liger-Belair, highlighted by four vintag-
es of Echezeaux as well three bottles each of both 2005 and 2006 La Romanee!  There are six lots of Dujac including 2005 Bonnes 
Mares and Clos de la Roche leading us to four vintages of Mugnier Musigny highlighted by six bottles each of 1999 and 2005. 
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 2436 Échézeaux - Vintage 2010
 Comte Liger-Belair

“...soaring from the glass in a magical mélange of dark 
berries, roasted plums, gamebirds, coffee bean, stunning 
minerality, orange peel, a touch of bonfire and a gener-
ous base of new wood. On the palate the wine is deep, 
full-bodied, pure and sappy, with fine-grained tannins, 
laser-like focus, stunning complexity and a very, very 
long, tangy and transparent finish.”(96+pts JG)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 2437 La Romanée - Vintage 2005
 Comte Liger-Belair

“As good as the Reignots is, it’s immediately clear that 
this is at another level with its positively kaleidoscopic 
and utterly knockout nose featuring exuberant Vosne-
style spicy black fruit and a panoply of underlying nuanc-
es including anise, clove, minerals, underbrush, warm 
earth and smoke introduce much more reserved, even 
cool medium full flavors that are like silk on the palate 
though the hugely long finish tightens up in a real rush. 
This is really quite fine and less youthfully austere than 
it usually is at this early stage. This is also a stunner of a 
wine with that wonderful character of inner mouth per-
fume that the great wines always have plus it’s built for 
the long haul.”(97pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $13000-17000

 2438 La Romanée - Vintage 2006
 Comte Liger-Belair

“This is as reserved and cool as the Reignots but more 
complex, refined and sophisticated still as it just exudes 
class and breed with a fantastically broad array of spicy 
and pure black fruit aromas where the reserve and spice 
components are also reflected by the minerally, serious 
and delicious medium full-bodied flavors brimming with 
s ve and extract on the very firm finish supported by bur-
ied tannins and huge length that doesn’t stop. This isn’t 
quite as concentrated and powerful as the ‘05 version 
but it’s more than a respectable successor and there is so 
much sap that it gives the impression of being much more 
approachable now than it actually is.”(95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 2439 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2006
 Les Cras, Comte Liger-Belair

“As this terroir often does as it is one of the most ele-
gant and sophisticated in all of Nuits, it has produced a 
gorgeously elegant red berry fruit nose suffused by an 
almost pungent minerality and saline character that con-
tinues onto the supple, fresh and vibrant medium-bodied 
flavors that possess excellent concentration and stunning 
if structured length. This is an intensely focused wine of 
harmony and drive with everything it needs for a long 
life. Highly recommended.”(93pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 2431 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2008
 Arnoux-Lachaux

“ Good dark red. Less showy today than the Suchots but 
deep and nuanced, offering notes of blackberry, violet 
and licorice. Pure but reticent on the palate, with silky, 
sappy dark fruit and spice flavors complemented by har-
monious oak.”(94+ pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 2432 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2005
 Les Suchots, Arnoux-Lachaux

“Well integrated if not invisible wood influence frames 
sexy, elegant and pure black berry fruit aromas that slide 
into beautifully balanced and naturally sweet flavors that 
have superb depth of material, particularly on the silky, 
even velvety finish. “(94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 2433 Échézeaux - Vintage 2006
 Comte Liger-Belair

“As one might reasonably expect, this is notably riper 
than the Reignots with a spicy black berry liqueur nose 
that is really quite densely fruited and that sense of con-
centration continues onto the delicious, serious and pal-
ate staining medium full flavors supported by buckets of 
sap that completely buffer the otherwise very firm tan-
nins that also coat the palate on the gorgeously long and 
powerful finish. An impressive debut and recommend-
ed.”(93pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $4200-5500

 2434 Échézeaux - Vintage 2008
 Comte Liger-Belair

“...presents a compelling dynamic of push and pull 
between all of the elements that are alive in the glass. 
Floral, savory aromatics meld into a core of intensely 
perfumed, powerful fruit, all supported by veins of un-
derlying salinity that add cut. A deep, dense, powerful 
wine, the 2008 Échézeaux is utterly sublime in so many 
ways. This is another drop-dead gorgeous beauty from 
Louis-Michel Liger-Belair.”(95pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $4200-5500

 2435 Échézeaux - Vintage 2009
 Comte Liger-Belair

“The 2009 Liger-Belair Échézeaux was even better, as 
it should be. Its dense, sweet fruit was balanced by its 
structure and finish. Fruit and acidity were all in harmo-
ny, and the signature style of the Domaine was on full dis-
play, with added depth from the terroir. There was great 
style to this great red.”(96pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000
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 2445 Chambertin - Vintage 2006
 Dujac
 1lscl

“...smells spectacularly of rose, violet, and licorice; con-
fiture of red and black berry fruits; and smoky, machine 
oil-like mineral scents. On the palate, this makes a de-
finitive case for the ability of great Burgundian Pinot to 
display enormous flavor concentration   in this instance I 
have the impression of sheer Pinot sap   while exhibiting 
lift, elegance, and transparency to floral, mineral, and 
animal nuances.”(96pts)

 2 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 2446 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2005
 Dujac
 1 bottle different importer

“...for sheer intensity. Black cherry, kirsch distillate, ce-
dar, incense, iron filings, wet stone, and roasted meats 
and coffee represent a few of the immediate aromatic 
suggestions forced on this taster. In the mouth, it is simi-
larly compelling, with an eruption of clear black cherry, 
cassis, and meat juices, faintly bitter notes of fruit skin 
and pungent herbal and mineral notes adding complex-
ity.”(96pts)

 3 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 2447 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2010
 Dujac

“An intensely floral nose features notes of rose petals and 
lavender along with cool red berry fruit liberally laced 
with wet stone nuances. The taut and muscular broad-
scaled and concentrated flavors are precise, intense and 
explosively long on the focused and stunningly persis-
tent finish that is youthfully austere and breathtakingly 
intense. This faultlessly well-balanced but very firm ef-
fort will require extended cellaring and 15 to 20 years 
is probably what the structure will require to completely 
resolve.”(96pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 2448 Clos St. Denis
 - Vintage 2010 Dujac  (95pts BH) (2)
 Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2010 Dujac  (94-96pts) (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 2449 Gevrey Chambertin
 - Vintage 2010 Aux Combottes, Dujac   (4)
 (91pts BH)
 Vosne Romanée
 - Vintage 2005 Aux Malconsorts, Dujac,  (5)
 Fils et Pere  (93pts)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 2440 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2005
 Aux Reignots, Comte Liger-Belair
 1lbsl

“I very much like this and while it’s less generous than 
the Chaumes, it’s classier and absolutely crystalline in its 
purity. A stunner.”(94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 2441 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2006
 Les Chaumes, Comte Liger-Belair

“A very floral suffused nose of blue berry, spice and 
warm earth notes merges into equally spicy, precise and 
delicious middle weight flavors that are attractively fresh, 
vibrant and intense, all wrapped in a sappy and dusty 
finish. Lovely balance and punch here.”(91pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 2442 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2010
 Vieilles Vignes, D. Bachelet

“Relatively prominent wood spice does not dominate the 
otherwise very ripe and densely fruited cassis and plum 
suffused nose that also displays plenty of Gevrey style 
pungent earth, underbrush and a hint of the sauvage. The 
intense earthiness continues onto the textured, seductive 
and mouth coating broad-scaled flavors that brim with 
dry extract, indeed so much so that the firm tannins are 
relegated to the background on the beautifully well-bal-
anced and hugely long finish.”(93-95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 2443 Clos de Tart - Vintage 1998
 Domaine du Clos de Tart
 5lbsl, 1nl, 1ltl, 2 bottles different importer

“Bright ruby. Highly complex nose melds black raspber-
ry, Indian spices, gunflint, tar and smoky oak; seemed to 
grow fresher and more vibrant with aeration. Dense, thick 
and highly concentrated, with brilliantly defined but still 
rather backward fruit flavors. Finishes with great length 
and extremely fine tannins that dust the entire mouth.” 
(95+?pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 2444 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2005
 Dujac

“A surprisingly expressive and high-toned nose of blue, 
black and violet aromas trimmed in touches of smoke, 
earth and wood precede the supple and exceptional-
ly fresh flavors that are detailed, textured, serious and 
powerful with huge underlying reserves of material and 
along with the RSV, the longest finale of the group. This 
displays the youthful, indeed almost cool austerity one 
would expect from a classically structured Bonnes Mares 
and should age effortlessly yet it is not so firmly struc-
tured that it will be unapproachable young. In a word, 
brilliant.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $3500-5000
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 2454 Musigny - Vintage 2005
 J.F. Mugnier

“Candor forces me to admit that mere words won’t begin 
to do a wine like this justice so I will simply state that the 
Mugnier Musigny is a compelling candidate for wine of 
the vintage honors, which is saying something significant 
in such a gifted vintage like 2005. An incredibly com-
plex and kaleidoscopic nose features a dazzling array of 
aromas, particularly violet and rose petal nuanced with 
anise, clove and cinnamon that merges seamlessly into 
sweet, pure and ultra refined full-bodied flavors that are 
harmonious and deep, with a driving tension that forces 
everything into striking relief yet the palate impression 
is pure velvet on the immensely long finish. Moreover, 
it delivers one of my favorite aspects of great burgun-
dy, which is power without weight but in this case, the 
‘05 Musigny is an enormously powerful wine but not 
especially weighty. In short, this is flat out brilliant and 
is a wine that you will definitely want in your cellar.” 
(99pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $18000-24000

 2455 La Grande Rue
 Lamarche
 - Vintage 2002 (92pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2005 (95pts BH) (2)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 2456 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2005
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot

“...given how many reference standard vintages Domaine 
Ponsot has produced of the Clos de la Roche over the 
years, it would be presumptuous to anoint this as the best 
ever but if it isn’t, it will certainly take its rightful place 
among the very greatest. In sum, a ‘wow’ wine that makes 
you shake your head in sheer amazement.”(99pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3800-4800

 2457 Montrachet - Vintage 2013
 Pierre-Yves Colin Morey

 1 bottle per lot $1400-1800
_____________________________

 2450 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2007
 G. Roumier

“The 2007 Chambolle villages offers up a lovely nose of 
red and black cherries, blood orange, complex soil tones, 
a touch of chocolate and a discreet topnote of mustard 
seed. On the palate the wine is medium-full, long and 
tangy, with fine mid-palate depth, modest tannins and im-
pressive length and grip on the finish. Classy juice that 
will drink well with only a couple of years of cellaring. “ 
(90pts JG)

 3 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 2451 Musigny - Vintage 1999
 J.F. Mugnier
 1lstl, 1vltl, 2cuc, different importers

“Mugnier’s 1999 Musigny Grand Cru is still a very 
youthful wine, but a few hours’ decant gives a more than 
adequate sense of its immense quality. A beautiful bou-
quet of raspberries, black cherry, cocoa powder, violets, 
peony and incipient notes of rich soil and cedar introduce 
a pure, full-bodied wine with pitch-perfect balance and 
a deep, spherical core of ripe tannin, juicy acidity and 
reserved concentration. This is not an especially flam-
boyant wine, but it’s incredibly authoritative and sophis-
ticated; and in another decade, it will be just irresisti-
ble.”(96+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $11000-15000

 2452 Musigny - Vintage 2000
 J.F. Mugnier
 1vlstl, 1nvl

“This explodes on the nose and palate with fabulously 
complex aromas of floral black, seductive fruit trimmed 
in earth, anise, dried herbs and a touch of smoke and 
medium -full flavors that offer exceptional focus and such 
richness that this too seems almost liqueur-like. But even 
more impressive is the finish which simply does not quit 
yet despite all the fireworks, this manages to remain dis-
creet, harmonious and perfectly balanced.”(92pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 2453 Musigny - Vintage 2001
 J.F. Mugnier
 different importers

“Aromatically reserved, even brooding though with 
coaxing reveals remarkably complex aromas of a simply 
incredible panoply of black fruits, earth, spice, crushed 
herbs and notes of red and black cherries. The understat-
ed, powerful, very concentrated, perfectly harmonious 
flavors are astonishingly rich yet finely detailed, culmi-
nating in a stupendously long finish that offers intense 
minerality superb elegance it possesses that extra dimen-
sion, that of the rare wow factor!”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $11000-15000
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PARCEL LOTS 2460-2461

 2460 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 1986
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“Clearly the youngest looking, most opaque and concen-
trated wine of the group, it tastes as if it has not budged in 
development since I first tasted it out of barrel in March, 
1987. An enormously concentrated, massive Mou-
ton-Rothschild, comparable in quality, but not style, to 
the 1982, 1959, and 1945, this impeccably made wine is 
still in its infancy I suspect the 1986 Mouton-Rothschild 
requires a minimum of 15-20 more years of cellaring; it 
has the potential to last for 50-100 years!...”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 2461 12 bottles per lot $8000-11000
 1ts, 1bn, 1x12 bottle owc

 2462 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 1996
 Pauillac

“This showing was anything but! Deep garnet in color, it 
sashays out of the glass with lavishly dressed, gregarious 
Crème de cassis, baked blackberries and plum pudding 
scents plus touches of menthol, fenugreek, star anise and 
sandalwood with fleeting gli”(97+ pts)

 3 magnums per lot $3000-4000

 2458 Château Lynch Bages - Vintage 1986
 Pauillac
 12bn, 1x12 bottle owc

“It was drinking spectacularly, to be frank, and was in 
that just right, wine sweet spot that can last for many 
years, longer than the average American marriage, 
that s for sure. There was great cedar, t n a and a long, 
beefy Szechuan style about its aromas. Long and smooth 
with cedar and mineral flavors, its palate was also 
great.”(95+pts JK)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 2459 Château Margaux - Vintage 1985
 Margaux
 4bn, 4ts, 6lbsl, 1x12 bottle owc

“Approaching full maturity, this beautifully sweet Châ-
teau Margaux has a dense plum/purple color and a huge, 
sweet nose of black currants intermixed with licorice, 
toast, underbrush, and flowers. Medium to full-bodied 
with supple tannin and a fleshy, juicy, very succulent and 
multi-layered mid-palate, this expansive, velvety wine 
has entered its plateau of maturity, where it should re-
main (assuming good storage) for at least another 10-15 
years. A very delicious, seductive, and opulent Château 
Margaux to drink over the next two decades.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

DECADES OF BORDEAUX, BURGUNDY AND RHONE FROM AN ASTUTE COLLECTOR
Three dozen excellent selections focusing on cases of 1980s Bordeaux, Vogue, Coche and Rayas come to us courtesy of a very 
successful entrepreneur who has won numerous awards and is extremely generous donating to charities.  Two cases of 1986 
Mouton in original wood emerge from the 1980s topped by a double magnum of 2017 Petrus.  Burgundy spreads its wings 
with nine lots of Vogue centering around five magnums and thirty bottles of 2019 Musigny with a flyover of 1989, 1991 and 
1996 Leroy Beaux Monts.  There are four lots of 2019 Roumier led by three bottles of Bonnes Mares, as well as four vintages 
of Coche-Dury Corton Charlemagne starting with the 2002 vintage.  We’re home on the Rhone with five vintages of Rayas and 
multiple full cases before rounding up with six magnums of 1990 Jaboulet La Chapelle!  All wines removed from a tempera-
ture-controlled home cellar and professional storage facility.*
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 2467 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2019
 Premier Cru, Comte de Vogue
 1x3 magnum owc

“...with more apparent spice and floral influences. The 
sleek, intense and big-bodied weight flavors exhibit ev-
ident minerality on the focused and gorgeously textured 
finish...”(94pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $1800-2400

 2468 Musigny - Vintage 2019
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 1x3 magnum owc

“The concentrated, powerful and decidedly muscular 
flavors retain plenty of refinement and minerality that 
conclude in a wonderfully complex and superbly long 
finale. The mid-palate texture is akin to rolling rocks 
around in the mouth and the finish just goes on and on. 
This too is brilliant, and the word Zen definitely comes to 
mind.”(97pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $4500-6000

 2469 2 magnums per lot $3000-4000

PARCEL LOTS 2470-2474

 2470 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000
 1x6 bottle owc

 2471 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000
 1x6 bottle owc

 2472 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000
 1x6 bottle owc

 2473 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000
 1x6 bottle owc

 2474 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000
 1x6 bottle owc

 2475 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1989
 Les Beaux Monts, Domaine Leroy

“It has been almost 15 years since I last tasted the 1989 
Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru les Beaux Monts. This was an 
impressive showing for a 27-year-old wine that comes 
from one of Lalou Bize-Leroy’s earliest vintages of her 
domaine. It has a beautiful pixelated bouquet with straw-
berry preserve, sous-bois, morels and autumn leaves. 
This is sleek and sensual. The palate is medium-bodied 
with pitch-perfect acidity, still surprisingly youthful, long 
and quite plush in the mouth with plenty of vigour on 
the refined finish. It appears to be maturing at a glacial 
pace. This is a supremely well-crafted wine from what 
was a hit and miss Burgundy vintage. Tasted February 
2016.”(94pts)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 2463 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 2005
 Pauillac

“The 2005 Château Mouton-Rothschild is a deeply im-
pressive First Growth. It has been blessed with a sen-
sational nose that comes racing out of the blocks with 
audacious scents of black fruit, cedar, smoke and pen-
cil box (Philippe Dhalluin mentioned that the signature 
smokiness/fireside hearth was tangible in around 80% of 
the vats during élevage). There is a sense of bravura here, 
of aristocracy. The palate is medium-bodied with sump-
tuous black fruit, perhaps beginning to soften in texture, 
one or two years off its plateau. There are layers and lay-
ers of black fruit intermingling with graphite and black 
pepper, and it wisely reins everything in on the finish that 
is more classic in style and in keeping with the vintage. If 
you are fortunate enough to have this wine in your cellar, 
even though those tannins are starting to be abraded by 
time, afford it another five or six years.”(98pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 2464 Château Pétrus - Vintage 2017
 Pomerol
 1x1 double magnum owc

“Deep garnet-purple in color, the 2017 Pétrus comes 
galloping out of the glass with bold, expressive notions 
of Black Forest cake, blueberry preserves and Christmas 
pudding with nuances of molten chocolate, Chinese five 
spice, candied violets, licorice and kirsch plus wafts of 
roses and cinnamon stick. Full-bodied, rich, spicy and 
fantastically concentrated, the palate has compelling 
freshness and a solid base of wonderfully ripe, velvety 
tannins, finishing very long and opulent. The aromatics 
at this youthful stage are atypical for Pétrus and quite 
stunning—this 2017 is a bombshell! Furthermore, it is a 
unique style for this estate and one avid collectors should 
seek out!”(98+pts)

 1 double magnum per lot $9000-12000

 2465 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2019
 Comte de Vogue
 1x3 magnum owc

“A riper and more restrained nose requires some swirling 
to reveal its aromas of plum liqueur, blue berry, earth and 
a more restricted range of spice elements. The bigger and 
richer flavors possess an opulent richness and a velvety 
texture that coats the palate and enrobes the firmer tannic 
spine shaping the powerful, tautly muscular and striking-
ly persistent finale.”(93-95pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $3000-4000

 2466 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2019
 Comte de Vogue
 1x3 magnum owc

“ A wonderfully fresh and cool nose reflects aromas of 
plum, violet and lovely spice wisps. There is fine mid-pal-
ate density to the appealingly textured middle weight fla-
vors ...”(91pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $1500-2000
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 2482 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2002
 Coche-Dury
 2sdc

“The 2002 Coche-Dury Corton Charlemagne was equal-
ly as impressive, but in a more mature way. It was in a 
perfect spot, on a bridge between youth and wisdom, with 
extraordinary balance and tension. I think that the 15-20 
year mark is a real sweet spot for great vintages of Coche 
CC. Ooh la la.”(98pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 2483 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2003
 Coche-Dury

“Knockout nose combines lime, pineapple, apple and 
wet stone; much more perfumed than the Perrières. Then 
plush and very ripe but not at all roasted, with strong 
stony character and harmonious acidity giving verve to 
the wine’s expressive fruit flavors. I would not be sur-
prised to see this wine close down in the bottle. Finishes 
broad and tactile, with terrific persistence. A star of the 
vintage.”(93+?pts IWC)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 2484 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2004
 Coche-Dury

“The 2004 Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru is a mon-
ument in the making, unwinding in the glass with a 
youthful bouquet of lemon oil, fresh apple, vanilla pod, 
struck match and a light touch of smoky reduction. On 
the palate, the wine is full-bodied, searingly intense and 
racy, built around a bright line of acidity and laden with 
chewy extract, still rock solid at the core, concluding with 
a long, chalky finish that captures the essence of Cor-
ton-Charlemagne. Impressively, this is still a few years 
away from truly entering its plateau.”(97+pts)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 2485 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2013
 Coche-Dury

“An incredibly densely fruited nose also only grudgingly 
offers up notes of stone, tangerine peel, white flowers, 
green apple and plenty of spice and soft wood nuances. 
There is an almost painful intensity to the equally con-
centrated and overtly powerful broad-shouldered flavors 
that brim with dry extract that simultaneously coats the 
palate while buffering the extremely firm acid spine on 
the incredibly long finish.”(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 2486 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2006
 Château Rayas
 1wisvl, 1sos

“The 2006 had the sweetest nose, but it showed a lit-
tle dryly on the palate. There was more strawberry to 
it, and it showed a lot like the ‘08 but with more acid.” 
(94pts JK)

 12 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 2476 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1991
 Les Beaux Monts, Domaine Leroy
 3lbsl, 2wisvl, 3sos, 1cuc

“The gorgeous 1991 Vosne-Romanée-Les Beaumonts is 
deeper and more saturated in color than the Vosne-Ro-
manée-Les Genevrieres. The sweet fragrance of choco-
late, black fruits, herbs, and toasty vanillin is followed by 
a long, unctuously-textured, layered wine with magnifi-
cent concentration, soft acid, and moderate ripe tannin in 
the finish. Drink it between 1996-2010.”(93pts)

 3 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 2477 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1996
 Les Beaux Monts, Domaine Leroy
 3-3cm bc, 2vlscl, 1ssos

“...profound aromas of intensely sweet cherries, raspber-
ries, stones, and earth give way to a full-bodied, extreme-
ly feminine, and massively ripe and vibrant core of roses, 
cherries, and candied blueberries. This silky-textured, 
hedonistic (yet wonderfully structured), and focused wine 
ends on an incredibly long and detailed finish.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $14000-18000

 2478 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2019
 G. Roumier

“...a lovely texture to the succulent, round and sappy 
big-bodied flavors that coat the palate and particularly 
so on the moderately austere finale that displays sim-
ply superb length. This very powerful and impeccably 
well-balanced effort is shaped by dense but notably fine-
grained tannins.”(95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 2479 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2019
 G. Roumier  (89-92pts BH) (3)
 Les Cras, G. Roumier  (93pts BH) (2)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 2480 Morey St. Denis - Vintage 2019
 Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier

“Ripe yet agreeably fresh aromas include those of 
poached plum, spice, violet and plenty of newly turned 
earth wisps. There is a lovely sense of underlying ten-
sion to the fleshy and rounded medium-bodied flavors 
that terminate in a firm, mildly rustic and warm finale.” 
(92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 2481 3 magnums per lot $2400-3200
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 2491 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 2005
 La Landonne, E. Guigal
 1x12 bottle owc

“...exhibits a similar scorched earth/burning ember and 
bacon fat-scented nose as well as copious quantities of 
black fruits, truffles, and forest floor. Incredibly dense 
and masculine with unreal levels of concentration, and 
beautifully integrated tannin, acidity, and oak, this re-
markable 2005 may turn out to be the longest-lived La 
Landonne since the debut vintage of 1978 (which is still 
going strong). Cellar this cuvée for 5-6 years, and con-
sume it over the following 35+ years.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $5500-7500

PARCEL LOTS 2492-2493

 2492 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 2005
 La Mouline, E. Guigal
 1x12 bottle owc

“...offers a stunning perfume of espresso roast, licorice, 
pepper, blackberries, and black cherries intermixed 
with hints of chocolate and spring flowers. Powerful, 
super-concentrated, and ruggedly-constructed with a 
boatload of tannin, this is a wine to forget for 4-5 years, 
and drink over the following 25-30. It is the densest, most 
tannic vintage of La Mouline since 1988.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 2493 12 bottles per lot $5500-7500
 1x12 bottle owc

 2494 Hermitage - Vintage 1990
 La Chapelle, P. Jaboulet
 2lbsl, 1wisvl, 1nl, 6sdc

“Spectacular aromatics offer up aromas of incense, 
smoke, blackberry fruit, cassis, barbecue spice, coffee, 
and a touch of chocolate. As it sits in the glass, addition-
al nuances of pepper and grilled steak emerge. There is 
extraordinary freshness for such a mammoth wine in ad-
dition to abundant tannin, an amazing 60-second finish, 
and a level of glycerin and thick, fleshy texture that have 
to be tasted to be believed.”(100pts)

 6 magnums per lot $8000-11000
_____________________________

 2487 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2007
 Château Rayas

“...is a relatively dark ruby/purple-tinged wine, more 
intensely colored than most Rayas Châteauneufs tend to 
be, since they are made from 100% Grenache and color 
has never been one of their hallmarks. The extraordi-
narily youthful and still burgeoning aromatics of black 
raspberries, black cherries, truffles and licorice lead to a 
full-bodied, powerful Rayas with sweet tannin, adequate 
acidity, and an ethereal richness and unctuosity that del-
icately offers a sensual texture.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 2488 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2008
 Château Rayas

“The 2008 was tighter, showing a harder vintage and 
more alcohol. It was stonier on the nose with more min-
erals and lots of acidity. The wine finished dry and long 
in a similarly stony way. The Big Tuna found  sarsapa-
rilla soda/root beer,’ and he preferred how the vintage 
was  more integrated, lighter and ready to drink now.’ 
The Paradox noted,  rosewater.’”(95pts JK)

 12 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 2489 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2009
 Château Rayas

“The 2009 Rayas Châteauneuf du Pape is an awesome 
example of elegance combined with extraordinary pow-
er. The alcohol levels must be between 15.5% and 16%, 
but the elegance and sublime nature of this wine make 
it irresistible. Its dense ruby/purple color is followed by 
an extraordinary bouquet of framboise, black cherry li-
queur intermixed with blacker fruits, licorice and a hint 
of flowers. Pure with terrific layers of fruit concentration 
(although it’s remarkably light on its feet), silky tannins, 
well-integrated acidity and a stunning personality, this 
monumental Rayas is breathtaking. This beauty will un-
doubtedly be drinkable early on (although Emmanuel 
Reynaud considers that to be infanticide), and it is capa-
ble of lasting 25-30 years.”(98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 2490 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2010
 Château Rayas
 1lwisvl

“Vivid ruby. An explosively perfumed bouquet displays 
red and dark berry preserves, potpourri, licorice and 
smoky minerals. Broad and fleshy, offering deeply con-
centrated black raspberry and bitter cherry flavors and 
a strong note of floral pastilles. Chewy tannins give 
grip to a powerful, alluringly sweet, endless finish.” 
(96+ pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $14000-18000
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Lot: 2487
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 2497 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1989
 Graves
 6lbsl

“This continues to be one of the immortal wines and one 
of the greatest young Bordeaux wines of the last half-cen-
tury. Consistently prodigious and almost a sure bet to 
top the scoring card of any blind tasting of this vintage 
as well as other years, the 1989 Haut-Brion is a seam-
less, majestic classic, and a tribute to this phenomenal 
terroir and its singular characteristics. The wine still 
has a very thick, viscous-looking ruby/purple color, a 
spectacular, young but awesome smorgasbord of aromas 
ranging from scorched earth, liquid minerals, graphite, 
blackberry and black currant jam to toast, licorice, and 
spice box. The levels of fruit, extract, and glycerin in this 
viscous, full-bodied, low-acid wine are awe-inspiring. 
The brilliant symmetry of the wine, extraordinary puri-
ty, and seamlessness are the hallmarks of a modern-day 
legend.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 2498 3 bottles per lot $5000-7000
 3bsl, 3lscl

 2495 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1983
 St. Emilion
 1vhs, 1bn, 1sdc

“Nose full of breed, real estate, and earth, with a nice 
autumn spice to it very wound up - great length and win-
try flavors a minty and earthy spice dominates the pal-
ate, with an accompanying, tasty, burnt edge to it gets 
sweeter and sweeter and puts on weight after a couple of 
hours bacon and menthol emerge and the wine almost got 
pulled over for impersonating a Côte-R tie!...”(96pts JK)

 4 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 2496 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1990
 St. Emilion

“...a complex bouquet of tobacco leaf, Christmas fruit-
cake, sweet black fruits, bordering on fig and plum, but 
no hint of overripeness, and notions of new saddle leath-
er, mint, and incense. The gorgeously expressive aromat-
ics are followed by a full-bodied wine revealing abundant 
glycerin as well as elevated alcohol, but it is not hot, and 
nothing is out of place.”(98+pts)

 3 magnums per lot $6500-8500

OUTSTANDING BORDEAUX, BURGUNDY  
AND RHONE OF A MOST IMPRESSIVE COLLECTION

Nearly fifty lots come to us courtesy of a super serious collector who loves French wine dearly but simply has too much wine!  
This is a good problem to have especially when there are decades of Blue Chip Bordeaux in bottle and magnum followed by 
Rousseau, Vogue, Leroy, Guigal and more!  Bordeaux gets first call with Magnums of 1990 Cheval Blanc, 2003 Lafite, 2005 Le 
Pin, and 1983 Margaux as well as bottles of 1989 Haut Brion, 1990 La Mission, 1982 Latour, 1986 Leoville Las Cases and 1986 
Le Pin!!  Five lots of Rousseau are anchored by two magnums of 1998 Chambertin paving the way for 1996 La Romanee, 1993 
Vogue Musigny, 1988 DRC Grands Echezeaux and 1990 Dujac Clos de la Roche!  Leroy keep the Burgundy momentum going 
with six lots starting with 1990 Clos de la Roche and we round things out with 1978 La Chapelle and 2001 Monfortino magnum.  
Bon choix!  All wines removed from professional storage. 
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 2503 Château Latour - Vintage 1990
 Pauillac
 3lwrl, 1bn, 2ts, 1spc

“This is one of my favorite wines ever. Full-bodied, with 
layers of silky fruit and masses of currant, mineral and 
berry character. Amazing. It is a wine with perfect struc-
ture, perfect strength. It s 1961 Latour in modern clothes. 
It is hard not to drink it now.”(100pts WS)

 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000

PARCEL LOTS 2504-2505

 2504 Château Latour - Vintage 2003
 Pauillac

“A prodigious effort, it boasts a saturated purple color 
as well as a gorgeous perfume of smoke, cedar, creme de 
cassis, flowers, crushed rocks, and blackberries. Massive 
and multi-layered, with huge richness and low acidity, it 
is about as unctuous as a young Latour can be. It could 
be compared to the 1982, but it may be even more pure, at 
least at this early stage, than that monumental wine. The 
level of intensity builds prodigiously in the mouth, and 
the finish lasts nearly a minute.”(100pts)

 2 magnums per lot $3000-4000

 2505 2 magnums per lot $3000-4000
 1vlscl, 1vlbsl

 2506 Château Le Pin - Vintage 2005
 Pomerol
 vlbsl

“The 2005 Le Pin lived up to the hype and ultimately 
was wine of the afternoon for me. It had a great nose, 
t  n a city yet still refined but also with so much stuffing. 
There was noticeable citrus with decadent fruit   cranber-
ry, blueberry, blackberry, cassis, boysenberry   everyone 
was invited! There was great spine and length, but the 
2005 was still so elegant. Jef called it  a lip smacker  and 
noted  kirsch and strawberry.  The 2005 was all that and 
then some.”(97pts JK)

 1 magnum per lot $6000-8000

 2507 Château Le Pin - Vintage 2009
 Pomerol
 1x6 bottle owc

“Exceptional purity and a blockbuster nose of mocha, 
black cherry liqueur, mulberries and plums are followed 
by an extravagantly rich wine that seems to have a near-
ly endless finish. Truly haute couture of Merlot, so to 
speak, this wine has a finish that goes well past a min-
ute, with wonderfully sweet tannins and a provocative, 
concentrated, broad mouthfeel that is remarkably luxu-
rious.”(100pts)

 4 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 2499 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 1990
 Graves
 2bn, 1stl, 1nl, 1x12 bottle owc

“...I never thought it would come close to being as riv-
eting and magnetic as its older sibling, the 1989. How-
ever, it has proven to be nearly as prodigious. One of the 
hottest years in Bordeaux, 1990, a vintage of enormous 
yields, even dwarfing yields in 1985 and 1982, produced 
a fabulously open-knit, seemingly fast track La Mission 
that, at age 22, shows no signs of fading or losing its grip. 
The color is slightly more mature and evolved than the 
1989’s, exhibiting a lighter rim and a less dark blue/ruby/
purple hue. Classic La Mission-Haut-Brion aromatics of 
camphor, licorice, scorched earth, hot bricks, barbecue, 
cassis, blueberry and kirsch are well displayed.”(99pts)

 12 bottles per lot $6500-8500

 2500 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 2003
 Pauillac

“Dense purple-colored, with classic notes of graphite in-
tertwined with melted licorice, Crème de cassis, smoke, 
and flowers, it reveals extraordinary richness, opulence, 
power, purity, intensity, and viscosity.”(100pts)

 3 magnums per lot $4200-5500

 2501 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 2005
 Pauillac

“...boasts a dark ruby/purple color in addition to that 
exceptional Lafite perfume of graphite, spring flowers, 
crushed rocks, and sweet black cherry and black cur-
rant fruit that exudes class and nobility. The wine is 
medium-bodied with extremely high levels of tannin in 
addition to sensational purity, length, and overall har-
mony.”(96+pts)

 1 double magnum per lot $2800-3800

 2502 Château Latour - Vintage 1982
 Pauillac
 2vlbsl, 2bn

“The dense, opaque garnet-colored 1982 Latour reveals 
slight amber at the edge. Sweet, smoky, roasted aromas 
in the nose combine with jammy levels of black currant, 
cherry, and prune-like fruit. It possesses extraordinary 
concentration and unctuosity, with a thick, fat texture 
oozing notes of cedar wood, tobacco, coffee, and over-
ripe fruit. Low acidity as well ashigh alcohol (for Bor-
deaux) give the wine even more glycerin and textural 
chewiness. The finishlasts forever.”(100pts)

 2 bottles per lot $2800-3800
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 2512 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 1986
 Pauillac
 8bn, 4ts, 6scc, 1x12 bottle owc

“Clearly the youngest looking, most opaque and concen-
trated wine of the group, it tastes as if it has not budged in 
development since I first tasted it out of barrel in March, 
1987. An enormously concentrated, massive Mou-
ton-Rothschild, comparable in quality, but not style, to 
the 1982, 1959, and 1945, this impeccably made wine is 
still in its infancy I suspect the 1986 Mouton-Rothschild 
requires a minimum of 15-20 more years of cellaring; it 
has the potential to last for 50-100 years!...”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 2513 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 2005
 Pauillac

“The 2005 Château Mouton-Rothschild is a deeply im-
pressive First Growth. It has been blessed with a sen-
sational nose that comes racing out of the blocks with 
audacious scents of black fruit, cedar, smoke and pen-
cil box (Philippe Dhalluin mentioned that the signature 
smokiness/fireside hearth was tangible in around 80% of 
the vats during élevage). There is a sense of bravura here, 
of aristocracy. The palate is medium-bodied with sump-
tuous black fruit, perhaps beginning to soften in texture, 
one or two years off its plateau. There are layers and lay-
ers of black fruit intermingling with graphite and black 
pepper, and it wisely reins everything in on the finish that 
is more classic in style and in keeping with the vintage. If 
you are fortunate enough to have this wine in your cellar, 
even though those tannins are starting to be abraded by 
time, afford it another five or six years.”(98pts)

 1 double magnum per lot $2200-3000

 2514 Château Haut Brion Blanc - Vintage 2003
 Graves
 4vlbsl

“The colossal 2003 is super-rich, full-bodied, and unctu-
ously-textured with plenty of fig, melon, honeysuckle, and 
bees wax characteristics in addition to enormous concen-
tration and a huge finish.”(97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 2515 Chambertin - Vintage 1988
 A. Rousseau

“... opens with regal, soaring aromatics. Like the Bèze, 
the ‘88 Chambertin is dense and powerful to the core. 
The overall impression is of baritone-like darkness and 
depth. Smoke, licorice, menthol and dark spices wrap 
around the imposing finish. “(94pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 2508 Château Leoville Las Cases - Vintage 1986
 St. Julien
 7bn, 4ts, 1x12 bottle owc

“The late Michel Delon always thought that this was 
the greatest vintage he had produced. We often tasted it 
side by side with the 1982, because I always preferred 
the latter vintage. Of course, the two vintages are quite 
different in style, with the 1986 a monument to classicism, 
with great tannin, extraordinary delineation, and a huge, 
full-bodied nose of sweet, ripe cassis fruit intermixed 
with vanilla, melon, fruitcake, and a multitude of spices. 
The wine has always been phenomenally concentrated, 
yet wonderfully fresh and vigorous. The wine still seems 
young, yet it is hard to believe it is not close to full matu-
rity.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 2509 Château Margaux - Vintage 1983
 Margaux
 2gsl, 2lscl, 2lbsl

“Wine of the vintage. Massive, with exuberant aromas 
of cassis, lead pencil and fruit which follow through on 
the palate. Full-bodied and incredibly velvety. Long, long 
finish.”(98pts WS)

 2 magnums per lot $2400-3200

 2510 Château Margaux - Vintage 1990
 Margaux
 lscl

“Its ethereal bouquet of sweet black fruits, cedar, spices, 
flowers, smoke, and vanilla is remarkably well-formed 
and intense. In the mouth, there is not a hard edge to this 
classic wine, which is super-concentrated, soft, silky-tex-
tured, and opulent. It displays an opaque ruby/purple 
color, a compelling bouquet, and exquisite layers of fla-
vors that cascade over the palate without any notion of 
toughness or coarseness.”(100pts)

 3 magnums per lot $6000-8000

 2511 Château Margaux - Vintage 1996
 Margaux
 1bn, 1ts, 2lbsl

“The 1996 Château Margaux, a blend of 82% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 12% Merlot, 4% Petit Verdot and 2% Caber-
net Franc, must be a strong contender for wine of the vin-
tage. It offers everything you desire from this First Growth. 
It is blessed with breathtaking delineation and freshness 
on the nose, understated at first and then blossoming with 
mineral-infused black fruit, hints of blueberry, crushed 
stone and violet. The palate is perfectly balanced with 
filigree tannin, perfect acidity, a wine where everything 
seems to be in its right place. Blackberry, crushed stone 
at the front of the mouth, just a touch of spice towards 
the finish that shows supreme control. This is a Margaux 
that seems to light up the senses. It was outstanding in its 
youth...something that has not changed one bit over the 
intervening two decades. This may well turn out to be the 
Left Bank pinnacle of the 1990s.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000
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 2521 Musigny - Vintage 1993
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue

“Still remarkably primary with a nose that is the crystal-
line essence of black cherry pinot sap. Massively struc-
tured, thick flavors with dense, ripe tannins that are com-
pletely buffered by all the extract. This is flat out great a 
monument in the making...”(97pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 2522 Musigny - Vintage 1996
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 bsl, vlscl

“This bright, dark ruby-colored wine is exceptional. Its 
enticing nose reveals extraordinarily refined aromas 
of a myriad of flowers soaked in cherries, blueberries 
and traces of sweet mocha. This oily-textured, full-bod-
ied, perfectly harmonious, and compellingly delineated 
wine could not be any more elegant. It possesses awe-
some depth, concentration, and purity in its violet and 
cherry cream pie-flavored personality. Moreover, its 
formidably long finish displays a strong yet satiny back-
bone.”(94-97pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1500-2000

 2523 Échézeaux - Vintage 2002
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle owc

“Sweet, pure and completely classic mostly red pinot 
fruit aromas are enhanced by subtle nuances of floral 
notes, damp earth, underbrush and even a hint of game. 
The big, muscular but utterly refined flavors are superbly 
intense, reserved and backward supported by remark-
ably sophisticated tannins and stunning length. This is 
a very concentrated wine of real breed and impeccable 
balance that should age for 3 decades, perhaps longer.” 
(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $14000-18000

 2524 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1988
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 2bsl, 2lscl

“In fact, my unedited tasting notes had the words fabu-
lous in them twice and awesome once. It is decadently 
rich and spicy with an extraordinary perfume of violets, 
gamey, plum-like fruit, toasty new oak, and a finish that 
must last several minutes.”(95pts)

 2 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 2525 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 1996
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“had an unmatched level of nuance and complexity to the 
nose. It was deep, rich and thick as a brick both aromati-
cally and on the palate. Menthol emerged in a great way; 
this wine was impressive city.”(95+pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $6500-8500

 2516 Chambertin - Vintage 1998
 A. Rousseau
 1sdc

“Deepest red of the Rousseau ‘98s. Sexy oak, mocha and 
smoked meat to go along with red fruit aromas. Concen-
trated, dense and sweet, with captivating black fruit fla-
vors. Not nearly as backward as it appeared from barrel, 
but this substantial wine has the balance to develop in 
bottle for many years. Finishes with chocolatey, mount-
ing tannins and excellent persistence.”(92pts IWC)

 2 magnums per lot $11000-15000

 2517 Chambertin - Vintage 1996
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 vlbsl

“Intoxicating aromas of raspberry, smoked meat, un-
derbrush and oak char, plus an almost exotic sweetness. 
Sweet, pure fruit began a bit reticent but exploded with 
aeration to show great thrust and pinot tang. Despite its 
substantial volume, this wine’s fresh berry flavors are 
sharply delineated. Sweetly oaky in the mouth and on the 
suavely tannic, very long finish. Finishing note of cinna-
mon.”(94pts IWC)

 1 bottle per lot $2200-3000

 2518 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 1990
 A. Rousseau
 6wisl, 1stl, 1nl, 6lbsl

 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 2519 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2001
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau

“Knockout aromas of wonderfully intense black and red 
cherry fruit loaded with cassis and a touch of new oak 
introduce medium-bodied, sweet, harmonious, very ex-
pressive and long flavors all underpinned by racy min-
erality and firm structure. The tannins are prominent but 
ripe and the density of extract is impressive and this both 
coats and stains the palate. As it always does, this deliv-
ers finesse with real mid-palate punch with near perfect 
grace.”(92pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 2520 La Romanée - Vintage 1996
 Bouchard, Pere et Fils
 1vlscl

“Fresh and still entirely primary, elegantly perfumed vi-
olet and black fruit aromas introduce round, sweet, bril-
liantly delineated middle weight flavors of considerable 
breed and class and delivers a racy, long, stunningly pure 
finish.”(93pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2600-3500
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PARCEL LOTS 2532-2533

 2532 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1990
 Dujac
 bsl, lscl

“The hits from Dujac kept coming with a rockstar bottle 
of 1990 Dujac Clos de la Roche. There was even more 
amazing perfume here that was so sensual. It had gor-
geous purple hues, colors and flavors that danced deli-
cately and delivered in the form of fruits and flowers with 
kisses of leather and dust on it finish. It was so fine and el-
egant but still had so much substance with a long, creamy 
and happy ending.”(97+pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $4500-6000

 2533 1 bottle per lot $4500-6000
 bsl

 2534 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2001
 Dujac

“Powerful and dense aromas of earth, black and red fruit 
plus subtle notes of soy, coffee and hoisin explode from 
the glass that merge seamlessly into bigger, richer, round-
er and more muscular flavors. Authoritative, gorgeously 
textured and very stylish with pronounced tannic struc-
ture and plenty of buffering sap. Impressive and extreme-
ly long...”(93pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 2535 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2018
 G. Roumier
 2lscl, 1x3 magnum ocb

“...is a level up in terms of intensity, offering layers of 
black cherry and blueberry fruit; this could only come 
from this particular vineyard. Wonderful precision and 
quite floral. The palate is medium-bodied with firm grip, 
succulent tannins and a very saline finish.”(97pts VM)

 3 magnums per lot $8000-11000

 2536 Montrachet - Vintage 2000
 Bouchard, Pere et Fils

“Very deep, sweet nose features apple, spices, iodine and 
resiny oak. A huge wine of great volume, sweetness and 
depth. Really explodes in the mouth, but with its perfectly 
integrated acidity it comes across as spherical and utter-
ly smooth. Almost deceptively accessible today owing to 
its balance and mouthfilling richness. Finishes with great 
sweetness and persistence.”(95pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 2526 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1990
 Domaine Leroy
 4cm bc, lwasl, crc with no top

“...has a medium-to-dark ruby color and dense dark ber-
ry aromas. It possesses a youthful, almost impenetrable 
core of thick, lush blackberries, juniper berries, plums, 
cloves, and blueberries that coat the palate. This medi-
um-to-full-bodied wine has exquisite equilibrium and 
focus, as well as a seemingly unending luxurious fin-
ish.”(98pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 2527 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 1990
 Domaine Leroy
 1-4cm bc, 2lbsl, 2crc with no top

“...is medium-to-dark ruby-colored and offers a nose of 
waxy red cherries. Big, broad, and medium-to-full-bod-
ied, it has satin-textured black cherries and spices that 
seemingly last forever in its interminable finish. This wine 
has great harmony, equilibrium, and balance.”(96pts)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 2528 Latricieres Chambertin - Vintage 1990
 Domaine Leroy
 1lwisl, 2ssos

“...has gorgeous aromatic depth. Its aromas of dark, 
overripe fruits gives way to an intense, hugely fash-
ioned character crammed with earth, beets, dark cher-
ries, licorice, and touches of oak. This is a deep, medi-
um-to-full-bodied, satin-textured, and well-structured 
wine.”(95pts)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 2529 NO LOT

 2530 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2002
 Domaine Leroy
 lbsl, lscl, ssos

“Enormously complex, highly aromatic yet reserved in its 
fashion with perfumed floral notes of spice, violets and 
black fruit leading to fantastically pure, delineated and 
silky flavors possessing a certain focused and controlled 
power.”(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $5000-7000

 2531 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1990
 Les Beaux Monts, Domaine Leroy
 1vlwisl, 2wisl, 3ssos, 2lscl

“...authoritative and persistent aromas of black fruits, 
herbs, underbrush, and sweet oak. While it displays ex-
ceptional concentration of flavor in the mouth, it is sup-
ported by higher levels of tannin and is a more struc-
tured, denser, richer wine than the Les Brulées.”(98pts)

 3 bottles per lot $5500-7500
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 2540 Hermitage - Vintage 1978
 La Chapelle, P. Jaboulet
 wasl, bsl, lscl, sdc, nc, cuc

“Opaque plum/garnet-colored, with a fabulously sweet, 
youthful bouquet of licorice, incense, smoked meats, pep-
per, and blackberry/cassis fruit, the full-bodied 1978 La 
Chapelle is extremely young with astonishing vigor, vel-
vety tannin, and a full-bodied, multi-dimensional, layered 
personality. The finish lasts for over 60 seconds. Remark-
ably fresh super-concentrated...”(100pts)

 4 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 2541 Barolo - Vintage 2001
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 1x1 magnum owc

“The 2001 Barolo Riserva Monfortino flows from the 
glass with stunning depth and purity...caresses the pal-
ate with incredible persistence as layers of aromas and 
flavors develop in the glass...This is a towering, majestic 
Monfortino that will rightfully take its place among the 
very finest Monfortinos ever made.”(99pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1800-2400
_____________________________

 2537 Côte Rôtie
 - Vintage 1988
 La Mouline, E. Guigal lscl, lwisl, lwisvl, lscvl (1)
 (100pts)
 - Vintage 1990
 La Landonne, E. Guigal scl, wisl, ltl, bsl, lwrl  (1)
 (100pts)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 2538 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1990
 La Turque, E. Guigal
 4lbsl, 2vlscl

“...offers an overwhelming perfume of jammy black-cher-
ries, cassis, toast, and minerals. With its sweet, generous, 
incredibly harmonious personality, it is an unforgettable 
wine. With sweet tannin, low acidity, and one of the most 
velvety-textured, decadently rich palates I have encoun-
tered, this fabulous wine has a finish that lasts more than 
a minute.”(98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 2539 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1984
 Côte Brune, cuvée Reservee, Gentaz-Dervieux
 1tl, 1ltl

 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000
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 2545 Richebourg - Vintage 1999
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 10wol

“Oh yes. Oh yes, yes, yes. This 1999 Richebourg Grand 
Cru is a bit like a great athlete, one who really shows its 
class against stiff opposition, here in the form of 18 other 
Richebourg! It follows the same thread as the imperial 
1999 La Tâche. It has been blessed with a sensational 
nose that boasts quite astonishing delineation and pre-
cision, fabulous mineralité. The aromatics are far more 
detailed and enthralling than the 2007 tasted alongside. 
The palate is beautifully structured, virtually symmetrical 
with filigree tannin, with a gentle crescendo in the mouth 
towards an effervescent finish with hints of orange peel. 
Simply effortless.”(97pts)

 10 bottles per lot $35000-50000

 2546 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1997
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 scl, wol

“An intensely floral nose that is surprisingly reserved, 
particularly for a vintage that in many cases has already 
peaked, also evidence notes of spice and dried rose petal 
and significantly, there is no sign of surmaturit  or the 
obverse case of undue greenness. The firm structure un-
derpinning the ripe medium weight flavors remains well 
integrated and there is good volume if not the sheer depth 
of the finest vintages. In sum, a deceptively graceful 
wine that is still on its way up. Multiple, and consistent, 
notes.”(93pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $13000-17000

 2542 Échézeaux - Vintage 1998
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 4wol, 2lscl

“This is no longer so completely primary and while the 
nose has not yet reached full maturity, it is approaching it 
slowly but surely. The aromatic profile is very Vosne with 
ample blue and red berry fruit aromas cut with spice, 
earth and discreet game hints that lead to delicious, 
round and largely, if not completely, resolved middle 
weight flavors that display subtle mineral nuances on the 
long and lingering finish.”(90pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 2542A La Tâche - Vintage 1998
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 8wol, 1lscl

“Stunning nose of red and black fruits, oriental spices, 
tea and leather notes. Intensely sappy flavor with wave 
after wave of ever changing flavors. The personality here 
is edgy, cool, confident and pure with the ripe acidity 
framing the flavors.”(95pts BH)

 8 bottles per lot $30000-40000

 2543 Richebourg - Vintage 1994
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 nl, wol

“Pure, clean and very intense, with toasted bread, grilled 
meat, blackberry and black cherry flavors. Full-bodied, 
it needs time to settle down, but has impressive structure, 
well-integrated tannins and a long, albeit slightly green, 
finish.”(90pts WS)

 1 bottle per lot $2200-3000

 2544 Richebourg - Vintage 1998
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 4wol, 2lscl

“...quite expressive with soy, hoison and black pinot fruits 
and a multilayered flavor profile of good intensity, detail 
and exceptional length. Very concentrated with medium 
sized tannins.”(94pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $10000-14000

DRC FROM A DISCERNING NORTHERN COLLECTOR
Northern Lights shine brightly, indeed, with entirely Domaine de la Romanee Conti from a most discerning Northern collector.  
A jewel box of DRC shines including twenty-two bottles of 1999 Vosne Romanee cuvée Duvault Blochet!  All wines purchased 
on release from a direct allocation and ideally stored in a custom-built, temperature-controlled cellar.*
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 2549 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1999
 cuvée Duvault Blochet, Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 12lbsl, 12wol

“The wine is medium to dark ruby-colored and has a 
rose, violet, and red cherry-scented nose. Medium-bod-
ied, lush, and expansive, it is fresh, filled with crunchy red 
and black berries, and has an impressively long, sweet, 
tannin-filled finish.”(90-92pts)

 12 bottles per lot $24000-32000

 2550 10 bottles per lot $20000-28000
 10wol

_____________________________

 2547 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1998
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 2wol, 1nl

“Deep ruby. A deeply pitched and distinctly different nose 
from what one usually finds in 10 year old RC as there are 
wonderfully dense and layered aromas of orange com-
pote, red and black cherry along with the usual spice and 
floral notes, which introduces refined, pure and concen-
trated medium full flavors that possess the usual spec-
tacular detail on the gorgeously persistent finish. This is 
beginning to lose its baby fat and the underlying sense of 
structure is becoming more prominent.”(96pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $26000-35000

 2548 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 1998
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 5lbsl, 5wol

“A beautifully spicy nose is finally beginning to open to 
reveal wonderfully complex and spicy aromatics and fruit 
that is still 100% primary. The medium full, rich, spicy 
and intense flavors possess ripe tannins underpinning the 
considerable structural spine.”(91pts BH)

 5 bottles per lot $11000-15000
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 2555 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 1999
 Domaine Leroy
 2sdc

“It’s quite curious but the strong oak toast that dominated 
the nose of the last bottle I tried was almost non-exist-
ent in this one, allowing the still discreet Vosne spice and 
dark fruit aromas free rein. The last bottle also displayed 
considerable wood influence on the round and rich fla-
vors yet again, here that element was muted if not invisi-
ble as the powerful and concentrated mid-palate does not 
lack for finesse or balance on the wonderfully long and 
very firmly structured finish.”(96pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 2556 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1999
 Les Beaux Monts, Domaine Leroy
 vlscl

“...reveals a complex nose of violets, roses, and bing 
cherries. This medium to full-bodied wine has remarka-
ble depth of dark cherries, blackberries, and cassis-like 
fruit that lasts throughout the long, harmonious fin-
ish.”(93pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 2557 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2014
 Domaine Leflaive
 1x3 bottle owc

“This is also surprisingly expressive at this early stage 
with a broad-ranging nose that features notes of apple, 
pear, white flowers, wood spice and a hint of something 
mildly exotic. The big-bodied yet refined flavors possess 
a wonderfully textured mouth feel thanks primarily to 
the abundance of palate coating dry extract that does 
a beautiful job of buffering the notably firm but not ag-
gressive acid backbone on the hugely long finish where 
a hint of wood appears. This is slightly finer than usual 
with a really lovely sense of overall balance and harmo-
ny.”(93-95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200
_____________________________

 2551 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2015
 Les Chaumes, Arnoux-Lachaux

“Deep red. Distinctly wild aromas of black raspberry, 
violet, leather and game. Very rich and fine-grained, 
conveying an impression of medicinal reserve to its com-
plex flavors of raspberry, black cherry, licorice and wild 
herbs.”(90-93pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $900-1200

 2552 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1999
 Domaine Leroy
 sdc

“...has sweet black cherry, earth, and plum-like aromas. 
This powerful, intense, meaty wine is filled with plums, 
blackberries, gelatinous veal stock, and Asian spices. It is 
pure, muscular, dense, and profound.”(96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $4500-6000

 2553 Corton Renardes - Vintage 1999
 Domaine Leroy
 sdc

“This has turned out to be every bit as good as the origi-
nal cask sample suggested with its classic Renardes per-
sonality of an intensely earthy and almost “foxy” sau-
vage character to the black fruit nose that continues onto 
the powerful, rich, deep, long and compelling flavors that 
are notably ripe yet very pinot on the hugely long and 
palate staining finish.”(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 2554 Richebourg - Vintage 1995
 Domaine Leroy
 lbsl

“...offers an impressively intricate, dark fruit, spice, 
and fresh herb-scented nose. This full-bodied, massive-
ly broad and concentrated wine is densely layered with 
blackberries and tar-like flavors.”(96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $4500-6000

DELECTABLE BITS OF BIRTHDAY BURGUNDY
Our triumphant three-day Birthday auction is about to come to a conclusion, but not before several loyal consignors come 
through with 1999 Leroy Clos de la Roche, 2014 Leflaive Batard Montrachet, 2005 Rousseau Chambertin, 2009 Vogue Musig-
ny magnums and 2007 and 2011 DRC Montrachet!!  All wines properly stored.  Thank you for another fantastic JK birthday 
celebration and see you soon! 
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 2562 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 1999
 Les Feusselottes, Mugneret-Gibourg

“While it’s no surprise, this continues to be one knock-
out Chambolle as it’s superbly elegant in every respect 
with its stylish pinot fruit, intense, sappy crushed red 
fruit flavors, medium weight yet very fine tannins and 
sneaky persistence. This is the essence of pinot finesse 
and is wonderfully seductive. While not especially dense 
or weighty, it is textbook Chambolle-Musigny in its re-
markable purity of expression, laser-like precision and 
lacy transparency and offers good finishing richness. In 
short, this is drop dead gorgeous and highly recommend-
ed.”(92pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 2563 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 1998
 Mugneret-Gibourg

“ Moderately saturated medium red with an amber tinge. 
Musky, fully evolved scents of strawberry, raspberry, 
dried rose and clove. A distinctly leaner style on the 
palate, without the flesh or concentration I would have 
expected from the low crop level. Sound balancing acid-
ity clashes a bit with the firm tannins, giving the finish a 
somewhat disjointed, dry impression and a distinct dust-
iness.”(90pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 2564 Échézeaux - Vintage 1999
 Mugneret-Gibourg

“Very dark, very dense smoky Vosne fruit laced through 
and through with Vosne spice, tar, leather and tea.” 
(91pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000
_____________________________

 2565 Montrachet - Vintage 2007
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lscl

“As the late picking date would suggest, this is a very ripe 
and wonderfully nuanced wine with a brilliantly complex 
nose of white peach, pear, exotic yellow fruits, acacia 
blossom and citrus hints that complement perfectly the 
rich and monumentally constructed flavors that possess 
an almost chewy texture yet the mouth feel is one of satin 
and silk, all wrapped in a palate staining mildly toasty 
finish that displays impeccable balance and incredible 
length. To call this a knockout seems almost like faint 
praise but it is one genuinely stunning wine that should 
live for 30 to 40 years.”(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $6500-8500

 2558 Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 A. Rousseau

“I was frankly quite surprised to find the Chambertin al-
most as expressive and every bit as broad aromatically as 
the Bèze as the nose is equally kaleidoscopic if featuring 
a more deeply pitched set of fruit aromas and more earth. 
The flavors are bigger if not finer with serious power and 
weight on the rich, full and driving finish that possesses 
an exuberant underlying sense of energy, all wrapped in 
a core of rock solid but ripe and balanced tannins. Like 
the potential of the Bèze, this too has a chance to ascend 
as one of the top vintages ever typified by such years as 
‘34, ‘49, ‘52, ‘62, ‘66 and ‘91. Arguably the Chambertin 
of the vintage.”(99pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 2559 Chambertin - Vintage 2018
 A. Rousseau
 sdc

“There is barely enough wood to mention on the wonder-
fully fresh and airy aromas of red cherry, pomegranate, 
earth and a hint of the sauvage. The seductively textured 
yet well-delineated big-bodied flavors possess an abun-
dance of energy on the intensely mineral-inflected, sappy 
and impeccably well-balanced finale that reflects a touch 
of youthful austerity.”(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 2560 Musigny - Vintage 2003
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 1-3cm bc, 1x6 bottle owc

“Unquestionably one of the glories of the vintage, the 
2003 Musigny Vieilles Vignes brings forth a highly bois-
terous nose of spices, violets, roses, plums, blueberries, 
and black cherries. Deep, powerful, graceful, concen-
trated, and sensually textured, it slathers the mouth with 
plums, blueberries, and cherries. Notes of mocha are in-
termingled with licorice in its exquisitely long finish. This 
noble wine is crammed with tannin, yet it is sweet and 
ripe...”(98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 2561 Musigny - Vintage 2009
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 1x3 magnum owc

“The 2009 Musigny Vieilles Vignes fleshes out beautifully 
with endless layers of fruit that caress the palate in stun-
ning style. Sweet floral notes meld into expressive dark 
red fruit in this mysterious, evocative Burgundy. There is 
a weightless intensity to the Musigny that is achingly gor-
geous. Waves of flavor continue to build towards the sexy, 
racy finish as the 2009 shows off its pedigree.”(97pts)

 3 magnums per lot $4500-6000
_____________________________
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 2571 Vin de Pays de l’Herault - Vintage 2020
 Domaine de la Grange des Peres
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 2572 6 magnums per lot $2000-2800
 1x6 magnum ocb

 2573 Vin de Pays de L’Herault Blanc - Vintage 2019
 Domaine de la Grange des Peres
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 2574 6 magnums per lot $2600-3500
 1x6 magnum ocb

 2575 Vin de Pays de L’Herault Blanc - Vintage 2020
 Domaine de la Grange des Peres
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 2576 6 magnums per lot $2600-3500
 1x6 magnum ocb

_____________________________

 2577 Chambertin - Vintage 2013
 A. Rousseau
 ltl

“There is even more size, weight and intensity to the vel-
vety, powerful and opulent big-bodied flavors that possess 
an abundance of palate soaking dry extract that pushes 
the otherwise tightly coiled tannins to the background on 
the massively long coffee-inflected finish that really fans 
out as it sits on the palate.”(96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 2578 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2016
 Domaine Leflaive

“A slight hint of reduction does not materially detract 
from the intensely floral-suffused nose that displays hints 
of acacia blossom and rose petal along with spice, citrus 
and pear aromas. There is excellent volume and mid-pal-
ate density to the mouth coating and borderline opulent 
big-bodied flavors that possess a seductive texture on the 
strikingly persistent and overtly powerful finish. A defi-
nite ‘wow’ wine.”(94-96pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $1500-2000
_____________________________

 2566 Montrachet - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lbsl

“The Montrachet was picked on 6 September at a respect-
able 37.1hl/ha. Lucid in colour, perhaps a little deeper 
than expected, it has a multi-faceted nose that you have to 
monitor over one hour. Hints of almond and butterscotch 
emerge at first, then salted caramel, pralines and peach 
skin. It is mercurial and utterly alluring. The palate is 
intense on the entry and immediately expresses a sense 
of vitality and tension. This Montrachet is suffused with 
great weight in the mouth with subtle touches of orange 
peel, almond and hazelnut that ebb with time. It mellows 
in the glass but never dispensing with one iota of tension, 
yet seeming if anything to gain in volume. This epitomizes 
great Montrachet. “(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $6500-8500
_____________________________

 2567 Échézeaux - Vintage 2014
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lscl

“A wonderfully complex nose features a broad array of 
spice elements with those of plum, violet, sandalwood 
and Asian-style tea that are also trimmed in soft wood 
nuances. There is good punch to the refined, cool and 
pure medium-bodied flavors that possess better concen-
tration on the balanced, persistent and youthfully austere 
finale where the only nit is a very subtle hint of warmth.” 
(94pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800
_____________________________

 2568 Meursault - Vintage 2007
 Perrières, Comte Lafon

“This is backward, tight and not revealing much aromat-
ically beyond wonderfully pure white flower, pear and 
spice aromas though the rich, full and strikingly power-
ful flavors possess superb depth of dry extract and huge 
length on the detailed, focused, beautifully balanced and 
penetrating finish that seems to be extracted directly 
from liquid rock. This is a potentially great Perrières as 
everything necessary is here and this should age extreme-
ly well.”(95pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 2569 Vin de Pays de l’Herault - Vintage 2019
 Domaine de la Grange des Peres
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 2570 6 magnums per lot $2000-2800
 1x6 magnum ocb
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 2581 Vega Sicilia Unico - Vintage 2000
 1x6 bottle owc

“...is deep crimson-colored with an ethereal perfume aid-
ed by its extended upbringing. Aromas of Asian spices, 
lavender, incense, truffle, and confiture of black fruits are 
compelling.”(98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800
_____________________________

 2579 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2006
 Château Rayas
 1lscl, 1lstl, 1ll

“The 2006 had the sweetest nose, but it showed a lit-
tle dryly on the palate. There was more strawberry to 
it, and it showed a lot like the ‘08 but with more acid.” 
(94pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 2580 Barolo - Vintage 2008
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno

“Weightless, refined and silky on the palate, the 2008 is 
all about finesse rather than power. Sweet cherry, plum, 
rose petal, lavender, dried herbs and spices are all beau-
tifully delineated in the glass, but it is the wine’s soar-
ing personality that makes the deepest impression.” 
(98pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000
_____________________________

 END OF SALE 

SEE YOU IN DECEMBER!
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2014 Harlan Estate Red ............................. 375,691,692

 HUNDRED ACRE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2000 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan (378),(379)

2001 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan (380)

2002 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan (381),(382)

2005 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Deep Time 
       ............................................................... (377)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan (383)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Precious . (384)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, The Ark 
      Vineyard ................................................. (385)

2006 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Deep Time 
       ............................................................... (377)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan (383)

2007 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Precious . (384)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, The Ark 
      Vineyard ................................................. (385)

2008 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Precious . (384)

2009 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Precious . (384)

2010 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan (383)

 JOSEPH PHELPS WINERY

1994 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia ........... (386),(387)

1997 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia .................... 387A

1999 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia ..................... (388)

2000 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia ....................... 389

 MAYACAMAS CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1987 Mayacamas Cabernet Sauvignon .................... 693

 OPUS ONE

1987 Opus One ....................................................... 390

1990 Opus One ....................................................... 694

1991 Opus One ..................................................... (391)

1994 Opus One ..................................................... (391)

2000 Opus One ..................................................... (391)

2003 Opus One ..................................................... (391)

2009 Opus One ....................................................... 393

2018 Opus One ....................................................... 394

 PHILIP TOGNI CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1995 Philip Togni Cabernet Sauvignon .................. (395)

 PROMONTORY RED

2017 Promontory Red ........................................... (813)

 RIDGE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1985 Ridge Cabernet Sauvignon, Monte Bello ......... 695

 SCARECROW CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2003 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon .................... (396)

2004 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon .................... (396)

2006 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon .................... (396)

2008 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon ....................... 397

2015 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon ....................... 399

2016 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon ....................... 400

2017 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon .... (403),(760),761

1993 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Herb Lamb Vineyard 
  (343),(345)

1994 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Herb Lamb Vineyard 
  (343),344,(345)

1995 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Herb Lamb Vineyard 
  (345)

1997 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Herb Lamb Vineyard 
  (346)

1999 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Herb Lamb Vineyard 
  (345)

2015 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Tychson Hill ..... (870)

2018 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Tychson Hill ..... (870)

2019 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Tychson Hill ..... (870)

 COLGIN RED

2002 Colgin Red, IX Estate ..................................... 347

2015 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ........................ (871)

2016 Colgin Red, IX Estate ..................................... 872

2017 Colgin Red, IX Estate ..................................... 873

2018 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ........................ (871)

 Colgin Red, IX Estate .................................. (874)

 Colgin Red, Jubilation .................................... 876

2019 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ........................ (871)

 Colgin Red, IX Estate .................................. (875)

 DALLA VALLE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2018 Dalla Valle Cabernet Sauvignon ...................... 877

2019 Dalla Valle Cabernet Sauvignon ...................... 878

 DALLA VALLE RED

2015 Dalla Valle Red, Maya .................................... 879

2016 Dalla Valle Red, Maya ................................. (880)

2018 Dalla Valle Red, Maya .................................... 881

2019 Dalla Valle Red, Maya .................................... 882

 DOMINUS

1991 Dominus ................................................ 348,(349)

1994 Dominus .................................. 350,(351),352,353

1995 Dominus ...................................................... (354)

1996 Dominus ......................................................... 355

1997 Dominus ......................................................... 356

2015 Dominus ....................................................... 1347

 HARLAN ESTATE RED

1992 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 357

1994 Harlan Estate Red ........................................ (358)

1995 Harlan Estate Red ................................. (359),360

1996 Harlan Estate Red ........................................ (361)

1997 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 680

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden .................... (376)

1998 Harlan Estate Red ........................ (362),363,(369)

1999 Harlan Estate Red ................................. 364,(369)

2000 Harlan Estate Red ...................... (365),(366),(369)

2001 Harlan Estate Red ............................... (366A),367

2002 Harlan Estate Red ................................. 368,(369)

2003 Harlan Estate Red ........................................ (369)

2006 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 370

2007 Harlan Estate Red ............... (371),(372),(681),682

2008 Harlan Estate Red ................................ (683),1281

2009 Harlan Estate Red ........................... 373,(683),684

2010 Harlan Estate Red .................................... 685,686

2012 Harlan Estate Red .................................... 687,688

2013 Harlan Estate Red ...................... (374),(689),(690)

 AUSTRALIA

 HENSCHKE SHIRAZ

1997 Henschke Shiraz, Hill of Grace ....................... 463

 PENFOLDS GRANGE

1971 Penfolds Grange ........................................... (696)

1976 Penfolds Grange ........................................... 2375

1982 Penfolds Grange ................................ (464),(2376)

1986 Penfolds Grange ................................ (696),(2376)

1995 Penfolds Grange ........................................... (464)

1996 Penfolds Grange ........................................... (464)

1997 Penfolds Grange ........................................... (464)

1998 Penfolds Grange ................................... 1868,2377

2001 Penfolds Grange ........................................... (464)

2004 Penfolds Grange ........................................... (464)

 CALIFORNIA CABERNETS & MERITAGE

 ABREU CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1997 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Madrona Ranch . (330)

2000 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Thorevilos ........ (331)

2001 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Thorevilos ........ (331)

 ARAUJO ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1992 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1280)

1995 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ................................................. (332)

1997 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1280)

 BERINGER PRIVATE RESERVE CABERNET 

 SAUVIGNON

1991 Beringer Private Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon . (333)

1994 Beringer Private Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon 
       ...................................................... (333),(334)

1997 Beringer Private Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon . (334)

 BOND

2004 Bond, St. Eden ............................................. (679)

2006 Bond, St. Eden ............................................. (679)

 BRYANT FAMILY CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1993 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon ............ (334A)

1994 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon ........ 335,(336)

1995 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon .............. (337)

1996 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon .............. (338)

1997 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon ................. 339

 CHATEAU MONTELENA CABERNET 

 SAUVIGNON

1994 Chateau Montelena Cabernet Sauvignon ...... (340)

1997 Chateau Montelena Cabernet Sauvignon ...... (341)

1999 Chateau Montelena Cabernet Sauvignon ......... 342

 COLGIN CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1992 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Herb Lamb Vineyard 
  (343)
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1971 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque 
  2330

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose 
       ....................................................... 1212,2345

1973 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne ............ (2326)

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque 
  665,1210,2331

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, P3 . 2338,2339

1975 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque 
  (2414)

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, RD ..... (2326)

1976 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne ............ (2326)

1978 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, RD ..... (2326)

1982 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque 
  (2332)

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque, 
  2334

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, P3 ...... (2340)

1985 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque, 
  2335

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, P3 ......... 2341

1988 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, P3 Rose 
       ....................................................... 1211,2343

1990 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne ... (264),(2326)

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque 
  (2332),(2415)

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque, 
  2336,2337

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, P3 ......... 2342

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, P3 Rose . 2344

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose 
       ....................................................... 2346,2347

1995 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque 
  2416

1996 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne .............. (265)

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque 
  (275),(2333),(2417)

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, P2 Rose . (276)

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose 
       ...................................................... (277),(278)

1998 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne .............. (266)

1999 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne .............. (267)

2000 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne ..... (268),(269)

2002 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne 
       ........................................... (270),(270A),2327

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose 
       ...................................................... (279),(280)

2003 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne .............. (271)

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Luminous . 2328

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose ....... 281

2004 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne .............. (273)

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Jeff Koons 
       ............................................................... (800)

2005 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose .... (282)

2006 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose .... (282)

2008 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne . 274,(779),1545

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Legacy 
       .................................................... (801),(2329)

2002 Marcassin Pinot Noir, Blue Slide Ridge Vineyard 
  (436)

2004 Marcassin Pinot Noir, Blue Slide Ridge Vineyard 
  437

 Marcassin Pinot Noir, Marcassin Vineyard ...... 441

2005 Marcassin Pinot Noir, Marcassin Vineyard ...... 442

2012 Marcassin Pinot Noir, Marcassin Vineyard ...... 443

 SINE QUA NON GRENACHE

2017 Sine Qua Non Grenache, The Gorgeous Victim 
       ............................................................... (785)

2018 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Profuga ................. (785)

 SINE QUA NON SYRAH

1996 Sine Qua Non Syrah, Against the Wall .......... (444)

1997 Sine Qua Non Syrah, Imposter McCoy ......... (447)

1998 Sine Qua Non Syrah, E-Raised ........... (445),(446)

2000 Sine Qua Non Syrah, In Flagrante ................ (448)

2001 Sine Qua Non Syrah, Midnight Oil ............... (451)

2002 Sine Qua Non Syrah, Just For The Love Of It . (450)

 CALIFORNIA WHITE

 MARCASSIN CHARDONNAY

1992 Marcassin Chardonnay, Gauer Ranch, ‘Upper  
 Barn’ (452)

1993 Marcassin Chardonnay, Gauer Ranch, ‘Upper  
 Barn’ (452)

1994 Marcassin Chardonnay, Gauer Ranch, ‘Upper  
 Barn’ (452)

1999 Marcassin Chardonnay, Three Sisters Vineyard 
       ............................................................... (459)

2001 Marcassin Chardonnay, Three Sisters Vineyard 
       ............................................................... (461)

2002 Marcassin Chardonnay, Three Sisters Vineyard 
       ............................................................... (461)

2004 Marcassin Chardonnay, Three Sisters Vineyard 
       ............................................................... (461)

 Marcassin Chardonnay, Zio Tony Ranch ...... (461)

2006 Marcassin Chardonnay, Marcassin Vineyard . (454)

2008 Marcassin Chardonnay, Marcassin Vineyard . (455)

2012 Marcassin Chardonnay, Marcassin Vineyard ... 456

2013 Marcassin Chardonnay, Marcassin Vineyard ... 458

 PETER MICHAEL CHARDONNAY

1997 Peter Michael Chardonnay, Point Rouge ....... (462)

1998 Peter Michael Chardonnay, Point Rouge ....... (462)

1999 Peter Michael Chardonnay, Point Rouge ....... (462)

2001 Peter Michael Chardonnay, Point Rouge ....... (462)

2002 Peter Michael Chardonnay, Point Rouge ....... (462)

2003 Peter Michael Chardonnay, Point Rouge ....... (462)

2004 Peter Michael Chardonnay, Point Rouge ....... (462)

2005 Peter Michael Chardonnay, Point Rouge ....... (462)

 CHAMPAGNE

 CEDRIC BOUCHARD VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2010 Cedric Bouchard Vintage Champagne, Cote de Val 
  1544

 DOM PERIGNON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1964 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque 
  (1209)

1966 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, RD ..... (2326)

2018 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon 
       ........................................ (401),(403),762,763

2019 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon ................ 402,764

 SCREAMING EAGLE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1995 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 404

1996 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 405

1997 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 406

1998 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 407

1999 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 408

2001 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 409

2002 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 410

2006 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 411

2007 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 412

2009 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon .......... (413)

2010 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon .......... (414)

2011 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 415

2012 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon .......... (416)

2013 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 417

2014 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 418

2015 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 419

2016 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 420

2018 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 421

2019 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 422

2020 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 784

 SHAFER CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1994 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .. (423)

1995 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .. (424)

1997 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .. (425)

2002 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .. (426)

 THE NAPA VALLEY RESERVE RED

2006 The Napa Valley Reserve Red .................. 843,844

2008 The Napa Valley Reserve Red .... 845,846,847,848

2009 The Napa Valley Reserve Red .... 849,850,851,852

2010 The Napa Valley Reserve Red .... 853,854,855,856

2011 The Napa Valley Reserve Red .... 857,858,859,860

2012 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ........... 861,862,863

2013 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ........................ 864

2015 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ........................ 865

2016 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ........................ 866

2017 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ........................ 867

2018 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ........................ 868

2019 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ........................ 869

 CALIFORNIA RED

 KISTLER PINOT NOIR

1999 Kistler Pinot Noir, Cuvee Catherine .............. (427)

2000 Kistler Pinot Noir, Cuvee Catherine .............. (428)

2003 Kistler Pinot Noir, Cuvee Catherine .............. (429)

2004 Kistler Pinot Noir, Cuvee Catherine .............. (430)

2006 Kistler Pinot Noir, Cuvee Elizabeth .............. (432)

 MARCASSIN PINOT NOIR

1997 Marcassin Pinot Noir, Marcassin Vineyard ... (438)

1998 Marcassin Pinot Noir, Marcassin Vineyard ... (438)

1999 Marcassin Pinot Noir, Blue Slide Ridge Vineyard 
  (433)

 Marcassin Pinot Noir, Marcassin Vineyard ...... 439

2000 Marcassin Pinot Noir, Blue Slide Ridge Vineyard 
  (434)

 Marcassin Pinot Noir, Marcassin Vineyard ...... 440
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 D. DAGUENEAU

2012 Pouilly Fume, Asteroide, D. Dagueneau ........ 1470

 GERMANY

 E. MULLER

2013 Riesling Kabinett, Scharzhofberger, E. Muller 
       ............................................................. (1346)

2014 Riesling Kabinett, Scharzhofberger, E. Muller 
       ............................................................. (1346)

2015 Riesling Spatlese, Scharzhofberger, E. Muller 
       ............................................................. (1346)

2018 Riesling Spatlese, Scharzhofberger, E. Muller 
       ............................................................. (1346)

 KELLER

2013 Riesling Trocken, G-Max, Keller ................ (1471)

2014 Riesling Trocken, G-Max, Keller ................ (1471)

2018 Riesling Trocken, Piesporter Schubertslay, Alte 
      Reben Grosses Gewachs, Keller .............. 1556

 ITALY

 A. CONTERNO

2000 Barolo, Granbussia Riserva, A. Conterno ........ 300

2001 Barolo, Granbussia Riserva, A. Conterno ........ 301

 ANTINORI

1997 Solaia, Antinori ............................................ (302)

2004 Tignanello, Antinori ............................ (667),(668)

 B. GIACOSA

1978 Barbaresco, Santo Stefano Riserva, B. Giacosa 
       ................................................................ 2363

1985 Barbaresco, Santo Stefano Riserva, B. Giacosa 
       ................................................................ 2364

1999 Barbaresco, Asili, B. Giacosa ....................... (754)

2000 Barbaresco, Asili Riserva, B. Giacosa ........... 2362

2001 Barbaresco, Asili, B. Giacosa ....................... (754)

2011 Barbaresco, Asili Riserva, B. Giacosa .......... (754)

1982 Barolo, Collina Rionda Riserva, B. Giacosa .. 2365

1985 Barolo, Falletto di Serralunga, Riserva, B.  
 Giacosa (2366)

1990 Barolo, Falletto di Serralunga, Riserva, B.  
 Giacosa (2366)

 Barolo, Villero, B. Giacosa ........................... 2367

1996 Barolo, Falletto di Serralunga, B. Giacosa .... (755)

 Barolo, Falletto di Serralunga, Riserva, B.  
 Giacosa (2366)

1997 Barolo, Falletto di Serralunga, B. Giacosa .... (755)

 Barolo, Le Rocche del Falletto di Serralunga, B. 
      Giacosa ................................................. (2366)

2001 Barolo, Falletto di Serralunga, B. Giacosa 
       ........................................................ 304,(755)

2003 Barolo, Falletto di Serralunga, B. Giacosa .... (755)

2004 Barolo, Falletto di Serralunga, B. Giacosa .... (755)

2007 Barolo, Falletto di Serralunga, B. Giacosa ....... 756

2012 Barolo, Falletto, B. Giacosa ..................... 757,758

2016 Barolo, Falletto, B. Giacosa ......................... (759)

 BIONDI SANTI

2009 Brunello di Montalcino, Greppo, Biondi Santi . (805)

2010 Brunello di Montalcino, Greppo, Riserva, Biondi 
  1272

 PHILIPPONNAT VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2008 Philipponnat Vintage Champagne, Clos des 
      Goisses ......................................... (1421),1422

 PIERRE PETERS CHAMPAGNE

NV Pierre Peters Champagne, Cuvee Heritage .... 1546

 Pierre Peters Champagne, L’Etonnant Monsieur 
      Victor, MK. 13 ........................................ 1547

 PIERRE PETERS VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2007 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne, Cuvee  
 Speciale, (1469)

2008 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne, Cuvee  
 Speciale, (1469)

2012 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne, L’Etonnant 
      Monsieur Victor .................................... (1469)

2013 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne, Cuvee  
 Speciale, 1548

2014 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne, Cuvee  
 Speciale, (1469)

 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne, Cuvee  
 Speciale, (1550)

 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne, Les Chetillons, 
  1549,(1550)

 POL ROGER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1979 Pol Roger Vintage Champagne, Cuvee Sir  
 Winston 2421

1988 Pol Roger Vintage Champagne, Cuvee Sir  
 Winston 804

 SALON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1959 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil ............. 578

1964 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil ............. 579

1969 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil ........... 2359

1971 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil ........... 2360

1976 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil ........... 1213

1979 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil ........... 1214

1982 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil 
       ............................................ 1215,(1218),2422

1985 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil . 1216,(1218)

1990 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil . 1217,(1218)

2004 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil ........... 2361

 VEUVE CLICQUOT VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1999 Veuve Clicquot Vintage Champagne, Rose . (2423)

 FORTIFIED

 TAYLOR FLADGATE VINTAGE PORT

1963 Taylor Fladgate Vintage Port ........................ (697)

1977 Taylor Fladgate Vintage Port ........................ (697)

1985 Taylor Fladgate Vintage Port ........................ (697)

 FRANCE MISC.

 CLOS ROUGEARD

1995 Saumur Champigny, Le Bourg, Clos Rougeard . 1551

2002 Saumur Champigny, Le Bourg, Clos Rougeard . 1552

2006 Saumur Champigny, Le Bourg, Clos Rougeard . 1553

2007 Saumur Champigny, Le Bourg, Clos Rougeard . 1554

2009 Saumur Champigny, Le Bourg, Clos Rougeard 
       ............................................................. (1555)

 Saumur Champigny, Les Poyeux, Clos Rougeard 
  (1555)

 JACQUES SELOSSE CHAMPAGNE

NV Jacques Selosse Champagne, Le Bout du Clos 
      Ambonnay ............................................. (1468)

 Jacques Selosse Champagne, Rose ............. (1468)

 JACQUES SELOSSE VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2005 Jacques Selosse Vintage Champagne .......... (1468)

 KRUG CHAMPAGNE

NV Krug Champagne, Grand Cuvee ........ 1859,(1860)

 Krug Champagne, Rose, 20 eme Edition .... (2348)

 Krug Champagne, Rose, 26 eme Edition .... (2348)

 KRUG COLLECTION VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1976 Krug Collection Vintage Champagne ............ 2349

1982 Krug Collection Vintage Champagne ............ 2351

 KRUG VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1961 Krug Vintage Champagne, Private Cuvee ........ 577

1985 Krug Vintage Champagne ............................. 1861

1986 Krug Vintage Champagne, Clos du Mesnil ... (802)

1988 Krug Vintage Champagne .................. 1862,(1863)

 Krug Vintage Champagne, Clos du Mesnil 
       ....................................................... 2353,2354

1990 Krug Vintage Champagne, Clos du Mesnil ...... 803

1995 Krug Vintage Champagne ................. (283),(1863)

 Krug Vintage Champagne, Clos du Mesnil ...... 576

1996 Krug Vintage Champagne 
       ................. (283),666,1864,2418,(2419),(2420)

2002 Krug Vintage Champagne ........................... (2352)

 LOUIS ROEDERER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1979 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal 
       ....................................................... 2355,2356

1988 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal Rose 
  (2358)

1990 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal 
       ...................................................... (284),2357

 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal Rose 
  (2358)

1996 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . (285)

1997 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . (285)

1999 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal 
       ........................................................ (286),287

2000 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal 
       ...................................................... (288),(289)

2002 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal 
       ........................................... 290,291,292,(293)

 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal Rose 
  (298),299

2004 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . (294)

2005 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . (295)

 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal Rose 
  (298)

2006 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . (295)

2007 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal 
       ........................................................ (296),297

 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal Rose 
  (298)

2012 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal ... 780
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 CHATEAU BEYCHEVELLE

1982 Chateau Beychevelle, St. Julien ........................ (5)

 CHATEAU CANON

1945 Chateau Canon, St. Emilion ................................ 6

 CHATEAU CHEVAL BLANC

1929 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ................. 468

1934 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ............... 2104

1945 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion . 469,2105,2106

1948 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ............... 2107

1952 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ............... 2108

1953 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ................. 470

1955 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ......... 471,2109

1959 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ............. (2110)

1961 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ............. (2110)

1966 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ..................... 7

1970 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ........ (8),(2111)

1971 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ............. (2111)

1975 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ................ 2112

1979 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ............. (2111)

1982 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion .......... (9),2382

1983 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ........... 10,2495

1989 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ......... 600,2115

1990 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ........ (11),2496

2000 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ................. (12)

2005 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ........... 818,819

 CHATEAU CLINET

1989 Chateau Clinet, Pomerol .............................. 13,14

2000 Chateau Clinet, Pomerol ................................... 15

2005 Chateau Clinet, Pomerol ................................. 820

 CHATEAU COS D’ESTOURNEL

1982 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ............ 2424

2000 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe . (814),(1649)

2003 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ........... (814)

2005 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe 
       ............................................. 821,822,823,824

2006 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe .............. 825

2008 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ......... (1649)

 CHATEAU DUCRU BEAUCAILLOU

1978 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien .......... 16,17

1982 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien .............. 18

1985 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien ...... 601,602

2006 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien ...... 826,827

2018 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien ............ 765

2019 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien . (766),(767)

 CHATEAU GRAND PUY DUCASSE

2005 Chateau Grand Puy Ducasse, Pauillac ........ (1650)

 CHATEAU GRAND PUY LACOSTE

2005 Chateau Grand Puy Lacoste, Pauillac ......... (1650)

 CHATEAU GRUAUD LAROSE

1949 Chateau Gruaud Larose, St. Julien .................. 472

 CHATEAU HAUT BRION

1928 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 473

1959 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ............................. 20

1961 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................ 21,22

1966 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ....................... (2117)

1975 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ....................... (2117)

1982 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........ 2118,2119,2383

1997 Masseto, Ornellaia .......................................... 319

1998 Masseto, Ornellaia ................................ (320),673

2000 Masseto, Ornellaia ....................................... (321)

2001 Masseto, Ornellaia .......................................... 322

2002 Masseto, Ornellaia .......................................... 323

2004 Masseto, Ornellaia ....................................... (324)

2006 Masseto, Ornellaia ....................................... (325)

1990 Ornellaia, Ornellaia ............................... (326),674

1992 Ornellaia, Ornellaia ...................................... (326)

1993 Ornellaia, Ornellaia ...................................... (326)

1996 Ornellaia, Ornellaia ...................................... (326)

1997 Ornellaia, Ornellaia ...................................... (326)

2003 Ornellaia, Ornellaia ...................................... (326)

2012 Ornellaia, Ornellaia ...................................... (783)

2015 Ornellaia, Ornellaia ...................................... (783)

2016 Ornellaia, Ornellaia ...................................... (783)

 ROAGNA

2013 Barolo, La Pira, Vecchie Viti, Roagna ........... 1563

 SOLDERA

1988 Brunello di Montalcino, Case Basse, Soldera . 2372

1990 Brunello di Montalcino, Case Basse Riserva, 
      Soldera .................................................... 2373

2006 Brunello di Montalcino, Case Basse, Riserva, 
      Soldera .................................................. (1472)

1988 Vino da Tavola Rosso, Intistieti, Soldera ....... 2374

 TENUTA SAN GUIDO

1997 Sassicaia, Tenuta San Guido ........................... 327

2006 Sassicaia, Tenuta San Guido ......................... (675)

 VIETTI

1996 Barolo, Villero Riserva, Vietti ...................... (677)

2001 Barolo, Brunate, Vietti ................................. (676)

2007 Barolo, Villero Riserva, Vietti ......................... 678

 MADEIRA

 D’OLIVEIRAS

1850 Madeira, Verdelho Reserva, D’Oliveiras ....... (698)

1880 Madeira, Terrantez Reserva, D’Oliveiras ...... (698)

 RED BORDEAUX

 BAHANS HAUT BRION

2005 Bahans Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 2386

 CHATEAU ANGELUS

1990 Chateau Angelus, St. Emilion ........................... (1)

2000 Chateau Angelus, St. Emilion ........................... (1)

2003 Chateau Angelus, St. Emilion ........................ 1648

 CHATEAU AUSONE

1945 Chateau Ausone, St. Emilion ........................... 465

1953 Chateau Ausone, St. Emilion ........................ (466)

1955 Chateau Ausone, St. Emilion ........................... 467

1982 Chateau Ausone, St. Emilion ................... (2),2102

1990 Chateau Ausone, St. Emilion ......................... 2103

1998 Chateau Ausone, St. Emilion ........................... 599

2000 Chateau Ausone, St. Emilion .............................. 3

 CHATEAU BEAUSEJOUR DUFFAU LAGARROSSE

1990 Chateau Beausejour Duffau Lagarrosse, St. 
      Emilion ....................................................... (4)

2015 Brunello di Montalcino, Greppo, Riserva, Biondi 
  (806)

 BURLOTTO

2018 Barolo, Monvigliero, Burlotto ....................... 1557

 DAL FORNO

1993 Amarone, Dal Forno ..................................... (305)

1994 Amarone, Dal Forno ..................................... (305)

1995 Amarone, Dal Forno ..................................... (305)

1996 Amarone, Dal Forno ..................................... (305)

1999 Amarone, Dal Forno ..................................... (305)

2000 Amarone, Dal Forno ..................................... (305)

2001 Amarone, Dal Forno ..................................... (305)

2013 Amarone, Dal Forno . (807),(808),(809),(810),(811)

 G. CONTERNO

1943 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno ....... 580

1961 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno . 581,2368

1971 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno 
       ....................................................... 2369,2370

1985 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno ..... 1560

1995 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno ..... (306)

1997 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno ..... (306)

2000 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno ..... (306)

2001 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno 
       ...................................................... (306),2541

2005 Barolo, Cascina Francia, G. Conterno ........... 1865

 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno ..... 1561

2007 Barolo, Cascina Francia, G. Conterno ........... 1866

2008 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno ..... 2580

2009 Barolo, Cascina Francia, G. Conterno ........... 1558

2010 Barolo, Cerretta, G. Conterno ....................... 1559

2013 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno ..... 1562

 G. MASCARELLO

2006 Barolo, Monprivato, G. Mascarello ............ (1867)

2007 Barolo, Monprivato, G. Mascarello ............ (1867)

 G. QUINTARELLI

1997 Alzero, G. Quintarelli ..................................... 307

1995 Amarone, G. Quintarelli .................................. 308

1997 Amarone, G. Quintarelli .................................. 309

 G. RINALDI

2010 Barolo, Brunate, G. Rinaldi ............................ 812

 GAJA

1985 Barbaresco, Costa Russi, Gaja ........................ 670

 Barbaresco, Gaja .......................................... (669)

 Barbaresco, Sori San Lorenzo, Gaja ............... 671

 Barbaresco, Sori Tildin, Gaja .......................... 672

1990 Barbaresco, Sori Tildin, Gaja .......................... 310

 L. SANDRONE

1985 Barolo, Cannubi Boschis, L. Sandrone ............ 311

1988 Barolo, Cannubi Boschis, L. Sandrone ......... (312)

1989 Barolo, Cannubi Boschis, L. Sandrone ......... (312)

1990 Barolo, Cannubi Boschis, L. Sandrone . (313),(314)

 MONTEVERTINE

2015 Le Pergole Torte, Montevertine ....................... 781

2016 Le Pergole Torte, Montevertine ....................... 782

 ORNELLAIA

1995 Masseto, Ornellaia ................................ (315),316

1996 Masseto, Ornellaia ................................ (317),318
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2005 Chateau L’Evangile, Pomerol .......................... (33)

 CHATEAU LYNCH BAGES

1982 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ............... (64),(65)

1986 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ..................... 2458

1989 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ............... (64),(65)

1990 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ....................... (65)

1999 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ....................... (65)

2000 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ....................... (64)

 CHATEAU MARGAUX

1945 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ............................ 496

1953 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ............................ 497

1959 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ......................... (498)

1978 Chateau Margaux, Margaux .............................. 66

1982 Chateau Margaux, Margaux .................... (67),(68)

1983 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ....................... (2509)

1985 Chateau Margaux, Margaux .......................... 2459

1986 Chateau Margaux, Margaux . (69),1951,1952,1953

1990 Chateau Margaux, Margaux . 70,(71),72,2135,2510

1995 Chateau Margaux, Margaux .............................. 73

1996 Chateau Margaux, Margaux 
       ................................ 74,75,76,2404,2405,2511

1999 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ........................... (77)

2000 Chateau Margaux, Margaux .............................. 78

2003 Chateau Margaux, Margaux .............................. 79

2005 Chateau Margaux, Margaux .......... 834,835,(2391)

2019 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ............................ 773

 CHATEAU MONTROSE

1928 Chateau Montrose, St. Estephe ....................... 499

1934 Chateau Montrose, St. Estephe ....................... 500

1990 Chateau Montrose, St. Estephe .................. 80,(81)

2005 Chateau Montrose, St. Estephe ........ 836,837,1655

 CHATEAU MOUTON ROTHSCHILD

1918 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............. 501

1950 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............. 502

1959 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............ 2136

1961 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............... 82

1982 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ...... (83),608

1986 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac 
       ....................................... (83),2460,2461,2512

1989 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............. 609

1996 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............ 2462

1998 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............. 610

2003 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............... 84

2005 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac . 85,2463,2513

2009 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............... 86

2018 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac 
       ............................................. (788),(789),(791)

2019 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac .. (790),(791)

 CHATEAU PALMER

1945 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ............... 503,504,504A

1947 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ............................... 505

1961 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ............................... 506

1966 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ................................. 87

1970 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ................................. 88

1983 Chateau Palmer, Margaux .............................. (89)

1989 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ....................... (90),(91)

1990 Chateau Palmer, Margaux .............................. (91)

1995 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ................................. 92

2005 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ........................ 838,839

 CHATEAU LAFLEUR

1975 Chateau Lafleur, Pomerol .............................. 2128

1982 Chateau Lafleur, Pomerol ....................... 484,2378

1985 Chateau Lafleur, Pomerol ..................... 2129,2130

 CHATEAU LASCOMBES

2005 Chateau Lascombes, Margaux ........................ 830

 CHATEAU LATOUR

1944 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 485

1945 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 486

1949 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .......................... 487,488

1953 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 489

1954 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ............................... (490)

1955 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ........................ (490),491

1959 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................. (55),492,2131

1961 Chateau Latour, Pauillac 
       .............................. 2132,2132A,2132B,2132C

1964 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................ (55)

1975 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................ (55)

1978 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 606

1982 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ............... (56),2384,2502

1990 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ........................ (56),2503

1995 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ............................... (817)

1996 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................... 57

2000 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ...................... 2133,2388

2003 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .............. 2134,2504,2505

2005 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ............................. (2389)

 CHATEAU LATOUR A POMEROL

1961 Chateau Latour a Pomerol, Pomerol ......... 493,494

 CHATEAU LE GAY

2005 Chateau Le Gay, Pomerol ............................... 831

 CHATEAU LE PIN

1995 Chateau Le Pin, Pomerol .................................. 58

2000 Chateau Le Pin, Pomerol .................................. 59

2005 Chateau Le Pin, Pomerol .......................... 60,2506

2009 Chateau Le Pin, Pomerol .............................. 2507

 CHATEAU L’EGLISE CLINET

1985 Chateau L’Eglise Clinet, Pomerol ................... (31)

1995 Chateau L’Eglise Clinet, Pomerol ................... (31)

1998 Chateau L’Eglise Clinet, Pomerol ................... (31)

 CHATEAU LEOVILLE BARTON

1997 Chateau Leoville Barton, St. Julien ............... (607)

1999 Chateau Leoville Barton, St. Julien ............... (607)

 CHATEAU LEOVILLE LAS CASES

1982 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ... (61),2385

1986 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien .......... 2508

1990 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ........... (62)

1996 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien .............. 63

2000 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien . 1652,2390

2005 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ... 832,1653

2006 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ............ 833

2008 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien .......... 1654

2018 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ............ 772

 CHATEAU L’EVANGILE

1961 Chateau L’Evangile, Pomerol .......................... 474

1982 Chateau L’Evangile, Pomerol ..................... 32,(33)

1985 Chateau L’Evangile, Pomerol .......................... (33)

1990 Chateau L’Evangile, Pomerol .......................... (33)

1989 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves 
       .............................. 23,24,603,2121,2497,2498

1990 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ............................. 25

1995 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ............................. 26

1999 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... (27)

2000 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ............. 28,(29),2122

2003 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... (30)

2005 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... (30)

2010 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... (30)

2015 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... 2387

 CHATEAU LA CONSEILLANTE

1961 Chateau La Conseillante, Pomerol .................. 475

 CHATEAU LA FLEUR PETRUS

1985 Chateau La Fleur Petrus, Pomerol ................... 604

2018 Chateau La Fleur Petrus, Pomerol ....... (786),(787)

 CHATEAU LA MISSION HAUT BRION

1916 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 476

1952 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ....... 2123

1953 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 477

1961 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ....... 2124

1962 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... (34)

1964 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... (34)

1966 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... (34)

1970 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... (34)

1975 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves 
       ................................................ (34),2125,2126

1979 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... (34)

1982 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves .. 35,2127

1989 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves .... (36),37

1990 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ....... 2499

2000 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves .... (38),39

2005 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... (40)

2009 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ........... 41

2018 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 768

2019 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ....... (769)

 CHATEAU LA MONDOTTE

1998 Chateau La Mondotte, St. Emilion ................ (605)

 CHATEAU LAFITE ROTHSCHILD

1926 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................. 478

1928 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................. 479

1945 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ... 480,481,482

1946 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .................. 42

1961 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................. 483

1962 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .................. 43

1966 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ (44)

1970 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ (45)

1982 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .................. 46

1996 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ (47)

1999 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (48),49

2000 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .. (50),815,816

2003 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ....... (51),2500

2004 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ............... 1651

2005 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac 
       ......................................... 52,53,828,829,2501

2010 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .................. 54

2018 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................. 770

2019 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................. 771
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1990 Charmes Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............... 2518

1996 Charmes Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............. (2145)

1999 Charmes Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............. (2145)

2005 Charmes Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............... 1663

2009 Charmes Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............... (708)

2010 Charmes Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............... (708)

2011 Charmes Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............... (709)

2012 Charmes Chambertin, A. Rousseau ..... (708),(893)

2014 Charmes Chambertin, A. Rousseau ..... (709),(893)

2015 Charmes Chambertin, A. Rousseau ... (709),(1392)

2016 Charmes Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............... (709)

2017 Charmes Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................. 710

2018 Charmes Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............... (709)

1989 Clos de la Roche, A. Rousseau ................... (2148)

1996 Clos de la Roche, A. Rousseau ..................... 2147

1999 Clos de la Roche, A. Rousseau ................... (2148)

2002 Clos de la Roche, A. Rousseau ............... 115,2149

2005 Clos de la Roche, A. Rousseau ..................... 1664

2011 Clos de la Roche, A. Rousseau ....................... 711

2013 Clos de la Roche, A. Rousseau ..................... (894)

2014 Clos de la Roche, A. Rousseau ........... (712),(894)

2015 Clos de la Roche, A. Rousseau .......... (712),(1392)

2016 Clos de la Roche, A. Rousseau ....................... 713

2017 Clos de la Roche, A. Rousseau ....................... 714

1985 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A.  
 Rousseau 2150

1990 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A.  
 Rousseau 2151

1996 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A.  
 Rousseau 2152

 Gevrey Chambertin, Les Cazetiers, A. Rousseau 
       ................................................................ 2155

1999 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A.  
 Rousseau 1152

 Gevrey Chambertin, Lavaux St. Jacques, A. 
      Rousseau ................................................. (117)

 Gevrey Chambertin, Les Cazetiers, A. Rousseau 
       ............................................................... (117)

2000 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A.  
 Rousseau 2153

2001 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A.  
 Rousseau 2519

2002 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A.  
 Rousseau 116,2154

2005 Gevrey Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................... 627

 Gevrey Chambertin, Lavaux St. Jacques, A. 
      Rousseau ................................................. 1666

2006 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A.  
 Rousseau 628,1665

2008 Gevrey Chambertin, Lavaux St. Jacques, A. 
      Rousseau ................................................. 1667

2009 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A.  
 Rousseau 721,1178,(1961),1962

 Gevrey Chambertin, Les Cazetiers, A. Rousseau 
       ............................................................... (118)

2010 Gevrey Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................... 715

 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A.  
 Rousseau 797

2011 Gevrey Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............... (1427)

 VIEUX CHATEAU CERTAN

1945 Vieux Chateau Certan, Pomerol ...................... 513

1947 Vieux Chateau Certan, Pomerol ...................... 514

1982 Vieux Chateau Certan, Pomerol ...................... 112

2000 Vieux Chateau Certan, Pomerol .................... 2396

2018 Vieux Chateau Certan, Pomerol .................... (777)

 RED BURGUNDY

 A. GROS

1995 Clos Vougeot, Le Grand Maupertui, A. Gros . (1565)

2001 Clos Vougeot, Le Grand Maupertui, A. Gros . (1565)

 A. ROUSSEAU

1985 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau . 888,2142

1988 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ....................... 515,2515

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ....... 1150

1989 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............ 2138,2425,2426

1991 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................................ 883

1993 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............ 1148,2140,2427

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau 
       ................................................ 516,1083,2143

1996 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............... 113,1149,2141

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau 
       ................................................ 889,1084,2517

1998 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ....................... 623,2516

1999 Chambertin, A. Rousseau .............................. 1380

2000 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ....... 2144

2002 Chambertin, A. Rousseau .............................. 1080

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ....... 1151

2005 Chambertin, A. Rousseau . 114,884,1176,2428,2558

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau . 890,2429

2006 Chambertin, A. Rousseau .............. 624,1081,1661

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ....... 1662

2007 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................................ 625

2008 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ....................... 626,1082

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ......... 891

2009 Chambertin, A. Rousseau 
       .................... 885,1177,1955,1955A,1956,1957

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau 
       .............................................. 1958,1959,1960

2011 Chambertin, A. Rousseau .................... 701,(1423)

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau . 702,1425

2012 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau .. 703,892

2013 Chambertin, A. Rousseau .................. (1424),2577

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau . 704,(1426)

2014 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ..................... 1381,1382

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau . 705,(1390)

2015 Chambertin, A. Rousseau .............. 886,1383,1384

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ....... 1391

2016 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................................ 887

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ......... 706

2017 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ..................... 1298,1385

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau . 707,1302

2018 Chambertin, A. Rousseau 
       ............................. 1299,1323,1386,1387,2559

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ....... 1303

2019 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ...... 796,1300,1388,1389

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ....... 1304

2020 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ..................... 1301,1473

1989 Charmes Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............. (2145)

2018 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ............................ (774)

2019 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ............................ (774)

 CHATEAU PAPE CLEMENT

2005 Chateau Pape Clement, Graves .............. 840,2392

 CHATEAU PETRUS

1964 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 507

1966 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ....................... 93,94,508

1970 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ......................... 94A,(95)

1978 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................ (96)

1982 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ........................... (97),98

1988 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 611

1989 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................... 99

1990 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ...................... (100),2137

1994 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 509

1995 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 510

2001 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 511

2005 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 612

2009 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ............................... 2393

2010 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 699

2014 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ............................... 1321

2015 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ........................ 700,1322

2017 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ............................... 2464

 CHATEAU PICHON BARON

1982 Chateau Pichon Baron, Pauillac .................... (101)

1989 Chateau Pichon Baron, Pauillac ...................... 613

1990 Chateau Pichon Baron, Pauillac .................... (102)

2000 Chateau Pichon Baron, Pauillac ...................... 103

2009 Chateau Pichon Baron, Pauillac .................... 1656

 CHATEAU PICHON LALANDE

1978 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................... 614

1982 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ...... 104,105,106

1983 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................... 615

1986 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................... 107

1989 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................. (108)

1990 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................. (108)

1995 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ........ (108),(109)

1996 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................. (108)

2018 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................. (775)

2019 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................. (776)

 CHATEAU PONTET CANET

2005 Chateau Pontet Canet, Pauillac .......... (1657),2394

2007 Chateau Pontet Canet, Pauillac ................... (1657)

2009 Chateau Pontet Canet, Pauillac ............ (110),1658

2010 Chateau Pontet Canet, Pauillac ........................ 111

 CHATEAU RAUZAN SEGLA

2005 Chateau Rauzan Segla, Margaux ................... 2395

 CHATEAU SMITH HAUT LAFITTE

2000 Chateau Smith Haut Lafitte, Graves ............ (1659)

2009 Chateau Smith Haut Lafitte, Graves ............ (1659)

 CHATEAU TROTANOY

1947 Chateau Trotanoy, Pomerol ............................. 512

1988 Chateau Trotanoy, Pomerol ............................. 616

2018 Chateau Trotanoy, Pomerol .......................... (777)

 CHATEAU VALANDRAUD

2005 Chateau Valandraud, St. Emilion .............. 841,842

 LES FORTS DE LATOUR

2005 Les Forts de Latour, Pauillac ......................... 1660

2016 Les Forts de Latour, Pauillac ........................ (792)
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2005 Pommard, Clos des Epeneaux, Comte Armand 
       ............................................................. (1183)

2010 Pommard, Clos des Epeneaux, Comte Armand 
       ............................................................. (1669)

2011 Pommard, Clos des Epeneaux, Comte Armand 
       ....................................................... 1570,1571

2015 Pommard, Clos des Epeneaux, Comte Armand 
       ............................................................. (1669)

 COMTE DE VOGUE

1964 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue .............. 518,519

1969 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue ................... (520)

1988 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue ..................... 629

1990 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue ..................... 630

2002 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue ................... (125)

2019 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue ................... 2465

1990 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, Comte de 
  632

1995 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, Comte de 
  (127)

1996 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue .......... (126)

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, Comte de 
  (127),128

1997 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, Comte de 
  (127)

1998 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, Comte de 
  129

1999 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue .......... (126)

2000 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue .......... (126)

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, Comte de 
  131

2001 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue .......... (126)

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, Comte de 
  (132)

2002 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue ........ (1670)

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, Comte de 
  (132)

 Chambolle Musigny, Premier Cru, Comte de  
 Vogue (1670)

       .............................................................

2004 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue .......... (126)

2005 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue .......... (631)

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, Comte de 
  (133)

2007 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue .......... (126)

2009 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue .......... (126)

2019 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue ........... 2466

 Chambolle Musigny, Premier Cru, Comte de  
 Vogue 2467

       ................................................................

1962 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ..... 521

1966 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ..... 522

1991 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ..... 134

1993 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ... 2521

1996 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue 
       ......................................................... 135,2522

1999 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ..... 136

2000 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ..... 137

2001 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ... 1966

2003 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ... 2560

 A.F. GROS

1990 Richebourg, A.F. Gros .................................. (119)

1999 Richebourg, A.F. Gros .................................. (119)

2010 Richebourg, A.F. Gros .................................. (119)

 ARNOUX-LACHAUX

2019 Chambolle Musigny, Arnoux-Lachaux .......... 1305

2014 Echezeaux, Les Rouges, Arnoux-Lachaux .... (899)

2017 Echezeaux, Arnoux-Lachaux ......................... 1964

2018 Echezeaux, Arnoux-Lachaux ........................ (899)

2019 Echezeaux, Les Rouges, Arnoux-Lachaux ..... 1306

 Latricieres Chambertin, Arnoux-Lachaux ...... 1307

2002 Romanee St. Vivant, Arnoux-Lachaux ........... 2430

2008 Romanee St. Vivant, Arnoux-Lachaux ........... 2431

2016 Romanee St. Vivant, Arnoux-Lachaux ............. 900

2005 Vosne Romanee, Les Suchots, Arnoux-Lachaux 
       ................................................................ 2432

2015 Vosne Romanee, Les Chaumes, Arnoux-Lachaux 
       ................................................................ 2551

 B. CLAIR

2015 Bonnes Mares, B. Clair ........................ 1567,1568

2011 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, B. Clair 
       ................................................................ 1569

 B. DUGAT-PY

1996 Gevrey Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, B. Dugat-Py 
  120

 BERTHEAU

2015 Chambolle Musigny, Les Charmes, Bertheau . (1179)

2016 Chambolle Musigny, Les Charmes, Bertheau . (1179)

 BOUCHARD, PERE ET FILS

1999 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Bouchard, Pere et Fils 
  (121)

2005 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Bouchard, Pere et Fils 
  (121)

1978 La Romanee, Bouchard, Pere et Fils ............. 2158

1985 La Romanee, Bouchard, Pere et Fils .............. 1180

1996 La Romanee, Bouchard, Pere et Fils ............. 2520

1999 La Romanee, Bouchard, Pere et Fils .............. 1181

2001 La Romanee, Bouchard, Pere et Fils ............. 1259

2005 Volnay, Les Caillerets, Ancienne Cuvee Carnot, 
      Bouchard, Pere et Fils ................................ 122

 C. DUGAT

2001 Griottes Chambertin, C. Dugat ...................... 1965

 C. NOELLAT

1966 Richebourg, C. Noellat ................................... 517

 C. ROUMIER

2002 Ruchottes Chambertin, C. Roumier ............... 1085

2009 Ruchottes Chambertin, C. Roumier ............... 1182

 C. TREMBLAY

2013 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, C. Tremblay 
       .................................................................. 901

 CLAIR DAU

1971 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos du Fonteny, Clair Dau 
       ................................................................ 2159

 COMTE ARMAND

2001 Pommard, Clos des Epeneaux, Comte Armand . 124

 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A.  
 Rousseau 722,(1427),1963

2012 Gevrey Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............... (1427)

2014 Gevrey Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............... (1427)

 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos du Chateau, A.  
 Rousseau 716

 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A.  
 Rousseau (723),895,896

 Gevrey Chambertin, Les Cazetiers, A. Rousseau 
       ................................................................ 1474

2015 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos du Chateau, A.  
 Rousseau (1427)

 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A.  
 Rousseau 1393

 Gevrey Chambertin, Lavaux St. Jacques, A. 
      Rousseau .............................................. (1392)

2016 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos du Chateau, A.  
 Rousseau 717

 Gevrey Chambertin, Lavaux St. Jacques, A. 
      Rousseau .............................................. (1427)

2017 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos du Chateau, A.  
 Rousseau (718),(719)

 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A.  
 Rousseau (723)

2018 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos du Chateau, A.  
 Rousseau (718),(719)

2019 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos du Chateau, A.  
 Rousseau 720

1989 Mazis Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................. (2156)

1995 Mazis Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................. (2156)

1996 Mazis Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................. (2156)

2013 Mazis Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................... (724)

2014 Mazis Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................... (724)

2016 Mazis Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................... (724)

2017 Mazis Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................... (724)

2018 Mazis Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................... (724)

1990 Ruchottes Chambertin, Clos des Ruchottes, A. 
      Rousseau .............................................. (2157)

1995 Ruchottes Chambertin, Clos des Ruchottes, A. 
      Rousseau .............................................. (2157)

1996 Ruchottes Chambertin, Clos des Ruchottes, A. 
      Rousseau .............................................. (2157)

1999 Ruchottes Chambertin, Clos des Ruchottes, A. 
      Rousseau .......................................... (117),897

2006 Ruchottes Chambertin, Clos des Ruchottes, A. 
      Rousseau ................................................. 1668

2009 Ruchottes Chambertin, Clos des Ruchottes, A. 
      Rousseau ................................................... 725

2010 Ruchottes Chambertin, Clos des Ruchottes, A. 
      Rousseau .............................................. (1428)

2011 Ruchottes Chambertin, Clos des Ruchottes, A. 
      Rousseau ........................................ (726),1566

2013 Ruchottes Chambertin, Clos des Ruchottes, A. 
      Rousseau ................................................ (726)

2014 Ruchottes Chambertin, Clos des Ruchottes, A. 
      Rousseau .......................................... 727,1394

2017 Ruchottes Chambertin, Clos des Ruchottes, A. 
      Rousseau ................................................... 728
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1998 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ... 2542

1999 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................ 146,1090,1871

2000 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ... 1872

2001 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ... 1873

2002 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ..................................................... (2169),2523

2003 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ... 1874

2005 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................. 147,916,1875

2006 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ....................................................... 1324,1876

2007 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ... 1877

2008 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ... 1878

2009 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................ 917,1672,1879

2010 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .............................................. 1880,1881,2170

2011 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ......................................................... 148,1882

2012 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................. (149),918,919

2013 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ...................................................... (150),1433

2014 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .............................................. (150),1434,2567

2015 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ... (150)

2017 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ... (150)

2018 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .............................................. 1325,1326,1350

2019 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .............................................. 1310,1351,2171

2020 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ....................................................... 1352,2172

1959 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  524

1969 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  (2173)

1970 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  2174

1978 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  920

1985 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  2176

1988 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  2524

1990 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1219,1220,1221,2177

1991 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  2175,2178

1993 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  151,1153

1995 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  (152)

1999 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  153

2000 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1883

 Vosne Romanee, Les Petits Monts, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ............................................... 911

2013 Vosne Romanee, Aux Reignots, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ............................................. 1429

2014 Vosne Romanee, Aux Reignots, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ............................................. 1430

 Vosne Romanee, Clos du Chateau, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ........................................... (1431)

 Vosne Romanee, La Colombiere, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ........................................... (1432)

2015 Vosne Romanee, Clos du Chateau, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ........................................... (1431)

2017 Vosne Romanee, Aux Reignots, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ............................................... 910

 D. BACHELET

1999 Charmes Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, D. Bachelet 
  (912)

2006 Charmes Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, D. Bachelet 
  633

2007 Charmes Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, D. Bachelet 
  634

2010 Charmes Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, D. Bachelet 
  2442

2011 Charmes Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, D. Bachelet 
  (912)

 D. LAURENT

2000 Musigny, D. Laurent ....................................... 141

1999 Richebourg, D. Laurent ................................ (142)

 D. MORTET

2015 Chambertin, D. Mortet .................................. 1348

2002 Gevrey Chambertin, Lavaux St. Jacques, D. Mortet 
  1671

 D’AUVENAY (LEROY)

1999 Mazis Chambertin, D’Auvenay (Leroy) ......... 1971

 DOMAINE BIZOT

2010 Echezeaux, Domaine Bizot ........................... 1475

2013 Echezeaux, Domaine Bizot ........................... 1398

2014 Echezeaux, Domaine Bizot ........................... 1399

2016 Vosne Romanee, Domaine Bizot ..................... 913

2018 Vosne Romanee, Les Jachees, Domaine Bizot . 1308

 DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE CONTI

2009 Corton, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ......... 1869

2010 Corton, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ......... 1870

2013 Corton, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ........... 143

2014 Corton, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ......... (144)

2016 Corton, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ......... (144)

2017 Corton, Domaine de la Romanee Conti . (144),1309

2018 Corton, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ......... 1349

1991 DRC Assortment, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 2166

2001 DRC Assortment, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 2167

1969 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ..... 523

1985 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ... 2168

1990 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ..... 914

1991 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ..... 915

1993 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ..... 145

2004 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ... (138)

2006 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ... 1086

2009 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue 
       ................................................ 139,(729),2561

2010 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue 
       ........................................................ 140,(729)

2018 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ... 1967

2019 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue 
       ............ 2468,2469,2470,2471,2472,2473,2474

 COMTE LIGER-BELAIR

2006 Echezeaux, Comte Liger-Belair ..................... 2433

2008 Echezeaux, Comte Liger-Belair ..................... 2434

2009 Echezeaux, Comte Liger-Belair ............ 1968,2435

2010 Echezeaux, Comte Liger-Belair ..................... 2436

2011 Echezeaux, Comte Liger-Belair ..................... 1572

2005 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair ......... 2160,2437

2006 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair .................. 2438

2007 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair ........... 902,1260

2009 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair .................... 903

2010 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair .................. 1395

2011 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair ............. 904,905

2012 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair .................. 1184

2014 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair .................... 906

2015 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair . (1261),1262,1263

2017 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair .................... 907

2018 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair .................... 908

2006 Nuits St. Georges, Les Cras, Comte Liger-Belair 
       ................................................................ 2439

2009 Nuits St. Georges, Aux Cras, Comte Liger-Belair 
  2161

2017 Nuits St. Georges, Comte Liger-Belair ............ 730

2005 Vosne Romanee, Aux Reignots, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ..................................... 1087,2440

 Vosne Romanee, Clos du Chateau, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ..................................... 1088,2163

 Vosne Romanee, La Colombiere, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ..................................... 1089,2165

2006 Vosne Romanee, Les Chaumes, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ............................................. 2441

2008 Vosne Romanee, Aux Reignots, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ............................................. 1396

 Vosne Romanee, Les Suchots, Comte Liger-Belair 
  (1397)

2009 Vosne Romanee, Aux Reignots, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ............................ 1969,1970,2162

 Vosne Romanee, Clos du Chateau, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ............................................. 2164

2010 Vosne Romanee, Clos du Chateau, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ........................................... (1397)

 Vosne Romanee, La Colombiere, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ........................................... (1397)

2011 Vosne Romanee, Aux Reignots, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ............................................. 1573

 Vosne Romanee, Clos du Chateau, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ..................................... 1185,1574

 Vosne Romanee, La Colombiere, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ............................ 1186,1575,1576
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2002 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ...................................... 1676,1914,2212,2398

2003 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 1401

2004 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ........................................................ (176),637

2005 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .......................................... 177,926,1915,2213

2006 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ......................................................... 927,2214

2008 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 1916

2009 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       . (178),1677,1917,1918,1982,1983,1984,2215,22

2010 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................ 179,928,1919,1920,1921,2217,2218

2011 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ....................................................... 1922,1923

2012 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ......................................................... 180,1157

2014 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... 181

2015 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ......................................................... 182,2219

2017 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... 929

2019 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................... 1314A,2220

2020 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 2221

1993 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1229

1997 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ....................................................... 1924,2546

1998 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 2547

1999 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1925

2000 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1926

2001 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1927

2002 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1928

2003 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1929

2004 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1930

2005 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1931

2006 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1932

2007 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1933

2008 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1934

2009 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .............................................. 1265,1935,1985

2010 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1936

2011 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ....................................................... 1158,1937

2017 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti . 930

2000 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ...................................................... (162),1673

2001 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti . 163,1895

2002 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ........................................ 164,1674,1896,2193

2003 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................ 165,1897,1898

2004 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................ (166),635,1899

2005 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti . 924,1900

2006 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................. 167,636,1901

2007 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .............................................. 1264,1902,1974

2008 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ...... 1903

2009 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       . 168,1436,1904,1905,1975,1976,1977,1978,197

 9,2195,2196,2197

2010 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ...................... 169,1906,1907,1908,2198,2199

2011 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ............ 1154,1437,1909,1910,1911,1980,1981

2012 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ..... (170)

2013 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ........ 171

2014 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti . 172,2397

2015 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti . 173,1312

2016 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ...... 1438

2017 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................ 925,1313,2200

2019 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ....................................................... 1314,2201

2020 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti . 798,2202

1959 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... 174

1966 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... 535

1969 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................ 536,2203,2204

1971 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 2205

1976 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................... 537,538,539

1983 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... 540

1985 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ......................................................... 541,1155

1988 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ......................................................... 542,2207

1989 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 2208

1990 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ............................................... 1156,1224,2209

1991 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 1225

1994 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 2543

1996 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ....................................................... 2210,2211

1997 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ....................................................... 1226,1227

1998 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 2544

1999 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ......................................................... 175,2545

2000 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ....................................................... 1675,1912

2001 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 1913

2001 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1884

2002 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1885

2003 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1886

2004 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1327

2005 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  155,1886A

2006 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  156,1328,1887

2007 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  (157),1329,1888,1972

2008 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  921

2009 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1889,1890,2179

2010 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1891,1892

2011 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1330,1893,1894

2012 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  922,(1331)

2013 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  (158),(1331)

2014 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1435

2015 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  2181

2017 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  923,1400

2019 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1311,2183

2020 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  2184

1964 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ........ 525

1966 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ........ 526

1969 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ...... 2185

1971 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .............................................. 527,2186,2186A

1976 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ........ 528

1978 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ............................................... 529,529A,529B

1982 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ........ 530

1983 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ........ 531

1985 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ...................................................... (532),2187

1989 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti . 533,2188

1990 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ....................................................... 1222,2189

1991 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ....................................................... 1223,2190

1995 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ...... 1973

1996 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................ (159),160,2191

1998 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ... 2542A

1999 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ........ 161
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2002 Nuits St. Georges, Domaine Leroy ......... 193,1684

2009 Nuits St. Georges, Aux Lavieres, Domaine Leroy 
  1990

 Nuits St. Georges, Les Boudots, Domaine Leroy 
  1991

1996 Pommard, Les Vignots, Domaine Leroy .......... 198

2002 Pommard, Les Vignots, Domaine Leroy . 199,1685

1988 Richebourg, Domaine Leroy ......................... 1992

1990 Richebourg, Domaine Leroy ........................... 942

1995 Richebourg, Domaine Leroy ......................... 2554

2013 Richebourg, Domaine Leroy ........................... 943

1991 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine Leroy .............. 944

1999 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine Leroy ...... 643,2555

2002 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine Leroy ............ 2530

2009 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine Leroy ............ 1993

2013 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine Leroy .............. 945

2002 Savigny les Beaune, Les Narbantons, Domaine 
      Leroy ....................................................... 1686

2009 Savigny les Beaune, Narbantons, Domaine Leroy 
  1994

1989 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Domaine 
      Leroy ....................................................... 2475

1990 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Domaine 
      Leroy ....................................................... 2531

1991 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Domaine 
      Leroy ....................................... 946,1093,2476

1996 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Domaine 
      Leroy ....................................................... 2477

1997 Vosne Romanee, Les Genevrieres, Domaine Leroy 
  200

1999 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Domaine 
      Leroy ....................................................... 2556

 Vosne Romanee, Les Genevrieres, Domaine Leroy 
  201

2000 Vosne Romanee, Les Brulees, Domaine Leroy . 1688

2001 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Domaine 
      Leroy ......................................................... 947

2002 Vosne Romanee, Les Genaivrieres, Domaine  
 Leroy 1689

       ................................................................

2004 Vosne Romanee, Domaine Leroy .................. 1687

2009 Vosne Romanee, Aux Brulees, Domaine Leroy 
       ................................................................ 1995

 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Domaine 
      Leroy .................................................... (1996)

2011 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Domaine 
      Leroy ......................................................... 948

 DUJAC

1990 Bonnes Mares, Dujac .................................... 2232

1993 Bonnes Mares, Dujac ............................. 548,2233

1996 Bonnes Mares, Dujac .................................... 2234

1999 Bonnes Mares, Dujac .................................... 1094

2001 Bonnes Mares, Dujac .................................... 2235

2002 Bonnes Mares, Dujac .................................... 1690

2004 Bonnes Mares, Dujac .................................... 1691

2005 Bonnes Mares, Dujac ........................... 1692,2444

2006 Bonnes Mares, Dujac .................................... 1693

2007 Bonnes Mares, Dujac .................................... 1694

2008 Bonnes Mares, Dujac .................................... 1695

 DOMAINE DE LA VOUGERAIE

2001 Charmes Chambertin, Les Mazoyeres, Domaine de 
  1577

2005 Clos Vougeot, Domaine de la Vougeraie . 1578,1579

 DOMAINE DE MONTILLE

2012 Pommard, Grands Epenots, Domaine de Montille 
  189A

1988 Volnay, Les Mitans, Domaine de Montille ..... 1580

2008 Vosne Romanee, Les Malconsorts, Christiane, 
      Domaine de Montille ............................... 1091

2009 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, Christiane, 
      Domaine de Montille ................................. 731

2011 Vosne Romanee, Les Malconsorts, Cuvee 
      Christiane, Domaine de Montille ........... (1440)

2012 Vosne Romanee, Les Malconsorts, Domaine de 
      Montille ................................................ (1440)

2014 Vosne Romanee, Les Malconsorts, Cuvee 
      Christiane, Domaine de Montille ........... (1440)

 DOMAINE DES LAMBRAYS

1937 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays ... 544

1955 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays ... 547

2000 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays ... 189

2001 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays . 1680

2002 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays 
       ...................................................... (190),1681

2005 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays . 1092

2011 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays . (939)

2014 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays . (939)

 DOMAINE DU CLOS DE TART

1998 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart .......... 2443

1999 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart .......... 2406

 DOMAINE LEROY

2004 Bourgogne Rouge, Domaine Leroy ............... 1682

1990 Chambertin, Domaine Leroy ........................ (639)

1996 Chambolle Musigny, Les Fremieres, Domaine 
      Leroy ......................................................... 191

2004 Chambolle Musigny, Domaine Leroy ............ 1683

2009 Chambolle Musigny, Les Fremieres, Domaine 
      Leroy ....................................................... 1988

1990 Clos de la Roche, Domaine Leroy .......... 640,2526

1999 Clos de la Roche, Domaine Leroy ................. 2552

1990 Clos Vougeot, Domaine Leroy .............. 2399,2527

2005 Clos Vougeot, Domaine Leroy ........................ 940

1993 Corton, Renardes, Domaine Leroy ................ 1161

1999 Corton Renardes, Domaine Leroy ................. 2553

2014 Gevrey Chambertin, Aux Combottes, Domaine 
      Leroy ......................................................... 941

1990 Latricieres Chambertin, Domaine Leroy . 2400,2528

2009 Latricieres Chambertin, Domaine Leroy ........ 1989

1999 Musigny, Domaine Leroy ................................ 641

2001 Musigny, Domaine Leroy ................................ 642

1996 Nuits St. Georges, Aux Allots, Domaine Leroy . 194

 Nuits St. Georges, Aux Boudots, Domaine Leroy 
  195

 Nuits St. Georges, Aux Lavieres, Domaine Leroy 
  196

2000 Nuits St. Georges, Les Boudots, Domaine Leroy 
  (197)

1978 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ......................................................... 931

1990 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ............................................... 1228,2222

1991 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ....................................................... 2223

1996 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ................................................. 183,2525

1998 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ....................................................... 2548

1999 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ....................................................... 1938

2000 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ................................................. 184,1939

2001 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ....................................... (185),932,1940

2002 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ............................ (185),933,1941,(2224)

2003 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ...................................... 1942,2225,2226

2004 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ................................................. 638,1943

2005 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ................................................. 934,2227

2007 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ..................................... (186),1266,1944

2008 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ....................................... (186),935,1945

2009 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ... 1678,1946,1947,1986,1987,2228,2229

2010 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti .................... (186),1948,1949,2230,2231

2011 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ...................................... 1159,1267,1950

2012 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ....................................................... 1160

2013 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ....................................................... 1439

2014 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ......................................................... 936

2015 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ......................................................... 187

2016 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ......................................................... 937

2017 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ........................................ 938,1315,1332

2018 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ....................................................... 1316

2019 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ............................................... 1317,1353

2020 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ....................................................... 1354

1999 Vosne Romanee, Cuvee Duvault Blochet,  
 Domaine 2549,2550

2009 Vosne Romanee, Cuvee Duvault Blochet,  
 Domaine 188,1679

2019 Vosne Romanee, Cuvee Duvault Blochet,  
 Domaine 1318
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 Gevrey Chambertin, Lavaux St. Jacques, Duroche 
  962

 Gevrey Chambertin, Lavaux St. Jacques, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Duroche ............................. 1484,1485

 E. ROUGET

1985 Echezeaux, E. Rouget ..................................... 963

2001 Echezeaux, E. Rouget ................................... 2063

2003 Echezeaux, E. Rouget ................................... 2065

2004 Echezeaux, E. Rouget ........................ 2066,(2067)

2005 Echezeaux, E. Rouget ...... 1360,2069,2069A,2070

2006 Echezeaux, E. Rouget ................................ 2070A

2009 Echezeaux, E. Rouget ....................... 1361,2072A

1993 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget 
       ......................................................... 206,1162

1996 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, E. Rouget . 209

1999 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget 
       ................................................ 207,1101,2010

2000 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget . 2076

2001 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget 
       ....................................................... 2077,2078

2002 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget 
       ....................................... 208,964,2079,2079A

2003 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget 
       ....................................................... 2080,2081

 Vosne Romanee, E. Rouget ........................... 2073

 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, E. Rouget . 2086

2004 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget . 2082

2005 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget 
       .............................................. 1362,2083,2084

 Vosne Romanee, E. Rouget .................. 2074,2075

 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, E. Rouget . 2087

2009 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget 
       ....................................................... 1363,2085

 Vosne Romanee, E. Rouget ........................... 1486

2014 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget . 1364

2020 Vosne Romanee, E. Rouget ........................... 1487

 E. ROUGET FOR G. JAYER

2002 Echezeaux, E. Rouget for G. Jayer ................ 2064

2004 Echezeaux, E. Rouget for G. Jayer ................ 2068

2005 Echezeaux, E. Rouget for G. Jayer ............. 2069B

2007 Echezeaux, E. Rouget for G. Jayer ................ 2071

2009 Echezeaux, E. Rouget for G. Jayer ................ 2072

 ETS LEROY

1949 Musigny, ETS Leroy ....................................... 553

 F. MAGNIEN

2002 Bonnes Mares, F. Magnien ........................... 1744

2005 Charmes Chambertin, F. Magnien ................. 1745

2006 Echezeaux, F. Magnien ................................. 1746

2002 Richebourg, F. Magnien ................................ 1747

 FAIVELEY

1959 Bonnes Mares, Faiveley ................................ 2251

2005 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Faiveley .............. 1102

 Corton, Clos des Cortons, Faiveley . 1581,1582,1583

2012 Corton, Clos des Cortons, Faiveley ...... 1584,1585

2005 Echezeaux, Faiveley ..................................... 1586

2012 Latricieres Chambertin, Faiveley ................ (1587)

 Mazis Chambertin, Faiveley ................. 1588,1589

1921 Vosne Romanee, Faiveley ............................... 550

2002 Clos St. Denis, Dujac .................................... 1717

2003 Clos St. Denis, Dujac .................................... 1718

2004 Clos St. Denis, Dujac .................................... 1719

2005 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ........................... 1274,1720

2006 Clos St. Denis, Dujac .................................... 1721

2007 Clos St. Denis, Dujac .................................... 1722

2008 Clos St. Denis, Dujac .................................... 1723

2009 Clos St. Denis, Dujac . 1724,2003,2004,2005,2006

2010 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ........................ 1725,(2448)

2011 Clos St. Denis, Dujac .................................... 1726

2013 Clos St. Denis, Dujac .................................... 1358

2014 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ........................ (1442),1727

1980 Echezeaux, Dujac ......................................... 2247

1985 Echezeaux, Dujac ......................................... 2248

1990 Echezeaux, Dujac .................................. 956,2249

1995 Echezeaux, Dujac ........................................... 204

1996 Echezeaux, Dujac ......................................... 2250

2004 Echezeaux, Dujac ......................................... 1728

2009 Echezeaux, Dujac ......................................... 1729

2010 Echezeaux, Dujac .............................. 1730,(2448)

2011 Echezeaux, Dujac .................................. 957,1731

2014 Echezeaux, Dujac .................................. 958,1732

1990 Gevrey Chambertin, Aux Combottes, Dujac .... 959

2001 Gevrey Chambertin, Aux Combottes, Dujac .. 1733

2005 Gevrey Chambertin, Aux Combottes, Dujac 
       ......................................................... 205,1734

2009 Gevrey Chambertin, Aux Combottes, Dujac .. 1735

2010 Gevrey Chambertin, Aux Combottes, Dujac . (2449)

2014 Gevrey Chambertin, Aux Combottes, Dujac . (1441)

 Morey St. Denis, Dujac .............................. (1441)

 Morey St. Denis, Premier Cru, Dujac ......... (1441)

2009 Romanee St. Vivant, Dujac ........................... 2007

2011 Romanee St. Vivant, Dujac ........................... 2008

2014 Romanee St. Vivant, Dujac .................. 960,(1442)

2017 Romanee St. Vivant, Dujac .................. 961,(2009)

2005 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, Dujac ..... 1736

2007 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, Dujac ..... 1737

2008 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, Dujac ..... 1738

2009 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, Dujac . 737,1739

2010 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, Dujac ..... 1740

 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Dujac .... 1742

2011 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, Dujac 
       ..................................................... (1443),1741

 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Dujac .... 1743

2012 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, Dujac ..... 1359

2014 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, Dujac .. (1443)

2015 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, Dujac .. (1443)

 DUJAC, FILS ET PERE

2005 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, Dujac, Fils et 
  (2449)

 DUROCHE

1971 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Duroche ............. 1479

1979 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Duroche ............. 1480

2018 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Duroche ............. 1481

2020 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Hommage a Philippe, 
      Duroche ................................................... 1482

 Chambertin, Duroche .................................... 1478

2018 Gevrey Chambertin, Estournelles St. Jacques, 
      Duroche ................................................... 1483

2009 Bonnes Mares, Dujac .................. 1355,1997,1998

2014 Bonnes Mares, Dujac ................................. (1442)

2006 Chambertin, Dujac ........................................ 2445

2009 Chambertin, Dujac ........................................ 1356

2012 Chambertin, Dujac .......................................... 949

2013 Chambertin, Dujac .......................................... 950

2014 Chambertin, Dujac .......................................... 951

2016 Chambertin, Dujac .......................................... 952

2002 Chambolle Musigny, Les Gruenchers, Dujac . (1697)

2003 Chambolle Musigny, Les Gruenchers, Dujac . (1697)

2005 Chambolle Musigny, Les Gruenchers, Dujac . 1698

2006 Chambolle Musigny, Les Gruenchers, Dujac . (1701)

2007 Chambolle Musigny, Les Gruenchers, Dujac . (1699)

2009 Chambolle Musigny, Les Gruenchers, Dujac 
       ..................................................... 1476,(1699)

2010 Chambolle Musigny, Dujac ........................... 1696

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Gruenchers, Dujac . 1700

2011 Chambolle Musigny, Les Gruenchers, Dujac . (1701)

2014 Chambolle Musigny, Les Gruenchers, Dujac 
       .................................................. (1441),(1701)

1990 Charmes Chambertin, Dujac ........................... 953

2002 Charmes Chambertin, Dujac .................. 202,2236

2003 Charmes Chambertin, Dujac ......................... 2237

2005 Charmes Chambertin, Dujac ......................... 1095

2008 Charmes Chambertin, Dujac ......................... 1702

2009 Charmes Chambertin, Dujac ........ 1703,1999,2238

2010 Charmes Chambertin, Dujac ....................... (1705)

2011 Charmes Chambertin, Dujac ......................... 1704

2014 Charmes Chambertin, Dujac ............ (1441),(1705)

1976 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ................................. 954

1988 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ................................. 549

1990 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ..... 2240,2241,2532,2533

1995 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ....................... 1096,2242

1996 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................... 2243

1997 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................... 1273

1999 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................... 1097

2000 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................... 1319

2001 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ..... 1098,1706,2244,2534

2002 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ....................... 1099,1707

2003 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................. (1715)

2004 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................. (1715)

2005 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ....... 732,1357,1708,2446

2006 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................... 1709

2007 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................... 1710

2008 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ......................... 733,1711

2009 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ....... 734,1712,2000,2001

2010 Clos de la Roche, Dujac .............. 1187,1713,2447

2011 Clos de la Roche, Dujac 
       ............................ (736),955,1714,(1715),2002

2012 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................. (1715)

2013 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................. (1715)

2014 Clos de la Roche, Dujac .................... (735),(1715)

2015 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................... 1477

2017 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................... (735)

2018 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................... (736)

1995 Clos St. Denis, Dujac .................................... 2245

1996 Clos St. Denis, Dujac .................................... 2246

1999 Clos St. Denis, Dujac .................................... 1100

2000 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ............................. 203,1320

2001 Clos St. Denis, Dujac .................................... 1716
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1996 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, H. Jayer ..... 975

 H. JAYER FOR GEORGES

1990 Echezeaux, H. Jayer for Georges .................. 2266

1991 Echezeaux, H. Jayer for Georges ....... (1168),1275

1993 Echezeaux, H. Jayer for Georges . 1169,1276,1277

1999 Echezeaux, H. Jayer for Georges .................. 2267

2000 Echezeaux, H. Jayer for Georges .......... 1170,2268

 H. LIGNIER

2000 Clos de la Roche, Cuvee Lucie, H. Lignier ..... 977

2002 Clos de la Roche, Cuvee Auguste, H. Lignier .. 976

2016 Clos de la Roche, H. Lignier ......................... 1489

2018 Clos de la Roche, Cuvee MCMLV, H. Lignier 
       ............................................ (1490),1491,1492

 HUDELOT-NOELLAT

2020 Chambolle Musigny, Hudelot-Noellat ......... (1493)

2000 Richebourg, Hudelot-Noellat ........................... 211

2002 Richebourg, Hudelot-Noellat .......................... 212

2005 Richebourg, Hudelot-Noellat ......................... 1188

2006 Richebourg, Hudelot-Noellat ......................... 1116

2008 Richebourg, Hudelot-Noellat ......................... 1117

2005 Romanee St. Vivant, Hudelot-Noellat ............. 646

2006 Romanee St. Vivant, Hudelot-Noellat ............ 1118

2013 Romanee St. Vivant, Hudelot-Noellat ............. 978

2018 Romanee St. Vivant, Hudelot-Noellat ............ 1494

2008 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, 
      Hudelot-Noellat ....................................... 1119

2016 Vosne Romanee, Les Suchots, Hudelot-Noellat 
       ................................................................ 1189

2018 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, 
      Hudelot-Noellat ..................................... (1495)

 J. BELIN

1919 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de L’Arlot, J. Belin .... 552

 J. DROUHIN

2005 Bonnes Mares, J. Drouhin ............................ (979)

2014 Bonnes Mares, J. Drouhin ............................ (979)

2005 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, J. Drouhin 
       .............................................. 980,1120,(1190)

2015 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, J. Drouhin ........ (1402)

1996 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin 
  (214)

2002 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin 
  215,1121

2014 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin 
  (981)

2017 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin 
  (981)

2005 Charmes Chambertin, J. Drouhin .................. (216)

2015 Clos de la Roche, J. Drouhin ...................... (1402)

 Corton, J. Drouhin ...................................... (1402)

2014 Grands Echezeaux, J. Drouhin ........................ 982

2005 Griottes Chambertin, J. Drouhin ................. (1190)

2015 Griottes Chambertin, J. Drouhin ................. (1402)

1990 Musigny, J. Drouhin ...................................... 2269

1996 Musigny, J. Drouhin ..................................... (217)

2001 Musigny, J. Drouhin ............................... 218,1122

2002 Musigny, J. Drouhin ...................................... 1751

2005 Musigny, J. Drouhin ....................................... 983

2007 Musigny, J. Drouhin ....................................... 647

2009 Musigny, J. Drouhin ................................... (1191)

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Combottes, G. Roumier 
  2262

2017 Chambolle Musigny, G. Roumier ........... 741,1446

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Cras, G. Roumier .. 1448

2018 Chambolle Musigny, G. Roumier .................... 742

2019 Chambolle Musigny, G. Roumier ......... 743,(2479)

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Cras, G. Roumier . (2479)

2002 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
  2263

2004 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
  644

2005 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
  1111,2264

2009 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
  2265

2013 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
  (744)

2014 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
  (744),(1449)

2016 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
  (744),(1449)

2019 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
  2480,2481

2000 Musigny, G. Roumier .................................... 1112

2008 Musigny, G. Roumier ...................................... 971

 GEANTET-PANSIOT

2005 Charmes Chambertin, Geantet-Pansiot .......... 1113

 GEORGES MUGNERET

2001 Clos Vougeot, Georges Mugneret .................. 1203

1990 Ruchottes Chambertin, Georges Mugneret .... 1000

1999 Ruchottes Chambertin, Georges Mugneret .... 1207

2004 Ruchottes Chambertin, Georges Mugneret ...... 645

 GROS FRERE ET SOEUR

1993 Richebourg, Gros Frere et Soeur ................... 1114

1995 Richebourg, Gros Frere et Soeur ................... 1115

 H. COSSON

1951 Clos des Lambrays, H. Cosson ....................... 546

 H. GOUGES

1996 Nuits St. Georges, Les St. Georges, H. Gouges 
       ................................................................ 1590

2005 Nuits St. Georges, Les Pruliers, H. Gouges . (1748)

2006 Nuits St. Georges, Les Vaucrains, H. Gouges 
       ............................................................. (1750)

2007 Nuits St. Georges, Les St. Georges, H. Gouges 
       ............................................................. (1749)

2013 Nuits St. Georges, Les St. Georges, H. Gouges 
       ............................................................. (1749)

 Nuits St. Georges, Les Vaucrains, H. Gouges 
       ............................................................. (1750)

 H. JAYER

1980 Echezeaux, H. Jayer ....................................... 972

1985 Echezeaux, H. Jayer ...................................... 1164

1980 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, H. Jayer ..... 973

1989 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, H. Jayer .... 1165

1990 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, H. Jayer ..... 974

1993 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, H. Jayer .... 1166

1994 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, H. Jayer .... 1167

 FOURRIER

1999 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Fourrier .................................... (2252)

2001 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Fourrier ....................................... 1103

2002 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Fourrier ....................................... 1104

2003 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Fourrier ....................................... 1268

2005 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Fourrier ....................................... 1365

2008 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Fourrier ....................................... 1105

2013 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Fourrier ...................................... (965)

2014 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Fourrier ...................................... (965)

1999 Griottes Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier 
       ............................................................. (2252)

2008 Griottes Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier . 1106

 G. BARTHOD

2009 Chambolle Musigny, Les Cras, G. Barthod ... (738)

2010 Chambolle Musigny, Les Cras, G. Barthod ... (738)

 G. ROUMIER

1988 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ................. (551),2253

1991 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ........................... 2254

1993 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .................. 2255,2256

1995 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ........... 966,2257,2258

1999 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ........................... 1107

2001 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ........................... 2259

2002 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ........................ (1108)

2005 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .................. 1366,2401

2007 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .......... 1109,1163,1367

2008 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .......................... (739)

2009 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier 
       ......... 967,2011,(2012),2013,(2014),2015,2016

2010 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ........................... 1488

2011 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .......................... (739)

2013 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ........................... 1444

2015 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ............................. 968

2017 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .................... 969,1445

2018 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ........................... 2535

2019 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ........................... 2478

1990 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, G.  
 Roumier 2261

2005 Chambolle Musigny, G. Roumier .................. 1368

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, G.  
 Roumier 2402

2007 Chambolle Musigny, G. Roumier .................. 2450

2008 Chambolle Musigny, Les Cras, G. Roumier ... 1110

2009 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, G.  
 Roumier 2020

2011 Chambolle Musigny, G. Roumier ................. (740)

2012 Chambolle Musigny, G. Roumier ................. (740)

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Cras, G. Roumier .... 970

2013 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, G.  
 Roumier 1447

2015 Chambolle Musigny, G. Roumier ................. (740)
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 M. GAUNOUX

2002 Pommard, Les Grands Epenots, M. Gaunoux 
       ....................................................... 1593,1594

 M. LAFARGE

2003 Volnay, Clos des Chenes, M. Lafarge ............ 1595

2005 Volnay, Clos des Chenes, M. Lafarge ............ 1772

 MAISON LEROY

1996 Gevrey Chambertin, Les Fontenys, Maison Leroy 
  1773

1964 Grands Echezeaux, Maison Leroy ................... 654

1982 Savigny les Beaune, Les Vergelesses, Maison 
      Leroy .................................................... (1774)

1999 Savigny les Beaune, Les Guettes, Maison Leroy 
       ............................................................. (1774)

1995 Volnay, Santenots, Maison Leroy ................. (229)

1996 Volnay, Santenots, Maison Leroy .................... 230

 MARQUIS D’ANGERVILLE

1978 Volnay, Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville . 1501

2008 Volnay, Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville 
       ......................................................... 231,1404

2015 Volnay, Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville 
       ............................................................. (1269)

 MEO CAMUZET

1999 Echezeaux, Les Rouges Du Bas, Meo Camuzet . 232

2011 Echezeaux, Les Rouges Du Bas, Meo Camuzet 
       ................................................................ 1270

1996 Nuits St. Georges, Aux Boudots, Meo Camuzet 
       ............................................................... (233)

2002 Nuits St. Georges, Aux Murgers, Meo Camuzet 
       ............................................................... (234)

2014 Richebourg, Meo Camuzet ............................. 996

1999 Vosne Romanee, Aux Brulees, Meo Camuzet . (235)

 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, Meo Camuzet 
       .................................................................. 236

2000 Vosne Romanee, Les Chaumes, Meo Camuzet 
       ............................................................... (238)

2001 Vosne Romanee, Aux Brulees, Meo Camuzet . (235)

2004 Vosne Romanee, Aux Brulees, Meo Camuzet . 1131

2006 Vosne Romanee, Aux Brulees, Meo Camuzet . 1132

2012 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, Meo Camuzet 
       .................................................................. 237

2015 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, Meo Camuzet 
       ............................................................. (1405)

2016 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, Meo Camuzet 
       ............................................................. (1405)

 MONGEARD MUGNERET

2015 Clos Vougeot, Mongeard Mugneret .............. (751)

2016 Echezeaux, Mongeard Mugneret .................. (751)

 Grands Echezeaux, Mongeard Mugneret ...... (751)

1985 Richebourg, Mongeard Mugneret .................. 2274

 MONGEARD-MUGNERET

2014 Vosne Romanee, Les Petits Monts, 
      Mongeard-Mugneret ................................ 1596

 MUGNERET-GIBOURG

2018 Bourgogne Rouge, Mugneret-Gibourg ........ (1333)

2019 Bourgogne Rouge, Mugneret-Gibourg ........ (1333)

2007 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................... 1762

2008 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................... 1763

2009 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier ............................................ 653,1764

2010 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................... 1765

2011 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................... 1766

2018 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier .................................................. (799)

2020 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier .................................................. (799)

 J.J. CONFURON

1996 Romanee St. Vivant, J.J. Confuron ............... (225)

1997 Romanee St. Vivant, J.J. Confuron ............... (225)

1999 Romanee St. Vivant, J.J. Confuron ............... (225)

2002 Romanee St. Vivant, J.J. Confuron ............... (225)

 JAYER-GILLES

2005 Echezeaux, Du Dessus, Jayer-Gilles ............. (226)

 L. JADOT

2009 Bonnes Mares, L. Jadot .............................. (2028)

1995 Chambertin, L. Jadot ..................................... 1591

2002 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, L. Jadot .............. 1767

1993 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, L. Jadot 
       ............................................................... (227)

1995 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, L. Jadot 
       ............................................................... (227)

1997 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, L. Jadot 
       ............................................................... (227)

2002 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot 
       ................................................................ 1768

2003 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot 
       ................................................................ 1592

2005 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot 
       ................................................................ 1769

2006 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot 
       ................................................................ 1770

2009 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot 
       ................................................................ 1771

2010 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot 
       ................................................................ 1372

1996 Musigny, L. Jadot ......................................... (228)

2000 Musigny, L. Jadot ......................................... (228)

2010 Musigny, L. Jadot ......................................... 1373

 LAMARCHE

2015 Grands Echezeaux, Lamarche ......................... 993

2002 La Grande Rue, Lamarche .......................... (2455)

2005 La Grande Rue, Lamarche ................... 994,(2455)

2014 La Grande Rue, Cuvee 1959, Lamarche .......... 995

2016 La Grande Rue, Cuvee 1959, Lamarche ........ 1497

2018 La Grande Rue, Cuvee 1959, Lamarche ........ 1498

2019 La Grande Rue, Cuvee 1959, Lamarche ........ 1499

 LAUNAY-HORIOT

2019 Latricieres Chambertin, Launay-Horiot ......... 1500

2015 Musigny, J. Drouhin ...................................... 1403

2017 Musigny, J. Drouhin ....................................... 984

1993 Romanee St. Vivant, J. Drouhin ...................... 219

1996 Romanee St. Vivant, J. Drouhin .................... (220)

2002 Vosne Romanee, Les Petits Monts, J. Drouhin . 1123

 J. GRIVOT

2005 Clos Vougeot, J. Grivot ................................... 648

1985 Nuits St. Georges, Les Boudots, J. Grivot ....... 221

2017 Richebourg, J. Grivot ...................................... 985

1996 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, J. Grivot .. 222

2001 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, J. Grivot . 1752

 J. ROTY

1985 Charmes Chambertin, Cuvee de Tres Vieilles 
      Vignes, J. Roty .......................................... 986

2002 Charmes Chambertin, Cuvee de Tres Vieilles 
      Vignes, J. Roty ........................................ 1124

 J.F. MUGNIER

2006 Bonnes Mares, J.F. Mugnier ......................... 1369

1993 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................... 1125

1999 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................... 1450

2002 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J.F. 
      Mugnier ..................................................... 224

2005 Chambolle Musigny, J.F. Mugnier ................. 1753

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................... 1756

2006 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J.F. 
      Mugnier .......................................... 1126,1370

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Fuees, J.F. Mugnier . 1758

2007 Chambolle Musigny, J.F. Mugnier ................. 1754

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................... 1757

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Fuees, J.F. Mugnier . 1759

2008 Chambolle Musigny, J.F. Mugnier ................. 1755

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J.F. 
      Mugnier ..................................................... 987

2009 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................... 2021

2011 Chambolle Musigny, J.F. Mugnier ................. 2407

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Fuees, J.F. Mugnier 
       ....................................................... 2408,2409

2014 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................... 1451

1996 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier .................................. 2410

1998 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier .................................. 1127

1999 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier .......... 649,1128,2270,2451

2000 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier ............ 650,988,1760,2452

2001 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier ............................ 989,2453

2002 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier ................... 990,1761,2271

2005 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier .......................... 1192,2454

2006 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier ......................... (651),1371

2008 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier ............ 652,991,1129,1496

2009 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier .. 992,2022,2023,2024,2025

2011 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier .......................... 2026,2411

2005 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................... 1130
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 R. GROFFIER

1999 Bonnes Mares, R. Groffier ............................ 1138

2011 Bonnes Mares, R. Groffier ........................... (752)

2013 Bonnes Mares, R. Groffier ........................... (752)

2005 Chambolle Musigny, Les Hauts Doix, R. Groffier 
  (753)

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Sentiers, R. Groffier . (753)

2006 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, R. Groffier 
  1376

2008 Chambolle Musigny, Les Sentiers, R. Groffier . (753)

2009 Chambolle Musigny, Les Hauts Doix, R. Groffier 
  (753)

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Sentiers, R. Groffier . (753)

 S. CATHIARD

2014 Romanee St. Vivant, S. Cathiard ................... 1007

2011 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, S. Cathiard 
       ................................................................ 1008

 SERAFIN

1996 Charmes Chambertin, Serafin ....................... (244)

1999 Charmes Chambertin, Serafin ....................... (244)

 TRUCHOT-MARTIN

2001 Charmes Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, 
      Truchot-Martin ........................................ 1009

 V. GIRARDIN

2002 Chambertin, V. Girardin ................................ 1783

2003 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, V. Girardin . 1784

2002 Latricieres Chambertin, V. Girardin ............... 1785

 Mazis Chambertin, V. Girardin ..................... 1786

 RHONE

 A. CLAPE

1990 Cornas, A. Clape ........................................ (2310)

2001 Cornas, A. Clape .......................................... 1835

2003 Cornas, A. Clape .......................................... 1836

2005 Cornas, A. Clape .................................. 1837,1838

2006 Cornas, A. Clape .................................. 1839,1840

2008 Cornas, A. Clape .......................................... 1841

2009 Cornas, A. Clape .......................................... 1842

2010 Cornas, A. Clape .......................................... 1843

2018 Cornas, A. Clape .......................................... 1523

 CHATEAU DE BEAUCASTEL

2000 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
  (250)

2007 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
  745

 CHATEAU RAYAS

1979 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau Rayas ............. 566

1983 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau Rayas ............. 567

1985 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau Rayas ............. 568

1990 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau Rayas ... 2380,2381

1995 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau Rayas ... 2311,2312

2000 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau Rayas ........... 1844

 Chateauneuf du Pape, Pignan, Chateau Rayas . 1849

2003 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau Rayas ........... (746)

2005 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau Rayas 
       ..................................... (746),1377,1845,1846

2005 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       ............. (655),656,1271,1615,1616,1617,2456

2006 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       ....................................................... 1618,1619

2007 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ... (1620)

2008 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       .......................................... 1136,(1621),(1622)

2009 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       .. (657),(658),(659),(660),(1623),(1624),(2031)

2010 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       .................................................. (1625),(1626)

2011 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       .................................................. (1627),(1628)

2012 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       .................................................. (1629),(1630)

2013 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ... (1631)

2014 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       .................................................. (1632),(1633)

2015 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       .................................................. (1634),(1635)

1995 Clos St. Denis, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ......... (241)

2005 Clos St. Denis, Cuvee du Centenaire, Ponsot .. 661

2006 Clos St. Denis, Tres Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .. 1636

2008 Clos St. Denis, Tres Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .. 1137

2011 Clos St. Denis, Tres Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot . (1637)

2014 Clos St. Denis, Tres Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       .................................................. (1638),(1639)

2009 Griottes Chambertin, Ponsot ... (1640),(1641),2032

2010 Griottes Chambertin, Ponsot ....................... (1642)

2012 Griottes Chambertin, Ponsot .............. 1003,(1643)

2014 Griottes Chambertin, Ponsot ............ (1644),(1645)

2015 Griottes Chambertin, Ponsot ............ (1646),(1647)

2009 Morey St. Denis, Cuvee des Alouettes, Ponsot 
       ............................................................... (662)

 POUSSE D’OR

2002 Corton, Bressandes, Pousse d’Or ................... 1776

 R. ARNOUX

2005 Chambolle Musigny, R. Arnoux .................... (242)

1900 Clos Vougeot, R. Arnoux ................................ 555

2005 Clos Vougeot, R. Arnoux .............................. 1374

1996 Echezeaux, R. Arnoux .................................... 243

2005 Romanee St. Vivant, R. Arnoux .................... 1375

 R. CHEVILLON

2008 Nuits St. Georges, Les St. Georges, R. Chevillon 
  1777

2009 Nuits St. Georges, Les St. Georges, R. Chevillon 
  1778

2010 Nuits St. Georges, Les St. Georges, R. Chevillon 
  1779

 R. ENGEL

2000 Clos Vougeot, R. Engel ................................. 1780

2001 Clos Vougeot, R. Engel ................................. 1004

2002 Clos Vougeot, R. Engel ................................. 1781

2000 Echezeaux, R. Engel ..................................... 1782

1985 Grands Echezeaux, R. Engel ......................... 1278

2001 Grands Echezeaux, R. Engel ......................... 1005

1999 Vosne Romanee, Les Brulees, R. Engel ......... 1006

1999 Chambolle Musigny, Les Feusselottes, 
      Mugneret-Gibourg ........................ 1197,(2562)

2009 Chambolle Musigny, Les Feusselottes, 
      Mugneret-Gibourg ..................................... 997

1990 Clos Vougeot, Mugneret-Gibourg .................. 1198

1996 Clos Vougeot, Mugneret-Gibourg ............... (1208)

1998 Clos Vougeot, Mugneret-Gibourg .................. 2563

1999 Clos Vougeot, Mugneret-Gibourg ......... 1199,1200

2001 Clos Vougeot, Mugneret-Gibourg ...... (1201),1202

2008 Clos Vougeot, Mugneret-Gibourg .................. 1133

2009 Clos Vougeot, Mugneret-Gibourg .................. 1204

2011 Clos Vougeot, Mugneret-Gibourg .................... 998

1996 Echezeaux, Mugneret-Gibourg ................... (1208)

1999 Echezeaux, Mugneret-Gibourg ............. 1205,2564

2005 Echezeaux, Mugneret-Gibourg ...................... 2029

2011 Echezeaux, Mugneret-Gibourg ........................ 999

2014 Echezeaux, Mugneret-Gibourg ................... (1452)

2015 Echezeaux, Mugneret-Gibourg ................... (1452)

1990 Ruchottes Chambertin, Mugneret-Gibourg .... 1206

1996 Ruchottes Chambertin, Mugneret-Gibourg .. (1208)

2011 Ruchottes Chambertin, Mugneret-Gibourg .... 1001

2015 Ruchottes Chambertin, Mugneret-Gibourg .... 1193

2018 Ruchottes Chambertin, Mugneret-Gibourg .... 1002

1978 Vosne Romanee, Mugneret-Gibourg .............. 1134

2008 Vosne Romanee, Mugneret-Gibourg ........... (1453)

2009 Vosne Romanee, Mugneret-Gibourg ........... (1453)

2014 Vosne Romanee, Mugneret-Gibourg ........... (1453)

2015 Vosne Romanee, Mugneret-Gibourg . (1406),(1453)

2018 Vosne Romanee, Mugneret-Gibourg . (1333),(1406)

2019 Vosne Romanee, Mugneret-Gibourg ........... (1333)

 N. POTEL

2005 Chambertin, N. Potel .................................. (2030)

2007 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, N. Potel ..... 1597,1598

 P. PONNELLE

1947 Chambertin, P. Ponnelle ................................ 2275

 PERROT-MINOT

2015 Charmes Chambertin, Perrot-Minot ............ (2403)

2001 Mazoyeres Chambertin, Perrot-Minot ........... 1775

2015 Mazoyeres Chambertin, Perrot-Minot ......... (2403)

 PONSOT

2009 Chambolle Musigny, Les Charmes, Ponsot 
       ....................................................... 1599,1600

2010 Chambolle Musigny, Les Charmes, Ponsot 
       ....................................................... 1601,1602

2014 Chambolle Musigny, Les Charmes, Ponsot 
       ....................................................... 1603,1604

2000 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot ....................... (239)

2002 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot .......................... 240

2003 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot ............... 1605,1606

2009 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot .......... (1607),(1608)

2010 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot ..................... (1609)

2012 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot ..................... (1610)

2013 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot ...................... (1611)

2014 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot ..................... (1612)

1991 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot . 554,2276

2001 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       ....................................................... 1135,1613

2003 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ..... 1614
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2009 Cote Rotie, Cote Brune, Jamet ................... (1536)

2010 Cote Rotie, Jamet .............................. (1534),1535

2015 Cote Rotie, Cote Brune, Jamet ................... (1536)

 M. CHAPOUTIER

1990 Ermitage, Le Pavillon, M. Chapoutier ........... (262)

1991 Ermitage, Le Pavillon, M. Chapoutier ........... (262)

 P. GONON

2005 St. Joseph, P. Gonon ................................... (1540)

2007 St. Joseph, P. Gonon ................................... (1540)

2009 St. Joseph, P. Gonon ................................... (1540)

 St. Joseph, Vieilles Vignes, P. Gonon .......... (1465)

2010 St. Joseph, Vieilles Vignes, P. Gonon .......... (1465)

2011 St. Joseph, P. Gonon ................................... (1540)

2012 St. Joseph, P. Gonon ....................... (1464),(1540)

2013 St. Joseph, P. Gonon ....................... (1464),(1540)

2014 St. Joseph, P. Gonon ................................... (1464)

2015 St. Joseph, P. Gonon ....................... (1464),(1540)

2016 St. Joseph, P. Gonon ....................... (1464),(1540)

2017 St. Joseph, P. Gonon ................................... (1540)

2018 St. Joseph, P. Gonon ................................... (1540)

2019 St. Joseph, P. Gonon ................................... (1540)

 P. JABOULET

1971 Hermitage, La Chapelle, P. Jaboulet ................ 575

1978 Hermitage, La Chapelle, P. Jaboulet ........... (2540)

1990 Hermitage, La Chapelle, P. Jaboulet ..... (263),2494

 T. ALLEMAND

2011 Cornas, Reynard, T. Allemand .................... (1467)

2012 Cornas, Chaillot, T. Allemand ....................... 1541

 Cornas, Chaillots, T. Allemand ................... (1467)

2013 Cornas, Chaillots, T. Allemand ................... (1466)

 Cornas, Reynard, T. Allemand ........... (1466),1543

2015 Cornas, Chaillot, T. Allemand ....................... 1542

 Cornas, Reynard, T. Allemand .................... (1467)

 SPAIN

 DOMINIO DE PINGUS

1999 Dominio de Pingus ....................................... (328)

2000 Dominio de Pingus ....................................... (328)

2001 Dominio de Pingus ......................................... 329

 VEGA SICILIA UNICO

1998 Vega Sicilia Unico ........................................ 1175

2000 Vega Sicilia Unico ........................................ 2581

2012 Vega Sicilia Unico ...................................... (1564)

 WHITE BORDEAUX

 CHATEAU DOISY DAENE

1996 Chateau Doisy Daene, L’Extravagant, Sauternes 
       ............................................................... (622)

1997 Chateau Doisy Daene, L’Extravagant, Sauternes 
       ............................................................... (622)

 CHATEAU D’YQUEM

1975 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ............ 617,618,1954

1983 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 619

1988 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 620

1989 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 621

 CHATEAU HAUT BRION BLANC

2003 Chateau Haut Brion Blanc, Graves ................ 2514

2020 Chateau Haut Brion Blanc, Graves .... 793,794,795

1991 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ........... (2313)

1995 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ........... (2413)

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ............. (2413)

1998 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ............. (253)

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ......... 256,2315

1999 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ............. (253)

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal .................. 257

2003 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ............. (253)

2005 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal .............. 2491

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ....... 2492,2493

2015 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ............... (778)

 Cote Rotie, La Turque, E. Guigal ................. (778)

 GENTAZ-DERVIEUX

1984 Cote Rotie, Cote Brune, Cuvee Reservee, 
      Gentaz-Dervieux ...................................... 2539

 H. BONNEAU

1990 Chateauneuf du Pape, Reserve des Celestins, H. 
      Bonneau .................................................. 1530

 J.L. CHAVE

1995 Ermitage, Cuvee Cathelin, J.L. Chave ............. 572

2000 Ermitage, Cuvee Cathelin, J.L. Chave ............. 259

1978 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 2316

1979 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ................................ (2317)

1982 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ........................... (260),573

1985 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ......................... 574,(2317)

1988 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ................................ (2317)

1989 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .............. (260),1531,(2317)

1990 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .......................... 2318,2319

2001 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 1850

2003 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 2320

2004 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 1851

2005 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 1852

2006 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ......................... (750),1853

2007 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 1854

2008 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 1855

2009 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .......................... 1856,1857

2010 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 1858

2012 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 2321

2013 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 2322

2014 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 2323

2015 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 2324

2016 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ......................... (750),2325

2017 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. (750)

1997 Hermitage Blanc, J.L. Chave ........................ (261)

2000 Hermitage Blanc, J.L. Chave ........................ (261)

2002 Hermitage Blanc, J.L. Chave ........................ (261)

 JAMET

1995 Cote Rotie, Cote Brune, Jamet ................... (1536)

 Cote Rotie, Jamet ....................................... (1532)

1998 Cote Rotie, Cote Brune, Jamet ........... (1536),1537

 Cote Rotie, Jamet ....................................... (1532)

1999 Cote Rotie, Cote Brune, Jamet ................... (1536)

 Cote Rotie, Jamet ....................................... (1533)

2000 Cote Rotie, Cote Brune, Jamet ........... (1536),1538

 Cote Rotie, Jamet ....................................... (1534)

2001 Cote Rotie, Jamet ....................................... (1534)

2005 Cote Rotie, Cote Brune, Jamet ................... (1539)

 Cote Rotie, Jamet ....................................... (1534)

2007 Cote Rotie, Cote Brune, Jamet ................... (1539)

2006 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau Rayas 
       ...................................... 1378,1847,2486,2579

2007 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau Rayas 
       ........................................ 747,1379,1848,2487

 Chateauneuf du Pape, Pignan, Chateau Rayas . 748

2008 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau Rayas ........... 2488

2009 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau Rayas .. (746),2489

2010 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau Rayas ........... 2490

 DOMAINE DE LA GRANGE DES PERES

2001 Vin de Pays de l’Herault, Domaine de la Grange 
      des Peres ................................................. 1524

2007 Vin de Pays de l’Herault, Domaine de la Grange 
      des Peres ............................................... (1339)

2010 Vin de Pays de l’Herault, Domaine de la Grange 
      des Peres ................................................. 1525

2012 Vin de Pays de l’Herault, Domaine de la Grange 
      des Peres ............................................... (1339)

2013 Vin de Pays de l’Herault, Domaine de la Grange 
      des Peres ...................................... (1340),1526

2014 Vin de Pays de l’Herault, Domaine de la Grange 
      des Peres ...................................... (1341),1527

2015 Vin de Pays de l’Herault, Domaine de la Grange 
      des Peres .................................... (1340),(1343)

2016 Vin de Pays de l’Herault, Domaine de la Grange 
      des Peres ...................................... 1342,(1343)

2018 Vin de Pays de l’Herault, Domaine de la Grange 
      des Peres ......................................... 1528,1529

2019 Vin de Pays de l’Herault, Domaine de la Grange 
      des Peres ......................................... 2569,2570

2020 Vin de Pays de l’Herault, Domaine de la Grange 
      des Peres ......................................... 2571,2572

2014 Vin de Pays de L’Herault Blanc, Domaine de la 
      Grange des Peres ....................... (1344),(1345)

2015 Vin de Pays de L’Herault Blanc, Domaine de la 
      Grange des Peres ....................... (1344),(1345)

2016 Vin de Pays de L’Herault Blanc, Domaine de la 
      Grange des Peres ................................... (1345)

2019 Vin de Pays de L’Herault Blanc, Domaine de la 
      Grange des Peres ............................ 2573,2574

2020 Vin de Pays de L’Herault Blanc, Domaine de la 
      Grange des Peres ............................ 2575,2576

 DOMAINE DU PEGAU

2000 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee da Capo, Domaine  
 du 251

2003 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee da Capo, Domaine  
 du 252

2007 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee da Capo, Domaine  
 du 749

 E. GUIGAL

1979 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ............... 571

1982 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ........... (2313)

1988 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ............. (2537)

1989 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ............. (253)

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ............... (254)

1990 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ........... (2537)

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ............... (255)

 Cote Rotie, La Turque, E. Guigal ......... (258),2538
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 DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE CONTI

1978 Montrachet, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ....................................................... 1296,1297

2007 Montrachet, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 2565

2010 Montrachet, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ....................................................... 2036,2037

2011 Montrachet, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ....................................................... 2038,2566

 DOMAINE LEFLAIVE

1985 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ............. 556

1990 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive .......... (557)

1999 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ........... 1140

2006 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ........... 1790

2010 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ........... 1411

2014 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ........... 2557

2016 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ........... 2578

2020 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ........... 1334

1986 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive 
  558

1995 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive 
  559

1999 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive 
  1141

2002 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive 
  2292

2006 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive 
  1791

1982 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ........ 560

1983 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ........ 561

1989 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ........ 562

1992 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive . 563,564

1996 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ........ 565

2001 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ...... 1792

2002 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ...... 2293

2005 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive 
       ....................................................... 1793,2039

2006 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ...... 1794

2007 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ...... 1142

2010 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive .... (1509)

1998 Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ...................... 2379

2002 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1806

2004 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine  
 Leflaive 1796

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ........................................... 1807,1808

2005 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1809

2006 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1810

2007 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine  
 Leflaive 1797

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Combettes, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1803

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Folatieres, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1805

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1811

2001 Meursault, Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury . (1027),1234

2002 Meursault, Coche-Dury ................................ (246)

 Meursault, Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury ....... (1027)

2003 Meursault, Coche-Dury .............................. (1231)

2004 Meursault, Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury ....... (1027)

2006 Meursault, Coche-Dury .............................. (1231)

 Meursault, Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury ....... (1235)

2007 Meursault, Coche-Dury .............................. (1231)

 Meursault, Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury ....... (1027)

 Meursault, Perrieres, Coche-Dury ................. 1032

2008 Meursault, Coche-Dury ................................ 1018

 Meursault, Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury ....... (1235)

2009 Meursault, Perrieres, Coche-Dury ................. 1240

2010 Meursault, Coche-Dury ..................... 1019,(1787)

 Meursault, Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury ....... (1788)

2011 Meursault, Coche-Dury .......... 1020,(1455),(1787)

 Meursault, Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury ....... (1788)

2012 Meursault, Coche-Dury . 1021,(1455),(1787),(2287)

 Meursault, Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury . 247,(1788)

 Meursault, Perrieres, Coche-Dury ................. 1241

2013 Meursault, Coche-Dury ............. 1022,(1455),2286

 Meursault, Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury ....... (1027)

2014 Meursault, Caillerets, Coche-Dury ................ 1456

 Meursault, Coche-Dury ..................... 1409,(1455)

 Meursault, Les Perrieres, Coche-Dury .......... 1457

2015 Meursault, Caillerets, Coche-Dury ................ 1024

 Meursault, Coche-Dury ..................... (246),(2287)

 Meursault, Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury .......... 1028

 Meursault, Perrieres, Coche-Dury ................. 1242

2016 Meursault, Caillerets, Coche-Dury ................ 1025

 Meursault, Coche-Dury ..................... 1023,(1455)

2017 Meursault, Coche-Dury .............................. (1455)

2020 Meursault, Coche-Dury ........................ 1507,1508

2004 Puligny Montrachet, Les Enseigneres, Coche- 
 Dury 1033

2011 Puligny Montrachet, Les Enseigneres, Coche- 
 Dury 1034

2012 Puligny Montrachet, Les Enseigneres, Coche- 
 Dury 2288

2015 Puligny Montrachet, Les Enseigneres, Coche- 
 Dury (1035)

2016 Puligny Montrachet, Les Enseigneres, Coche- 
 Dury (1035)

 COMTE LAFON

2000 Meursault, Perrieres, Comte Lafon ................ 2289

2007 Meursault, Perrieres, Comte Lafon ................ 2568

2018 Meursault, Porusots, Comte Lafon ................ 2290

2019 Meursault, Clos de la Baronne, Comte Lafon . 1410

2002 Montrachet, Comte Lafon ............................. 2034

2010 Montrachet, Comte Lafon ............................. 2035

 COMTE LIGER-BELAIR

2012 Nuits St. Georges Blanc, Clos des Grandes  
 Vignes, 909

 D’AUVENAY (LEROY)

2000 Puligny Montrachet, La Richarde, D’Auvenay 
      (Leroy) .................................................... 1789

 WHITE BURGUNDY

 A. ENTE

2015 Bourgogne Aligote, A. Ente ........................ (1010)

 Bourgogne Blanc, A. Ente .......................... (1010)

2016 Bourgogne Blanc, A. Ente .......................... (1407)

2007 Meursault, Clos des Ambres, A. Ente ............ 2280

2010 Meursault, Clos des Ambres, A. Ente ......... (1011)

 Meursault, La Seve du Clos, A. Ente ............. 2283

2012 Meursault, Clos des Ambres, A. Ente ......... (1011)

2015 Meursault, Clos des Ambres, A. Ente ......... (1011)

2016 Meursault, A. Ente ..................................... (1407)

 Meursault, Clos des Ambres, A. Ente ......... (1407)

2017 Meursault, A. Ente ........................................ 2277

2018 Meursault, A. Ente ............................... 2278,2279

 Meursault, Clos des Ambres, A. Ente ............ 1012

2019 Meursault, Clos des Ambres, A. Ente ............ 2281

 Meursault, Goutte d’Or, A. Ente .................... 2282

 BONNEAU DU MARTRAY

2010 Corton Charlemagne, Bonneau du Martray ... 2033

 BOUCHARD, PERE ET FILS

2000 Montrachet, Bouchard, Pere et Fils ............... 2536

2004 Montrachet, Bouchard, Pere et Fils ............. (1139)

 CHAVY-CHOUET

2018 Meursault, Les Genevrieres, Chavy-Chouet .. 1408

 COCHE-DURY

2020 Bourgogne Aligote, Coche-Dury .. 1502,1503,1504

2007 Bourgogne Blanc, Coche-Dury ....................... 245

2013 Bourgogne Blanc, Coche-Dury ..................... 1013

2012 Bourgogne Chardonnay, Coche-Dury ......... (1454)

2013 Bourgogne Chardonnay, Coche-Dury ......... (1454)

2014 Bourgogne Chardonnay, Coche-Dury ......... (1454)

2017 Bourgogne Chardonnay, Coche-Dury ......... (1454)

2019 Bourgogne Chardonnay, Coche-Dury ......... (1454)

2020 Bourgogne Chardonnay, Coche-Dury ............ 1505

1992 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ................ 1243

1995 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ................ 1244

1999 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ................ 1171

2002 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ................ 2482

2003 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ................ 2483

2004 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ........ 1014,2484

2005 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ........ 1172,2284

2007 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ................ 1015

2008 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ................ 1173

2010 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ................ 1245

2011 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ........ 1174,2285

2013 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ................ 2485

2014 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ................ 1016

2015 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ........ 1017,1506

1988 Meursault, Perrieres, Coche-Dury .............. (1236)

1989 Meursault, Perrieres, Coche-Dury ................. 1029

1990 Meursault, Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury .......... 1026

1992 Meursault, Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury .......... 1232

 Meursault, Perrieres, Coche-Dury ................. 1237

1993 Meursault, Coche-Dury ................................ 1230

 Meursault, Perrieres, Coche-Dury ................. 1238

1998 Meursault, Les Chevalieres, Coche-Dury ........ 663

1999 Meursault, Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury .......... 1233

 Meursault, Perrieres, Coche-Dury ........ 1030,1239
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2013 Montrachet, Ramonet .................. 1042,2060,2061

2014 Montrachet, Ramonet ................................... 1043

2016 Montrachet, Ramonet ................................... 1044

 RAVENEAU

1992 Chablis, Les Clos, Raveneau ......................... 2298

1996 Chablis, Les Clos, Raveneau ......................... 1047

 Chablis, Valmur, Raveneau ........................... 1054

2000 Chablis, Blanchot, Raveneau ...................... (1045)

 Chablis, Butteaux, Raveneau ........................ (249)

 Chablis, Foret, Raveneau ............................ (1460)

 Chablis, Les Clos, Raveneau ......................... 1048

 Chablis, Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau ....... (249)

 Chablis, Montmains, Raveneau .................... (249)

 Chablis, Valmur, Raveneau ........................... 1146

2001 Chablis, Blanchot, Raveneau ...................... (1045)

 Chablis, Valmur, Raveneau ......................... (1460)

2002 Chablis, Les Clos, Raveneau . 1049,1246,1516,2299

 Chablis, Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau 
       ..................................................... 1517,(2300)

 Chablis, Vaillons, Raveneau ....................... (1460)

2003 Chablis, Les Clos, Raveneau ......................... 1050

2004 Chablis, Blanchots, Raveneau ....................... 1143

2005 Chablis, Foret, Raveneau ............................ (1460)

 Chablis, Les Clos, Raveneau ......................... 1051

 Chablis, Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau 
       ............................................ (1056),1145,1337

 Chablis, Valmur, Raveneau ......................... (1056)

2006 Chablis, Blanchot, Raveneau ...................... (1820)

 Chablis, Les Clos, Raveneau ...................... (1823)

 Chablis, Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau ..... (1831)

 Chablis, Valmur, Raveneau ........................... 1147

2007 Chablis, Blanchot, Raveneau ...................... (1820)

 Chablis, Les Clos, Raveneau ............. 1052,(1823)

 Chablis, Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau 
       ..................................................... 1826,(2300)

 Chablis, Vaillons, Raveneau ....................... (1831)

 Chablis, Valmur, Raveneau ........................... 2301

2008 Chablis, Blanchot, Raveneau ...................... (1820)

 Chablis, Les Clos, Raveneau ................ 1144,1824

 Chablis, Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau ....... 1827

2009 Chablis, Blanchot, Raveneau ...................... (1821)

 Chablis, Butteaux, Raveneau ...................... (1821)

 Chablis, Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau ....... 1828

2010 Chablis, Blanchot, Raveneau ...................... (1821)

 Chablis, Butteaux, Raveneau ........................ 1822

 Chablis, Les Clos, Raveneau ......................... 1825

 Chablis, Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau . 1518,1829

 Chablis, Monts Mains, Raveneau .................. 1830

2011 Chablis, Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau 
       ......................................... (1460),1519,(2300)

2012 Chablis, Butteaux, Raveneau ...................... (1460)

2014 Chablis, Butteaux, Raveneau ...................... (1460)

 Chablis, Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau . 1520,1521

2016 Chablis, Blanchots, Raveneau ....................... 1335

 Chablis, Butteaux, Raveneau ........................ 1046

 Chablis, Les Clos, Raveneau ......................... 1053

 Chablis, Valmur, Raveneau ........................... 1055

2017 Chablis, Butteaux, Raveneau ...................... (1460)

 Chablis, Vaillons, Raveneau ....................... (1460)

2018 Chablis, Butteaux, Raveneau ................ 1336,1515

2002 Chevalier Montrachet, Les Demoiselles, L. Jadot 
  (2041)

2005 Chevalier Montrachet, Les Demoiselles, L. Jadot 
  (2041)

 M. NIELLON

2018 Chevalier Montrachet, M. Niellon ................. 1415

 MAISON LEROY

1991 Meursault, Perrieres, Maison Leroy .............. 1279

2002 Meursault, Blangy, Maison Leroy ................. 1818

 PIERRE-YVES COLIN MOREY

2010 Batard Montrachet, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey . 2042

 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet, Pierre-Yves Colin 
  2043

2016 Chassagne Montrachet, Abbaye de Morgeot, 
      Cuvee Clement Emma, Pierre-Yves Colin  (1458)

 Morey .

2017 Chassagne Montrachet, Abbaye de Morgeot, 
      Cuvee Clement Emma, Pierre-Yves Colin  (1458)

 Morey .

2005 Chevalier Montrachet, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey 
  2044

2010 Chevalier Montrachet, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey 
  2045,2046

2005 Corton Charlemagne, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey 
       ................................................................ 2047

2010 Corton Charlemagne, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey 
       ..................................................... (2048),2049

2017 Corton Charlemagne, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey 
       ............................................................. (2294)

2018 Corton Charlemagne, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey 
       ................................................................ 2295

2010 Criots Batard Montrachet, Pierre-Yves Colin 
      Morey ...................................................... 2050

2005 Meursault, Les Genevrieres, Pierre-Yves Colin 
      Morey ...................................................... 2051

2004 Montrachet, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey ........... 2296

2010 Montrachet, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey ........... 2052

2013 Montrachet, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey ........... 2457

2014 St. Aubin, En Remilly, Cuvee Nicolas et Mathis, 
  (1459)

2016 St. Aubin, En Remilly, Cuvee Nicolas et Mathis, 
  (1459)

2018 St. Aubin, En Remilly, Cuvee Nicolas et Mathis, 
  (1459)

 RAMONET

2001 Batard Montrachet, Ramonet ........................ 1819

2005 Batard Montrachet, Ramonet ...................... (2053)

2007 Batard Montrachet, Ramonet ...................... (2053)

2010 Batard Montrachet, Ramonet ........................ 2054

2011 Batard Montrachet, Ramonet ...................... (1038)

 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet, Ramonet ..... (1038)

2020 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet, Ramonet ..... (1514)

2010 Chevalier Montrachet, Ramonet .................... 2055

1993 Montrachet, Ramonet ................................... 2056

2005 Montrachet, Ramonet ................................... 2057

2006 Montrachet, Ramonet ................................... 2058

2010 Montrachet, Ramonet .................. 1039,1040,2059

2011 Montrachet, Ramonet ................................... 1041

2008 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1812

2009 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine  
 Leflaive 1798

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Combettes, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1804

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ........................................... 1813,1814

2010 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine  
 Leflaive 1799

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1815

2011 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine  
 Leflaive 1800

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1816

2012 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine  
 Leflaive 1801

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1817

2013 Puligny Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ....... (1795)

2014 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine  
 Leflaive 1802

2017 Puligny Montrachet, Les Folatieres, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1194

 H. LAMY

2015 Criots Batard Montrachet, Haute Densite, H.  
 Lamy 1412

2016 Criots Batard Montrachet, Haute Densite, H.  
 Lamy 1413

2018 St. Aubin, En Remilly, H. Lamy .................... 1510

 HEITZ-LOCHARDET

2013 Chevalier Montrachet, Heitz-Lochardet ...... (1036)

2014 Chevalier Montrachet, Heitz-Lochardet ...... (1036)

 J. DROUHIN

2003 Montrachet, Marquis de Laguiche, J. Drouhin . (248)

2005 Montrachet, Marquis de Laguiche, J. Drouhin . (248)

2010 Montrachet, Marquis de Laguiche, J. Drouhin . 2040

 J.M. PILLOT

2017 Chevalier Montrachet, J.M. Pillot ................. 1414

 J.M. ROULOT

2014 Chevalier Montrachet, J.M. Roulot ............... 1511

2017 Chevalier Montrachet, J.M. Roulot ............... 1512

2014 Corton Charlemagne, J.M. Roulot ................. 1513

2018 Meursault, Premier Cru, J.M. Roulot ............ 2302

2016 Puligny Montrachet, Le Cailleret, J.M. Roulot . 1037

 J.N. GAGNARD

2014 Batard Montrachet, J.N. Gagnard .................. 2412

 L. JADOT

1983 Chevalier Montrachet, Les Demoiselles, L. Jadot 
  (664)

1986 Chevalier Montrachet, Les Demoiselles, L. Jadot 
  (664)

1989 Chevalier Montrachet, Les Demoiselles, L. Jadot 
  (664)

2000 Chevalier Montrachet, Les Demoiselles, L. Jadot 
  (2041)
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 HUNDRED ACRE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2000 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan (379)

2002 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan (382)

 JOSEPH PHELPS WINERY

1994 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia ..................... (387)

1997 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia .................... 387A

2000 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia ....................... 389

 OPUS ONE

1987 Opus One ....................................................... 390

 RIDGE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1985 Ridge Cabernet Sauvignon, Monte Bello ......... 695

 SCARECROW CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2017 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon ............. (403),761

2018 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon ............. (403),763

 THE NAPA VALLEY RESERVE RED

2008 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ........................ 848

2009 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ........................ 852

2010 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ........................ 856

2011 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ........................ 860

 CHAMPAGNE

 DOM PERIGNON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1971 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose ..... 1212

1973 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque 
  1210

1982 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque, 
  2334

1985 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque, 
  2335

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, P3 ......... 2341

1988 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, P3 Rose 
       ....................................................... 1211,2343

1990 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque, 
  2337

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, P3 Rose . 2344

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose ..... 2346

1999 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne .............. (267)

2000 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne .............. (269)

2002 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose .... (279)

2003 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Luminous . 2328

 KRUG CHAMPAGNE

NV Krug Champagne, Rose, 20 eme Edition .... (2348)

 KRUG VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1996 Krug Vintage Champagne ...................... 666,2418

 LOUIS ROEDERER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1979 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . 2355

1990 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . 2357

1999 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal ... 287

2000 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . (289)

2002 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . (293)

 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal Rose 
  299

2004 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . (294)

2005 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . (295)

2006 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . (295)

 V. DAUVISSAT

2004 Chablis, Les Clos, V. Dauvissat .................... 1078

2007 Chablis, Les Clos, V. Dauvissat .................. (1079)

2009 Chablis, Les Clos, V. Dauvissat .................... 1832

2011 Chablis, Les Clos, V. Dauvissat ......... (1079),1833

 Chablis, Les Preuses, V. Dauvissat ................ 1834

2012 Chablis, Les Clos, V. Dauvissat ............ 1195,1196

2014 Chablis, Les Clos, V. Dauvissat .................... 1419

2016 Chablis, Les Clos, V. Dauvissat .................... 1420

 Large Formats
 CALIFORNIA CABERNETS & MERITAGE

 ARAUJO ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1992 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1280)

1997 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1280)

 BERINGER PRIVATE RESERVE CABERNET 

 SAUVIGNON

1991 Beringer Private Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon . (333)

 BRYANT FAMILY CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1996 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon .............. (338)

 CHATEAU MONTELENA CABERNET 

 SAUVIGNON

1994 Chateau Montelena Cabernet Sauvignon ...... (340)

1997 Chateau Montelena Cabernet Sauvignon ...... (341)

1999 Chateau Montelena Cabernet Sauvignon ......... 342

 COLGIN CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1993 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Herb Lamb Vineyard 
  (345)

1994 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Herb Lamb Vineyard 
  (345)

1995 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Herb Lamb Vineyard 
  (345)

1999 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Herb Lamb Vineyard 
  (345)

 DOMINUS

1991 Dominus ...................................................... (349)

1994 Dominus .................................................. 352,353

1995 Dominus ...................................................... (354)

 HARLAN ESTATE RED

1992 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 357

1995 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 360

1997 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 680

1998 Harlan Estate Red ................................. 363,(369)

1999 Harlan Estate Red ........................................ (369)

2000 Harlan Estate Red ............................... (366),(369)

2002 Harlan Estate Red ........................................ (369)

2003 Harlan Estate Red ........................................ (369)

2006 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 370

2007 Harlan Estate Red ................................. (372),682

2008 Harlan Estate Red ................................ (683),1281

2009 Harlan Estate Red ........................................ (683)

2010 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 686

2012 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 688

2013 Harlan Estate Red ........................................ (690)

2014 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 692

 Chablis, Foret, Raveneau ............................ (1460)

 Chablis, Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau ....... 1522

2015 Petit Chablis, Raveneau .............................. (1338)

2018 Petit Chablis, Raveneau .............................. (1338)

2019 Petit Chablis, Raveneau .............................. (1338)

 ROULOT

2017 Bourgogne Blanc, Roulot ........................... (1416)

2004 Meursault, Les Charmes, Roulot ................... 2062

2005 Meursault, Les Tessons, Clos de Mon Plaisir, 
      Roulot ..................................................... 1070

 Meursault, Perrieres, Roulot ......................... 1072

2010 Meursault, Les Tessons, Clos de Mon Plaisir, 
      Roulot ................................................... (1071)

2011 Meursault, Charmes, Roulot ....................... (1058)

 Meursault, Clos des Boucheres, Roulot ...... (1059)

 Meursault, Les Poruzots, Roulot ................. (1069)

2012 Meursault, Clos des Boucheres, Roulot 
       .................................................. (1059),(1060)

 Meursault, Les Tessons, Clos de Mon Plaisir, 
      Roulot ................................................... (1071)

 Meursault, Perrieres, Roulot ......................... 1074

2013 Meursault, Clos des Boucheres, Roulot ......... 1061

 Meursault, Perrieres, Roulot ......................... 1075

2014 Meursault, Charmes, Roulot ....................... (1463)

 Meursault, Clos des Boucheres, Roulot 
       .............................. (1060),(1062),(1463),2303

 Meursault, Clos du Haut Tesson A mon Plasir, 
      Roulot ................................................... (1066)

 Meursault, Les Luchets, Roulot ......... 1417,(1463)

 Meursault, Les Meix Chavaux, Roulot .......... 1068

 Meursault, Les Poruzots, Roulot ................. (1069)

 Meursault, Les Tessons Clos de Mon Plaisir, 
      Roulot ................................................... (1463)

 Meursault, Les Vireuils, Roulot .................. (1463)

 Meursault, Perrieres, Roulot ......................... 1076

 Meursault, Roulot ........................... (1057),(1463)

2015 Meursault, Clos des Boucheres, Roulot 
       ....................................... (1060),(1062),(1462)

 Meursault, Clos du Haut Tesson A mon Plasir, 
      Roulot ................................................... (1066)

 Meursault, Les Luchets, Roulot .................. (1067)

 Meursault, Les Poruzots, Roulot ................. (1069)

 Meursault, Perrieres, Roulot ....................... (1077)

 Meursault, Roulot ........................... (1057),(1461)

2016 Meursault, Charmes, Roulot ....................... (1058)

 Meursault, Clos des Boucheres, Roulot ......... 1063

 Meursault, Les Luchets, Roulot .................. (1067)

 Meursault, Perrieres, Roulot .............. (1077),1418

2017 Meursault, Charmes, Roulot ....................... (1058)

 Meursault, Clos des Boucheres, Roulot 
       ................................... 1064,(1065),2304,2305

 Meursault, Les Luchets, Roulot .................. (1067)

2018 Meursault, Clos des Boucheres, Roulot 
       ............................................ (1065),2306,2307

 Meursault, Roulot ...................................... (1461)

2019 Meursault, Clos des Boucheres, Roulot ......... 2308

 SAUZET

2007 Montrachet, Sauzet ....................................... 2309
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1989 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................. (108)

1990 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................. (108)

1995 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................. (108)

1996 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................. (108)

2018 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................. (775)

2019 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................. (776)

 CHATEAU TROTANOY

2018 Chateau Trotanoy, Pomerol .......................... (777)

 VIEUX CHATEAU CERTAN

2018 Vieux Chateau Certan, Pomerol .................... (777)

 RED BURGUNDY

 A. ROUSSEAU

1996 Chambertin, A. Rousseau .............................. 2141

1998 Chambertin, A. Rousseau .............................. 2516

2006 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................................ 624

2007 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................................ 625

2009 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................................ 885

2012 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ......... 892

2014 Chambertin, A. Rousseau .............................. 1382

2015 Chambertin, A. Rousseau .............................. 1384

2018 Chambertin, A. Rousseau .............................. 1387

2019 Chambertin, A. Rousseau .............................. 1389

2009 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A.  
 Rousseau 721

2010 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A.  
 Rousseau 797

2014 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A.  
 Rousseau 896

2017 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos du Chateau, A.  
 Rousseau (719)

2018 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos du Chateau, A.  
 Rousseau (719)

 COMTE ARMAND

2005 Pommard, Clos des Epeneaux, Comte Armand 
       ............................................................. (1183)

 COMTE DE VOGUE

1964 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue ..................... 519

2019 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue ................... 2465

1990 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, Comte de 
  632

2019 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue ........... 2466

 Chambolle Musigny, Premier Cru, Comte de  
 Vogue 2467

       ................................................................

1996 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ... 2522

2000 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ..... 137

2001 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ... 1966

2006 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ... 1086

2009 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ... 2561

2018 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ... 1967

2019 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue 
       ....................................................... 2468,2469

 COMTE LIGER-BELAIR

2011 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair .................... 905

2013 Vosne Romanee, Aux Reignots, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ............................................. 1429

 CHATEAU LA MISSION HAUT BRION

1975 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ....... 2125

1982 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ....... 2127

2000 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ........... 39

2018 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 768

2019 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ....... (769)

 CHATEAU LAFITE ROTHSCHILD

1945 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .......... 481,482

1970 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ (45)

1999 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .................. 49

2000 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................. 816

2003 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ............... 2500

2005 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ............... 2501

2010 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .................. 54

2018 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................. 770

2019 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................. 771

 CHATEAU LAFLEUR

1985 Chateau Lafleur, Pomerol ..................... 2129,2130

 CHATEAU LATOUR

1949 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 488

1995 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ............................... (817)

2003 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ...................... 2504,2505

2005 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ............................. (2389)

 CHATEAU LE PIN

2005 Chateau Le Pin, Pomerol .............................. 2506

 CHATEAU LEOVILLE LAS CASES

1982 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ........... (61)

1990 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ........... (62)

 CHATEAU MARGAUX

1983 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ....................... (2509)

1986 Chateau Margaux, Margaux . (69),1951,1952,1953

1990 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ................. 2135,2510

1996 Chateau Margaux, Margaux .............................. 76

2005 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ....................... (2391)

2019 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ............................ 773

 CHATEAU MOUTON ROTHSCHILD

1989 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............. 609

1996 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............ 2462

1998 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............. 610

2005 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............ 2513

 CHATEAU PALMER

1989 Chateau Palmer, Margaux .............................. (91)

1990 Chateau Palmer, Margaux .............................. (91)

2018 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ............................ (774)

2019 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ............................ (774)

 CHATEAU PAPE CLEMENT

2005 Chateau Pape Clement, Graves ..................... 2392

 CHATEAU PETRUS

1964 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 507

1982 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................... 98

1990 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ............................... 2137

2005 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 612

2015 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 700

2017 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ............................... 2464

 CHATEAU PICHON LALANDE

1978 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................... 614

1982 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................... 106

2007 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal ... 297

 PHILIPPONNAT VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2008 Philipponnat Vintage Champagne, Clos des 
      Goisses ......................................... (1421),1422

 PIERRE PETERS VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2007 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne, Cuvee  
 Speciale, (1469)

2008 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne, Cuvee  
 Speciale, (1469)

2014 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne, Cuvee  
 Speciale, (1550)

 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne, Les Chetillons, 
  (1550)

 SALON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1964 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil ............. 579

2004 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil ........... 2361

 ITALY

 ANTINORI

1997 Solaia, Antinori ............................................ (302)

 B. GIACOSA

2000 Barbaresco, Asili Riserva, B. Giacosa ........... 2362

2011 Barbaresco, Asili Riserva, B. Giacosa .......... (754)

2012 Barolo, Falletto, B. Giacosa ............................ 758

2016 Barolo, Falletto, B. Giacosa ......................... (759)

 G. CONTERNO

2001 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno ..... 2541

2010 Barolo, Cerretta, G. Conterno ....................... 1559

 GAJA

1985 Barbaresco, Costa Russi, Gaja ........................ 670

 Barbaresco, Gaja .......................................... (669)

 ORNELLAIA

1995 Masseto, Ornellaia .......................................... 316

1996 Masseto, Ornellaia .......................................... 318

1998 Masseto, Ornellaia ....................................... (320)

 TENUTA SAN GUIDO

2006 Sassicaia, Tenuta San Guido ......................... (675)

 RED BORDEAUX

 CHATEAU AUSONE

1990 Chateau Ausone, St. Emilion ......................... 2103

 CHATEAU BEYCHEVELLE

1982 Chateau Beychevelle, St. Julien ........................ (5)

 CHATEAU CHEVAL BLANC

1929 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ................. 468

1990 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ............... 2496

 CHATEAU DUCRU BEAUCAILLOU

2018 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien ............ 765

2019 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien . (766),(767)

 CHATEAU HAUT BRION

1982 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves .......................... 2118

1989 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ..................... 24,2121

 CHATEAU LA FLEUR PETRUS

1985 Chateau La Fleur Petrus, Pomerol ................... 604
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2000 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ....................................................... 1939

2001 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ....................................................... 1940

2002 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ....................................................... 1941

2003 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ............................................... 1942,2225

2004 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ....................................................... 1943

2005 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ......................................................... 934

2007 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ....................................................... 1944

2008 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ................................................. 935,1945

2009 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ............................................... 1946,1947

2010 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ............................................... 1948,1949

2011 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ....................................................... 1950

2014 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ......................................................... 936

 DOMAINE DE MONTILLE

2012 Vosne Romanee, Les Malconsorts, Domaine de 
      Montille ................................................ (1440)

2014 Vosne Romanee, Les Malconsorts, Cuvee 
      Christiane, Domaine de Montille ........... (1440)

 DOMAINE DES LAMBRAYS

2000 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays ... 189

2014 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays . (939)

 DUJAC

1999 Bonnes Mares, Dujac .................................... 1094

2001 Bonnes Mares, Dujac .................................... 2235

2009 Bonnes Mares, Dujac .................................... 1355

2012 Chambertin, Dujac .......................................... 949

2013 Chambertin, Dujac .......................................... 950

2016 Chambertin, Dujac .......................................... 952

2009 Charmes Chambertin, Dujac ......................... 1999

1995 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................... 2242

1999 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................... 1097

2001 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................... 2244

2002 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................... 1099

2005 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................... 1357

2009 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................... 2001

2011 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................... 2002

1995 Clos St. Denis, Dujac .................................... 2245

1999 Clos St. Denis, Dujac .................................... 1100

2009 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ........................... 2005,2006

2013 Clos St. Denis, Dujac .................................... 1358

2014 Morey St. Denis, Dujac .............................. (1441)

2011 Romanee St. Vivant, Dujac ........................... 2008

2015 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, Dujac .. (1443)

 DUROCHE

2020 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Hommage a Philippe, 
      Duroche ................................................... 1482

 Chambertin, Duroche .................................... 1478

2004 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ...... 1899

2005 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ...... 1900

2006 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ...... 1901

2007 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ....................................................... 1902,1974

2008 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ...... 1903

2009 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .............................................. 1904,1905,2195

2010 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .............................................. 1906,1907,1908

2011 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ............................................... 1909,1910,1911

2017 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ...... 2200

1971 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 2205

1990 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 2209

1996 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 2210

2000 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 1912

2001 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 1913

2002 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 1914

2003 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 1401

2005 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 1915

2008 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 1916

2009 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ....................................................... 1917,1918

2010 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .............................................. 1919,1920,1921

2011 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ....................................................... 1922,1923

1997 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1924

1999 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1925

2000 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1926

2001 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1927

2002 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1928

2003 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1929

2004 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1930

2005 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1931

2006 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1932

2007 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1933

2008 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1934

2009 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1935

2010 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1936

2011 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1937

1999 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ....................................................... 1938

2014 Vosne Romanee, Aux Reignots, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ............................................. 1430

 DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE CONTI

2009 Corton, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ......... 1869

2010 Corton, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ......... 1870

1999 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ... 1871

2000 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ... 1872

2001 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ... 1873

2003 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ... 1874

2005 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ......................................................... 916,1875

2006 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ... 1876

2007 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ... 1877

2008 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ... 1878

2009 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ......................................................... 917,1879

2010 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ....................................................... 1880,1881

2011 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ... 1882

2012 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ..... 918

1990 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  2177

1991 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  2175

1993 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1153

2000 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1883

2001 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1884

2002 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1885

2003 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1886

2004 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1327

2005 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1886A

2006 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1328,1887

2007 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1329,1888

2009 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1889,1890

2010 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1891,1892

2011 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1893,1894

2012 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  922

2017 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  1400

1971 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ........ 527

1996 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ........ 160

2001 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ...... 1895

2002 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ...... 1896

2003 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ....................................................... 1897,1898
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      Grange des Peres ..................................... 2574

2020 Vin de Pays de L’Herault Blanc, Domaine de la 
      Grange des Peres ..................................... 2576

 J.L. CHAVE

1990 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 2318

2003 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 2320

 JAMET

1995 Cote Rotie, Jamet ....................................... (1532)

2000 Cote Rotie, Jamet ....................................... (1534)

2001 Cote Rotie, Jamet ....................................... (1534)

2005 Cote Rotie, Jamet ....................................... (1534)

2010 Cote Rotie, Jamet ....................................... (1534)

 P. GONON

2012 St. Joseph, P. Gonon ................................... (1464)

2013 St. Joseph, P. Gonon ................................... (1464)

2014 St. Joseph, P. Gonon ................................... (1464)

2015 St. Joseph, P. Gonon ................................... (1464)

2016 St. Joseph, P. Gonon ................................... (1464)

 P. JABOULET

1990 Hermitage, La Chapelle, P. Jaboulet .............. 2494

 T. ALLEMAND

2011 Cornas, Reynard, T. Allemand .................... (1467)

2012 Cornas, Chaillots, T. Allemand ................... (1467)

2015 Cornas, Reynard, T. Allemand .................... (1467)

 SPAIN

 VEGA SICILIA UNICO

1998 Vega Sicilia Unico ........................................ 1175

 WHITE BORDEAUX

 CHATEAU D’YQUEM

1988 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 620

 WHITE BURGUNDY

 A. ENTE

2017 Meursault, A. Ente ........................................ 2277

2018 Meursault, Clos des Ambres, A. Ente ............ 1012

 BONNEAU DU MARTRAY

2010 Corton Charlemagne, Bonneau du Martray ... 2033

 COMTE LIGER-BELAIR

2012 Nuits St. Georges Blanc, Clos des Grandes  
 Vignes, 909

 DOMAINE LEFLAIVE

2010 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ........... 1411

2016 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ........... 2578

2020 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ........... 1334

2002 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive 
  2292

2005 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ...... 2039

 H. LAMY

2018 St. Aubin, En Remilly, H. Lamy .................... 1510

 J. DROUHIN

2010 Montrachet, Marquis de Laguiche, J. Drouhin . 2040

 J.M. ROULOT

2014 Chevalier Montrachet, J.M. Roulot ............... 1511

2017 Chevalier Montrachet, J.M. Roulot ............... 1512

 LAMARCHE

2015 Grands Echezeaux, Lamarche ......................... 993

2005 La Grande Rue, Lamarche .............................. 994

2014 La Grande Rue, Cuvee 1959, Lamarche .......... 995

 MARQUIS D’ANGERVILLE

2008 Volnay, Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville . 1404

2015 Volnay, Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville 
       ............................................................. (1269)

 MUGNERET-GIBOURG

1999 Chambolle Musigny, Les Feusselottes, 
      Mugneret-Gibourg ................................... 1197

 Clos Vougeot, Mugneret-Gibourg .................. 1200

2001 Clos Vougeot, Mugneret-Gibourg .................. 1202

2009 Clos Vougeot, Mugneret-Gibourg .................. 1204

2011 Clos Vougeot, Mugneret-Gibourg .................... 998

1999 Echezeaux, Mugneret-Gibourg ...................... 1205

1978 Vosne Romanee, Mugneret-Gibourg .............. 1134

2008 Vosne Romanee, Mugneret-Gibourg ........... (1453)

2009 Vosne Romanee, Mugneret-Gibourg ........... (1453)

 PONSOT

2003 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot ............... 1605,1606

 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ..... 1614

2005 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot . 656,1617

2009 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       ...................................................... (659),(660)

2010 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ... (1626)

2011 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ... (1628)

2012 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ... (1630)

2005 Clos St. Denis, Cuvee du Centenaire, Ponsot .. 661

2008 Clos St. Denis, Tres Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .. 1137

 R. ENGEL

1985 Grands Echezeaux, R. Engel ......................... 1278

 R. GROFFIER

1999 Bonnes Mares, R. Groffier ............................ 1138

 RHONE

 CHATEAU DE BEAUCASTEL

2000 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
  (250)

 CHATEAU RAYAS

1990 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau Rayas ... 2380,2381

 DOMAINE DE LA GRANGE DES PERES

2015 Vin de Pays de l’Herault, Domaine de la Grange 
      des Peres ............................................... (1343)

2016 Vin de Pays de l’Herault, Domaine de la Grange 
      des Peres ............................................... (1343)

2019 Vin de Pays de l’Herault, Domaine de la Grange 
      des Peres ................................................. 2570

2020 Vin de Pays de l’Herault, Domaine de la Grange 
      des Peres ................................................. 2572

2014 Vin de Pays de L’Herault Blanc, Domaine de la 
      Grange des Peres ................................... (1345)

2015 Vin de Pays de L’Herault Blanc, Domaine de la 
      Grange des Peres ................................... (1345)

2016 Vin de Pays de L’Herault Blanc, Domaine de la 
      Grange des Peres ................................... (1345)

2019 Vin de Pays de L’Herault Blanc, Domaine de la 

2018 Gevrey Chambertin, Lavaux St. Jacques, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Duroche ...................................... 1485

 E. ROUGET

2001 Echezeaux, E. Rouget ................................... 2063

2003 Echezeaux, E. Rouget ................................... 2065

2005 Echezeaux, E. Rouget ................................... 2070

1993 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget . 1162

2000 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget . 2076

2001 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget 
       ....................................................... 2077,2078

2002 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget 
       .................................................... 2079,2079A

2003 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget . 2081

2005 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget . 2084

 Vosne Romanee, E. Rouget ........................... 2075

2009 Vosne Romanee, E. Rouget ........................... 1486

 G. ROUMIER

2009 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .................. 2015,2016

2010 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ........................... 1488

2018 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ........................... 2535

2019 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
  2481

 GEANTET-PANSIOT

2005 Charmes Chambertin, Geantet-Pansiot .......... 1113

 GEORGES MUGNERET

2001 Clos Vougeot, Georges Mugneret .................. 1203

1999 Ruchottes Chambertin, Georges Mugneret .... 1207

 GROS FRERE ET SOEUR

1993 Richebourg, Gros Frere et Soeur ................... 1114

 H. JAYER

1989 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, H. Jayer .... 1165

 H. LIGNIER

2018 Clos de la Roche, Cuvee MCMLV, H. Lignier 
       ....................................................... 1491,1492

 HUDELOT-NOELLAT

2018 Romanee St. Vivant, Hudelot-Noellat ............ 1494

2016 Vosne Romanee, Les Suchots, Hudelot-Noellat 
       ................................................................ 1189

2018 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, 
      Hudelot-Noellat ..................................... (1495)

 J. DROUHIN

2015 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, J. Drouhin ........ (1402)

2014 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin 
  (981)

2017 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin 
  (981)

2015 Clos de la Roche, J. Drouhin ...................... (1402)

 Corton, J. Drouhin ...................................... (1402)

2007 Musigny, J. Drouhin ....................................... 647

2015 Musigny, J. Drouhin ...................................... 1403

2002 Vosne Romanee, Les Petits Monts, J. Drouhin . 1123

 J.F. MUGNIER

2008 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier .................................... 652

2011 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier .................................. 2411

2009 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier ..................................................... 653
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2010 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon .......... (414)

2011 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 415

2012 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon .......... (416)

2013 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 417

2014 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 418

2015 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 419

2016 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 420

2018 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 421

2019 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 422

2020 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 784

 CALIFORNIA WHITE

 MARCASSIN CHARDONNAY

2012 Marcassin Chardonnay, Marcassin Vineyard ... 456

 CHAMPAGNE

 DOM PERIGNON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1988 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, P3 Rose . 1211

1995 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque 
  2416

1996 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque 
  (2417)

2002 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne .............. (270)

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose .... (279)

 KRUG CHAMPAGNE

NV Krug Champagne, Grand Cuvee ................. (1860)

 KRUG COLLECTION VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1976 Krug Collection Vintage Champagne ............ 2349

1982 Krug Collection Vintage Champagne ............ 2351

 KRUG VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1986 Krug Vintage Champagne, Clos du Mesnil ... (802)

1988 Krug Vintage Champagne, Clos du Mesnil 
       ....................................................... 2353,2354

1990 Krug Vintage Champagne, Clos du Mesnil ...... 803

1996 Krug Vintage Champagne . 1864,2418,(2419),(2420)

 LOUIS ROEDERER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1988 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal Rose 
  (2358)

1990 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal 
       ...................................................... (284),2357

1999 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal ... 287

2002 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal ... 292

2005 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . (295)

2007 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . (296)

 PHILIPPONNAT VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2008 Philipponnat Vintage Champagne, Clos des 
      Goisses ......................................... (1421),1422

 PIERRE PETERS CHAMPAGNE

NV Pierre Peters Champagne, Cuvee Heritage .... 1546

 Pierre Peters Champagne, L’Etonnant Monsieur 
      Victor, MK. 13 ........................................ 1547

 PIERRE PETERS VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2013 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne, Cuvee  
 Speciale, 1548

2014 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne, Cuvee  
 Speciale, (1550)

 COLGIN RED

2018 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ........................ (871)

 Colgin Red, IX Estate .................................. (874)

2019 Colgin Red, IX Estate .................................. (875)

 DOMINUS

1994 Dominus ......................................................... 353

2015 Dominus ....................................................... 1347

 HARLAN ESTATE RED

1995 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 360

1997 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 680

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden .................... (376)

2000 Harlan Estate Red ........................................ (366)

2001 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 367

2006 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 370

2007 Harlan Estate Red ........................................ (681)

2008 Harlan Estate Red ........................................ (683)

2009 Harlan Estate Red ................................. (683),684

2010 Harlan Estate Red .................................... 685,686

2012 Harlan Estate Red .................................... 687,688

2013 Harlan Estate Red ...................... (374),(689),(690)

2014 Harlan Estate Red ............................. 375,691,692

 HUNDRED ACRE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2000 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan (379)

2001 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan (380)

2002 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan (381),(382)

2005 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Deep Time 
       ............................................................... (377)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, The Ark 
      Vineyard ................................................. (385)

2006 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Deep Time 
       ............................................................... (377)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan (383)

2007 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Precious . (384)

2008 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Precious . (384)

2009 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Precious . (384)

2010 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan (383)

 MAYACAMAS CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1987 Mayacamas Cabernet Sauvignon .................... 693

 OPUS ONE

1987 Opus One ....................................................... 390

 PROMONTORY RED

2017 Promontory Red ........................................... (813)

 SCARECROW CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2008 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon ....................... 397

2016 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon ....................... 400

2017 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon .... (403),(760),761

2018 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon 
       ........................................ (401),(403),762,763

2019 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon ................ 402,764

 SCREAMING EAGLE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2006 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 411

2009 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon .......... (413)

2014 Corton Charlemagne, J.M. Roulot ................. 1513

2016 Puligny Montrachet, Le Cailleret, J.M. Roulot . 1037

 PIERRE-YVES COLIN MOREY

2010 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet, Pierre-Yves Colin 
  2043

 Chevalier Montrachet, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey 
  2046

 Corton Charlemagne, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey 
       ................................................................ 2049

 RAMONET

2010 Batard Montrachet, Ramonet ........................ 2054

1993 Montrachet, Ramonet ................................... 2056

2010 Montrachet, Ramonet ................................... 1040

2013 Montrachet, Ramonet .................. 1042,2060,2061

2016 Montrachet, Ramonet ................................... 1044

 RAVENEAU

2003 Chablis, Les Clos, Raveneau ......................... 1050

2005 Chablis, Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau ....... 1337

2011 Chablis, Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau ..... (1460)

2018 Chablis, Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau ....... 1522

2015 Petit Chablis, Raveneau .............................. (1338)

2018 Petit Chablis, Raveneau .............................. (1338)

2019 Petit Chablis, Raveneau .............................. (1338)

 ROULOT

2005 Meursault, Les Tessons, Clos de Mon Plaisir, 
      Roulot ..................................................... 1070

 Meursault, Perrieres, Roulot ......................... 1072

2011 Meursault, Clos des Boucheres, Roulot ...... (1059)

2012 Meursault, Clos des Boucheres, Roulot ...... (1059)

2013 Meursault, Clos des Boucheres, Roulot ......... 1061

2014 Meursault, Clos des Boucheres, Roulot 
       ..................................................... (1062),2303

2015 Meursault, Clos des Boucheres, Roulot ...... (1062)

2017 Meursault, Clos des Boucheres, Roulot 
       ..................................................... (1065),2305

2018 Meursault, Clos des Boucheres, Roulot 
       ..................................................... (1065),2307

 SAUZET

2007 Montrachet, Sauzet ....................................... 2309

 OWC / OCB
 AUSTRALIA

 PENFOLDS GRANGE

1998 Penfolds Grange ........................................... 1868

 CALIFORNIA CABERNETS & MERITAGE

 ARAUJO ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1992 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1280)

1997 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1280)

 BOND

2006 Bond, St. Eden ............................................. (679)

 COLGIN CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2018 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Tychson Hill ..... (870)
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 CHATEAU LEOVILLE BARTON

1997 Chateau Leoville Barton, St. Julien ............... (607)

1999 Chateau Leoville Barton, St. Julien ............... (607)

 CHATEAU LEOVILLE LAS CASES

1982 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien .......... 2385

1986 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien .......... 2508

2000 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien .......... 2390

2005 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ... 832,1653

2006 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ............ 833

2008 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien .......... 1654

2018 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ............ 772

 CHATEAU LYNCH BAGES

1986 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ..................... 2458

 CHATEAU MARGAUX

1985 Chateau Margaux, Margaux .......................... 2459

1990 Chateau Margaux, Margaux .......................... 2135

1996 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ........ 74,75,2404,2405

2003 Chateau Margaux, Margaux .............................. 79

2005 Chateau Margaux, Margaux .......... 834,835,(2391)

2019 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ............................ 773

 CHATEAU MONTROSE

2005 Chateau Montrose, St. Estephe ........ 836,837,1655

 CHATEAU MOUTON ROTHSCHILD

1986 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac 
       .............................................. 2460,2461,2512

2003 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............... 84

2009 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............... 86

2018 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac 
       ............................................. (788),(789),(791)

2019 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac .. (790),(791)

 CHATEAU PALMER

2005 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ........................ 838,839

2018 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ............................ (774)

2019 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ............................ (774)

 CHATEAU PAPE CLEMENT

2005 Chateau Pape Clement, Graves .............. 840,2392

 CHATEAU PETRUS

2009 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ............................... 2393

2014 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ............................... 1321

2015 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ............................... 1322

2017 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ............................... 2464

 CHATEAU PICHON BARON

1990 Chateau Pichon Baron, Pauillac .................... (102)

2000 Chateau Pichon Baron, Pauillac ...................... 103

2009 Chateau Pichon Baron, Pauillac .................... 1656

 CHATEAU PICHON LALANDE

2018 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................. (775)

2019 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................. (776)

 CHATEAU PONTET CANET

2005 Chateau Pontet Canet, Pauillac .......... (1657),2394

2009 Chateau Pontet Canet, Pauillac ..................... 1658

2010 Chateau Pontet Canet, Pauillac ........................ 111

 CHATEAU RAUZAN SEGLA

2005 Chateau Rauzan Segla, Margaux ................... 2395

 CHATEAU SMITH HAUT LAFITTE

2000 Chateau Smith Haut Lafitte, Graves ............ (1659)

 RED BORDEAUX

 BAHANS HAUT BRION

2005 Bahans Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 2386

 CHATEAU AUSONE

2000 Chateau Ausone, St. Emilion .............................. 3

 CHATEAU CHEVAL BLANC

1982 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ............... 2382

2005 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ........... 818,819

 CHATEAU CLINET

2005 Chateau Clinet, Pomerol ................................. 820

 CHATEAU COS D’ESTOURNEL

2000 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ......... (1649)

2005 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe 
       ............................................. 821,822,823,824

2006 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe .............. 825

2008 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ......... (1649)

 CHATEAU DUCRU BEAUCAILLOU

1978 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien .......... 16,17

1985 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien ...... 601,602

2006 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien ...... 826,827

2018 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien ............ 765

2019 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien . (766),(767)

 CHATEAU GRAND PUY DUCASSE

2005 Chateau Grand Puy Ducasse, Pauillac ........ (1650)

 CHATEAU GRAND PUY LACOSTE

2005 Chateau Grand Puy Lacoste, Pauillac ......... (1650)

 CHATEAU HAUT BRION

1982 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... 2383

2015 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... 2387

 CHATEAU LA FLEUR PETRUS

2018 Chateau La Fleur Petrus, Pomerol ....... (786),(787)

 CHATEAU LA MISSION HAUT BRION

1990 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ....... 2499

2019 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ....... (769)

 CHATEAU LA MONDOTTE

1998 Chateau La Mondotte, St. Emilion ................ (605)

 CHATEAU LAFITE ROTHSCHILD

2004 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ............... 1651

2005 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .......... 828,829

2018 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................. 770

2019 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................. 771

 CHATEAU LAFLEUR

1985 Chateau Lafleur, Pomerol .............................. 2129

 CHATEAU LASCOMBES

2005 Chateau Lascombes, Margaux ........................ 830

 CHATEAU LATOUR

1982 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ............................... 2384

2000 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ............................... 2388

2005 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ............................. (2389)

 CHATEAU LE GAY

2005 Chateau Le Gay, Pomerol ............................... 831

 CHATEAU LE PIN

2009 Chateau Le Pin, Pomerol .............................. 2507

 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne, Les Chetillons, 
  1549,(1550)

 POL ROGER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1988 Pol Roger Vintage Champagne, Cuvee Sir  
 Winston 804

 SALON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2004 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil ........... 2361

 GERMANY

 KELLER

2018 Riesling Trocken, Piesporter Schubertslay, Alte 
      Reben Grosses Gewachs, Keller .............. 1556

 ITALY

 ANTINORI

2004 Tignanello, Antinori ............................ (667),(668)

 B. GIACOSA

2016 Barolo, Falletto, B. Giacosa ......................... (759)

 BIONDI SANTI

2009 Brunello di Montalcino, Greppo, Biondi Santi . (805)

2010 Brunello di Montalcino, Greppo, Riserva, Biondi 
  1272

2015 Brunello di Montalcino, Greppo, Riserva, Biondi 
  (806)

 DAL FORNO

2013 Amarone, Dal Forno . (807),(808),(809),(810),(811)

 G. CONTERNO

2001 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno ..... 2541

 G. MASCARELLO

2007 Barolo, Monprivato, G. Mascarello ............ (1867)

 GAJA

1985 Barbaresco, Costa Russi, Gaja ........................ 670

 Barbaresco, Gaja .......................................... (669)

 Barbaresco, Sori San Lorenzo, Gaja ............... 671

 Barbaresco, Sori Tildin, Gaja .......................... 672

 MONTEVERTINE

2015 Le Pergole Torte, Montevertine ....................... 781

2016 Le Pergole Torte, Montevertine ....................... 782

 ORNELLAIA

1998 Masseto, Ornellaia ................................ (320),673

2002 Masseto, Ornellaia .......................................... 323

2004 Masseto, Ornellaia ....................................... (324)

2012 Ornellaia, Ornellaia ...................................... (783)

2015 Ornellaia, Ornellaia ...................................... (783)

2016 Ornellaia, Ornellaia ...................................... (783)

 ROAGNA

2013 Barolo, La Pira, Vecchie Viti, Roagna ........... 1563

 TENUTA SAN GUIDO

1997 Sassicaia, Tenuta San Guido ........................... 327

2006 Sassicaia, Tenuta San Guido ......................... (675)

 VIETTI

1996 Barolo, Villero Riserva, Vietti ...................... (677)

2001 Barolo, Brunate, Vietti ................................. (676)
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2005 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays . 1092

2014 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays . (939)

 DOMAINE DU CLOS DE TART

1999 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart .......... 2406

 DOMAINE LEROY

2004 Bourgogne Rouge, Domaine Leroy ............... 1682

 DUJAC

2001 Bonnes Mares, Dujac .................................... 2235

2006 Bonnes Mares, Dujac .................................... 1693

2009 Bonnes Mares, Dujac ........................... 1997,1998

2012 Chambertin, Dujac .......................................... 949

2013 Chambertin, Dujac .......................................... 950

2016 Chambertin, Dujac .......................................... 952

2010 Chambolle Musigny, Les Gruenchers, Dujac . 1700

2005 Charmes Chambertin, Dujac ......................... 1095

2011 Charmes Chambertin, Dujac ......................... 1704

1995 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................... 2242

2001 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................... 2244

2006 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................... 1709

2007 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................... 1710

1995 Clos St. Denis, Dujac .................................... 2245

2006 Clos St. Denis, Dujac .................................... 1721

2009 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ........................... 2003,2004

2011 Clos St. Denis, Dujac .................................... 1726

 Echezeaux, Dujac ......................................... 1731

2017 Romanee St. Vivant, Dujac ........................ (2009)

2010 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Dujac .... 1742

2011 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, Dujac ..... 1741

 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Dujac .... 1743

 DUROCHE

2018 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Duroche ............. 1481

2020 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Hommage a Philippe, 
      Duroche ................................................... 1482

 Chambertin, Duroche .................................... 1478

2018 Gevrey Chambertin, Estournelles St. Jacques, 
      Duroche ................................................... 1483

 Gevrey Chambertin, Lavaux St. Jacques, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Duroche ............................. 1484,1485

 E. ROUGET

2001 Echezeaux, E. Rouget ................................... 2063

2003 Echezeaux, E. Rouget ................................... 2065

2004 Echezeaux, E. Rouget ................................... 2066

2005 Echezeaux, E. Rouget ............... 2069,2069A,2070

2009 Echezeaux, E. Rouget ................................ 2072A

2000 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget . 2076

2001 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget 
       ....................................................... 2077,2078

2002 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget 
       .................................................... 2079,2079A

2003 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget 
       ....................................................... 2080,2081

 Vosne Romanee, E. Rouget ........................... 2073

 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, E. Rouget . 2086

2004 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget . 2082

2005 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget 
       ....................................................... 2083,2084

 Vosne Romanee, E. Rouget .................. 2074,2075

 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, E. Rouget . 2087

2005 Vosne Romanee, Clos du Chateau, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ............................................. 1088

 Vosne Romanee, La Colombiere, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ..................................... 1089,2165

2011 Vosne Romanee, Aux Reignots, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ............................................. 1573

 Vosne Romanee, Clos du Chateau, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ............................................. 1574

 Vosne Romanee, La Colombiere, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ............................................. 1575

 D. BACHELET

2006 Charmes Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, D. Bachelet 
  633

2007 Charmes Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, D. Bachelet 
  634

 DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE CONTI

1991 DRC Assortment, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 2166

2001 DRC Assortment, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 2167

2002 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ..................................................... (2169),2523

2018 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ... 1325

2009 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  2179

1996 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ...... 2191

2002 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ...... 2193

2006 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ........ 636

2009 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .............................................. 1975,1976,1977

2010 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ...... 2198

2011 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ...... 1980

2014 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ...... 2397

2020 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ........ 798

1996 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 2210

2002 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 2398

2009 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 1982

2010 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 2217

2002 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ..................................................... (2224)

2007 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ....................................................... 1266

2009 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ....................................................... 2228

2010 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ....................................................... 2230

2011 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ....................................................... 1267

2012 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ....................................................... 1160

 DOMAINE DE MONTILLE

2012 Pommard, Grands Epenots, Domaine de Montille 
  189A

1988 Volnay, Les Mitans, Domaine de Montille ..... 1580

 DOMAINE DES LAMBRAYS

2001 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays . 1680

2002 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays . 1681

2009 Chateau Smith Haut Lafitte, Graves ............ (1659)

 CHATEAU TROTANOY

1988 Chateau Trotanoy, Pomerol ............................. 616

2018 Chateau Trotanoy, Pomerol .......................... (777)

 CHATEAU VALANDRAUD

2005 Chateau Valandraud, St. Emilion .............. 841,842

 LES FORTS DE LATOUR

2005 Les Forts de Latour, Pauillac ......................... 1660

2016 Les Forts de Latour, Pauillac ........................ (792)

 VIEUX CHATEAU CERTAN

1982 Vieux Chateau Certan, Pomerol ...................... 112

2000 Vieux Chateau Certan, Pomerol .................... 2396

 RED BURGUNDY

 A. ROUSSEAU

1996 Chambertin, A. Rousseau .............................. 2141

2018 Chambertin, A. Rousseau .............................. 1386

2019 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ....................... 796,1388

2005 Gevrey Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................... 627

2009 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A.  
 Rousseau (1961)

2014 Gevrey Chambertin, Les Cazetiers, A. Rousseau 
       ................................................................ 1474

2011 Ruchottes Chambertin, Clos des Ruchottes, A. 
      Rousseau ................................................. 1566

 B. CLAIR

2015 Bonnes Mares, B. Clair ........................ 1567,1568

2011 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, B. Clair 
       ................................................................ 1569

 BOUCHARD, PERE ET FILS

1999 La Romanee, Bouchard, Pere et Fils .............. 1181

 C. ROUMIER

2002 Ruchottes Chambertin, C. Roumier ............... 1085

 COMTE ARMAND

2001 Pommard, Clos des Epeneaux, Comte Armand . 124

2011 Pommard, Clos des Epeneaux, Comte Armand 
       ....................................................... 1570,1571

2015 Pommard, Clos des Epeneaux, Comte Armand 
       ............................................................. (1669)

 COMTE DE VOGUE

2019 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue ................... 2465

1998 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, Comte de 
  129

2005 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue .......... (631)

2019 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue ........... 2466

 Chambolle Musigny, Premier Cru, Comte de  
 Vogue 2467

       ................................................................

2003 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ... 2560

2006 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ... 1086

2009 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ... 2561

2019 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue 
       .................... 2468,2470,2471,2472,2473,2474

 COMTE LIGER-BELAIR

2011 Echezeaux, Comte Liger-Belair ..................... 1572
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 MARQUIS D’ANGERVILLE

2008 Volnay, Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville 
       ......................................................... 231,1404

2015 Volnay, Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville 
       ............................................................. (1269)

 MEO CAMUZET

2004 Vosne Romanee, Aux Brulees, Meo Camuzet . 1131

 MONGEARD-MUGNERET

2014 Vosne Romanee, Les Petits Monts, 
      Mongeard-Mugneret ................................ 1596

 MUGNERET-GIBOURG

2008 Clos Vougeot, Mugneret-Gibourg .................. 1133

2009 Clos Vougeot, Mugneret-Gibourg .................. 1204

 PERROT-MINOT

2015 Charmes Chambertin, Perrot-Minot ............ (2403)

 Mazoyeres Chambertin, Perrot-Minot ......... (2403)

 PONSOT

2000 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot ....................... (239)

2002 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot .......................... 240

2003 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot ............... 1605,1606

2009 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot .......... (1607),(1608)

2010 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot ..................... (1609)

2012 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot ..................... (1610)

2013 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot ...................... (1611)

2014 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot ..................... (1612)

2001 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       ....................................................... 1135,1613

2003 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ..... 1614

2005 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       ........................................ 656,1615,1616,1617

2006 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       ....................................................... 1618,1619

2007 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ... (1620)

2008 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       .................................................. (1621),(1622)

2009 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       ............. (657),(658),(659),(660),(1623),(1624)

2010 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       .................................................. (1625),(1626)

2011 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       .................................................. (1627),(1628)

2012 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       .................................................. (1629),(1630)

2013 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ... (1631)

2014 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       .................................................. (1632),(1633)

2015 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       .................................................. (1634),(1635)

2005 Clos St. Denis, Cuvee du Centenaire, Ponsot .. 661

2006 Clos St. Denis, Tres Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .. 1636

2008 Clos St. Denis, Tres Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .. 1137

2011 Clos St. Denis, Tres Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot . (1637)

2014 Clos St. Denis, Tres Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       .................................................. (1638),(1639)

2009 Griottes Chambertin, Ponsot ............ (1640),(1641)

2010 Griottes Chambertin, Ponsot ....................... (1642)

2012 Griottes Chambertin, Ponsot .............. 1003,(1643)

 J. DROUHIN

2014 Grands Echezeaux, J. Drouhin ........................ 982

2007 Musigny, J. Drouhin ....................................... 647

2009 Musigny, J. Drouhin ................................... (1191)

 J.F. MUGNIER

2005 Chambolle Musigny, J.F. Mugnier ................. 1753

2008 Chambolle Musigny, J.F. Mugnier ................. 1755

2009 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................... 2021

2011 Chambolle Musigny, J.F. Mugnier ................. 2407

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Fuees, J.F. Mugnier . 2409

2006 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier .................................. (651)

2008 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier .................................. 1129

2009 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier ................. 2022,2023,2024

2005 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................... 1130

2007 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................... 1762

2008 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................... 1763

2009 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier ............................................ 653,1764

2010 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................... 1765

2011 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................... 1766

2018 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier .................................................. (799)

2020 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier .................................................. (799)

 L. JADOT

2009 Bonnes Mares, L. Jadot .............................. (2028)

2002 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, L. Jadot .............. 1767

2003 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot 
       ................................................................ 1592

2005 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot 
       ................................................................ 1769

2006 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot 
       ................................................................ 1770

2009 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot 
       ................................................................ 1771

 LAMARCHE

2015 Grands Echezeaux, Lamarche ......................... 993

2014 La Grande Rue, Cuvee 1959, Lamarche .......... 995

2016 La Grande Rue, Cuvee 1959, Lamarche ........ 1497

2018 La Grande Rue, Cuvee 1959, Lamarche ........ 1498

2019 La Grande Rue, Cuvee 1959, Lamarche ........ 1499

 LAUNAY-HORIOT

2019 Latricieres Chambertin, Launay-Horiot ......... 1500

 M. GAUNOUX

2002 Pommard, Les Grands Epenots, M. Gaunoux 
       ....................................................... 1593,1594

 M. LAFARGE

2003 Volnay, Clos des Chenes, M. Lafarge ............ 1595

2009 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget . 2085

 Vosne Romanee, E. Rouget ........................... 1486

 E. ROUGET FOR G. JAYER

2002 Echezeaux, E. Rouget for G. Jayer ................ 2064

2004 Echezeaux, E. Rouget for G. Jayer ................ 2068

2005 Echezeaux, E. Rouget for G. Jayer ............. 2069B

2007 Echezeaux, E. Rouget for G. Jayer ................ 2071

2009 Echezeaux, E. Rouget for G. Jayer ................ 2072

 FAIVELEY

2005 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Faiveley .............. 1102

 Corton, Clos des Cortons, Faiveley . 1581,1582,1583

2012 Corton, Clos des Cortons, Faiveley ...... 1584,1585

2005 Echezeaux, Faiveley ..................................... 1586

2012 Latricieres Chambertin, Faiveley ................ (1587)

 Mazis Chambertin, Faiveley ................. 1588,1589

 FOURRIER

2008 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Fourrier ....................................... 1105

 Griottes Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier . 1106

 G. ROUMIER

2002 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ........................ (1108)

2009 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ................ 2011,(2012)

2017 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ........................... 1445

2018 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ........................... 2535

2017 Chambolle Musigny, G. Roumier .................. 1446

2004 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
  644

2005 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
  1111

2014 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
  (1449)

2016 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
  (1449)

 H. COSSON

1951 Clos des Lambrays, H. Cosson ....................... 546

 H. GOUGES

2013 Nuits St. Georges, Les St. Georges, H. Gouges 
       ............................................................. (1749)

 Nuits St. Georges, Les Vaucrains, H. Gouges 
       ............................................................. (1750)

 H. LIGNIER

2018 Clos de la Roche, Cuvee MCMLV, H. Lignier 
       ............................................ (1490),1491,1492

 HUDELOT-NOELLAT

2006 Richebourg, Hudelot-Noellat ......................... 1116

2008 Richebourg, Hudelot-Noellat ......................... 1117

2005 Romanee St. Vivant, Hudelot-Noellat ............. 646

2006 Romanee St. Vivant, Hudelot-Noellat ............ 1118

2018 Romanee St. Vivant, Hudelot-Noellat ............ 1494

2008 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, 
      Hudelot-Noellat ....................................... 1119

2016 Vosne Romanee, Les Suchots, Hudelot-Noellat 
       ................................................................ 1189

2018 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, 
      Hudelot-Noellat ..................................... (1495)
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 Leflaive 1802

2017 Puligny Montrachet, Les Folatieres, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1194

 J.M. ROULOT

2017 Chevalier Montrachet, J.M. Roulot ............... 1512

2018 Meursault, Premier Cru, J.M. Roulot ............ 2302

2016 Puligny Montrachet, Le Cailleret, J.M. Roulot . 1037

 J.N. GAGNARD

2014 Batard Montrachet, J.N. Gagnard .................. 2412

 PIERRE-YVES COLIN MOREY

2010 Batard Montrachet, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey . 2042

2016 Chassagne Montrachet, Abbaye de Morgeot, 
      Cuvee Clement Emma, Pierre-Yves Colin  (1458)

 Morey .

2017 Chassagne Montrachet, Abbaye de Morgeot, 
      Cuvee Clement Emma, Pierre-Yves Colin  (1458)

 Morey .

2010 Chevalier Montrachet, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey 
  2045

 Corton Charlemagne, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey 
       ............................................................. (2048)

2016 St. Aubin, En Remilly, Cuvee Nicolas et Mathis, 
  (1459)

 RAMONET

2020 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet, Ramonet ..... (1514)

 RAVENEAU

2006 Chablis, Valmur, Raveneau ........................... 1147

2014 Chablis, Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau ....... 1520

 ROULOT

2017 Bourgogne Blanc, Roulot ........................... (1416)

2012 Meursault, Perrieres, Roulot ......................... 1074

2014 Meursault, Les Meix Chavaux, Roulot .......... 1068

 Meursault, Perrieres, Roulot ......................... 1076

2016 Meursault, Clos des Boucheres, Roulot ......... 1063

2017 Meursault, Charmes, Roulot ....................... (1058)

 Meursault, Clos des Boucheres, Roulot ......... 1064

2019 Meursault, Clos des Boucheres, Roulot ......... 2308

 V. DAUVISSAT

2012 Chablis, Les Clos, V. Dauvissat ............ 1195,1196

 Bourgogne Blanc, A. Ente .......................... (1010)

2007 Meursault, Clos des Ambres, A. Ente ............ 2280

2017 Meursault, A. Ente ........................................ 2277

2018 Meursault, Clos des Ambres, A. Ente ............ 1012

2019 Meursault, Goutte d’Or, A. Ente .................... 2282

 BOUCHARD, PERE ET FILS

2004 Montrachet, Bouchard, Pere et Fils ............. (1139)

 CHAVY-CHOUET

2018 Meursault, Les Genevrieres, Chavy-Chouet .. 1408

 DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE CONTI

2010 Montrachet, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. 2036

 DOMAINE LEFLAIVE

2006 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ........... 1790

2014 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ........... 2557

2006 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive 
  1791

2001 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ...... 1792

2005 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ...... 1793

2006 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ...... 1794

2002 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1806

2004 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine  
 Leflaive 1796

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ........................................... 1807,1808

2005 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1809

2006 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1810

2007 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine  
 Leflaive 1797

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Folatieres, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1805

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1811

2008 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1812

2009 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine  
 Leflaive 1798

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Combettes, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1804

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ........................................... 1813,1814

2010 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine  
 Leflaive 1799

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1815

2011 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine  
 Leflaive 1800

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1816

2012 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine  
 Leflaive 1801

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................... 1817

2013 Puligny Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ....... (1795)

2014 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine  

2014 Griottes Chambertin, Ponsot ............ (1644),(1645)

2015 Griottes Chambertin, Ponsot ............ (1646),(1647)

2009 Morey St. Denis, Cuvee des Alouettes, Ponsot 
       ............................................................... (662)

 R. CHEVILLON

2008 Nuits St. Georges, Les St. Georges, R. Chevillon 
  1777

 RHONE

 A. CLAPE

2005 Cornas, A. Clape .......................................... 1838

 CHATEAU DE BEAUCASTEL

2000 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
  (250)

 DOMAINE DE LA GRANGE DES PERES

2010 Vin de Pays de l’Herault, Domaine de la Grange 
      des Peres ................................................. 1525

2018 Vin de Pays de l’Herault, Domaine de la Grange 
      des Peres ................................................. 1528

2019 Vin de Pays de l’Herault, Domaine de la Grange 
      des Peres ......................................... 2569,2570

2020 Vin de Pays de l’Herault, Domaine de la Grange 
      des Peres ......................................... 2571,2572

2019 Vin de Pays de L’Herault Blanc, Domaine de la 
      Grange des Peres ............................ 2573,2574

2020 Vin de Pays de L’Herault Blanc, Domaine de la 
      Grange des Peres ............................ 2575,2576

 E. GUIGAL

2005 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal .............. 2491

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ....... 2492,2493

2015 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ............... (778)

 Cote Rotie, La Turque, E. Guigal ................. (778)

 J.L. CHAVE

2012 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 2321

2013 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 2322

2014 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 2323

2015 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 2324

2016 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 2325

 T. ALLEMAND

2012 Cornas, Chaillot, T. Allemand ....................... 1541

2013 Cornas, Reynard, T. Allemand ...................... 1543

2015 Cornas, Chaillot, T. Allemand ....................... 1542

 SPAIN

 VEGA SICILIA UNICO

1998 Vega Sicilia Unico ........................................ 1175

2000 Vega Sicilia Unico ........................................ 2581

2012 Vega Sicilia Unico ...................................... (1564)

 WHITE BORDEAUX

 CHATEAU D’YQUEM

1975 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes .................... 617,618

 CHATEAU HAUT BRION BLANC

2020 Chateau Haut Brion Blanc, Graves .... 793,794,795

 WHITE BURGUNDY

 A. ENTE

2015 Bourgogne Aligote, A. Ente ........................ (1010)
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Neck

Base Neck
Top Shoulder
Very High Shoulder
High Shoulder
High to Mid Shoulder
Mid Shoulder

Low Shoulder
Below Shoulder

Capsule

BOTTLE DESCRIPTIONS
BORDEAUX

NECK:
Normal level for all wines. In wines over ten years of age, this level 
suggests excellent provenance. Rarely used, except to emphasize a 

less than perfect.

BASE NECK:

wines of any age, this level suggests excellent provenance.

TOP-SHOULDER:

wine. For wines of any age, this level suggests excellent provenance.

VERY HIGH SHOULDER:

storage conditions throughout its life. Natural occurrence for wines 
of this age.

HIGH SHOULDER:
Usually not a problem for wines thirty years of age. This level may 
be caused by easing of the cork combined with natural evaporation. 
Check the clarity and the color of the wine in the bottle as a second-
ary indicator of provenance.

HIGH-TO-MID-SHOULDER:
Refer to High Shoulder and Mid-Shoulder level descriptions.

MID SHOULDER:
May suggest ullage during the life of the wine due to either easing of 
the cork or inconsistent storage conditions. Not abnormal for wines 

inspect clarity and color of the wine in the bottle, as well as condi-
tion of the cork.

LOW SHOULDER AND BELOW:
-

able, with exception given to rare bottlings and/or labels. (Not rec-
ommended for consumption.)

BOTTLE CONDITIONS
PREFIX

Because the shape of Burgundy bottles does not allow for a level rating system based on the shoulder of the bottle, levels are described by means of 

though consideration should be given to the clarity and color of the wine in the bottle, as well as the condition of the cork. Bottles with ullage between 

may cause a few drops of wine to become trapped between the capsule and the cork. This should not be confused with ullage, a natural occurrence in 
older wines, which may be accelerated due to poor provenance.

BN Base Neck Level
TS Top Shoulder Level
VHS Very-High-Shoulder Level
HS High-Shoulder Level
HTMS High-to-Mid-Shoulder Level
MS Mid-Shoulder Level
LS Low Shoulder

v - very    s - slightly  
l – lightly  h – heavily

CORK CONDITIONS
CC Corroded Capsule
CRC Cracked Capsule
CUC Cut Capsule

NC Nicked Capsule
NOC No Capsule
WC Wrinkled Capsule
WXC Waxed Capsule
TC Torn Capsule
DC   Depressed Cork
SDC   Slightly Depressed Cork
PC   Protruding Cork
SPC Slightly Protruding Cork
SOS   Signs of Seepage
SSOS Slight Signs of Seepage

    (Usually done to authenticate)

OCB Original Cardboard Box
OGB Original Gift Box
OWC Original Wooden Case
2OCB Two Original Cardboard Boxes
2OWC Two Original Wood Cases
CRW Cracked Wood

BOTTLE SIZES
Half Bottle........................................ .375 Litres
Bottle................................................ .750 Litres
Magnum........................................... 1.5 Litres
Double Magnum.............................. 3 Litres
Jéroboam (Burgundy,
Champagne & Rhône)..................... 3 Litres
Jéroboam (Bordeaux)...................... 4½-5 Litres
Impérial...........................................  6 Litres
Methuselah (Burgundy,
Champagne & Rhône)..................... 6 Litres
Salmanazar....................................... 9 Litres
Balthazar.......................................... 12 Litres
Nebuchadnezzar...............................  15 Litres
Melchior........................................... 18 Litres

BSL Bin Soiled Label
GSL Glue Stained Label
WASL Water Stained Label
WISL Wine Stained Label
WASVL Water Stained Vintage Label
WISVL Wine Stained Vintage Label
FL Faded Label
LL Loose Label
NL Nicked Label
SCL Scuffed Label
TAL Tattered Label
TL Torn Label
TSL Tissue Stained Label
WOL Writing on Label
WRL Wrinkled Label
STL Stained Label
NOL No Label
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BUYER’S CONDITIONS OF SALE

and its affiliates retain the absolute right not to open or to 
close an account for any prospective Bidder and to refuse 
any prospective Bidder admission to, or participation in, 
any auction. Bidders also agree to provide Acker with such 
information as Acker may reasonably require, including a 
government issued identification containing a photograph, such 
as a passport, identity card or driver’s license. Acker may use 
this information to verify Bidder’s identification and for other 
screening and due diligence purposes pursuant to its Privacy 
Policy (https://www.ackerwines.com/terms-conditions/#legal-
privacy), which is incorporated by reference. If Bidder does not 
agree to the terms of the Acker Privacy Policy, please refrain 
from providing any personal information and cease any use of 
Acker’s website, apps, or other digital assets. 

(d) Absentee, Telephone, Online and Mobile App Bidding. 
Prior to the sale, Bidders may make arrangements with Acker to 
participate at auction by absentee or telephone bidding. Bidder 
may also participate in the sale by bidding through Acker’s 
and its affiliates’ online and/or mobile app bidding platforms, 
which participation shall be subject to the Website and Mobile 
App Terms of Use (available at https://www.ackerwines.com/
terms-conditions/). Bidders wishing to participate by absentee 
bidding must complete and submit an Absentee Bid form to 
Acker in advance of the sale. All absentee bids must be placed 
in United States Dollars. If Acker receives identical absentee 
bids for any particular Lot and such bids are the highest amount 
for that Lot at auction, the winning bid for such Lot shall be 
determined by the auctioneer in its sole and absolute discretion; 
provided that the exercise of the auctioneer’s discretion is not 
in a discriminatory manner otherwise prohibited by applicable 
law. The acceptance of absentee, telephone, online and mobile 
app bids for any Lot in a live auction is subject to the sole and 
absolute discretion of the auctioneer. With respect to bids placed 
through the online or mobile app bidding platforms, any online 
and mobile app notifications concerning Bidder’s bid status 
may be overridden by the auctioneer. As such, even if Bidder 
receives an online or mobile app notice indicating that its bid 
has been accepted, please be advised that the auctioneer may 
determine otherwise in its sole and absolute discretion, and the 
auctioneer’s decision shall be final. Acker offers complimentary 
absentee, telephone, online and mobile app bidding solely as a 
convenience to its clients. In no event shall Acker or its affiliates 
or auctioneer (or any of their respective officers, directors, 
shareholders, members, employees, attorneys, representatives, 
agents or assigns) be liable for any errors, omissions or failures 
relating to, arising from or in connection with the execution (or 
failure to properly execute) any absentee, telephone, online or 
mobile app bids.

4. AT AUCTION.

(a) Catalogues. Bidder is advised to read the print or a PDF 
copy of the catalogue in its entirety. While Acker has attempted 
to describe each Lot in the catalogue accurately, in no event 
shall Acker be liable for any error or omission in any such 
description. Acker retains the absolute right to amend any 
description in any manner prior to and during the auction. 
Classifications in the text are for identification purposes 
only and are based on standard sources. Each statement 
regarding Property, whether oral or written, and whether 
made in the catalogue, an advertisement, bill of sale, invoice, 

1. BUYER’S AGREEMENT.

By bidding at auction, each bidder (“Bidder”) agrees that 
these Conditions of Sale (“Conditions of Sale”) constitute the 
agreement between Bidder, on the one hand, and Acker Auction 
DE, LLC ( “Acker Auction DE”), for Delaware live auctions, 
Acker Merrall & Condit Company (“AMC”) for California 
wine web auctions and/or Acker Auction, Inc. (“Acker 
Auction”), for live New York or web auctions for spirits, and 
Acker Merrall & Condit Co. (“AMC”), for web auctions for 
wines (each respectively and together, “Acker” or the seller/
consignor (the “Seller”), on the other hand, with respect to the 
sale of the property listed in the auction catalogue (in whatever 
format published) (“Property”).
Acker may amend these Conditions of Sale or the catalogue 
from time to time and at any time through posted notices, 
addenda, or errata or through oral salesroom announcements 
during the sale. By bidding at auction, Bidder agrees to be 
bound by all of the terms and conditions of these Conditions 
of Sale and accepts personal liability to pay the purchase price, 
including the Buyer’s Premium (as defined below), taxes and 
any other applicable charges, for any successful bid. If the 
Bidder is the successful bidder by virtue of being the highest 
bidder accepted by the auctioneer, or has otherwise agreed to 
purchase any lot, wine or other item, the Bidder is referred to 
herein as the “Buyer.”

2. ACKER AS AGENT.

Except as otherwise stated in these Conditions of Sale, Acker 
acts strictly as agent for the Seller.

3. BEFORE AUCTION.

(a) Lots. Property is divided into separate groupings as 
determined by Acker in its sole and absolute discretion and 
each such grouping (a “Lot”) is subject to separate bidding at 
auction.

(b) Inspection. Prior to auction, Bidder is advised to physically 
inspect any Property in which Bidder is interested in bidding 
and to rely on such inspection, as opposed to any descriptions 
in the catalogue or elsewhere.

(c) Experts.  Acker may seek views of outside experts on certain 
Property either before or after the sale. Some Property may 
be marked to indicate, or show other indicia, that it has been 
inspected by an expert (including visible writings, stampings 
and cut capsules).

(i) Bidder Registration. In order to bid at auction, Bidder must 
have an account with Acker or its affiliates. Bidder can open 
such an account by: (A) completing and submitting a Bidder 
Registration form; (B) completing and submitting an Absentee 
Bid form; or (C) creating such account online (at www.
ackerwines.com) or through the “Acker Wines” mobile app 
(available for downloading at the Apple App Store or Google 
Play Store). In connection therewith, Bidder will be required 
to provide the card number, expiration date and security 
code for an active credit or debit card (Visa, MasterCard or 
American Express), which Bidder authorizes Acker and its 
affiliates to validate. Acker and its affiliates may also require 
Bidder to provide bank or other financial references. Acker 

https://www.ackerwines.com/terms-conditions/#legal-privacy
https://www.ackerwines.com/terms-conditions/#legal-privacy
https://www.ackerwines.com/terms-conditions/
https://www.ackerwines.com/terms-conditions/
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addendum, notice, announcement, email, or other written or 
oral communication, is a statement of OPINION ONLY and 
should not be relied upon by any Bidder. Bidder must make 
appropriate allowances for natural variations of ullages, and 
conditions of cases, bottles, labels, caps, corks, capsules, and 
wine and spirits. In no event shall Acker be required to accept 
a return, offer credit for, or adjust the price of any Property 
after delivery except under the terms stated in Section 5(e) 
below. Images appearing in the catalogue or elsewhere are for 
illustrative and informational purposes only and may not reveal 
defects or imperfections in any Lot. Bidder is advised not to 
rely on images in determining whether to bid on Property and 
is further advised to personally inspect any Property in which 
Bidder is interested in bidding prior to placing any bids. ALL 
PROPERTY IS SOLD “AS IS”.

 (b) No Representations, Warranties or Guarantees. ACKER 
AND ITS AFFILIATES, AUCTIONEER AND SELLER (AND 
EACH OF THEIR RESPECTIVE OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, 
SHAREHOLDERS, MEMBERS, EMPLOYEES, 
ATTORNEYS, REPRESENTATIVES, AGENTS AND 
ASSIGNS) MAKE NO ORAL OR WRITTEN EXPRESS 
OR IMPLIED REPRESENTATIONS, WARRANTIES 
OR GUARANTEES AS TO THE MERCHANTABILITY, 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE, ACCURACY, THE 
CORRECTNESS OF ANY CATALOGUE DESCRIPTION OR 
OTHER DESCRIPTION AS TO THE ORIGIN, PHYSICAL 
CONDITION, SIZE, QUALITY, RARITY, AUTHENTICITY, 
ATTRIBUTION, VALUE, ESTIMATED VALUE, 
IMPORTANCE, MEDIUM, PROVENANCE, EXHIBITION 
HISTORY, POTABILITY, LITERATURE, HISTORICAL 
RELEVANCE OR BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES 
CONCERNING ANY PROPERTY.

(i) Non-Fungible Tokens. From time to time, Acker may offer 
at auction a Property that is associated with a non-fungible 
token (“NFT”). NFTs are unique software identification 
codes recorded in embedded “smart contracts” that leverage 
blockchain technology to identify the rightful owner, chain-of-
title, and original issuer of the NFT.

 (a) Without limiting the generality of the Section 4(b) 
above and notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, 
ACKER, ITS AFFILIATES AND SELLER (AND EACH 
OF THEIR RESPECTIVE OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, 
SHAREHOLDERS, MEMBERS, EMPLOYEES, 
ATTORNEYS, REPRESENTATIVES, AGENTS AND 
ASSIGNS) cannot and do not represent or warrant that an NFT 
is reliable, current, or error-free, meets Bidder’s requirements, 
or that defects in the NFT will be corrected. Acker cannot 
and does not represent or warrant that an NFT or the delivery 
mechanism for the NFT are free of viruses or other harmful 
components.

 (b) Bidder acknowledges and agrees that ownership of an 
NFT carries no rights, express or implied, other than property 
rights to the NFT. Bidder acknowledges and agrees that NFTs 
may be issued by third parties and not by Acker itself, and 
that the transfer of title to the NFT may be subject to separate 
terms and conditions established by the issuer of the NFT 
and applicable to all subsequent owners. Similarly, Bidder 
acknowledges and agrees that NFTs may be issued by Acker 
and that transfer of title to the NFT will be subject to separate 

terms and conditions established by Acker and applicable to 
all subsequent owners. All Bidders should refer to catalogue 
descriptions for a synopsis of key supplemental terms that may 
be applicable to Lots that include NFTs.

 (c)  Bidder acknowledges and agrees that there are risks 
associated with purchasing and holding NFTs. By purchasing, 
holding and using NFTs, Bidder expressly acknowledges 
and assumes all risks associated therewith including, but not 
limited to, risk of losing access to the NFT due to loss of 
private key(s), custodial errors or purchaser errors, risk of 
mining attacks, risk of hacking and security weaknesses, risk of 
unfavorable regulatory changes, actions or intervention in one 
or more jurisdictions, risks related to token taxation, personal 
information disclosure, fraud, counterfeiting, cyber-attacks and 
other technical difficulties that may prevent access to or use of 
NFTs, risk of uninsured losses, unanticipated risks, volatility 
and market risks, such that the value of NFTs are subject to the 
potential for permanent or total loss of value.

 (d)  Bidder acknowledges that Bidder has sufficient 
understanding of the functionality, usage, storage, transmission 
mechanisms and other material characteristics of cryptographic 
tokens (like NFTs), token storage mechanisms (such as token 
wallets), blockchain technology and blockchain-based software 
systems to understand these terms and to appreciate the risks 
and implications of purchasing and owning NFTs. Bidder 
acknowledges that Bidder has obtained sufficient information 
to make an informed decision about owning an NFT, including 
carefully reviewing the terms of the applicable smart contract 
and the NFT and fully understands and accepts such terms.

 (e) Bidder acknowledges that there is substantial 
uncertainty as to the characterization of NFTs and other digital 
assets under applicable law. Bidder represents and warrants that 
Bidder has the right to purchase and own an NFT in compliance 
with applicable laws and regulation relating to such purchase 
and ownership in Bidder’s jurisdiction.

(c) Reserve Price.  Each Lot is sold subject to a reserve price, 
which is the minimum price below which the Lot will not be 
sold (unless the auctioneer choses, in its sole and absolute 
discretion, to accept a lower price and Acker pays the Seller 
as if the Lot had sold at the reserve price). While Acker has 
the right to raise or lower the reserve price at any time prior to 
the time the Lot is opened for bidding by the auctioneer during 
the live auction, under no circumstance shall the reserve price 
for a Lot exceed the low estimate for that Lot as printed in 
the catalogue or as amended by any oral or posted notice. The 
reserve price for each Lot is available to prospective Bidders 
upon request, but Acker shall have no ongoing obligation to 
notify a prospective Bidder who has been informed of any 
reserve price if such reserve price has thereafter been changed.

(d) Symbol Identifying Interest in Certain Lots.  If Acker 
or its affiliates has a financial interest in any Lot, including a 
full or partial ownership interest or the provision to the Seller 
of a minimum price guarantee, such Lot will be identified in 
the catalogue by the symbol *. Any such financial interest 
may be held by Acker or its affiliates or jointly by Acker or 
its affiliates and a third party. Acker or its affiliates and any 
third party holding a financial interest in a Lot jointly with 
Acker and/or its affiliates benefit financially if such a Lot is 
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with our employee bidding procedures.  Employees may 
bid at a discounted Buyer’s Premium. Acker’s discount 
policy shall be disclosed to any Bidder who requests it.  
Acker may deny discounts for any particular auction on 
prior notice before such auction takes place. Employees 
will not be eligible for a discounted Buyer’s Premium 
on charity auctions such as the auctions to benefit World 
Central Kitchen (“WCK”).

(vi) Bidding Not Reaching the Reserve Price.  If bidding 
on a Lot does not reach the  reserve price, the auctioneer 
may remove the Lot from sale. At the time of such removal 
and  before bidding on another Lot begins, the auctioneer 
shall announce that the removed Lot has  been “passed”, 
“bought in” or other term of similar meaning.  

(vii) Hammer Price. The Bidder making the highest bid 
accepted by the auctioneer will  become the Buyer. The 
striking of the auctioneer’s hammer marks the acceptance 
of such bid as  the “hammer price” and the creation of a 
contract for sale between Seller and Buyer. The  auctioneer 
has discretion to reopen bidding at any time during the 
auction in which case no  contract shall be formed until 
such final bidding is completed. 

(viii) Bidding Increments. The following are the bidding 
increments that will generally  apply to bids, whether 
placed in person or through an agent, or through absentee, 
telephone,  online, or mobile app bidding, or by other 
means; provided, however, that all increments during  an 
auction are subject to change or modification in the sole 
and absolute discretion of the  auctioneer. Any absentee 
bid submitted in an incorrect bidding increment will 
automatically be  rounded down to the closest correct 
increment.

Current Bid  Bidding  Increments
$0 up to $1000  $50
$1000 up to $2000  $100
$2000 up to $3000  $200
$3000 up to $5000  $200, $500, $800
$5000 up to $10,000 $500
$10,000 up to $20,000 $1000
$20,000 up to $30,000 $2000
$30,000 and more  Auctioneer’s Discretion

(ix) No Liability for Bidding Errors.  In no event shall 
Acker or its affiliates or  auctioneers (or any of their 
respective officers, directors, shareholders, members, 
employees,  attorneys, representatives, agents or assigns) 
be liable for any errors, omissions or failures  relating to, 
arising from or in connection with the execution (or failure 
to properly execute) of  any bids, whether placed in person 
or through an agent, or through absentee, telephone, online,  
or mobile app bidding, or by other means, including errors 
or omissions relating to the loss of  connection with the 
internet or Acker’s on-line or mobile app bidding platforms.

(g) Parcel Lots. In the event that the catalogue lists a 
sequence of Lots carrying the same estimates and consisting 
of the same type of wine or spirits, quantity and bottle size 
(each a “Parcel”), Buyer of the first Lot in such Parcel 
may, in the sole and absolute discretion of the auctioneer, 
be granted the option to buy any or all additional Lots in 
the Parcel for the same hammer price if there is no higher 

sold at or above a particular price and may incur a loss if it is 
not. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Bidder shall be deemed to 
have waived any further claim against Acker and its affiliates 
as to the failure to provide disclosures beyond those statutorily 
required to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law.

(e) Estimates. Each Lot in the catalogue is accompanied by 
a low and high estimate of the selling price, which estimates 
exclude the Buyer’s Premium (as defined below), taxes and 
any other applicable charges. While estimates are intended as 
a general guide for prospective Bidders, in no event do they 
constitute either a representation or prediction of an actual 
selling price or value and should not be relied upon by Bidder 
as such. Acker reserves the right to revise estimates at any time 
prior to the time the Lot is opened for bidding.

(f) Bidding.

(i) Bidder Warranties, Representation and Covenants. By 
bidding at auction (whether in person or through an agent, 
or through absentee, telephone, online, or mobile app 
bidding, or by other means), Bidder warrants, represents 
and covenants that: (A) Bidder is at least twenty-one (21) 
years of age; (B) Bidder has the legal authority, right, and 
capacity to buy, receive, possess and otherwise deal in any 
Lot purchased; (C) any bids made by Bidder or on Bidder’s 
behalf are not pursuant to any anti-competitive agreement 
and are otherwise in compliance with all applicable laws; 
(D) any funds used to pay for Property were not directly 
or indirectly obtained from any criminal activity; and (E) 
Bidder (and any other party or entity on whose behalf 
Bidder may be bidding or acting) is not subject to any trade 
sanctions, embargoes or any other restrictions on trade in 
the United States or any other jurisdiction in which Bidder 
or any such other party resides or conducts business. For 
the avoidance of doubt, if Bidder is bidding as an agent, 
each of the foregoing representations and warranties are 
made on behalf of both Bidder and its principal. 

(ii) Bids per Lot. Unless otherwise announced by the 
auctioneer, all bids are per Lot in  consecutive numerical 
order as they appear in the catalogue. 

(iii) Bidding Up to the Reserve Price. Subject to the 
auctioneer’s sole and absolute discretion, bids shall 
be entered in the order in which they are received. The 
auctioneer may open bidding on any Lot by placing a 
bid on behalf of the Seller. The auctioneer may further 
bid on behalf of the Seller up to but not at or exceeding 
the amount of the reserve price by placing successive or 
consecutive bids for the Lot, or by placing bids in response 
to bids placed by any other Bidder.

(iv) Bidding by Acker. Acker and its’ affiliates reserve the 
right to bid for their own accounts or to procure the making 
of a bid on their behalf and provide notice of such right in 
their, online auction platform(s), and prior to live auctions 
in accordance with applicable law. Neither affiliates will 
bid in auctions held in New York by Acker Auction Inc.

(v) Bidding by Acker Employees. ) Acker reserves the 
right to permit its employees (in the sole and absolute 
discretion of Acker) to bid for their own accounts on any 
Lot in the sale.   Employees shall bid only by absentee 
bid submitted prior to the auction and otherwise comply 
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absentee bid on any subsequent Lot within the Parcel. If 
the option is not exercised on all such Lots, the auctioneer 
will open bidding on the next unsold Lot and may elect to 
offer the Buyer of that Lot the option to take any or all of 
the remaining Lots in the Parcel. Bidding shall continue 
in the same manner until all Lots in the Parcel have been 
offered and declared sold or unsold by the auctioneer. 

(h) Auctioneer’s Discretion. Acker and/or the auctioneer 
shall have the sole and absolute discretion to: (i) withdraw 
any Lot; (ii) divide any Lot; (iii) combine any two or more 
Lots; (iv) accept or refuse any bid (whether made in in 
person or through an agent, or through absentee, telephone, 
online, or mobile app bidding, or by other means); (v) 
advance the bidding (in accordance with Section 4.5.(iv) 
above), including changing the increments, in such a 
manner as deemed appropriate; and (vi) in the event of error 
or dispute or multiple bids of the same amount, determine 
the successful bidder, continue the bidding, cancel the sale, 
or reoffer and resell the disputed Lot. Wherever Acker and/
or the auctioneer exercises such discretion, its decision 
shall be final, binding, and conclusive in all respects.

(i) Extension of Internet Bidding Window.  For any 
Internet auctions, if a bid is placed on a Lot  within ten (10) 
minutes of the scheduled close time, the auction for that 
Lot shall be extended for  until the next ten (10) minutes 
after the scheduled close. Bidding shall be extended in ten 
(10)  minute increments after each subsequent bid is then 
placed following the close of the auction. In  the event the 
auction is extended, no contract shall be formed until the 
bidding is concluded. 

(j) Buyer’s Premium. The total amount due from the  
Buyer for each Lot shall be the hammer price plus a 
commission equal to twenty-five percent (25%) of the 
hammer price (“Buyer’s Premium”), in addition to any 
applicable taxes. If Buyer purchased a Property that 
includes an NFT, the same Buyer’s Premium amount 
will be due in addition to any applicable taxes. For any 
Lots being offered for sale to benefit WCK, Acker will 
donate its Buyer’s Premium in full to WCK. Regarding 
any charitable auctions including the auctions to benefit 
WCK, Bidders are advised to consult with their own tax 
advisors to determine the application of the tax law to 
their own specific circumstances and whether a charitable 
contribution deduction is available for any purchase. 
Please note that all WCK Lots are donated in full by the 
consignors. Bidders are advised to discuss their particular 
tax circumstances with their independent tax advisor, 
including residency eligibility under applicable laws, to 
determine if a charitable deduction for any purchase is 
available in any jurisdiction outside the United States.

(k) Discounted Buyer’s Premium. Acker provides 
discounts on the buyer’s premium to Bidders who transact 
with Acker or its affiliates over certain dollar thresholds. 
Acker’s discount policy shall be disclosed to any Bidder 
who requests it. Acker may deny such discounts for any 
particular auction on prior notice to the Bidders eligible for 
this discount before such auction takes place. Buyers will 
not be eligible for any Buyer’s Premium discounts with 
regard to WCK auctions.

(l) Post-Auction Sale of Property.  Any post-auction sale 
of Property offered at auction and sold in a private treaty 

sale shall incorporate and be subject to these Conditions of 
Sale as if sold at the live auction.

5. AFTER AUCTION.

(a) Payment.

(i) When Due.  Invoices reflecting the total amount due will 
be sent to each Buyer within two (2) days following the close 
of the auction (email to suffice). For any Internet auction, 
Buyer agrees to pay such invoice in full within forty-eight 
(48) hours following the close of the auction. For any Live 
auction, Buyer agrees to pay such invoice in full within 
thirty (30) days following the date of auction. By bidding 
at auction, Bidder authorizes Acker, without further notice 
to Bidder, to charge any credit or debit card used by Bidder 
to create an account with Acker and its affiliates or to make 
payment on any current or past invoice issued to Bidder 
by Acker or its affiliates, any balance of Bidder’s invoice 
that remains unpaid more than forty (40) days after the live 
auction or by noon Eastern Time on the Tuesday following 
the close of the Internet Auction (in addition to both a 3% 
convenience fee, for the use of the credit card and debit 
cards, on any amount in excess of $15,000.00 as well 
as any other applicable fees and expenses) for payment 
of live auctions. Subject to this automatic charge being 
successful, there shall be no late fee(s). However, in the 
event Buyer’s payment method on file is declined, Acker 
shall charge Buyer a late fee in the amount of eighteen 
percent (18%) interest per annum, calculated daily, until 
such unpaid amount has been paid. This late fee shall take 
effect thirty-five (35) days following the close of a Live 
auction. However, Acker will waive the late fee if Buyer 
contacts Acker to provide a payment method by day forty 
(40) after the close of the live auction.  in the event Buyer 
has not paid in full within sixty (60) days following the 
close of the live auction, Acker reserves the right to cancel 
the sale and reoffer such Lot(s) or on Thursday at midnight 
Eastern Time following an Internet sale, in addition to any 
of Acker’s rights upon buyer default..

(ii) Method of Payment. Payment of each invoice must be 
made in United States Dollars. Payments may be made 
by wire transfer, check and/or certain credit or debit cards 
(subject to the provisions herein). Any check returned 
unpaid will be subject to a $100 processing fee and will 
not be deemed paid for purposes of determining whether 
payment has been timely received. Visa, MasterCard, and 
American Express are accepted, without a convenience 
fee, for payments in the aggregate of up to $15,000.00 
per auction. To the extent permitted by law, the portion of 
any payment made by credit card in excess of $15,000.00 
per auction shall be subject to a 3% convenience fee. All 
web auction buyers have the responsibility to have a valid 
credit card on file with Acker that will be tokenized through 
its payment processor. In the event Acker is unable to 
automatically charge buyer’s credit card within forty-eight 
(48) hours after the close of the auction for any reason, 
it is the obligation of the buyer to contact Acker to make 
alternative payment arrangements within this forty-eight 
(48) hour period. For successful buyers at web auctions, 
such buyers will be notified by email the night of the 
close of the auction (Eastern Time) of their purchase and 
be issued an invoice (typically a Sunday). The next day 
the buyer’s credit card will be automatically charged for 
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and cleared funds.

(iii) Internet Auctions of Wine and Spirits. Internet 
Auctions are conducted by either AMC or Acker Auction. 
Internet auctions of wine are conducted by AMC, under a 
license issued by the State of California. Internet auctions 
of spirits are conducted by Acker Auction, under a license 
issued by the State of New York. Except for the transfer of 
title and ownership to Property associated with an NFT, 
which will be subject to the provisions of Section 5(b)(iv) 
below, title to and ownership of purchased Property passes 
to the Buyer in either the State of Delaware, California, 
or New York, depending upon where the auction is 
fulfilled and where, unless other arrangements are made, 
all Property will be located when released to Buyer. Title 
to purchased Property shall not pass, nor shall possession 
of such Property be transferred to Buyer, until payment 
in full has been received by AMC (for wine auctions) or 
Acker Auction (for spirits auctions) in good and cleared 
funds. Neither AMC nor Acker Auction can ship or arrange 
shipping of purchased property to any destination within 
the United States outside of California or New York, where 
AMC and Acker Auction are licensed, respectively.

For internet auctions of wine (conducted under AMC’s 
California license, title to Property will pass in California 
(or Delaware if the Property is accepted by Buyer in 
Delaware). If the Property is released to Buyer in California, 
or Buyer requires delivery to California, California sales 
tax will be charged to Buyer. Anything contained herein to 
the contrary notwithstanding, spirits to be released within 
the United States will only be available for pick up in New 
York. For internet auctions of spirits (conducted under 
Acker Auction’s New York license), title to purchased 
Property will pass in New York. Buyers purchasing from 
an internet spirits auctions must either pick-up purchased 
Property in person at Acker’s designated New York 
location or make their own arrangements for delivery 
elsewhere following delivery and acceptance in New York.  
New York sales tax will be charged.

(iv) Transferring Title via NFT.  If Buyer has purchased a 
Property that is associated with an NFT, then Acker (or the 
Seller) will not transfer title or ownership of the NFT to 
Buyer until payment in full has been received by Acker in 
good and cleared funds. Upon Acker’s receipt of payment 
in full in good and cleared funds, title, and ownership of 
the NFT will be transferred to Buyer. To receive the NFT, 
Buyer will use a digital wallet or wallet service provider 
registered in Buyer’s name or for which Buyer has title 
and that supports the NFT and understands and accepts 
that failure to ensure this may result in Buyer’s inability 
to access the NFT. If the bid was made on behalf of a 
company, then the digital wallet used to accept the NFT 
will be registered to the company, or the company will 
hold its title.

Buyer represents that the digital wallet or wallet service 
provider to which Acker (or the Seller) will transfer the 
NFT is not owned by or associated with (i) a citizen or 
resident of, or located in, a geographic area that is the 
target of sanctions or embargoes imposed by the European 
Union, the United Kingdom, the United Nations or 
the United States or (ii) an individual, or an individual 
employed by or associated with an entity, identified on the 

their purchase to which Bidders consent by participating 
in the auction and agreeing to these Conditions of Sale. 
If for any reason a buyer’s credit card is declined, the 
buyer will be notified of the need for alternative payment 
by the Thursday of that week by 12a.m. Eastern Time. If 
we do not receive payment by that time, the Lot(s) will be 
deemed to be defaulted on, and we shall reoffer the Lot(s) 
in the next available web auction, in addition to any of our 
rights upon buyer default.

b. Title and Taxes.  

(i) New York Live Auctions (“New York Live Auctions”). 
Except for the transfer of title and ownership of Property 
associated with an NFT, which will be subject to the 
provisions of Section 5(b)(iv) below, title to and ownership 
of purchased Property passes to Buyer in the State of New 
York, where New York live auctions (conducted by Acker 
Auction, Inc.) are fulfilled and where all Property will be 
located at the time of the auction and when released to 
Buyer.
 
For New York Live Auctions, Acker Auction is required to 
release purchased Property to Buyer in the State of New 
York, and, therefore, it is required to charge and collect 
New York sales tax, which will be applied to Buyer’s 
purchase. Property may be picked up in person from the 
designated location in New York. If purchased Property is 
released by Acker Auction to a licensed freight forwarder 
hired by Buyer for immediate shipment to a point outside 
of the United States, New York sales tax will not be applied 
to Buyer’s purchase.

Buyers at Acker Auction must make arrangements to ship or 
pick up their purchase of Property within no later than sixty 
(60) days from the date of auction. If Buyers do not make 
arrangements for the delivery or pick up of the purchased 
Property which is located at our Valley Cottage, New 
York warehouse within sixty (60) days from the auction in 
which Buyers purchased the Property from the date of the 
relevant auction Buyers will be charged a storage fee of 
twenty-five dollars per unit purchased (USD$25 per/unit). 
Furthermore, if Buyers have not arranged for the shipping 
or pick up of the purchased Property within six (6) months 
from the auction date, we will reoffer the Property at 
estimates to be set in our sole discretion.

(ii) Delaware Live Auctions (“Delaware Live Auctions”). 
For Delaware Live Auctions (conducted by Acker Auction 
DE), all purchased Property is sold to the Buyer in Delaware 
and title passes to Buyer in Delaware. Acker is required to 
comply with all applicable Delaware state and local sales 
tax laws with respect to its live auction sales. As of the date 
of these Conditions of Sale, the State of Delaware does 
not impose sales tax on tangible personal property sold 
within the State. Therefore, Acker is not required to charge 
or collect sales tax on Property sold within the State of 
Delaware pursuant to these conditions of sale.

Except for the transfer of title and possession to Property 
associated with an NFT, which will be subject to the 
provisions of Section 5(b)(iv) below, title to purchased 
Property shall not pass, nor shall possession of such 
Property be transferred to Buyer in the State of Delaware, 
until payment in full has been received by Acker in good 
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U.S. Department of Commerce’s Denied Persons or Entity 
List, the U.S. Department of the Treasury’s Specially 
Designated Nationals or Blocked Persons List, or the U.S. 
Department of State’s Debarred Parties List, or similar lists 
promulgated by the government of the European Union, 
the United Kingdom, or the United Nations. 
Risk of loss and responsibility for the NFT for which title 
is passed will transfer to Buyer when Acker (or the Seller) 
has sent the NFT to the digital wallet Buyer has specified. 
Buyer is responsible for implementing reasonable measures 
for securing the other storage mechanism Buyer uses to 
receive and hold the NFT, including any requisite private 
key(s) or other credentials necessary to access such storage 
mechanism(s), and further specifically acknowledges that 
the risk of acquiring, transferring, creating, holding, or 
using the NFT or Buyer’s wallet rests entirely with the 
Buyer. If Buyer’s private key(s) or other access credentials 
are lost, Buyer may lose access to the NFT. Acker is not 
responsible for any such losses.

(c) Collection and Delivery of Property. TO THE FULLEST 
EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE 
FOR OBTAINING ADEQUATE INSURANCE COVERAGE 
FOR ALL PURCHASED PROPERTY. Additionally, in 
no event will Acker be liable for special, consequential, or 
exemplary damages in relation to auction Property, and Acker’s 
liability will not exceed the purchase price of the Property.

Title to purchased Property shall not pass, nor shall possession 
of such Property be transferred to Buyer, until payment in full 
has been received by Acker in good and cleared funds. Upon 
Acker’s receipt of payment in full in good and cleared funds, 
purchased Property will be released to Buyer and available 
for pickup by Buyer at Acker’s designated location. Acker 
does not ship alcoholic beverages within the United States 
except to California or New York, pursuant to the terms in this 
Section. Any shipping or delivery arrangements required after 
the release of purchased property to Buyer shall be the sole 
responsibility of Buyer and at Buyer’s sole cost. Acker cannot 
release purchased Property to a carrier for delivery outside of 
the designated delivery state once released to Buyer, with the 
exception of release to a licensed freight forwarder for delivery 
to a destination outside the United States, or (for live and 
internet auctions only) or delivery to New York or California, 
subject to the exceptions below.

(i) For New York Live Auctions and Internet Auctions of 
spirits, Acker Auction is required to release purchased 
Property to Buyer in the State of New York, and, therefore, 
it is required to charge and collect New York sales tax, 
which will be applied to Buyer’s purchase. Property may 
be picked up in person from the designated location in 
New York.

(ii) For Delaware Live Auctions and Internet Auctions of 
Wines, after title passes if the Property has been picked up 
by the Buyer in person, or delivered to Acker Storage, any 
Buyer who arranges shipping, transportation, or delivery 
of purchased Property outside of the State of Delaware 
acknowledges that it is the owner and shipper of such 
Property. Neither Acker Auction, AMC, nor Acker Storage 
nor any of their affiliates make any representation as to 
the legal rights of any person or entity to ship, transport, 
deliver or import Property into any state, country, or 
jurisdiction. Buyer shall be solely and exclusively 
responsible for the shipping, transportation, and delivery 

of purchased Property, determining the legality of having 
such Property shipped, transported and/or delivered to the 
applicable destination, and compliance with any laws and 
the payment of all applicable taxes, duties, tariffs, and fees 
(including without limitation any interest or penalties) 
associated therewith. 

Upon Acker’s receipt of payment in full in good and cleared 
funds, purchased Property will be released. Within five (5) days 
from the date title passes and the Property is made available, 
the Buyer must (i) arrange to pick up the Property from Acker 
in person; (ii) arrange for the delivery of the wine to a carrier 
with all necessary permits and licenses for shipment to a 
destination outside the United States of America; or (iii) (for 
internet auctions of wines only), arrange for delivery of the 
Property to the Buyer in California, where AMC is licensed, 
and Buyer must pay the applicable sales and/or excise taxes. 
If the Buyer does not select one of the three options above, 
the Buyer will be deemed to have consented to the transfer 
of the Property to Acker Storage and the Property will be 
transferred, in the Buyer’s name, to Acker Storage and Buyer 
will be responsible to pay any and all of Acker Storage’s 
fees and service charges and the Property will be subject to 
the terms of Acker Storage’s storage agreement that can be 
located at ackerstorage.com/StorageAgreement.pdf. Neither 
Acker Auction DE nor AMC can deliver Property except 
within the state which issued the license pursuant to which 
the auction was held or to the State of Delaware where the 
Property is stored. Arrangement to pick up the Property 
from Acker Storage can be made by calling  (302) 525-8601. 
ACKER DOES NOT SHIP, TRANSPORT OR DELIVER 
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AND SHALL HAVE NO 
OBLIGATION TO SHIP, TRANSPORT OR DELIVER 
PURCHASED PROPERTY TO BUYER. UNDER THE 
APPROPRIATE CIRCUMSTANCES, ACKER MAY, IN 
ITS SOLE AND ABSOLUTE DISCRETION, AGREE 
TO DELIVER PROPERTY TO A CARRIER WITH THE 
NECESSARY LICENSES AND PERMITS TO SHIP 
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES OUTSIDE THE UNITED 
STATES, OR TO THE STATE THAT ISSUED THE 
LICENSE PURSUANT TO WHICH THE AUCTION 
WAS CONDUCTED (DELAWARE OR CALIFORNIA). 
ACKER WILL COLLECT APPLICABLE SALE TAX 
FOR DELIVERIES INTO THE STATE WHICH ISSUED 
THE LICENSE PURSUANT TO WHICH THE AUCTION 
WAS CONDUCTED. (AT THIS TIME DELAWARE 
DOES NOT IMPOSE A SALES TAX). DELIVERY TO A 
COMMON CARRIER OR FREIGHT FORWARDER FOR 
SHIPMENT OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES SHALL 
ONLY BE MADE ON THE CONDITION THE BUYER 
ASSUMES THE RESPONSIBILITY TO COMPLY WITH 
THE LAWS OF ALL GOVERNMENTAL ENTITIES 
WITH JURISDICTIONS OVER THE TRANSACTION 
AND TO PAY ANY AND ALL TAXES, FEES, 
EXPENSES, FINES, INTEREST, ATTORNEYS’ FEES, 
TARIFFS, LEVIES AND OTHER TAXES, COSTS AND 
EXPENSES RELATED TO THE TRANSACTION AND 
INDEMNIFIES AND HOLDS HARMLESS ACKER AND 
ITS AFFILIATES FROM ALL OF THE FOREGOING
INCLUDING ITS ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND COSTS. 
After the Property has been delivered to Buyer, in Acker’s 
Delaware facility, Buyer may make arrangements to leave the 
Property in storage in the state or to have the Property delivered 
elsewhere, Buyer assumes sole and exclusive responsibility for 
any required shipping, transportation or delivery arrangements 
of the purchased Property from the State of Delaware to 
Buyer’s desired destination and shall be solely responsible for 
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country, or jurisdiction. Buyer shall be solely and exclusively 
responsible for the shipping, transportation, and delivery of 
purchased Property, determining the legality of having such 
Property shipped, transported and/or delivered to the applicable 
destination, and compliance with any laws and the payment of 
all applicable taxes, duties, tariffs, and fees (including without 
limitation any interest or penalties) associated therewith.

(d) Importation and Exportation.

(i) Importation and Delivery.   Acker and its affiliates make 
no representation as to the legal rights of anyone to import 
or deliver any Property or other goods into any state or 
jurisdiction. Buyer acknowledges and agrees that it is 
solely responsible for the transport of the Property and for 
determining the legality and the tax/duty consequences of 
bringing the products to Buyer’s chosen destination.
(ii) Exportation.  Property sold at auction may be subject to 
laws governing export from the United States, and Acker 
and its affiliates make no representation as to the legal rights 
of anyone to export such Property or other goods into any 
state or jurisdiction. It shall be Buyer’s sole responsibility 
to determine, before bidding at auction, whether an export 
permit or license is required for Buyer’s purchase and, if 
required, to obtain any such required permit or license.
The denial of, or delay in obtaining, any such permit or 
license shall neither justify the rescission of any sale nor 
any delay in making full payment for the purchase.

(e) Rescission.

(i) Claims by Buyer. Acker has the right but not the 
obligation to rescind a sale if any statement in Acker’s 
offering materials concerning a Lot is materially incorrect 
or such Lot is short or is in unsound condition (e.g., cooked, 
and spoiled), Buyer’s sole remedy shall be rescission 
of such sale in Acker’s sole and absolute discretion. If 
Buyer seeks rescission under this paragraph 5(e)(i), Buyer 
must so notify Acker in writing within ninety (90) days 
after the auction. Buyer may only make such a claim if 
the Property in question: (A) has the Acker auction sale 
date reference sticker(s) on the relevant bottle(s); (B) is 
in the same condition as when it was released by Acker to 
Buyer or when custody thereof was transferred to Acker 
Storage; and (C) has been delivered to and from Buyer and 
stored under appropriate conditions. TO THE FULLEST 
EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, BIDDER WAIVES 
ANY RIGHT TO MAKE ANY CLAIM OR BRING 
ANY LEGAL ACTION AGAINST ACKER AND 
ITS AFFILIATES, AUCTIONEERS, AND SELLER 
(AND EACH OF THEIR RESPECTIVE OFFICERS, 
DIRECTORS, SHAREHOLDERS, MEMBERS, 
EMPLOYEES, ATTORNEYS, REPRESENTATIVES, 
AGENTS AND ASSIGNS) RESULTING FROM ANY 
DETERMINATION MADE (OR FAILED TO BE 
MADE) BY ACKER UNDER THIS SUBSECTION. 
IN THE EVENT THAT BUYER FAILS TO PROVIDE 
TIMELY AND PROPER NOTICE TO ACKER 
UNDER THIS SUBSECTION, BUYER SHALL BE 
DEEMED TO HAVE WAIVED ANY RIGHT TO 
RESCISSION AS HEREIN PROVIDED.  Only the
Buyer of record of the Property shall be entitled to make a 
claim of rescission under this subparagraph.

(ii) Buyer’s Sole Remedy.  THE REFUND TO BUYER 

any and all state and local sales or use taxes and/or other duties, 
taxes, tariffs or fees due or assessed by the jurisdiction and any 
interest or penalties related thereto. If purchased Property is 
not picked up by Buyer in-person within five (5) days after 
payment in full has been received by Acker Auction DE or 
AMC in good and cleared funds or if, prior to the expiration 
of such five (5) day period Buyer notifies Acker in writing 
(email to suffice) that shipping, transportation or other delivery 
thereof outside the United States or to California or Delaware 
is required, Acker will automatically transfer custody of such 
Property to Acker Storage located at 1800 Ogletown Road, 
Suite E, Newark, DE 19711 (info@ackerstorage.com), which 
storage facility shall act as agent for Buyer in providing on-site 
storage of such Property until pick-up, shipping, transportation 
or delivery arrangements have been made outside the State of 
Delaware. The list of storage fees applicable can be found at 
ackerstorage.com/Storage Agreement.pdf.

Buyer agrees to pay all storage fees and other applicable 
charges imposed by Acker Storage and understands that 
Acker Storage has and may enforce a lien (including without 
limitation a lien under section 6 Del. C. 7-709(a)) on any 
Property transferred to it to be stored. Once physical custody 
of Property has been transferred to Acker Storage, Buyer may 
pick up such Property in person from Acker Storage, leave the 
Property in storage in Delaware or make independent shipping, 
transportation, or delivery arrangements for the Property to 
be delivered outside of the State of Delaware.  To arrange in-
person pick up from Acker Storage or for a full list of services 
offered by Acker Storage, please visit info@ackerstorage.
com or call (302) 731-1483 during regular business hours. 
Please read Acker Storage’s terms and conditions carefully 
as they contain limitations as to Acker Storage’s liability 
for loss or damage to Property and as to the services Acker 
Storage is prepared to provide. ONCE CUSTODY OF ANY 
PURCHASED PROPERTY HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED 
TO ACKER STORAGE AS PROVIDED ABOVE, ACKER 
AUCTION DE AND ITS AFFILIATES, AUCTIONEERS, 
AND SELLER (AND EACH OF THEIR RESPECTIVE 
OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, SHAREHOLDERS, 
MEMBERS, EMPLOYEES, ATTORNEYS, 
REPRESENTATIVES, AGENTS AND ASSIGNS) SHALL 
HAVE NO LIABILITY OF ANY KIND TO BUYER 
OR ANY OTHER PARTY IN CONNECTION WITH 
ANY SUBSEQUENT DETERIORATION, DAMAGE, 
OR OTHER LOSS OF ANY KIND IN CONNECTION 
THEREWITH, NO MATTER HOW OCCASIONED, 
WHETHER RELATING TO, ARISING FROM, OR 
IN CONNECTION WITH THE STORAGE OF SUCH 
PROPERTY AT ACKER STORAGE, THE SHIPMENT, 
TRANSPORTATION OR DELIVERY THEREOF 
(INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WHILE SUCH 
PROPERTY IS IN TRANSIT), OR OTHERWISE. NOTE 
THAT THE LIABILITY OF ACKER STORAGE MAY 
BE LIMITED BY LAW OR BY THE TERMS OF ITS 
STORAGE AGREEMENT.

After title passes and the Property has been picked up by the 
Buyer or delivered to Acker Storage, any Buyer who arranges 
shipping, transportation, or delivery of purchased Property 
outside of the State of Delaware acknowledges that it is the 
owner and shipper of such Property. Neither Acker Auction 
DE, AMC, nor Acker Storage nor any of their affiliates make 
any representation as to the legal rights of any person or entity 
to ship, transport, deliver or import Property into any state, 
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OF THE PURCHASE PRICE PAID FOR ANY 
PROPERTY SHALL BE BUYER’S SOLE REMEDY 
FOR ANY CLAIM OR MATTER RELATING 
THERETO.
(iii) Different Importers/Bottle Numbers. Although Acker 
may at times state in the catalogue or elsewhere if a Lot 
includes Property from different importers, failure to so 
state is not grounds for rescission of the sale of any Lot. 
Similarly, any incorrect statement or omission in the 
catalogue concerning bottle and/or sequence numbers of 
Property from those producers that number their bottles is 
not grounds for rescission of the sale of any Lot.

(iv) Limited Guarantee. Notwithstanding anything to the 
contrary contained within these Conditions of Sale, Acker 
agrees to refund the purchase price to the Buyer of any 
Property purchased from Acker that is not of the vintage 
or from the producer as was stated in the catalogue or 
otherwise represented by Acker, including, but not limited 
to, Property that is counterfeit or has indicia which suggest 
that it is likely counterfeit, provided that: (A) the Buyer 
directly purchased the Property from Acker; (B) the 
Buyer returns such Property to Acker within ninety (90) 
days of the date of delivery of such Property to Buyer; 
and (C) that Buyer returns such Property in materially the 
same condition as it was delivered to Buyer. In the event 
Acker suspects the Property of a fraudulent activity or is 
a forgery, Acker may cancel any sale of such Property and 
hold such Property if it is in the possession of any Acker 
entity, including Acker Storage LLC. In the event the sale 
is cancelled after Buyer has made payment to Acker, Acker 
shall return such funds to Buyer.

(f) Default by Buyer.  If Buyer fails to make payment in full 
in accordance with these Conditions of Sale within thirty (30) 
days following the auction, Acker Auction may, in its sole and 
absolute discretion:

(i) Cancel the sale, retaining any partial payment as 
liquidated damages;

(ii) Resell Property publicly or privately for Buyer’s 
account and at Buyer’s risk, with estimates and a reserve set 
at Acker’s sole and absolute discretion, and charge Buyer 
for any deficiency between the final bid in the resale and 
the final bid placed by Buyer, in addition to all costs and 
expenses of both the initial sale and the resale at Acker’s 
regular rates and the Buyer’s Premium due in connection 
with both sales;

(iii) Set off all sums due from Buyer against any amounts 
which Acker or its affiliates may owe to Buyer;

(iv) Exercise all the rights and remedies of a party holding 
a first priority perfected security interest in any Property 
or other property in the possession of Acker or its affiliates 
and which is owned or has been consigned by Buyer;

(v) Collect from Buyer the total amount due (including 
the Late Fee) plus any loss, cost or expense incurred by 
Acker in effecting such collection;
 
(vi) Collect from Buyer reasonable attorneys’ fees and 

expenses incurred by Acker in exercising any one or more 
of the rights or remedies set forth in this Agreement;

(vii) Prohibit Buyer from directly or indirectly purchasing 
from Acker and its affiliates and from participating in 
future auctions and other events held, hosted, or sponsored 
by Acker or its affiliates;
(viii) Exercise any right or remedy against Buyer available 
to Seller at law, equity or otherwise; or

(ix) Release the name and address of the Buyer to the 
Seller to enable Seller to commence legal proceedings 
against Buyer to recover all amounts due.

Acker may, in its sole and absolute discretion, exercise any one 
or more of the preceding remedies or any combination thereof.

If Buyer fails to pick up the Property in-person or fails to 
arrange for shipping, transportation or other delivery of the 
Property after payment in full has been received by Acker 
Auction, and after the Buyer has had five (5) business days after 
payment to pick up the Property itself or authorize delivery of 
the Property to Acker Storage and has not paid the storage fees 
for the Property at Acker Storage, Acker may, in its sole and 
absolute discretion, take any of the following actions in order 
to pay off all storage fees and other expenses incurred by Acker 
or Acker Storage:

(i) Cancel the sale;

(ii) Resell Property publicly or privately for Buyer’s 
account and at Buyer’s risk, with estimates and a reserve set 
at Acker’s absolute and sole discretion, and charge Buyer 
for any deficiency between the final bid in the resale and 
the final bid placed by Buyer, in addition to all costs and 
expenses of both the initial sale and the resale at Acker’s 
regular rates and the Buyer’s Premium due in connection 
with both sales;

(iii) Set off all sums due from Buyer against any amounts 
which Acker or its affiliates may owe to Buyer;

(iv) Exercise all the rights and remedies of a party holding 
a first priority perfected security interest in any Property 
or other property in the possession of Acker or its affiliates 
and which is owned or has been consigned by Buyer;

(v) Collect from Buyer the total amount due (including 
the Late Fee and/or interest) plus any loss, cost or expense 
incurred by Acker in effecting such collection;

(vi) Collect from Buyer reasonable attorneys’ fees and 
expenses incurred by Acker in exercising any one or more of 
the rights or remedies set forth in this Agreement; provided, 
however, that prior to taking any of the foregoing actions, 
Acker shall make three attempts using reasonable business 
effort to contact the Buyer in writing (which may include 
electronic transmission) as to Buyer’s failure to pick up 
or arrange for shipping, transportation, or other delivery 
of the Property. Acker shall hold any monies received in 
connection with such sale (after receiving payment for its 
storage and other costs) in accordance with all escheatment 
rules of the State of Delaware and as provided under the 
Acker Storage Agreement.
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and consents to personal jurisdiction in such respective courts. 
Each Bidder (including Buyer) waives, to the maximum 
extent permitted by law, any objection to the laying of venue 
in any such court and any claim that such court would be an 
inconvenient forum for any action covered by this Section 6. 
Each Bidder (including Buyer) agrees that Acker shall retain 
the right to bring legal proceedings in any court other than the 
state courts of the State of Delaware state courts located in New 
Castle County for Delaware or New York County, New York 
for New York, or San Francisco for California.

(b) To the extent required by applicable law, each Delaware 
auctioneer is licensed pursuant to 30 Del. C. 2301(a)(3). The 
New York auctions are conducted pursuant to
N.Y. Alcoholic Beverage Control Law §99-g. California 
auctions are conducted pursuant to California Business & 
Professions Code §23355.1; Commercial Code §§1812.600- 
1812.610 and §2328.

7. JURY TRIAL WAIVER.

EACH BIDDER (INCLUDING BUYER), SELLER AND 
ACKER IRREVOCABLY AND UNCONDITIONALLY 
WAIVES, TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED 
BY LAW, ANY RIGHT IT MAY HAVE TO A TRIAL 
BY JURY IN ANY LEGAL ACTION, PROCEEDING, 
CAUSE OF ACTION, OR COUNTERCLAIM ARISING 
FROM, RELATING TO, OR CONCERNING THESE 
CONDITIONS, INCLUDING THE RESPECTIVE 
RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE PARTIES 
HEREUNDER AND THE CONDUCT OF THE AUCTION.

EACH BIDDER (INCLUDING BUYER), SELLER AND 
ACKER AGREE THAT ANY LEGAL ACTION OR 
PROCEEDINGS WILL BE CONDUCTED ONLY ON AN
INDIVIDUAL BASIS AND NOT IN A CLASS OR 
REPRESENTATIVE ACTION OR AS A NAMED OR 
UNNAMED MEMBER IN A CLASS, CONSOLIDATED,
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRIVATE ATTORNEY 
GENERAL ACTION, UNLESS EACH PARTY 
SPECIFICALLY AGREE TO DO SO IN WRITING 
FOLLOWING INITIATION OF THE ACTION. THIS 
CLASS ACTION WAIVER IS NOT APPLICABLE TO 
THE EXTENT SUCH WAIVER IS PROHIBITED BY 
LAW.

8. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY.

ACKER AND ITS AFFILIATES, AUCTIONEERS, AND 
SELLERS (AND EACH OF THEIR RESPECTIVE 
OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, SHAREHOLDERS, 
MEMBERS, EMPLOYEES, ATTORNEYS, 
REPRESENTATIVES, AGENTS AND ASSIGNS) SHALL 
NOT BE LIABLE TO ANY BIDDER (INCLUDING 
BUYER) FOR ANY SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, 
INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, EXEMPLARY OR PUNITIVE 
DAMAGES OF ANY KIND (INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, WHERE RELATED TO LOSS OF 
REVENUE, INCOME OR PROFITS, LOSS OF USE OR 
DATA, DAMAGES FOR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, 
USER ERROR SUCH AS FORGOTTEN PASSWORDS, 
INCORRECTLY CONSTRUCTED TRANSACTIONS, 
OR MISTYPED ADDRESSES; SERVER FAILURE OR 
DATA LOSS, CORRUPTED WALLET FILES,
 

(g) Bidder’s Indemnity. By bidding at auction, each Bidder 
(including Buyer) agrees to indemnify, defend and hold 
Acker and its affiliates, auctioneer, and Seller (and each of 
their respective officers, directors, shareholders, members, 
employees, attorneys, representatives, agents and assigns) 
(each, an “Indemnitee”) harmless from and against any and 
all losses, damages, demands, claims, suits, judgments, costs, 
expenses, or other liability of any kind (including reasonable 
attorneys’ fees and expenses) relating to, arising from or in 
connection with: (i) Bidder’s actual, threatened or alleged 
breach of any representation, warranty, covenant or other 
provision contained within these Conditions of Sale; (ii) any 
act or omission on the part of Bidder (or Bidder’s agents, 
employees or representatives) adversely affecting Property; 
(iii) any inaccuracy of any document or instrument delivered 
by Bidder pursuant to or in connection with these Conditions 
of Sale; or (iv) Bidder’s violation of any applicable law, statute, 
rule or regulation. Bidder further agrees to advance each 
Indemnitee, upon demand, all costs, and expenses (including 
reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses) as they are incurred 
by such Indemnitee in connection with any matter covered 
by the indemnification provisions of this Section 5(h). All of 
Bidder’s representations, warranties, and covenants herein, 
together with the indemnification provided for in this Section 
5(g), shall survive completion of the transactions contemplated 
in these Conditions of Sale.
 

(h) Copyright. Acker reserves copyright in all images, 
illustrations and written material produced by or on behalf 
of Acker, including, without limitation, the content of the 
catalogue (collectively, “Material”), and in no event may 
Buyer or any third party use any Material without Acker’s prior 
written consent. In no event do Acker or its affiliates or Seller 
make any representation or warranty that Buyer will acquire 
any copyright, reproduction right or any other intellectual 
property right in any Property.

6. GOVERNING LAW AND FORUM SELECTION.

(a) These Conditions of Sale, including the respective rights 
and obligations of the parties hereunder and the conduct of the 
auction for live Delaware sales (including any online bidding 
in the auction, to which these Conditions of Sale apply), shall 
be governed by the laws of the State of Delaware without 
regard to the conflicts of laws principles thereof. For New York 
Live Auctions and Internet Auctions for spirits in New York, 
the governing law shall be New York (including any online 
bidding or use of the mobile app). For Internet Auctions of wine 
(conducted by AMC), the governing law shall be California 
(including any online bidding or use of the mobile app). For 
the benefit of Acker, by bidding at auction (whether in person 
or through an agent, or through absentee, telephone, online, or 
mobile app bidding, or by other means), each Bidder (including 
Buyer) consents and agrees to the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
state courts of the State of Delaware located in New Castle 
County for Delaware Live Auctions, San Francisco, California 
in connection with Internet Auctions of wine or New York, New 
York in connection with New York Live Auctions and Internet 
Auctions of spirits in connection with any legal claim or action 
relating to, arising from, or in connection with these Conditions 
of Sale, including the respective rights and obligations of the 
parties hereunder and the conduct of the respective auction, 
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UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS TO APPLICATIONS, 
ANY UNAUTHORIZED THIRD PARTY ACTIVITIES, 
INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION INTERNET 
OR SYSTEMS OUTAGES, VIRUSES OR MALICIOUS 
CODES, HACKING OR OTHER ATTACKS) ARISING 
OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY RELATED TO THE SALE OR 
USE OF LOTS OR OTHERWISE RELATED TO THESE 
CONDITIONS OF SALE, INCLUDING THE CONDUCT 
OF THE AUCTION, REGARDLESS OF THE FORM 
OF ACTION, WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT, 
TORT OR ANY OTHER LEGAL OR EQUITABLE 
THEORY (EVEN IF THE PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED 
OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES AND 
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER SUCH DAMAGES 
WERE FORESEEABLE), ARISING FROM, RELATING 
TO, OR CONCERNING THESE CONDITIONS OF 
SALE, INCLUDING THE RESPECTIVE RIGHTS AND 
OBLIGATIONS OF THE PARTIES HEREUNDER OR 
THE CONDUCT OF THE AUCTION, NO MATTER HOW 
OCCASIONED, AND EACH BIDDER (INCLUDING 
BUYER) EXPRESSLY WAIVES ANY RIGHT TO 
RECOVER ANY SUCH DAMAGES TO THE MAXIMUM 
EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW.

TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY 
LAW, THE MAXIMUM LIABILITY OF ACKER AND 
ITS AFFILIATES, AUCTIONEERS, AND SELLERS 
(AND EACH OF THEIR RESPECTIVE OFFICERS, 
DIRECTORS, SHAREHOLDERS, MEMBERS, 
EMPLOYEES, ATTORNEYS, REPRESENTATIVES, 
AGENTS AND ASSIGNS) SHALL BE THE AMOUNT PAID 
BY BUYER FOR ANY PROPERTY THAT IS SUBJECT 
TO RETURN AS PERMITTED HEREUNDER. ACKER 
AND ITS AFFILIATES, AUCTIONEERS, AND SELLER 
(AND EACH OF THEIR RESPECTIVE OFFICERS, 
DIRECTORS, SHAREHOLDERS, MEMBERS, 
EMPLOYEES, ATTORNEYS, REPRESENTATIVES, 
AGENTS AND ASSIGNS) SHALL HAVE NO OTHER 
LIABILITY OF ANY KIND OR NATURE UNDER THIS 
AGREEMENT, IN TORT OR OTHERWISE, WHETHER 
AT LAW OR IN EQUITY, WITH RESPECT TO THIS 
AGREEMENT OR THE OFFER, PURCHASE OR SALE 
OF ANY PROPERTY.

9. PERSONAL DATA AND INFORMATION.

Acker and its affiliates process each Bidder’s and Buyer’s 
personal data and/or information, as applicable, in accordance 
with its privacy policies available at:  https://www.ackerwines.
com/terms-conditions/#legal-privacy.

10. MISCELLANEOUS.

These Conditions of Sale constitute the entire understanding 
and agreement between the parties with respect to the subject 
matter contained herein and supersede and cancels all previous 
agreements and commitments, whether oral or written, in 
connection with the matters described herein. No waiver or 
modification of these Conditions of Sale shall be binding unless 
in writing and assented to by both Bidder and an authorized 
representative of Acker. No failure to insist upon compliance 
with any term or condition of these Conditions of Sale, whether 
by conduct or otherwise, shall be construed to be a waiver of 
such term or condition. In the event any one or more provisions 

of these Conditions of Sale is determined to be invalid or 
unenforceable in any respect, the validity and enforceability of 
all remaining provisions hereof shall not in any way be
 
affected or impaired. In the event of a conflict between these 
Conditions of Sale and any other document, terms, or policy 
published by Acker (including, without limitation, the Website 
and Mobile App Terms of Use), these Conditions of Sale 
shall control. No provision of these Conditions of Sale shall 
be construed to create a partnership or other joint venture or 
enterprise between or among any of Acker, Bidder and Seller.  
None of the terms and conditions set forth in these Conditions 
of Sale may be assigned by Bidder without Acker’s express 
written consent.

Each of Acker’s affiliates and auctioneers (and each of their and 
Sellers’ respective officers, directors, shareholders, members, 
employees, attorneys, representatives, agents, and assigns) 
shall be an express third-party beneficiary of the protections, 
rights and authority bestowed upon such entity or person by and 
throughout these Conditions of Sale. These Conditions of Sale 
shall be binding upon Bidder’s heirs, executors, beneficiaries, 
successors, and assigns. Section headings herein are for purposes 
of convenient reference only and will not affect the meaning 
or interpretation of any provision of these Conditions of Sale. 
These Conditions of Sale shall be construed as if jointly drafted 
and without regard to any presumption or other rule requiring 
construction against any party on account of its participation 
in the drafting hereof. Bidder acknowledges that it has read 
these Conditions of Sale in their entirety, understands that these 
Conditions of Sale constitute an important legal document, has 
had the opportunity to consult with legal counsel of its own 
choosing prior to bidding at auction, agrees to be bound by 
all of the terms and conditions set forth herein, and that Acker 
has not provided any legal advice to Bidder in connection with 
these Conditions of Sale or the subject matter thereof.

11. LICENSE NUMBER.

To the extent required by applicable law, each auctioneer is 
licensed pursuant to 30 Del. C. 2301(a)(3). The license number 
assigned to Acker by the Delaware Alcoholic Beverage Control 
Commissioner is 15350. For New York auctions, Acker 
Auction, Inc.’s New York Auction License No. is 1413658. For 
California auctions, AMC’s license number is 604246.

https://www.ackerwines.com/terms-conditions/#legal-privacy
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absenTee biDs
For those who wish to bid by fax, e-mail, phone or ‘BidLive’ over the internet,:

________________ 

An Absentee Bid Form follows this page, and is provided for those who wish to bid either by fax, email, or phone.
Please complete this form in its entirety to include lot numbers and the highest dollar amount you wish to  

pay for each respective lot, and return it to Acker Merrall & Condit no later than 9:00pm ET on  
Wednesday, November 15th, 2023.

If you wish to bid via fax:
Please fax your bids to 302.525.8603 

If you wish to bid via e-mail:
Please e-mail your bids to info@ackerwines.com prior to 9:00pm ET on Wednesday, November 15th, 2023.  
Be sure to include all information required on the Absentee Bid Form in your transmission.

DO NOT SEND YOUR BIDS BY REGULAR MAIL.

If you wish to phone in your bids:
Please contact our office between the hours of 9:00am and 6:00pm ET, Monday through Friday, at  
302.525.8601  and ask to place some bids.
• Please have your bids ready, as well as a credit card.

If you wish to bid by phone during the auction:
• Phone bids will be accepted on an appointment basis only. Please fax your
• Absentee Bid Form to 302.525.8603 by 9:00pm ET on Wednesday, November 15th, 2023.  
• Please print the word TELEPHONE at the top of your Absentee Bid Form.

Restrictions regarding phone bidding:
• Phone bidding is offered as a courtesy, and no guarantee of successfully contacting the phone bidder is made by Acker 

Merrall & Condit.
• When possible, phone bidders are urged to leave “emergency bids” in the event phone contact cannot be established.
• All bids must be accompanied by a credit card number, expiration date and signature.

If you wish to ‘BidLive’ via the internet:
Please e-mail your request to BidLive@ackerwines.com prior to 12:00pm ET on Wednesday, November 15th, 2023.   
Please be sure to include all information required on the Absentee Bid Form in your transmission.
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Office Use Only

23-8 23-8
Either/Or
(Please Bracket)

Either/Or
(Please Bracket)

Lot # Lot # Bid in $
(note increments)

Bid in $
(note increments)

*MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH ABSENTEE BIDS FORM ON PAGE 36 *

NAME:

Office Use Only
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Office Use Only

23-8 23-8
Either/Or
(Please Bracket)

Either/Or
(Please Bracket)

Lot # Lot # Bid in $
(note increments)

Bid in $
(note increments)

*MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH ABSENTEE BIDS FORM ON PAGE 36 *

NAME:
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Office Use Only

23-8 23-8
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Either/Or
(Please Bracket)

Lot # Lot # Bid in $
(note increments)

Bid in $
(note increments)

*MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH ABSENTEE BIDS FORM ON PAGE 36 *
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